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Welcome to the Eight Heat Powered Cycles Conference

This is the eighth Heat Powered Cycles Conference. The first was held at Nottingham in 1997. This time the event is being co-organised by the University of Bayreuth, (Germany), The University of Applied Sciences, Vorarlberg, (Austria), The National Institute for Space Research, (Brazil) and The University of Bristol, (UK). The conference is to be held at the University of Bayreuth and hosted by the Centre for Energy Technology at the University of Bayreuth by Prof. Dieter Brüggemann, as director of the Center, and Prof. Markus Preißinger, former executive manager of the Centre. In addition to formal presentations of technical papers, including invited Keynote papers, the event will include poster sessions and workshops. There will also be a full social programme for both delegates and accompanying partners. The conference is concerned with scientific and technological innovations relating to the efficient and economic use of heat, derived from all its sources, for the production of cooling, heating and mechanical power either independently or co-generatively.

Subject areas of particular interest include; hybrid cycles, ORCs, Stirling cycle machines, thermo-acoustic engines and coolers, sorption cycle refrigerators and heat pumps, jet-pump (ejector) machines, temperature amplifiers (heat transformers), chemical heat pumps, new working fluids, mass and heat transfer phenomena, desalination of brackish water and seawater, compact heat exchanger research (including foams and other micro-channel research), thermo-economics, process optimisation and modelling, process and cycle thermodynamics.
History

2016: Nottingham

The seventh Heat Powered Cycles conference was co-organised by the Universities of Nottingham and Bristol. The conference was held at the University of Nottingham and was hosted by the HVASCR & Heat Transfer Group.

2012: Alkmaar

The sixth Heat Powered Cycles conference was hosted by Energy research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) in the Golden Tulip Hotel in Alkmaar.

2009: Berlin

The fifth Heat Powered Cycles conference was hosted by the Technical University of Berlin.

2006: Newcastle

The fourth Heat Powered Cycles conference was hosted by University upon Tyne Newcastle.

Three special Issues after HPC 2018

The Organizing Committee of the Heat Powered Cycles Conference will select some presented manuscripts, after the conference is finished, to be invited for publication in a special issue of *Applied Thermal Engineering* (Elsevier), *Energy* (Elsevier) and *Energies* (MDPI). The selection of the manuscripts will be based on their quality and presentation. The selected manuscripts will undergo the normal review process for those journals.
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M. Steiner, S. Beer, D. Hummel
Keynote Lectures
A Fission-Powered Thermoacoustic In-Core Sensor
Steven L. Garrett
151 Sycamore Drive, State College, PA 16801
sxg185@psu.edu

Abstract
Motivated by the Fukushima nuclear reactor disaster in March 2011, a thermoacoustic engine was designed to have dimensions that are identical to a fuel rod to exploit the energy-rich conditions in the core of a nuclear reactor to acoustically measure and telemeter core condition information to reactor operators without a need for external electrical power. The standing-wave thermoacoustic heat engine is self-powered and can wirelessly transmit the temperature (encoded as a frequency) and reactor power level (proportional to sound amplitude) by generation of a pure tone that can be detected outside the reactor.

Keywords: Thermoacoustic engines, Wireless telemetry, Nuclear reactor sensing

Introduction/Background
The generation of sound by heat has been documented as an “acoustical curiosity” since 1568 when a Buddhist monk reported the loud tone generated by a ceremonial rice-cooker in his diary [1]. In 1850, Karl Friedrich Julius Sondhauss investigated an observation made by glassblowers who noticed that when a hot glass bulb was attached to a cooler glass tubular stem, the stem tip sometimes emitted a pure tone [2]. The Sondhauss tube [3] is the earliest thermoacoustic engine that is a direct antecedent of this fission-powered in-core sensor.

The first qualitative explanation of the Sondhauss effect was provided by Lord Rayleigh: “If heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest condensation or be taken from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the vibration is encouraged” [4]. This new thermoacoustic sensor automatically does both. The standing sound wave transfers heat from a solid substrate to the gas (in our case a mixture of 75% helium and 25% argon rather than air) at the phase of the acoustic cycle during which the condensation (i.e., density and pressure) is maximum and removes heat from the gas and deposits it on a solid substrate (at a different location) at the phase of the cycle when the condensation is a minimum [5].

In our case, the solid substrate, called the “stack” [2], is visible in Fig. 1 (Lower right). It consists of an extruded cordierite ceramic material with straight pores of square cross-section that has commercial application as a substrate in automotive catalytic converters [6] A previous publication provides a (qualitative) Lagrangian description of the cyclic heat transfer resulting in the production and maintenance of an acoustic standing-wave resonance [7].

It is worthwhile to point out that our thermoacoustic sensor is an extremely simple heat engine when compared to an automobile engine that requires pistons, valves, cams, rocker-arms, flywheel, etc. to ensure that the compressions and expansions are synchronized with the heat input and exhaust at the proper phases in the cycle. By contrast, this standing-wave thermoacoustic process is phased by thermal diffusion and requires no moving parts other than the oscillatory motion of the gas. The irreversibility of the diffusion process reduces efficiency from that achievable using a traveling-wave thermoacoustic-Stirling cycle [8], but in the energy-rich core of a nuclear reactor, efficiency is less important than simplicity.
**Figure 1. Fuel rods used in the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor.** (Left) Photograph of the reactor’s core. (Upper right) Several fuel rods. (Lower right) Cross-sectional rendering of the hot end of the thermoacoustic resonator showing one of two suspension springs that attach the resonator to the “slotted tube,” the insulation space surrounding the hot end (SiO$_2$ insulation floss not shown), and the hot heat exchanger that is in physical contact with the Celcor® ceramic stack that had 170 cells/cm$^2$.

**Figure 2. “Fuel rod” thermoacoustic sensor.** (Above) The thermoacoustic resonator is shown at the center of the photograph. The resonator tube has an inside diameter of 2.2 cm and is 22 cm long. The insulated hot section of the resonator holds the hot heat exchanger that contains two enriched $^{235}$U fuel pellets that are each approximately 5 mm in diameter and 10 mm long, as well as the extruded ceramic “stack” shown in Fig. 1. The resonator tube contains the 2.0 MPa He/Ar gas mixture. The empty portion of the resonator, to the right of the insulated section, is in good thermal contact with the reactor’s coolant. Two 4-40 threaded rods extend from either end of the resonator. The rods are attached to two circular stainless steel disks (200 $\mu$m thick) that have six spokes acting as cantilever springs to allow the resonator to vibrate axially but constrain the resonator to remain coaxial within the surrounding “slotted tube.” One of the thermocouples is silver-soldered (brazed) to the thin-walled section of the resonator next to the heat exchanger and the other is silver-soldered to the hot end of the resonator. Both thermocouples are located within the insulation space. (Below) The resonator and springs are contained within a “slotted tube” that has the same outer diameter as the fuel rods. The slots allow the reactor’s coolant to remove the heat of
fission from the thermoacoustic sensor and facilitated testing of the resonator’s axial mobility before insertion in the reactor’s core.

Discussion and Results

This thermoacoustic sensor converts the heat released by $^{235}\text{U}$ fission to create a standing sound wave. It was designed to have a size and shape that is identical to the fuel rods in the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor on Penn State’s University Park campus, shown in Fig. 1. Those fuel rods have a maximum external diameter of 3.7 cm and an overall length of 72 cm. The acoustic resonator and the “slotted tube” that contains the resonator are shown in Fig. 2. A cut-away representation of the stack, heat exchanger, suspension spring, and insulation space is provided in Fig. 1. Based on our measurements of the vibro-acoustic spectra of the pump-dominated background noise in the coolant pool [9], a 2.0 MPa mixture of 75% helium and 25% argon was selected as the engine’s “working fluid” to place the resonance frequency at approximately 1,350 Hz, above most of that background noise, which was below 1.0 kHz. That inert gas mixture provides the largest possible polytropic coefficient (i.e., ratio of specific heats) while also lowering the Prandtl number [10], thus improving the thermoacoustic energy conversion process [11].

The high-amplitude acoustic standing wave that is generated thermoacoustically causes the gas in the “empty” section of the resonator to be pumped by non-zero time-averaged nonlinear acoustic forces that create streaming cells [12]. This acoustically-induced flow forcibly convects heat from the ambient-temperature end of the stack to the walls of the resonator that are bathed in the reactor’s cooling water. Previous measurements in a similar electrically-heated “fuel rod resonator” have shown that this acoustically-driven streaming flow increases the thermal contact between the gas in the ambient-temperature end of the stack and the coolant by a factor-of-three [13]. This acoustically-enhanced heat transfer makes our thermoacoustic sensor even simpler than previous standing-wave thermoacoustic engines [14], since no separate cold heat exchanger is required.

![Figure 3. Hot heat exchanger.](Image)

(Left) SolidWorks® rendering of one-half of the hot heat exchanger containing both enriched $^{235}\text{U}$ pellets. The exchanger was fabricated by additive manufacturing in two halves that were joined by two 0-80 machine screws as shown in the photo below the rendering. (Right) The lumped-element static thermal conduction model includes the contact resistance from each pellet to the heat exchanger, $R_{\text{contact}}$, as well as the resistance of the stainless steel exchanger, $R_{\text{HX}}$. Heat from the pellets can reach the coolant along the resonator wall, $R_{\text{sleeve}}$, or can leak through the insulation’s thermal resistance, $R_{\text{insulate}}$, after either conduction through the gas or by electromagnetic radiation, $R_{\text{EM}}$. The
heat that passes through the stack will generate the thermoacoustic oscillations once the system reaches onset. Prior to onset, the heat diffuses through the ceramic stack material and the gas within the stack’s pores, $R_{\text{stack}}$, then reaches the water through the static gas’s thermal resistance, $R_{\text{gas}}$.

The hot heat exchanger is responsible for the transfer of the heat produced by the irradiated $^{235}$U pellets to the gas within the resonator. The left side of Fig. 3 shows the SolidWorks® model used to produce the two halves of the 3-D printed stainless steel heat exchanger that contained both pellets. The right side of Fig. 3 shows the static conduction model used to determine the temperature of the hot heat exchanger prior to thermoacoustic onset. Such a model is necessary to assure that no part of the stainless steel resonator reaches a temperature that would cause the material to weaken and possibly release either the compressed gas mixture or the enriched uranium prior to onset of the oscillations, which enhance the heat transfer and limit the temperature.

The detectability of the sound radiated by the thermoacoustic sensor depends upon the acoustics of the coolant pool and the vibroacoustic background noise level that was dominated by the pumps used to circulate the coolant. In the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor’s coolant pool, the dominant noise was created by a diffusor pump that is used to circulate coolant (deionized light water) over the reactor core to prevent aggregation of short-lived radioactive $^{16}$N into bubbles that would rise before decaying, thus triggering radiation alarms.

The reactor pool is a reverberant acoustical environment. The standing-wave modal structure of the pool and the acoustic reverberation times were measured. The reactor’s 70,000 gallon (265 m$^3$) coolant pool has equivalent rectangular dimensions that are 8.65 m long, 4.27 m wide, and 7.32 m deep. The lowest standing-wave modal frequency occurs at about 51 Hz. In a 3-dimensional enclosure, the number of modes below a given frequency increases with the cube of that frequency [15]. At some frequency, there will be three modes with resonance frequencies which overlap within the half-power bandwidth of the central mode. That “overlap” frequency is known within the architectural acoustics community as the Schroeder frequency, $f_S$ [16]. Above that frequency, the sound field can be treated as being diffuse (i.e., uniform energy density approximately independent of the location of the source and the sensors), so the sound field can be approximated as a “phonon gas” and the sound pressure can be estimated using statistical energy analysis. Based on our measurements of the reverberation time ($T_{60} = 120 \pm 20$ ms), $f_S \approx 230$ Hz $<< f \approx 1,350$ Hz. The sound pressure created by the fuel-rod thermoacoustic sensor will then be fairly homogeneous and isotropic at measurement distances from the source greater than the critical radius, $r_c = c_{H,O} / 5 f_S \approx 1.3$ m [15]. The speed of sound in water is $c_{H,O} \approx 1,500$ m/s.

Our thermoacoustic sensor was tested during eight irradiation runs in the Breazeale Nuclear Reactor. Provisions of the reactor’s license limit the accumulation of radioactive iodine isotopes produced by the fuel pellets to less than a total of 1.5 Ci. As a consequence, the sensor’s irradiation dose restricted operations to a reactor time-integrated-power of approximately seven MW-minutes. Following each run, the experiment was idled while the unstable iodine isotopes were allowed to decay [5].

Figure 4 is a time record made during the 5th irradiation. It shows the temperature of the thermocouple that was brazed to the hot-end of the thermoacoustic resonator, contained within the insulation space, as well as the output of two hydrophones that were located far from the core in the reactor’s coolant pool. Short Time Fast (essentially sliding-average) Fourier transforms of ten-second time records were produced every two seconds and the frequency of only the largest-amplitude spectral component is plotted in Fig. 4 for both hydrophones. The thermoacoustic
sensor achieved onset at about \( t = 810 \) s, which is the time the largest amplitude spectral components for both hydrophones coalesced to the same frequency. It is also possible to detect a subtle indication of the onset of thermoacoustic oscillations suggested by the slight increase of the slope of the thermocouple’s temperature vs. time after onset. This increased heating rate indicated a hydrodynamically-enhanced increase in the uniformity of the distribution of the heat from the hot heat exchanger to all other locations within the resonator.

Figure 4. Time record of the temperature and the frequency of the largest spectral component received by two hydrophones at different locations. The temperature of a Type-K thermocouple brazed to the hot-end of the thermoacoustic resonator is plotted as the black circles. Those temperatures should be read from the black right-hand axis. The star symbols “\( \times \)” and hollow square symbols “\( \Box \)” are the frequencies of the largest spectral component within the frequency range between \( 1,320 \text{ Hz} \leq f \leq 1,400 \text{ Hz} \). Those frequencies should be read from the left-hand axis. All data points are plotted every two seconds. The time axis is labeled from the start of the recording. The reactor reached full power (1.0 MW) at \( t \approx 800 \text{ s} \). The reactor power was reduced to 800 kW at \( t \approx 1,060 \text{ s} \), then the reactor was shut down at \( t \approx 1,100 \text{ s} \), since fission had produced the maximum allowable amount of radioactive iodine.

Before onset of thermoacoustic oscillations (\( t < 810 \text{ s} \)) and after their cessation (\( t > 1,100 \text{ s} \)), the frequencies of the dominant spectral components from both hydrophones’ signals are fairly random and were different due to the proximity of the hydrophones to the sources of pump noises in those different locations. This is as would be expected when only the pump noises were received within the displayed bandwidth, \( \Delta f = \pm 40 \text{ Hz} \).

Figure 5 shows one of several accelerometers that were attached to structures external to the reactor’s coolant pool. The sonogram is taken from a 16-bit, 44.1 kilosamples/second digital audio recording of one accelerometer’s output and displays the frequency of the detected vibration as a function of time with the amplitude of the signal coded as color from blue to yellow. Because the characteristic impedance of the water is close to the impedance of the solid structures that penetrate the reactor pool, the sound produced by the sensor couples well to those structures.
As demonstrated in Fig. 6, the frequency of the thermoacoustically generated sound provides an accurate determination of the reactor’s coolant temperature. We were able to reduce the reactor coolant temperature by running the reactor’s heat exchanger overnight.

The speed of sound in an ideal gas or gas mixture, \( c \), is related to the acoustically-averaged absolute (Kelvin) temperature \( T \), the mean molecular mass of the gas mixture, \( M \), the mixture’s polytropic coefficient, \( \gamma \equiv c_p/c_v = 5/3 \), and the Universal Gas Constant, \( \mathcal{R} \): \( c = (\gamma \mathcal{R} T / M)^{1/2} \).

Figure 5. Time record (spectrogram) of the vibration signal received by an accelerometer mounted on a structure outside the reactor pool. (Left) Accelerometer with a magnetic base attached to the motor mount of an instrumentation tower that extends into the reactor pool. (Right) Spectrogram showing the accelerometer’s output frequency on the vertical axis as a function of time represented by the horizontal axis.

Ignoring the small localized changes in the resonator’s otherwise uniform cross-sectional area caused by the porous heat exchanger and the stack, the fundamental resonance frequency of the thermoacoustic sensor occurs when the wavelength of the sound in the gas mixture, \( \lambda = c/f \), is approximately twice the resonator’s length, \( L \approx \lambda/2 \): \( f^2 = (c^2/4L^2) = (\gamma \mathcal{R} T / 4 M L^2) \propto T \).

The temperature of the gas mixture within the thermoacoustic resonator varies significantly from the high temperatures at the hot end (containing the heat exchanger) to about the temperature of the reactor coolant in the longest portion of the resonator between the ambient-temperature end of the stack and the ambient-temperature end of the resonator. A simple lumped-element model of the resonator as a “gas mass” at the center of the resonator surrounded by two “gas springs” suggests that the frequency is determined largely by the density of the lower temperature gas near the center of the resonator. The temperature of the central gas mass is controlled by the temperature of the reactor’s coolant. A more detailed model, treating the resonator as the concatenation of 31 lumped-elements, is able to provide a better estimate of the relationship between resonance frequency and coolant temperature [7].

As is apparent from Fig. 6, just forming the ratio of the square of the measured resonance frequency, \( f^2 \), to the absolute (Kelvin) temperature of the reactor’s coolant, \( T \), produces values of \( f^2/T \) that vary by only \( \pm 0.12\% \), while the temperature changes by 3.4% [17].

Summary/Conclusions

We have demonstrated the ability to acoustically telemeter temperature and power information beyond the core of a nuclear reactor without requiring external electrical power or wiring. Such
a sensor might have provided useful information in a reactor accident like the one which destroyed the Fukushima complex in March 2011. In a commercial reactor, the flux of gamma radiation could provide sufficient heating that tungsten or stainless steel could be used instead of fissionable fuel. This would avoid degradation in the sensor’s sensitivity with time due to fuel depletion and remove the regulatory controls required for handling of enriched uranium. Multiple sensors in various core locations could also be used to optimize power distribution and improve a commercial reactor’s operational efficiency.

Figure. 6. Resonance frequency of the thermoacoustic sensor’s standing-wave for different coolant temperatures. The sensor’s resonance frequencies were measured at four different water temperatures between 12.6 °C and 22.6 °C in the reactor’s pool. Frequencies corresponding to those temperatures are plotted as the black squares and their values are given by the left-hand axis that spans ±1.7%. The right-hand axis has the same relative span, but the value of the $f^2/T$ invariant, plotted as red diamonds, has a standard deviation of only ±0.12% [17].

While this report has focused on in-pile nuclear reactor sensing, the thermoacoustic sensor is an utilitarian device that could be effectively adapted to other applications that involve large temperature gradients, hostile or corrosive environments, and hard to “wire” locations. Effective sensor adaptations can be configured to monitor melting glass or metal, hydrocarbon crackers, smoke stacks, and other processes or systems in which high temperatures are used that are difficult to measure. [18] Multiple sensors can be frequency multiplexed wirelessly using only a single detector (e.g., microphone, hydrophone, or accelerometer). The sensors can be configured to be temperature sensors by monitoring the frequency of the acoustic standing wave, which depends upon the effective temperature of the gas in the resonant chamber. The thermoacoustic sensor can also be used to monitor the molecular mass of the gas mixture within the resonant chamber [19], thus the thermoacoustic sensor can also be used to monitor the progress of chemical reactions.
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Abstract  
Performance assessment and development of adsorption chillers typically requires large-scale experiments of whole adsorption chiller setups. In this work, we present a model-based approach to drastically reduce the required lab space and time. A workflow is illustrated that starts with a simple kinetic experiment with a small adsorbent sample to determine heat and mass transfer coefficients of a packed-bed adsorbent. These coefficients are used in a dynamic model to predict the SCP and COP of a full-size adsorption chiller. We show that the resulting model is able to predict the performance close to the measurement accuracy. With our approach, we thus can scale-up adsorption systems from milligram adsorbent samples to real machines with kilograms of adsorbent material. The underlying models for performance evaluation and development of adsorption machines are based on our freely available Modelica library SorpLib. The SorpLib library provides opportunities for the broad model-based development and optimization of adsorption systems and their control.  

Introduction  
Dynamic models of adsorption chillers are widely used to study the influence of input conditions, component designs, cycle designs or control on performance. With the availability of object-oriented modeling languages such as Modelica, dynamic models are increasingly easy to setup. However, they not necessarily lead to a reliable prediction of the specific cooling power SCP and the coefficient of performance COP compared to experimental results [1].  

For reliable performance prediction, the models need to be calibrated. In previous studies, high accuracies required experimental data from full-scale adsorption chiller setups [2, 3].  

In this work, we exploit the predictive power of physical models to simplify the required experiments to the Infrared-Large-Temperature-Jump (IR-LTJ) experiment that uses only a small adsorbent sample (< 1 g). A dynamic model is used to calibrate the heat and mass transfer coefficients. With the heat and mass transfer coefficients, we parametrize an adsorption chiller model. We show that the model is able to predict the SCP and COP of a complete adsorption chiller with high accuracy allowing for model-based optimization and control.  

Discussion and Results  
To illustrate the suggested approach, we first determine heat and mass transfer coefficients for a packed bed of silica gel 123 with a mean particle size of 0.9 mm. For this purpose, we place 1 to 3 layers of adsorbent (< 1 g) on a planar adsorbent carrier and conduct an IR-LTJ experiment [4]. The experimental data is used in a dynamic model for the adsorbent and the vapor phase. By fitting the measured pressure and temperature, we determine the heat and mass transfer coefficients $\alpha$, $\lambda$, and $D_{\text{eff}}$, cf. Table 1: Heat and mass transfer coefficients for packed bed of SG 123 from IR-LTJ-experiments.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Adsorption</th>
<th>Desorption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{\text{eff}}$ in W/m²K</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{\text{eff}}$ in W/mK</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{eff}}$ in m/s²</td>
<td>$1.17 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$6.33 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Second, we use the coefficients to parametrize a full-scale model of an adsorption chiller. The adsorber consists of aluminum tubes with an outer fin structure, which also holds the adsorbent. To account for the adsorber geometry, we discretize in 3 dimensions. The adsorber model is connected to models for the evaporator and condenser. We predict the heat flows of the adsorption chiller for the cycle temperatures 10/35/90°C, times for adsorption and desorption of 900s and compare them with measurements of a whole adsorption chiller setup (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Predicted and measured heat flows in the adsorber for adsorption (left) and desorption (right).](image)

From the predicted heat flows, the SCP and COP are determined to 81W/kg and 0.35. These values differ by 8.7% and 5.4% from the measured SCP of 88.7W/kg and COP of 0.37. Even the measured heat flows are well captured. Thus, the prediction has the same high accuracy as directly calibrated models in literature.

**Summary**

For reliable adsorption chiller models, calibration with experimental data is necessary. Instead of conducting experiments with a full-size adsorption chiller, we require only a simple IR-LTJ experiment with a small adsorbent sample (<1g) to determine heat and mass transfer coefficients. With the coefficients, we parameterize a complex adsorption chiller model. The model predicts the SCP and the COP in the whole adsorption chiller with deviations of less than 9% compared to experiments. Thus, the accuracy is in the same range as for models calibrated to full-size adsorption chillers. Our approach allows for an easy and reliable performance prediction of full-scale adsorption chillers based on small-scale IR-LTJ experiments. The underlying models are freely available in our Modelica library SorpLib [5] and can be used for scaling up small-sized experiments and to develop and optimize adsorption systems.
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Abstract

Much is made of the abundance of waste heat and its potential to offset primary energy needs. However, waste heat is waste heat for a reason! It is hard to eke out useful output from waste heat without potentially crippling capital costs, and without parasitic loads. Realistic opportunities, challenges, and innovations in the implementation of low-grade heat powered cycles are discussed. An overall framework for assessing the potential for waste heat without detailed design exercises, and the matching of different kinds of waste heat to a variety of applications are presented. In addition, examples of compact thermal systems that harvest low-grade heat and upgrade it to produce power, cooling, and other end uses are presented.

Keywords: Waste heat; sorption; work recovery; cooling; heat transformation.

Introduction/Background

A Nobel prize-winning physicist interested in energy for the masses asks, “What is the Carnot limit for this technology?” and “Why are we not there?” The responsible engineer should respond, “It does not matter,” and “Irrelevant question.” Carnot limits are good expressions of the limits of achievability; however, they also need infinite heat transfer capabilities, infinite thermal capacities, and other “infinites and infinitesimals” to be converted to reality. Unfortunately, these infinites translate to infinite $, and when addressing the issue of waste heat, one must recognize that to begin with, it is waste heat for some very good reasons. To achieve or even approach a small fraction of Carnot limits requires investments in capital cost that cannot be justified, especially in this mission, which is by definition, a scavenging task.

Waste Heat Availability and Constraints

Waste heat is ubiquitous: at the national and global levels, as much as 2/3 of the primary energy utilization is rejected as waste heat [1]. Depending on the location and exergy of the available waste heat, applications such as power generation, residential air-conditioning, process heating, water heating, industrial and commercial and residential space heating can be found. However, this requires an appropriate distributed generation infrastructure, temporal and spatial matching between sources and applications, and/or thermal, chemical, mechanical or electrical storage, all of which need significant capital investment. Practical considerations such as working fluids with appropriate vapor-liquid-equilibrium characteristics, thermodynamic and transport properties, and compatibility with heat exchanger materials also present challenges.

Avenues for Utilization, Realistic Performance Expectations

Options for outputs from a waste heat recovery system include recuperation and reuse, power generation, cooling, temperature boosting, and storage. An overall framework for assessing the potential for waste heat without detailed design exercises, and the matching of different kinds of waste heat to a variety of applications can be developed [2]. Source and sink temperatures, waste heat availability and coupling to gas or liquid streams, and heat source
scale (W – MW) are factors in choosing an appropriate cycle and output. For a representative
gas source stream at 120°C with $T_{\text{sink}} = 35^\circ\text{C}$, a maximum efficiency of power production
through an organic Rankine cycle would be $\sim 0.11$. While this low efficiency limits the
applications in which it may be implemented, an even bigger challenge is the heat transfer
surface requirement: this efficiency means that for every 11 W generated, $\sim 100$ W must be
supplied across typically high gas-phase thermal resistances, and $\sim 89$ W must be rejected
across similarly high thermal resistances, leading to large capital investment requirements. If
on the other hand, the source was a hot liquid stream and heat rejection was also to a liquid,
even with $T_{\text{source}} = 60^\circ\text{C}$ and $T_{\text{sink}} = 20^\circ\text{C}$ (representing an indoor condition), an efficiency of
0.08 can be achieved, with heat exchangers an order of magnitude smaller than those needed
for gas-phase sources and sinks due to the high density, specific heat, and thermal
conductivity of liquids. Even greater utility can be achieved if the end use is cooling instead
of work or electricity production. Organic Rankine vapor compression cycles can provide
cooling at 5°C with COPs of $\sim 0.41$ for the abovementioned gas-source case, and 0.68 for the
liquid coupling case due to the heat pumping accomplished in a cooling scenario. Absorption
heat pumps would yield even better results for these cases, COPs of $\sim 0.70$-$0.80$, respectively.
For the very low grade heat sources, e.g., data-center waste heat at $\sim 60^\circ\text{C}$, instead of cooling or
work output, temperature boosting up to $\sim 120^\circ\text{C}$ can be achieved at a COP of $\sim 0.47$,
providing upgraded heat as a commodity. Thus, useful outcomes are possible in these
temperature constrained low-grade heat recovery applications, but only with proper selection
of end uses, cycles, and protection of temperature lift against the penalties of caloric $\Delta T$ of the
source and sink, and driving $\Delta T$ due to thermal resistances. Adsorption cycles provide more
passive operation, and ejector-based refrigeration cycles offer lower complexity at the cost of
efficiency.

**Representative Cases and Conclusions**

Enhancement of phase-change heat and mass transfer in microchannels can also be exploited
to enhance the performance potential and/or compactness of such waste heat recovery cycles.
Applications range from systems that use waste heat to deliver 300 W [3] of cooling in
modular, monolithic absorption heat pumps the size of a textbook, all the way up to MW of
cooling [4] in cascaded cycles for aircraft carriers. Such systems have also been developed
for thermally driven residential cooling and water heating systems, and systems that use
exhaust heat from diesel engines to provide cooling at military bases at $T_{\text{ambient}} \sim 52^\circ\text{C}$ [5]. It
is emphasized, however, that implementation of real-world waste heat recovery systems
presents challenges ignored in conceptual analyses, such as auxiliary high-grade electric loads
of recirculation pumps and fans. Despite the potential of innovative cycles, these constraints
determine the bounds for the utility and economic viability of waste heat.
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Abstract
The selection of a suitable working fluid is one of the key decisions regarding the design of an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) power system. The determination of the ORC fluid is crucial for the cycle efficiency, component design and costs. Depending on the characteristics of the heat source and the heat sink, different groups of substances like refrigerants, hydrocarbons or siloxanes are potential candidates. In case of applications for waste heat recovery within a temperature range of 250 °C and 500 °C, first and second law analysis show that hexamethyldisiloxane (MM) is a promising working fluid. The applied simulation models are validated by experimental data from an ORC test rig with a nominal electrical power output of 15 kW. In addition, extensive experimental investigations are conducted for MM in order to improve the existing heat transfer prediction methods and reduce uncertainties regarding fluid properties. Consequently, a more reliable heat exchanger sizing and an increase in cost efficiency can be realized.

Keywords: Organic Rankine Cycle, working fluid, fluid properties, heat transfer

Introduction/Background
In general, organic Rankine cycle (ORC) power systems are applied for heat source temperatures in the range of 100 °C up to 500 °C. In this context, waste heat recovery from industrial processes as well as stationary or mobile combustion engines has high energy-saving potential. The wide range of heat source temperatures for these applications lead in principal to a large number of candidates for the ORC working fluid. A preselection can be achieved by considering non-thermodynamic aspects like toxicity, safety issues or climate relevance. However, a first reliable technical and energetic evaluation is realized by a thermodynamic analysis based on steady state or dynamic simulation models. In order to validate these models on cycle or component level, a 15 kW test rig is set up in operation at the Center of Energy Technology (University of Bayreuth). Figure 1 shows the experimental setup in the test hall. A special focus is led on the analysis of the turbine-generator-unit, in particular the turbine efficiency at part load condition is investigated. In addition, flow boiling measurements are conducted for pure siloxanes and their mixtures. A scheme of the corresponding test rig is presented in Figure 2. The experimental data lead to a fundamental understanding of the heat transfer process, pressure losses and evolving flow patterns. In this context, heat flux density, mass flux density and saturation pressure are systematically varied during measurements. Finally, the characteristic fluid properties like density, surface tension and dynamic viscosity of MM are measured in the temperature range from 283.15 K and 343.15 K using the IMETER®. The experimental data are compared to common prediction methods for fluid properties like Peng-Robinson equation-of-state or the REFPROP database in order to quantify the uncertainties of the applied models.
Discussion and Results

First and second law analyses of ORC systems for waste heat recovery show that MM is a promising working fluid for temperatures between 250 °C and 500 °C. A case study is conducted for a stationary biogas-engine as heat source [1]. For the ORC module, MM is considered as working fluid. In the case of a pure electricity generation, the determined second law efficiency of 26.2 % is significantly higher compared to the use of octamethyltrisiloxane (MDM) as working fluid. In general, the heat transfer measurements show that especially at constant saturation temperature, the present flow pattern has a considerable effect on the heat transfer characteristics. The observed effects at varying operational parameters are in accordance to literature. Exemplarily, high pressure and heat flux density lead to an increase in the heat transfer coefficient in the nucleate boiling dominated region. The model of Wojtan et al. and the correlation of Kandlikar can be recommended for the prediction of flow pattern and heat transfer coefficients. A further adaption of these models leads to a reduction of the mean deviation. Concerning the fluid properties of MM, a comparison between experimental data and predicted values lead to a maximum relative error below 7 %. This accuracy is sufficient for the experimental determination of heat transfer coefficients as well as for their theoretical prediction.

Summary/Conclusions

Based on a comprehensive investigation consisting of thermodynamic modelling and experimental setups, a reliable ORC design procedure can be established for an ORC working fluid and its class of substance. In particular, the uncertainties of the simulation models and design methods can be significantly reduced by the fluid-specific adaption of existing approaches.
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Abstract

There are huge amounts of low grade heat sources with temperatures below 150°C like solar thermal energy, geothermal and many industrial processes which are currently not exploited. Adsorption heat pumps offer a huge potential in a number of vital applications like energy storage, cooling and heating, and water desalination which can be driven by these low grade heat sources leading to significant reduction on fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions. The adsorbent material is the key element in adsorption heat pump systems which determine the performance, size and cost of such technology. Metal Organic Framework Materials (MOFs) are new class of adsorbent materials with superior water uptake, high pore volume and surface area. This abstract presents research work at the University of Birmingham, United Kingdom on the development of adsorption heat pumps using MOFs for various applications including heat storage, cooling, power generation and water desalination.

Keywords: Adsorption heat pumps, Metal Organic Framework materials (MOFs), Heat storage, Cooling, Water desalination, Power generation.

Introduction/Background

Thermally-driven adsorption heat pumps and chillers have clear advantages over traditional heating/cooling and vapour compression heat pump systems due to their low environmental impact and their ability to efficiently use low grade heat sources, such as solar energy, industrial or automotive waste heat and geothermal resources. Adsorption systems utilise the affinity of a porous material to a certain working fluid such as water to generate the heat pumping mechanism. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate schematically the operation of two bed adsorption system and the Duhring thermodynamic cycle diagram respectively. Using water as a refrigerant, the adsorption system can be used for water desalination where sea water is evaporated in the evaporator due to the adsorption effect. Thus water based adsorption systems can be applied for cooling and heating (heat pump) [1-3], energy storage [4] and water desalination [5-6].

Currently available adsorption heat pump systems utilise silica gel/ water, zeolite/water and activated carbon/ammonia working pairs which suffer from low water uptake or hazardous fluid in the case of ammonia. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are new micro-porous materials with exceptional high porosity, well-defined molecular adsorption sites and large surface area (up to 5500m²/g). The author and her co-workers have synthesised and tested a wide range of MOF materials that have shown superior water adsorption performance compared to that of the existing conventional porous materials like silica gel and zeolites. This abstract describes research work carried out at the School of Engineering, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom on MOF/water adsorption systems in terms of (i) MOF materials water adsorption characteristics and thermal properties; (ii) enhancement of MOF material thermal properties using Graphene Oxide and Calcium Chloride; (iii) experimentally testing MOF materials in single bed adsorption system for energy storage application and (iv) experimentally testing MOFs in two-bed adsorption system for water desalination and cooling.
Figure 1, Schematic diagram of the 2-bed system [5]

Figure 2, P-T-X diagram of Adsorption Cycle [2]
Discussion and Results

MOF Materials

Figure 3 shows the water adsorption isotherms of the MOF materials synthesised and characterised by the author’s research group. It can be seen that MIL-101(Cr) shows the highest equilibrium water uptake followed by MIL-100(Fe), Aluminium Fumarate and CPO-27(Ni). However, MIL101(Cr) and MIL100(Fe) show isotherm shape of type IV with the adsorption of water occurring at high relative pressure of (0.5 and 0.3 respectively). Aluminium Fumarate shows the same isotherm type IV but the steep increase occurs at a partial pressure of 0.2. On the other hand, CPO-27(Ni) shows water adsorption isotherm of type I. Figure 4 shows the adsorption kinetics of the four MOF materials mentioned above. It can be seen that CPO-27(Ni) has the fastest adsorption kinetics followed by MIL-101(Cr) and MIL-100(Fe) then aluminium fumarate.

Figure 3, Water adsorption isotherm of metal-organic framework materials and silica gel at 25°C.

Figure 4, Water adsorption rate of metal-organic framework materials and silica gel at 25°C.

Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the effect of using Graphene Oxide and Calcium Chloride on the water adsorption isotherms of MIL101(Cr) respectively. It can be seen that introducing GrO and CaCl₂ improved the water uptake on both the high and low relative pressure range.
Figure 5, Water adsorption isotherm of
(a) MIL-101(Cr)/GrO and (b) MIL-101(Cr)/CaCl$_2$ at 25°C.

Also, Figure 6 shows the effect of incorporating MIL-100(Fe) with MIL-101(Cr) on the water adsorption isotherms of MIL100(Fe). It can be seen that it improved the water vapour capacity in the high relative pressure range.
Figure 6, Water adsorption isotherms of MIL-100(Fe)/MIL-101(Cr) composite at 25°C.

**MOF/Water Adsorption Systems**

Thermodynamic simulation of these MOF materials in an industrial adsorption system manufactured by Weatherite Air Conditioning Ltd for water desalination and cooling illustrated the potential of such material. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the specific daily water production and specific cooling of CPO-27Ni that can be obtained at 95 °C heat source temperature at a range of condenser cooling temperature of 5 to 30°C and evaporator temperatures of 10 to 40°C. It is clear that increasing the condenser water inlet temperature has the same effect as decreasing the evaporator inlet water temperature resulting in less water production and cooling. The reason for that is the difference between the system’s two partial pressure ratios, which depend on the condenser and evaporator operating temperatures. It is found that by decreasing the evaporator temperature from 40 to 10°C, water production decreases by 202% from 20.6 to 6.8 m³.tonne adsorbent⁻¹.day⁻¹ at condenser water inlet temperature of 10°C. Similarly, increasing the condenser water temperature from 5 to 30°C, decreases SDWP by 135% from 7.5 to 3.2 m³.tonne adsorbent⁻¹.day⁻¹ at evaporator water inlet temperature of 10°C. The cooling effect produced by the cycle can be used for different applications depending on the evaporation temperature. For air conditioning applications where evaporation temperature of 10-20°C is required, the adsorption-desalination system can provide specific cooling capacity of 225 W.kg⁻¹. For process cooling where evaporation temperature of 40°C can be used, the adsorption desalination system can provide specific cooling power of 750 W.kg⁻¹.

Figure 9 shows the two-bed adsorption experimental facility developed to evaluate the performance of MOF materials for water desalination & cooling applications. Two commercially available MOF materials were used in these test facilities namely CPO-27(Ni) manufactured by Johnson Matthey Plc and Aluminium Fumarate manufactured by MOF Technology Ltd. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the specific daily water production and specific cooling obtained at heat source temperature range of 65 to 95°C, condenser cooling temperature of 30°C and various evaporator temperatures. It can be seen that evaporator water inlet temperature significantly affects cycle outputs where SDWP increased by 366% from 5.4 to 25.2 m³.tonne⁻¹.day⁻¹ and SCP increased by 464% from 140 to 790 W/kg when
evaporator inlet water temperature increased from 10 to 40°C. On the other hand, desorption temperature has a minimal effect on cycle outputs specially at low evaporator temperatures less than 20°C where water and cooling production rise by 17% and 13% respectively when desorption temperature increases from 65 to 95°C. This behaviour is attributed to the shape of Aluminium Fumarate isotherm type IV where the uptake value is almost constant at all pressure ratios <0.2, therefore changing desorption temperature (i.e. the lower pressure ratio) does not affect the system uptake and hence the system performance. It is found that 95°C desorption temperature and 40°C evaporator water inlet temperature achieve maximum SDWP and SCP of 25.3 m³.tonne⁻¹.day⁻¹ and 789.4 W/kg, respectively.

Figure 7, Specific daily water production at various evaporator and condenser water inlet temperatures using CPO-27Ni [6]

Figure 8, Specific cooling power for various evaporator and condenser water inlet temperatures using CPO-27Ni [6]
For energy storage, a single bed adsorption was used to investigate the energy storage performance of CPO-27(Ni) as shown in Figure 12 where energy is stored during the desorption process and recovered during the adsorption process. Figure 13 shows the water uptake of the adsorbent material using various energy storage time of one day, 3 days and one week. It can be seen that the uptake of the adsorbent material was not affected by the length of storage time highlighting the potential of MOFs for both short and long term energy storage. The energy density achieved was found to be 166kW.hr.m\(^{-3}\).
Figure 11. Specific cooling power at various desorption and evaporator water inlet temperatures using (Al-Fumarate)

Figure 12. Pictorial view of the single bed test facility [6]
Finally research work to investigate theoretically the potential of producing power in addition to cooling was carried out by integrating a turbine between the desorber bed and the condenser or by integrating the adsorption system with Organic Rankine Cycle as shown in Figure 15 which shows the modified adsorption system for cooling and electricity ASCE (to the right) and the basic adsorption cooling system BACS (to the left) or by integrating the adsorption system with Organic Rankine Cycle ASCE as shown in Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the effective Coefficient of Performance of the systems shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 where IAOSCE shows the highest COPe. Experimentally, the two bed adsorption system was integrated with Organic Rankine Cycle consisting of evaporator, condenser pump and radial inflow turbine with R245fa as the refrigerant. Two operating scenarios were investigated where in scenario 1, the ORC was driven by the cooling fluid leaving the adsorber bed to recover the adsorption energy, scenario 2, the ORC was driven by the heating fluid after passing through the desorber bed. Figure 17 shows the experimental COP/COPe values IAOSCE (scenario 1) utilising CPO-27(Ni) and R245fa.
Figure 14, Schematic diagram of basic adsorption cooling system BACS (left), and adsorption system for cooling and electricity ASCE (right)

Figure 15, Schematic diagram of integrated adsorption-ORC system for cooling and electricity IAOSCE
Summary/Conclusions

MOF/Water adsorption heat pumps offer significant potential in various applications including energy storage, water desalination & cooling and power generation. For water desalination, Al-Fumarate can work at low desorption temperatures as low as 65°C while at 95°C maximum SDWP of 25.3 m³.tonne⁻¹.day⁻¹ and SCP of 789.4 W/kg were obtained while according to literature, the maximum experimentally obtained specific daily water production (SDWP) using “Silica-gel” is 13.5 m³ per tonne of adsorbent per day. For energy storage, CPO27(Ni) MOF material showed energy density of 166 kW.hr.m⁻³ more than 3 times that of hot water tanks. For power generation, including a turbine in the adsorption system can produce power output and increase the effective Coefficient of Performance of the adsorption cooling system by 22%. Integrating the adsorption cooling system with Organic Rankine Cycle can produce an effective Coefficient of performance of 0.8.
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Abstract

For many countries, water is the foundation for a liveable world in the future. Desalination is a crucial application in this context; however, also treatment technologies for brackish water and industrial wastewater are necessary. Hence, we present a demonstration unit based on humidification dehumidification technology, which is able to use low-grade heat. In the first part, the demonstration unit and some experimental results are analysed. In the second part, we report about the design of two new test-rigs, in which we are able to analyse the humidification of air in a bubble column in more detail. Hopefully, this will help the research community to increase the efficiency of HDH technology in the future.

Keywords: Humidification Dehumidification Technology, HDH, Desalination, Wastewater Treatment, Bubble Columns

Introduction

Secure, affordable and resource efficient water supply systems will be as significant for future societies as the energy system, and both undergo similar changes. So far, desalination units in arid regions are coupled with large-scale centralized oil and gas power plants. However, especially in Southern Europe and Northern Africa a trend to small-scale and decentralized systems based on membrane processes has become apparent [1]. In industrialized countries, the importance of combined water and energy systems especially for the treatment of industrial wastewater is also emphasized in the last years [2]. Within this context, desalination based on solar energy as well as wastewater treatment based on industrial waste heat are highly important fields of research and development. One opportunity would be a combination of an Organic Rankine Cycle with an electrical driven Reverse Osmosis (RO) unit. However, ORC systems for heat source temperatures of less than 200 °C need a power output of more than 500 kW to become economically feasible [3]. Hence, thermal water treatment processes may be an alternative as it is possible to use energy sources with low exergy content like solar thermal energy or low-temperature industrial waste heat.

Humidification Dehumidification (HDH) technology is a promising process, which can be applied for solar desalination as well as for thermal treatment of industrial wastewater. Compared to conventional processes like multi-stage-flash distillation (MSF), multi-effect distillation (MED) and thermal vapour compression (TVC) several advantages occur [4]: the process is suitable for small-scale plants; the process is robust and has low maintenance; the process is operated at ambient pressure and it is independent of the Van’t Hoff factors of the educts.

HDH adapts the natural water cycle of the earth (see Figure 1). In a first step, air is humidified and heated in direct contact with the educt (in case of Figure with seawater). The humidification is mostly realised in spraying towers with different assemblies to increase the wetting surface [5–7]. However, especially the group of Lienhard at MIT proposed bubble
column humidifiers [8]. After humidification, humid air is blown over a cold surface in the dehumidifier to condense drinking water. The educt seawater is preheated in the dehumidifier and further heated by an external heat source, which could be solar energy or industrial waste heat.

HDH process has been widely discussed in the last years especially for solar-driven desalination and brackish water treatment [8–10]. However, it can also be applied to oil-containing educts due to its versatility [11]. The author used this versatility to set up a demonstration unit for bilge water treatment at its former institute, the Center of Energy Technology of the University of Bayreuth [12]. The demonstration unit was successfully operated, however, it was obvious that the process is energetically not yet competitive compared to conventional technologies, as contemporary technical design criteria for the process are scarce. This study is a first step towards a thorough understanding of the most crucial point: the humidification of air in a bubble column.

**Fundamentals**

Several researchers in the field of HDH focus on the simulation and optimisation of the overall process [13–15]. For such studies, realistic boundary conditions are necessary. For the humidifier, full saturation with a relative humidity of 100% at the end of the humidifier is chosen quite often [16]. However, this may be far too optimistic especially for humidifiers with assemblies inside. Therefore, enhancement in heat and mass transfer inside the humidifier has become a quite important research topic and bubble column humidifiers has been suggested. Compared to other types of humidifiers, bubble columns have several advantages:

- Heat and mass transfer can be increased by a factor of 100 with direct contact [17].
- As heat transfer takes place in direct contact and not on heated surfaces, fouling is reduced [8] and less heat transfer area is required [18].
- Even high-viscose media and high salt concentrations can be handled as cleaning of the unit is simplified and liquid spray nozzles are not required.

Research and development of bubble column humidifier is a comparably young branch of HDH-research. Important contributions in this field [19–24] show that the main parameters that influence the relative humidity at the end of the humidifier are
• the viscosity and surface tension of the fluid,
• the temperature of the fluid,
• the gas-holdup and gas velocity, as well as
• the height/diameter ratio of the bubble column.

As these parameters influence each other, a general mathematical description and, therefore, optimized values for the parameters are not available in literature. Especially the influence of the physico-chemical properties of the fluids occurring in the application on the behaviour of bubble columns complicates a general description. Therefore, in a first step we built a demonstration unit based on typical engineering principles.

Discussion and Results of the demonstration unit

The demonstration unit for bilge water treatment is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Demonstration unit of an HDH process for bilge water treatment

It consists of a cuboid humidifier with a base area of about 1 m² and a height of 1 m. The plant is operated with salt water as well as with bilge water. Salt water concentrations of up to 10 % are realised. Bilge water occurs in the shipping industry and is a mixture of machine oil, water, salt and other sediments. The composition is about 50 % water, 44 % oil and 6 % sediments. The demonstration unit is built to increase the oil content in bilge water to more than 98 % so that it can be used as recycling oil and gives a monetary value in the business case of such systems. Further details on bilge water and the demonstration unit itself can be found elsewhere [12]. Here, just several aspects concerning the humidifier are given.

In Figure 3, a scheme of the bubble column as well as a detail from the demonstration unit is given. The humidifier consists of five different nozzles (A1 to A5) through which air is bubbled through the medium. Furthermore, media inlet is realised via an inlet at the bottom of the humidifier and at the top of the humidifier (M1 and M2).
By increasing the contact time between air and medium (from nozzle A1 to A5), a higher productivity is expected due to an increase in relative humidity at the outlet of the humidifier. However, although the contact time between air bubbles and bilge water is about 2-3 times higher for nozzle A1 than for nozzle A5, Figure 4 shows an almost constant productivity.

A possible explanation would be a fully saturated air bubble even for the shortest contact time (nozzle A1). However, if this were the case, spraying further medium from the top would not result in the higher productivity of Figure 4. Hence, the results are not in accordance with ideal thermodynamics. Obviously, it is necessary to intensify research towards a more sophisticated understanding on the mechanisms and parameters that influence humidification of air in a bubble column.
Based on the preliminary results of the demonstration unit with bilge water, the aim of a new project is to establish a fundamental understanding of the humidification of air in a bubble column. Within the project, we want to (1) develop a universally applicable optical measurement setup, (2) deduce semi-empirical correlations for the humidification of air in a bubble column based on an extensive experimental data set and (3) evaluate the time-dependency under varying boundary conditions. This is necessary to increase the accuracy of simulation studies of HDH processes and to show a clear path for the energetic optimisation of such systems. Therefore, in the second part of this publication two newly designed optical accessible laboratory humidifiers including different camera systems are presented.

Discussion of the new test-rigs

As already mentioned, the main goal is to deduce semi-empirical correlations for the humidification of air in a bubble column and, therefore, correlations between the relative humidity at the outlet of the humidifier and different constructional aspects as well as thermodynamic boundary conditions:

\[
\text{relative humidity} = f(\text{temperature, bubble diameter, gas velocity, …})
\]

Therefore, two bubble columns are set up in the lab, one cuboid and one cylindrical. The cuboid humidifier is advantageous from an optical point of view as analysis via a light source and a camera system is convenient due to the planar surface. The cylindrical humidifier, however, is closer to real systems. Therefore, the idea is to combine the results of both humidifier to get reliable data on the humidification of air in a bubble column. Furthermore, some methodological aspects are investigated with the two set-ups:

1. Is it possible to compare the results of a cuboid and a cylindrical humidifier? Do both test rigs give the same results or do they differ? Is it possible to combine the results of both test-rigs to increase the accuracy of semi-empirical correlations for the humidification of air in a bubble column?
2. Is it possible to increase the quality of the results by applying invasive and non-invasive measurement devices together or is it sufficient to apply just one measurement method?
3. Is it necessary to use a high-speed camera for optical measurements or are modern mirrorless cameras adequate to get reliable results?

At HPC 2018, these questions will be discussed based on the concept of the test-rigs of Figure 5. These test-rigs are set up in the lab at the moment and will be finished in the next months.

Conclusion

Humidification Dehumidification technology is a promising way for desalination and wastewater treatment based on solar energy or industrial waste heat. A demonstration unit for salt water as well as for bilge water serves as prove of concept. However, we identified several necessary steps to optimize the process energetically with a special focus on a clear understanding of the applied bubble column humidifier. The semi-empirical correlations for the humidification of air in a bubble column, which we intend to deduce from the two test-rigs, will help to replace commonly applied assumptions with experimentally validated equations. This is necessary to reduce uncertainties during simulation and technology design, and to increase the efficiency of thermal water treatment systems based on HDH technology.
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Abstract
Iron(III) trimesate is a metal-organic framework (MOF) material that has a water vapour capacity of 0.6 g\textsubscript{H2O}\textsubscript{g\textsubscript{ads}}\textsuperscript{-1} and high cyclic stability hence has the potential to be used in adsorption applications. One of the adsorption applications that have not been fully explored is adsorption desalination. Adsorption desalination has been identified with many advantages such as environmentally friendly, driven by low-grade heat sources, low capital cost, low evaporation temperature and hence reduced fouling (formation of scales causing the damage of the evaporation units) effect [1]. This study investigates the potential of MIL-100(Fe) (Materials Institute Lavoisier) in adsorption desalination application. The synthesized material is characterized in terms of its water adsorption uptake. The water adsorption isotherm showed a unique two step S shape isotherm which gave this material the advantage to work at a wider range of relative pressure compared to other MOF materials such as aluminium fumarate and MIL-101(Cr).

Keywords: Metal-organic framework, MIL-100(Fe), Adsorption, Desalination.

1. Introduction
Seventy percent of the earth's surface is covered with water but only 1% of this percentage can be directly used in producing potable water. With 97% of the water body as salty water, an important approach to face the water scarcity problem is using seawater to produce fresh water using desalination processes. Conventional desalination methods such as Reverse Osmosis (RO), Multi-Stage Flash (MSF) and Multi-Effect Distillation (MED). Due to the high greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions of the conventional desalination methods and its effect on the global warming phenomenon, new technologies with lower energy consumption and CO\textsubscript{2} emissions are needed.

The adsorption technology has proven to be a sustainable system that has important advantages such as being driven by waste heat and low-grade heat sources such as solar energy and using environmentally friendly refrigerants such as water [3]. This technology can significantly participate in reducing the CO\textsubscript{2} emissions because it is operated on abundant renewable thermal energy sources. The system has no moving parts and hence low maintenance costs. Also, low evaporation temperature is used and hence the fouling effect is significantly reduced (formation of scales which may cause the damage of the evaporation units). Furthermore, adsorption desalination system can produce not only high-grade distilled water but also cooling effect using the same heat source [4]. The desalination adsorption system consists of an evaporator, a condenser and adsorption/regeneration beds. Each bed includes a finned tube heat exchanger with the adsorbent material packed between the fins. For a two-bed system, the first bed works as an adsorber while the other works as a desorber. After the half cycle time, the operation mode is reversed. For a desalination system and at the
beginning of the cycle, an evaporation–adsorption process takes place where the seawater is evaporated due to the affinity of the adsorbent resulting in the cooling effect from the evaporator. Heat of adsorption is released to cooling water in the adsorption bed. During the regeneration–condensation processes, the low-grade heat source is supplied to the regeneration bed to remove the adsorbed water vapour. As the regeneration bed and condenser are connected, the water vapour migrates to the condenser where the vapour is condensed and the desalinated water is collected [4].

Numerous studies of adsorption desalination have been conducted since its appearance in 2006 [5]. Table 1 summarize some of the previously conducted research in adsorption desalination using conventional adsorbent materials such as silica gel and AQSOA-Z02.

Table 1 Specific daily water production (SDWP) and specific cooling power (SCP) of some of previously developed adsorption desalination systems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>No. of beds</th>
<th>SDWP (m³ (ton day)^{-1})</th>
<th>SCP (Rton ton^{-1})</th>
<th>T_{eva} (°C)</th>
<th>T_{reg} (°C)</th>
<th>Half cycle time</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silica gel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica gel</td>
<td>2 &amp; 4</td>
<td>8.8 &amp; 10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>600-500</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica gel</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica gel</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica gel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;32</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQSOA-Z02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further performance improvement can be accomplished by replacing the conventional adsorbent materials with advanced adsorbents that exhibit higher water capacity which produce higher distilled water production and cooling effect. Metal-organic frameworks (MOF) are highly crystalline materials, with high surface area and pore volume, that are moderately stable and can be synthesized in a very pure form and thus have the potential for various applications such as catalysis, gas separations and storage, sensors and heat pumps [13]. The adsorption performance of a number of MOFs including ISE-1, HKUST-1, MIL-100(Fe), MIL-53(Fe), Basolite 100A and Basolite F300 was investigated, showing high adsorption capabilities compared to silica gel and zeolite [13]. Other MOF materials such as CPO-27(Ni) and aluminium fumarate have been investigated in the adsorption desalination application showing a promising performance compared to conventional silica gel [1].

MIL-100(Fe) is a MOF material from the MIL family is which is also known as iron trimesate or iron-benzenetricarboxylate and commercially known as Basolite F300. An important advantage of such MOF is that its inorganic secondary building unit (SBU) is iron which is an environmentally benign and a non-toxic cheap component [14]. This means that this material can be safely used in treating and desalinating the seawater. The MOF material is built from trimesate as the organic moiety and iron (III) cluster as the inorganic SBU. The organic and inorganic linkers are connected together to form a super tetrahedra that is joined in a MTN topology to form two mesoporous cages. The cages diameters in the MIL-100(Fe) are 25 and 29 Å. The cages exhibit two types of pentagonal and hexagonal windows with
openings of 5.5 and 8.6 Å (Fig. 1). The MOF material exhibits a high Langmuir surface area of more than 2800 m² g⁻¹, pore volume of 1.2 cm³ g⁻¹ and a cell volume of 394,481 Å³ [14].

Fig. 1 Crystal, mesoporous cage, pentagonal and hexagonal windows, super tetrahedra and secondary building units of MIL-100(Fe).

2. Experimental work
   a. Materials and methods
      All chemicals were of reagent-grade quality obtained from commercial sources and used without further purification. Metallic iron (Fe⁰, Sigma-Aldrich), Trimesic acid (H₃BTC, Sigma-Aldrich), and nitric acid (HNO₃, Fisher scientific).

   b. Synthesis of MIL-100(Fe):
      The material was synthesized at the University of Birmingham through low-temperature synthesis concept which was adopted from the work of Shi et al. [15]. The dynamic vapour sorption (DVS) test facility (Advantage DVS, Surface Measurement Systems, UK) was used to study the water adsorption characteristics at different temperatures.

3. Results and discussion
   a. Water adsorption characteristics
      Fig. 2 shows the water adsorption isotherms of MIL-100(Fe) at different adsorption temperatures. As it can be observed, the material exhibited a two-step type IV isotherm due to the presence of two types of cages. At low relative pressure (≤0.2), the adsorption is mainly due to the presence of unsaturated metal centres (UMCs). These UMCs are metal binding sites formed after the removal of axial ligands from metal atoms attracting water molecules and offering extra binding sites to the guest molecules, especially at low pressure values. Nevertheless, the limited water uptake is related to the dominant effect of the hydrophobicity of the organic linker. At higher relative pressure (0.2-0.3), an increase in the water uptake took place due to the capillary condensation and water molecules starts filling the smaller cages. As the pressure increases (0.4-0.5), the water molecules start to fill the larger cages. At high relative pressure (≥0.5), the pores are almost filled exhibiting a stable uptake.
Fig. 2 Water adsorption isotherm of MIL-100(Fe) at different adsorption temperatures.

The previously shown measured data were fitted using a series of equations in terms of adsorption potential $A$ (Eq. 1-3).

For $A > 3850$:

$$X = 1.59 \cdot \exp(-0.00064 \cdot A)$$

For $2190 \leq A \leq 3950$:

$$X = 15.26 - 0.02 \cdot A + 0.00001 \cdot A^2 - 0.000000023 \cdot A^3 + 1.86E-13 \cdot A^4$$

For $A < 2190$:

$$X = 0.64 - 0.0002 \cdot A + 0.0000024 \cdot A^2 - 0.00000000094 \cdot A^3$$

Where $X$ is the Equilibrium uptake in $g_{H2O} g_{ads}^{-1}$ and $A$ is the adsorption potential in J mol$^{-1}$. Fig. 3 shows good agreement between the MIL-100(Fe) experimental data and the proposed isotherm model.

Fig. 3 Proposed isotherm model fitting of water adsorption on MIL-100(Fe) at different adsorption temperatures.
As desalination can produce both distilled water and cooling effect, the effect of evaporation, condensation and regeneration temperatures will be investigated at a fixed adsorption temperature of 30°C in the following section.

b. **Effect of operating conditions on the performance of MIL-100(Fe):**

Fig. 4 shows the effect of regeneration and condensation temperature on the performance of MIL-100(Fe) at three evaporation temperature of 5°C, 20°C and 29°C. It can be well noticed that the evaporation temperature significantly affects the distilled water production specially in cases of the 5°C and 20°C as the produced water increased from only 0.09 to reach 0.5 L kg⁻¹ at a regeneration temperature of 70°C and a condensation temperature of 30°C. This is attributed to the isotherm shape which profoundly depends on the working relative pressure and evaporation temperature.

Regarding the effect of condensation temperature, it can be noticed that increasing the condensation temperature adversely affected the amount of distilled water when low regeneration temperature was used while it has almost no effect on the high regeneration temperature (i.e. 120°C) which may be attributed to that the regeneration temperature is high enough to effectively desorb the material. It is also evident that the increasing the regeneration temperature, increased the distilled water produced at all the evaporation temperature.
c. MIL-100(Fe), aluminium fumarate and CPO-27(Ni): A comparative study

The performance of MIL-100(Fe) was compared to the performance of aluminium fumarate and CPO-27(Ni) [13] at an evaporation temperature of 5 and 20°C, adsorption temperature of 30°C and condensation temperature of 30°C. It can be noticed from Fig. 5 that at 5°C, MIL-100(Fe) outperformed aluminium fumarate at all the regeneration temperatures while it only outperformed CPO-27(Ni) at the low regeneration temperatures. Increasing the evaporation temperature to 20°C, it can be noticed that MIL-100(Fe) outperformed both aluminium fumarate and CPO-27(Ni) at all the regeneration temperatures.

Fig. 4 Effect of regeneration and condensation temperature on the performance of MIL-100(Fe) at an evaporation temperature of a. 5°C, b. 20°C and c. 29°C.

Fig. 5 Comparative study between MIL-100(Fe), aluminium fumarate and CPO-27(Ni) at a. 5°C and b. 20°C.
Conclusions

The potential of the MOF material, MIL-100(Fe), in adsorption desalination was investigated at different operating conditions. It was concluded that the performance of the material significantly depends on the evaporation temperature due to the IV isotherm shape. The effect of condensation and regeneration temperatures was also investigated showing the amount of distilled water increased with increasing the regeneration temperature while it decreased with increasing the condensation temperature.

When the performance of MIL-100(Fe) was compared to other MOF materials such as CPO-27(Ni) and aluminium fumarate, the material showed a higher performance compared to aluminium fumarate at different regeneration and evaporation temperature while in case of CPO-27(Ni), MIL-100(Fe) outperformed it at higher evaporation temperature of 20°C. This means that MIL-100(Fe) can be chosen over aluminium fumarate at the different operating conditions while CPO-27(Ni) is recommended for applications working at low evaporation temperatures and high regeneration temperatures. This highlights the potential of MIL-100(Fe) in the adsorption desalination application and the wide range of operating conditions that it can work at.
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Abstract
Adding natural graphite flakes to sorbents of sorption cooling systems can enhance the total thermal diffusivity, while reducing the active material and increasing mass transfer resistance. To find the best compromise between these counteracting trends, the specific cooling power (SCP) of CaCl2-silica gel composite sorbents with 0-20 wt% graphite flake content was tested with a custom-built gravimetric large pressure jump (G-LPJ) test bed. It was observed that when the sorption rate is high, i.e. the first 20 min of sorption, graphite flake additive increases the SCP and COP due to the higher sorbent thermal diffusivity. Nevertheless, as the sorption rate reduces with time, the need for heat transfer enhancement, i.e. graphite flake additive, decreases. Furthermore, adding 20 wt.% graphite flakes to the composite sorbent has led to a 67% increase in SCP0.8.

Keywords: Sorption cooling system, graphite flakes, heat transfer enhancement, specific cooling power, thermal diffusivity

Introduction/Background
Vapor compression refrigeration systems consume approximately 15% of global electrical energy and use environmentally harmful refrigerants [1]–[3]. Due to climate change and economic development, cooling demand is expected to increase [4]. Sorption cooling systems are an alternative clean technology in which an environmentally friendly refrigerant, such as water, is adsorbed by a sorbent material. Sorption cooling systems that utilize materials with low regeneration temperatures can be powered by low-grade heat sources (temperature sources around 80 °C), including solar thermal energy and industrial waste heat [5]. However, commercialization of sorption cooling systems is limited by fundamental challenges, including low specific cooling power (SCP) due to poor heat transfer between sorber bed heat exchanger (HEX) and the sorbent [6]–[8]. Sorber beds need to be cooled during the sorption process and heated during the desorption process. This oscillatory cooling and heating is performed with a heat transfer fluid flowing through the sorber bed HEX. As such, heat transfer characteristics of the sorbent and HEX are crucially important to the overall performance and SCP of the sorption systems. It was shown in our previous study [9] that the sorbent thermal diffusivity is the main limiting factor in the heat transfer from the sorbent to the heat transfer fluid through the heat exchanger.

Thermally conductive materials can be added to the sorbent to enhance the thermal diffusivity of the adsorbent bed [10], [11]. The addition of high thermal diffusivity material can form higher conductivity paths by filling up the pores in the microstructure of the adsorbent particles to increase the overall thermal diffusivity. However, in general, these additives decrease the active material fraction and increase the vapor transport resistance [12]. Moreover, many microporous adsorbents have open pore structures and high total pore volumes [13]; as a result, significant improvements in thermal diffusivity of microporous adsorbent materials have been limited to high additive fractions (>10 wt%), compromising the total adsorption capacity.
Graphite is by far the most selected additive when developing composite sorbents with the purpose of enhancing thermal conductivity [14]. When comparing different host matrices or/and additives, graphite presents the highest conductivity values [15]. For instance, Mauran et al. [16] reported thermal conductivities of about 10-40 W/(m·K) for CaCl2-expanded natural graphite (ENG). Nonetheless, high concentrations of ENG are used and in some cases the sorbent is compressed to enhance thermal conductivity, which considerably reduces the sorption capacity.

Guilleminot et al. [17] reported that thermal conductivity of the expanded graphite/zeolite composite can be increased up to 10 W/(m·K) compared to 0.09 W/(m·K) for the packed bed of the same adsorbent. However, they did not report the sorption capacity. Pino et al. [13] found that by increasing the graphite content in 4A-zeolite-based composites, the equivalent thermal conductivity increases and the equilibrium uptake decreases. Wang et al. [18] found that by adding expanded graphite to CaCl2 consolidating the composite, the thermal conductivity was enhanced up to 9.2 W/(m·K). The uptake was not reported in their study.

Eun et al. [19] found that adding expanded graphite to silica gel, increases the thermal conductivity of the composite sorbent. They also observed that by increasing the graphite content, the water uptake increases because of the enhanced thermal conductivity. However, the graphite weight, which acts as dead weight, was not included in their calculations.

Zheng et al. [20] fabricated composite sorbents by combining silica gel with expanded natural graphite treated with sulfuric acid (ENG-TSA) as the host matrix. It was found that by increasing the graphite content, thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and water uptake increase. Nonetheless, their water uptake calculation did not include the graphite mass.

Fayazmanesh et al. [21] combined calcium chloride in a silica gel matrix with a binder and graphite flakes to produce water absorbent consolidated composites. The addition of 20 wt.% graphite flakes increased the thermal conductivity of the composite adsorbent from 0.57 to 0.78 W/(m·K). The equilibrium uptake of samples at a 1.2 kPa vapor pressure decreased from 0.32 g/g for CaCl2/silica gel to 0.15 g/g for silica gel/CaCl2 consolidated with 10 wt.% graphite flakes and 13 wt.% binder.

It is evident from the literature that the majority of the studies only reported the effect of additives on the equilibrium uptake. However, due to the transient behavior of adsorber beds, the sorbent does not become fully saturated/dried during sorption/desorption in sorption cooling systems. The studies that investigated the transient behaviour of the uptake, reported the sorption capacity per mass of “active material”, while the additive mass, as part of the composite sorbent, should be included in the calculations of water uptake. In this paper, CaCl2-silica gel composite sorbents with 0-20 wt% graphite flake contents are prepared and tested in a custom-built gravimetric large pressure jump (G-LPJ) test bed to study the counteracting effect of graphite additive on the transient heat and mass transfer performance and SCP of sorption cooling systems.

Sample preparation
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP40) binder (40,000 MW, Amresco Inc.) was dissolved in water; subsequently, CaCl2 and silica gel (SiliaFlash® B150, Silicycle, Inc., Quebec, Canada) and graphite flakes (consisting of both 150 μm fine particles and thin flakes up to 1.3 mm long, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the aqueous solution. The composition and total mass of the sorbent composites prepared in this study are presented in Table 1. Sorbent mass was measured using an analytical balance (OHAUS AX124) with the accuracy of 0.0001 g and sorbent thickness was measured using a digital caliper (Mastercraft 58-6800-4) with the accuracy of 0.01 mm.
Thermal diffusivity of composite sorbents was measured with a transient plane source, hot disk thermal constants analyzer, as per ISO 22007-2 [22] (TPS 2500S, ThermTest Inc., Frederiction, Canada) for different graphite flake contents and presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Compositions, total mass, and measured thermal diffusivity of the sorbent composite samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Silica gel (wt.%)</th>
<th>CaCl₂ (wt.%)</th>
<th>PVP40 (wt.%)</th>
<th>Graphite flake (wt.%)</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Thermal diffusivity (m²/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.8068</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>0.23e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18.7018</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.34e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.7841</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0.41e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.6930</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>0.98e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18.8815</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>1.38e-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The solution of composite sorbent was coated on graphite sheets and oven dried at 70 °C and then 180 °C, each for 1 h. The composite sorbent with 20 wt% graphite flake content is shown in Fig. 1.

Experimental test-bed and measurements

A new gravimetric large pressure jump (G-LPJ) test bed was custom-built in our lab to investigate the heat and mass transfer performance of sorbent materials. The coated sorbent samples were bolted to a copper heat exchanger, see Fig. 2.
A schematic diagram and a picture of the G-LPJ test bed is shown in Fig. 3. Heat transfer fluid flows through the copper heat exchanger and maintains its temperature constant at 39 °C. The sorber bed and the copper heat exchanger are placed inside a vacuum chamber which is connected to a capillary-assisted evaporator whose temperature is changed between 1 °C and 20 °C for desorption and adsorption, respectively. The whole test bed is vacuumed for 6 hours using a vacuum pump to dry the sorbent material. The vacuum chamber is placed on a precision balance (ML4002E, Mettler Toledo) with an accuracy of 0.01 g to measure the mass of the sorbate uptake. K-type thermocouples with an accuracy of 1.1 °C are passed via a feed-through in the vacuum chamber to measure the sorbent temperature. The pressure of the sorber bed and the evaporator is measured using 722B Baratron pressure transducer with the accuracy of 0.5%. The instruments are interfaced with a PC through a data acquisition system and software built in the LabVIEW environment.

Fig. 3. Schematic (top) and picture (bottom) of the gravimetric large pressure jump test-bed

Discussion and Results

Fig. 4 shows that the sorbent temperature decreases more rapidly for samples with greater graphite flake content. One reason is that by adding graphite flake, the sorbent thermal diffusivity increases, which enhances the heat transfer from the sorbent to the HEX, see Table 1.

Fig. 4. Variation of sorbent temperature data collected in our G-LPJ testbed versus time for various graphite flake contents
Furthermore, the heat generation decreases for samples with larger graphite flake content as they have less active material.

The isotherm of the sorbent material was obtained using an IGA-002 thermogravimetric sorption analyzer (TGA) (Hiden Isochema). Sorbent material was placed on the sample cell, which is held by a microbalance to measure the mass changes of the sorbent, while the temperature and pressure are controlled. The mass changes of the sorbent are collected in the range of 0.04–2.84 kPa (our range for G-LPJ) with the pressure step of 0.2 kPa at 25°C. More details regarding the TGA measurements can be found elsewhere [21].

Fig. 5 shows the variation of water uptake with time for various graphite flake contents. As shown in Fig. 5, the equilibrium uptakes measured with the G-LPJ test bed are in good agreement with TGA equilibrium data. Moreover, as can be seen for the region that sorption rate (d\(\omega\)/dt) is high, i.e. the first 20 min, the water uptake increases by increasing the graphite flake content, as expected. The reason is that during this time, the heat generation rate in the sorbent is high; hence, there is a high need for enhanced sorbent thermal diffusivity; thus, increasing the graphite flake enhances the overall performance. However, as the sorbent approach saturation, the trend starts to reverse, which means that the uptake increases with a decrease of graphite content. That is because as the sorbent approaches equilibrium, the heat generation rate reduces; as a result, the need for enhanced heat transfer decreases; consequently, the sorbent with higher active material can uptake more which leads to higher performance.

Fig. 5. Variation of water uptake data collected in our G-LPJ testbed versus time for various graphite flake content composites

Specific cooling power (SCP) is defined as the ratio of cooling energy to the product of sorbent mass and cycle time which represents the performance of sorber beds, as shown in Eq. (1).

\[
SCP = \frac{Q_{\text{evap}}}{m_{\text{sorb}}\tau} = \frac{\Delta\omega h_{f_g} @ T_{\text{evap}}}{\tau}
\]

- \(\omega\) Water uptake (g/g)
- \(h_{f_g}\) Evaporation enthalpy (J/kg)
- \(\tau\) Cycle time (s)
Fig. 6. shows the experimental SCP data collected in our G-LPJ testbed for various sorption times and different graphite flake contents. It can be seen that adding graphite flake enhances the SCP because the sorbent thermal diffusivity increases. Furthermore, it can be observed that by reducing the sorption time, the SCP enhancement of adding graphite flake increases because the heat generation rate increases. In addition, it is shown that adding 15 wt.% graphite flake or more, results in a significant increase in SCP for short sorption times. The reason can be attributed to the better connection between graphite flakes that can be established for composites with more than 10 wt.% additives.

A practical specific cooling power was proposed by Aristov et al. [23] to be calculated when the uptake reaches 80% of the equilibrium. Fig. 7 shows the effect of graphite flake on SCP0.8. It can be observed that SCP0.8 increases with the increase of graphite flake content because the heat transfer rate increases; thereby reducing the time required for the sorbent to reach equilibrium. For example, composite sorbent containing 20 wt.% graphite flake has a 67% greater SCP0.8 than the composite sorbent with no thermally conductive additive.

Coefficient of performance (COP) is defined as the ratio of evaporative cooling energy to the input energy (Eq. (2)). Fig. 8 shows the variation of COP with time for different graphite flake contents. It can be seen that COP increases by increasing the graphite flake content as the sorbent thermal diffusivity and sorbate uptake increase; thus, evaporative cooling energy increases.

$$\text{COP} = \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{evap}}}{\dot{Q}_{\text{input}}} = \frac{m_{\text{sorb}} \int \left( \frac{d\omega}{dt} h_f \right) dt}{\int \left( m_{\text{sorb}} \left( c_{p,s} + \alpha c_{p,w} \right) + m_{\text{HEX}} c_{p,\text{HEX}} \right) \frac{dT}{dt} - m_{\text{sorb}} \frac{d\omega}{dt} h_{\text{ads}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscripts</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s, sorb</td>
<td>Sorbent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEX</td>
<td>Heat exchanger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary/Conclusions**

The effect of adding graphite flakes on the SCP and COP of sorption cooling systems was studied using a custom-built G-LPJ testbed. It was found that for high sorption rates, the sorber bed performance enhances by adding graphite flake due to the higher sorbent thermal diffusivity; however, as the sorbent approaches equilibrium, the performance deteriorates by adding graphite flake because of the less active material. Therefore, there exists an optimum
graphite flake content to achieve the highest SCP and COP, which will be investigated in our future study.

Fig. 8. Variation of COP versus sorption time for various graphite flake contents
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Abstract

This paper presents an analytical and experimental investigation of an electricity generator that employs a two-stage looped tube travelling-wave thermoacoustic prime-mover to deliver acoustic power from heat energy, a loudspeaker to extract electricity from sound energy and a tuning stub to compensate the changes in the acoustic field within the engine to enable close to travelling wave operation at the loudspeaker. Furthermore, the paper explains how to enhance the output power utilizing different heat input ratios through the engine cores. A well-known thermoacoustic design tool called DeltaEC is used to simulate the wave propagation through the different parts of the system. The electrical power predicted from the low-cost prototype was 24.4 W acoustic power which confirms the potential for developing low-cost thermoacoustic electricity generator for heat recovery from low-grade heat sources. The electrical power can be increased to 31.3 W using different heating power percentages through the two units. The verified experimental data shows good agreement with DeltaEC results.

Keywords: Regenerator, thermoacoustic, acoustic power, loudspeaker as a generator, DeltaEC

Background

The development of new techniques utilizing low-temperature waste heat and renewable energy sources have drawn enormous attention worldwide in recent years. There are many sources of such low-grade heat that, if they could efficiently and economically be harvested, would decrease carbon footprint significantly. One application where it has the potential to make significant changes to the standard of life is in the generation of electricity in low-income rural areas of the world. Over three billion people in the developing world use open fires for cooking process and one billion do not have access to electricity. An estimated 4 million people die prematurely by the smoke from open fires, mostly women, and children, making this one of the serious health threats facing people in developing countries [1]. The target of this research is to provide healthy cooking and electric power for the households of Sudan and South - Sudan countries by means of thermoacoustic technology.

Thermoacoustics is a new promising technique that uses heat to produce high-intensity sound waves which can, in turn, produce electricity. A thermoacoustic engine (TAE) eliminates the majority of mechanical moving parts by its simple construction, which comprises an acoustic resonating tube and a section of porous media in between two heat exchangers [2]. The well-known torus configuration travelling-wave engine developed by Backhaus and Swift has demonstrated a high efficiency of 30\% which corresponds to 41\% Carnot efficiency using 30 bar pressurized helium at a high operating temperature of 725°C [3], which is comparable to the efficiencies from petrol and diesel engines, but at lower temperatures, although efficiency is much lower when a flame is used as heat [4]. At these high temperatures travelling wave thermoacoustic engine has to compete with other conventional devices such as Stirling engine. However, clearance sealing is an issue in conventional Stirling engine at high temperature.
Several variations of systems have been attempted to convert the acoustic power to useful electric power, utilizing different system configurations and transduction mechanisms [5, 6]. Thermoacoustic stoves have been shown to be a cheap option compared to others in situations where hydropower is not available, but since the technology is relatively new, and these low temperature systems are subject to non-linear affects that are not well understood, present work is concentrating on understanding the non-linear effects and minimising the losses.

The idea of thermoacoustic power has been proved over the last 20 years since the first working engines were produced. A number of designs have been developed that can achieve good efficiencies relative to Carnot for. An early thermoacoustic engine was designed for space application using a flexure-bearing linear alternator, the electrical power produced from this engine was 39 W with 18% thermal-to-electrical efficiency [7, 8]. A novel three-cylinder double-acting thermoacoustic Stirling electricity generator was developed and tested [9], using 3.12 kW heating power from each heater block and three alternators to extract the electric power. 5 MPa pressurized helium was adopted as the working gas and the system produced a maximum electrical power of 1570 W. The performance was highly degraded due to the significant difference in the performance of the engines and the alternators. Another investigation on generating electricity using multiple- stage travelling-wave thermoacoustic engines was undertaken by Kang et al.[10]. In this case, the total electric power output had a maximum value of 204 W using 1.8 MPa helium and 6 kW total heating power (with the same input through the two heaters). The parasitic heat loss in the experiments was very large and there was non-linear behavior in the system due to the high-pressure amplitude. Most recently, a three-stage travelling-wave thermoacoustic electricity generator was proposed by Bi et al. [11]. This prototype achieved a maximum electric power of 4.69 kW with thermal-to-electric efficiency of 15.6% using 6 MPa helium gas. The heat transfer was again poor and there were large flow losses and friction losses from the alternator which dropped the power rate.

The conversion of the acoustic field to electrical output is mostly carried out using linear alternators, although more recently bi-directional turbines have shown some potential in improving performance [12]. Linear alternators purpose-designed for thermoacoustic systems are expensive, which limit the advantages of the thermoacoustic heat engines for low-cost energy conversion applications and therefore, it is possible to consider low-cost commercial available loudspeakers to convert acoustic power gain into electricity. In these low cost applications the main driver is the cost of the system, not the transduction efficiency [13, 14].

In 2012, SCORE project (www.score.uk.com) developed and tested two low-cost double-regenerator traveling-wave thermoacoustic electricity generators, to produce electricity using waste heat energy from cooking stoves. A propane-driven stove delivered approximately 15 W of electricity. While, a wood burning cooking stove was successfully demonstrated 22.7 W of electricity. The performance of the devices was low due to the high acoustic losses and the inefficient linear alternators being used [15], but also because, at these low temperatures, the system is very sensitive to losses. Understanding this and minimising losses is important if we want to reach the commercially needed target of producing at least 100 W of electrical power from a cook-stove that costs less than £200.

Many of the configurations that have been tested use multiple stages and it has been the practice to input the same amount of heat in each exchanger. In this paper, a new operational methodology using different percentages of thermal energy is employed for the optimization of the system for the first time. This paper will look at whether there is a strategic advantage in varying the heat power ratio.

**Modeling of the system**

To further understand the behavior of the thermoacoustic system considered in this research and to predict the performance of the existing build engine, a design software code referred as
DeltaEC (Design Environment for Low-amplitude ThermoAcoustic Energy Conversion) is utilized [16]. DeltaEC integrates numerically the wave equation and other equations such as the energy equation throughout the whole system in one spatial dimension based on a low-amplitude “acoustic” approximation and sinusoidal time dependence of the variables [17]. The governing equations used in DeltaEC as follows:

\[
\frac{dp_1}{dx} = -\frac{i\omega \rho_m}{A_g(1 - f_v)} U_1
\]

\[
\frac{dU_1}{dx} = -\frac{i\omega A_g}{\gamma P_m} (1 + (\gamma - 1)f_k)p_1 + \frac{(f_k - f_v)}{(1 - f_v)(1 - \sigma)} \frac{1}{\Gamma_m} \frac{d\Gamma_m}{dx} U_1
\]

Where: \(p_1\) pressure amplitude of oscillation (Pa), \(U_1\) volumetric velocity amplitude (m³/sec), \(\omega\) angular velocity which equals \(2\pi f\) (rad/sec), \(\rho_m\) mean density (kg/m³), \(P_m\) mean pressure of the working gas (Pa), \(\Gamma_m\) mean temperature of the working gas (K), \(\gamma\) is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas, \(f_k\) is the thermal spatially averaged diffusion function, \(f_v\) is the viscous spatially averaged diffusion function, \(\sigma\) is Prandtl number, \(A_g\) is the cross-sectional area available for the gas, \(A_s\) is the cross-sectional area of the solid. This model was validated against experimental results shown below to confirm the findings.

**Explanation of test-bed apparatus**

The SCORE system comprises a two-stage thermoacoustic engine operating in mainly travelling wave mode, with two tuning stubs and a loudspeaker as shown in Figure 1. Which is based on the loop-tube configuration. This arrangement gives an advantage of using low-temperature heat source with a lower temperature gradient through each stage [18, 19]. Both stages comprise an ambient heat exchanger (AHX), regenerator, hot heat exchanger (HHX), thermal buffer tube (TBT) and a secondary ambient heat exchanger (SAHX) as in Figure 1(b). The AHX is made out of the core of a commercial low-cost car radiator, suitably modified to fit the thermoacoustic engine. A thermos-siphon water circulation method was applied to take heat from the system, so a pump isn’t required in the system. To maintain a low cost for the engine core and to achieve a quick warm-up time, a low-mass convoluted stainless steel plate design has been adopted for the HHX. The HHX is 233 × 307 mm and is made out of 3 mm thick Stainless steel plate. The plate was welded to a flange that designed to be directly bolted to the engine housing. The regenerator is sandwiched between the AHX and the HHX and was formed by stacking 50 pieces, 80-mesh Stainless-steel wire mesh machined to a required size of 20 × 20 mm. The mesh wire has a diameter of 95 μm and a pitch of 250 μm. The AHX and the HHX are clamped between upper and lower housings [5]. The TBT is simply a section of stainless steel pipe and is located below the HHX to separate the SAHX from the hot gas and thus minimizing parasitic heat losses. A SAHX is introduced after the TBT to cool the air before it flows to the alternator. The stages are connected using 70 mm diameter standard PVC pipes and fittings. Two extra pipes perpendicular to the feedback loop “denoted as tuning stubs” are introduced in the loop to enhance the impedance matching between the acoustic wave and the linear alternator and to maintain the phase angle between the velocity and the pressure in a travelling-wave condition through the regenerators. To extract the electric power from the circulating acoustic power, a low-cost commercial loudspeaker (model JL 6W3v3-4) was used as a linear alternator and is connected in series in the loop. This arrangement allows suppressing the acoustic streaming which could cause heat dissipations from a HHX. To simulate more closely to the final application, two custom-made electrical heaters are used to supply the heat to the HHXs. For temperature measurements, eight thermocouples (Type-K) were placed in different locations to monitor the hot and the cold temperatures of each regenerator unit as well as the
temperatures the cooling water. Three absolute pressure transducers (model IMPRESS) were distributed along the feedback pipe and a differential pressure sensor (model ABPMJJT015PGA5) was used to capture the volumetric flow rate across the loop. The readings of the thermocouples and the pressure transducers were collected by a Data Acquisition system (NI cDAQ 9172) which is connected to a data logger system. To harvest the electrical power from the system, a wide range variable resistor (model VISHAY®) was adjusted to the optimal electrical load for the loudspeaker. The voltage and the current from the alternator are measured using a power analyzer (model KintiQPPA2530).

Figure 1. The two-stage thermoacoustic electricity generator. (a) Photo of the system. (b) Functional diagram

In order to address the performance of the system, it is important to estimate the flow of the acoustic power which is defined as a time-average energy flux accompanied by pressure oscillations and velocity of the working gas. The most common method to measure the acoustic power is the so-called two-microphone method [20]. Conceptually, this method employs two absolute pressure sensors to obtain the velocity of the oscillating gas. However, one of the drawbacks of this technique is obtaining the high accuracy of the phase angle between the pressure and the velocity. Therefore, to get a more durable way of measuring the acoustic power, an alternative method referred as “gradient method” is used in the current system. It employs one absolute pressure transducer and one differential pressure sensor to directly calculate the mass of the air between the two sensors, the acoustic velocity, and the acceleration. The distance between the two sensors is small compared to the two-microphone method. Therefore, no empirical correction for acoustic loss is required. The acoustic power propagation in the feedback loop can be given as [21]:

$$P_{Ac} = A \hat{p}_1 \frac{\Delta p_1}{2 \omega \rho_m \Delta x} \sin \phi$$

Here: $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the feedback loop, $p_1$ is the pressure amplitude (Pa) which is the signal from the absolute sensor, $\Delta p_1$ is the output signal of the differential pressure sensor (Pa), $\Delta x$ is the distance between the two probes of the differential sensor (m), $\phi$ is the measured phase between $p_1$ and $\Delta p_1$, $\omega$ is the angular velocity (rad/sec), $\rho_m$ is the mean density (kg/m³), $p_m$ is the mean pressure (Pa).

Since the application is for the developing world, air at atmospheric pressure is used as the working gas. The maximum hot and the cold temperatures were set to 650 ºC and 90 ºC, respectively and the total heat input power was varied between 2.1 - 3 kW. This was split at different ratios between the two stages. DeltaEC model had predicted that changing the heat ratio to each core could affect the performance, so in the experiment the heat was inputted as
40%-60%, 50%-50%, 55%-45%, 60%-40%. The system operates at working frequency of 73 Hz. To verify the numerical results with the lab data, the load resistance of the loudspeaker was adjusted to 35.5 Ohm. In most applications the heat input would be split between the two cores evenly, providing $Q/2$ W to each core. In this paper we have investigated whether the results of the model which suggested that a 60% - 40% split would improve performance. These results are used to validate the numerical model.

**Results and discussion**

The schematic diagram of the model used in DeltaEC simulation is presented in Figure 1 (b). The model was constructed using the same design parameters of the existing prototype and using some of DeltaEC segments [17]. The model starts at $x = 0$ which is located at the hot end of the first HHX and goes anticlockwise until it returns. The pressure amplitude, the volumetric velocity amplitude, and their phases are adjusted so that they match at the start and the end of the model. The acoustic power flow is indicated by the blue arrows. Figure 2 demonstrates how the key acoustic parameters obtained from DeltaEC vary around the system. The 4 curves correspond to varying heat input into the two cores, with 40%, 50% 55% and 60% of the heat being directed to core 1, which is just before the linear alternator, and the power in core 2 being adjusted to that the total energy input was a constant. No other variables were adjusted. It is clear that the curves have the same trend among the four heat supply percentage. In Figure 2(a), the Pressure amplitude drops at each of the two regenerators due to their flow resistance. It also decreases across the linear alternator due to its acoustic resistance. The two stubs don’t influence the pressure amplitude. The standing wave ratio in the system is approximately around 2.97 due to the reflections where the feedback pipe area changes.

These numerical results demonstrate that using 60% of the heat in the first HHX resulted in higher pressure drop across the alternator diaphragm which indicates better extraction of the electric power. In other words, the electrical power output increased from $X$ to $Y$ when the balance of heat went from 50% to 60%, an $X\%$ increase. It can be seen that the pressure antinodes altered location slightly in the four heat supply ratios, particularly near the end of the feedback loop due to the slight change in the operating frequency. There is a high decrease in the flow at the location of the stub which indicates that the stub removes part of the volumetric flow from the loop. In contrast, the volumetric velocity increases significantly along the two regenerators due to the sharp temperature gradient across them. Between the alternator and the SAHX, there is a part of connecting pipe where the volumetric velocity increases due to the change in the area. The acoustic impedance Figure 2(c) has high values at the cold end of the two regenerators which led to $[Z \times A/\alpha \times \rho_m] \sim 7 \& 12$ at regenerator 1 and regenerator 2, respectively. In travelling-wave thermoacoustic engines, a common practise is to set the absolute value of the regenerator impedance in the range of 10-20 time the gas characteristic impedance [19]. At the locations of the tuning stubs, the impedance decreased due to the constant pressure amplitude at the junction between the stub and the feedback tube. The acoustic loop power Figure 2(d) increases when adding higher heat in the first HHX. Again for all the cases, the curve has the same characteristics, but it is clear that there is higher acoustic power when the ratio of heat input is 60% / 40%. Considering the case where the total heat splits eventually between the two heaters, the results revealed that, around 58.4 W of the acoustic power from the resonance tube is introduced into unit 1 and only about 1 W is dissipated within its AHX, leading to an amplification of 57.4 W. This is then fed into the cold side of the regenerator where the acoustic power is amplified to 77.5 W. Minor acoustic loss of 1.8 W occurred through the HHX, the TBT and the SAHX of the first unit. The alternator delivered 24.4 W electrical power with a thermal-to-acoustic efficiency of 2.3%, and thermal-to-electrical efficiency of 0.98%.
The results of the numerical modelling were surprising, thus the performance of the experimental rig was assessed using the same concept. Figure 3 compares the lab results of several percentage of the heat power (range 2.1 to 3 kW). Both the acoustic power and the electric output increase linearly with the total heat input. Extra power could be gained by simply supplying a higher heat percentage to the first HHX. This can be justified by the location of the loudspeaker which is immediately after the TBT of the first engine. Using 2.5 kW power with 50% $Q_1$, 50% $Q_2$ generated 48.4 W acoustic power. This power is raised to 68 W when using 60% $Q_1$, 40% $Q_2$ which resulted in an extra 6.5 W electric power (10% increase). However, DeltaEC models predict loop power as high as 0.1-2.8 percent, and electric power as high as 0.4 to 3.7 percent which indicates that the system isn’t quite efficient in converting heat energy into acoustic power and the heat dissipation is potentially an issue. The alternator in this system is installed next to the SAHX of the first unit. At this location, the acoustic impedance has a low value. In fact, almost a maximum alternator stroke is reached at 3 kW thermal power. Therefore, if more electrical power is to be extracted, the alternator should be placed in a high-impedance zone to avoid the stroke limitation.

Figure 3. Performance of the engine under four heat input ratios. (a) Acoustic power (b) Electrical power

The thermal-to-electric efficiency reached a maximum value of 1.25% when using 60% $Q_2$, which is indeed much lower than that noted in Ref [8], where the linear alternator acted as a
mechanical resonator as well as a transduction mechanism. In the current design, two reasons are contributed to the poor efficiency. The first one, using a linear alternator instead of resonating tube minimizes the acoustic losses where the long resonator dissipated a considerable amount of the loop power. The second reason, the transduction efficiency of the loudspeaker is quite low (about 34%) compared to the linear alternator which was approximately around 90%. However, the linear alternator is expensive and this counteracts the affordability of the system. Therefore, the loudspeaker is a viable competitive candidate for developing a thermoacoustic generator.

The onset temperature is also important. Low onset temperatures can help improve efficiency. Therefore, the electric power against the temperature difference across the two regenerators is plotted in Figure 4 for several heat input percentages. Clearly, the amplification in the second core decreases when the heat input into the core decreases and the onset temperature increases. However, in the first core, the reverse happens. In fact, the onset temperature of the first core drops significantly and by much more than the increase in the second core. Reversing the heat ratio results in reduced performance. Further study is required to find out why this occurred. The onset temperature difference and the steepness of the power against temperature curve are indicators of the performance of a thermoacoustic system. A low onset temperature means low loss and adequate acoustic matching between the various components of the system. A steep temperature curve reflects good heat transfer of the ambient and the hot heat exchangers and also indicates low acoustic dissipation [19].

![Figure 4. Electric power relation with the temperature difference across the regenerator](image)

**Summary**

In this paper, the influence of the heat input ratio into a looped-tube thermoacoustic engine was discussed. The engine converts acoustic power to electrical energy using a commercially available low-cost loudspeaker. DeltaEC is used to simulate the acoustic field within the system. DeltaEC results reflect that the electrical power output from the system equals 24.4 W from 2.5 kW heat input. An extra 7 W of electricity could be obtained by applying 60% of the heat into the first hot heat exchanger. DeltaEC models predict acoustic loop power as high as 0.1-2.8 percent, and electric power as high as 0.4 to 3.7 from the lab data percent which indicates that the system isn’t quite efficient in converting heat energy into acoustic power and the thermal dissipation is potentially an issue.
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Abstract
Thermal performance of water-stainless steel screen mesh wick heat pipes was investigated in this study. Three screen mesh wick heat pipes were fabricated and tested at all different inclinations, and their thermal conductance in different modes were compared (experimental, calculated and numerical). The different mesh numbers can bring different meanings in terms of both liquid flow resistance and capillary pumping. The aim was to analyze the thermal behavior in the permanent and transient regime for each power when operated with the power step in mid-level temperature, for use in several industrial and aerospace applications when those levels of temperature are required. The calculated thermal conductances based on the thermal resistance analysis were used to be compared with the obtained experimental thermal conductances. An adjustment factor was calculated with the objective of being used in the results of the calculated thermal conductances to bring them closer to the actual results that were obtained experimentally with the water-stainless heat pipes. The numerical approaches undertaken in analysing the transient thermal performance was used the multifluid model where two different fluid zone were created to represent vapour flow in the middle and liquid flow in the porous wick. The predicted surface temperatures with varying heat inputs (25 W - 125 W) from the numerical model and experimental tests were used for thermal conductance (numerical and experimental) were compared with calculated thermal conductance.

Keywords: heat pipe, experimental heat pipe, simulation, thermal performance.

Introduction
Heat pipes are passive heat transfer devices that can successfully transfer large amounts of heat. The robust and simple tubular structure with no moving parts makes the heat pipe a perfect choice for different applications such as industrial or aerospace. The application of heat pipes have increased over the last 20 years and can be seen in many areas such as industrial and aerospace, due to their high capacity of heat transport. Heat Pipes have been successfully applied for space missions where the operational conditional are extremely severe; ground applications have found then to be very important devices to be considered for the heat dissipation issues faced by new projects [1-4]. Applications vary from satellites and spacecrafts to computer’s cooling, but heat pipes have gained attention for other applications as well, especially those related to military and surveillance systems [4]. The continuous development of the heat pipe technology has given to this passive thermal control device a great interest for the new applications that were not considered before. Special attention should be given to heat pipes that operate at mid-level temperatures (up to 200°C), which have found several applications in both aerospace and industrial areas [4]. The thermal transient behaviour of the heat pipe is an important aspect in the evaluation of the heat pipe performance, particularly during the start-up period. The transient analysis would indicate whether the start-up is too fast, which could lead to evaporator section being overheated and consequently reducing the heat pipe efficiency. A number of experimental studies on the transient behaviour of heat pipes have been investigated, which further validated by numerical simulation [5]. Kempers et al. [6] realized an experimental study to determine the effect of the number of mesh layers and amount of working fluid on the heat transfer performance of water-copper heat pipes with screen mesh wicks. For the heat pipes with the smaller number of
mesh layers, the effective thermal resistance was non-linear, especially at low heat flux and the thermal resistance decreases significantly with the heat flux, and then approaches a constant value. In the nearly constant region, the thermal resistance increases with the number of mesh layers. However, a six fold increase in the number of mesh layers resulted in only a 40% increase in thermal resistance of the heat pipe [6]. Kempers et al. [7] investigated experimentally the heat transfer mechanisms in the condenser and evaporator section of a water-copper wicked heat pipe. The heat transfer was characterized by measuring the internal and wall temperature distributions under different operating conditions and as the heat transfer is dependent on the vapour pressure and heat flux, with boiling occurring even for very low heat fluxes, or superheat for operating temperatures above 50°C the onset of boiling in the evaporator could be reasonably predicted using a bubble nucleation criterion. Silva and Riehl [8] conducted an experimental investigation for copper-water heat pipes with different mesh number for heat pipes operating in different inclinations. In the series of tests, the heat input to the evaporator was increased in steps of 25 W until 125 W and presented start-ups without oscillations of temperatures, reaching the temperature of the evaporator, adiabatic and condenser near the isothermal condition. Therefore, the heat pipes confirmed good performances when analysed by their thermal conductances [9] and compared with experimental results between copper and stainless steel heat pipes. In this paper, heat pipes were designed and manufactured with the objective of investigating the potential application of heat pipes operating at mid-level temperature. The thermal conductance obtained from the experimental tests were used to correlate the thermal conductances obtained analytically, with results showing high accuracy based on the adjustment factor applied. A numerical model was made for analyzing the transient thermal performance of heat pipes with screen mesh wick and the results validated with the experimental results.

**Experimental Investigation**

In order to investigate the potential application of heat pipes for industrial use, were designed and manufactured three heat pipes for experimental tests shown in Figure 1. The heat pipes are stainless steel 316-L by its wide acceptance and application in industry and the compatibility with water. The geometrical properties of the heat pipe used in this experimental work is shown in Table 1. The heat was applied to the evaporator by a controlled electric heater, being used the testing power step, the heat source was applied to each heat pipe to observe, at first, the start-up effect. Once the temperatures for the start-up power have reached stability, power was changed according to the testing profile, following the sequence to temperature stabilization.

![Figure 1 - Heat Pipes Experimental Bench.](image)

The experimental test rig comprises a test bench, a DC power controller (Agilent N5749A), and a National Instrument SCXI data acquisition system controlled by LabVIEW. Six Omega T-type thermocouples with accuracy of ±0.3°C were used to measure the wall temperatures of each heat pipe in two locations of the evaporation, adiabatic and condenser sections. Another thermocouple was used for measuring the ambient temperature. All tests were performed under controlled room conditions, with the temperature set at 22°C ± 2°C. The condenser was open to the ambient air, exchanging heat by natural convection. Therefore, oscillations on the ambient temperature were expected due to the air conditioning on/off operation.
Table 1. Characteristics of heat pipes - HP1, HP2 and HP3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometric Characteristics of the Experimental HP</th>
<th>HP 1</th>
<th>HP 2</th>
<th>HP 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator/Adiabatic/Condenser/Total length (m)</td>
<td>0.25 / 0.9 / 0.35 / 1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Fluid</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube material</td>
<td>316L - SS</td>
<td>316L - SS</td>
<td>316L - SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside diameter (m)</td>
<td>0.01905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside diameter (m)</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen wick material</td>
<td>316L - SS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen mesh number</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N° of layers of wick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wick Porosity %</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wick Permeability ($m^2$)</td>
<td>$2.39 \times 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$5.16 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>$1.10 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pore radius (m)</td>
<td>$1.1827 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$6.35 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$3.18 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature range (°C)</td>
<td>22 - 160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Power (W)</td>
<td>25 - 125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The heat source was a silicone flexible electric heater, being insulated by rock wool with the thermal conductivity of 0.04 W/m*K, which was wrapped around the adiabatic section to reduce the heat loss to the surroundings. Prior to charging the heat pipes, they were properly cleaned and evacuated at a vacuum level of $10^{-5}$ mbar. Charging was only performed once the heat pipe was able to sustain such a vacuum level for at least 12 h. At this point in the test procedure, it was made a pressurized verification test to determine if the fittings, enclosures, and/ or seams of the heat pipe cases were appropriately sealed. This was best done by pressurizing the case using conventional leak testing equipment to check the case for leaks.

The laboratory tests were conducted with the following procedures:

- The heat was applied to the evaporator by a controlled electric heater, being used the power of 25W, 50W, 75W, 100W and 125W per heat pipe;
- Heat was applied to each heat pipe to observe, at first, the start-up effect. Once the temperatures for the start-up power have reached stability (presenting variation of ±1°C during the last 20 minutes), the power was changed according to the testing profile, following the sequence to temperature stabilization. Once all power levels were tested, the power was switched off and waited for temperature equalization with ambient.

**Thermal resistance analysis**

The overall thermal resistance is comprised of nine different resistances arranged in series-parallel combination as shown by Fig. 2 [10,11]. In this model, the overall resistance of the cylindrical heat pipe is given by

$$R_T = R_{pe} + R_{we} + R_v + R_{pc} + R_{wc}$$ (1)

The thermal resistance due to the pipe wall in the evaporator ($R_{pe}$), liquid-wick at evaporator ($R_{we}$), liquid-wick at condenser ($R_{wc}$) and pipe wall in the condenser ($R_{pc}$) are

$$R_{pe} = \frac{\ln (d_w d_0)}{2 \pi L e \kappa_p}, R_{we} = \frac{\ln (d_w d_0)}{2 \pi L e \kappa_{eff}}, R_{wc} = \frac{\ln (d_w d_0)}{2 \pi L e \kappa_{eff}}, R_{pc} = \frac{\ln (d_w d_0)}{2 \pi L e \kappa_p}$$ (2)
Figure 2. Overall thermal resistance of a heat pipe.

Where, the effective thermal conductivity of the wick structure is [10]

\[ K_{eff} = \frac{k_l[(k_l+k_{lw})-(1-\varepsilon)(k_l-k_{lw})]}{(k_l+k_{lw})(1-\varepsilon)(k_l-k_{lw})} \]  

The thermal resistance of the vapour flow, \( R_v \) is determined by [10]

\[ R_v = \frac{\pi r_0^2 T_e F_v [(1/6)l_{le} + l_{lg} + (1/6)l_{lg}]}{\rho_v \mu_f g} \]  

Where \( F_v \) is the vapour frictional coefficient. Considering some simplifications, Chi [10] developed a simplified analytical equation to predict the approximate overall thermal resistance for a cylindrical heat pipe as follows

\[ R_T = R_{pe} + R_{we} + R_v + R_{pc} + R_{wc} \]  

Summing all individual resistances (Eq. 5) and the comparative magnitudes of the resistance of the axial resistance of the pipe wall and liquid-wick combinations may be treated as open circuits and neglected. The theoretical thermal conductance of the heat pipe is then estimated as

\[ G = \frac{1}{R_T} \]  

The experimental results may raise possible variations, which came from heat pipe manufacturing standpoint and it affects heat pipe operation. Considering that the heat pipes were manually manufactured, an adjustment factor was taken into consideration for the thermal conductance results in such a way that it could result in a more accurate analysis in a way to put into consideration these possible variations. The adjustment factor is defined as follows

\[ \text{Factor} = \frac{G_E}{G_{global}} \]  

\[ G_{global} = \alpha \frac{Q}{T_e - T_a} \]  

where \( 0.8 \leq \alpha \leq 3.0 \). The calculated thermal conductance used in this study for each power applied to the heat pipe can be defined as

\[ G_c = \frac{1}{R_T} \times \text{Factor} \]  

With the consideration of the thermal conductance, it was expected that the calculated thermal conductance (theoretical with adjustment factor) presented the same trends of the ones obtained experimentally. The calculated thermal conductances, by the analysis of thermal resistances, do not consider important characteristics of an experiment, such as mounting characteristics for each heat pipe, volume of fluid inserted in each heat pipe, differences in the mesh of the porous structure after
inserted into each heat pipe, or even in the folding of the mesh for closing each heat pipe and etc. Therefore, adjustment factors for the thermal conductance calculated were considered for a better comparison with the results of the calculated and experimental thermal conductances.

**Numerical Model**

The working fluid is assumed to be liquid phase in the wick region (liquid zone) and vapour phase in the vapour region. When the evaporator is heated, the working fluid in the wick region is vaporized to the vapour space and the vapour flows to the condenser section. In the condenser section, after the vapour releases its latent heat to the environment through the outer surface of the condenser, it returns to the wick region as saturated liquid. For the mathematical formulation of this numerical unsteady simulation work, the following assumptions were made:

- Vapour and liquid flow are unsteady, 2-D, laminar and incompressible;
- Viscous dissipation and gravity effects are negligible;
- Heat generation or dissipation due to the phase change process in the heat pipe is ignored;
- The physical properties are constant;

With the above assumptions, the resulted governing equations in cartesian coordinates are as follows:

**Vapour Flow Region**

Continuity:

\[
\frac{\partial u_v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_v}{\partial y} = 0
\]  
(10)

Momentum in the x-direction:

\[
\rho_v \left( \frac{\partial u_v}{\partial t} + u_v \frac{\partial u_v}{\partial x} + v_v \frac{\partial u_v}{\partial y} \right) = \mu_v \left( \frac{\partial^2 u_v}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u_v}{\partial y^2} \right) - \frac{\partial p}{\partial x}
\]
(11)

Momentum in y-direction:

\[
\rho_v \left( \frac{\partial v_v}{\partial t} + u_v \frac{\partial v_v}{\partial x} + v_v \frac{\partial v_v}{\partial y} \right) = \mu_v \left( \frac{\partial^2 v_v}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v_v}{\partial y^2} \right) - \frac{\partial p}{\partial y}
\]
(12)

Energy:

\[
\rho_v C_{p,v} \left( \frac{\partial T_v}{\partial t} + u_v \frac{\partial T_v}{\partial x} + v_v \frac{\partial T_v}{\partial y} \right) = k_v \left( \frac{\partial^2 T_v}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T_v}{\partial y^2} \right) + \dot{q}
\]
(13)

**Liquid Flow Region**

\[
\frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} = 0
\]
(14)

The Darcy’s Law is employed in the momentum equation for the porous liquid-wick region. The resulted unsteady momentum equation are:

Momentum in the x-direction:

\[
\rho_l \left( \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial t} + u_l \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial x} + v_l \frac{\partial u_l}{\partial y} \right) = \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial^2 u_l}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u_l}{\partial y^2} \right) - \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} - \frac{\mu u_l e}{k}
\]
(15)

Momentum in y-direction:

\[
\rho_l \left( \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial t} + u_l \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial x} + v_l \frac{\partial v_l}{\partial y} \right) = \mu_l \left( \frac{\partial^2 v_l}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v_l}{\partial y^2} \right) - \frac{\partial p}{\partial y} - \frac{\mu u_l e}{k}
\]
(16)

Energy:

\[
\rho_l C_{p,l} \left( \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial t} + u_l \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial x} + v_l \frac{\partial T_l}{\partial y} \right) = k_{eff} \left( \frac{\partial^2 T_l}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T_l}{\partial y^2} \right) + \dot{q}
\]
(17)

**Boundary Conditions**

The imposed boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 3. The heat transfer coefficient, \(h\) can be determined using the Churchill and Chu correlation for the Nusselt number given below.

\[
\overline{Nu}_d = 0.60 + \frac{0.387 Ra_d^{1/6}}{1 + (0.559/Pr)^{1/16}} \frac{1}{6/27}
\]
(18)
where $Pr$ is the Prandtl number and $Ra_d$ is the Rayleigh number.

![Figure 3 - Boundary conditions of heat pipe.](image)

The detailed boundary conditions for evaporator, adiabatic and condenser region at the various radius and also at the ends of the heat pipe are given in Table 2 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Locations</th>
<th>Evaporator</th>
<th>Adiabatic</th>
<th>Condenser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Both ends of HP $(x = 0, L)$</td>
<td>$u = v = 0$</td>
<td>$n_u = \frac{Q}{k_d}$</td>
<td>$u = v = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Centreline of HP $(y = 0)$</td>
<td>$v = 0$, $\frac{dT}{dy} = 0$, $\frac{dU}{dy} = 0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Liquid-vapour interface $(y = R_l)$</td>
<td>$\rho v v = \rho (v)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wick-wall interface $(y = R_w)$</td>
<td>$k^v \frac{dT}{dy} = k^v \frac{dT}{dy}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Outer pipe wall $(y = R_o)$</td>
<td>$q = k \frac{dT}{dy}$</td>
<td>$\frac{dT}{dy} = 0$, $\frac{dU}{dy} = 0$, $\frac{dL}{dy} = h(T_p - T_w)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Method of Solution**

The governing equations are discretized using a finite volume approach and equations were solved using SIMPLE algorithm. The unsteady state incompressible flow has been solved in both vapour and liquid region, using ANSYS Fluent software. The physical domain of problem was separated into 2 regions as follows.

1. vapour region;
2. liquid region and pipe wall

The numerical analysis was performed in both separated regions. The solution procedure is as follows.

1. Continuity and momentum equation are solved in vapour region with mentioned boundary conditions to find the pressure distribution;
2. Clausius-Clapeyron equation has been used to find temperature boundary condition at the liquid-vapour interface;
3. All of the equations have been solved in vapour region;
4. The mentioned equations with related boundary condition have been solved in liquid region and pipe wall simultaneously;

**Discussion and Results**

The temperature profiles to evaluate their thermal performance for wall power levels are shown by Figure 4a. Typically, the temperature of the outer wall of heat pipe’s adiabatic section is selected as the parameter to study the response time since it shows the status of the heat pipe. First, to verify the operation functionality of the heat pipes the power step test was realized. This test was carried out with the heat pipes to evaluate the temperatures reached at each power applied at the moment of the start-up and of temperature stabilization, to obtain and initial analysis regarding their heat pipe transport capacity, and the behaviour of the evaporator in the change of each power. As the heat flux increases in the evaporator wall and the liquid (porous structure) that is in contact with the evaporator wall can progressively overheat and form bubbles at the nucleation sites. These bubbles can carry energy to the surface by latent heat of vaporization. With increasing heat flux, a critical value can be reached and dry-out of the porous structure that will potentially interrupt the operation of heat pipes. For a better analysis of the heat transfer capacity of the heat pipes, the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser for each applied power was calculated (Figure 4b). A small
temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser ensures proper operation and steady heat transfer by the heat pipes.

Figure 4 – (a) Temperature profiles of HP1, HP2 and HP3 and (b) Temperature difference of heat pipes at different power.

The largest temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser of approximately 23.35 °C was presented for HP3 at 50 W and the lowest temperature difference was 6.75°C for the HP2 operating at 100W of applied power.

For the improved analysis, the experimental thermal conductance of the heat pipe was calculated and compared with the calculated thermal conductance (Eq. 12), which considers an adjustment given by the variable factor that involves uncontrolled variables that are inherent to the manufacturing processes of the heat pipes and thermal conductance numerical. The calculated thermal conductance was introduced in the thermal resistance analysis (Eq. 6) along with the adjustment factor (Eq. 7) for each applied power, and the results of this comparison are presented by Figure 5.

The results show a good correlation between the experimental, calculated and numerical results. The proposed calculated thermal conductance and thermal conductance numerical, correctly predicted the increase in thermal conductance with the increase in the heat input and the same has been validated experimentally.

The highest experimental thermal conductance was obtained by HP2 of 12 W/°C and numerical thermal conductance the 12.7 W/°C. The heat pipe HP2 showed better thermal performance due to smaller pore size, lower porosity and permeability and higher capillary pressure. The theoretical thermal conductance presented results of approximately 9.6 W/°C for the HP1, 15.5 W/°C for the HP2 and 23 W/°C for the HP3.

Conclusions
The development of the heat pipe technology for industrial applications presents to be very important to improve the heat recovery systems performance, since they can greatly contribute to increase heat exchangers performances without great increase on their final costs. The continuous development of this technology for industrial purposes is highly desirable in order to give more degrees of freedom to thermal engineers to face the increase of heat dissipation and new challenges on thermal management issues.

For better thermal performance and conditions evaluation: the thermal profiles before and after the start-up, transient behavior during the changes on applying power, thermal behavior under steady state conditions were analyzed. The following conclusions were drawn from this study.

- The heat pipes presented stable behavior, for both transient and steady state conditions, when operated using the power levels of 25-125W. During the experimental tests, heat pipes did not present dry-out tendencies or superheat in the evaporator.
- The main objective of this study is a development of a numerical model that allows to perform simulation of the evaporation and condensation phenomena in heat pipes. The numerical model results of this paper show that FLUENT with the VOF method can successfully model the complex phenomena inside the heat pipe.
- The numerical thermal conductance has been verified with experimental thermal results and has shown good agreement.

![Figure 5](image-url)

Figure 5 – Thermal conductance comparison between experimental, calculated and numerical for different heat inputs.
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Abstract

The world’s shift to alternative forms of energy production leads to the housing constructions which are independent from electricity prices and reduce CO₂ emission. In the recent years, the interest in the development of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) in stationary application is increased. PEMFCs could supply households with electrical power using natural gas or, as a perspective, biogas. As is well known, the compound CO is undesirable in the PEMFC operating gas, as CO degrades the PEMFC by poisoning the hydrogen oxidation reaction catalyst [1–3]. One of options to reduce the CO content to a value lower than 10 ppm is the selective methanation of CO [3–5]. For this purpose, supported noble metal catalysts were prepared by impregnation of γ-Al₂O₃ spheres and screened for the selective CO methanation. A manufactured Ru/Al₂O₃ catalyst was selected for further investigation. In this paper, the CO methanation with and without the presence of water is examined and a kinetic approach based on a Langmuir-Hinshelwood expression is suggested. Furthermore, the influence of CO₂ in the feed gas is presented.

Keywords: CO methanation, ruthenium, Fuel Cell, carbon monoxide, kinetic model

Introduction

PEMFCs have potential for generating electrical power in household use (see Fig. 1) by utilizing the hydrogen-containing gas produced from natural gas or, as a perspective, form biogas via steam reforming. Since the hydrogen production is always accompanied with such a by-product as carbon monoxide, which represents a strong poison for PEMFC, its content in the operating gas has to be reduced below the threshold values as to prevent the fuel cell catalyst degradation. CO methanation can be considered an attractive technique to reduce the carbon monoxide content to guarantee the long life of PEMFCs. Conventionally, in the course of carbon monoxide methanation of a reformate gas, three main reactions can take place. viz.: CO methanation itself (Eq. (1)), CO₂ methanation (Eq. (2)) and the Reverse-Water-Gas-Shift (RWGS) reaction (Eq. (3)) where CO is produced again.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO} + 3 \text{H}_2 & \leftrightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O} & \Delta H_{298}^0 &= -206 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \\
\text{CO}_2 + 4 \text{H}_2 & \leftrightarrow \text{CH}_4 + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} & \Delta H_{298}^0 &= -165 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \\
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 & \leftrightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} & \Delta H_{298}^0 &= 41 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 1: The idea of combined heat and power supply of households with natural gas.

For these purposes, different catalysts have been prepared to select the most appropriate one. The suitable catalyst should promote the CO methanation and at the same time suppress both the CO$_2$ methanation and the RWGS reaction. In the course of catalyst screening, a ruthenium based catalyst has indicated the highest activity and selectivity. A kinetic model for this catalyst including an inhibiting impact of water and carbon dioxide has been developed according to the Langmuir-Hinshelwood approach.

Discussion and Results

Experimental set-up and procedure

The experimental set-up (Fig. 2) consists of a fixed-bed reactor thermostated by an oil heating system. Two thermocouples in a guide tube are positioned in the catalyst bed to monitor the reaction temperature. The gas composition leaving the reactor is analysed with a gas analyser (X-STREAM Enhanced Process Gas Analyzer, Emerson) (CO, CO$_2$, H$_2$ and CH$_4$) and Gas Chromatography (long-chain hydrocarbons).
The kinetics of CO methanation as well as the influence of H₂O on the reaction system is obtained for a Ru/Al₂O₃ catalyst. The reactor is charged with 2 g of catalyst particles diluted with 4 g of quartz sand, to keep the temperature of the catalyst bed stable. The reaction orders are defined in a temperature range from 160 to 185 °C by variation of the concentration of only one reactant (CO, H₂ or H₂O). N₂ is used in order to maintain the volumetric flow rate constant in each measurement. The volume flows are given at standard temperature and pressure conditions (STP) (T = 0°C, p = 1 bar).

**Preparation and catalyst screening**

Catalysts are prepared by wet impregnation of 2.5 mm Al₂O₃ spheres with rutheniumnitrosylnitrate Ru(NO)(NO₃)₃, cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate and manganese (II) nitrate. A commercial catalyst (2 wt% Ru supported on Al₂O₃) is also tested. After reduction by 10 vol% H₂ in N₂ at 350 °C, the catalysts are utilized in the methanation of CO. The catalyst loaded with 2 wt% Ru is further impregnated with NH₄Cl to improve selectivity of the CO methanation [2, 6].

Five catalysts are screened in order to find a suitable one for the selective CO methanation. Fig. 3 and Fig.4 show the conversion of CO and CO₂ over the examined catalysts. It is important to note that at temperatures over 230 °C, the RWGS reaction takes place producing CO which accounts for the negative CO conversion.

In comparison with the other catalysts, the Ru based catalysts indicate higher activity and selectivity. Although the catalyst loaded with 2 wt% Ru and 1.3 wt% Cl shows the highest selectivity, the catalyst is unsuitable for further applications. Since chloride is discharged from the catalyst bed during the run. Not only does not it guarantee the selectivity of the reaction, but could also affect the PEMFC. Therefore, the catalyst with 2 wt% Ru/Al₂O₃ is more preferable for further investigations.
Figure 3: CO and CO₂ conversion as a function of reaction temperature; \( m_{\text{cat}} = 0.6 \) g; \( \dot{V}_{\text{STP}} = 68 \text{ l h}^{-1} \) (1 vol% CO, 14 vol% CO₂, 30 vol% H₂, 55 vol% N₂).

Figure 4: CO and CO₂ conversion as a function of reaction temperature; \( m_{\text{cat}} = 1.3 \) g; \( \dot{V}_{\text{STP}} = 10 \text{ l h}^{-1} \) (1 vol% CO, 10 vol% CO₂, 89 vol% H₂).
**Kinetic of CO methanation**

The reformate gas, which is the feed for the PEMFC, consist in particular of CO, H$_2$, H$_2$O and CO$_2$. For this reason, it is important to evaluate the impact of each component on CO methanation.

A kinetic approach based on a Langmuir-Hinshelwood approach (Eq. (4)) is suggested as follows:

$$r_{CO} = -k(T) \frac{C_{CO}C_{H_2}}{(1 + K_1 C_{CO} + K_2 C_{H_2O})^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $C_i$ (i = CO, H$_2$, H$_2$O) is the gas concentration, $K_1$ and $K_2$ are the adsorption equilibrium constants for CO and H$_2$O, respectively and $k(T)$ is the reaction rate constant according to the Arrhenius law (Eq. 5):

$$k(T) = k_0 e^{-\frac{E_A}{RT}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

here $k_0$ is the pre-exponential factor, $E_A$ is the activation energy and $R$ is the universal gas constant.

The reaction rate dependence on the CO concentration is shown in Fig. 5. As is seen, the CO and H$_2$O components demonstrate an inhibiting influence on the reaction rate. The defined parameters of the kinetic model are shown in Table 1.

**Figure 5:** Reaction rate determined experimentally compared with calculated from Eq.(4) in the range from 162°C to 177°C. 0.4 - 1.4 vol% CO, 55 vol% H$_2$, Rest N$_2$, $m_{cat} = 2$g; $\dot{V}_{STP} = 151$ h$^{-1}$. 


Through integration of Eq. 4, the CO conversion was calculated and compared to the experimental data (Fig. 6). As is seen, the kinetic model of the CO methanation very well corresponds to the experimental data.

Since CO₂ has to be a content of the feed gas, the influence of CO₂ in the CO methanation was examined. It turned out that CO₂ had a small inhibiting effect on the CO conversion (Fig. 7) which could be neglected. Furthermore, no CO₂ conversion was noticed for temperatures lower than 220 °C.

### Table 1: Parameters of the kinetic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-exponential factor, $k_0$</td>
<td>$3.61 \times 10^7$ m$^6$ s$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$ mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation energy, $E_A$</td>
<td>90.000 J mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption equilibrium constant for CO, $K_1$</td>
<td>23 m$^3$ mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption equilibrium constant for H₂O, $K_2$</td>
<td>0.3 m$^3$ mol$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through integration of Eq. 4, the CO conversion was calculated and compared to the experimental data (Fig. 6). As is seen, the kinetic model of the CO methanation very well corresponds to the experimental data.

Since CO₂ has to be a content of the feed gas, the influence of CO₂ in the CO methanation was examined. It turned out that CO₂ had a small inhibiting effect on the CO conversion (Fig. 7) which could be neglected. Furthermore, no CO₂ conversion was noticed for temperatures lower than 220 °C.

**Figure 6:** Comparison of experimental with modelled CO conversion for different inlet gas compositions in the feed gas. $m_{\text{cat}} = 2$g; $V_{\text{STP}} = 17$ l h$^{-1}$. 
The next aim is the expansion of the kinetic model in order to describe the selective CO methanation. For this purpose, further experiments have to take place by a varying of the CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations.

Conclusions

After catalyst screening, the synthesized catalyst loaded with 2 wt\% Ru on Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} represented the highest activity and selectivity for the selective CO methanation. A kinetic model, based on a Langmuir-Hinshelwood approach, was suggested for the CO methanation taking into consideration H\textsubscript{2}O in the feed gas. The influence of CO\textsubscript{2} in the CO methanation was investigated. CO\textsubscript{2} has an almost negligible inhibiting effect on the methanation of CO. Our first results are promising for the further efforts in developing a catalyst and model for the selective CO methanation.
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Abstract
Consideration is given to an osmotic heat engine (OHE) driven by the cyclic precipitation of an aqueous solution when an input of heat is applied or extracted from the solution. It is shown that owing to the dependence of the solubility with the temperature, the initial aqueous solution (after heated or cooled) can be physically separated into two streams with different salinities, namely, one enriched in solute and the other depleted in solute. Then, by mixing both streams using a semipermeable membrane it is possible to extract energy from the osmotic mixing. Utilizing a simplified physical model, calculation of the maximum extractable energy by this OHE was performed.

Keywords: Thermal solubility of aqueous solutions; Osmotic heat engines; Pressure-retarded osmosis, (PRO); Salinity power.

Introduction
The object of this work was to analyze the possibility for an osmotic heat engine (OHE) based in the physical property of aqueous solutions to precipitate when an input of heat is applied or extracted, [1]. Today, osmotic heat engines operate with a poor efficiency limited by the high heat of vaporization of the working fluid required (vaporization is needed to re-concentrate the draw solution) by vaporizing a portion of the water into steam, [2]).

In this manuscript, it will be demonstrated that by the proper choice of the concentration of a given aqueous solution an osmotic heat engine can be driven by the thermal dependence of the solubility of the solution -coefficient of thermal solubility, by alternating solute and solvent precipitation and mixing when heat is either applied (by heating the solution) or extracted (by cooling the solution) depending of the specific thermal dependence of the solubility of given solution.

Fig. 1. Thermo-osmotic convection on aqueous solutions.
Methods

To begin with, let us consider the thermal cycle depicted in Fig. 1. The meaning of the various terms in the Figure are defined in the Nomenclature. Let us fix a solution with an initial temperature $T_1$ and concentration $S_o$ -which is below of its saturation at that temperatures (i.e., below of $S_s$) as depicted in Fig. 1., i.e, the solution is "undersaturated". Now, if this solution change its temperature from $T_1$ to $T_2$, and if the initial solubility $S_o$ is now higher than the saturation solubility $S_s$ at $T_2$, then the initial unsaturated solution is now "supersaturated" and precipitation occurs. Therefore, one requirement for thermo-osmotic convection, is that the initial concentration of the aqueous solution be supersaturated at its initial temperature and supersaturated at the final temperature, i.e., satisfying

$$S_1 > S_o > S_2$$

Suffice is to say that because the solubility can increase or decrease with temperature, then thermo-osmotic convection is possible with $T_1 > T_2$ or $T_1 < T_2$, as a manner of illustration in Fig. 2 is plotted the thermal dependence of the solubility for some salts. Now, once supersaturation occurs, the excess of particles of solute precipitate and can be separated by using a proper filter. At this point, we have on one hand a solution which has been depleted of solute with a new concentration $S_2$ equal to its saturation at temperature $T_2$ and the the precipitated solute.

Fig. 3. Sketch for a heat osmotic engine driven by the thermal dependence of the solubility.

Referring to Fig. 1, let us separate the supersaturated solution into a volume fraction of the depleted solution, say, ($x$) and the rest of volume. i.e., a fraction $(1 - x)$ containing the precipitated. After this, the solutions are recovering its initial temperature $T_1$ and as a
result, their solubility increase. This makes that the solute in the fraction \((1 - x)\) is totally dissolved. If the proper fraction \(x\) was chosen, then it is possible that the dissolved fraction \((1 - x)\) get the maximum solubility at \(T_1\), i.e., \(S_1\). In summary, from an initial solution with concentration \(S_0\) at \(T_1\), and after a change in temperature to \(T_2\), we are forming a low-salinity solution \(S_2\) and a high-salinity solution \(S_1\). Now, if both solutions are brought together by using a permeate membrane, it is possible harnessing the osmotic pressure released generated to propel the fluid.

Fig. 3 shows a sketch what a osmotic heat engine would look. Referring to this figure, an initial solution with concentration \(S_o\) and temperature \(T_1\), enters the precipitator-module where the temperature is \(T_2\) and then becomes supersaturated. The solution, after passing through the precipitator, is separated into two solutions: one volume fraction \((1 - x)\) where is the precipitated solute, and the rest volume fraction \(x\) where is the depleted solution. This process is entirely driven by the motion of the fluid owing to the very small size of particles where the Stokes number, \(Stk \ll 1\) and then particles follow fluid streamlines closely. Then by interposing a simple microporous-filter, the solute can easily be separated from the main solvent. Now, the two solutions recover the initial temperature \(T_1\) in two separated containers. At this point, the fraction of volume \((1 - x)\) which so far contained the precipitated solute redissolves (because at \(T_1\) the solubility increase) and form a homogenous solution with concentration \(S_1\). Now, the draw solution (fraction \((1 - x)\)) and the feed solution (fraction \(x\)) enter the membrane module. In this membrane-module, driven by the osmotic pressure differences across the membrane, water molecules permeate from the feed stream to the draw stream, increasing the flow rate and diluting the pressurized draw stream while decreasing the flow rate and concentrating the feed stream. Then, the diluted draw stream and the concentrate feed stream exit the membrane-module and are mixed. The exiting pressurized draw-feed mixture flows trough a pressure exchanger (PEX), which transfer pressure to the incoming mix solution to propel this through the precipitator.

With this simplified picture in mind, we will proceed to do some preliminary calculations and find the dependence with several parameters for a thermo-osmotic convection.

First of all, we need to calculate the required volume fraction \(x\) which allows the mentioned cycle. This calculation may be easily developed as follows.

Considering that the volume of the precipitated solute can be negligible in comparison with the solution, and also that the density is almost constant, then by a simple balance of mass in the initial content of salt in the mixed- initial solution with concentration \(S_o\) and the final two solutions with concentrations \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) we have:

\[
S_o = S_2x + S_1(1 - x)
\]  

and then the volume fraction of the feed is given by
where the mixed solution $S_0$ must satisfy Eq.(1), i.e., $S_1 > S_0 > S_2$.

On the other hand, salinity variations due to thermal solubility may be expressed as

$$S_2(T_2) = S_1(T_1) - S_1(T_1)\Sigma \Delta T$$

where for analogy with natural convection, a coefficient of thermal solubility $\Sigma$ has been defined as

$$\Sigma = -\frac{1}{\partial s/\partial T}$$

By using the above expression, the volume fraction $x$ given by Eq.(3) may be rewritten as

$$x = \left[1 - \frac{S_0}{S_1}\right] \frac{1}{\Sigma \Delta T}$$

If we call the fraction of initial saturation as $\Phi = \frac{S_0}{S_1}$, then Eq.(6) becomes

$$x = \frac{1 - \Phi}{\Sigma \Delta T}$$

Therefore by knowing the initial unsaturation of a given solution $\frac{S_0}{S_1}$ and the specific parameter $\Sigma \Delta T$ we can find the optimized volume fraction $x$ and with the solubility of the mixture $S_0$, the solubility of the feed $S_2$, and the solubility of the draw $S_1$ we can obtain the osmotic energy released as follows.

**Extractable energy**

It is known that the maximum energy available from an osmotic mixing is equal to the Gibbs free energy of mixing. Although a realistic system will result in and energy amount

---

**Fig. 3.** Solubility vs. temperature for a variety of salts.

$$x = \frac{S_1 - S_0}{S_1 - S_2}$$

(3)
less than this values, nevertheless, it provides a useful upper limit as first assessment. The Gibbs energy per volume for an infinite diluted solution is given by

$$\Delta G = \frac{\Pi(c)}{c} [c_M \ln(c_M) - xc_F \ln(c_F) - (1 - x)c_D \ln(c_D)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \(\Pi(c)\) is a given reference osmotic pressure for a given concentration \(c\) (moles/m\(^3\)); and \(c_M, c_F, c_D\) are the concentrations of the mixture, feed and draw, respectively. Taking into account that the concentration and solubility are related as

$$c = \frac{\rho}{\bar{m}} S$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where \(\rho\) and \(\bar{m}\) are the density and the molecular weight of the solution, respectively. Thus we have

$$c_M = \frac{\rho}{\bar{m}} S_0 ;$$
$$c_F = \frac{\rho}{\bar{m}} S_2 ;$$
$$c_D = \frac{\rho}{\bar{m}} S_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

and \(x\) given by Eq.(7). The maximum \(\Delta G\) occurs when the derivative with respect to \(c_M\) is zero:

$$\frac{\partial \Delta G}{\partial c_M} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Taking into account Eq.(8) and solving Eq.(11) leads to the concentration \(c_M^*\) with which the specific Gibbs free energy of mixing is maximized.

$$c_M^* = \exp \left[ \frac{\rho \ln(c_D) - \rho \ln(c_F)}{\bar{m} \Sigma \Delta T} - 1 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

or by using Eq.(10)

$$S_0^* = \frac{\bar{m}}{\rho} \exp \left[ \frac{s_1 \ln(s_1) - s_2 \ln(s_2) - (s_1 - s_2) \ln \frac{\bar{m}}{\rho}}{s_1 \Sigma \Delta T} - 1 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

To obtain some idea of the extractable energy predicted by Eq.(8) for Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) we assume some possible parameters: \(\Delta T = 30\) K; \(T = 273\) K; \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) calculated from Fig.3 and the fraction of volume \(x\) was calculated from Eq.(7).

From Fig. 4, it is seen that, up to 3.5 kWh per m\(^3\) of solution could be obtained. However, taking into account several uncertainties as well as the approximation of infinite dilute (ideal) solution which is not valid for highly saturated solutions as is our case, we may assume a more conservative value around 1 kWh per m\(^3\) of solution or thereabouts.
Fig. 4. Specific Gibbs free energy of mixing for Na$_2$SO$_4$ solution with $\Delta T = 30$ K; $T = 273$ K; $S_1$ and $S_2$ from Fig. 3 and the fraction of volume $x$ calculated from Eq.(7).

**Summary of results and conclusions**

- It is possible an osmotic heat engine (OHE) driven by the thermal precipitation of saturated solutions and then increasing the poor efficiency of current OHEs limited by the high heat of vaporization of the working fluid required.

- Additional R&D is required to arrive at a reliable practical and optimized design.

**Nomenclature**

- $c$ = concentration
- $c_p$ = heat capacity of fluid
- $g$ = gravity
- $\Delta G$ = free Gibbs energy per unit volume of solution
- $R$ = ideal gas constant
- $S$ = solubility
- $\Delta T$ = difference temperature
- $T$ = temperature
- $V$ = volume
- $V_p$ = volume of the particle
- $x$ = volume fraction of the low-concentration solution
Greek symbols

$\beta$ = coefficient of thermal expansion
$\Sigma$ = coefficient of thermal solubility
$\rho$ = density of the fluid
$\rho_p$ = density of the solute
$\kappa$ = Boltzmann constant
$\mu$ = dynamic viscosity of the fluid
$\eta$ = kinematic viscosity of the fluid

subscripts symbols

$o$ = initial, reference
$1$ = supersaturation
$2$ = subsaturation
$D$ = high salinity concentration
$F$ = low salinity concentration
$M$ = mixture
$d$ = diffusion-governed growth
$f$ = fluid motion-governed growth
$t$ = total
$p$ = solute particle
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Abstract

Consideration is given to the deliberate salinization of domestic wastewater before being drained to the sewer for harnessing energy by pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) process for the self-supply of communal electricity in housing states. The key point, at least from an engineering standpoint, of such a technique is the competition between the price of the salt in comparison with the price of the electricity from the grid. It is shown that with the current prices and trends of the salt in the market, the deliberate salinization of domestic wastewaters could be attractive by using a hypersaline draw solution cyclic loop with the highest possible volume fraction for the non-salinized solution. In some countries with high cost of electricity, such as Germany or USA, the break-even point is not far from the near future, if the current trend is maintained.

Keywords: Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO), Domestic wastewater, Sustainable use of water.

Introduction

With the accelerated growth of global population and the subsequent increase in the demand for domestic water, there is an increase in the amount of domestic wastewater. In general, society aims at the disposal of wastewater with the minimum possible environmental impact, or at least the maximization of the use of this wastewater before being dumped into the sewers. To illustrate this problem, it suffices to say that approximately 0.17 m³ per day of domestic wastewater can be produced per person (Pescod 1992), which, for an average family composed of 4 persons, could result in 0.68 m³ per day. If we consider a housing estate composed of around 50 families, this figure rises to 30 m³ per day.

The salinity gradient energy, also known as blue energy or osmotic energy, has been investigated since the 1970s as a method for extracting energy from wastewater. This blue energy can be obtained from the difference in salt concentration between two feed solutions, for example, seawater and river water or wastewater.

The object of this work was to assess the deliberate salinization of domestic wastewater before being drained to the sewer for harnessing osmotic energy for the self-supply of communal electricity in housing states.

Methods

At first, let us consider the Fig. 1 where is sketched the core idea of this work. As shown in this figure, an initial flow of domestic wastewater (1) is bifurcated (only physical separation) into two streams (2) and (3). Stream (3) is diverted into a chamber containing salt tablets, and stream (4), which leaves this chamber, has an increased salinity. Finally, both
streams (2) (low salinity) and (4) (enhanced salinity) are mixed together, to form stream (5). As there is a salinity gradient between streams (2) and (4), energy can be extracted using the PRO process.

![Diagram of the PRO process](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic for the *in situ* PRO process for energy extraction from domestic wastewater

The above scheme although simple, however, a simple analysis will show that is not economically feasible and modifications must be provided.

To begin with, let us consider the maximum theoretical energy that can be extracted using the PRO process. A rough approximation can be obtained by estimating the Gibbs free energy of mixing \( \Delta G \) for an ideal or diluted solution and is given by

\[
\Delta G = vRT\left[c_M \ln(c_M) - c_F \ln(c_F) - (1 - \phi)c_D \ln(c_D)\right]
\]

where \( c_M \), \( c_F \), and \( c_D \) are the mixed, feed, and draw solution concentrations, respectively. Here, feed and draw indicate the low and high salinity solutions, respectively. On the other hand, the feed fraction, \( \phi \), is the initial volume of the feed solution divided by the total initial volume of the feed and draw solutions. \( v \) is the van’t Hoff factor of strong electrolytes (e.g., \( v = 2 \) for NaCl), \( R \) is the ideal gas constant, and \( T \) is the absolute temperature. Fig. 2 shows the specific Gibbs free energy for the mixing of water from different sources as a function of the feed volume fraction, \( \phi \).

**Discussion**

From Fig. 2, we can deduce the following important insights. It can be seen that the maximum energy for the saturated solution of seawater mixed with wastewater effluent is around 2.7 kWh/m\(^3\). Considering the practical PRO constraints, which reduce the efficiency of energy extraction by at least 30% thereabouts, we obtain energy of approximately 1.62
kWh/m³. This maximum energy occurs when the feed fraction is around $\phi \approx 0.6$, which is the same as a draw fraction of around $(1 - \phi) \approx 0.4$. This means that since each 0.4 m³ of saturated feed solution with 6.0 M of NaCl (having a molecular weight of 58.44 g/mol) requires 140 kg of NaCl, we need 140 kg of NaCl for each 1.62 kWh obtained.

![Fig. 2. Specific Gibbs free energy for the mixing of water from different sources as a function of the feed volume fraction, $\phi$, considering the following sources of water: seawater (SW, 0.6 M NaCl); wastewater effluent (WW, 0.015 M NaCl), and saturated (Saturated, 6.0 M NaCl).](image)

The price of NaCl can be as low as 10 dollars per ton, which results in 1.15 dollars per kWh. However, the current price of electricity from the grid is almost ten times lower than that. It is easy to see that a simple scheme (as depicted in Fig. 1) that works with a fraction of the feed (or draw), which maximizes the energy (but does not minimize the cost), is not economically attractive.

In situ deliberate hypersaline cycle

It is possible to envisage an economically attractive solution as discussed below.

Let us now consider a modified scheme, as depicted in Fig. 3, instead of our previous scheme (shown in Fig. 1). This scheme is designed for reducing the amount of salt needed per kilowatt-hour produced.

As shown in Fig. 3, the initial flow of domestic wastewater (1) is mixed with a draw solution (hypersthene solution) (2). A portion of the mixed solution is directed to the sewer (4), and the remaining portion is recirculated to the salinization chamber (3), in which its salinity is recovered, and the process is repeated.
In comparison with the basic process depicted in Fig. 1, the amount of salt required per kilowatt-hour is considerably reduced.

**Calculations for the in situ deliberate hypersaline PRO cycle**

The calculations for the in situ hypersaline PRO cycle are straightforward. The problem is stated as follows. Given, a volume fraction \( (1 - \phi) \) of wastewater, which was deliberately salinized (using salt tablets in a separate chamber, for example) and then mixed with the remaining volume fraction \( \phi \) of wastewater (low salinity) having a concentration of \( c_F \) resulting in a mixed concentration \( c_M \). Then, what must be the amount of salt that has to be added to the fraction \( (1 - \phi) \) of the resulting mixture to recover the concentration \( c_D \) so that it can be used again in the next cycle?

The final concentration of the mixture, \( c_M \), is given by

\[
c_M = c_F \phi + c_D (1 - \phi)
\]  
(2)

If we take a volume \( V_d \), which is equal to the volume of the draw (hypersaline) solution that was used previously, from this mixture with concentration \( c_M \), and add \( X \) number of moles of salt, then the final concentration must be equal to that of the original draw solution. This can be expressed mathematically as

\[
\frac{c_M V_d + X}{V_d} \approx c_D
\]  
(3)

where it is a valid approximation to consider that the volume of salt solute is negligible. Eq.(3) may be rewritten as

\[
X = V_d (c_D - c_M)
\]  
(4)
The draw volume is given by

\[ V_D \approx (1 - \phi) V_T \tag{5} \]

where \( V_T \) is the total volume of the mixture.

Then, from Eq.(5), we obtain the number of moles of salt needed per volume of mixture \( X^* = \frac{X}{V_T} \) as

\[ X^* = (1 - \phi)(c_D - c_M) \tag{6} \]

Inserting Eq.(2) into Eq.(6) yields

\[ X^* = \phi(1 - \phi)(c_D - c_F) \tag{7} \]

and the mass of salt per unit of mixed volume as

\[ X^* = \phi(1 - \phi)(c_D - c_F)\bar{M} \tag{8} \]

where \( \bar{M} \) is the molecular mass of the salt.

Finally, the energy obtained per mass of salt is given by dividing Eq.(1) with Eq.(8).

\[ \frac{\Delta G}{mass \ salt} = \frac{vRT}{\bar{M}} \left[ \frac{c_M \ln(c_D) - \phi c_F \ln(c_F) - (1 - \phi) c_D \ln(c_D)}{\phi(1-\phi)(c_D - c_F)} \right] \tag{9} \]

If the cost per unit mass of salt is $, then the energy cost is given by

\[ \frac{\Delta G}{cost \ salt} = \frac{vRT}{\bar{M}} \left[ \frac{c_M \ln(c_D) - \phi c_F \ln(c_F) - (1 - \phi) c_D \ln(c_D)}{\phi(1-\phi)(c_D - c_F)} \right] \frac{1}{\$} \tag{10} \]

Eq.(10) is the expression that should be used to compare the costs of energy from the electrical grid and that obtained using the proposed method, in order to assess the attractiveness of the in situ deliberate hypersaline cycle for PRO energy extraction.

**Discussion**

Fig. 4 shows the curves predicted by Eq.(10) (left axis) and the associated energy given by Eq.(1) (right axis) as a function of the volume fraction of feed. The cost of NaCl salt was taken as 10$ per ton, which was the lowest value recorded in the stock market in 2016 (Matthew, 2016).

It is seen that with a feed fraction of around \( \phi = 0.98 \), it is possible to obtain around 8 kW-h per dollar and an extractable energy of around 1 kW-h/m$^3$. If we consider the typical prices in the electrical market in countries such as Germany (which is around 3.36 kW-h per dollar) (Electricity statistic Eurostat, 2016), we can conclude that the proposed in situ deliberate hypersaline PRO cycle could be a very attractive option.

From our previous discussion (in the introduction), a housing estate producing around 30 m$^3$ of wastewater per day will be able to generate around 50 kW-h per day. Even when considering an efficiency of around 30\%, we will have a non-depreciable generation of 15 KW-h per day, which can help the community become self-sufficient with regard to its electricity needs.
Fig. 4. **Left axis**: Specific Gibbs free energy per dollar required for the mixing of water from different sources as a function of the feed volume fraction, $\phi$, considering the following sources of water: seawater (SW, 0.6 M NaCl); wastewater effluent (WW, 0.015 M NaCl), and saturated (Saturated, 6.0 M NaCl). **Right axis**: their specific Gibbs free energy for mixing.

**Summary of results and conclusions**

An assessment of the feasibility of using in situ pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) at homes or housing estates was proposed/discussed for the first time in this work. Unlike previous studies, seawater is not used in this study. Instead, a fraction of the domestic wastewater is deliberately salinized (for example, by using salt tablets in a dedicated chamber) and then mixed with the remaining fraction for the PRO process. It was demonstrated that in order to attain an economically attractive process, considering the cost of salt, it is necessary that the draw (salinized) solution is cyclic and that the feed (not salinized) solution has a high fraction. The energy obtained from this process is around 10 to 50 kW-h per day for housing estates, and the price can be half that of the electricity from the local electrical grid.

The result of this preliminary assessment is encouraging, and additional R&D for exploring the full potential of the in situ PRO process is viable.
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Abstract
A novel dew point cooling system for truck cabin cooling has been designed and tested, which shows excellent performance in environments of low to medium relative humidity. Experimental results showed that cooling capacity of over 1kW could be achieved with up to 12K of sensible cooling of the supply air and a COP of up to 7. The DPC unit can provide comfort cooling to a vehicle using a rooftop unit whose DPC core is no larger than 0.5m x 0.5m x 0.25m.

Keywords: indirect evaporative cooler, dew point cooler, mobile air conditioning, natural refrigerants

Introduction
In 2010, the global transport sector consumed over 2,000 million tons oil equivalent, representing about 20\% of global energy supplies WEC\cite{1}, whilst more than 60\% of oil consumed was for the transport sector. Of this, around 75\% was consumed by road transport. Transport energy consumption is largely based on oil, so contributes to pollution and carbon emissions. Mobile air conditioning (MAC) is now a standard facility in road vehicles such as automobiles, trucks and buses, but can consume over a quarter of all the power available from the engine. Most MAC systems utilise vapour compression cycles whose working fluids are high global warming potential refrigerants, such as HFC134a (GWP~3500 (Forster \textit{et al} [2])). MAC systems contribute to global warming both directly due to leakage of refrigerant into the atmosphere and indirectly due to the carbon dioxide released in combusting fossil fuels (Grof, [3]). The significant leakage associated with MAC systems has lead to many authorities prohibiting the use of HFC refrigerants such as HFC134a, and so alternatives are being developed. However this does not address the power consumption and associated global warming effects of operating a MAC system. If natural or low carbon cooling systems could be integrated into MAC systems, then carbon emissions and engine power consumption could be reduced. In many climates around the world where cooling is required, evaporative cooling is an effective way of providing comfort cooling if the relative humidity is medium to low and water is available.

Surveys were carried out to investigate whether evaporative cooling would be suitable for MAC systems, and it was found that the most appropriate application would be truck cabin parking coolers. Many of these products are mounted on roofs and provide cooling to occupants when the truck is not being driven. These are mainly based on MAC vapour compression technology, but some use direct evaporative cooling. There are two main disadvantages to these systems; MAC systems consume battery power that is ultimately derived from the truck engine, whilst direct evaporative coolers increase the moisture in the air that is being conditioned and therefore can reduce comfort. An alternative is indirect evaporative cooling based on the Maisotsenko cycle (M-cycle) (Muhammad \textit{et al} [4]), which we also term the dew point cooler, because it can potentially cool to the dew point temperature.
Dew point cooler

Figure 1a shows a simple schematic diagram to illustrate the cooling process and Figure 1b shows the process on a psychrometric chart. The dew point cooler consists of a number of paired channels separated by an impermeable wall. One channel is termed the dry channel (product channel in Fig 1a) and the other is termed the wet channel (working channel in Fig 1a). A number of openings are provided in the wall to allow the flow of air from one side to the other. The wall is usually provided with a wick type structure to draw water into the channel and provide a wetted surface for the wet channel.

In figure 1b, the x-axis represents the dry bulb temperature and the y-axis represents humidity ratio (ratio of the mass of water vapour to the mass of dry air). Air is introduced into the exchanger at (1) at a particular temperature and humidity. As the air flows through the dry channel, some of the flow is directed to the wet channel (3’) through the openings. The air in the wet channel flows counter to the flow in the dry channel. The difference in vapour pressure between the water vapour in air and water at the wetted surface drives evaporation from the water to the air. The latent heat transferred cools the dry channel and therefore provides sensible cooling of the product air. The process continues along the exchanger until the product air leaves the dry channel at (2), and the working air leaves the wet channel at (3). In theory, the dry air could be cooled to its dew point temperature from 1 to dp.

This paper reports on a novel vehicle cooling system that uses natural refrigerants to provide cooling for a truck cabin. A compact and lightweight dew point cooling system is being developed that will either reduce the need for conventional vapour compression systems or replace them altogether.

The smallest standard core available to us was approximately 0.5m x 0.5m x 0.25m (L x W x H), so we obtained a core and designed a system around it that would minimise the weight and envelope whilst maximising its cooling performance.

Figure 1. (a) Diagram of dew point cooler (b) indirect evaporative cooling process illustrated on psychrometric chart

Figure 2. Image of DPC core preliminary test rig @ EPS Ltd.
Our consortium partners EPS Ltd carried out some preliminary testing of a single dew point cooler core to assess its potential for cooling prior to integration into the dew point cooling air conditioning system. Figure 2 shows an image of the test rig. The rig consists of a heat pump and fan coil unit that controls inlet temperature and air flow with 5 speed variability, a sealed ducting system that directs the inlet flow to the DPC core, a 12VDC peristaltic pump that can supply water flows of up to 5kg/min, temperature and humidity sensors for the inlet, supply and outlet streams, rotary vane type anemometer to measure velocities, weighing machine to determine mass flow of water pumped, and fan coil power measurement devices.

Table 1 shows average flows and fan power consumption for three fan speed settings. It can be seen that AR decreases slightly from 3.75 at speed 1 to 2.75 at speed 3. Figure 3 shows the variation in a) cooling capacity and b) dew point effectiveness with inlet temperature. Inlet relative humidity was approximately constant at 20% during the tests. Cooling capacity increases from approximately 300W at 20°C to 1200W at 40°C. Dew point effectiveness increased from about 70% at 20°C to approaching 100% around 35-40°C.

Table 1. Air flows and power consumption for DPC core testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Inlet (m³/hr)</th>
<th>Product (m³/hr)</th>
<th>Working (m³/hr)</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>Fan Power (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>1019</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Variation in a) cooling capacity and b) dew point effectiveness with inlet temperature
The working air is collected on both sides and leaves in a single duct. Figure 3b) shows that we almost reached saturation conditions in the supply air stream. The working air is collected on both sides and leaves in a single duct, meaning that almost all of the potential for evaporation was realised. This was partly due to the low RH, thus providing a large driving mechanism for evaporation in the wet channels, and low inlet temperatures prior to processing by the fan coil (tests were carried out during winter UK conditions in an outbuilding). The results gave us confidence that the process could work successfully and effectively, so in the next section we report results from controlled experiments on an integrated dew point cooler air conditioner.

Dew point cooler rooftop cabin cooler

In order to draw air from the cabin (air inlet), direct it through the core and back to the cabin, whilst discharging the working air, we needed to design a compact air distribution system. In comparable rooftop air conditioning systems, the air being drawn from the cabin and delivered back to the cabin is usually located within the roof hatch. In a conventional rooftop A/C unit, the air is drawn from the cabin by a blower and directed a short distance across the evaporator of the A/C unit. In most cases these consist of narrow double row heat exchangers, and so the width (in the direction of air flow) can be as low as 50mm. Unfortunately, the width of the dew point core is around 500mm, and so we needed to design a distribution system that could draw in the air, direct it to the inlet to the dew point core, channel the supply air back to the cabin whilst distributing the working air away. We decided to site the blowers directly above the air inlet, direct the air in channels formed from aluminium channel section underneath the core, deflect the air 180° using an inlet air deflector, so that it flowed in line with the product channels, directed the supply air back to the cabin through a supply air deflector, whilst also directing
working air using two 90mm x 200mm working air channels and various transition pieces, elbows, etc. Figures 4a and 4b show front and rear views of the dew point cooler with labels showing various features.

A simple schematic diagram of the system is shown in figure 5. Two 24V DC compact blowers 220 x 220 x 56 were provided to give the required volume flow. Vaisala HMP110 humidity/temperature sensors were used at the inlet, supply and working air outlets. K Type thermocouples were used to measure temperatures at various locations. Air flows were determined by measuring air velocity at various locations using a Testo 416 vane type anemometer. Descriptions of the measuring instruments used, their range and accuracy can be found in Table 2. DC power was supplied to the 24V DC blowers by a TTI CPX200 duel channel power supply unit and DC power was supplied to the 12V DC perastaltic pump by a Extech 37220 Quad power supply unit. A 10 litre water tank was provided to supply the system with water. Water flow was determined by placing the water tank on a digital weighing platform (CPS 66220) and recording the difference in mass over a given time period. Testing was carried out in a climate chamber which allowed us to set and control temperature and relative humidity.

**Table 2. Instrumentation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor description</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K Type Thermocouple</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0-1100°C</td>
<td>±1.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaisala HMP110 humidity/temperature probe</td>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
<td>0-90%RH</td>
<td>±1.5%RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0-40°C</td>
<td>±0.2°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>40-80°C</td>
<td>±0.4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testo 416 Vane Anemometer</td>
<td>Air speed</td>
<td>0-40m/s</td>
<td>±0.2m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS 66220 weighing platform</td>
<td>mass</td>
<td>0-100kg</td>
<td>±5g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Test procedure**

Tests were carried out over a range of temperatures and relative humidities from 25°C to 45°C and from 40% to 80%RH. During individual tests, monitoring and logging was carried out for at least 60 minutes at steady state for each test point. At various intervals, but for only short periods of time to minimise changes to the conditions, the chamber was accessed to record the mass of the water tank and air speeds, so that the mass flow of water and the air volume flow rates could be determined.

The experimental results were used to determine the change in temperature between inlet and supply $\Delta T$, cooling capacity $Q_{\text{supply}}$, dew point effectiveness $\varepsilon_{\text{dp}}$, and coefficient of performance $COP$.

$$\Delta T = T_{in} - T_{\text{supply}}$$  \hspace{1cm} [1]
$$Q_{\text{supply}} = V_{\text{supply}} \cdot cp_{\text{supply}} \cdot \rho_{\text{supply}} \cdot \Delta T$$  \hspace{1cm} [2]
$$\varepsilon_{\text{dp}} = \frac{T_{in} - T_{\text{supply}}}{T_{in} - T_{dp}}$$  \hspace{1cm} [3]
$$COP = \frac{Q_{\text{supply}}}{W}$$  \hspace{1cm} [4]
$$W = W_{\text{fans}} + W_{\text{pump}}$$  \hspace{1cm} [5]

Where $T_{in}$ (°C) is inlet temperature, $T_{\text{supply}}$ (°C) is supply air temperature, $V_{\text{supply}}$ (m$^3$/s) is supply volume flow, $cp_{\text{supply}}$ (J/kg/K) is specific heat capacity, $\rho_{\text{supply}}$ (kg/m$^3$) is density of
supply air, $T_{dp}$ (°C) is the dew point temperature, $W$ (W) is the total work input to the system, $W_{fan}$ (W) is the fan work input and $W_{pump}$ (W) is the pump work input.

**Results**

Figures 6a, 6b and 6c show the variation in temperature difference from inlet to supply with inlet temperature and relative humidity. They represent results at approximately 40%, 60% and 80% RH, respectively. The data were reduced by filtering temperature and RH readings within ±1°C and ±1%RH of the values of interest. The results were then statistically analysed by obtaining the sample mean and sample standard deviation for values 25°C, 30°C, 35°C, 40°C and 45°C, and RH values of 40%, 60% and 80%.

The sample mean $\bar{X}$ and the sample standard deviation $s$ of a given variable $X$ for a sample size $n$ are determined in the usual way (Evans and Rosenthal [4]).

Table 3 shows the results of reducing the data and applying the statistical analysis. It should be noted that there were not enough data points at 25°C/80%RH and 45°C/40%RH, so we propose to interpolate from the data obtained.

Figure 6d shows the variation of temperature difference with inlet temperature and for RH at 40%, 60% and 80%, figure 7a shows the variation of cooling capacity with inlet temperature and for RH at 40%, 60% and 80% and figure 7b shows the variation of COP with inlet temperature and for RH at 40%, 60% and 80%.

![Figure 6](image1.png)

**Table 3. Reduced data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{in}$ (°C)</th>
<th>RH$_{in}$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ (K)</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$s$ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 a) $\Delta T$ data at 40% RH, b) $\Delta T$ data at 60% RH, c) $\Delta T$ data at 80% RH, and d) variation in $\Delta T$ with $T_{in}$ and constant RH.
In figure 6d, temperature difference increases with inlet temperature and RH. For instance, at 25°C and 40% RH, the temperature difference is 5.5K and increases to 11.5K at 45°C. The system can therefore deliver a supply air temperature of approximately 20°C for an inlet temperature of 25°C and just under 33.5°C for an inlet temperature of 45°C. At 60% RH, temperature difference increases from approximately 3K at 25°C to 6.5K at 45°C, delivering processed air at 22°C and 38.5°C respectively. At 80% RH, temperature difference increases from just under 2K at 25°C to just over 3K at 45°C. This is to be expected as the driving mechanism for evaporative cooling is low.

Cooling capacity was determined based on the temperature difference and the average volume flow measured during the experiments. From a sample of \( n = 12 \) air speed measurements, the average volume flow for the supply and working air were determined and the working to supply air volume flow ratio \( (AR) \). Table 4 shows the results.

Figure 7a shows that the maximum cooling capacity was just over 1100W at an inlet temperature of 45°C and an RH of 40%, and the minimum was just over 130W at an inlet temperature of 25°C and an RH of 80%. These results show that substantial cooling can be achieved together with a decent sensible cooling effect.

The high temperature, low RH environment gives maximum performance because of the large driving mechanism, but it is applicable in only a few locations around the world, such as arid and dry regions, for example Houston, Arizona and Dubai, UAE. The largest potential market for such a system would be temperate, but hot climates around North America and the Mediterranean.

These climates experience moderate and high cooling demands ranging from 25°C and 40% to 60%RH to 35°C and 40% to 60%RH, so we can see from the results that the system could provide a supply air temperature of 19°C and 22°C, with cooling capacities of 500W and 300W at an inlet temperature of 25°C and 27°C.
and 30°C with cooling capacities of 750W and 600W, respectively at an inlet temperature of 35°C. The voltage and current consumed by the blowers and the pump were recorded during testing and Table 5 shows the mean of the voltages and currents from the individual components and the average overall power consumption. The power consumed by the system was on average approximately 158W. This was used to determine the COP of the system. Figure 7b shows how COP varies with inlet temperature and relative humidity. At 40%RH, COP increases from 3.28 at 25°C to 6.85 at 45°C. As RH increases, COP decreases. At 60%RH, COP increases from 1.87 at 25°C to 3.78 at 45°C and at 80%RH, COP increases from 0.84 at 25°C to just under 2 at 45°C. At low to medium conditions the system provides cooling with a COP from 2 to 5, and can achieve a COP up to 7.

Discussion and conclusions
Preliminary testing showed great potential for the dew point cooler to provide cooling at high effectiveness. The product and working air flows discharged directly to the surroundings and so the pressure losses were low, resulting in an AR of around 4. When the core was integrated into a unit designed to provide cooling to a truck cabin and exhaust the working air, losses due to friction were introduced thus reducing flows. The working air flows were collected in side channels and ducted into one outlet and so there were large restrictions on that side, resulting in an AR of around 0.3. The restriction on working air flow meant that the system could not achieve high dew point effectiveness. However, we were able to achieve over 1kW of cooling and over 12K in temperature reduction in favourable operating conditions (low to medium RH and high ambient temperatures). The initial design utilised aluminium sections and plates to assist easy assembly and dismantling, but updates in its design will develop a one piece moulded plastic housing with a minimum of sharp turns, and restrictions. By improving the design, it is predicted that we can improve dew point effectiveness toward 80%, increase temperature reductions to 15K, cooling capacities of 1.5kW whilst reducing power consumption and thus increasing COP approaching 10.
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Abstract
In sorption chillers, a vapor passage constriction between the evaporator or condenser and the sorber beds can significantly reduce the specific cooling power (SCP). Therefore, developing an efficient low pressure (LP) integrated evaporator/condenser unit (ECU) is key for enhancing the performance, reducing footprint, and costs. At low pressure (~1 kPa), the performance of a flooded evaporator is negatively affected by the hydrostatic pressure of the water column. To overcome this issue, it is necessary to exploit thin-film evaporation. However, for efficient condensation, dropwise condensation corresponds to a high heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, an integrated ECU should perform as both evaporator and condenser. In this study, we built a porous copper coated evaporator/condenser unit (ECU) and performed comprehensive experiments to investigate its performance. The primary objective of this study was to examine the performance of the coated ECU during condensation mode. Therefore, the performance of the coated ECU was compared with the performance of a commercial condenser (coil-in-shell coil, see Fig.1). The results showed that for the same chilled water inlet temperature, the condensing power of the ECU was, on average, 40% higher than the commercial condenser.

Keywords: Low-pressure, Heat Exchangers, Adsorption chillers, Integrated evaporator/condenser unit, open foam coating, Thermal spray.

Introduction/Background
The sales of air conditioners are poised to intensely increase over the next several years as incomes and global temperatures rise around the world. The growth is not only driven by developed countries like the US, where almost 90% of homes have air conditioning systems but also driven by developing countries [1]. The leading example is China, where sales of air conditioners have nearly doubled over the last five years [2]. A surge in use of air conditioning systems may put an unparalleled demand on the global energy supply. Conventional air conditioning systems use vapor-compression refrigeration (VCR) technology that has been the dominant technology for close to a century, but their high energy consumption, around 36% of the consumption in the US building sector [3], and environmental impact are contrary to sustainable development. In addition to the residential sector, VCR systems for vehicle air conditioning (A/C) applications can cause a 20% increase in fuel consumption [4]. The automotive industry is coming to widespread agreement on the need to reduce emissions, and it is evident that in an internal combustion engine of a light-duty vehicle 65-70% of the total fuel energy released is dissipated as waste heat [5]. Moreover, while the commonly used refrigerants in VCR systems, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), are ozone-friendly, they still contribute to global warming. Therefore, using natural refrigerant such as water as an alternative refrigerant provides substantial environmental benefits over HFCs, including no toxicity and significantly lower global warming potential. Furthermore, water is an ideal refrigerant for systems driven by low-grade thermal energy (LGTE). LGTE, with a temperature less than 100°C, is available from many sources such as
solar-thermal, geothermal, and waste-heat from industrial facilities and data centers. LGTE can be used to run adsorption chillers for air conditioning of vehicle cabins, trains, ships and residential units. Due to the environmental benefits and energy savings, an LGTE-driven adsorption chiller is a promising technology. However, low specific cooling power (SCP) and low coefficient of performance (COP) are the main technical challenges facing commercialization of adsorption chillers and lead to its large size and mass compared to a VCR system. Furthermore, a vapor passage constriction between the evaporator or condenser and the sorber beds can significantly reduce the SCP. To this end, designing an efficient evaporator/condenser unit (ECU) plays a significant role in reducing the mass and size of a sorption chiller.

In a low pressure evaporator, the operating pressure of the refrigerant (water) is quite low (~1 kPa), and the cooling power generation in a flooded evaporator is negatively affected by the hydrostatic pressure along the height of the water column. This is particularly the case in a system that operates below atmospheric pressure, such as an adsorption chiller. Under such low evaporation pressures (~1 kPa), the height of the water column in the evaporator affects the water saturation pressure and, thus, its saturation temperature. For example, as shown in Figure 1, having a liquid water column of 5 cm in an evaporator creates a hydrostatic pressure of 0.49 kPa. For an evaporator operating at 1.0 kPa, this additional hydrostatic pressure increases the saturation temperature of water from 6.9°C at the surface to 13.0°C at a depth of 5 cm, where the pressure is 1.49 kPa (1.0 + 0.49 kPa). This temperature gradient inside the evaporator severely reduces the performance of an adsorption chiller. Despite this limitation, water is still an attractive choice of refrigerant due to its non-toxicity and high enthalpy of evaporation. This has motivated researchers to develop LP evaporators that optimize heat transfer by exploiting the evaporation of water in a thin film. Therefore, falling film evaporators that utilize pumps to spray a thin film of water on the external surface of the evaporator tubes are used. The benefit of falling film evaporators is a high overall heat transfer coefficient. However, there are drawbacks due to system complexity and added power consumption, weight, cost, and maintenance for the internal pumps.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the effect of hydrostatic pressure](image)

To resolve this issue, we designed a new capillary assisted low pressure evaporator (CALPE). A CALPE draws water from a pool into the grooves between fins and covers the external surface of the evaporator tube using capillary forces, which draw the water along the grooves without the use of external power and uniformly distribute the water along the tubes, leading to thin film evaporation. We performed comprehensive experimental studies to investigate the performance of our CALPE. The test results showed that the external thermal resistance on
the outside of the evaporator tubes accounts for up to 60% of the overall thermal resistance in the LP evaporator [6]. To reduce the external thermal resistance, the outside surface of the evaporator tubes was coated with highly-porous open-cell copper metal foam. The overall heat transfer coefficient of the coated CALPE increased by a factor of 1.4, and the cooling power by a factor of two [9]. However, for efficient condensation, dropwise condensation corresponds to a higher heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, an integrated ECU should perform as both evaporator and condenser. In this study, we built a porous copper coated evaporator/condenser unit (ECU) and performed a comprehensive experimental study to investigate its performance. The primary objective of this study was to examine the performance of the coated ECU and analyze the impacts of geometry and porous coatings on the condensation performance of an ECU.

**Discussion and Results**

Figure 2 shows our custom-made porous coated ECU and a commercial condenser (CC). A metal foam coating is applied by a thermal spray process using a Metco 12 E wire flame spray gun with 1/8” diameter copper wire. The spray gun was positioned 10” from the tubes, and burned acetylene and oxygen to heat the wire and deposit the atomized copper particles, more details can be found in Ref. [7]. The coating increases the external surface area and reduces the effective fin spacing. In Table 1, geometrical details of the tested ECU, CC and a vapor generator (VG) are listed.

Figure 2: (a) our coated evaporator/condenser unit (ECU); b) commercial condenser unit.

Table 1: Comparison of porous coated condenser, commercial condenser and the vapor generator used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Porous coated condenser</th>
<th>Commercial condenser (CC)</th>
<th>Vapor Generator (VG)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tubes</td>
<td>GEWA®-K-2615 (Wieland Thermal Solutions)</td>
<td>King B Coil, (Wolverine Tube Inc.)</td>
<td>Turbo Chil-40 FPI (Wolverine Tube Inc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Diameter:</td>
<td>1/2” (12.7 mm)</td>
<td>1/2” (12.7 mm)</td>
<td>3/4” (19.05 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Fins</td>
<td>26 fins per inch</td>
<td>9 fins per inch</td>
<td>40 fins per inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside surface area:</td>
<td>0.024 m²/m</td>
<td>0.024 m²/m</td>
<td>0.051 m²/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside surface area:</td>
<td>0.024 m²/m</td>
<td>0.33 m²/m</td>
<td>0.263 m²/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The coating consists of open cell porous structures applied uniformly on all external faces of the tubes. In Figure 3a SEM imagery of the porous copper coating is shown from a top view at a scale range of 200 µm. Zooming in to the 50 µm scale range shows the open cell pores (Figure 3b). Zooming in further shows a pore opening at 12.1 µm wide (Figure 3c). The thickness of the coated layer is approximately 250 µm. The side view shows the small channels that are formed through connections between pores that allow the flow of water and vapor (Figure 3d).

The experimental setup, as shown in Figure 4, consisted of two vacuum chambers which were evacuated before the measurement using a vacuum pump. The condenser to be tested was mounted inside the measurement chamber (MG) while the secondary chamber (SG) contained a permanently installed large evaporator which was partially flooded by water and serves as a vapor generator (VG). The condenser and the vapor generator were connected to temperature control systems (TCS) to provide a constant temperature thermal fluid (chilled water) at different mass flow rates. Experiments began with the VG tubes submerged in a pool of water and continued as continuous evaporation decreased the height of the water and the water vapor was condensed on the surface of the coated tubes in the MG. The experiment was ended when the secondary chamber was dry. Our previous paper [8] contains the uncertainty analysis and detailed procedure of the test, along with the types of thermocouples,

Figure 3 (a), (b), (c) and (d) SEM images of porous copper coatings.

The experimental setup, as shown in Figure 4, consisted of two vacuum chambers which were evacuated before the measurement using a vacuum pump. The condenser to be tested was mounted inside the measurement chamber (MG) while the secondary chamber (SG) contained a permanently installed large evaporator which was partially flooded by water and serves as a vapor generator (VG). The condenser and the vapor generator were connected to temperature control systems (TCS) to provide a constant temperature thermal fluid (chilled water) at different mass flow rates. Experiments began with the VG tubes submerged in a pool of water and continued as continuous evaporation decreased the height of the water and the water vapor was condensed on the surface of the coated tubes in the MG. The experiment was ended when the secondary chamber was dry. Our previous paper [8] contains the uncertainty analysis and detailed procedure of the test, along with the types of thermocouples,
pressure transducers, and flowmeters used and the details of the vacuum pump, cold trap and other components.

![Schematic of the experimental setup.](image)

The chilled water inlet and outlet temperatures, $T_{in}$ and $T_{out}$, and mass flow rate as given in Table 1, are used to calculate the heat flow rate \[ \dot{q} = m_{\text{in}}(T_{\text{out}} - T_{\text{in}}) \] (1)
The total condensation rate is calculated by time averaging the heat flow rate given in Eq. (1):

\[ \dot{Q} = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \dot{q} \, dt}{t_2 - t_1} \] (2)

where $t_1$ and $t_2$ are the beginning and end of the time when the temperatures in the condenser are constant.

![Operating pressure of condenser with coated ECU at the thermal fluid (chilled water) inlet temperature of 10°C over time.](image)

Figure 5 shows the operating pressure of the MG for a constant 10°C thermal fluid inlet temperature. As shown in Figure , when the control valve between the MG and the VG is opened, the condenser pressure slightly increases and then remains constant until the VG runs
out of water. The total heat transfer rate calculated from the steady state data from the region demarcated in grey in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the total heat transfer rates are shown for the ECU custom-built from porous coated tubes and the evaporator (VG) built from Turbo Chil-40 FPI tubes. ECU has an average heat transfer rate of 260 W when operated at an inlet chilled water mass flow rate of 2.5 kg/m and 10°C. It should be noticed from Figure 6, when the control valve between the MG and the VG is opened, the condensing power of ECU starts to increase. This is because the entire porous coated surface area is available for condensation. It can also be attributed to dropwise condensation. However, this mechanism was not visually confirmed.

Also as the height of the liquid water increases over time due to condensation, it covers the available surface area of the porous copper coated tubes. Subsequently, the condensing power decreases over time. This behavior could be attributed to filmwise condensation taking over the initial dropwise condensation. However, visual confirmation is required to substantiate this claim.

Figure 6 The behaviour of condensing power of ECU and cooling power of VG

Figure 6, also shows the cooling power of the VG. The VG is operated at an inlet chilled water mass flow rate of 2.5 kg/m and 15°C. As shown in Figure 6, the capillary phenomenon on the Turbo Chil-40 FPI finned tubes results in almost constant behavior starts to decreases when the water in the VG runs out of water. As the height of the liquid water decreases, the capillary action continues to cover the entire outside surface of the tube and maintains constant evaporation.

An off-the-shelf commercial condenser (CC) called King B Coil from Wolverine Tube Inc., featuring a larger surface area (0.33 m²/m) comparable to the surface area of VG was also tested; also see Table 1 for geometrical specs. The condensing power of the ECU and commercial condenser (CC) are compared in Figure 7. By increasing the chilled water inlet temperature difference (ΔT) between VG and ECU from 5°C to 15°C, the condensing power (Q) of the ECU increases from 260 to 1,000 W. The average Q of our coated ECU is 40% higher than that of the CC.
Conclusions
Suitability of a porous copper coated evaporator/condenser unit (ECU) was tested for adsorption chillers with applications in vehicle air conditioning. In this study, we custom-built a porous copper coated evaporator/condenser unit (ECU) and performed a comprehensive experimental study to investigate its performance in our adsorption chiller testbed in the lab. The primary objective was to examine the performance of the coated ECU during condensation mode and compare it with a commercially available condenser. The ECU consisted of horizontal finned porous copper coated tubes. The vapor was generated using a commercial Turbo-Chil 40 FPI tubes. The condensing power of ECU was compared to an off the shelf commercial condenser (CC). The test results were promising and showed that the condensing power of the ECU was on average x% higher than that of the commercial condenser.
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Abstract

Adsorption heat transformation is an environment and energy saving technology for effective utilization of low-temperature heat sources. Recently, a novel adsorption cycle, so-called “Heat from Cold” (HeCol), has been suggested for upgrading the temperature of the ambient heat in cold regions up to higher level suitable for heating. This paper addresses the new composite sorbent of methanol LiCl/Verm, based on LiCl confined to pores of expanded vermiculite, specialized for the HeCol cycle. The equilibrium and dynamics of methanol sorption on the LiCl/Verm was studied under conditions of the HeCol cycle, and potential of this sorbent for utilization in the HeCol cycle was evaluated in terms of the heating capacity.

The main findings are as follows: 1) the amount of methanol cycled at the HeCol cycle reaches 1.2 -1.5 g/g that far exceeds that for other adsorbents; 2) the heating capacity of the LiCl/Verm varies from 1.4 to 2.0 kJ/g under conditions of tested HeCol cycles that is of high practical interest.

Keywords: Adsorption heat amplification, Composite sorbent LiCl/vermiculite, Methanol, Equilibrium, Dynamics.

Introduction/Background

Owing to growing living standards cooling and heating (C/H) have become one of the biggest energy sectors, and it is forecasted to remain so [1]. Nowadays growing C/H demands are still mainly being complied by utilizing fossil fuels as a primary energy source. However, renewable energy sources are expected to meet 40% of the increase in primary demand by 2040 [2]. Renewable C/H technologies have been recently compared to “sleeping giants”, since demand for such services is substantial, however historically renewable energy policies is focused primarily on renewable electricity or transport, missing an opportunity to target the largest energy demand sector. Thus, renewable cooling/heating represents low-hanging fruits that have often been overlooked [3]. The main barriers for the use of renewable heat sources for heating is a low temperature potential of the available heat, which is not sufficient for direct heating of dwellings. In this vein, sorption methods of heat amplification, or upgrading the temperature potential of the heat sources is gaining an increasing attention of the scientific community as an emerging technology, which makes it possible to overcome this barriers and to utilize the renewable heat sources for heating. To date, the major share of the researches on heat amplification relates to thermo-chemical heat amplification, or chemical heat pumps [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Different systems, namely “salt – ammonia” [4, 5], “salt – water” [6, 7], “metal oxide – water” [8], etc. have been suggested and studied as working pairs for heat amplification. The chemical heat pumps are mainly aimed to utilization of industry waste heat at temperature T = 80-150°C as heat source to produce useful heat at T ≈ 150 – 250°C, which can be returned to the industry process that enhances its efficiency.
The working principle of the adsorption heat amplification (AHA) is based on the reversible processes of exothermal adsorption (heat generation) and endothermic desorption (heat consumption) [9]. AHA is still being at the initial research level, which is pointed out by the scarcity of reports on this subject [9, 10, 11]. Thus, 1-4 beds AHA system employing “zeolite–water” working pair was suggested in [9]. The temperature lift of 50 °C was shown can be reached; the 2-4 beds system allows enhancement of COP. Frazzica et al. have analysed the potential of two working pairs, namely “AQSOA FAM-Z02 – water” and “activated carbon AC208c – ammonia” for AHA. They demonstrated that the first pair can be employed for the cycles with the temperature of the heat source (65-85°C) and heat sink of 5°C with the temperature lift of 35-60°C and COP of 0.35-0.45. That makes it more interesting for upgrading the industrial waste heat [10].

Recently, a novel adsorption cycle, the so called “Heat from Cold” (HeCol), has been suggested for amplification of the ambient heat with ultra-low temperature potential [12]. It uses two natural heat reservoirs, both being at low temperature (about 0°C and below), to produce the heat at higher temperature. The ambient air at low temperature TL is the heat sink, while a natural non-freezing water basin (ocean, sea, river, lake, underground water, etc.) at medium temperature TM is the heat source. In cold countries during winter time, the temperature difference between them can reach 30°C and more, thus having a potential to produce a work, which then can be used for upgrading the temperature of the heat source up to a higher level TH sufficient for heating. In the isothermal HeCol cycle (Fig. 1) the useful heat Qad is produced during the isothermal adsorption (2-3) and transferred to a consumer at temperature TH [12]. The heat for evaporation Qev is consumed from the water basin at TM. The regeneration of the adsorbent is carried out by a drop of the methanol pressure over the adsorbent. The desorption heat Qdes is consumed from the same water basin at temperature TM; the condensation heat Qcon is dissipated to the ambient at TL. Thus, the heat of natural source at temperature TM = 0-20°C is transferred partially to the useful heat at higher temperature by means of rejection of the rest to the ambient at lower temperature. The HeCol cycle can be interesting for countries with cold climate: North Siberia, Canada, and especially for the Arctic.

![Figure 1. The isothermal 3-T HeCol cycle.](image)

The adsorbent is a key component of the HeCol unit [13]. On the one hand, its affinity to working fluid (e.g. methanol) has to be large enough to adsorb methanol at high temperature TH sufficient for heating. On the other hand, it has not to be too high to ensure the adsorbent be easily regenerated at the low temperature TM of the available heat source.

Here we analyse the properties of the adsorbent optimal for the HeCol cycle and present the composite methanol sorbent, based on LiCl confined to the pores of expanded vermiculite, specialized for the HeCol cycle. The methanol sorption equilibrium is studied under typical
conditions of the HeCol cycle to evaluate the potential of the LiCl/Verm composite for selected HeCol cycles.

1. ADSORBENTS FOR HECOL CYCLE
For the adsorbents, whose equilibrium “adsorbent – methanol” obeys the Polanyi principle of temperature invariance [14] the uptake is a function of the only parameter – the Polanyi adsorption potential,

\[ w = f(\Delta F) = f(-RT\ln(P/P_0(T))) \] (Fig. 2 a). Consequently, the adsorbent optimal for the HeCol cycle has to exchange a large amount of methanol (\( \Delta w > 0.2-0.4 \text{ g/g} \)) under conditions of the HeCol cycle, means, between the values (\( \Delta F_2 \) and \( \Delta F_1 \)) corresponding to stages (1-2) and (3-4) in Fig. 1

\[ \Delta w = w_2 - w_1 = w(\Delta F_2) - w(\Delta F_1) = w(-RT\ln(Pd/P_H)) - w(RT\ln(P_I/P_M)). \] (1)

If two temperatures of the HeCol cycle, namely \( T_M \), which is determined by the available heat source (natural water basin), and \( T_H \), which depends on the consumer demands, are fixed, the pressure \( P_L^* \) necessary for the adsorbent to be regenerated can be estimated from the isotherms \( w = f(\Delta F) \). Let’s consider two adsorbents A1 and A2, whose adsorption equilibrium with methanol vapour is represented by isotherms A1 and A2, respectively (Fig. 2). At point 3 (\( T_H, P_M \), Fig. 1), the methanol uptake equals \( w_2 = w(\Delta F_2) = w(-RT\ln(Pd/P_H)) \). During desorption stage at (\( T_M, P_l \)), the adsorbent can be regenerated if the value of \( \Delta F_1 = -RT\ln(P_I/P_M) \geq \Delta F^* = -RT\ln(P_I^*/P_M) \), at which the methanol uptake falls down to minimum \( w^* \). Then, the methanol pressure \( P_L^* \), necessary for adsorbent to be regenerated, can evaluated from the expression

\[ P_{l^*} = P_M\exp(-\Delta F^*/RT_M). \] (2)

Evidently, that adsorbent A2 with step-wise adsorption isotherm can be regenerated at higher pressure \( P_{l^*} = P_0(TL^*) \), means, under “milder” conditions of the HeCol cycle.

**Figure 2.** The common (A1) and step-wise (A2) methanol adsorption isotherms of the adsorbent optimal for the HeCol cycle.

Thus, the ideal adsorbent for the HeCol cycle is characterized by the step-wise (or more realistic S-shaped) adsorption isotherm with large uptake \( w_2 = w(\Delta F_2) = w(-RTH\ln(PM/PH)) \) and the step at \( \Delta F^* \) equal to (or somewhat higher) \( \Delta F_2 \).
Experimental
Expanded vermiculite (specific surface area $S_{sp} = 5.9 \text{ m}^2/\text{g}$, pore volume $V_p = 2.7 \text{ cm}^3/\text{g}$, pore size $d_{av}= 6.5 \mu\text{m}$) was used as a host matrix for preparation of the composite sorbent. LiCl was purchased from Aldrich and used as delivered. The composite was synthesized by a dry impregnation method as follows. The vermiculite was dried at 160°C for two hours, impregnated with appropriate amount of the aqueous salt solution and dried again at 160°C until the sample weight remained constant. The composite LiCl/Ver was synthesized with the LiCl content 35 wt.%. 

Sorption equilibrium of the LiCl/Verm composite with methanol vapour was studied by thermogravimetric method using a Rubotherm thermal balance (the accuracy $\pm 0.00002\text{g}$). Sorption isobars and isotherms were measured in the temperature range 28- 150°C at the vapour pressure of methanol $P = 73, 96, 165$, and $213 \text{ mbar}$. The equilibrium sorption was expressed as the mass $m$ of sorbed methanol related to the dry sorbent mass $m_0$

$$w = m(P,T)/m_0,$$

or by the number of methanol molecules per one molecule of LiCl

$$n = (w\cdot M_{LiCl})/(M_{CH_3OH}\cdot C)\cdot 100,$$

where $M_{LiCl}$ and $M_{CH_3OH}$ are the molar masses of LiCl and methanol, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Methanol adsorption equilibrium
Isobars of methanol sorption on the LiCl/Ver composite are step-wise curves (Fig. 3a), which can be advantageous for the HeCol cycles. At high temperature, only minor amount of methanol ($n = 0.2 \text{ mole/mole}$) adsorbs on the active centres of the surface. At decreasing temperature, LiCl starts to react with methanol according to the reaction [15],

$$\text{LiCl} + 3\text{CH}_3\text{OH} = \text{LiCl}\cdot3\text{CH}_3\text{OH},$$

that results in the sharp rise of the methanol uptake up to $n \geq 3.0 \text{ mole/mole}$ with a mono-variant sorption equilibrium. At further decrease in temperature, the crystalline complex LiCl $\cdot3\text{CH}_3\text{OH}$ dissolves in the sorbed methanol forming a LiCl-methanol solution inside the pore space, which further absorbs methanol vapour. The uptake rises gradually; so that the equilibrium becomes di-variant. The methanol sorption capacity of LiCl/Ver composite reaches 1.3 g/g (Fig. 3a).

One can see from Fig. 3a that sorption and desorption branches of the isobars coincide with each other; no sorption-desorption hysteresis typical of bulk salts [16] is observed. That gives the indirect indication that dispersion of the salt inside the vermiculite pores is high enough to avoid the hysteresis. This is profitable for heat transformation, because allows the adsorbent to be regenerated at higher temperature $T_L$ (or lower $T_M$).

Based on the equilibrium data the isosteric heat of methanol sorption was calculated according to the equation

$$\ln P = \Delta H_{ads}/(R T) + C.$$
In the range of \( n \) from 0.1 to 3 mole/mole the isosteric heat of methanol sorption \( \Delta H_{\text{ads}} = (42 \pm 2) \text{ kJ/mol} \) that is larger than the heat of methanol condensation \( \Delta L = 37.4 \text{ kJ/mol} \) [17]. This indicates a strong binding between the methanol molecules and LiCl in the structure of the crystalline complex LiCl-3CH\(_3\)OH.

**Figure 3.** The isobars (a) and characteristic curve (b) of methanol sorption on the LiCl/Verm composite at \( P = 73(\square), 96(\blacktriangle), 165(\blacklozenge, \blacklozenge) \) and 213(\blacktriangledown, \blacktriangledown) mbar. Solid symbols – sorption, open symbols – desorption. \( F_2 \) and \( F_1 \) – the values of the Polanyi potential corresponding to the adsorption and regeneration stages, respectively.

The methanol sorption isobars, presented as function of the Polanyi potential \( \Delta F \) coincide with each other (Fig. 3b) giving the characteristic curve of methanol sorption on the LiCl/Verm. The step-wise character of this curve with the abrupt uptake at \( F^* = 4.35 \text{ kJ/mol} \) is advantageous for the HeCol cycles.

Taking into account the dynamic aspects, some driving force is necessary during both adsorption and desorption stages to provide a reasonable reaction rate and consequently, a sufficient specific power of the heat release/consumption. The driving force for reaction (5) between LiCl and methanol is the difference \( \Delta(\Delta F) \) of the current adsorption potential \( F(P,T) \) during adsorption/desorption and the equilibrium potential of reaction (5) \( F^* = 4.35 \text{ kJ/mol} \).

It has been shown previously [18] that when \( \Delta(\Delta F) \approx 1.0 \text{ kJ/mol} \) reaction (5) did not limit the adsorption rate. In real cycles, the value of \( \Delta F_1 \) during regeneration stage has to be higher than \( \Delta F^* \), and \( \Delta F_2 \) during adsorption stage has to be lower than \( \Delta F^* \) by \( \Delta(\Delta F) \approx 1.0 \text{ kJ/mol} \). Consequently, the LiCl/Verm composite can be considered promising for the HeCol cycles with the operating conditions, satisfying the relationships \( \Delta F_2 \approx 3.35 \text{ kJ/mol} \) and \( \Delta F_1 \approx 5.35 \text{ kJ/mol} \) (Fig. 3 b). Several HeCol cycles that meet these requirements are presented in Table 2. The amount of methanol \( \Delta w \) exchanged under conditions of different HeCol cycles was evaluated according to eq. 1. Under the tested operating conditions, \( \Delta w \) reaches 1.2-1.5 g/g (Table 2) that far exceeds the appropriate values for active carbons, LiCl/silica and CaClBr/silica composites [13, 19, 20].

**Evaluation of the heating capacity of LiCl/Verm**

The heating capacity of the LiCl/Verm was estimated as

\[
Q_{\text{use}} = \Delta H_{\text{ads}} \Delta w \cdot c_p (T_H - T_M)
\]
where \( c_p \) is the specific heat of the composite. The \( Q_{\text{use}} \) varies from 1.4 to 2.0 kJ/g (Table 2) for different HeCol cycles that is superior to the appropriate values for activated carbons, LiCl/silica and CaClBr/silica composites [13, 19, 20]. Due to the high heating capacity of the LiCl/Verm it could be considered the promising adsorbent for the HeCol cycle.

**Table 2.** The amount \( \Delta w \) of methanol exchanged and the heating capacity of the LiCl/Verm at various HeCol cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TL/TH, °C</th>
<th>F2, kJ/mol</th>
<th>F1, kJ/mol</th>
<th>( \Delta w ), g/g</th>
<th>( Q_{\text{use}} ), kJ/g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-30/3/27</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-25/10/35</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-25/10/30</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20/20/45</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20/20/35</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary/Conclusions**
The novel composite sorbent LiCl/Verm is intently prepared for the adsorption cycle HeCol recently suggested for upgrading the ambient heat temperature. The equilibrium of methanol sorption on the LiCl/Verm is studied under conditions of the HeCol cycles. It is shown that the amount of methanol exchanged reaches 1.0-1.5 g/g under the operating conditions of various HeCol cycles. The heating capacity of the LiCl/Verm varies from 1.4 to 2.0 kJ/g, which exceeds the appropriate values for other adsorbents.
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Abstract

The power density of water based adsorption chillers can be increased by thin-film evaporators. Thin-film evaporation is efficient, as it requires only low superheats. Here, the thin film is maintained by capillary action on copper tubes. We experimentally determine the overall heat transfer at evaporator temperatures of 10, 15 and 20°C with varied driving force at all filling levels. Our experiments show that good tubes remain fully wetted even at high driving force. Furthermore, we show that high porosity, surface extension and roughness promote the creation of a thin film and increase the heat transfer UA-value of the investigated tubes up to a factor of 10.

Keywords: capillary action, copper coating, overall heat transfer coefficient, tube.

Introduction

Adsorption-based heat transformation devices can utilize low grade heat to provide environmentally benign heat and cold. Yet, these devices suffer from poor power density [1]: besides the adsorber, the evaporator design is crucial for higher power densities [2], [3]. Key for higher power densities in the evaporator is an increased heat transfer coefficient. Efficient heat transfer is difficult for adsorption processes, since they often use the natural refrigerant water which is environmentally safe and offers high enthalpy of vaporization [4]. Efficient evaporation of water is challenging due to its low saturation pressure at typical operating conditions of adsorption devices that prevents high heat transfer rates through nucleate boiling. Nucleate boiling would start at the heated surface. Here, the actual saturation temperature is higher than at the water surface since the static head of the liquid above the heat exchanger surface increases the pressure. For water at typical operating conditions of adsorption devices, this pressure increase is of the same order as the saturation pressure. As a result, nucleate boiling of water at sub-atmospheric pressure occurs with strong wall temperature fluctuations and mainly at high superheat [5]. However, heat transfer involving high superheat is inefficient and leads to higher evaporator temperatures. Therefore, using nucleate boiling is not feasible for efficient sub-atmospheric evaporation of water.

Efficient sub-atmospheric evaporation of water with small superheats is possible when the static head of the liquid is reduced by employing thin-film evaporation. A thin film can be created on the surface of the heat exchanger by capillary action [6]. To create the necessary capillary action different structures have been proposed:

(1) Macroscopic structures, e.g. finned tubes [6–8], tube-fin [9] and metallic short fiber structures [10]
(2) Microscopic structures, e.g. coatings [7, 11, 12]
(3) Combination of macroscopic and microscopic structures [7]

Today, these structures need to be characterized experimentally as commonly accepted design and sizing guidelines are lacking. Besides structure, previous studies investigated the influences of many parameters on capillary-assisted-thin-film evaporation: all experiments show that the heat transfer increases with rising evaporator temperature [6, 7, 11].
Furthermore, the filling level, which describes the degree to which the heat exchangers are submerged in the refrigerant, is an important parameter. Lanzerath et al. [7] and Xia et al. [6] found increasing heat transfer with lower filling levels. In contrast, Thimmaiah et al. [11] observed a maximum heat transfer coefficient at a filling level of about 0.8, whereas Volmer et al. [9] reported that the combination of filling level and heat exchanger geometry affects the heat transfer. The different findings show that the filling level is important for evaluation, however its impact is not yet fully understood. The influence of the driving force for heat transfer has also been investigated: In common pool boiling with natural convection (stagnant boiling), the heat transfer coefficient increases with increasing driving force [13]. For thin-film evaporation, however, Xia et al. [6] reported a decrease of the heat transfer coefficient with increasing driving force. In contrast, Lanzerath et al. [7] found no influence of the driving force. Volmer et al. [9] also stated that pretests to their study showed no significant impact of the driving force. Hence, the effect of driving force is also inconclusive in the published studies and requires further investigation.

In this study, we investigate the influence of filling level, driving force, and temperatures on the heat transfer. We show that previous different findings can be understood by the role of wetting. Wetting of the tube is crucial for thin-film evaporation and is enabled by capillary action on the tube’s surface. To analyze the impact of the microscopic structural properties on wetting, we vary and experimentally examine the tubes’ surfaces. We characterize the evaporation performance at different temperatures and driving forces. Finally, we correlate the tube surface properties with the measured evaporation performance of the tubes to provide a guideline for future thin-film evaporation evaporator design.

**Experimental setup**

An experimental setup was designed to determine the evaporation performance of the investigated tubes at different evaporator temperature, driving force and filling level. The setup consisted of two main components: evaporator and condenser. Both components were connected via a steam valve and a valve for liquid reflux. All components and tubes were thermally insulated to minimize heat flows to and from the surroundings. The evaporator was a vacuum-tight, cylindrical steel vessel that holds four identical tubes, which were connected in series. The investigated coated-copper tubes (inner diameter 13 mm, outer diameter 15 mm) were coated for a length of 500 mm each.

Thermal energy for the evaporation process was provided by a thermostat with water as heat transfer fluid. The driving force of the evaporation process was set by the condenser via its saturation pressure. The condenser consisted of a vacuum-tight, cylindrical steel vessel that contained a double helix made from copper tube as heat exchanger. The heat exchanger was connected to a thermostat, again with water as heat transfer fluid. The inlet temperature of the water was kept constant by a thermostat. In- and outlet temperatures $T_{in}$ and $T_{out}$ in the evaporator were measured with calibrated PT100 resistance thermometers (class A, four-wire connection, $|T_{in} - T_{out}| < 0.01$ K). The volume flow $\dot{V}$ through the investigated tubes was determined by a volume flow sensor (Huba Control, type 210, $u_{\dot{V}} = 0.32$ lmin$^{-1}$). The evaporation pressure was determined by two separate pressure transducers (ABB, 266AST, $p_e = 0.04$ mbar); both showed the same readings within the measurement uncertainty in all experiments.

**Experimental procedure**

The tubes were fully immersed in the refrigerant, since the dry tubes are hydrophobic and not able to wet themselves by capillary action only. However, once the tubes are fully wetted, they show hydrophilic behavior. The driving force of the evaporation process is adjusted by the temperature difference between evaporator and condenser. The water was evaporated and
the filling level decreased continuously, since no water was refilled into the evaporator. The experiment ended when the refrigerant lost contact to the tubes. This experimental procedure allows to include all possible filling levels in one single experiment [7]. Technically, we did not measure steady-state values. However, all measured sensor values were in quasi-steady state condition. Experiments were conducted according to common operation conditions of evaporators in adsorption systems. Each experiment was repeated at least three times. The standard deviations of the repeated experiments amplified by the corresponding value from the t-distribution from GUM [14] are mostly below the size of the symbols used in Figs. 4-6. Therefore, we did not include error bars in the figures.

Data reduction
To characterize the heat transfer, we used the overall heat transfer coefficient $U$ multiplied by the effective surface area $A_{\text{eff}}$ where the heat transfer takes place. $UA_{\text{eff}}$ is calculated by

$$UA_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\dot{Q}}{\Delta T_{\text{in}}},$$

with the heat flow $\dot{Q}$ from the heat transfer fluid into the evaporator and the logarithmic temperature difference $\Delta T_{\text{in}}$. The heat flow $\dot{Q}$ was calculated from a steady-state energy balance of the tubes by

$$\dot{Q} = \dot{V} \rho_{\text{in}} (h_{\text{in}}(T_{\text{in}}) - h_{\text{out}}(T_{\text{out}})),$$

where $\dot{V}$ is the volume flow of the heat transfer fluid in the inside of the tubes, $\rho_{\text{in}}$ the density, $h_{\text{in}}(T_{\text{in}})$ and $h_{\text{out}}(T_{\text{out}})$ the enthalpies of the heat transfer fluid at the in- and outlet of the evaporator. The steady-state assumption for this energy balance is reasonable as shown by Lanzerath et al. [7]. The logarithmic temperature difference between the heat transfer fluid and the refrigerant is the driving force for the heat flow from the heat transfer fluid into the refrigerant. The logarithmic temperature difference $\Delta T_{\text{in}}$ is calculated from

$$\Delta T_{\text{in}} = \frac{T_{\text{in}} - T_{\text{out}}}{\ln \left( \frac{T_{\text{in}} - T_s}{T_{\text{out}} - T_s} \right)},$$

where $T_{\text{in}}$ and $T_{\text{out}}$ are the measured temperatures at the evaporator in- and outlet. The steam temperature $T_s$ is the saturation temperature of water corresponding to the measured pressure $p$ in the evaporator:

$$T_s = T_{\text{sat}}(p).$$

All needed fluid properties were calculated with TILMedia [15] based on RefProp [16] with data from [17] and [18].

Investigated tubes
We investigated 7 sets of tubes with coatings A-G and one set of plain uncoated tubes H as benchmark. The coatings were characterized by microscopic metallographic analysis of cross-section polishes to obtain surface properties. Properties were analyzed which are influenced by the coating process and may have an impact on the evaporation performance.
Measured surface properties were: surface extension, layer thickness, surface roughness \((R_z)\) and porosity (Table 1). Surface extension is the ratio of the available heat transfer area and a perfect cylinder with the same diameter. The plain tube (H) also has a surface extension slightly larger than 1 indicating that the raw material for the coated tubes is not a perfect cylinder. Layer thickness of the coating is a key parameter of the coating process as it reflects the amount of coating material on the tube and thus also affects its production cost. Profile roughness and porosity are two important properties for wetting and capillary action on the surface [19, 20]. The profile roughness \(R_z\) used here is determined by averaging the maximum valley-to-peak distances of five consecutive sampling lengths of 100 µm. The porosity is the ratio of the available pore volume to the total volume in the coating determined by graphical analysis of the cross-section polishes.

Table 1: Surface properties measured for tubes A-H in descending order of surface roughness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tube</th>
<th>unit</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>surface roughness (R_z)</td>
<td>µm</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface extension</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layer thickness</td>
<td>µm</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>porosity</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol in Fig. 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊙</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion and Results

The conducted experiments vary in 4 dimensions: 1) evaporator temperature \(T_{in}\), 2) driving temperature difference \(T_{in} - T_{in,cond}\), 3) filling level \(f\) and 4) tube coating A to H. In order to present the results of all conducted experiments, further data reduction is necessary. The \(UA_{eff}\)-value is determined as a function of the filling level \(f\). Since the objective of this work is to increase the \(UA_{eff}\)-value, we characterize each tube by the maximum \(UA_{eff}\)-value, \(UA_{eff,max}\), at the corresponding filling level \(f(UA_{eff,max})\). For tube A and B, these characteristic numbers are shown as function of the measured driving force \(\Delta T_{in}\) for different evaporator temperatures in Fig. 1.

For both tubes A and B, \(UA_{eff,max}\) increases with higher evaporator temperature \(T_{in}\). This finding holds in fact for all tubes and is in agreement with other published studies. The increase in \(UA_{eff,max}\) has most likely two main causes [6, 7, 11]: (1) The heat transfer on the inner side of the tube is part of the overall heat transfer \(U\) and increases with temperature [6, 7]. (2) Properties of water such as density and viscosity are also temperature-dependent: the steam density generally increases with increasing temperature also resulting in a better heat transfer [13]. The viscosity decreases with increasing temperature possibly leading to a lower resistance for the mass transfer through capillary action.

Another important characteristic is the filling level \(f(UA_{eff,max})\) at which \(UA_{eff,max}\) was detected: if \(UA_{eff,max}\) does not occur at the lowest possible filling level, not all of the available heat transfer area on the tube is used and dry-out of the tube has most likely started. Although, theoretically, the available heat transfer area should not further increase below a filling level of zero, the area occupied by the meniscus connecting the water to the tube continues to decrease for filling levels below zero. Thus, the available area for thin-film evaporation increases even further for filling levels below zero. The measured filling levels \(f(UA_{eff,max})\) in Fig. show that \(UA_{eff,max}\) starts decreasing strongly when the corresponding filling level \(f(UA_{eff,max})\) increases. For tube A, only a minor increase in \(f(UA_{eff,max})\) is present at logarithmic temperature differences \(\Delta T_{in} > 3 K\). Tube A showed the best evaporation performance of all investigated tubes: good tubes thus work at high driving
forces (heat flows) without dry-out. Therefore, in order to assess the performance limits of tubes, maximum \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \) values at high driving forces need to be evaluated.

![Graphs showing \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \) vs. \( \Delta T_{\text{ln}} \) for tubes A and B at 10, 15, and 20°C]

Fig. 1: Maximum overall heat transfer coefficient multiplied with effective heat transfer area \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \) (left axis of the graphs) with corresponding filling level \( f(UA_{\text{eff, max}}) \) (right axis of the graphs) for evaporator temperatures of 10, 15 and 20°C as function of driving force \( \Delta T_{\text{ln}} \) for coated tubes A (left) and B (right). Each experiment was repeated at least three times. Error bars are mostly below the symbols’ size (see Experiments).

The experiments suggest that the impact of driving force \( \Delta T_{\text{ln}} \) on the heat transfer coefficient in the investigated range \( (\Delta T_{\text{ln}} < 4K) \) is negligible as long as the thin film is present on the whole tube and dry-out does not occur. In this case, the lowest possible filling level is optimal in terms of heat transfer. However, for reliable operation, it is important to ensure that the contact between the water and the tube is not lost. Therefore, a higher filling level might be chosen as a tradeoff between reliability and performance in practice.

Direct comparison of the findings with previous studies is difficult, since not all previous studies state whether dry-out occurred during the experiments. Xia et al. [6], for example, measured lower \( U \)-values for higher driving forces for macroscopic structures. However, they did not mention whether dry-out occurred. Lanzerath et al. [7] found no impact of the driving force on the \( U \)-value. The authors observe the maximum \( U \)-value at the lowest possible filling level indicating that dry-out did not occur. Thimmaiah et al. [11] determined the optimal filling level to be at 0.8. They report that the tube did not provide sufficient capillary action to fully wet the tubes at lower filling levels, thus parts of the tubes were dry in their experiments. Thus, as mentioned before, the impact of the driving force is inconclusive in literature but possible dry-out in the experiments by Xia et al. [6] could, however, explain the different results: dry-out of the tubes could be responsible for the decrease in \( U \)-values for higher driving forces reported by Xia et al. [6] as we observe the same effect.

Generally, previous studies agree that lower filling levels lead to higher \( U \)-values [6, 7], which is in agreement with our findings reported here. Our work now shows that this behavior is found as long as the tube is fully wetted.

As long as a thin water film is present on the tube, our results show that the \( UA \)-value for evaporation is independent of the driving force. The larger the available surface area for thin-film evaporation is, the larger the \( UA \)-value becomes. Therefore, it is important to create and
maintain a thin-film on the entire surface of the tube. The thin film is maintained by capillary action, which is governed by the characteristics of the surface. Therefore, we correlate the tubes surface characteristics to the maximum \( UA \)-value. For each tube, we correlate the evaporation performance measured by the \( UA_{\text{eff,max}} \)-value to the surface properties given in Table 1. Since measured \( UA_{\text{eff,max}} \)-values depend on the evaporator temperature \( T_{\text{in}} \) and the driving force \( \Delta T_{\text{in}} \), further data reduction is necessary to obtain a single evaluation parameter for each investigated tube. As the influence of evaporator temperature is similar for all tubes, we choose the medium temperature \( T_{\text{in}} \) of 15°C for further data reduction. To merge the measurements with different driving forces \( \Delta T_{\text{in}} \) into one single value, we use a weighted average value. We select the logarithmic temperature differences \( \Delta T_{\text{in}} \) as weights, to reflect the difficulty to keep the tubes wetted at higher driving forces:

\[
UA_{\text{eff, max}} = \frac{\sum_i UA_{\text{eff,max}}(\Delta T_{\text{in},i}) \cdot \Delta T_{\text{in},i}}{\sum_i \Delta T_{\text{in},i}}. \tag{5}
\]

The calculated average maximum \( UA \)-values \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \) are correlated to the 4 surface properties of the tubes A-H characterized in Table 1 (Fig. 2). Tube A has the highest \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value of almost 0.5 kW/K. Tubes B, C, E and D have similar high \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-values, tubes F and G show comparably low \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-values. The plain tube H offers the lowest \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value of about 0.05 kW/K. Thus, the coating improves the \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value by up to a factor 10.

![Fig. 2: Average maximum overall heat transfer coefficient multiplied with effective heat transfer area as function of roughness, surface extension, porosity and layer thickness (left to right) for different tubes A-H. Linear correlations are given as black lines.](image)

Fig. 2 (a and b) demonstrates a positive correlation between surface roughness and \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value and between surface extension and \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value. Surface extension directly affects the available surface area for the heat transfer process. Thus, a positive correlation between surface extension and \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value is probably causal. However, the increase in the \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value is larger than the proportional relationship of \( U \) multiplied by \( A \) suggests. Therefore, other effects should also be of significance.

Surface roughness has been shown to amplify capillary forces [21]. Therefore, the positive trend in the correlation between surface roughness and \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value might also be based on a causal connection.

Fig. 2 (c) suggests that surface porosity also seems to be correlated to the \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value. In general, porosity might enhance mass transfer through the coating as porosity could create
capillary action and increase the cross section available for mass transfer. However, more experiments are necessary to fully understand the effect of porosity on the evaporation performance.

The layer thickness of the coating seems not to be correlated to the \( UA_{\text{eff, max}} \)-value (Fig.2, d). It is possible that lower layers of the coating are not accessible for the refrigerant. Therefore, thin coatings are favorable, as layer thickness does not have a significant impact on performance and costs can generally be reduced with thinner coatings.

It is to be noted that the best evaporation performance was measured at the highest value of all three correlated surface characteristics: surface roughness, extension and porosity. Therefore, it seems likely that further improvements are possible which should be experimentally evaluated.

Conclusions

To improve the understanding of thin-film evaporation phenomena, we experimentally investigated the evaporation performance of 7 coatings and a plain tube for all filling levels at different temperatures and driving forces. Evaporation performance was then correlated with surface characteristics of the tubes. The conducted experiments contribute the following key results:

1. The investigated coatings increase the \( UA \)-value compared to plain tubes by a factor of up to 10.
2. Increasing evaporator temperatures lead to higher \( UA \)-values.
3. The optimal filling level should be as low as possible to exploit the maximal available heat transfer area for thin-film evaporation. For reliable operation, however, higher filling levels can be reasonable to ensure continuous contact between tube and refrigerant.
4. The impact of the driving force on the \( U \)-value is not detectable as long as the tubes are kept fully wetted by sufficient capillary action. At high driving forces, dry-out of the tubes decreases the \( U \)-value.
5. Good coatings are able to maintain a thin film on the tubes’ surfaces by capillary action even at higher driving forces. The investigated coatings vary considerably in their ability to maintain a thin film.
6. Higher porosity, surface extension and roughness improve the evaporation performance. Coating layer thickness can be thin as no impact on evaporation performance was found.

Thin-film evaporation increases the overall heat transfer coefficient for sub-atmospheric evaporation about one magnitude compared to pool boiling with a plain tube. Hence, more efficient evaporators for adsorption heat pumps are rendered possible. To tap this potential, creation of a thin film on the heat exchanger is crucial. Our results show that the way is: get your tubes wet!
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Abstract

Storage technologies play an essential role in compensating the discrepancy between surplus energy and peak times. Sorption processes, in particular, offer an environment friendly way for almost loss-free heat (of adsorption or absorption) and cold storage. This work is dedicated to analytically investigate the potential of applying NaY-Water/Zeolite as a working pair for heat and cold storage upon utilizing high temperature heat. It turned out that the mass of the adsorber heat exchanger increases the useful specific heat stored from 229 kWh/t_zeolite for the ideal storage to 538 kWh/t_zeolite or even higher depending on the thermal capacity of the adsorber heat exchanger (AdsHX). Contrary to that trend, COP will decrease with increasing the thermal capacity of the AdsHX. Sensible heat losses between charging and discharging phases do have a negative effect on both stored heating capacity and COP.

Keywords: Adsorption, heat storage, cold storage, zeolite NaY-Water

Introduction

Increasing emissions of greenhouse gases and other climate-damaging gases accelerate global warming. The energy sector, especially the generation of heat, cold and electricity, contributes significantly to the climate change. Therefore, more efficient and environment-friendly technologies are indispensable. Over the last decades, the interest in storage techniques has been increasing in order to find a solution for the discrepancy between periods of surplus energy and peak times. Sorption processes offer a very promising technology for heat and cold storage. One of the main advantages encountered herewith, is that most of the working pairs are entirely environment friendly, have neither ozone-depletion nor global-warming potential. In the last decades, sorption technologies have been considered mainly for solar cooling or heat pumping [1]. Research in sorption technologies is still focusing on decreasing the unit cost and increasing both durability and efficiency in order to increase the market penetration rates [2-4].

The two main sorption principles are absorption (liquid-gas) and adsorption (solid-gas). Adsorption can be further divided into physisorption, attributed to Van der Waals forces, and chemisorption, attributed to the reaction between the adsorbate and the surface molecules of the adsorbent [3]. Common adsorbents for physisorption are activated carbon, silica gel and zeolite. For chemisorption, metal chlorides, metal hybrids and metal oxides are used as adsorbents. The monovariant characteristic of chemisorption leads to stable working temperatures in contrast to the unstable working temperature of physisorption due to its
bivariant characteristic [5]. Chemisorption has shown some critical shortcomings: after desorption, complexation can occur between chlorides and ammonia leading to salt swelling and agglomeration that reduces heat and mass transfer performance [3, 6]. Zondag et al. [7] found that HCl was formed during the dehydration of MgCl₂·6H₂O at temperatures above 135 °C and has degraded the storage material and the metal parts due to its strong corrosive nature. In order to improve the heat and mass transfer performance of the original chemical adsorbents, composite adsorbents combine chemical adsorbents with porous mediums, such as activated carbon or expanded graphite [3, 5, 8-10]. Another group of adsorbent material are the so-called metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) that offer a huge surface area, large pore volume and flexible chemical and physical properties, but suffer from weak thermal and hydrothermal stability [11].

First storage prototypes have been tested or designed with different or innovative storage materials and new reactor concepts [3, 12]. In view of exergy analysis, sorption systems may be as efficient as and more compact than other thermal energy storage systems [13]. Thereby, the working performance of sorption energy storage does not only depend on stored materials and the design of heat exchangers, but also on the thermodynamic cycle within the specified operating conditions [12, 14]. The heat of adsorption can be stored almost loss-free whereas sensible heat may be lost during the storage time [15, 16]. The experimental analysis of Schreiber et al. [15] shows that the energy recovery ratio is reduced upon increasing the charging temperature from 170 °C to 250 °C from 91 % to 85 % for continuous cycling and from 74 % to 69 % for cyclic operation with 2 h storage time. At a charging temperature of 250 °C, the maximum energy storage density of 22 kWh/m³ for the ideal operation without heat losses (energy recovery ratio of 100 %) is diminished to 20 kWh/m³ for the continuous cycling and to 17 kWh/m³ for the cyclic operation with 2 h storage time. These results show indeed quite high sensible losses and define the construction target for design reviewing the storage concept to minimize such storage losses.

Li et al. [17] analyzed the performance of an integrated energy storage and energy upgrade thermochemical gas-solid sorption system for seasonal storage of solar thermal energy. Two operation modes depending on the ambient temperature (-30 °C to 15 °C) are encountered in winter; at ambient temperatures above 0 °C, the released heat is used directly for heating the building, whereas at lower temperatures, the stored thermal energy must be upgraded first using a solid-gas thermochemical sorption heat transformer cycle. In this work, the effect of reactor thermal capacity and global conversion on the working performance was considered. A reactor mass ratio R is defined as the mass of metallic parts of the reactor heat exchanger divided by the mass of the reactive salt in a solid-gas reactor. The global conversion X represents the percentage of the salt that reacted with the refrigerant during a reaction process. Thermodynamic analysis shows that at R of 5, X of 0.85 and heat output temperature of 62 °C, a useful heat of 1043 kJ/kg₅alt at a COP of 0.60 is obtained when the ambient temperature is 0 °C. At an ambient temperature of -20 °C, heat of 579 kJ/kg₅alt with a COP of 0.34 is obtained by first upgrading the ambient heat using the thermochemical heat transformer cycle. An experimental study carried out by Li et al. [18] showed, that X must be increased, which requires a considerably long reaction time or high heat and mass transfer rates, whereas heat losses and R must be reduced.
Schreiber et al. [19] considered the adsorption thermal energy storage for cogeneration in industrial batch processes such as beer brewing. Once in every 6 hours, a large amount of process heat is needed at a temperature level of 120 °C for 1h. Cogeneration charges an adsorption thermal energy storage unit with heat up to 250 °C for 5 h. During the discharge of the storage, the combined heat outputs of the storage and cogeneration satisfy the high process heat demand. In order to reduce heat losses, a performant insulation is recommended. It has been proposed that, in order to reach the highest system performance, the heat needed for the evaporator should be supplied from waste, excess or ambient heat, and the heat of condensation should be used.

In combination with water as refrigerant, zeolites offer an environment friendly, effective and easy-to handle alternative to the above-mentioned materials. Zeolite NaY is one of the most stable zeolites against hydro-thermal cycling [20] and its application becomes more promising at temperatures above 150 °C. This work introduces an analytic study to investigate the effect of the most important design and operating conditions on the performance of high temperature heat (≥ 200 °C) storage for day/night heat and cold storage applications. Following the procedure of Freni et al. [20], the coefficient of performance \( \text{COP} \), defined as the ratio between the mass-specific useful heat as well as the mass-specific cooling effect and the mass specific heat of desorption will be represented by a set of dimensionless parameters and their effect on \( \text{COP} \) shall be investigated and thoroughly discussed.

**Thermochemical storage cycle**

Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the investigated zeolite water sorption storage module. The hermetically sealed module composes three heat exchangers. The adsorber/desorber heat exchanger (AdsHX) is located between an evaporator at the lower part and a condenser at the upper part. The evaporator is connected to the AdsHX by an actuated valve, while the AdsHX to the condenser by a non-return valve. Additionally, the condenser and evaporator are connected by a pipe and an actuated valve. The adsorption cycle is illustrated schematically in Figure 2 in a Clapeyron diagram of the working pair zeolite NaY-water (Clariant). An ideal periodical cycle is represented by the state points 1 to 6. Temperature gradients encountered in the heat exchangers are represented by \( \Delta T_{\text{Ads}} \), \( \Delta T_{\text{Ev}} \), \( \Delta T_{\text{Con}} \) and \( \Delta T_{\text{Des}} \), shifting the state points 1 to 6 to I to VI.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1: Schematic of a sorption storage with three heat exchangers; a) during charging: desorption and condensation and b) during discharging: adsorption and evaporation.
Figure 1a illustrates the storage in the charging phase, during which the adsorber/desorber heat exchanger is connected to the heat source at high temperature. During the first part of this operation phase; namely, the preheating of the adsorbent (from state point I to II), the pressure of the gas phase increases from the evaporator (VI) to the condenser level (V). As soon as the water vapor pressure exceeds the saturation pressure corresponding to the cooling water inlet temperature into the condenser, the condenser non-return valve opens. From this point on, water vapor is condensed and collected in the condenser. This desorption and condensation phase proceeds almost isobaric until the maximum temperature and, consequently, the corresponding minimum refrigerant uptake is reached (III). The storage time begins and the adsorbent may be cooled due to stand-by thermal losses down to state (III’). The pressure in the adsorber/desorber compartment decreases leading to closing the condenser non-return valve. During the storage time, the actuated valve connecting the evaporator and adsorber is kept closed.

The discharge phase (Figure 1b) begins first by opening the water discharge valve in the pipe connecting the condenser and the evaporator, in order to let the desorbed and condensed water to flow into the evaporator. The adsorber heat exchanger is then connected to the heating network. The adsorbent cools down (precooling) until the pressure decreases to the corresponding saturation pressure of the inlet temperature of the evaporator (IV). The valve is then opened and the adsorbent starts to adsorb water vapor from the evaporator and the heat of adsorption is released, which is transferred to the heating network as useful heat. The adsorption phase continues until the zeolite is saturated at the evaporator pressure and heating network temperature (I). Due to standby thermal losses $T_1$ may decrease to $T_1'$.

Energy balance

The complete energy balance, neglecting heat losses to the surroundings and the electrical work for pumps and valves, is described by

$$Q_{PC} + Q_{Ads} + Q_{Con} = Q_{Ev} + Q_{PH} + Q_{Des}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
A thermochemical storage stores mainly the heat of adsorption \( (Q_{\text{Ads}}) \). For short term storage applications, both heat of precooling \( (Q_{\text{PC}}) \) and heat of condensation \( (Q_{\text{Con}}) \) can be utilized. The sum of those three types of heat represent the useful heat \( (Q_{\text{h}}) \). If the cooling effect of the evaporator \( (Q_{\text{Ev}}) \) upon discharging is also utilized, the maximum performance \( (COP_{\text{h&c}}) \) can be obtained.

\[
COP_{\text{h&c}} = \frac{Q_{\text{PC}} + Q_{\text{Ads}} + Q_{\text{Con}} + Q_{\text{Ev}}}{Q_{\text{PH}} + Q_{\text{Des}}}
\]  

The heat of precooling considers the cooling of the adsorbent mass (zeolite) and of the adsorber/desorber heat exchanger including its heat transfer medium (AdsHX) from \( T_{\text{III}} \) to \( T_{\text{IV}} \). The average heat capacity of the wetted zeolite \( \bar{c}_{p,\text{III'-IV}} \) is estimated at the average temperature per kg of dry zeolite.

\[
Q_{\text{PC}} = \left[ m_{\text{Ads}} \cdot \bar{c}_{p,\text{III'-IV}} + (m \cdot c)_{\text{AdsHX}} \right] \cdot (T_{\text{III}} - T_{\text{IV}})
\]  

During the adsorption phase, the adsorbent and the AdsHX, including its heat transfer medium, are cooled down from \( T_{\text{IV}} \) to \( T_{\text{i}} \) and heat of adsorption is released upon adsorbing (= condensing and binding) the refrigerant (water) in the adsorbent.

\[
Q_{\text{Ads}} = \left[ m_{\text{Ads}} \cdot \bar{c}_{p,\text{IV'-I}} + (m \cdot c)_{\text{AdsHX}} \right] \cdot (T_{\text{IV}} - T_{\text{i}}) + m_{\text{ref}} \cdot \bar{q}_{\text{Ads}}
\]  

The heat of adsorption \( \bar{q}_{\text{Ads}} \) includes the binding energy \( q_{B} \) applied by the adsorbent on the adsorbed refrigerant and the evaporation enthalpy \( h_{\text{fg,ref}} \).

\[
\bar{q}_{\text{Ads}} = q_{B} + h_{\text{fg,ref}}
\]  

The heat of preheating includes the preheating of the adsorbent mass and of the AdsHX, including its heat transfer medium, from \( T_{\text{i}} \) to \( T_{\text{II}} \).

\[
Q_{\text{PH}} = \left[ m_{\text{Ads}} \cdot \bar{c}_{p,\text{I'-II}} + (m \cdot c)_{\text{AdsHX}} \right] \cdot (T_{\text{II}} - T_{\text{i}})
\]  

The heat required for the desorption includes the heating up of the adsorbent and of the AdsHX, including its heat transfer medium, from \( T_{\text{II}} \) to \( T_{\text{III}} \) and the release of the refrigerant in its vapor phase \( (\bar{q}_{\text{Ads}}) \).

\[
Q_{\text{Des}} = \left[ m_{\text{Ads}} \cdot \bar{c}_{p,\text{II'-III}} + (m \cdot c)_{\text{AdsHX}} \right] \cdot (T_{\text{III}} - T_{\text{II}}) + m_{\text{ref}} \cdot \bar{q}_{\text{Ads}}
\]  

During desorption, the desorbed refrigerant vapor is first de-superheated from the average temperature between state points II and III down to the saturation temperature \( T_{V} \) and condenses then at the same temperature.

\[
Q_{\text{Con}} = m_{\text{ref}} \cdot \left( h_{\text{liq-II}} - h_{\text{fg,V}} \right)
\]  

The heat of evaporation is estimated as the heat of evaporation of the refrigerant at \( T_{V1} \).

\[
Q_{\text{Ev}} = m_{\text{ref}} \cdot h_{\text{fg,ref,V1}}
\]  

The mass of refrigerant exchanged in one charging/discharging phase is calculated according to eq.(10).

\[
m_{\text{ref}} = m_{\text{Ads}} \cdot \Delta x
\]
The differential water uptake ($\Delta x$) is defined by eq. (11), as the difference between the water uptakes at state points I and III, where the refrigerant uptake $x$ describes the ratio between the adsorbed refrigerant mass to the dry absorbent mass.

$$\Delta x = x_{Des} - x_{Ads} \quad (11)$$

**Dimensionless parameters**

The coefficient of performance ($COP_{h\&c}$) for heat and cold storage illustrated in Figure 1 will be represented by a set of dimensionless parameters based on the approach described by Freni et. al. [20] for intermittent adsorption heat pumps. In addition, the heat of precooling and the heat of adsorption are summed up to $Q_{PC,Ads}$ and the heat of preheating and the heat of desorption are summed up to $Q_{PH,Des}$ in order to simplify the derivation of dimensionless parameters.

$$COP_{h\&c} = \frac{Q_{PC,Ads} + Q_{Con} + Q_{Ev}}{Q_{PH,Des}} \quad (12)$$

The specific heat capacity $\tilde{c}_{Ads}$ per kg of dry adsorbent is averaged from state point I to state point III'.

$$Q_{PC,Ads} = \left[ m_{Ads} \cdot \tilde{c}_{Ads} + (m \cdot c)_{AdHX} \right] \cdot (T_{III'} - T_i) + m_{Ads} \cdot \Delta x \cdot \tilde{q}_{Ads} \quad (13)$$

The total useful heat $Q_h$ and cold $Q_C$ are expressed by Eq. (14).

$$Q_{PC,Ads} + Q_{Con} + Q_{Ev} = \left[ m_{Ads} \cdot \tilde{c}_{Ads} + (m \cdot c)_{AdHX} \right] \cdot (T_{III'} - T_i) + m_{Ads} \cdot \Delta x \cdot \tilde{q}_{Ads} + m_{Ads} \cdot \Delta x \cdot (\tilde{h}_{III-III} - \tilde{h}_{f,v}) + m_{Ads} \cdot \Delta x \cdot \tilde{h}_{fg,ref} \quad (14)$$

By analogy to Eq.(13), the temperature difference of $(T_{III} - T_i)$ takes the additional heat of preheating into account, due to sensible heat losses during the storage (standby) time.

$$Q_{PH,Des} = \left[ m_{Ads} \cdot \tilde{c}_{Ads} + (m \cdot c)_{AdHX} \right] \cdot (T_{III} - T_{i'}) + m_{Ads} \cdot \Delta x \cdot \tilde{q}_{Ads} \quad (15)$$

The temperature loss after the desorption phase (during the storage time) can be specified using $\Delta T_{III}$.

$$T_{III} - T_i = (T_{III} - T_i) + (T_{III'} - T_{III}) = (T_{III} - T_i) - \Delta T_{III} \quad (16)$$

By analogy, the temperature loss after the adsorption phase (before the next charging phase) can be represented using $\Delta T_i$.

$$T_{III} - T_i = (T_{III} - T_i) + (T_i - T_{i'}) = (T_{III} - T_i) - \Delta T_i \quad (17)$$

$COP_{h\&c}$ can be obtained by dividing eq. (14) by eq. (15). The temperature differences are then replaced by eq. (18) and (19), the counter and denominator are divided by $m_{Ads} \cdot \Delta x \cdot \tilde{h}_{fg,ref}$ and the dimensionless parameters are introduced (cf. eq. (22)).

$$COP_{h\&c} = \frac{2 + K_{2-ads-ref} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{\Delta T_{III}}{T_{III} - T_i}\right) \cdot (1 + K_{AdsHX}) + K_{1-ads-ref} + K_{ref}}{1 + K_{2-ads-ref} \cdot \left(1 + \frac{\Delta T_i}{T_{III} - T_i}\right) \cdot (1 + K_{AdsHX}) + K_{1-ads-ref}} \quad (18)$$

The dimensionless factor $K_{AdsHX}$ describes the ratio of the heat capacity of the adsorber/desorber heat exchanger and its heat transfer medium to the heat capacity of the incorporated adsorbent. Reducing this factor does not only increase $COP$ but also the dynamics of the storage process [13].
The first dimensionless adsorbent-refrigerant parameter $K_{1-ads-ref}$ compares the binding energy exerted by the adsorbent on the refrigerant with the latent heat of vaporization of pure refrigerant. This factor depends consequently on the chosen working-pair and on the refrigerant uptake range.

$$K_{1-ads-ref} = \frac{\bar{q}_B}{\bar{q}_{f,g,ref}} = \frac{\bar{q}_{Ads}}{\bar{q}_{f,g,ref}} - 1$$

$K_{2-ads-ref}$ is the second dimensionless adsorbent-refrigerant parameter, which describes the ratio of the sensible heat required for achieving the temperature lift $(T_{III} - T_I)$ of the adsorbent to the cooling effect of the evaporator.

$$K_{2-ads-ref} = \frac{\bar{e}_{Ads} \cdot (T_{III} - T_I)}{\Delta x \cdot h_{f,g,ref}}$$

The adsorbent structure determines the energetic interaction of adsorbent and refrigerant and thereby the derivative $(T_{III} - T_I)/\Delta x$ (cf. eq.(21)). $K_{ref}$ compares the heat released during de-superheating and condensation the refrigerant vapor to the latent heat of vaporization of the refrigerant, which lies in the order of magnitude of one.

$$K_{ref} = \frac{h_{III} - h_{f,v}}{h_{f,g,ref}}$$

**Results and discussion**

The influence of the dimensionless parameter $K_{AdsHX}$ (cf. eq.(19)), $\Delta T_I$ and $\Delta T_{III}$ on $q_h$, $q_c$ and $COP_{h&c}$ (cf. eq.(12), eq.(18)) have been studied under different operating conditions for the investigated thermochemical heat storage depicted in Figure 1. Figure 3 presents the obtained results for the evaporator, condenser-adsorption and desorption temperatures of 20, 60 and 200 °C, respectively. A temperature gradient of 5 K is considered for all heat exchangers.

Figure 7: Influence of the dimensionless parameter $K_{AdsHX}$ and $\Delta T_I$ on the useful mass-specific heat $q_h$ and on the useful specific cold $q_c$ as well as on the coefficient of performance $COP$ with a temperature gradient of $T_{HX} = 5$ K for heat transfer inside all components at $T_{Ev}=20$ °C, $T_{Con}=60$ °C, $T_{DHS}=200$ °C and a) $\Delta T_{III} = 0$ K and b) $\Delta T_{III} = 20$ K

The temperature gradient $\Delta T_I$ shall be understood as the temperature reduction of the adsorber heat exchanger after the discharging phase and before the next charging phase; $\Delta T_{III}$ as the temperature reduction after the charging phase (during the storage time). The effect of different values of $\Delta T_I$ and $\Delta T_{III}$ have been investigated: $\Delta T_I = \Delta T_{III} = 0$ K for an ideal (loss-free) storage as well as 20 K and 40 K or rather 60 K for real storage. The influence of $K_{AdsHX} = 0$ for the ideal storage (neglecting the heat capacity of the AdsHX and its heat transfer medium content) up to 7 for real storages has been investigated as well.

The ideal process ($\Delta T_I = \Delta T_{III} = 0$, $K_{AdsHX} = 0$) shows a $COP_{h&c}$ of 2.01 (cf. Figure 3a). Temperature drops $\Delta T_I$ of 20 K and 40 K reduce the $COP_{h&c}$ of the ideal storage by 5.9 % and 11.1 %, respectively, as such sensible heat losses increase the energy needed for charging the
storage. For a storage with $K_{AdshX} = 5$ ($\Delta T_I = \Delta T_{III} = 0$), a COP_{h&c} of 1.33 is obtained, which is reduced at $\Delta T_I$ of 20 K and 40K by 11.0 % and 19.8 %, respectively.

Increasing $K_{AdshX}$ from 0 to 7 ($\Delta T_{III} = 0$) results in enhancing $q_h$ from 229 to 661 kWh/t_{zeolite}. Typical values of $K_{AdshX}$ for so far realized adsorber heat exchangers lie between 4 and 7. This is advantageous for enhancing the stored heat $q_h$, but it clearly diminishes COP_{h&c}. An adsorber heat exchanger characterized with $K_{AdshX}$ of 5 is accompanied with a reduction of COP_{h&c} by 33.6 % (from 2.01 to 1.33) compared to the ideal COP (K_{AdshX} = 0). Heat losses between charging and discharging phases, leading to $\Delta T_{III}$ of 20 K, 40 K and 60 K, result in a reducing of COP_{h&c} by further 9.3 %, 18.6 % and 27.9 % (from 1.33 to 1.21, 1.09 and 0.96), respectively. Heat losses $\Delta T_I$ between discharging and charging influence the COP_{h&c} in almost the same extent. Thereby, the effect of both $\Delta T_I$ and $\Delta T_{III}$ becomes more dominant with increasing $K_{AdshX}$. Additionally, $\Delta T_{III}$ of 20 K, 40 K and 60 K diminish the useful specific heat $q_h$ from 578 kWh/t_{zeolite} ($\Delta T_{III} = 0$ K) to 481 kWh/t_{zeolite}, 424 kWh/t_{zeolite} and 347 kWh/t_{zeolite} by 10.6 %, 21.2 % and 31.8 %, respectively.

Figure 3b presents the results obtained at the same operating conditions of Figure 3a but at different values for $\Delta T_{III}$; namely, 0, 20, 40 and 60 K while keeping $\Delta T_I = 0$K. Temperature drops $\Delta T_{III}$ of 20 K, 40 K and 60 K reduce the COP_{h&c} of the ideal storage (2.01) by 3.1 %, 6.2 % and 9.3 %, respectively.

The specific cooling effect $q_c$ is only dependent on the differential water uptake, which is not altered by $\Delta T_I$, $\Delta T_{III}$ or $K_{AdshX}$. This is why, it remains constant at the level of 76 kWh/t_{zeolite}. From the results obtained so far, it can be recommended that $K_{AdshX}$ shall be reduced below 5, in order to maximize the coefficient of performance of adsorption storages. A highly efficient adsorber heat exchanger can be represented by $K_{AdshX} = 3$, which is the target of our recent developments.

**Conclusion**

The dimensionless parameter $K_{AdshX}$ describes the ratio of the heat capacity of the adsorber/desorber heat exchanger including its heat transfer medium to the heat capacity of the incorporated adsorbent. An increase of this factor from 0 (ideal) to 5 (realistic) increases the mass-specific useful stored heat $q_h$ of a high temperature thermochemical storage ($T_{Ev}=$
20 °C, $T_{\text{con}} = 60$ °C, $T_{\text{DHS}} = 200$ °C) from 229 kWh/zeolite to 538 kWh/zeolite on the one side, but on the other side it reduces the coefficient of performance $\text{COP}_{h\&c}$ from 2.01 to 1.33. Sensible heat losses between the discharging and the charging phase are represented by the temperature drop $\Delta T_I$ and between the charging and discharging phase by $\Delta T_{III}$. Both diminish $\text{COP}_{h\&c}$, however $q_h$ is only reduced by $\Delta T_{III}$. For an adsorber heat exchanger having a $K_{AdHX}$ of 5, a temperature drop $\Delta T_{III}$ of 60 K reduces $\text{COP}_{h\&c}$ by further 27.9 % and $q_h$ by 31.8 %. The specific cooling effect $q_c$, on the other hand, is only dependent on the differential water uptake, which is not altered by $\Delta T_I$, $\Delta T_{III}$ or $K_{AdHX}$ so that it remains constant at 76 kWh/zeolite.

It can be concluded that adsorber heat exchangers of $K_{AdHX} < 4$ are quite necessary to enhance the heat utilization efficiency ($\text{COP}_{h\&c}$) of thermochemical heat and cold storages. Constructive measures to reduce the thermal losses deem also of the same importance to enhance $\text{COP}_{h\&c}$ and the dischargeable heat of thermochemical heat storage systems.

**Appendix. Nomenclature**

- c: specific heat capacity [kJ/(kg·K)]
- COP: coefficient of performance [-]
- $h_f$: enthalpy of fluid [kJ/kg]
- $h_{fg}$: latent heat of vaporization [kJ/kg]
- K: dimensionless parameter [-]
- m: mass in [kg]
- Q: heat amount in [kJ]
- $q_{Ads}$: specific heat of adsorption [kJ/kg]
- $q_B$: specific binding energy [kJ/kg]
- t: temperature [°C]
- x: water loading [g/g]
- Ads: adsorber/adsorption
- AdsHX: adsorber heat exchanger
- c: cold
- Con: condensation
- Des: desorption
- DHS: driving heat source
- Ev: evaporation
- h: heat
- h&c: heat and cold
- HX: heat exchanger
- PC: precooling
- PH: preheating
- Δ: differential operator
- ref: refrigerant
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Abstract

Several CaCl\(_2\)-silica gel composite samples were prepared with a range of added carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphite flakes (GF). Water uptake, thermal conductivity, and thermal diffusivity of the samples were tested to establish an optimum composition for the consolidated composites. Results indicate that: i) GF and CNTs have various structural effects and different optimum loadings to improve the performance of the composites, ii) thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the composites increases up to 376% and 483% by addition of conductive additives; iii) thermal property improvement associated with CNT addition is limited due to possible agglomeration of CNTs within a specific binder volume in the composite matrix while the increase in thermal properties with GF shows linear relationship; iv) water uptake reduces by increasing additives. The results show potential for optimization of sorption composite using conductive additives for various applications ranging from thermal storage to chillers.

Keywords: Sorbent material, Adsorption, Silica gel, Graphite flakes, Carbon nanotube

Introduction

Adsorption cooling systems (ACS), in which low-grade waste heat or renewable energy sources are used, are environmentally benign systems that are being considered as viable alternatives to compression refrigeration systems [1-5]. However, there are significant challenges and operational complexities facing widespread application of ACS including low specific cooling power (SCP) and relatively large specific mass and volume [6]. The main limitations are heat and mass transfer which originate from low thermal transport and uptake capacity of active sorbent materials under the operating conditions [7-10]. Therefore, the performance of ACS systems significantly relies on properties and effectiveness of the adsorbent-adsorbate working pairs [11].

To overcome the limitations of the current sorbents, synthesis of new composites - featuring additives to improve heat transfer properties, operational cycles and/or overall power densities - have received great attention [8, 12]. In previous studies in our lab, we established that thermal diffusivity \((\alpha = \frac{k}{\rho C_p})\), which is a combination of thermal conductivity \((k)\), specific heat \((C_p)\) and density \((\rho)\) is the key parameter for improving SCP [13]. Demir et al. studied the effect of different metal particle additives to improve thermal conductivity of unconsolidated silica gel bed [14]. In another work, Saha et al. reported that addition of metallic fillers up to 30 wt.% could enhance thermal conductivity and SCP [6]. Fayazmanesh et al. evaluated the effect of graphite flakes (GF) as thermal conductive additives to CaCl\(_2\)-silica gel composites [15]. Chan et al. studied the effect of adding carbon nanotube (CNT) to CaCl\(_2\)-zeolite. They concluded that addition of CNTs can enhance the thermal conductivity while it doesn’t have noticeable effect on uptake capacity of the composites [16].
The present study investigates the effect of GF and CNTs as combined conductive additives on thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of CaCl$_2$-silica gel sorption composite materials. Moreover, the uptake capacity is evaluated through water adsorption/desorption isotherms for two set of composites. To this end, our goal is to establish an optimum composition of CaCl$_2$-silica gel-conductive additives composites to improve SCP in ACS. The SCP of the targeted composite sorbents are discussed elsewhere [17].

**Results and Discussion**

**Sorbent material preparation**

Among sorbent materials suggested for water sorption cooling systems, CaCl$_2$ in mesoporous silica gel has been reported as one of the most promising solid sorbent composites [3]. The focus of this study is modification of consolidated CaCl$_2$-silica gel composites by addition of varying concentrations of GF and CNT and compare their effectiveness. The silica gel is SiliaFlash B150 with 250-500 µm irregular shaped grains and average pore diameter of 15 nm, purchased from Silicycle, Inc., Quebec, Canada. CaCl$_2$ was added to silica gel in 1:1 weight ratio. Then the thermally conductive additive which is either GF or CNT were added in weight percentages between 0 and 20 wt.%. Graphite flakes (150 lm, Sigma-Aldrich), has a thickness of ≥150 µm with width of graphene sheets between 50-800 µm. The CNT is an industrial grade of multiwall carbon nanotube from Nanolab, USA with 5-20 µm nominal length and 10-30 nm diameter. Polyvinylpyrrolidone, 40,000MW (PVP-40), purchased from Amresco Inc., US, was used as binder. For the consolidated composite preparation, a total amount of 10 wt.% of the binder was dissolved in water. Then the aqueous solution of PVP-40 was added to the powder mixture of silica gel, CaCl$_2$ and either GF or CNT. The slurry composites were dried at the oven at 80 °C for 5 hours, and then baked at 120 °C for another 5 hours to produce the consolidated material.

**Analyses and characterization**

To compare the performances of the targeted additives, thermal transport and uptake characteristics are measured for the composites. The composites with 5 wt.% concentration of CNT and GF were chosen as representatives of the composites to study the effect of different additives on pore volume, surface area, and the morphology of the composites. Then, composites with various amount (0 to 20 wt.%) of conductive additives are considered in the next section to evaluate the thermal transport properties. Total pore volume and specific surface area of the composites, as listed in Table 1, were calculated based on nitrogen sorption isotherms of the samples collected with a volumetric physisorption analyser (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics Instruments). The samples were dried prior to the tests under vacuum at 150 °C for 1 hour followed by 2 hours at 200 °C. The specific surface area ($S_{BET}$) was calculated using the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) model while the pore volume was calculated from the adsorption curves at highest relative pressures (~ 0.98) using the Barrett, Joyner and Halenda (BJH) model [18, 19]. According to the porosity characterization results, both surface area and pore volume were slightly higher for the CNT sample compared to that of the GF sample. This could be attributed to the geometry and size of the additive particles and their interaction with the host matrix. The combination of higher surface area and smaller particle size of CNTs, (0.01-0.03) x (5-20) µm versus (50-800) x (≥150) µm for GFs, leads to more available surface and less possible pore-plugging with CNTs compared to GFs.

Scanning electron microscope (FEI/Aspex-Explorer) images (Figure 1) show the dispersion of 5 wt.% of GF and CNT inside the silica gel-CaCl$_2$-binder composites. SEM images indicate notable changes in the morphology and binder structure as a result of GF and CNT addition. It seems that the CNTs are more engaged with the polymer binder and are
concentrated within the polymer matrix while GFs are most likely exist as stacks and are distributed throughout the composite. Therefore, it is expected that mechanical and thermal transport properties of the composites with the mentioned additives would be different due to different interactions and morphologies of the components.

Table 1 - Surface area and pore volume of composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Composition (wt.%)</th>
<th>( S_{\text{BET}} ) (m²/g)</th>
<th>Total pore volume (cm³/g at P/P₀= 0.98)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVP-SG-CaCl₂-GF 5%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP-SG-CaCl₂-CNT 5%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP-SG-CaCl₂</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Gel (B150)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. SEM images (a), (b), (c) and (d) PVP-SG-CaCl₂-5 wt.% GF, (e), (f), (g) and (h) PVP-SG-CaCl₂-5 wt.% CNT. Yellow arrows point at (a) graphite flakes and (h) CNTs dispersed in the composites.

It is well known that thermal conductivity in a porous medium is a function of several factors including pore space, solid matrix properties, shape of components, and a percolation threshold [20]. Percolation threshold is a concept which determines the probability that fillers within a medium are sufficiently connected to form a conductive network [21]. Hence, it is important to consider the amount of the conductive additive relative to the available volume for their dispersion in the composite. While the amount of conductive additives should be enough for building a “conductive network” within the composite, the volume should be large enough to give the conductive additives sufficient space to form the conductive network structure. When certain free volume is available within the composite, conductive additives should be added up to a percolation threshold to make the material thermal conductive. Since this threshold depends on the size and shape of the conductive additive, it would be different for CNT versus GF particles. We would see the effect on conductivity performance of the samples in the following section.

To evaluate the effect of addition of the targeted conductive additives (CNT and GF) on the thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the composite samples, these properties were measured using a transient plane source (TPS) “hot disk” thermal constants analyzer (TPS
2500S, ThermTest Inc., Frederiction, Canada) as per ISO 22007-2 [22]. A Kapton encapsulated double spiral nickel wire sensor (design #5465) with a 2 mm radius, was used for both transient heating of the sample and as precise resistance thermometer for simultaneous temperature measurements. The sensor was placed between a pair of identical samples. During TPS measurements, constant temperature difference develops at the sample-sensor interfaces as a result of contact resistance between the sensor and sample surface. The effect of this constant temperature difference on the measured sample properties was de-convoluted in the calculations [15].

In Figure 2, thermal conductivity and diffusivity results reveal that addition of conductive additives improves thermal transport; e.g. up to 376% higher conductivity and 483% higher diffusivity for sample with 20 wt.% of GF, and up to 90% higher conductivity and 95% higher diffusivity with 15 wt.% of CNT. Figure 2a shows that both thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity change linearly with the GF content. New correlations are proposed for thermal diffusivity (α) and thermal conductivity (k) as a function of GF wt.% below:

\[
k = 0.1267 + 0.0176 \times GF\%
\]

\[
α = 0.1133 + 0.0572 \times GF\%
\]

One can conclude that addition of GF would linearly increase thermal transport properties as the GF particles are dispersing and forming conductive networks within the composites without agglomerating in a specific part. We can see a thermal percolation threshold at ~ 10 wt.% of GF at which the increase in thermal diffusivity is more pronounced. However, as Figure 2b shows, there is not such a linear trend for increasing thermal diffusivity and conductivity by CNT addition at concentrations above 5 wt.%. Although there is a kind of percolation threshold at ~ 5 wt.% for CNTs, this is an optimum concentration for CNTs and no significant improvement is achieved by adding more CNT content beyond this concentration. The reason is that CNTs are more likely agglomerate in the binder matrix, as shown in SEM images (Figure 1, e-h). Therefore, extra CNTs within the same amount of binder wouldn’t have enough space to form a network to conduct heat in the composite. Consequently, the excessive amount of CNTs might interfere with the network formation and negatively impact the heat conduction. In conclusion, the difference in the effect of conductive additives and their percolation loading is attributed to their different interaction with the other components in the composite specifically the binder.
The other key factor for the choice of sorbent material is the uptake capacity. According to literature, further studies are still required to find optimal compromise(s) between heat and mass transfer properties of the solid sorbent material [3]. As such, water sorption isotherms were evaluated using a thermogravimetric vapor sorption analyzer (IGA-002, Hiden Isochema) available in our lab at 0.04–2.84 kPa with the pressure step of 0.2 kPa at 25°C. Confirmed with water uptake isotherms in Figure 3, there is no significant change in the uptake capacity of the composites at 5 wt.% concentration of either GF or CNT in comparison with the sample without conductive additives. This can be used to develop new composites with increased thermal conductivity (up to 140%) and thermal diffusivity (up to 56%) with negligible impact on uptake capacity. However, the composites with larger amount of conductive additives would have less water uptake due to less active sorbent material content, as expected. Therefore, optimal compromise for water sorption capacity and thermal transport properties should be found according to the specific operation conditions.
Summary and Conclusion

Two sets of consolidated composites with various loadings of GF and CNT were prepared to evaluate the effect of different conductive additives on the performances of sorbent materials. Results confirm that there are differences in the effect of CNT and GF on the structure, thermal transport and uptake characteristics of the composites due to their different geometry, morphology, and interaction within the composites. In this study, dependence of percolation threshold and effectiveness of the thermally conductive additives on shape and dispersion of the particles within the consolidated sorbent composites has been discussed. In addition, minimal negative effect on water uptake capacity was observed when 5% CNT or GF were added to CaCl$_2$-silica gel composites, while 90 to 140% and 56 to 45% improvement on thermal conductivity and diffusivity were measured, respectively. Further studies for optimal type, shape and amount of conductive additives is required.
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Fig 3. Water uptake isotherms of composites with 0 and 5 wt.% of GF and CNT.
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Abstract

Heat transformer can reutilize the low-grade heat by upgrading its temperature to meet the energy demand. Conventional heat transformers based on sorption process suffer from the common drawback of low temperature-lift capacity. In this paper, we propose an innovative solid-gas chemisorption heat transformer system based on the pressure-reducing desorption and temperature-lifting adsorption techniques for the energy upgrade of low-grade heat with a high temperature lift and high energy efficiency. The sorption working pairs of MnCl₂-SrCl₂-NH₃ were employed to analyse its working performance. The innovative four-component system has shorter cycle time compared to the previous one owing to the simultaneous regeneration of high temperature reactive salt and low temperature reactive salt. The system can upgrade low-grade heat from 60~100°C to 180~220 °C at ambient temperature of -10~30°C, and the energy efficiency can reach about 0.3. Two main impact factors of energy efficiency including global conversion of reactive salts and mass ratio of metallic reactor and reactive salt were analysed and discussed.

Keywords: energy upgrade, chemisorption; heat transformer; energy efficiency; large temperature lift.

Introduction

There exists an enormous amount of low-grade energy resources such as the industrial waste heat, renewable energy, and exhaust gases from engines, which are usually directly released to the atmosphere or surface water without utilization due to the limitation of their relatively low temperature. The rational utilization of low-grade thermal energy is an essential solution to compensate for the inconsistency between the insufficient energy supply and growing energy consumption [1-2]. Upgrading these low-grade waste heats by advanced heat transformer technologies to make them become useful is a promising approach to high-efficiently utilize energy resources. Electrical-powered vapor compression heat pump and thermal-driven chemical heat transformer are two common methods to realize the temperature lift of low-grade heat. The former usually has higher system efficiency than the latter, but it still consumes high-grade electricity as main energy. Thermal-driven heat transformers have the remarkable advantage of energy-saving due to the fact that it can be driven by the low-grade/middle-grade heat [3].

Solid-gas chemisorption heat transformer has advantages of high energy density, stable working temperature, wide operating temperature range, etc. Among various kinds of working pairs, metal halide-ammonia (water, methanol) and metal hydride-hydrogen, metal chloride-ammonia working pairs have great potential to energy upgrade of different low-grade/middle-grade heat sources due to its wide candidates of sorption working pairs with different operating temperature, which make it adapt to different occasions [4-5].
The basic solid-gas chemisorption heat transformers include the single-salt system and double-salt system. The single-salt system is made of a reactor and a condenser/evaporator, which is called the basic chemisorption heat transformer. The double-salt system composes of two reactors with different reactive salts, which is called the basic chemical resorption heat transformer. Generally, for the single-salt system, a high system pressure is necessary to realize a large temperature lift. However, high system pressure would cause safety problem and high thermal capacity of reactor which consumes the chemical synthesis heat and decreases the effective upgraded heat output. Thus it is very important to control the system pressure within a reasonable range by setting a suitable evaporation temperature. Consequently, the single-salt system usually has relatively low temperature-lift range.[6]

Two-salt system using the resorption process between two different reactive salts has lower system pressure when operated in the same working temperature range with the single-salt system [7]. Haije et al. [8] investigated the feasibility of a chemical resorption heat transformer with temperature lift from 155 to 200°C based on working pairs of LiCl-MgCl2-NH3 at ambient temperature of 20°C. However, the system COP was as low as 0.11 and only 40% of the expected theoretical value. In order to further lift the low-grade/middle-grade heat and improve the system efficiency, a series of advanced solid-gas chemisorption cycles were introduced, namely, two-stage three-salt cycle [9], double-effect three-salt cycle [10], two-stage two-salt cycle [11], two-stage three-salt cycle with internal heat recovery [12], and four-salt cycle with internal heat recovery [13]. Yu et al. [14] compared different chemisorption heat transformer cycles based on metal chloride-ammonia working pairs, and found that only the two-stage three-salt cycle and the two-stage four-salt cycle with internal heat recovery could realize the temperature lift more than 50°C with energy efficiency about 0.28 and exergy efficiency about 0.42 when heat source temperature was about 100°C. However, these heat transformation cycles would be very complicated and have less potential for practical application. Moreover, for heat transformation cycles based on chemisorption resorption process the fluctuation and decrease of heat output temperature is a key issue due to the oscillation of system operating pressure, which is caused by the mismatch of chemical reaction rates in different reactors.

To overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks, Li et al. [15] proposed a novel solid-gas chemisorption heat transformation cycle for the integrated energy storage and energy upgrade of low-grade thermal energy. It can realize the stable heat output temperature and relatively large temperature lift by combining the merits of conventional chemisorption and resorption heat transformation cycles. A pressure-reducing desorption method was adopted to lower heat input temperature by employing a thermochemical resorption process during energy storage phase, and a temperature-lift adsorption technique was used to enhance energy upgrade capacity and avoid the fluctuation of heat output temperature by employing a thermochemical adsorption process during energy release phase. We has verified its feasibility by constructing an experimental system and realized a temperature lift of low-grade heat from 96°C to 161°C at ambient temperature of 25°C [16].

In this paper, we further investigate the performance of novel solid-gas chemisorption heat transformation cycle using working pairs of MnCl2-SrCl2-NH3. The equilibrium characteristics of ammonia sorption on MnCl2 and SrCl2 were firstly obtained by high-precise thermo-gravimetry apparatus Rubotherm. Then the equilibrium sorption characteristics were used to theoretically analyse the working performance of the novel heat transformation cycle with consideration of adsorption/desorption hysteresis. Subsequently, an innovative chemisorption heat transformer system was proposed to shorten the system cycle time and its performance was analysed in view of the recovery of sensible heat. Lastly, two main impact
factors of energy efficiency including global conversion of reactive salts and mass ratio of metallic reactor and reactive salt were analysed and discussed.

Discussion and Results

Fig.1 shows the schematic diagram of novel solid-gas chemisorption heat transformation cycle for energy upgrade with a large temperature lift. The sorption equilibrium lines (solid lines represent the desorption lines and dot lines represent the adsorption lines) of SrCl$_2$ and MnCl$_2$ are drawn based on the obtained equilibrium characteristics of ammonia sorption on SrCl$_2$ and MnCl$_2$. We used the Rubotherm magnetic suspension balance to perform the thermo-gravimetric measurement so as to achieve the adsorption and desorption characteristic of ammonia on SrCl$_2$ and MnCl$_2$. The reaction enthalpy ($\Delta H$) and reaction entropy ($\Delta S$) of working pairs of SrCl$_2$/NH$_3$ and MnCl$_2$/NH$_3$ are demonstrated in Table 1. The sorption equilibrium lines of SrCl$_2$ and MnCl$_2$ are drawn depending on the Clapeyron-Clausius equation:

$$\ln P = \frac{\Delta H}{RT} - \frac{\Delta S}{R}$$

The novel heat transformation cycle involves three temperatures, ambient temperature ($T_0$), input temperature ($T_{in}$, or heat source temperature) and output temperature ($T_{out}$, or the target temperature). The whole cycle mainly includes two storage phases of low-grade thermal energy (① and ② in Fig. 1) and one release phase of upgraded thermal energy (③ in Fig. 1). Two energy storage phases involve the chemical and physical changes:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{SrCl}_2\cdot6\text{NH}_3+\Delta H_a &\rightarrow \text{SrCl}_2\cdot2\text{NH}_3+4\text{NH}_3(\text{gas}) \\
\text{MnCl}_2\cdot6\text{NH}_3+\Delta H_a &\rightarrow \text{MnCl}_2\cdot2\text{NH}_3+4\text{NH}_3(\text{gas})
\end{align*}$$

During energy release phase of upgraded thermal energy, the chemisorption process involves the chemical and physical changes:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{NH}_3(\text{gas}) &\rightarrow \text{NH}_3(\text{liq}) + \Delta H_{ev} \\
\text{MnCl}_2\cdot2\text{NH}_3+4\text{NH}_3(\text{gas}) &\rightarrow \text{MnCl}_2\cdot6\text{NH}_3+\Delta H_a
\end{align*}$$

Table 1 The reaction enthalpy and reaction entropy of sorption working pairs SrCl$_2$/NH$_3$ and MnCl$_2$/NH$_3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversions</th>
<th>$\Delta H$ (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$\Delta S$ [kJ/(molK)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desorption</td>
<td>Adsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SrCl$_2$·(8↔2)NH$_3$</td>
<td>43.82</td>
<td>43.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnCl$_2$·(6↔2)NH$_3$</td>
<td>52.46</td>
<td>41.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the monovariant characteristic of chemisorption between ammonia and metal halides, the minimum heat source temperature and maximum output temperature would be a determined value in theory once the ambient temperature is determined. Fig. 2 shows the route to acquiring the heat source temperature ($T_{in}$) and maximum heat output temperature...
(\(T_{\text{out}}\)) according to a given ambient temperature (\(T_0\)). Table 2 demonstrates the theoretical \(T_{\text{in}}\), \(T_{\text{out}}\), temperature lift \(\Delta T\) (\(\Delta T = T_{\text{out}} - T_{\text{in}}\)), and maximum working pressure (\(P_{\text{H}}\)) at different ambient temperatures. It is found that \(\Delta T\) decreases a little while \(P_{\text{H}}\) rapidly increases with increasing \(T_0\).

**Fig. 1.** Schematic illustration of the novel solid-gas thermochemical sorption heat transformation cycle for energy upgrade with a large temperature lift.

**Fig. 2.** Flow diagram of calculating the heat source temperature (\(T_{\text{in}}\)) and maximum heat output temperature (\(T_{\text{out}}\)) according to a given ambient temperature (\(T_0\)).

Based on the novel chemisorption heat transformation cycle, two kinds of thermochemical sorption system can be constructed including three-component system and four-component system. The three-component system mainly includes high temperature reactor (HTR) filled with high temperature salt (HTS), low temperature reactor (LTR) filled with low temperature salt (LTS) and condenser/evaporator (Con/Ev), which has been demonstrated in our previous
The system operational cycle goes through three processes and only one process releases the upgraded thermal energy. Consequently, the mean power of system in the whole cycle will be very low. In addition, it is difficult to recover the sensible heat of every component and improve its energy efficiency unless an extra thermal accumulator is used as affiliated device.

**Table 2** Theoretical values of $T_{in}$, $T_{out}$, $\Delta T$, and $P_H$ at different ambient temperatures $T_0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_0$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{in1}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{in2}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{in}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$T_{out}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>$P_H$(MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>188.0</td>
<td>132.6</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>194.2</td>
<td>131.1</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>200.2</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>211.4</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>220.4</td>
<td>123.2</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3.** Schematic diagram of innovative chemisorption heat transformation system. (a) Desorption of HTS and resorption of LTS2; Desorption of LTS1 and condensation of gaseous ammonia. (b) Evaporation of liquid ammonia and adsorption of HTS. (c) Desorption of HTS and resorption of LTS1; Desorption of LTS2 and condensation of gaseous ammonia. (b) Evaporation of liquid ammonia and adsorption of HTS.

In order to improve the mean power and energy efficiency of system, an innovative chemisorption heat transformation system with four components is proposed as shown in Fig. 3. The HTR is filled with MnCl$_2$, LTR1 and LTR2 are both filled with SrCl$_2$, and Con/Ev is used to store liquid ammonia. The whole cycle includes four phases (Fig. 3a-d), among which
two phases (Fig. 3b and d) involve the release of upgraded thermal energy. Thus the mean power of system can be enhanced when compared to previous one [16]. In addition, the sensible heat of LTR1 and LTR2 can also recovered between $T_0$ and $T_{in}$ in Fig. 3b and d, which would improve the energy efficiency.

We evaluate the energy efficiency of the innovative thermochemical sorption system by energy conservation law. Considering the half system cycle as illustrated in Fig. 3a and b. The input heat includes evaporation heat of liquid ammonia ($Q_{Ev}$), sensible heat of evaporator and liquid ammonia from $T_0$ to $T_{in}$ ($Q_{Ev,s}$), desorption heat of HTS in HTR at $T_{in}$ ($Q_{HTR,d}$), desorption heat of LTS in LTR1 at $T_{in}$ ($Q_{LTR1,d}$), and sensible heat of LTR1 and LTS from $T_0$ to $T_{in}$ ($Q_{LTR1,s}$). They can be calculated as follows:

$$Q_{Ev} = m \cdot \Delta H$$

$$Q_{Ev,s} = (CM)_{Ev} \cdot (T_{in} - T_0)$$

$$Q_{HTR,d} = m_{MnCl_2} \cdot \Delta H_{MnCl_2,d}$$

$$Q_{LTR1,d} = m_{SrCl_2} \cdot \Delta H_{SrCl_2,d}$$

$$Q_{LTR1,s} = (CM)_{LTR1} \cdot (T_{in} - T_0)$$

$$Q_{in} = Q_{Ev} + Q_{Ev,s} + Q_{HTR,d} + Q_{LTR1,d} + Q_{LTR1,s}$$

where $CM$ is the overall thermal capacity of vessel and its inclusion.

The effective output heat is equal to the adsorption heat of HTS in HTR at $T_{out}$ ($Q_{HTR,a}$) subtracted the sensible heat consumption of HTR and HTS from $T_{in}$ to $T_{out}$ ($Q_{HTR,s}$).

$$Q_{HTR,a} = m_{MnCl_2} \cdot \Delta H_{MnCl_2,a}$$

$$Q_{HTR,s} = (CM)_{HTR} \cdot (T_{out} - T_{in})$$

$$Q_{out} = Q_{HTR,a} - Q_{HTR,s}$$

The consumed sensible heat of HTR and HTS during the release phase of upgraded thermal energy can be recovered to provide desorption heat for itself (Fig. 3a and c). Besides, the sensible heat of LTR1/LTR2 can also recovered to preheat LTR2/LTR1 (Fig. 3b and d). Considering the complete sensible heat recovery, the total recovered heat can be calculated.

$$Q_{recovery} = Q_{HTR,s} + Q_{LTR, recovery}$$

$$Q_{LTR, recovery} = (CM)_{LTR} \cdot (T_{in} - \frac{T_{in} + T_0}{2})$$

Here, the recovered sensible heat of LTR1/LTR2 is calculated based on the same parameters of LTR1 and LTR2. Thus the energy efficiency ($\eta$) can be obtained.

$$\eta = \frac{Q_{out}}{Q_{in} - Q_{recovery}} = \frac{Q_{HTR,a} - Q_{HTR,s}}{Q_{HTR,de} + Q_{LTR1,de} + Q_{Ev} + Q_{Ev,s} + \frac{Q_{LTR1,s}}{2} - Q_{HTR,s}}$$
To simplify the calculation, some parameters are given to evaluate the effect of global conversion of reactive salt \( (X) \) and mass ratio of reactor metal and reactive salt \( (R) \) on the energy efficiency. Table 3 shows the given parameter. Considering the heat transformer for practical application, the composite sorbent expanded graphite/reactive salt is used in the reactor. The mass fraction of expanded graphite in the composite sorbent is 15% [16]. Then the relationship among \( \eta \), \( X \), and \( R \) can be expressed:

\[
\eta = \frac{1257X - 51.7R}{3191X - 7R}
\]

(17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific thermal capacity (kJ/kgK)</th>
<th>Temperature ( (\degree C) )</th>
<th>Mass ( (\text{kg}) )</th>
<th>Enthalpy ( (\text{kJ/kg}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{metal}} ): 0.47</td>
<td>( T_{\text{in}} ): 90</td>
<td>( M_{\text{NH}<em>3} = 0.54XM</em>{\text{MnCl}_2} )</td>
<td>( \Delta H_{\text{NH}_3} ): 874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{ammonia}} ): 2.05</td>
<td>( T_{\text{Ev}} ): 80</td>
<td>( M_{\text{SrCl}<em>2} = 0.62XM</em>{\text{MnCl}_2} )</td>
<td>( \Delta H_{\text{SrCl}_2,d} ): 1657.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{composite sorbent}} ): 0.53</td>
<td>( T_0 ): 20</td>
<td>( R = M_{\text{metal}} / M_{\text{MnCl}_2} )</td>
<td>( \Delta H_{\text{SrCl}_2,a} ): 1635.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T_{\text{out}} ): 200</td>
<td>( \Delta H_{\text{MnCl}_2,d} ): 1678.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \Delta H_{\text{MnCl}_2,a} ): 1325.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 The related parameters for calculating the energy efficiency of system.

Fig. 4 shows \( \eta \) as a function of mass ratio \( R \) at different global conversions \( X \). Generally, the mass ratio of about 5 can be reached for the practical heat transformer with optimization design, so the energy efficiency can reach 0.27-0.32 when the global conversion varies from 0.6 to 0.9..

Fig. 4. Variation of \( \eta \) with the mass ratio \( R \) at different global conversions \( X \).

**Conclusion**

We propose an innovative solid-gas chemisorption heat transformer system with four components for high-efficiency energy upgrade. Sorption working pairs of \( \text{MnCl}_2-\text{SrCl}_2-\text{NH}_3 \) were employed to theoretically analyse the working performance of system. The system can upgrade low-grade heat from 60~100\(^\circ\)C to 180~220\(^\circ\)C at ambient temperature of -10~30\(^\circ\)C in
theory. The temperature lift range is more than 120°C at working pressure of blow 6MPa. The system cycle time is largely shorten compared to previous reported chemisorption heat transformer. The sensible heat during the operation process can be easily recovered. The system energy efficiency can reach about 0.3 within feasible technical scope.
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Abstract
Storage of thermal energy can be important for compensating the mismatch between demand and supply of energy, especially due to fluctuating renewable energy sources. Within this study, two different systems are analysed with the aim of increasing storage efficiency and storage density compared to known systems. Both systems indicate a possible benefit in energy density and storage efficiency but it is also shown, that system and temperature boundaries play an important role in the outcome of the simulations.
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Introduction/Background
For heat storage systems, the storage density and efficiency are the two key figures of merit. These two figures have to be defined carefully for every case of use in adsorption based systems because both adsorption and desorption half cycle involve a heat transformation step with an additional heat source or sink [1,2]. For this simulation study it is important to assume system boundaries and operating conditions (e.g. minimal usable temperature lift) since they influence the achievable storage densities and efficiencies. Initial work on standardizing the evaluation of thermo-chemical heat storages has been performed in the framework of a joint IEA task/Annex [3]. A comparison to literature is nevertheless difficult, since often important system or temperature boundaries are not mentioned or vary in different literature sources. Here, a cascading adsorption heat storage and a sorption assisted water storage (SAWS) are discussed and compared with regard to storage density and storage efficiency for short time storage. The storage time could be for example a day/night cycle. In earlier projects, storage densities of 130 kWh/m³ have been reached. A main difference to literature is that here, the adsorber can be operated with low diving temperature differences and has a smaller effective adsorbent density of only 400 kg/m³.

Definition of figures of merit
In an adsorption storage heat can be stored by desorbing the storage (charging of the storage). For using the stored heat, the adsorption half cycle is started (storage discharge) and the heat of adsorption can be extracted from the storage. During adsorption, the adsorption storage gradually cools down and thus, the heat released is at different temperature levels. According to equation 1, the volumetric storage density w is the ratio of the usable heat out of the storage in discharge phase $Q_{discharge}$ to the volume of the storage V.

\[ w = \frac{Q_{discharge}}{V} \] (1)
There are multiple ways to set the system boundaries which have a direct influence on the storage volume. In this study, the system boundary for the determination of the storage volume is chosen such as to include the storage vessels as well as the required auxiliary components (e.g. pipes and insulation) for each type of storage. The same boundary is employed for the determination of the usable heat that is delivered by the storage system. Storage efficiency $\eta$ is the other value that is examined within this work (see equation 2).

$$\eta = \frac{Q_{\text{discharge}}}{Q_{\text{charge}}}$$ (2)

It is a ratio of two amounts of heat, the heat than can be extracted from the storage after storage time divided by the heat that is needed to desorb the storage $Q_{\text{charge}}$[kWh]. During the desorption half cycle, heat of condensation is also released. This heat may in some cases be considered as useful heat with respect to storage efficiency. Within this work, the storage efficiency is calculated without the condensation heat. During the storage time, sensible heat losses can occur and have to be taken into account for both of the storages. The effects of the losses on sorption and sensible storage components are different.

**Description of the different systems**

For the examined cascading adsorption heat storage the part of the heat of adsorption at a high temperature is used to drive a sorption heat pump cycle. This heat pumping effect may increase the effective volumetric density of the storage. Once the temperature of the heat is too low to drive the sorption heat pump, the heat is used directly. The scheme of the cascading adsorption heat storage is shown in Figure 1.

![Cascading adsorption heat storage](image)

**Figure 1:** Cascading adsorption heat storage during storage discharge; continuous lines for cascading use, dotted lines for direct use

A requirement for the cascading adsorption heat storage is an adsorber that can be operated at nominal power with low driving temperature differences between adsorber and heat transfer fluid and a high-temperature heat source for the direct desorption. Possible materials for this cycle are classical hydrophilic zeolites of faujasite and LTA (Linde type A)types [1].
For the calculations of the cascading cycle, the heat of adsorption that is used $Q_{\text{discharge,CAS}}$ is determined according to equation 3.

$$Q_{\text{discharge,CAS}} = Q_{\text{discharge,direct}} + Q_{\text{discharge,casc}} \times COP_{\text{AHP}}$$ (3)

It is a sum of the cascading part of the heat $Q_{\text{discharge,casc}}$ multiplied by the COP of the used heat pump $COP_{\text{HP}}$ and the direct part $Q_{\text{discharge,direct}}$.

The adsorption heat pump (AHP) that was considered for the cascading system is an advanced adsorbent/fiber composite module [4] recently developed by SorTech /Fahrenheit. It is based on two adsorbers which are operated such that a heat recovery between the hot and cold adsorber is achieved through a delayed switching of return flows at every switching of the half cycles.

In a SAWS, the heat is stored in a stratified water storage. In order to achieve higher storage densities, a large change in the temperature of the water is desirable. The direct unloading of such a storage does not fully utilize the exergy of the hot water. This can be achieved by using hot water from the top of the storage tank to drive an adsorption heat pump (AHP)[5]. The performance of the SAWS is improved by using the stratified storage for internal heat recovery between the half-cycles of the AHP, according to the Stratisorp concept [6,7]. The heat released in the adsorber of the AHP during the adsorption cycle can be stored in the stratified storage and used to heat the adsorber during the desorption half-cycle. As soon as the temperature of the water in the tank is insufficient for desorbing the AHP, the heat is used directly. Thus, the cascading sorption storage and the SAWS have in common that they both make use of an adsorption heat pump to increase efficiency and effective storage density.

![Figure 2: System Schematic for the sorption-assisted water storage](image)

The components of this system are depicted in Figure 2. The AHP is connected to the water storage through a valve bank, which allows water to be extracted from/inserted into the storage at different heights, according to its temperature. The storage can be charged from the heat source which is connected to the top of the tank. Useful heat is extracted from the bottom of the tank and released to the medium temperature sink. The heat sink, thus, acts as a cooler
for the tank. During the desorption half-cycle of the AHP, useful heat is also released in the condenser of the AHP. A commercially available eZea-module from Fahrenheit GmbH is used as the AHP in the SAWS system since heat and mass transfer parameters required for dynamic simulation have been determined earlier for this module type.

Models for the components of the SAWS system have been prepared earlier in MATLAB® [8]. The AHP simulation is started with the temperature distribution inside the storage, assumed to be as shown in Figure 3. The temperature profile shows a plateau region, where the temperature is uniform and equal to the maximum temperature in the storage, and a linear region where the temperature drops linearly from the maximum temperature to the minimum adsorber inlet temperature. As the adsorber of the AHP is connected to the storage during both half-cycles, the linear region is necessary in order to provide enough cooling water for the adsorber. If the storage is charged completely to the maximum temperature, it can be directly discharged initially until this profile is reached - after which the AHP is operated.

![Figure 3: Temperature profile in the water storage at the beginning of the discharge phase](image)

**Boundary conditions and assumptions for the simulations**

The boundary conditions vary for both examined systems, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. A common required temperature lift of 30K is assumed for both systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 1: Boundary conditions for cascading system</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parameter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desorption temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensation temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorption temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desorption configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adsorbent packing density in adsorber vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of sensible heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean COP of AHP over storage discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System volume including AHP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Boundary conditions for SAWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working Pair - AHP</td>
<td>Water/SAPO-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Storage Medium</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Temperature in Storage</td>
<td>105 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooler/Condenser inlet temperature</td>
<td>35 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator inlet temperature</td>
<td>5 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of Water Storage</td>
<td>1 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Water Storage</td>
<td>2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of AHP</td>
<td>0.1 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Volume with pipes &amp; insulation</td>
<td>1.3 m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion and Results

The storage density and efficiency of the cascading adsorption system for the materials Z13X and NaY are pictured in Figure 4. As already described earlier, the boundary for the calculations is set to include all components of the system in the volume of the storage. To depict the importance of the chosen system boundary, a comparison to the values that were produced only on a material level is drawn.

In the graph it can be seen, that the storage density for NaY is higher than the storage density of Z13X. For both materials, the storage density can be increased through the use of the cascading system.

The absolute numbers are smaller compared to values in literature [9,10] for two main reasons. One reason is that a temperature lift of 30 K between evaporator and adsorber as a realistic value for heating applications was assumed. The other reason is the adsorber type. A coated adsorber was assumed here, that can be operated with low driving temperature differences, hence the effective adsorbent density of only 400 kg/m³.

Comparing the numbers for NaY between material and system level, the storage density is smaller on system level due to a larger volume that was considered. The cascading only brings a small benefit on system level but the system is more complicated than only using an uncascaded
system. For Z13X the same tendency can be seen. Therefore a future use of the cascading system is questionable according to these results alone.

The storage efficiency is the second value that is presented in the following. Table 3 shows the storage efficiencies that were calculated for the same materials for both the uncascaded and the cascading adsorption system.

Table 3: Storage efficiencies for different materials for uncascaded/cascaded system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>η uncascaded</th>
<th>η cascaded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaY</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z13X</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An increase in storage efficiency can be seen for both materials with the cascading adsorption system compared to the uncascaded system. The storage efficiency in the uncascaded system is equal for both materials, the difference to 1 mainly results from the loss of sensible heat. Z13X benefits more from the cascading system than NaY, thus the storage efficiency for Z13X is slightly higher than for NaY.

For the SAWS, a sensitivity analysis of the charging state of the storage at the beginning of the AHP operation is performed. This is achieved by varying the plateau height ratio (PHR) i.e. the ratio of height of the plateau region in the initial tank temperature profile to the total tank height. The effect of varying the PHR on the storage density and efficiency is shown in Figure 5. Two different modes of operation were considered here, namely continuous and intermittent supply of useful heat during the discharging phase. During the continuous operation, heat is continuously extracted from the storage tank with additional heat supplied by the condenser during the desorption half-cycle. During the intermittent operation, useful heat is extracted directly from the adsorber near the end of the adsorption half-cycle and from the condenser during the desorption half-cycle. The heat from the storage is, thus, used exclusively for desorbing the AHP. The direct discharge phase is the same for both modes of operation and is accounted for by calculating the energy content in the storage at the end of the AHP operation.

![Figure 5: Variation of storage density and efficiency with the plateau height ratio in the initial storage temperature profile for (a) continuous and (b) intermittent supply of useful heat](image)

The storage density increases with an increase in the PHR for both modes. A larger PHR indicates a larger amount of heat stored during the charging phase which leads to an increase in the storage density. This increased density comes at the cost of decreased efficiency during
continuous operation, as there is lesser cool water available for the adsorption half-cycle leading to nearly direct discharge of the tank initially. The large temperature lift of 30 K that the AHP needs to achieve lead to a low COP_AHP and thus, a storage efficiency only slightly greater than 1. The large temperature lift also requires a high desorption temperature for the AHP to function, leading to a decrease in the time when the heat pumping effect can be used in the SAWS and a correspondingly larger share of direct discharge.

The intermittent operation, on the other hand, results in a greater storage efficiency because direct discharge of the tank is reduced. Further, this also does away with the trade-off between density and efficiency for higher PHRs as the adsorber is also connected directly to the heat sink. The intermittent operation, however, has low powers (2-3 kW) during the AHP operation which would require a direct discharge power of about 12 kW for a complete discharge time of 12 hours.

It must be noted here that the temperature at the top of the tank is relatively high for the intermittent operation, after the same number of AHP cycles as the continuous operation, as can be seen from the curve labelled 'AHP End' in Figure 6. This represents a potential for optimising the SAWS by decreasing the time during which the storage is discharged directly and requires further investigation.

![Figure 6: Temperature profile in the water storage at the beginning of the discharge phase](image)

The storage density can be increased further by charging the storage to the 'Maximum Charge' state and using the energy content until the initial temperature profile described as 'AHP Start' (same as that in Figure 3) directly i.e. without the AHP. For the case of intermittent operation with PHR = 0.6, this leads to an increase in the storage density from 51 kWh/m$^3$ to 63 kWh/m$^3$, but a decrease in the efficiency from 1.11 to 1.08.

**Summary/Conclusions**

Two concepts for heat storage involving adsorption, namely a cascading adsorption storage and a sorption-assisted water storage have been investigated in this work in terms of storage density and efficiency. In order to compare, different storage media and concepts, it is important to consider the volume of the system and not just the materials themselves. Further, for heat storage concepts involving heat pumping effects a realistic temperature lifts needs to be considered. In this work, a lift of 30 K was studied.

It is shown that cascading can lead to a moderate increase in the storage density for an adsorption heat storage. Amongst the materials considered here, a maximum storage density of 86 kWh/m$^3$ at an efficiency of 1.02 for the working pair NaY-Water was reached.
Where a water storage is available and an adsorption storage is not feasible or desired, a SAWS can be considered. For a system volume similar to the cascading sorption storage, a storage density of 51 kWh/m³ at an efficiency of 1.11 during intermittent operation was reached. Using smart control strategies, like direct discharge both before and after the 'sorption-assisted' phase, the difference between the storage density of the SAWS and cascading adsorption storage can be further reduced. The AHP in the SAWS system is small as compared to the adsorption storage module and has less demands on the peripheral components due to the relatively moderate temperatures. Thus, the SAWS represents a lower cost system to boost storage density and efficiency.

The 30K temperature lift that the AHP has to provide in the cases considered here reduces the advantage gained in the cascading adsorption storage and the SAWS as compared to the uncascaded adsorption storage and a water storage, respectively. In case of the SAWS, the storage density could be further increased by cooling the lower part of the stratified storage below the assumed supply temperature (35°C) by heating the AHP evaporator from the storage during part of the adsorption phases. It seems promising to develop an adapted adsorption cycle for this mode of operation of the SAWS.
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Abstract

Thermally driven adsorption chillers offer a sustainable alternative to compression chillers. However, the expected sustainability of adsorption chillers is often not realized in practice due to high electrical energy consumption of peripheral devices, such as pumps and fans. To minimize the consumption of electrical energy, we propose a method for simultaneous optimisation of control and design. For this purpose, first, we set up a holistic system model of a solar-driven adsorption cooling system, including peripheral devices (circulating pumps, dry cooler and solar collector). Then, we use an efficient dynamic optimisation algorithm to simultaneously optimise control and system design aiming at minimum consumption of electrical energy. The proposed method is shown to increase the electrical efficiency by almost one order of magnitude, compared to a system optimized for power density.
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Introduction/Background

Thermally driven adsorption chillers allow for an efficient use of solar or waste heat to meet cooling demands and, thus, offer a promising alternative to conventional compression chillers [1]. Although adsorption chillers are primarily driven by thermal energy, they often still suffer from low electrical efficiency due to peripheral devices, such as circulating pumps and heat rejection fans [2]. In some cases, the electrical efficiency of adsorption cooling systems over an entire cooling season is only marginally higher than that of conventional compression cooling systems [3, 4]. Poor electrical efficiency of adsorption cooling systems has two main sources: Poor control and poor system design. Poor control is due to non-optimal choice of control parameters, such as adsorption chiller phase times, pump speeds, or fan speeds, particularly at part load conditions. Poor system design is due to under- or oversizing of components, such as dry cooler or solar collector, leading to an unbalanced system design with bottlenecks.

To overcome poor control, Nienborg et al. [5] recently proposed a generic control algorithm to optimise the operation of the dry cooler and the cooling water pump as the main electrical energy consumers. With this control algorithm, these authors save up to 25% of electrical energy. As an existing system was investigated, the system design was kept constant. However, control and system design influence each other, since an unbalanced system design leads to inefficient operation: e.g. an undersized dry cooler forces inefficient operation of pumps and fans to release the required heat and increases the recooling temperature of the adsorption chiller, both leading to low electrical efficiency. Thus, to achieve maximum electrical efficiency, control and system design have to be considered simultaneously.

In this study, we propose an efficient method to simultaneously optimise control and system design of a thermally driven adsorption cooling system. For this purpose, we set up a holistic dynamic model consisting of adsorption chiller and peripheral devices (circulating pumps, dry cooler and solar collector), which is described in Section 2. In Section 3, we formulate an optimisation problem, which is solved by the efficient multiple-shooting optimisation algorithm MUSCOD-II [6]. In Section 4, we show the results of control and design
optimisation for exemplarily ambient conditions. The results show great potential to increase the electrical efficiency of the adsorption cooling system by almost one order of magnitude, compared to a system optimized for power density.

Modelling of the solar-thermally driven adsorption cooling system

The solar-thermally driven adsorption cooling system is modelled in the object-oriented language Modelica, using the adsorption energy systems library SorpLib developed at RWTH Aachen University [7]. The modelled system is shown in Figure 1 and consists of following main components: 1) adsorption chiller, 2) solar collector, 3) dry cooler and 4) circulating pumps. The cooling load is modelled as ideal heat source with constant cooling demand. The components are connected by the heat transfer fluid water. Fluid properties of water are calculated with TILMedia [8] based on RefProp [9] with data from Chase [10] and Cox et al. [11].

Figure 1: Scheme of solar-thermally driven adsorption cooling system: The main components of the system are adsorption chiller, solar collector, dry cooler, and circulating pumps.

1) Adsorption chiller

For the adsorption chiller, we use an experimentally validated dynamic model with the working pair silica gel / water [12]. We extend the model to a 2-bed chiller by adding a second identical adsorber. The dynamic adsorption chiller model consists of 1-D discretized models for the heat exchangers and lumped-parameter models for the adsorbent and the refrigerant with transient energy and mass balances, described by differential equations. Besides, the model includes algebraic equations for equilibrium data of the working pair and heat and mass transfer resistances limiting the adsorption process. For detailed information and full equations, the reader is referred to Lanzerath et al. [12].

2) Solar collector

For the solar collector, a simplified model is derived from a TRNSYS model [13]. The collector outlet temperature $T_{\text{col}}$ is calculated from the energy balance

$$\dot{m}_{\text{col}} [h_{\text{out}}(T_{\text{col}}) - h_{\text{in}}] = \dot{Q}_{\text{solar}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{loss}},$$

where $\dot{m}_{\text{col}}$ is the mass flow rate of the heat transfer fluid, $h_{\text{out}}$ and $h_{\text{in}}$ are the outflowing and the incoming specific enthalpy of the heat transfer fluid, respectively, $\dot{Q}_{\text{solar}}$ is the solar heat flow and $\dot{Q}_{\text{loss}}$ is the heat loss of the collector.

The solar heat flow $\dot{Q}_{\text{solar}}$ is calculated by

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{solar}} = (I_{b} + I_{d}) A \eta_{0},$$
where $I_b$ is the beam radiation, $I_d$ is the diffuse radiation, $A$ is the collector area and $\eta_0$ is the zero-loss efficiency of the collector. The heat loss of the collector $\dot{Q}_{\text{loss}}$ is calculated by

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{loss}} = a_1 A (T_{\text{col}} - T_{\text{amb}}) + a_2 A (T_{\text{col}} - T_{\text{amb}})^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $a_1$ and $a_2$ are first and second order loss coefficients, respectively, and $T_{\text{amb}}$ is the ambient temperature. For the parameters $\eta_0$, $a_1$ and $a_2$ values 0.717, 1.52 $\frac{W}{m^2K}$ and 0.0085 $\frac{W}{m^2K^2}$ are used according to the specifications of commercially available solar collectors [14]. The area of one of these collectors is 1.6 m$^2$ and the total area is determined by the number of thermal collectors $n_{\text{col}}$.

3) Dry cooler

The dry cooler model is derived from a TRNSYS model employing the effectiveness-NTU (Number of Transfer Units) method [15]. The model introduces 2 parameters to describe the dry cooler: 1. the internal heat transfer $F_{\text{int}}\delta$ and 2. the external heat transfer $F_{\text{ext}}\gamma$. These 2 parameters can be obtained for a specific dry cooler from measurement data or manufacturers’ catalogues. In this study, the parameters are determined for the dry cooler Güntner GFHC WD 035 from Güntner Product Calculator ($F_{\text{int}}\delta = 1086$ and $F_{\text{ext}}\gamma = 1.868$) [16]. The electrical power of the dry cooler $P_{\text{dry}}$ depends on the air flow rate $\dot{V}_{\text{air}}$ via the affinity law [15]:

$$P_{\text{dry}} = P_{\text{dry, max}} \left( \frac{\dot{V}_{\text{air}}}{\dot{V}_{\text{air, max}}} \right)^3.$$

The maximal air flow rate $\dot{V}_{\text{air, max}}$ is 1734 $\frac{m^3}{h}$ and the corresponding electrical power $P_{\text{dry, max}}$ is 70 W for the Güntner GFHC WD 035 [16]. The total recoler capacity can be adjusted by the number of identical dry coolers $n_{\text{dry}}$.

4) Circulating pumps

For the circulating pumps, an efficiency-based model is used. The electrical power of a pump $P_p$ is calculated by

$$P_p = \frac{1}{\eta_p} \dot{V} \Delta p,$$

where $\eta_p$ is the total pump efficiency, $\dot{V}$ is the volume flow rate and $\Delta p$ is the pressure drop in a component. The efficiency of all pumps is assumed to 0.4, which is a typical average value of circulating pumps in heating and cooling applications [17]. The pressure drops in the heat exchangers of the adsorption chiller are calculated with the pressure drop correlation for tubes from the VDI Heat Atlas [18] with the equation of Konakov [19] for the turbulent regime. For the solar collector and the dry cooler, a simple quadratic pressure drop correlation is used:

$$\Delta p = \Delta p_{\text{nom}} \left( \frac{\dot{V}}{\dot{V}_{\text{nom}}} \right)^2$$

The nominal pressure drops $\Delta p_{\text{nom}}$ and the nominal volume flow rates $\dot{V}_{\text{nom}}$ are derived from manufacturer data [14, 16].
Optimisation method for control and system design

The combination of all models leads to a differential-algebraic equation (DAE) process model. The process model has 6 control parameters:

- 4 volume flow rates $\dot{V}$ in the heat exchangers of the adsorption chiller, i.e., for the processes of adsorption, desorption, evaporation, and condensation,
- air flow rate of the dry cooler $\dot{V}_{\text{air}}$, and
- cycle time of the adsorption chiller $t_{\text{cycle}}$

and 2 design parameters:

- number of solar collectors $n_{\text{col}}$ and
- number of dry coolers $n_{\text{dry}}$.

The control parameters influence the thermal performance as well as the electrical performance of the system: For a high thermal performance, high volume flow rates are preferable, since convective heat transfer coefficients increase and higher heat flow rates can be transferred. At the same time, higher volume flow rates increase the pressure drops quadratically and the electrical efficiency decreases. Furthermore, control parameters influence each other, e.g., a higher air flow rate in the dry cooler can compensate a lower volume flow rate of the circulating pump and vice versa. Thus, there are many possible combinations of control parameters. Additionally, the choice of control parameters also depends on system design, since e.g., a higher number of solar collectors allows for a lower volume flow rate for desorption.

The objective is to provide the required thermal performance (cooling power) with the optimal electrical performance (maximal electrical efficiency). To characterise the electrical efficiency, we define the Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) as ratio between cooling power $\dot{Q}_{\text{cool}}$ over one cycle and electrical power of dry cooler and pumps over one cycle:

$$EER = \frac{\int_0^{t_{\text{cycle}}} \dot{Q}_{\text{cool}} \, dt}{\int_0^{t_{\text{cycle}}} p_{\text{dry}} + \sum p_p \, dt} \quad (12)$$

The resulting optimisation problem reads:

$$\min_{x(t), z(t), p_c, p_d, t_{\text{cycle}}} \quad -EER(x(t_{\text{cycle}}), z(t_{\text{cycle}}), p_c, p_d) \quad \text{(Objective function)}$$

s.t. 

$$\dot{x} = f(x(t), z(t), p_c, p_d) \quad \text{(Dynamic model)}$$

$$0 = g(x(t), z(t), p_c, p_d) \quad \text{(Cyclic steady state)}$$

$$x(t = 0) = x(t = t_{\text{cycle}})$$

$$\frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{cool}}(t_{\text{cycle}})}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \geq \dot{Q}_{\text{cool, set}} \quad \text{(Set cooling power)}$$

$$0.3 \, p_{c, \text{nom}} < p_c < p_{c, \text{nom}} \quad \text{(Part load of pumps and fan)}$$

$$p_d = p_{d, i} \quad \text{(Fixed design parameters)}$$
where $x$ summarises the differential states, $z$ summarises the algebraic states, $p_c$ summarises the control parameters and $p_d$ summarises the design parameters. This optimisation problem has to be solved for each system design and for each set cooling power, since optimal control parameters depend on system design and on required cooling power. The resulting multiple optimisation problems are solved using the efficient multiple-shooting algorithm MUSCOD-II [6].

Results and Discussion
In this section, we determine the optimal control and design parameters of a solar-thermally driven adsorption cooling system. First, we consider a fixed system design. For this design, we optimise the control parameters for different load points to quantify the influence of control on the electrical efficiency. Second, we investigate the influence of the design parameters on the electrical efficiency under optimal control to isolate and quantify the effect of design. For the investigations, we exemplarily use ambient conditions for a summer day in southern Europe: Beam radiation is $I_b = 800 \frac{W}{m^2}$, diffuse radiation is $I_d = 160 \frac{W}{m^2}$ and ambient temperature is $T_{amb} = 30 ^\circ C$.

Control optimisation
For the investigation of control parameters, we use an exemplary random design as reference case: the number of solar collectors $n_{col}$ is 4 and the number of dry coolers $n_{dry}$ is 1. Figure 2 (a) shows the energy efficiency ratio EER of the system with optimal control parameters as function of the load point $\dot{Q}_{cool, set}$. Figure 2 (b) shows the corresponding optimal volume flow rates and the optimal cycle time as function of the load point $\dot{Q}_{cool, set}$. For the full load of $\dot{Q}_{cool, set} = 1.05 \text{ kW}$, the optimal cycle time is short to achieve a high cooling power. At the same time, the EER is very low, with a value of 11, due to high volume flow rates required to provide sufficient power for recooling and heating. Decreasing set cooling power $\dot{Q}_{cool, set}$ down to 0.6 kW allows for longer cycle times and the optimised volume flow rates of the pumps and the fan decrease down to minimum part-load, which we define as 30 % of the full load values. The EER increases up to 227. For a cooling power of 0.6 kW, the minimum part-load for the pumps and the fan is reached and thus, the highest achievable EER is also reached. Below this set cooling power $\dot{Q}_{cool, set}$, the EER would decrease, if the consumption of electrical energy remains constant and the actual cooling power $Q_{cool}$ decreases. This effect is not shown in Figure 2 since the actual cooling power $\dot{Q}_{cool}$ also remains constant due to the constraint $\dot{Q}_{cool} \geq \dot{Q}_{cool, set}$ in the optimisation problem.
These results show the importance of control parameter adaption in part-load for adsorption cooling systems: With constant control parameters, the low EER of full load would even decrease in part-load, since the consumption of electrical energy remains constant and the cooling power decreases. With control parameter optimisation, the EER can be increased by up to factor 20 in part-load. The higher EER of adsorption cooling systems in part-load has to be considered for the design. An over-sized system could increase the electrical efficiency significantly.
Figure 2: (a): Energy efficiency ratio EER (Equation (12)) with optimal control parameters as function of the load point $Q_{\text{cool, set}}$. (b): Optimal volume flow rates in evaporator $V_{\text{evp}}$, adsorber in adsorption phase $V_{\text{ads}}$ and in desorption phase $V_{\text{des}}$, condenser $V_{\text{cond}}$, dry cooler $V_{\text{dry}}$, and optimal cycle time as function of the load point $Q_{\text{cool, set}}$. The diagrams correspond to the exemplary reference design: number of solar collectors $n_{\text{col}} = 4$ and number of dry coolers $n_{\text{dry}} = 1$.

**Design optimisation**

Figure 3 (a) shows the energy efficiency ratio EER of the reference case (cf. Figure 2) and of 2 larger systems with a higher number of collectors and dry coolers ($n_{\text{col}} = 7$, $n_{\text{dry}} = 3$ and $n_{\text{col}} = 10$, $n_{\text{dry}} = 5$). For all 3 cases, the control parameters are optimised. Thus, the results capture the influence of the system design. For larger systems, the maximum cooling power increases up to 1.5 kW for the design with 10 collectors and 5 dry coolers because of higher available power for heating and recooling. A larger system can also provide a lower cooling power more efficiently than a smaller system in full load due to higher efficiency in part-load. For example, a cooling power of 1.35 kW can be provided by the system with 7 collectors and 3 dry coolers with an EER of 8. The larger system with 10 collectors and 5 dry coolers can provide the same cooling power with an EER of 29 which is 3.6 times higher than for the smaller system. The maximum EER for each design is limited by the minimum possible part-load for the control parameters which is given by the constraint $0.3 \ p_{\text{c,nom}} < p_{\text{c}} < p_{\text{c,nom}}$ in the optimisation problem.

To illustrate the effect of system design on EER, Figure 3(b) shows the EER for a constant cooling power of 1.35 kW as function of the number of solar collectors $n_{\text{col}}$ and the number of dry coolers $n_{\text{dry}}$. Each configuration is evaluated at optimal control parameters. A system optimised for power density, which can still provide a cooling power of 1.35 kW ($n_{\text{col}}=7$ and $n_{\text{dry}}=3$) reaches an EER of 8. For larger systems, the EER increases above 70 ($n_{\text{col}}=25$ and $n_{\text{dry}}=6$), which is almost one order of magnitude higher than for the system with optimal power density. For the number of dry coolers, an optimum regarding EER exists due to the minimal part-load of 30 % for each dry cooler. Therefore, a higher number of dry coolers also increases the minimum electrical energy demand in part-load. Thus, an oversized as well as an undersized dry cooler reduces the electrical efficiency of the system. For the number of solar collectors, no optimum exists: For a higher number of solar collectors, the heat flow rate increases and allows for lower volume flow rates in desorption phase and shorter cycle times.
leading to a lower electrical energy demand. The choice of the system design is a trade-off between investment costs and operating costs: E.g. a low number of collectors and dry coolers lead to high operating costs due to low EER, but the investment costs are low and vice versa for a high number of collectors and dry coolers. If investment costs are available the presented method allows to identify the optimal system design for a specific case.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3:** (a): Energy efficiency ratio EER at optimal control parameters as function of the set cooling power $\dot{Q}_{\text{cool, set}}$ for 3 system designs. (b): EER at optimal control parameters as function of the number of solar collectors $n_{\text{col}}$ and the number of dry coolers $n_{\text{dry}}$ for a set cooling power of 1.35 kW.

**Conclusions**

Control and system design of thermally driven adsorption cooling systems are key to achieve high electrical efficiencies (EER) required to compete with conventional compression cooling systems. In this study, we propose an efficient method to optimise both control and system design. The results show that control optimisation can increase the EER by about factor 20 in part-load. The higher efficiency in part-load can be systematically exploited even further in system design. With an oversized system, the EER to provide a cooling power of 1.35 kW increases by almost one order of magnitude compared to a system optimised for power density. Thus, the resulting system design is a trade-off between investment costs and operating costs and can be determined by the proposed method.
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Abstract

The use of magnetic fields to move adsorbent within an adsorption heat pump (AHP) is proposed. (It is envisaged that a zeolite or silica gel pellet could be bonded around an iron core.) The AHP would then possess the advantages of a continuous flow absorption heat pump, without resorting to corrosive and toxic working fluids. The simplest “magnetic mover” comprises a single coil switched on for a specified duration directing pellets up a vertically oriented tube. A mathematical model demonstrated an electrical COP (ratio of cooling power to electrical power) in the region from 33 to 49 and the cooling power for a 3-mm diameter guide tube was 47-to-115 watts. The calculated thermal COP was 0.77 versus 0.50 for a fixed bed and 0.78 for absorption chillers. To obtain a sufficiently low exit velocity of pellets, the “magnetic mover” should be controlled by means of sensing pellet location (rather than by adjusting a cut-off time). A prototype provided helpful observations.

Keywords: Adsorption, heat pump (AHP), magnetic field

Introduction

Absorption heat pumps convert medium grade heat to refrigeration and/ or heat amplification by replacing the usual vapour compressor with a refrigerant solution, circulated between a vapour absorber and a vapour generator. In the absorber (at ~20°C) the solution absorbs exothermically refrigerant vapour originating in the evaporator whereas in the generator (at ~80°C to ~100°C) refrigerant vapour desorbs endothermically from solution and passes to the condenser. The ratio of cooling power to rate of supply of thermal energy (coefficient of performance, COP) is 0.78 for a typical single-effect machine [1]. The absorbent liquids are corrosive and in the case of ammonia-water trace quantities of water must be removed from the nominal ammonia vapour; an additional rectifier is needed. The use of solid adsorbents, employed in adsorption heat pumps, offers more straightforward mechanical construction and the use of low cost materials [2]. The usual confinement of the adsorbent pellets to fixed, packed beds of adsorbent necessitates thermal cycling of the bed itself plus containment walls and extended surfaces. There is then an uneven load on the evaporator and dynamic heat losses reduce COP. Circulating the solid adsorbent – notwithstanding obvious practical difficulties – has attractions. The proposed AHP (Figure 1) would comprise sequences of holding chambers, adsorption chamber and desorption chamber (items 1 to 4) plus a "magnetic mover" (item 5). Note zones #1 and #3 act to allow the necessary pressure differential between the adsorber (#2) and the generator (#4). Adsorbent pellets would be impregnated with iron; item #5 is therefore a modified "coil gun" [3].

The demanding construction of such a moving bed AHP would require (1) packed beds fitted with effective internal heat transfer surfaces that permit pellet flow (2) special valves that
could halt the pellet flow and seal against a net gas pressure (3) a means of moving pellets. Assuming magnetic movement, one then is faced with finding a binder that adheres adsorbent particles to an iron core, resists mechanical forces, and yet minimises any deterioration in adsorption capacity. In this paper these problems will be set to one side; our aim is simply to assess whether or not a “magnetic mover” would operate with satisfactory energy efficiency.

Our objectives were (1) to model the pump mathematically (2) to derive the likely improvement in thermal coefficient of performance (3) to derive the likely electrical coefficient of performance. Observations from a prototype led to objective (4), to specify a satisfactory control strategy.

**Figure 1** AHP with Magnetic Mover (#1- air lock, #2- generator, #3- air lock, #4- adsorber, #5- magnetic mover)

**Theory**

The magnetic field along the centre-line of a coil with air-core (item #5 on Figure 1), $H(z)$, is found from an analytical expression. The force on a very small particle is then in proportion to $H.\nabla H$ and particle acceleration can be integrated to give height versus time. If the particle carries a certain payload of adsorbent, then from the residence time in the magnetic field the rate of refrigerant transport and hence refrigeration effect can be found.

The magnetic field and magnetic force on a small particle [4] are respectively

$$H(t,z) = \frac{NI(t)}{2b} \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{z^2 + a^2}} - \frac{z + b}{\sqrt{(z + b)^2 + a^2}} \right)$$

$$F_x(t,z) = \frac{m_{fe}\mu_0 X_p H(t,z) \nabla H(t,z)}{\rho_{fe}} - m_p g - f = m_p \frac{d^2z}{dt^2}$$
where $I$ is electrical current, $a=0.0254m$ is the average radius of a coil, $b=0.0508m$ is the length of the solenoid, $f$ is an allowance for friction, $F_z$ is the vertical component of net force, $m$ is mass of either a complete particle ($m_p$) or the ferrous part ($m_{fe}$), $N$ is the number of coils, $z$ is the distance below the leading edge of the solenoid, $\chi$ is the magnetic susceptibility of the iron (=5000), $\rho_{fe}$ is density of the iron, $\mu_0$ is magnetic permittivity in vacuum. (The many turns $N$ make for a comparatively thick solenoid and a range of coil radii, $a$, necessitating finite element methods for precise calculations.) The current $I(t)$ was “cut-off” after time $t_{cut}$ ($I(t) = 0$ if $t > t_{cut}$) to avoid excessive deceleration. The time interval between the passing of each particle was taken as $3 \times t_{cut}$ to allow sufficient time for a particle to move clear of a re-energised magnetic field.

The electrical power requirement accounted for electrical resistance and self-inductance of the coil.

$$P_{elec} = \frac{l^2}{3} \left( \frac{l}{\sigma A_{wire}} + \mu_0 \frac{\pi N^2 a^2}{l t_{cut}} \right)$$

where $A_{wire}$ is the cross-sectional area of the wire, $l$ its length and $\sigma$ its electrical conductivity. The self-inductance term was very small, about 2% of total. (Also, the self-inductance was so low that it was reasonable (and simpler) to treat $I(t)$ as a step function rather than an exponential recovery.) The cooling power was in proportion to the rate of mass transport of refrigerant,

$$P_{cool} = \frac{m_{ads}}{3 t_{cut}} \Delta X^* (h_e - h_c)$$

where $m_{ads} = (m_p - m_{fe})$ is the mass of adsorbent per particle, $\Delta X^*$ is the change in pellet adsorption capacity (grams of moisture per gram of dry adsorbent) brought about by moving pellets from generator to adsorber, $h_e$ is the specific enthalpy of condensate and $h_c$ is the specific enthalpy of refrigerant vapour exiting the evaporator. Thus the ratio $\text{COP}_e = P_{cool}/P_{elec}$ is the electrical coefficient of performance.

Heating regenerates the adsorbent, reducing the adsorbent loading by $\Delta X^*$ (approximately). The required heating power in a “usual” adsorption cycle is calculated in full by Meunier [5] and for current purposes presented in simplified form as

$$P_{heat} = \frac{m_{ads}}{3 t_{cut}} \left( \Delta X^* h_{ads} + \Delta T_x \left( \beta X_{max} c_{ate} + c_{ads} \left( 1 + \sum \gamma_i \right) \right) \right)$$

where $h_{ads}$ is the specific enthalpy of adsorption, $X_{max}$ is the maximum loading of the adsorbent (after the adsorption phase), $c_{ads}$ is the specific heat capacity of the dry adsorbent, $c_{ate}$ is the specific heat capacity of the adsorbate, $\gamma_i$ is a series of heat capacity ratios relating to that of the adsorbent the extensive heat capacity of the ferrous carrier (moving bed only), the containment vessel (fixed bed only) and heat transfer surfaces (fixed bed only). Term $\Delta T_x$ is the temperature change (from low to high) experienced by adsorbents and $\beta$ corrects for the change in loading throughout the desorption phase. The ratio $\text{COP}_{th} = P_{cool}/P_{heat}$ is the thermal coefficient of performance. For the silica-gel/ water pair, $X^*$, has (for practical purposes) been approximated as directly proportional to refrigerant pressure [6].
where \( p_{ve} \) is the saturation vapour pressure at evaporator or condenser temperature, \( T_{ec} \), and \( R_{gas} \) is the specific gas constant for water vapour.

Results and discussion

We considered a single coil, raising 3-mm diameter particles 1 metre and with sufficient coil turns (N) for an exit velocity of 0.5 m/s at an apogee of 1m. (Also I = 1 amp, a = 0.0254 m, b = 0.0508m.) The time to “cut-off” coincided with specified location \( \zeta = z/b \), \( \zeta = 0.0 \) being the leading edge of the coil and \( \zeta = 1.0 \) the trailing edge. Figure 2 shows the impact of \( \zeta \) on electrical COP, N, and cooling power (\( \times 10 \) for clarity). If \( \zeta > 0.5 \) particles experienced some deceleration to the detriment of an increased N. However, a faster mean velocity under magnetic force, and concomitant reduced time to cut-off, enabled greater cooling power (Equation 4).

Table 1 shows the thermal COP for different mass ratio (mass of metal divided by mass of adsorbent), assuming the adsorbent achieves loading close to its equilibrium value (data [6] apply to silica gel 4A as adsorbent and water as refrigerant). The lower ratio of 0.25 characterises “magnetic moving”, whereas 6 might be more representative of a basic cycle. The corresponding specific cooling power was 53 W/kg (adsorbent) assuming the residence time in the generator and adsorber vessels to be four times the reported characteristic times.

Exit velocity should be minimised to reduce damage to pellets. Adjusting \( t_{cut} \) to account for changes in susceptibility is impractical owing to the non-linear trends (Figure 3); a proportionality constant could not be set in a conventional PID controller. An alternative strategy concerned sensors (1) in the centre of coil#1 (\( \zeta_1 = 0.5 \)), (2) near the leading edge of coil #2 at \( z = 0.3 \) m, and (3) in the centre of coil#2 (\( \zeta_2 = 0.5 \)). The time delay from sensor 1 to sensor 2 yielded the exit velocity in coil 1, \( v_1 \), and the current for coil 2 was set to \( I_2 = I_1 (1 - (g z_1 + v_1^2/2)/g H)^{0.5} \). A 3-mm separation in the solenoid (to accommodate the sensor) resulted in a small point of inflection in the magnetic force (point P on part (a) on Figure 4, showing force from coil 2 for a constant 1 amp current). The current demand and velocity profile are illustrated on the rest of Figure 4. Adjusting current in coil 1 and susceptibility by \( \pm 20\% \) retained exit velocities in the range from 0.27 to 0.52 m/s.

A small prototype has been constructed, using manually adjusted cut-off times. It was observed that (1) iron particles were projected at speed up a 0.3 m-high tube (2) the exit velocity (judged by particle apogee) was consistent from test-to-test with the same particle (3) exit velocities were inconsistent from particle-to-particle, possibly owing to variations in particle shape and susceptibility (4) a particle could lift 37x3-mm diameter silica-gel particles. Owing to excessive velocities, many particles broke. (This emphasises the requirement to control exit velocity.) (5) the “magnetic mover” worked moderately well with mild steel particles (rather than iron).

\[
X^\star = 1.92 \times 10^{-12} e^{-\frac{2.495 \times 10^6}{R_{gas}T_{ads}}} \left[ \frac{P_v(T_{ec})}{Pa} \right]
\]
Figure 2 Influence of coil design and machine performance to cut-off (I= 1 amp, a = 0.0254 m, b = 0.0508 m, $\chi_v=5000$, pellet diameter = 3mm, iron comprises 20% of pellet mass)

Table 1 Mass Ratio versus Thermal Coefficient of Performance (Condenser and adsorber at 20°C, evaporator at 5°C, desorber at 90°C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Ratio</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COP (thermal)</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP, watts/kg</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure (3) Non-linearity effects (a) cut-off time ($\chi_v=5000$) (b) magnetic susceptibility ($t_{\text{cut}} = 0.049$ s, I = 1 amp, a = 0.0254 m, b = 0.0508 m)
Figure 4 Attempts to control particle velocity at tube exit (a) magnetic component of force from coil #2 (b) current supplied (c) particle velocity – peaks correspond to coil locations

Conclusions
A mathematical model has been formulated for a "magnetic mover". In principle, such a device could operate with a satisfactory electrical COP (>30) and with a thermal COP approaching that of an absorption machine (~0.78). Cooling power for a single guide tube is modest 48 to 248 watts) and higher cooling powers are achieved at the cost of lower electrical COP (reduced from 49 to 34). Particle trajectories would require thoughtful control and
sensing of particle location. A prototype tentatively demonstrates capability to move iron particles and the requirement for control with multiple sensors.
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Abstract

A novel sponge-structured composite sorbent was prepared for drying of air with relative humidity higher than 60% RH. The composite consisted of CaCl₂ in a mesoporous silicagel host matrix consolidated with poly(vinyl alcohol) binder. The uptake capacity was determined by thermogravimetric vapor sorption analysis. Air drying performance was tested in an open sorption bed that also allowed pressure drop measurements. The bulk density of the composite sorbent is about 3 times lower than a benchmark microporous silicagel. Thus, the water removal for fixed volumes of the composite sorbent is lower than the water removal for fixed volumes of silicagel. However, the composite sorbent increased mass-specific uptake by a factor of 2.6 and reduced pressure drop by a factor of 8 to 10 compared to silicagel. The higher mass-specific uptake and the lower pressure drop enable the proposed novel composite sorbent to reduce adsorber weight and fan power in adsorption drying.

Keywords: adsorptive drying, calcium chloride, silicagel

Introduction

In desiccant dehumidification, water vapor is adsorbed or absorbed from humid air flowing through the desiccant. The desiccant is then regenerated by heating to desorb the water. The key to efficient desiccant dehumidification are sorbents with high dehumidification rate, high water uptake and low pressure drop [1–3]. High water uptake has been reported for composite sorbents of hygroscopic salts in mesoporous host matrices [4–7]. However, since these sorbents are used in packed beds, they lead to large pressure drops which increases the required fan power [8]. Thus, composite desiccants have been designed with air flow channels. For example, silicagel/polymer or salt composites have been molded into beds with radial flow designs (e.g. hollow cylinders or sorbent disks with multiple flow channels) and have theoretically and experimentally been shown to maintain high dehumidification rates while reducing the pressure drop compared to packed beds [9–12]. However, such adsorber designs have lower sorbent masses compared to packed bed adsorbers tending to lower water uptake.

Therefore, in this study, a promising composite sorbent is presented that is easy to produce as sponge structure which reduces the pressure drop while retaining high uptake. Open sorption system testing indicates that the novel composite is highly suitable for drying high humidity air (> 60% RH).

The following experimental part describes the preparation of the composite sorbent and the test bed for performance assessment. Pressure drop, uptake and dehumidification rate are determined for a benchmark silicagel and the novel composite sorbent. Results are compared for a fixed packed bed volume to mass-specific results. Finally, the results are summarized.
Experimental

The composite sorbent was prepared in batches of 400 g with a ratio of 55 wt.% silicagel (SiliaFlash® B150, Silicycle Inc.), 30 wt.% CaCl₂ and 15 wt.% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, MW 85,000-124,000, 99+% hydrolyzed, Sigma Aldrich). PVA binder was combined with anhydrous calcium chloride (ACP Chemicals) and dissolved in 600 mL of distilled water. The solution was combined with a mesoporous silicagel (250-500 μm irregular grains) to create a slurry. The composite was spread in a layer less than 5 mm thick, guided by glass rods, on Pyrex baking dishes that were lined with aluminum foil. The composite was oven dried at 80 °C and cured at 150 °C. The PVA adhered to the aluminum foil, requiring the foil be peeled and scraped away, to produce 3-5 mm thick pieces of solid sorbent. The sorbent was further baked at 250 °C for 24 h, during which it darkened (Figure 1) due to the partial pyrolysis (charring) of the PVA binder [13].

The sorbent was broken into irregularly shaped pieces (1-3 mm) and packed into the fixed bed volume (0.393 L with a diameter of 100 mm and a length of 50 mm). The regeneration temperatures, $T_{\text{Desorption}}$ of 150 °C, were above the softening point of the polymer binder, resulting in the loosely packed bed fusing into a solid “sponge-like” piece with significant open pore volume between the sorbent pieces.

\[ \text{Figure 1: Composite after oven drying and curing at 80 °C and 150°C (left image) and composite after additional baking at 250 °C for 24 h (right image).} \]

The composite sorbent was compared to microporous silicagel in 3.2 mm diameter beads (Sylobead® B 125, Grace Materials Technologies). A thermogravimetric analyzer (IGA-002, Hiden Isochema) was used to collect vapor sorption isotherms at 25 °C and to run 150 pressure swing cycles to assess the uptake capacity and durability of the composite sorbent. The practical performance of the sorbents was then evaluated in a fixed packed bed for 40 °C air flow of 40 m³/h with 60, 70 and 80 % RH, and regeneration temperatures of 100 °C and 150 °C. A schematic of the custom test-bed is shown in Figure 2.

\[ \text{Figure 2: Schematic of custom test-bed for drying high humidity air. Measured values are temperatures } T, \text{ volume flow } V, \text{ pressure drop } \Delta p \text{ across the bed and relative humidities } \varphi. \]
The sorbent was exposed to ambient air conditioned with a heater and steam humidifier. Temperature and relative humidity were measured before and after the packed bed. Temperature was measured using Pt100-temperature-sensors (± 0.15 [K] + 0.0027[K]) and humidity was measured by capacitive humidity sensors (± 2 % for 0 < T < 30°C, ± 2.3 % for 30 < T < 50°C, ± 3.4 % for 50 < T < 70°C, ± 4.4 % for T > 70°C ). The volumetric flow after the fan and the pressure drop across the bed were measured. The volumetric flow was measured by a thermal flow sensor (± 0.15V[m^3/h] + 0.085[m^3/h]) and the pressure drop by a differential pressure sensor (± 0.5[Pa] + 0.057[Pa/K]). The mass of the sorbent was measured when each equilibrium was reached (T_{in}-T_{out} < 1°C).

Discussion and Results

Water sorption isotherms are shown for the composite sorbent and the silicagel in Figure 3. The composite sorbent takes up more than twice the water as silicagel. For high humidity air (> 80 % RH), the composite sorbent reaches a maximum uptake of more than 1 kg/kg.

![Figure 3: Water vapor sorption isotherms of silicagel and CaCl_2 composite at a temperature of 25 °C. Closed symbols for adsorption and open symbols for desorption.](image)

To determine the hydrothermal stability, in the thermogravimetric analysis, a sample of composite sorbent was subjected 0 to 1.2 kPa swings in water vapor pressure in 40-minute cycles at 35 °C. The average change in water content per cycle was 0.1662 ± 0.0006, with no measurable loss in uptake capacity across 150 cycles.

Water removal in the test-bed experiments are shown in Figure 4 for 60 - 80 % RH and desorption at 100 °C and 150 °C both for a) a fixed bed volume of 0.393 L and b) mass-specific uptake. The water removal of the fixed bed volume filled with composite sorbent is about 37 % lower than silicagel for low relative humidity (> 60 % RH) and up to 20 % lower than the silicagel for high relative humidity (> 80 % RH). The water removal of silicagel is higher for a given fixed bed volume because bulk density is about 3 times higher than for the composite sorbent.

For applications where weight is a crucial issue, e.g. in the automotive industry, the mass-specific uptake (removed water per kg sorbent) is important [14, 15]. The mass-specific uptake of the composite sorbent is more than twice as high as for the silicagel (Figure 4(b)). For high humidity air (> 80 % RH), the composite sorbent had a maximum uptake of about 0.78 kg/kg and absorbs 2.6 times more than silicagel.
Figure 4: a) Water removal over relative humidity for composite sorbent and silicagel dried at 100 °C (open symbols) and 150 °C (filled symbols) in the open sorption test bed for a constant volume. b) Mass-specific uptake over relative humidity for composite sorbent and silicagel dried at 100 °C (open symbols) and 150 °C (filled symbols) in the open sorption test bed.

At the same time, the composite sorbent had a 8-10 times lower pressure drop than silicagel (Figure 5). The silicagel bed was packed with spherical beads of approximately 2 mm in diameter, while the composite sorbent formed an open porous sponge structure inside the adsorber during drying to determine the dry weight. The sponge structure reduces the pressure drop across the adsorber for all regeneration temperatures and relative humidities studied.

Figure 5: Pressure drop across the sorbent beds for composite and silicagel at 60 - 80 % RH.

The trade-off between dehumidification rate and pressure drop is shown for the fixed packed bed volume in Figure 6 a) for the composite sorbent and in Figure 6 b) for silicagel, for 60 - 80 % RH and desorption at 100 °C and 150 °C. Both, the dehumidification rate and the pressure drop are favorable for the lower regeneration temperature of 100 °C. The dehumidification rate is lower for a regeneration temperature of 150 °C due to a longer cooling period.

For silicagel, the dehumidification rate is shown over pressure drop in Figure 6 b) for 60 - 80 % RH and desorption at 100 °C and 150 °C. The dehumidification rate of the fixed packed bed volume is in the range of 69 g_water/h to 103 g_water/h and the pressure drop in the range of 5 to 6.5 mbar. Similar to the results of composite sorbent, the silicagel has the highest dehumidification rate for the lower regeneration temperature of 100 °C and 70 % RH. Compared to the composite sorbent, the dehumidification rate of silicagel for a fixed packed bed volume is about 24 % higher for the best case.
The dehumidification rate decreases for 80 % RH for both regeneration temperatures, since time to reach equilibrium state during adsorption increases. The pressure drop of the composite sorbent is similarly low for all measurements irrespective of the regeneration temperature (Figure 6a).

**Figure 6**: Dehumidification rate over pressure drop for a) composite sorbent dried at 100 °C and 150 °C in the open sorption test bed and for b) silicagel dried at 100 °C and 150 °C in the open sorption test bed.

The mass-specific dehumidification rate is shown over pressure drop in Figure 7. For the composite sorbent, the mass-specific dehumidification rate is in a range of about 0.5 g_{\text{water}}/g_{\text{sorbent}}h – 0.77 g_{\text{water}}/g_{\text{sorbent}}h (in Figure 7a). For silicagel, the mass-specific dehumidi-fication rate is in a range of about 0.2 g_{\text{water}}/g_{\text{sorbent}}h – 0.3 g_{\text{water}}/g_{\text{sorbent}}h and thus, up to 2-3 times lower than the mass-specific dehumidification rate of the composite sorbent. Thus, applying the composite sorbent would reduce the sorbent mass up to 2-3 times and still reach higher specific dehumidification rates as silicagel.

**Figure 7**: Specific dehumidification rate over pressure drop for a) composite sorbent dried at 100 °C and 150 °C in the open sorption test bed and for b) silicagel dried at 100 °C and 150 °C in the open sorption test bed.

**Conclusions**

A composite sorbent allowing for simple synthesis was prepared and examined to quantify its suitability for drying high humidity air. The composite sorbent has a lower bulk density than silicagel and thus, less sorbent mass inside the adsorber. As a result, the water removal of the
composite sorbent is lower than the water removal of silicagel. However, due to its high mass-specific uptake and low pressure drop, the composite sorbent allows lower adsorber weight and requires low fan power.
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Abstract

Water adsorbent AQSOA™ FAM-Z02 (Z02) coatings and pellets were evaluated in our custom-built lab-scale sorption chiller with two adsorber beds. Two finned-tube heat exchangers (HEx) (4.08 dm³) were coated with Z02 by Mitsubishi Plastics and compared with two equivalent HEx packed with Z02 pellets. When tested with 15, 30, 30 and 90 °C operating temperatures for the evaporator, condenser, adsorption and desorption, and 5 to 30 min cycle times, the sorption chiller had a peak volumetric specific cooling power of 90 ± 5 kW/m³ with Z02 coated HEx compared to 59 ± 2 kW/m³ for HEx packed with Z02 pellets. The specific cooling power (SCP) and coefficient of performance (COP) were determined for a range of operating conditions and were greater for Z02 coatings compared to pellets.

Keywords: Sorption chiller, ASQOA FAM-Z02, specific cooling power, coefficient of performance.

Introduction

Silicoaluminophosphate adsorbent material AQSOA™ FAM-Z02 was developed and commercialized by Mitsubishi Plastics Inc. for desiccant wheels and adsorption chillers operating with low regeneration temperatures [1]. Z02 has an S-shaped isotherm and a Δw ~ 0.21 g/g (H₂O/sorbent) under 15/30/90 °C sorption chiller operation cycle temperatures. Freni et al. used a mathematical model to evaluate the sorption cycle performance of numerous adsorbent/adsorbate working pairs and concluded that, amongst water sorbents for air conditioning cycles, Z02 and salt-silica gel composites had the highest potential coefficient of performance (COP) and specific cooling power (SCP) [2].

Girnik and Aristov studied dynamics of water ad-/desorption by Z02 loose grains in detail through volumetric large temperature jump (V-LTJ) on monolayers and multilayers of pellets of various sizes of Z02 pellets and found that the kinetic curves were exponential and could be described by a single characteristic time, τ, and that in monolayer configurations Z02 could deliver reasonable specific cooling power for compact AC systems, even for ~2 mm grains [3]. Temperature step adsorption and desorption dynamics tests on small heat exchangers (~0.2 m², three designs) packed with 70-90 g of Z02 with four different grain sizes were studied by Santamaria et al. with reported cooling powers up to 2.3 kW/kg, 6-8 times greater that the cooling powers achieved in tests of larger prototypes [4].

Freni et al. performed accelerated aging tests and determined that Z02 coated by Mitsubishi Plastics Inc. and a coating of a similar silicoaluminophosphate zeolite, SAPO-34, were hydrothermally stable [5]. Further experiments by Freni et al. compared aluminium finned flat tube heat exchangers (HEx) (510 g) that were coated with SAPO-34 (0.1 mm thick, 84 g) and filled with granular SAPO-34 (0.6-0.7 mm grains, 260 g) using a single bed lab-scale sorption chiller comparing them for 5 min cycles under 15 °C/28 °C/90 °C operating temperatures [6]. The coated HEx had a SCP of 675 W/kg and volumetric SCP of 93 W/dm³, compared to the granular HEx performance of 498 W/kg and 212 W/dm³. The cooling COP
was 0.24 for the coated HEx compared to 0.4 for the granular HEx with its substantially higher sorbent/HEx ratio.

Dawoud tested Z02 coatings deposited by Mitsubishi Plastics on small substrates and HEx. For small samples, the adsorption rate decreased by 47% as the coating thickness was increased from 0.2 to 0.5 mm, however the adsorption kinetics for Z02 coatings on extruded finned-tube and finned-plate heat exchangers were substantially lower [7].

During initial tests of our sorption chiller with finned-tube heat exchangers packed with 2 mm diameter Z02 grains were performed by Sharafian et al., the highest SCP (W per kg adsorbent) was observed when the adsorbent loaded into each of the two HEx was reduced from 1.9 to 0.5 kg because the system performance was limited by the heat transfer rate in the evaporator and pressure drops in the piping and valves between the evaporator and the sorber beds in our testbed [8]. Here, an improved sorption chiller testbed is used to compare the performance of Z02 pellets and coatings. Upgrades made to the sorption chiller testbed include: i) installation of four-way valves for faster adsorption to desorption temperature switches between the two sorber beds, ii) larger diameter pipes and gate valves between the evaporator and sorber beds, and iii) a more powerful capillary-assisted low-pressure evaporator. The improvements result in higher system SCP and greater ability to compare sorbent and sorber bed performance.

**Experimental**

Isotherms and isobars of Z02 powder, spherical pellets with dia.=1.8 mm, and coating were collected using a thermogravimetric vapor sorption analyser (TGA) with active pressure control (IGA-002, Hiden Isochema). Water uptake, \(w\), is reported as

\[
w = \frac{\text{mass } H_2O}{\text{mass dry sorbent}}
\]  

(4)

The lab-scale sorption chiller is shown in Fig. 1. The two sorber beds (Fig. 2) were connected to two heating/cooling (H/C) circulators using two four-way valves for automated cycling.

![Fig. 1. a) Photo and b) schematic of the lab-scale sorption chiller with two sorber beds (1,2), condenser (3), capillary-assisted low-pressure evaporator (CALPE) evaporator (4), valves, sensors and heating/cooling (H/C) circulators.](image-url)
from adsorption to desorption temperatures. The sorber bed specifications and operating conditions are given in Table 1. Two additional heating/cooling circulators controlled the temperature of the condenser and the custom-built capillary-assisted low-pressure evaporator (CALPE). The evaporator features a serpentine HEEx with 12 × 35.5 cm tubes with 1.9 cm diameter, 1.47 mm fin height, 0.64 mm fin spacing and an inner spiral groove (Turbo Chil-40 FPI, Wolverine Tube Inc.). The inner and outer surface areas of the evaporator were 0.051 m²/m and 0.263 m²/m and the overall heat transfer rate measured by our custom-built apparatus for evaluating cooling power [9, 10] was 1,762 W/(m²·K), such that the evaporator can provide 960 W cooling power when operated with a 2.5 L/min flow rate.

Vapor flow was controlled by a check valve (cracking pressure < 0.25 kPa) between each sorber bed and the condenser, and by a 50 mm gate valve between each sorber bed and the evaporator. Three flowmeters, four pressure sensors, and twelve thermocouples were used for detailed monitoring of the cycle. The sorber bed specifications and operating conditions are listed in Table 1.

The total heat transfer measured at the evaporator per cycle, $Q_{evap}$ (J), is calculated as

$$Q_{evap} = \int_0^\tau \dot{m} c_p (T_{in} - T_{out}) dt$$

where the mass flow rate of cold water, $\dot{m}$, is 2.5 L/min, and the specific heat for water, $c_p$, is 4.18 kJ/kg. The coefficient of performance (COP), specific cooling power (SCP) and volumetric specific cooling power (VSCP) are calculated as follows

$$COP = Q_{evap}/Q_{heat}$$

$$SCP = Q_{evap}/(m_{ads} \cdot t_{cycle})$$

$$VSCP = Q_{evap}/(V_{ads} \cdot t_{cycle})$$

The water uptake of the adsorbent as a function of time can be calculated from the heat transfer at the evaporator. Dimensionless uptake, $X(t)$, as a function of time can be described by following equation, yielding a characteristic time, $\tau$, for the process.

$$X(t) = 1 - \exp(-t/\tau)$$

where $X(t)$ is the water uptake divided by equilibrium water uptake ($\Delta w(t)/\Delta w_{final}$).
Table 1. Adsorber bed specifications and operating conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEEx (L,W,H)</th>
<th>Cycle times</th>
<th>Fin spacing</th>
<th>Surface area</th>
<th>HEx weight</th>
<th>Z02 coating</th>
<th>Z02 pellets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.2cm×3.8cm×30.5cm</td>
<td>5, 10, 20, 30 min</td>
<td>2.54 mm (10 fpi)</td>
<td>2.8 m²</td>
<td>2.51 ± 0.03 kg</td>
<td>0.80 kg per Hex</td>
<td>1.97 kg per Hex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T_{desorption}</td>
<td>T_{adsorption}</td>
<td>T_{condenser}</td>
<td>T_{evaporator}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75, 80, 90 °C</td>
<td>20, 30, 40 °C</td>
<td>20, 30, 40 °C</td>
<td>5, 10, 15 °C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion and Results

Isobars and isotherms for Z02 powder, pellets, and coating samples are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The Z02 equilibrium water uptake for the pellets and coating samples was 9% and 13% lower than that of the Z02 powder, respectively, due to the addition of silicon dioxide-based binder by Mitsubishi Plastics’ proprietary methods. The 285 data points from the adsorption branches of eight Z02 pellet isotherms (5 to 80 °C) were used to generate the isosters that were fitted to determine the heat of adsorption as a function of water content plotted in Fig. 3 (c).

As shown in Fig. 3, in lab-scale sorption chiller tests the Z02 coated HEEx had greater volumetric and mass specific cooling powers than the Z02 pellet filled HEEx. This was in part due to the thermal contact resistance at the interface between the pellets and the HEEx, which impedes heat transfer. Rouhani et al. measured the thermal conductivity of a packed bed of the Z02 pellets as 0.2 W·m⁻¹·K⁻¹, and the thermal contact resistance of a monolayer of pellets pressed between metal plates under under contact pressure of 0.7 kPa was determined to be 67% of the overall thermal resistance [11].

For 10 min cycles, an SCP of 456 W/kg (90 kW/m³) and a COP 0.27 was achieved with the Z02 coated HEEx. Sorption chiller tests on a small coated HEEx (0.08 kg sorbent) by Freni et al. achieved 93 kW/m³ and 675 W/kg [6]. Dawoud reported a sorption rate of 0.06 g/100 g·s for small samples of 0.3 mm Z02 coatings, and much slower uptake rates for HEEx coated with 1.5 kg of sorbent (57% uptake capacity in 10 min) [7]. For 30 min cycles with the Z02 coated
HEx, the uptake rate was 0.04-0.05 g/100 g∙s during with first 4 min of sorption and 96% of sorption capacity was achieved in 10 min.

The evaporator inlet and outlet temperatures were used to determine the total heat transfer measured at the evaporator per cycle, $Q_{\text{evap}}$ (J), and system performance (SCP and COP) are shown in Fig. 4 (a) for Z02 coated beds operated with 5, 16 and 30 min cycles and evaporator, condenser, adsorption and desorption temperatures of 15, 30, 30 and 90 °C, respectively. The cooling power can be used to calculate the evaporation rate and, consequently, the uptake rate of the active adsorber bed. Fig. 4 (b) shows the cumulative uptake as a function of time for a 15 min half cycle including the initial brief transition period during which the temperature of the bed decreases from the desorption temperature (the outlet temperature of the 30 °C bed cooling loop is shown in red). No evaporation occurs until after the vapor pressure in the adsorber decreases triggering the opening of the value between the adsorber and evaporator (~20 s for the cycle shown). For the equilibrium cycle data, the uptake rate calculated from delivered cooling power was underestimated in the initial minutes of the cycle as it did not include the evaporation required to rapidly cool the evaporator (~ 4.5 kg of copper) from 15 °C to 9 °C. As shown, the temperature fluctuation of the evaporator was much lower for shorter cycles, and the impact of the thermal inertia of the evaporator on the adsorbent water uptake calculation was less significant, Fig. 4 (a) and (c). Neglecting the initial 150 s of the half cycle, correlations of the dimensionless uptake as a function of time, as per Eq. (6), of six half cycles yielded a characteristic time of 194 ± 2 s for the system operating with Z02 coating (800 g per HEx).

![Graphs showing evaporator temperatures and uptake rates](image)

**Fig. 4.** a) The inlet and outlet temperatures of the evaporator for different cycle times, and the sorption as a function of time calculated from the cooling power delivered by the evaporator for b) the 30-minute cycles, and c) the first minutes of sorption for short and long cycles. Note: The initial uptake rate is under represented for the equilibrium (30 min) cycles as the thermal inertia of the evaporator was not included in the calculation.

**Summary**

The performance of the lab-scale sorption chiller was comparable to the expected potential of Z02 coatings based on previous kinetic studies of small samples and small coated heat exchangers. For the operating conditions tested, Z02 coated sorber beds the highest cooling...
power observed was 456 W/kg (90 kW/m$^3$) for 10 min cycles for which system the COP was 0.27. Correlations of water uptake rates from tests with longer cycle times yielded a characteristic time, $\tau$, of 194 ± 2 s.
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Abstract

Wet appliances are an energy intensive class of household devices which play an important role in energy demand management. This paper focuses on washer-dryers and investigates a novel concept that uses adsorption alongside a classical heat-pump for drying. The experimental characterization of a commercial heat-pump washer-dryer demonstrates that the inclusion of an adsorption unit for drying can enable further energy savings, especially when relative humidity is >90% and temperatures <30°C. Different options for the integration of an adsorption bed in the process are assessed showing that the most appropriate is before the heat-pump evaporator. Different adsorption materials, such as Zeolite 13X, Silica gel, SWS-1L and silica supported ionic liquid are compared on the working capacity to identify the best adsorbent and to infer general requirements. Materials with Type 3 isotherms, such as silica supported ionic liquid, are best suited for drying applications at very high relative humidity.
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Introduction

The Paris Agreement in 2016 resulted in a global pledge to combat climate change [1]. With the current energy demands, the agreement’s goal of maintaining the global temperature change below 2°C is challenging. However, with ever increasing world population and prosperity, the global energy demand is only expected to increase [2, 3]. As a result, the most important and effective way to meet the climate goals is through significant improvements in energy efficiency [4]. This requirement is reflected in governmental policy. In the UK, the department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) implemented the Low Carbon Transition Plan, which stated that a reduction in UK energy consumption of 43% is required to achieve an 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050 [5]. Initial steps to achieve such targets should be focused on the most energy intensive technologies.

In 2016 the UK’s domestic sector accounted for 26% of total energy consumption, with wet appliances categorised as the second most energy intensive class of household devices [6]. The category wet appliances includes dishwashers, washing machines, dryers and washer-dryer combination units. Santori et al. [7] and Hauer et al. [8] have created adsorption based dishwashers, demonstrating energy savings of 25-41% compared with standard A class technology. Adsorptive porous material is used during the drying phase, removing the need of electric heating during this most energy intensive stage. This follows the global trend of using adsorption materials within thermodynamic cycles due to their improved energy efficiency compared with traditional technologies [9]. Despite the developments of integrating adsorption materials in dishwashers, there is yet to be the same breakthrough with the other wet appliances such as washer-dryers.
Currently the most advanced washer-dryers on the market are heat-pump washer-dryers. They have marked a dramatic improvement in energy efficiency from the traditional vented and ventless designs. In these systems the traditional method of heating air with an electrical resistor is replaced by a heat-pump. This creates a closed-loop system where thermal energy is transferred to and from a refrigerant, resulting in minimal heat losses to the environment [10].

Furthermore, heat-pumps have an efficiency higher than conventional electrical resistors, creating energy savings in washer-dryers of 40% compared with the traditional designs [11, 12]. However, this technology is mature and refinements only lead to small incremental changes in energy efficiency. Although 40% energy saving is significant, in theory further enhancements can be expected by adding an adsorption unit, similar to dishwashers.

Nonetheless, the washer-dryer presents different challenges from the dishwasher. In a dishwasher the minimal amount of water to be removed is in the order 120 g, whereas for a washer-dryer this amount can be as high as 1 kg of water per kg of dry load. An adsorption bed capable of capturing this amount of water would be too large to fit within the machine, therefore a combined hybrid process is required. This leads to a new concept of hybrid adsorption heat-pump washer-dryer.

**Standard Heat-Pump Washer-Dryer**

The design of a standard heat-pump washer-dryer is illustrated in Figure 1. The fan pulls air through the system during the drying cycle. Warm wet air exits the drum, which is cooled using the heat pump evaporator to remove water. The dry and cold air is heated through the condenser and feeds the drum. This cycle continues until a prescribed humidity in the drum is achieved or a set time is reached. The knowledge of relative humidity (RH) and temperature throughout the process is crucial to determine the possibility of integration of an adsorption bed.

![Figure 1: Schematic of a heat-pump washer-dryer. Air cycle: temperatures - before the evaporator (T₁), after the evaporator (T₂) and after the condenser (T₃); relative humidities - before the evaporator (RH₁), after the evaporator (RH₂) and after the condenser (RH₃); and mass flow rate – before evaporator (ṁ_t₁). Refrigerant cycle: temperatures – before the evaporator (T_{f,1} = 14 °C), after the evaporator (T_{f,2} = 23 °C), after the compressor (T_{f,3} = 70 °C) and after the condenser (T_{f,4} = 40 °C)](image-url)
The Electrolux AEG L 99695 HWD is the only heat-pump washer-dryer currently commercialised. This was fitted with Omega type T thermocouples (± 1 °C) and Honeywell HIH-4000 relative humidity sensors in the positions illustrated in Figure 2 (± 3.5% RH). At steady state, an air mass flow rate of 0.02 kg/s is measured before the evaporator using a Pitot tube. An inhomogeneous mix of clothes of 2.78 kg dry weight is used as test materials.

The temperature and relative humidity of the air cycle are recorded as a function of time during the drying phase. The experimental results are displayed in Figure 2, with the drying phase consisting of 3 phases: (1) start-up, (2) bulk-drying and (3) further-drying.

![Figure 2: a) Relative humidity - before the evaporator (RH₁), after the evaporator (RH₂) and after the condenser (RH₃) - and b) Temperatures - before the evaporator (T₁), after the evaporator (T₂) and after the condenser (T₃) - during the drying cycle of the heat-pump washer-dryer experiments.](image)

During start-up the heat-pump and fan begin circulation. The temperatures T₁ and T₃ increase and decrease respectively to their steady state values, while RH₃ and RH₂ begin to reach steady state. These two process positions remain at steady state for the rest of the drying cycle. The conditions of the air exiting the drum (T₁ and RH₁) continue to change throughout the drying process. T₁ increases steadily throughout the drying cycle as moisture is removed from the drum. During the start-up phase, RH₁ increases as the increased temperature causes more water to evaporate. In the bulk-drying, RH₁ reaches its maximum value and remains there while the bulk of the water is removed. In the further-drying stage, RH₁ reduces steadily as the clothes in the drum become dryer.

The drying process cycle during the continuous bulk-drying phase is illustrated in the psychometric chart of Figure 3.

In the drum the hot dry air which entered heats up the clothes, causing the temperature of the air to decrease and humidification to occur. In the evaporator the temperature drops while RH increases to 100%. The condenser provides sensible heat, increasing the air temperature while reducing the RH.

**Hybrid Heat-Pump Washer-Dryer**

In drying applications water moisture within wet air is adsorbed onto the surface of the adsorbent material. The adsorbent removes the water drying the air, while simultaneously heating the air due to the heat of adsorption. The performance of an adsorbent is dependent on the process conditions, with high relative humidity and low temperature, in general, promoting adsorption [13]. The three possible configurations for the integration of an adsorption bed in a heat-pump washer-dryer are presented in Figure 4.
Figure 3: Drying cycle during bulk-drying phase of heat-pump washer-dryer

Figure 4: Possible configurations of adsorption bed in a hybrid heat-pump washer-dryer. Position A – After the condenser, Position B – Between evaporator and condenser, Position C – Before the evaporator.

In position A the process conditions are unfavourable as the high temperature and low RH reduces the adsorption capacity.

Position B is ideal for adsorption owing to low temperatures and high RH, resulting in a high water adsorption capacity. The inclusion of an adsorption bed in this position is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 5a).

Figure 5: a) (left) Effect of the adsorption bed after the evaporator (Position B in Figure 4) on the drying cycle of a hybrid heat-pump washer-dryer; b) (right) Effect of the adsorption bed before the evaporator (Position C in Figure 4) on the drying cycle of a hybrid heat-pump washer-dryer
However, at 100% RH, condensation of water in the adsorption materials can occur [14] and, after many cycles, issues such as limited hydrothermal stability or even leakages in case of composite sorbents appear [15].

In order to overcome these material limitations, position C is the most favourable, with average bulk-drying conditions of 90% RH and 30°C. These conditions are still acceptable for adsorption while preventing condensation. The process conditions with the adsorption bed in position C is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 5b).

**Regeneration**

After drying, regeneration of the adsorption bed is required in order to restore the initial bed conditions. Regeneration is an energy penalty in the system. However, since the process of adsorption is theoretically reversible, the energy spent for regeneration equals the energy developed during adsorption. Locating the adsorption bed before the evaporator allows the utilisation of the heat-pump for regeneration without major design changes to the system. This is an energetic advantage as the alternative regeneration method with joule effect is less energy efficient. However, the main energy benefit of the hybrid heat-pump washer-dryer can be considered in terms of the drying time.

Eq. (1) to (3) represent the main energy contributions to the heat-pump washer-dryer process. The energy added to the heat-pump from the condensation of water, $Q_{ev}$ (kJ s$^{-1}$):

$$Q_{ev} = \int_0^{t_{\text{cycle}}} \left[ \dot{m}_w LH + (\dot{m}_{wv}c_{p, wv} + \dot{m}_a c_{p, a})dT \right] dt$$

Where $\dot{m}_w$ is the condensed water rate (kg/s), $LH$ is the latent heat of water (kJ kg$^{-1}$), $\dot{m}_{wv}$ is the water vapour flow rate (kg s$^{-1}$), $C_{p, wv}$ is the specific heat capacity of water vapour (kJ kg$^{-1}$°C$^{-1}$), $\dot{m}_a$ is the air flow rate (kg s$^{-1}$) and $C_{p, a}$ is the specific heat capacity of air (kJ kg$^{-1}$°C$^{-1}$). The compressor adds more energy to the system, $Q_{comp}$ (kJ s$^{-1}$):

$$Q_{comp} = \int_0^{t_{\text{cycle}}} P_{comp} dt$$

Where $P_{comp}$ is the power of the compressor (kW). The combined sum of these energies, $Q_{cond}$ (kJ s$^{-1}$), is discharged by the condenser:

$$Q_{cond} = \int_0^{t_{\text{cycle}}} \left[ \dot{m}_w LH + (\dot{m}_{wv}c_{p, wv} + \dot{m}_a c_{p, a})dT \right] dt + \int_0^{t_{\text{cycle}}} P_{comp} dt$$

All of these equations are integrated over cycle time, $t_{\text{cycle,heat–pump}}$ (s), which depends on the mass of water inside the drum, $m_{w, \text{inside drum}}$ (kg), and the flow rate of condensed water:

$$t_{\text{cycle,heat–pump}} = \frac{m_{w, \text{inside drum}}}{\dot{m}_w}$$

When the adsorption bed is integrated into the process, the heat of adsorption, $Q_{ads}$ (kJ s$^{-1}$), is also released to the air. The heat of desorption $Q_{ads}$ (kJ s$^{-1}$):

$$Q_{ads} = \int_0^{t_{\text{ads}}} m_{ads} \frac{dw}{dt} H_{st} dt$$

Where $w$ is the adsorbed/desorbed water (kg water kg$^{-1}$ sorbent), $m_{ads}$ is the amount of adsorption material in the process (kg), $H_{st}$ is the isosteric heat of adsorption (kJ kg$^{-1}$) and is integrated over the time for the adsorption step, $t_{ads}$ (s).

The inclusion of $Q_{ads}$, reduces the total cycle time, $t_{\text{cycle,adsorption}}$ (s):

$$t_{\text{cycle,adsorption}} = \frac{m_{w, \text{inside drum}} - m_{ads} \Delta w}{\dot{m}_w}$$
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Where $\Delta w$ is the working capacity of the adsorption material (kg$_{\text{water}}$ kg$_{\text{sorbent}}^{-1}$) at given adsorption and desorption conditions.

Table 1 reports the performance of the heat-pump washer-dryer at steady state. The performance of the hybrid heat-pump washer dryer are now dependent on the adsorption material used.

Table 1: Performance of heat-pump washer-dryer and hybrid adsorption washer-dryer.

Characteristic data from experimental results, with performance based on a theoretical steady state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{ev}}$</td>
<td>Heat added to evaporator</td>
<td>kJ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{con}}$</td>
<td>Heat discharged by compressor</td>
<td>kJ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{comp}}$</td>
<td>Power of compressor</td>
<td>kJ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Heat-pump coefficient of performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_f$</td>
<td>Mass flow of refrigerant r134a</td>
<td>kg s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.01025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{f,1}$</td>
<td>Temperature of r134a before evaporator</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{f,2}$</td>
<td>Temperature of r134a after evaporator</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{f,3}$</td>
<td>Temperature of r134a before condenser</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{f,4}$</td>
<td>Temperature of r134a after condenser</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{f,1}$</td>
<td>Pressure of r134a before evaporator</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{f,2}$</td>
<td>Pressure of r134a after evaporator</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{f,3}$</td>
<td>Pressure of r134a before condenser</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>10.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{f,4}$</td>
<td>Pressure of r134a after condenser</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>10.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Isentropic efficiency of compression</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>Temperature of air before evaporator</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$</td>
<td>Temperature of air between evaporator and condenser</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_3$</td>
<td>Temperature of air after condenser</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH$_1$</td>
<td>Relative humidity of air before evaporator</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH$_2$</td>
<td>Relative humidity of air between evaporator and condenser</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH$_3$</td>
<td>Relative humidity of air after condenser</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\text{water}}$</td>
<td>Mass flow of condensed water</td>
<td>kg s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\text{water, drum}}$</td>
<td>Mass of water inside the drum</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>1000$^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{cycle, heat-pump}}$</td>
<td>Time of drying for heat-pump washer-dryer</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{cycle, heat-pump}}$</td>
<td>Energy consumed by heat-pump during drying cycle</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hybrid Adsorption heat-pump washer-dryer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\text{ads}}$</td>
<td>Mass of adsorbent</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>0.5$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta w$</td>
<td>Working capacity of adsorbent</td>
<td>kg$<em>{\text{water}}$ kg$</em>{\text{sorbent}}^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.82$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{st}$</td>
<td>Isosteric heat of adsorption</td>
<td>kJ kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>2558$^{2,3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{cycle, adsorption}}$</td>
<td>Time of drying for hybrid adsorption washer-dryer</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{cycle, adsorption}}$</td>
<td>Energy consumed by heat-pump during drying cycle with adsorption bed integrated</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>1003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$Assumed value

$^2$Adsorbent is silica gel supported ionic liquid with assumed adsorption and desorption conditions of RH$_1$, $T_1$ and RH$_2$, $T_3$ respectively.

$^3$Assumed constant in working range of hybrid adsorption washer-dryer

### Adsorption material comparison

Conventional materials for water adsorption are zeolite 13X and silica gels. However, composite materials consisting of hygroscopic salts impregnated in silica gel have been
developed displaying improved properties [16]. These materials include calcium-chloride impregnated silica gel (SWS-IL) [17] and silica supported ionic liquid (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium) (Si-IL) developed at the University of Edinburgh.

These materials water adsorption isotherms are compared in Figure 6. Zeolite 13X displays a Type 1 adsorption isotherm with the highest loadings at low partial pressure. Silica gel (Type A) also displays a Type 1 isotherm there is less water loading at low relative humidity.

![Figure 6: Water adsorption isotherms of various materials. Working range of washer-dryer illustrated in green and working-capacities within this range illustrated. [17-20]

Nonetheless, silica gel has a higher pore volume than zeolite 13X [21] which results in a higher loading capacity. SWS-IL displays a Type 4 isotherm illustrative of the composite nature of the material. The initial step in the isotherm is because of the silica gel water interactions and the later increased loading due to the calcium-chloride interactions. Finally, Si-IL adsorption isotherm is of Type 3. This type of isotherm usually occurs when the water-water interaction is significantly stronger than the water-adsorbent interactions [22].

The working range of the washer-dryer between 15-90 % RH is illustrated in Figure 6, where the Si-IL demonstrates the highest working capacity among the adsorbents. The benefit of integrating an adsorption bed with this material is demonstrated in Table 1, where an energy or time saving of 41% is observed.

Conclusions

The concept of a hybrid adsorption heat-pump washer dryer is introduced. The inclusion of the adsorption bed is expected to reduce the energy consumption of the heat-pump washer-dryer through reduction of drying time that has been proved theoretically. The experimental characterisation of the heat-pump washer-dryer has shown that the optimal position of the adsorption bed is before the evaporator. Relative humidity of 90% and temperatures of 25-35°C provide favourable conditions for adsorption while preventing hydrothermal stability issues common to many adsorbents. This position uses the heat-pump for regeneration without further complicating the process design, allowing the system to benefit from the heat-pump’s coefficient of performance. Silica supported ionic-liquid composite displays a very promising working-capacity of 0.82 kg\(_{\text{water}}\) kg\(_{\text{sorbent}}\)^{-1}, well above other available materials. This material is able to process significant amounts of water, leading to a reduction in drying time and energy consumption of the device.
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Abstract

Adsorption desalination is an emerging and potential technology to save energy. Adsorbent with high adsorption working capacity holds the keys to efficient adsorption desalination system. In this study, we synthesized high performance ionogels adsorbents. Silica supported ionic liquid tablets with different formulations were prepared and their hydrothermal stability and adsorption capacity were studied. The results indicated that: 1) the tablets with Syloid 72FP are water-stable and thermally stable; 2) the tablets with no less than 50% (wt) silica can confine EMIM Ac ionic liquid (IL) tightly at low and high humidity; 3) sorption rate is controlled jointly by IL amount and porosity of ionogel. About 60% of water uptake can be achieved using the tablet with 50% (wt) IL and 50% Syloid 72FP. These results suggested that the synthesized ionogel can be applied on adsorption desalination applications.

Keywords: ionic liquid, silica, ionogel

Introduction

Salts (generally salts of organic cations: ammoniums, phosphoniums, imidazoliums, pyridiniums, etc.) which have melting points lower than 373.15 K are called ionic liquids (ILs). A large number of them are air and water stable, as well as thermally stable at temperatures higher than 570 K\textsuperscript{[1]}. Interestingly, most ILs, due to their ionic character, readily absorb water from the environment\textsuperscript{[2, 3]}, even hydrophobic ILs absorb traces of water rapidly\textsuperscript{[4]}. Also, ILs have an extremely low vapor pressure which, for example, makes them attractive for evaporative separation processes, thus, impurities in product streams are avoided\textsuperscript{[5]}. These interesting properties show good potential for use in adsorption desalination.

Adsorption desalination (AD) is an emerging thermally-driven method that is proven to be energy efficient and environment-friendly\textsuperscript{[6]}. The basic working principles of an AD cycle focuses on the efficient water vapor uptake by the chemical potential of an unsaturated adsorbent in one half-cycle period, where the same adsorbent could later be regenerated in the next half-cycle by heating it with a low temperature heat source in the range of 50–85°C which is essentially “free” if unused\textsuperscript{[7, 8]}. Taking advantage of IL properties in solid-state materials remains a major challenge. The immobilization of ionic liquids within organic or inorganic matrices, which are called ionogels, makes it possible to retain or enhance its liquid dynamics in the solid state, thus circumventing has some drawbacks related to shaping and risk of leakage\textsuperscript{[1, 9]}.
Synthetic routes to ionogels fall into three categories depending on the nature of the solid-like network, which may be organic (using low molecular weight gelators or polymers) [10], inorganic (typically using oxide nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes or oxide networks arising from sol–gel) [11], or hybrid organic–inorganic (typically polymers reinforced with inorganic fillers) [12]. Usually, the dispersion of nanoparticles into ILs offers a simple route to the fabrication of IL-based solid materials and the final iongel properties are easy to tune by changing the amount of ILs. Therefore, the formulation of iongel has a significant influence on the properties of ILs, especially the confinement stability and adsorption performance. It is worth underlining that the intrinsic hybrid character of ionogels relies on the intimate combination of an IL and a solid-like network. Actually, the properties and behavior of confined ILs may be significantly modified by the confinement. This change influences the properties and performance of the respective component in the device and must thus be quantified and understood.

In this study, a simple and inexpensive physical immobilization method is chosen, two kinds of silica nanoparticles and EMIM Ac are used to prepare ionogel. Ionogels are pressed into tablets to check their confinement stability, water stability, thermal stability, and adsorption performance.

**Materials and method**

Materials and devices specifications are shown in Table 1. Specifications of experimental materials and devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Purity/Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syloid 63FP</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syloid 72FP</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIM Ac</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deionized water</td>
<td>Self-produce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance:</td>
<td>Sartorius, ED224S</td>
<td>0.1 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oven</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific, Heraeus vacutherm</td>
<td>0.1°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVS</td>
<td>Surface Measurement Systems, Advantage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld press</td>
<td>LFA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The silica nanoparticles used in this study have hydrophilic silanol (Si-OH) groups on their surface. The silica particles and IL were dried for 24 h in a vacuum oven at 80 °C before use. In general, a measured amount of Syloid was loaded into a vial. Samples are briefly shaken to ensure mixing of all components. EMIM Ac is added last in order to prevent premature initiation of the sol-gel reaction. Samples are shaken and agitated to be homogeneous. The obtained samples are again dried for 24 h under vacuum with heating at 80 °C prior to use for each measurement. All ionogels are prepared under ambient laboratory conditions. A handheld tablet making device is used to press the ionogel powder into regular tablets. The diameter and height of the tablet is 6 mm and 2.5-4 mm respectively. To check the confinement stability, tablets are initially exposed to air at 60% relative humidity, and in a confined space where the relative humidity is increased at 80%. The mass change was recorded at a regular period. Finally, the samples are analyzed in a DVS Adventure automated vapor sorption instrument at 25°C. The samples are initially dried for 6 hours under a continuous flow of nitrogen to establish the dry mass. The relative humidity is then increased from 0% to 90% relative humidity.
Results & discussion

IL confinement stability

Six tablets with different EMIM Ac/Syloid mass ratio are made to examine IL confinement stability. Table shows the appearances of the silica dispersions in EMIM Ac. After EMIM Ac immobilization, the silica particles maintained white color. The tablet with formulation 1 is very viscous and cannot maintain regular shape. A further addition of Syloid increases the hardness of the nanocomposite ion gels, the colors of tablets changed from transparent white to opaque white with the increase of Syloid. For Syloid 63FP, when the proportion of EMIM Ac decreased to 50%, the tablet is very compliant. For Syloid 72FP, when the ionogel has 70% EMIM Ac, tablet is too soft, some IL leaks out of the tablet and tablet appears to wet on the surface. Some amount of IL leaks out on the surface of the tablet, and IL cannot be confined very well. The tablets with a Syloid/IL ratio equal to or higher than 66% appeared to be dry. It showed an excellent confinement. It can be concluded that the self-standing ionogel can be obtained by five formulations except formulation 1.

Table 2. IL confinement stability comparison of tablets with different formulations at 60% relative humidity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Initial photo</th>
<th>Exposed in air for 15 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45% Syloid 63FP, 55% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50% Syloid 63FP, 50% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>55% Syloid 63FP, 45% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image5.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30% Syloid 72FP, 70% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image7.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40% Syloid 72FP, 60% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image9.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50% Syloid 72FP, 50% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image11.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further examining the tablets stability, other five tablets are exposed in air for 15 hours. Obviously, the color of the tablet of formulation 4 changed from opaque white to transparency, and there is a small amount of IL leakage. Tablets with formulation 2, 3, 5, and 6 show good confinement stability at 60% relative humidity. Nevertheless, in order to obtain high adsorption performance, more IL is required in the silica network. According to this requirement, formulation 2 and 5 are suitable. When ionogel was used in adsorption...
desalination, it is exposed at relative humidity >70%. Therefore, it is necessary to check the confinement stability in a high humidity environment. As shown in Table 3, after exposure at 80% relative humidity for 5 hours, a large amount of liquid formed around tablets with formulations 2 and 5. To verify what the liquid is, the liquid was removed and the tablets dried and weighted. The mass of tablet with formulation 5 reduced from 0.0884 g to 0.0728 g. Since the IL held within the gel framework is hydrophilic and is miscible with water, absorption of water into the gel must, necessarily, result in the formation of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic phase domains within the gel. This induces the leakage of some IL out from ionogel particle through dissolution in the bulk aqueous phase on hydration. As a result, the tablets with Syloid 63FP or 72FP both leaked.

**Hydrothermal stability**

An important question with respect to many applications is whether ionogels can be used in the presence of water or not. As shown in Table 3, tablets with formulation 2 and 5 were exposed at 80% relative humidity for 5 hours, and then dried for 1 hour at 80°C. Tablets fragmented, losing mechanical stability. To solve this problem, binder addition is an option but the presence of binder increases the vapor transfer resistance and reduces the amount of IL. In contrast, tablet with formulation 5 is still intact after adsorption and drying although IL leakage is still a significant problem.

Table 3. Tablet stability toward water and IL confinement stability at 80% relative humidity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Initial photo</th>
<th>Exposed in 80% relative humidity for 5 hours</th>
<th>Drying for 1 h at 80 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50% Syloid 63FP, 50% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% Syloid 72FP, 60% EMIM Ac</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One way to solve this problem consists of removing the leaked liquid in repeated cycles until it does not have any leakage (aging). Therefore, formulation 5 was placed in 80% relative humidity to adsorb moisture for 5 hours, and then the leaked liquid was removed, finally, the tablet was dried in oven for 1 hour at 80°C and cycle in this way a number of times. It is found that the tablet does not show any leakage after two cycles (Figure 1). The proportion of water firstly increased and then kept steady at a certain value with the increase of adsorption time for every cycle, the final proportion of water decreased from 76.58% to 61.79% between cycle 1 and cycle 3. The sharp decrease of water uptakes between different cycles further demonstrated that the leaked liquid around tablets was partly IL, where the IL played the major role in vapor adsorption comparing with silica nanoparticle. Indeed, the IL amount decreased by 11.4% and only 48.60% of EMIM Ac was retained in the tablet after 3 cycles (Figure 2). The IL leaked amount decreased over the cycles. These results indicated this way can solve leakage, but it is a little complicated operationally.
Another way to solve leakage is to decrease the proportion of IL in the ionogel, but higher silica contents can lead to brittle tablets. To settle this issue, a small amount of water has been added to ionogel to bind tablet before drying it. From the cycle test, it can be concluded that tablet of 50% EMIM Ac/Syloid 72FP does not leak. Thus, tablet with this formulation is used to test confinement stability and stability toward water adsorption. As shown in Figure 3, no leakage and fragmentation are found after exposing the material at 80% relative humidity for 6 hours and drying for 1 hour at 80°C. The tablet color changed over the cycles from white to transparent and turned back to original white after drying for 1 hour. This tablet with formulation 6 showed good confinement and water stability.

To examine the reversibility of the hydration process, the behavior of the ionogel is observed when the gels are subjected to a range of dehydrating conditions. The tablet with formulation 5 is tested for 5 cycles, as shown in Table 4. During every cycle, the tablet is placed in a humid air for 15 hours to adsorb moisture, and then dried in oven for 2 hours. When the hydrated ionogel is removed from air under ambient conditions and dried in oven at 80°C, the ionogel underwent dehydration, and the ionogel appearance changed back from transparent white to the opaque white, non-hydrated form. This demonstrated tablets with formulation 5 has good thermal stability at 60% relative humidity. Similarly, as the images in Figure showed, the tablet with formulation 5 does not have any breakage after adsorption and drying of 3 cycles at 80% relative humidity. These results suggested that Syloid 72FP boosted consistency during the tableting process and provided improvement in reducing friability, improved hardness and structural stability. Compliant tablet can be obtained by pressing ionogel with EMIM Ac and Syloid 72FP.
Table 4. Thermal stability test using tablet with formulation 5 at 60% relative humidity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adsorption capacity

Adsorption capacity is the most important property for ionogel-based adsorption desalination. The adsorption capacities of two promising tablets are studied. Figure 3 shows the trends of water content in the tablet with formulation 6. The proportion of water increased and then leveled at 60.03% while sorption rate had opposite trend. A comparison between the sorption rates of formulation 5 and 6 after two cycles shows that despite they have almost same 61.78% of water uptake is achieved, this value is very close to the water uptake (60.03%) of the tablet with formulation 6. But at the first hour, their sorption rates show obvious difference, this is because that the tablet with formulation 5 after two cycles has more pores caused by IL loss for water vapor dispersion into IL. So tablet with formulation 5 after two cycles can arrive to adsorption equilibrium at less time. These suggested that the amount of adsorbed water is determined by the IL amount in IL and sorption rate is bigger if there were more pores in ionogel.

Figure 3. Adsorption performance of tablet with formulation 6 at 60% relative humidity.

The sorption rates of three cycles for tablet with formulation 5 are also calculated to illustrate the influence of IL amount on sorption rate. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the tablet with less IL show fast adsorption at the beginning and slow adsorption in the end. Syloid 72FP has a highly developed network of mesopores that provide access to the large surface area. When ionogel formed, IL fills most of the pores. However, it is very crucial to maintain a certain porosity which helps the water vapor mass transfer into the material. The ionogel with less IL has larger pore volume, thus water vapor can disperse into IL very fast, but in the end of the adsorption, the tablet with more IL can perform more layers hence it can adsorb water vapor faster.
In order to clarify the effect of leakage on adsorption capacity, tablet with formulation 5 and 6, and tablet with formulation 5 after 3 cycle leakage, are tested in the DVS Adventure. Figure 5 shows the isotherms of three types of ionogels. The amount of water adsorbed is linearly related to the relative humidity at lower relative humidity, so the isotherm of ionogel should be Henry law isotherm. However, isotherms for all three ionogels exhibit nonlinear increases as the amount of water absorbed in the sample increases at higher relative humidity. This phenomenon suggests that water is sufficiently soluble in the IL that liquid-liquid interactions are important, as well as water-ion interactions; i.e., the concentrations are well above what could be considered infinite dilution. Considering these two points, the isotherm of silica nanoparticle-based ionogel should be type III isotherm. Tablet with 60% EMIM Ac took up water at any relative humidity higher than other two tablets with less IL. The water uptake of tablets with 60.0% EMIM Ac, 48.60% EMIM Ac and 50.0% EMIM Ac are 132.20%, 72.89%, and 71.83% at 90% relative humidity, respectively. The adsorption capacity of tablet obtained by complete leakage is always higher than the tablet with 50.0% EMIM Ac, but their equilibrium absorption capacities at 90% relative humidity are very close, the gap between their adsorption capacities increased first and then decreased with the increase of relative humidity. This suggested further that adsorption capacity is controlled by the amount of IL.

**Conclusion**

In this study, we analyzed the influence of formulation on the preparation of silica nanoparticle-based ionogels, including their confinement stability, thermal stability, water stability, and adsorption capacity. Four conclusions could be obtained: 1) 50% EMIM Ac and 50% Syloid 72FP was identified as the most suitable formulation for making non-leaked, thermally stable, hydro-table ionogel; 2) sorption rate and adsorption capacity increased with the increase of relative humidity; 3) adsorption capacity is determined by the amount of IL,
and sorption rate is controlled jointly by IL amount and porosity of ionogel. These results suggested the synthesized ionogel can be applied on adsorption desalination. More work need to be done for the more detailed adsorption-desorption measurements and actual application on adsorption desalination.

**Reference.**
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Abstract
In this work, a performance of the adsorption stage of a seasonal heat storage cycle was experimentally investigated under realistic boundary conditions. The tests were performed by a lab scale testing bench developed in ITAE-CNR. The studied adsorber is based on a compact aluminium heat exchanger of a flat tube type. Three water sorbents were tested: two commercial materials (microporous silica Siogel and AQSOA FAM Z02) and a composite "LiCl in mesoporous silica KSK".

Keywords: adsorption heat storage, pressure initiated process, sorption dynamics

Introduction/Background
Thermal energy storage (TES) is a key component in HVAC systems, especially those driven by renewable energy sources or when waste heat is to be recovered. The TES technologies available are sensible, latent and thermochemical heat storage. Among these opportunities, thermochemical systems represent a promising alternative, thanks to the higher energy density and virtually infinite storage time [1]. Within the class of thermochemical storage, one interesting opportunity is offered by adsorption heat storage (AHS), which allows exploiting low-temperature (i.e. < 100°C) heat sources. Intense research activity is currently focused on these systems, but it is mainly centred on development of materials with a high heat density [2–4]. On the contrary, the study of AHS cycle dynamics is still an unexplored topic although it can strongly affect the operation of both charge and discharge steps of an AHS system.

In the past years, the dynamic study of adsorption heat pumps/chillers was extensively performed by means of a Large Temperature Jump (LTJ) method. It was firstly suggested in a volumetric version, and then extended to gravimetric, calorimetric [5], and thermal [6] versions. The LTJ method has been proven useful for the assessment of various adsorbents or/and adsorber configurations, including FAM Z02 [7], silica gel and more recently, MOFs [8] and composite sorbents [9].

However, all these studies were focused on the ad/desorption dynamics of an adsorptive cooling cycle driven by a fast change of temperature (Temperature Initiated (TI) cycle) while for AHS cycles only the charge (desorption) step is a TI process. On the contrary, the discharge (adsorption) step is initiated by a pressure jump, thus being Pressure Initiated (PI) process as detailed in the next section.

The dynamics of PI processes can differ from that of TI ones[10], therefore more attention should be paid on this subject. Hence, the aim of the present paper is to study, for the first time, the dynamics of PI heat rejection stage of AHS cycle. The experimental investigation is carried out on a lab-scale adsorption heat transformer test bench developed in ITEA/CNR. Three adsorbents were tested, either commercial or at lab-scale development. The useful heat and power achievable under different boundary conditions were investigated and the effect of the flow rate of a heat transfer fluid (HTF) in the discharge loop, is analysed.
The adsorption heat storage cycle

A typical adsorption cycle for long-term heat storage (1-2-3-5-4'-1) is presented in Figure 1. It consists of the heat storage (desorption, 2-3) and heat rejection (adsorption, 5-4'-1) stages and is completed by isosteric heating and cooling along weak (3-5) and rich (1-2) isosteres. It differs from the common chilling cycle (1-2-3-4-1) consisting of two isobars (2-3) and (4-1) between the same isosteres. Thus, the heat storage stage is identical for the two cases, while the heat release stage differs substantially, being a PI process as opposed to a TI process for the storage stage.

At the end of the heat storage stage (point 3), the adsorbent is cooled down to the ambient temperature $T_{am}$ (point 5 in Figure 1) that leads to a quite low pressure $P_5$ over the adsorbent. Under these conditions ($P_5$, $T_{am}$), the heat is store for a long time, e.g. for several months. To release the heat back, the adsorber is connected to an evaporator at the ambient temperature that generates vapour pressure $P_e = P_{4'} = P_d(T_{am})$. Once the connection is opened, the large pressure jump $P_5 \to P_{4'}$ causes the adsorption process and release of the adsorption (useful) heat $Q_{ads}$. The adsorbent temperature increases to the maximal temperature (point 4' in Figure 1a) and then gradually decreases until it reaches the minimal temperature $T_{min}$ acceptable for heating (point 1). To stop the heat released process, the adsorber and the evaporator are disconnected. The adsorbent is discharged and should be charged again by heating (1-2-3) to the desorption temperature $T_d$.

If the ambient temperature $T_{am}$ is too low and, hence, the pressure $P_{4'}$ is not sufficient to cause essential adsorption and heat release, another cycle should be realized (Figure 1b). It needs one more external heat source (e.g. solar thermal collector or heat storage tank) to maintain the evaporator at a sufficiently high $T_{ev}$ to ensure the heat release at the temperature suitable for heating. To get back the stored heat, the connection between the adsorber and the evaporator is opened to cause the pressure jump $P_5 \to P_{4'}$ initiated the vapour adsorption and release of the useful heat at $T \geq T_{min}$.

![Figure 1: P-T diagram of an adsorptive cycle for long term heat storage: moderate (a) and cold (b) climates.](image)

Testing facilities and materials

The experimental campaign was carried out in a lab-scale adsorption transformer test bench available at CNR-ITAE and described in [11]. The lab-scale setup consists of a vacuum chamber, for the adsorber allocation, connected to a single evaporator and a single condenser.
Evaporator and condenser consist of finned copper coils. Connection between the bench components is obtained through pneumatic vacuum valves.

The external thermal source and sink for adsorber heating and cooling are an electric diathermic oil boiler (nominal heating power 24 kW) and an electric water chiller (nominal cooling power 14 kW). Two thermocryostats are used for keeping the desired temperature level in the evaporator and condenser. A picture of the test bench is shown in Figure 2.

All the components are thermally insulated and the rig is equipped with high accuracy sensors: Pt100 1/3 DIN to measure the HTF temperature, Class A T-thermocouples to measure the temperature of the adsorbent, piezoresistive pressure sensors in the vacuum chambers and magnetic inductive flow meters to measure the HTF flow rate in all the circuits.

The approach followed in materials selection was to focus on sorbents that can be effectively regenerated at low temperatures, suitable for residential applications (i.e. < 100°C). The reference sorbent chosen was an RD silica gel Siogel produced by Oker Chemie [12], the advanced sorbent selected is AQSOA FAM Z02, specifically developed by Mitsubishi Chemicals for adsorption heat pumping applications [13]. Finally, an innovative adsorbent was evaluated, i.e. (17% wt LiCl/SG) belonging to the class of Composite Sorbents “salt in Porous Matrix (CSPM) [14], realised by wet impregnation of a mesoporous silica gel KSK (Russia) with the salt.

All materials were embedded in a flat-tube finned heat exchanger, closed by means of a metallic mesh and installed inside the vacuum chamber of the lab-scale unit, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

1: adsorber  5: HT storage
2: evaporator  6: adsorber coolant
3: condenser  7: thermocryostats
4: hydraulics

Figure 2: the testing bench at CNR-ITAE.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

Figure 3: the heat exchanger filled with the composite material
Testing procedure and conditions

Since the main aim of the experimental campaign was the dynamic study of the adsorption stage of the AHS cycle, the unified conditions were considered for the desorption stage: $T_{\text{des}} = 85^\circ\text{C}$ (for silica gel) and $95^\circ\text{C}$ (for AQSOA FAM Z02 and the composite sorbent) and $T_{\text{cond}} = 30^\circ\text{C}$. Prior to starting the test, the adsorbent was equilibrated at point 3 (Figure 1) and then cooled down to the initial adsorption temperature $T_{\text{am}}$. At the same time, the evaporation temperature $T_{e}$ was set to a needed value. Once steady-state conditions in both components were reached, the vacuum valve connecting them was opened and the recording was started. The test was considered finished when $\Delta T$ between the inlet and outlet of the adsorber was lower than 4 K, which was considered the minimum value suitable for practical applications. The variable parameters were the adsorber and evaporator temperatures and the flow rate in the adsorber (Table 1). The figures calculated and used in the analysis are the adsorption power $\dot{Q}_{\text{ads}}$ and the specific useful heat released SUH:

\begin{align*}
\dot{Q}_{\text{ads}} &= \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T_{\text{ads}}} \dot{m}_{\text{ads}} c_p \left(T_{\text{ads, out}} - T_{\text{ads, in}}\right) \Delta t_{\text{step}}}{T_{\text{ads}}} \quad (1) \\
SUH &= \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{T_{\text{ads}}} \dot{m}_{\text{ads}} c_p \left(T_{\text{ads, out}} - T_{\text{ads, in}}\right) \Delta t_{\text{step}}}{m_{\text{ sor}}} \quad (2)
\end{align*}

where $\dot{m}_{\text{ads}}$ is the HTF flow rate in the adsorber, $T_{\text{ads,out}}$ and $T_{\text{ads,in}}$ are the HTF outlet and inlet temperatures, $t_{\text{ads}}$ is the duration of adsorption stage, $\Delta t_{\text{step}}$ is the acquisition time of data logging system and $m_{\text{ sor}}$ is the adsorbent mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>$T_{\text{ads}}$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{ev}}$</th>
<th>Flow rate adsorber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silica gel</td>
<td>20,30</td>
<td>5,10,15,20</td>
<td>1.2, 2.5, 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM Z02</td>
<td>20,30</td>
<td>5,10,15,20</td>
<td>1.2, 2.5, 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiCl/KSK 17%</td>
<td>20,30</td>
<td>5,10,15</td>
<td>1.2, 2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Firstly, the trends obtained during a reference cycle will be reported, with the aim of giving an overview of the experimental data collected and analysed. Subsequently, the data for the three adsorbents tested will be further compared, presenting the energy and dynamic studies.

Figure 4a shows evolution of the adsorbent and the HTF outlet temperatures in a typical dynamic test. At the beginning of adsorption stage, when the connection to the evaporator is opened, there is an increase in the adsorbent temperature $T_{\text{ads}}$ from 20 up to 32$^\circ\text{C}$. The temperature then gradually decreases. The evolution of the HTF temperature is similar: it passes a maximum and gradually reduces. However, the maximum corresponds to a lower temperature (25$^\circ\text{C}$) and is shifted in time, due to heating of inert metal masses in the unit. At $t = 0$, the difference $\Delta T_{\text{dr}} = (T_{\text{ads}} - T_{\text{HTF, out}}) = 0$, so that a driving force for heat transfer is zero which is typical for PI processes [15]. Subsequently, the difference increases due to release of the adsorption heat and reaches a maximum of 13$^\circ\text{C}$ at $t = 10$ s (Figure 4a).
Figure 4: a, evolution of temperatures in the adsorber; b, the power and the specific useful heat for the typical test with FAM Z02. The test conditions: \( T_{\text{ads}} = 20^\circ\text{C} \), \( T_c = 10^\circ\text{C} \), the HTF flow rate 1.2 kg min\(^{-1}\).

Figure 4b shows the power and the specific useful heat calculated for the typical test with FAM-Z02. For the first 15-20 s, both values are equal to zero, that is in line with the delay in heating the HTF. Subsequently, the useful power rapidly increases up to a maximum of around 850 W (2.3 kW/kg) at 30-50 s and slowly reduces in time. Integration of the power (eq. (2)) gives the specific useful heat which gradually increases in time up to 200 kJ/kg.

Figure 5: comparison of energy released by the tested adsorbents at variable evaporation temperature.

The evaluation and comparison of the adsorbents were then carried out by analyzing the specific useful heat released during the adsorption stage. Figure 5 presents this value for the tested materials as a function of the evaporation temperature for a fixed HTF flow rate and its initial temperature 30°C. The trend is the same for the various adsorbents: the higher the evaporation temperature, the larger the storage capacity of the adsorbent. For the silica gel, passing from \( T_e = 10^\circ\text{C} \) to 25°C, the storage capacity increases from 100 kJ/kg to 450 kJ/kg. For FAM Z02, passing from 6 to 25°C, the storage capacity increases from 130 kJ/kg to 430 kJ/kg. Interestingly, the storage capacity of FAM Z02 is larger than that for the silica under all the investigated conditions by 30% to 50%, with the exception of the highest evaporation temperature (25°C). This indicates that, when the ambient conditions are favourable, it is possible to use the silica gel instead of the much more expensive FAM Z02. For the composite material, tests were done also at lower evaporation temperatures, i.e. 5°C, since a
useful effect (ΔT > 4K) was measured even under these unfavourable conditions. On the contrary, evaporation temperatures of 20°C and 25°C were not investigated, in order to avoid oversaturation of the material. For this sorbent, the heat storage capacity is in the range 100-300 kJ/kg.

Finally, a comparison of the adsorbents was realized regarding the adsorption dynamics. Figure 6 shows the effect of the HTF flow rate on the dynamics of the discharge stage, in terms of the average heat release power during the entire adsorption stage. Under the selected conditions, i.e. T_\text{ad} = 30°C and T_e = 15°C, with FAM Z02, the power increases from 2.6 kW kg\(^{-1}\) to 4.2 kW kg\(^{-1}\) when a flow rate of 3.3 kg min\(^{-1}\) is chosen. On the contrary, for the composite, the effect of HTF flow rate increases from 1.5 kW kg\(^{-1}\) to 2.6 kW kg\(^{-1}\). For the silica gel, the average power measured was almost independent on the flow rate, but it was the lowest among the investigated materials, around 1 kW kg\(^{-1}\). The results indicate that the flow rate affects mostly FAM Z02 and the composite. Indeed, increasing the HTF flow rate, the heat transfer in the heat exchanger of the adsorber increases and heat is transferred to the HTF more efficiently.

Figure 6: comparison of heat release power of the different materials as a function of adsorber flow rate.

Conclusions

A dynamic investigation on the adsorption stage of a seasonable adsorption heat storage cycle was presented. The main peculiarity of the investigated process is that it is pressure-initiated. To cover the gap in the study and evaluation of such a cycle, the useful heat released as well as the adsorption dynamics were studied for three adsorbents: a reference adsorbent (silica gel), an advanced adsorbent (FAM Z02) and an innovative sorbent (17% wt LiCl/KSK silica gel). The results indicated that with the silica gel, the useful heat released is in a range of 100 kJ/kg to 450 kJ/kg depending on the evaporation (or ambient) temperature. For FAM Z02, the useful heat released goes from 130 kJ/kg to 430 kJ/kg and for the composite it is in the range 100-300 kJ/kg. Regarding sorption dynamics, the HTF flow rate proved to be a key parameter. Specific power measured is in the range of 2.6 kW kg\(^{-1}\) to 4.2 kW kg\(^{-1}\) for FAM Z02, 1.5 kW kg\(^{-1}\) to 2.6 kW kg\(^{-1}\) for the composite and 1 kW kg\(^{-1}\) for the silica gel.
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Abstract
Adsorption heat transformation/storage is an environmentally benign and energy saving technology for effective utilization of low-temperature heat from various sources (renewable heat, thermal wastes, geothermal heat, etc). Two types of the adsorptive cycles have been suggested, which essentially differ by the way of adsorbent regeneration: either adsorbent heating (temperature-initiated cycles) or reducing the adsorptive pressure over adsorbent (pressure-initiated cycles). This communication addresses a preliminary comparison of these cycles from both thermodynamic and dynamic points of view.
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Introduction
The adsorptive heat transformation/storage (AHTS) is an emerging technology gaining more and more attention for the past decades. A simplest three temperature (3T) AHTS unit exchanges heat between three thermostats at high (TH), middle (TM) and low (TL) temperatures and transforms heat at three modes: (1) cooling, (2) heating, and (3) upgrading the temperature potential. Two types of the suggested AHTS cycles essentially differ by the way of adsorbent regeneration: (i) adsorbent heating up to the temperature sufficient for the adsorbate removal (temperature-initiated, TI cycles, Fig. 1a), (ii) reducing the adsorptive pressure over the adsorbent (pressure-initiated, PI cycles, Fig. 1b). In a more wide sense, a single adsorption stage can also be either TI (cycle a in Figs. 1 and 2) or PI (cycle b in Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1. P-T diagrams of various 3T AHTS cycles: a – TI cycle (cooling/heating), b – PI cycle (heat amplification).

The TI cycles are very common and widely used to realize cooling and heating modes [1,2]. The PI cycles are much less spread and suggested so far mainly for temperature upgrading mode [3,4]. In this work, we endeavour to make a preliminary comparison of the TI and PI...
cycles from both thermodynamic and dynamic points of view. We take into account literature data which are plentifully available for TI cycles and rarely accessible for PI cycles as well as our own experimental data on a new “Heat from Cold” (HeCol) cycle recently suggested for upgrading the ambient heat in [4] and studied in [5-8]. Moreover, combined TI/PI cycles which have both TI and PI stages (Fig. 2) are also briefly considered. For instance, cycle a (route $1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow 4 \rightarrow 1$ in Fig. 2) represents a non-isothermal HeCol cycle for heat amplification [4,5-7]. It can also operate as an adsorptive cycle for short-term heat storage (route $1 \rightarrow 4 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 1$), whereas cycle b can be applied for long-term heat storage [9].

![Fig. 2. P-T diagrams of combined TI/PI AHTS cycles.](image)

**Discussion and Results**

**Thermodynamic considerations.** The first law efficiency. The first law efficiency of the two basic TI and PI cycles (a and b in Fig. 1) depends only on the ratio of heats [1]. If neglect inert masses in the system, for cycle a, the cooling and heating efficiencies are $\text{COP}_c = Q_{ev}/Q_{des} < 1$ and $\text{COP}_h = (Q_{con} + Q_{ads})/Q_{des} > 1$, respectively. The efficiency of heat amplification for cycle b is $\text{COP}_b = Q_{ads}/(Q_{ev} + Q_{des}) \approx 0.5$. For the HeCol cycle, the latter value, however, has no practical meaning because the heats $Q_{des}$ and $Q_{ev}$ are taken for free from an inexhaustible natural heat reservoir, such as river, lake, sea, at low temperature $T_M = 0\text{-}20$ °C [4]. On the contrary, the useful heat $Q_{ads}$ may have a commercial value and be used for heating.

For basic 3T cycles a and b, accounting for the heat capacity of inert masses reduces the above ultimate COPs. In this case, the first law efficiency also depends on the adsorbate mass $\Delta w$ exchanged in the cycle

$$\text{COP}_c(\Delta w) = Q_{ev} \Delta w/[Q_{des} \Delta w + C(T_H - T_M)] = \text{COP}_c^{id} [\Delta w/(\Delta w + B)],$$

(1)

where $B = C(T_H - T_M)/Q_{des}$ is the ratio of the sensible heat of all inert masses to the latent heat necessary for desorption. Therefore, to increase the first law efficiency, the exchanged mass $\Delta w = w_{max} - w_{min}$ has to be maximized [10], whereas the inert masses should be minimized [11]. However, for well-designed AHTS units, the cooling COP approaches its maximum value ($Q_{ev}/Q_{des}$) already at $\Delta w \geq (0.1\text{-}0.15)$ g/g and (0.2-0.3) g/g for the exchange of water and methanol (ammonia), respectively [10].

Much more important is the effect of inert masses on the efficiency of adsorptive cycles for heat storage (Fig. 2). For instance, for short-term (daily) storage by using the working pair "AQSQA FAM-Z01 – water" studied in [12], the sensible heat of the AdHEX unit (including HTF, tubes, fins and adsorbent) gives ca. 40% contribution to the useful heat transferred by the HTF to a Consumer. This heat has been accumulated in the inert masses during the heat
storage phase (1→2→3 in Fig. 2b or 4→3→2 in Fig. 2a). The major thermal masses are the HTF (water) (40%) and the adsorbent itself (27%). The heat released directly in the adsorption process contributes only 60%. For long-term (seasonal) heat storage, this sensible contribution is completely lost as the AHTS unit is cooled down to ambient temperature (isostere 2→1 in Fig. 2a or 3→4 in Fig. 2b). Moreover, in this case, a part of the potentially useful adsorption heat is spent for sensible heating of inert masses from ambient temperature $T_{am}$ to $T_M$, thus additionally reducing the net useful heat. This part depends on the particular design of the AdHEX heat storage unit, the cycle boundary conditions and the HTF flow rate. Therefore, more attention should be paid to all these issues for optimization of heat storage performance.

The second law efficiency. The second law analysis of a 3T adsorptive cycle (Fig. 1) is well known and presented e.g. in [13,14]. The Carnot efficiency $\text{COP}^C$ was calculated for cooling, heating and temperature amplification modes as

$$\text{COP}^C_c = (1/T_M - 1/T_H) / (1/T_L - 1/T_M),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\text{COP}^C_h = (1/T_L - 1/T_H) / (1/T_L - 1/T_M),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\text{COP}^C_{amp} = (1/T_L - 1/T_M) / (1/T_L - 1/T_H).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In fact, eqs. (2-4) give the limiting efficiencies which are fully determined by the three cycle temperature and do not take into account the particular way of the cycle initiation (TI or PI). It is well known from the previous broad experience, that the maximum COP, for real adsorptive cycles initiated by a T-change is significantly lower than predicted for a reversible Carnot cycle (eqs. (2-4)) with the same boundary temperatures [14,15]. The main reason of this distinction is the thermal entropy production caused by the external thermal coupling $\Delta T = T_H - T_2$ (for desorption) and $\Delta T = T_4 - T_M$ (for adsorption), which is responsible for about 95% of the total entropy production [14]. Here $T_2$ and $T_4$ are the initial desorption and adsorption temperatures (Fig. 1a). Indeed, the process of heat transfer during the adsorber heating (stages 1-2 and 2-3) and cooling (3-4 and 4-1) is highly irreversible. The thermal entropy generated due to the thermal coupling at desorption stage (2-3) can be calculated as $S_{des} = \int (\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_2})dq$, where $T$ is the internal temperature at which the heat $dq$ is effectively transferred during the desorption stage. If the whole desorption heat is transferred at $T = T_H$, no entropy is generated [10]. If the whole heat is transferred at $T = T_2$, the maximal entropy is generated $S_{max} = Q_{des}(\frac{1}{T} - \frac{1}{T_2})$. The latter value can be estimated for the typical TI cooling cycle ($T_{ev} = 10$ °C, $T_{con} = 30$ °C, $T_H = 90$ °C) with the working pair "AQSOA-FAM-ZO2 – water" for which $T_2 = 46$ °C and $Q_{des} = \Delta H_{des} \Delta w = (3.6$ kJ/g H2O) [0.22 (g H2O)/(g ads)] = 790 J/(g ads) [16], thus, giving $S_{max} = 0.3$ J/[K (g ads)]. Similar entropy is generated in the adsorber during the adsorption phase of the cycle. Much less entropy is generated during the isosteric stages of the TI cycle (1-3 and 3-4 in Fig. 1a).

In ref. [8], the entropy balance was calculated at each stage of the pressure-initiated HeCol cycle and in each converter element under conditions of an ideal heat transfer. The entropy is generated in:

a) the condenser, because the vapour temperature $T_M$ differs from the condenser temperature $T_1$;
b) the evaporator, because the liquid adsorptive is moved from the condenser at $T_L$ and heated irreversibly to $T_M$;

b) the adsorber, because the vapour temperature $T_M$ differs from the adsorber temperature $T_H$ as well as due to isosteric heating (1-2) and cooling (3-4) of the adsorbent;
d) the adsorber, due to vapour drop from $P_4$ to $P_1$ at desorption stage (4-1) and to vapour jump from $P_2$ to $P_3$ at adsorption stage (2-3).
All these processes of entropy generation are inevitable due to the intrinsic irreversibility of the system. Processes (a)-(c) that involve sensible heat are similar to those in a common 3T TI cycle and lead to a similar entropy generation. Process (d) concerns the entropy produced in the adsorber during ad-/desorption stages. This entropy is lower than for TI ad-/desorption, because both these PI stages are isothermal, so that there is a zero thermal coupling. The isothermal vapour drop/jump is irreversible, however, results in a small entropy generation in the adsorber, because the mass $\Delta w_g$ of gaseous adsorptive compressed/expanded during the pressure equalization is very low as compared to the difference of adsorbate mass $\Delta w$ exchanged between isosteres (1-2) and (3-4) of the cycle [8]. The $\Delta w_g$-value depends on the "dead" volume of AHTS unit, but never exceeds 0.01 g/g for well-designed units, so that $\Delta w_g << \Delta w \approx 0.2-0.5$ g/g.

As a result, the second law efficiency of HeCol cycles is expected to be higher as compared to the common TI AHTS cycle and even close to the Carnot efficiency, if consider only processes in the adsorber. For the common TI cycle, the Carnot efficiency in the adsorber can be reached only, if the weak and rich isosters of the cycle coincide, i.e. for a mono-variant adsorption equilibrium [17]. This encouraging thermodynamic finding may be extended to any AHTS cycle initiated by a drop of the adsorptive pressure.

**Dynamic considerations.**

The effect of non-zero power. Strictly speaking, the above statement is true for quasi-equilibrium PI cycles that are usually not a case in actual practice. Indeed, apart from the efficiency, a high specific power is another target parameter which is important to develop compact AHTS units. Since this power is exchanged between an adsorbent bed and a heat transfer fluid (HTF), a certain temperature difference $\Delta T$ between them is necessary to reach a reasonable specific power $W_{sp}$ (in kW/(kg adsorbent)), according to the following heat balance equation

$$W_{sp} = U \left( \frac{S}{m} \right) \Delta T,$$

where $U$ is the heat transfer coefficient, $S$ is the heat transfer surface area, and $m$ is the adsorbent mass. The minimal "obligatory" temperature difference can be briefly estimated as $\Delta T = 10K$, if assume the typical values of $W_{sp} = 1 \text{ kW/(kg ads)}$, $U = 100 \text{ W/(m}^2\text{ K)}$, and $(S/m) \approx 1 \text{ m}^2/\text{kg ads})$ [16]. This thermal coupling appears in real PI AHTS units and leads to appropriate entropy generation and reduction of the actual second law efficiency below the high theoretical value predicted above. However, the estimated coupling (10K) is still much smaller than the typical external thermal coupling in TI cycles (30-50K). Moreover, the "obligatory" coupling for PI cycles can be further reduced if utilize advanced heat exchangers with $(S/m) = 2-4 \text{ m}^2/\text{kg}$ [18-23]. Thus, the above conclusion about the higher second law efficiency of PI cycles still remains valid even for real non-equilibrium PI cycles with the average power of about 1 kW/kg that can be promising for practical use.

For PI stages (4-1) and (2-3), which are theoretically isothermal (Fig. 1b), the mentioned "obligatory" coupling $\Delta T$ is caused by cooling/heating of the adsorbent bed due to the heat of desorption/adsorption. Indeed, the desorption process starts at point 4 and is initiated by the pressure drop from the initial desorption pressure $P_4$ to the final pressure $P_1 = P_0(T_1)$ at constant temperature $T_M$. At $t = 0$, right after this pressure drop, the driving force for heat transfer equals zero because the system is isothermal and there is no temperature gradient. At the same time, the driving force for mass transfer is maximal because the pressure difference $\Delta P(t) = [P_g(t) - P_1]$ between the vapour pressure inside and outside the grain/bed is maximal and equals $\Delta P(0) = P_4 - P_1$. This pressure gradient causes the diffusion of adsorptive, occupied the pores, out of the grain. The pressure $P$ inside the grain reduces that, in its turn, initiates desorption of the adsorbate from the grain surface.
This process needs a heat consumption that leads to the grain cooling which creates a temperature difference $\Delta T$ between the grain/bed and the external heat source (HTF) at $T_M$. As a result, the driving force for heat transfer appears so that the intensive vapour flux causes appropriate heat flux \[24\] to generate the significant power $W_{sp}$ (see eq. (5)). This increases the first law efficiency. On the other hand, this induced thermal coupling can somewhat reduce the second law efficiency as discussed above.

The predicted cooling of adsorbent bed during PI desorption was experimentally revealed in \[5\] where a first lab-scale HeCol prototype loaded with the CaClBr/SiO$_2$ composite sorbent was tested. A thermocouple located at the adsorber outlet detected the HTF cooling by $\Delta T \approx 6$ °C (Fig. 3a). One can guess much stronger cooling of the granulated adsorbent bed. Hence, the real process of PI methanol desorption occurs in the non-isothermal mode, different from the theoretically assumed for the ideal HeCol cycle. The deviation of the real cycle from the ideal one strongly depends on the HTF flux \[5-7\]: the cycles approach each other at $f \to \infty$ (see Fig. 3b and the explanation right below).

The same was found for the methanol adsorption stage: a significant HTF heating (by 15-20 °C) was detected (2'-2) in Fig. 3a. For the HeCol cycle, it is the useful effect as the released heat has the temperature potential sufficient for heating (e.g. in warm floor systems) and, hence, gains the commercial value \[4,5\]. Fig. 3b shows that the maximum outlet HTF temperature gradually approaches the set (equilibrium) temperature $T_2 = 28$ °C when the HTF flux increases \[6\].

**Adsorbent optimal for TI and PI cycles from the dynamic point of view.** Here we only briefly survey the results of our previous analysis of adsorbents dynamically optimal for TI \[25\] and PI \[26\] cycles. The main findings can be generalized as follows:

(i) the dynamically optimal (ideal) adsorbent should have a step-like adsorption isotherm (for PI process)/isobar (for TI process) with the step positioned at the initial pressure (PI)/temperature (TI) of appropriate isothermal (PI)/isobaric (TI) stage. For instance, for PI cycle in Fig. 1b, the step should be at $P_4$ for desorption and at $P_2$ for adsorption \[26\];

(ii) the adsorbent, which is the best for desorption stage, is the worst for adsorption stage and vice versa. To compromise between reasonable rates of both adsorption and desorption, the step should be at an intermediate point between the rich and weak isosteres. The position of this point provides an efficient tool to manage rates of the HeCol stages;
(iii) the real adsorbent optimal for desorption/adsorption stages of both TI and PI cycles should have concave/convex segment of the adsorption isobar (TI)/isotherm (PI) between the boundary pressures/temperatures of the cycle. We believe that these general findings can be a lodestar for reliable selection of adsorbents, proper for particular TI and PI cycles, among those already known or for tailoring new adsorbents specialized for the given cycles.

**Direct comparison of TI and PI dynamics.** Even if the adsorptive is exchanged between the same weak and rich isosteres, the initial driving forces for TI and PI processes are different. At the beginning of TI processes \( (t = 0) \), the driving force is the temperature drop/jump so that the heat transfer rate is maximum, whereas the mass transfer rate is zero \([25]\). On the contrary, for PI processes, at \( t = 0 \) the driving force is the pressure drop/jump so that the mass transfer rate is maximum, whereas the heat transfer rate is zero \([26]\). Hence, one can expect different dynamics of the TI and PI processes \([24]\).

The first direct comparison of the TI and PI dynamics has recently been performed in \([27]\) in the frame of studying the new HeCol cycle. The aim was to investigate the methanol desorption dynamics initiated by the pressure drop \((4-1)\) as well as by the temperature jump \((4^*-1)\) between the same isosteres of the tested cycle (Fig. 4a). For the two versions of the adsorbent regeneration stage, the heat for methanol desorption was taken at a quite low temperature \( T_M = 2^\circ C \), so that both versions can be used for upgrading the ambient heat in cold countries \([4]\). A commercial activated carbon ACM-35.4 was used as methanol adsorbent according to \([28]\). The boundary conditions for the regeneration were as follows: for the PI stage \((4-1)\) - \( T_M = 2^\circ C, P_4 = 8.2 \text{ mbar} \) and \( P_L = 4.7 \text{ mbar} \); for the TI stage \((4^*-1)\) - \( P_L = 4.7 \text{ mbar}, T_M^* = -6^\circ C \) and \( T_M = 2^\circ C \).

Fig. 4. a - P-T diagram of the studied cycles with isothermal \((4-1 \text{ and } 2-3)\) and isobaric \((4^*-1 \text{ and } 2^*-3)\) transitions between rich \((3\text{-}4)\) and weak \((1\text{-}2)\) isosteres of the HeCol cycle; and b - Methanol release curves as a function of time for PI \((4-1)\) (●) and TI \((4^*-1)\) (■) stages. Solid line – exponential approximation.

The main finding of this study is that the kinetic curves for both PI and TI desorption stages are identical (Fig. 4b). Hence, the regeneration dynamics does not depend on the regeneration path, either isothermal \((4-1)\) or isobaric \((4^*-1)\). The release curves can be well approximated by the exponential function

\[
\Delta q = (0.08 \cdot g / g) \cdot (1 - e^{-t/\tau})
\]

(6)

with a single characteristic time \( \tau = 104 \pm 6 \text{ s} \) regardless the way of the desorption initiation. The same trend is found for the adsorption dynamics which does not depend on whether the
path is isobaric (2*-3) or isothermal (2-3) (not presented) [27]. Again, both uptake curves are exponential with \( \tau = 78 \pm 4 \) s that is shorter than for the desorption run. The adsorption boundary conditions were: for the PI stage (2-3) - \( T_H = 30^\circ C \), \( P_2 = 26.2 \text{ mbar} \) and \( P_M = 45.1 \text{ mbar} \); for the TI stage (2*-3) - \( P_L = 45.1 \text{ mbar} \), \( T_{H*} = 39^\circ C \) and \( T_H = 30^\circ C \) (Fig. 4a).

The revealed invariance of ad-/desorption dynamics is somewhat unexpected because isothermal and isobaric processes are initiated by quite different driving forces as considered above. The invariance is likely to indicate that heat and mass transfer processes are strongly coupled so that after a short transient period a steady state regime is established in the adsorbent bed, and this regime is similar, regardless the initial driving force (\( \Delta P \) or \( \Delta T \)) applied. The formation of this steady-state regime for TI adsorption cycle was numerically studied in [29], and the time interval for setting the stationary mode was found to be ca. 5 s. No similar study has been done yet for PI adsorption cycles.

Summary/Conclusions

Both temperature- and pressure-initiated adsorptive cycles for heat transformation/storage allow an efficient heat conversion process to be realized. The PI cycles can ensure the higher second law efficiency due to smaller (or zero) temperature coupling of the adsorber and external heat source/sink. This is true for quasi-equilibrium PI cycles, however, the real PI process can occur in the non-isothermal mode due to significant adsorbent cooling/heating during the desorption/adsorption modes. The preliminary direct comparison of the TI and PI dynamics for particular HeCol cycle revealed that the kinetic curves do not depend on the process path, either isothermal or isobaric. Further experimental and numerical study of the TI and PI dynamics is necessary to answer a question what is the true driving for AHTS cycles – pressure drop \( \Delta P \), temperature jump \( \Delta T \), variation of the uptake \( \Delta w \) or of the adsorption potential \( \Delta F \). More attention should be also paid to dynamic studying PI cycles for heat amplification as well as combined TI/PI cycles for heat storage.
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Abstract

Thermally-driven sorption systems can utilize a wide range of heat source to provide heating, cooling, heat transforming, and energy storage. The performance of a sorption system strongly depends on the equilibrium vapor pressure of the sorbate, which can be calculated using an equilibrium equation of state for the working pair. Numerous studies have been published formulating the vapor equilibrium from experimental measurements for various sorption working pairs. However, each study typically includes only a few working pairs, and information is scattered across a large number of sources. Therefore, it takes considerable effort to pinpoint the correlation for a desired working pair. Moreover, variations of functional forms, terminologies, and conventions were found across different literatures, adding to the difficulty of implementing multiple correlations for computer simulation and comparison. To overcome these challenges, this study created a readily usable database of vapor equilibrium for both absorption and adsorption working pairs with easy indexing and convenient implementation for computer simulation. The database was constructed by generalizing the equilibrium equations of state to provide compatibility with data from various published sources, unifying terminologies and unit bases across coefficient constants were unified, and compiling the data into a system of tables providing convenient indexing. As a result, 402 readily usable correlations for 352 sorption working pairs have been compiled, covering a wide range of sorbates including water, ammonia, methanol, ethanol, HFCs, HFOs, and hydrocarbons. The compiled database was also implemented into an open-source library named SorpPropLib, which can be directly used for calculating equilibrium vapor pressure of working pairs as well as supporting sorption systems simulation in various software.

Keywords: Sorption, equation of state, isotherms, PTX, materials properties, database

INTRODUCTION

Sorption heat pumping and cooling technologies are important tools for the development of sustainable energy systems as they can be driven by diverse energy sources, including combustion, waste heat, and renewable heat. These thermally-driven sorption systems can be used for various application including heating and cooling as heat pumps, boosting waste heat temperatures as heat transformers, and providing high-density thermal storage. The performance of a sorption systems is dependent on the equilibrium vapor pressure of the
sorbate at the given operating temperatures and composition, which can be calculated using equilibrium equation of state.

Various types of equilibrium equations of state have been formulated to describe vapor equilibria of different sorption processes. Coefficient constants in equilibrium equations of state were fitted from experimental measurement for a large number of liquid absorption and solid adsorption working pairs. However, most published vapor equilibrium data are scattered in numerous sources such as [1-3] where only a few particular working pairs are investigated and presented in each source. Therefore, it takes considerable effort to identify a desired correlation, then to find or convert it into a specific functional form. Moreover, the same equilibrium equation of state of in two different sources literatures often takes various functional forms, uses diverse terminologies, and uses different unit bases, making it difficult to directly implement literature sources into a computer simulation.

A few previous studies summarized the vapor equilibrium data for multiple working pairs. Hassan et al [4] collected the coefficients for 87 solid-gas adsorption working pairs using correlations including Toth equations and various forms of Dubinin-Astakov and Dubinin-Radushkevich equations. Tamainot-Telto et al. [5] summarized the coefficients of 26 adsorption working pairs using ammonia as the refrigerant and various carbon adsorbents. A modified Dubinin-Radushkevich equation form was used to describe the isotherm correlation for all working pairs.

This study aims to build a comprehensive database of vapor equilibrium data from published literature. The database covers the equilibrium data from existing summaries and other literature as well as the relevant equation forms to be ready for implementation for computer simulation. To build such a database, each equation of state from literature was adapted to the most generic functional form of its type to be compatible with all available data and ready for implementation; the values of coefficients in the adapted equations were adjusted and their units converted according to the particular functional form; finally, the equilibrium equations of state compiled in this study were implemented in a database program named SorpPropLib to provide convenient equilibrium vapor calculation for a wide range of sorption working pairs.

METHODOLOGY

To build a database of sorption vapor equilibrium data, the functional forms of the commonly used equilibrium equations of state were first generalized to allow coefficient constants from different sources to be summarized and compiled. After generalization of functional forms, the base parameters and unit systems of variables were unified for consistency across the summarized data.

Variations of equation forms of many commonly used functional forms such as Dubinin-Astakov and Toth equations can be found in literature formulating the vapor equilibrium of sorption working pairs. These different functional forms of the same type of equations employ different number of coefficient constants. Therefore, a generalized functional form for each type of equilibrium equation of state is needed to provide compatibility to various coefficient constants from different sources. For example, the Toth equation used in [3] is in the form of equation (1):

\[
Y = \frac{a \cdot P}{[1 + (b \cdot P)^n]^{\frac{1}{n}}}
\]

And the Toth equation used in [4] is as shown in equation (2):

\[
Y = \frac{q \cdot b^m \cdot P}{[1 + b \cdot P^n]^{\frac{1}{n}}}
\]
The most generic functional form for Toth equations used in the data is as shown in equation (3):

\[ Y = \frac{q_s * b^m * P}{(1 + b^r * P^n)^{\frac{1}{n}}} \]  

(3)

With the generic functional form, the coefficient constants originally corresponding to other functional forms need to be adjusted accordingly. In the above example, the coefficient constants from [3] (equation 1) were adjusted to the generic functional form by substituting coefficient \( a \) with \( q_s * b^m \) while also adding two coefficients: \( m = 1 \) and \( r = n \). For coefficient constants from [4] (equation 2), the only change necessary was to add one coefficient \( r = 1 \).

Six equilibrium equations of state were compiled along with coefficient constants for adsorption working pairs. The equilibrium equations of state for physical adsorption include Toth, Dubinin-Astakho (D-A), Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R), dual site Sips (DSS), and Langmuir. The van’t Hoff equation was included for chemical adsorption working pairs. Coefficient constants of liquid absorption working pairs were compiled for Antoine, Dühring, and several vapor-liquid equilibrium equations for state based on activity coefficient such as Wilson, NRTL, Heil, and UNIQUAC equations. Apart from commonly used equations, custom-fitted correlations and coefficient constants were included for several working pairs (including LiBr/H\(_2\)O and LiCl/H\(_2\)O).

Table 1 lists the functional forms of commonly used equilibrium equations of state included in this study. Since the D-R equation can be expressed as a special form of the D-A equation with a constant coefficient of \( n = 2 \), the coefficient constants for D-R equations in literature were compiled under the general D-A equation category. The vapor-liquid equilibrium equations of states for some absorption working pairs are not listed here. Although the functional forms for these mixing-rule or activity-coefficient based equations are often more complex compared to those listed in the table, they are more standardized with rare variation across literatures. In equations such as D-A and Wilson, the saturated temperature or pressure of the pure refrigerant at the given condition is also involved in the calculation. Therefore, additional correlations to calculate pure refrigerant saturation state were also included to support such types of equations.

Table 1 Functional forms of equilibrium equations of state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Functional form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>[ Y = Y_0 * K * P * \left(1 - \frac{Y}{Y_0}\right)^\alpha ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ K = K_0 * \exp \left(-\frac{\Delta H}{RT}\right) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toth</td>
<td>[ Y = \frac{q_s * b^m * P}{(1 + b^r * P^n)^{\frac{1}{n}}} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubinin-Astakov (D-A)</td>
<td>[ Y = Y_0 * \exp \left(-\frac{A}{E}\right) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ W = W_0 * \exp \left(-\frac{A^n}{E}\right) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ A = R * T * \ln \left(\frac{P_s}{P}\right) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freundlich</td>
<td>[ Y = Y_0 * \exp \left[ -k \left( \frac{T}{T_S} - 1 \right)^n \right] ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Site Dips (DSS)</td>
<td>[ Y = Y_A \cdot \left( \frac{1}{1 + (b_A P)^{\frac{1}{a_A}}} \right)^{1 + \left( \frac{1}{(b_A P)^{\frac{1}{a_A}}} \right)} + Y_B \cdot \left( \frac{1}{1 + (b_B P)^{\frac{1}{a_B}}} \right)^{1 + \left( \frac{1}{(b_B P)^{\frac{1}{a_B}}} \right)} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van’t Hoff</td>
<td>[ \log P_{eq} = \frac{-\Delta H}{RT} + \frac{\Delta S}{R} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoine</td>
<td>[ \log_{10} P = \sum_{i=0}^{k} \left[ A_i + \frac{(1000 * B_i)}{(T - 43.15)} \right] \cdot (100 * X_S)^i ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duhring</td>
<td>[ P = r \cdot \exp \left( C + \frac{D}{T} + \frac{E}{T^2} \right) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng-Robinson (PR) and Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK)</td>
<td>[ P = \frac{R \cdot T}{V_m - b} - \frac{V_m^2}{V_m^2 + m \cdot b \cdot V_m + n \cdot b^2} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ a(T) = a_c \cdot \frac{R^2 \cdot T_c^2}{P_c} \cdot \alpha(T) ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ b = b_c \cdot \frac{R \cdot T_c}{P_c} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ \alpha(T, \omega) = \left[ 1 + \kappa_0 (1 - T_r^{0.5}) \right]^2 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ \kappa_0 = \sum_{i=0}^{3} c_i \cdot \omega^i ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 parameter van der Waals (1PVDW) mixing rule

\[ a = \sum_i a_i \cdot x_i \cdot a_i \cdot x_i \] 

\[ a_{ij} = \sqrt{a_i a_j (1 - k_{ij})} \]

\[ b = \sum_i x_i b_i \]

2 parameter conventional mixing rule (2PCMR)

\[ a = \sum_i \sum_j x_i x_j a_{ij} \] 

\[ a_{ij} = \sqrt{a_i a_j (1 - k_{ij})} \]
\[ b = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} x_i x_j b_{ij} \]
\[ b_{ij} = \frac{b_i + b_j}{2} (1 - l_{ij}) \]

Wilson

\[
\begin{align*}
\ln y_1 &= -\ln(x_1 + \lambda_{12} x_2) + x_2 \left( \frac{\alpha_{12}}{x_1 + \lambda_{12} x_2} - \frac{\alpha_{21}}{x_2 + \lambda_{21} x_1} \right) \\
\lambda_{12} &= \frac{V_{m,2}}{V_{m,1}} \exp \left( -\frac{\lambda_{12} - \lambda_{22}}{RT} \right) \\
\lambda_{21} &= \frac{V_{m,1}}{V_{m,2}} \exp \left( -\frac{\lambda_{21} - \lambda_{11}}{RT} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Non-random two liquid (NRTL)

\[
\begin{align*}
P &= y_R \cdot P_{tot} = P_s \cdot x_R \cdot y_R \\
\ln y_1 &= (1 - x_i)^2 \left( \tau_{21} \left( \frac{\exp(-2\alpha_{12} \tau_{21})}{x_1 + (1 - x_1) \exp(-\alpha_{12} \tau_{21})} \right)^2 \\
&\quad + \tau_{12} \left[ (1 - x_1) + x_1 \exp(-\alpha_{12} \tau_{12}) \right]^2 \right) \\
\tau_{ij} &= \frac{\Delta g_{ij}}{RT} \quad (i, j = 1, 2)
\end{align*}
\]

Universal quasi-chemical (UNIQUAC)

\[
\begin{align*}
P &= y_R \cdot P_{tot} = P_s \cdot x_R \cdot y_R \\
\ln y_1 &= \ln \left( \frac{\phi_1}{x_1} + \frac{z}{2} q_1 \ln \frac{\theta_1}{\phi_1} + l_1 - \frac{\phi_1}{x_1} \sum_j x_j l_j \right) \\
&\quad - q_1 \ln \left( \sum_j \theta_j \tau_{ji} \right) + q_1 - q_1 \sum_j \frac{\theta_j \tau_{ij}}{\sum_k \theta_k \tau_{kj}} \\
\tau_{ij} &= \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta u_{ij}}{RT} \right) \\
l_j &= \left( \frac{z}{2} \right) (r_j - q_j) - (r_j - 1)
\end{align*}
\]

Heil

\[
\begin{align*}
\ln y_1 &= -\ln(x_1 + x_2 \lambda_{21}) + x_2 \left( \frac{\lambda_{21}}{x_1 + x_2 \lambda_{21}} - \frac{\lambda_{12}}{x_1 \lambda_{12} + x_2} \right) \\
&\quad + x_2^2 \left( \tau_{12} \left( \frac{\lambda_{21}}{x_1 + x_2 \lambda_{21}} \right)^2 + \tau_{12} \lambda_{12} \lambda_{12} \lambda_{12} \right) \\
\lambda_{ij} &= \frac{V_{m,j}}{V_{m,i}} \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta \lambda_{ij}}{RT} \right) \\
\tau_{ij} &= \frac{\Delta \lambda_{ij}}{RT}
\end{align*}
\]

Flory-Huggins

\[
P = y_R \cdot P_{tot} = P_s \cdot x_R \cdot y_R
\]
All equilibrium equations for adsorption working pairs take equilibrium vapor pressure as the input and calculate the corresponding composition of the sorbent with given temperature; on the other hand, the equilibrium equations of absorption working pairs take the composition as the input and calculate the corresponding equilibrium vapor pressure under the given temperature. Such conventions for both adsorption and absorption working pairs were preserved in this database.

In contrast to the conventionally unified input/output of equations, a variety of definitions for composition were used by researchers of different fields to denote the composition of absorption and adsorption working pairs. For example, the use of mole fraction as the mole of sorbate over the total mole of the sorbent and sorbate is a convention for expressing composition of solutions by the chemical engineering community. As a result, mole-fraction based composition terms were used in equations such as the Wilson and NRTL equations from chemical engineering publications [6]. Since most vapor-liquid equilibrium equations of state based on mixing rule and activity coefficient apply such convention, it is preserved in the database. Meanwhile, the convention for the Antoine and Dühring equations is to express composition as mass fraction of sorbate over the solution mixture [7].

Similarly, for many adsorption working pairs, the conventional term for composition is “loading” or “uptake”: the mass ratio of sorbate over sorbent. Therefore, for those adsorption equilibrium equations that use mole sorbate over total mole of sorbent as composition, the coefficient constants were adjusted to convert to a mass-based expression of composition [1]. Meanwhile, some adsorption working pair correlations (such as D-A) used the volume of sorbate vapor per mass of sorbent to express the composition [2, 5, 8, 9]. Since insufficient data of the vapor specific volume was provided by the original literature, the coefficient constants for these working pairs along with their composition expressions were not converted to mass-based to avoid unnecessary error.

The SI unit system is used for all data summarized in this study. Therefore, for the few studies that used the IP unit systems in calculation, their coefficient constants were adjusted to SI. The terminologies of parameters were unified in this summary as well. Table 2 lists the composition expressions used in this study and the corresponding equations that apply them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition Expression</th>
<th>Denoted in this work as</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Applied Equations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>$X_s$</td>
<td>$\frac{m_{\text{Sorbent}}}{m_{\text{Sorbent}} + m_{\text{Refrigerant}}}$</td>
<td>Antoine, Duhring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mole fraction</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$\frac{n_{\text{Refrigerant}}}{n_{\text{Refrigerant}} + n_{\text{Sorbent}}}$</td>
<td>Mixing rule, Wilson, NRTL, UNIQUAC, Heil, Florry-Huggins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>$\frac{m_{\text{Refrigerant}}}{m_{\text{Sorbent}}}$</td>
<td>Langmuir, DSS, D-A, Toth, Freundlich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric uptake</td>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>$\frac{V_R}{m_s}$</td>
<td>D-A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS
Table 3 shows a summary of refrigerants and corresponding sorbent count for the total 352 working pairs included in this work. For some working pairs, multiple correlations were provided by different sources, therefore the total count of correlations adds up to 402.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Refrigerant</th>
<th>Sorbent count</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Refrigerant</th>
<th>Sorbent count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inorganic</strong></td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td>R12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td>R13B1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>R22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>R23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>R32</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propylene</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>R123</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isobutane</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>R124</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Butane</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>R125</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hexane</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R134a</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>R143a</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R152a</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexane</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>R507C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyclohexene</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R507A</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>R407C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>R404A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R1234ze(E)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrocarbon</strong></td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>R134a/R227ca</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td>R125/R143a</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-propanol</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>R22/R142b</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fluorocarbons</strong></td>
<td>R12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>R13B1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R13B1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R32</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R124</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R125</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>R134a</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R143a</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>R152a</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R152a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>R507C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R507A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>R407C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R404A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R1234ze(E)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R134a/R227ca</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R125/R143a</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R22/R142b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R22/R142b</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the large amount of correlations in the compiled database, it is inefficient to directly search for the coefficient constant and equilibrium equation by the working pair. Instead, a system of tables was built to provide two-step quick indexing to pinpoint data for the desired working pair: based on the summarized data, tables of each refrigerant were first built to list the sorbent and point to the equilibrium equation of state available for the refrigerant-sorbent working pair; with a much narrowed range of available working pairs under a specific type of equation, the table for the equilibrium equation of state can now be directly indexed with the working pair, and the coefficient constant along with the original literature can be retrieved. This process is illustrated with an example of locating the data for ammonia-activated carbon working pair in Figure 1.

In addition to the generalized equations and the system of tables of available coefficient constants for sorption working pairs, the summarized data has been implemented into an open-source database program named SorpPropLib. The SorpPropLib takes the form of a dynamic linked library with both equation correlations and coefficients for all working pairs summarized in the database tables. The structure and calculation flow of SorpPropLib is illustrated in Figure 2. The program follows the same process of pinpointing the appropriate equilibrium equation and corresponding coefficient constants of a given working pair as using the system of tables. Once the type of equilibrium equation is identified and coefficient constants located, the program carries out the calculation and feeds result back to the user.
Based on the basic function of convenient inquiry of equilibrium vapor given the operating conditions and the sorption working pair, SorpPropLib provides several convenient utilities that could facilitate research and development of sorption systems. The single-point inquiry function is handy for instant reference of vapor equilibrium. The program also provides batch inquiry capability for a series of varying operating conditions by using formatted text files for data input and output. Such text-file-based data communication allows SorpPropLib to be called by commercial software such as Engineering Equation Solver (EES) and MATLAB. Furthermore, SorpPropLib can be dynamically linked to open-source simulation software such as the Sorption system Simulation program (SorpSim) [10] and be incorporated in sorption system simulation and analysis.

As an open-source database program, SorpPropLib can be accessed, utilized, and continuously expanded with data for new working pairs by the sorption research community. Therefore, the goal of the current study as to facilitate research and development of sorption technologies can be further promoted with the open access of SorpPropLib.

CONCLUSION

In this study the vapor equilibrium of 352 sorption working pairs were compiled and built into a comprehensive and readily usable database. The compiled data can be easily
implemented for computer simulation with generalized functional forms of equilibrium equation of state, unified terminologies and base parameters, and a system of tables for quick indexing. The compiled data has been implemented into a computer database library named SorpPropLib, which can be used alone as well as incorporated with modelling programs to provide material property support to sorption system simulation. The open-source and open-access nature of SorpPropLib allows collaboration in the sorption research community to provide a continuously expanding database with latest working pair properties for sorption system design and analysis.
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Abstract

In this work, at first, an overview on SAPO-34 zeolite coating for adsorption heat pumps was presented, highlighting current quality standard and open technological issues (i.e. the need for good mechanical and hydrothermal stability, high aging stability, etc.). Afterwards, we present an improved formulation of adsorbent composite coatings on aluminum support, having improved thermal and mechanical properties, especially when subjected to an impulsive stress. Specifically, the coated samples were prepared by dip-coating method starting from a water suspension of SAPO-34 zeolite and a hybrid polymer binder. Adhesive and mechanical properties were evaluated by pull-off test confirming the good interaction between metal substrate, filler and matrix. Adsorption equilibrium of water vapor on the adsorbent coating was measured in the range T= 30–150°C and pH₂O=11 mbar. It was found that binder does not affect the water adsorption capacity and adsorption rate of the original SAPO-34 zeolite.

Keywords: SAPO-34, zeolite, coating, direct synthesis, composites.

Introduction/Overview

Several research activities on adsorption heat pumps development are focused on the optimization of the integration between heat exchanger and adsorbent material, to create the so called adsorber. Two different approaches are currently evaluated: embedding of granular adsorbent inside an efficient heat exchanger [1] or coating the heat exchanger with the adsorbent material [2] [3]. Zeolites are the adsorbent materials most commonly employed, being structured by linked silica and alumina tetrahedra rearranged in a 3D structure. Their crystalline aluminosilicates architectures are characterized by channels and cavities with well-defined size, making zeolites very useful in several industrial fields as “molecular sieves”, catalysts and ion exchangers in solution [4]. Granular zeolite adsorbent inside the heat exchanger induces a low vapor transfer resistance and low manufacturing costs. However, a significant limit that avoid its use in high efficiency systems is the very low heat transfer efficiency due to a punctual contact between the grains and the surface of heat exchanger [5]. In this concern, coated exchanger choice is related mainly to its good thermal contact at the coating/metal interface and to the cycle times reduction.

The most promising coating methods are in-situ zeolite growth [6] [7] and binder-based coating processes [8] [9]. Direct accretion of zeolite crystals on the metal surface allows very good adhesion. However, multiple depositions are required to reach an acceptable zeolite layer thickness (<0.1 mm). The binder-based coating method is an alternate way to deposit a thin layer of adsorbent on the heat exchanger surface. The binder-based coating method offers the possibility to vary coating thickness in the range 0.1–1 mm by, e.g., controlling the viscosity of the liquid suspension and the dipping velocity. Earlier studies on the subject focused on the preparation of silica gel or zeolite-based coatings employing different inorganic or organic binders [10] [11] [12]. However, the resulting thermo-physical properties were not optimized and cycling stability was not proven.
Looking at the recent developments in field, Okamoto et al. [13] presented a relevant study on a SAPO-34 (coded AQSOA Z02) based composite coating produced by Mitsubishi Plastics Inc., by using an organic binder. The deposition procedure allowed obtaining coating thickness of 0.3 mm in aluminum lamellas usually used for heat exchanger. Their results evidenced an effective increase of thermal conductivity of the coating set-up (0.36 W/m K) compared to zeolite powders one (0.113 W/m K). Recently, silane based coating was evaluated to obtain effective and adsorptive coatings with good mechanical performances and long durability in severe environmental conditions [14] [15]. Full scale dip-coated adsorbers were experimentally tested in [16], showing encouraging results in terms of reduced adsorption cycle time and elevated specific power. Analogously, Bendix et al. [3] optimized power output and metal to adsorbent weight ratio on small scale and full scale adsorbers coated with increasing amounts of adsorbent. Freni et al. introduced a new coating composition, employing SAPO 34 powder as adsorbent and silane as binder [2] to obtain a coated adsorbent heat exchanger for adsorption chiller, evidencing the promising results of this technology. Utilization of a silane matrix in combination with zeolites as a coupling agent generates an interlayer with a good adhesion and homogeneity, able to provide a further barrier action, as protective layer. Indeed, the zeolite surface is covered by a large amount of silanol groups which guarantees a relatively high chemical reactivity and superficial interaction with several chemical compounds, including silanes [17]. It is expected that, the realization of a zeolite-based composite coating maintains the same adsorbent properties of the zeolite itself (thereby ensure the industrialization potential for the adsorption heat pumps), but at the same time create a coating with the typical mechanical resistance and durability characteristic of silane coatings [18] [19]. Nevertheless, still some issues are present. The coating is usually characterized by poor mechanical strength and brittle behavior that favors easy loss of zeolite particles from the supports upon repeated temperature swings, due to the difference in their thermal expansion coefficients. A drawback of this route is the low zeolite amount in the adsorber, due to the limited coating thickness, that induces low adsorbent density (typically 150-300 g/dm²). To overcome the previous issues, a new formulation based on a mixture of hybrid polymer binder with proper catalyst was employed to form an elasto-plastic composite coating. During the raw components mixing, the SAPO-34 powder (2 µm crystal dimension) was dispersed at different percentages (from 70 wt.% up to 90 wt.%). The experimental characterization of the new composite coating was carried out by pull-off, impact and adsorption tests.

**Experimental Part**

**Sample preparation**

Commercial aluminum 6061 rectangular strips, size 20 mm × 50 mm, were cut from a large aluminum sheet (thickness 0.5 mm). All samples were degreased in a diluted alkaline solution (0.1 N NaOH) for 60 s, washed in distilled water and finally treated with acetone. Afterwards, the composite hybrid zeolite coating was applied. In particular, the coating's preparation procedure involves the following steps:

i) preparation of the composite slurry, mixing a specific ratios zeolite-hybrid polymer constituents in a water/ethanol solution. The slurry homogenization was carried out at first in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min followed by magnetically stirring for 15 min before the dip coating procedure;

ii) pre-treatment of the aluminum substrate. Aluminum surface was degreased in a diluted alkaline solution (0.1 N NaOH) for 60s, washed in distilled water and finally with acetone;

iii) the coating deposition was obtained by dipping coating procedure (dipping speed 4 cm/min) after that the substrate was maintained into the composite slurry for 60 s.

iv) final drying (open to air for 5 min) and curing (12h at 80°C).
The studied zeolite coatings are categorized in the paper with the code “SZ” followed by a number, which identifies the percentage of the zeolite added to the polymer matrix. For instance, the code “SZ-80” indicates the sample made with 80 wt.% of SAPO-34 zeolite filler.

**Mechanical tests**
Impact and pull-off tests were used to evaluate mechanical stability and adhesive properties of the coating/support composite. The flexibility of coatings was roughly estimated by the drop-weight impact test in accordance to the experimental procedures defined in [9] [20]. Pull-off tests were carried out by using a DeFelsko PosiTest AT-M pull-off tester according to the experimental procedure reported in [20] [15].

**Adsorption tests**
The water vapor adsorption isobars of coated samples were measured by a thermogravimetric dynamic vapor system. First of all, the sample (about 0.5 cm³) was slowly heated up to 150 °C (heating rate 1°C/min) and kept at this temperature for about 6 hours under continuous evacuation (vacuum level: 10⁻⁴ Pa), in order to degas the sample and determine its dry weight. Subsequently, a valve connecting the evaporator containing liquid water (maintained at T = 23 °C) and the sample chamber was opened. The vapor flows through the system and the vapor (absolute) pressure is kept constant at the set value (P = 11 mbar) by a butterfly valve automatically controlled and by the downstream vacuum pump. The system is controlled by a computer, which also regulates the sample temperature, following the defined temperatures steps (from 23 °C to 150 °C). At each temperature step, the pressure was kept constant until the sample weight equilibrium was reached.

The water uptake was calculated as

\[
w\left(\frac{g}{g}\right) = \frac{m(p_{H₂O,T_s}) - m₀}{m₀}
\]

where \(m(p_{H₂O,T_s})\) [g], represents the weight of the sample at given water vapor pressure and sample temperature, while \(m₀\) [g] is the dry mass of the sample.

**Discussion and Results**

**Mechanical properties**
In Table 1, pull-off adhesion strength and drop weight impact energy (defined according to [20]) results are summarized for the composite coatings at varying zeolite content. For comparison, results from [9] [20] are also reported. The pull-off test results evidence that the SZ composite coatings exhibit good adhesion with aluminum substrate. Best results were observed for composite coating with lowest zeolite content (SZ-70). Although, quite good adhesion strength can be observed for other composite compositions, showing also properties compatible to literature reference coatings. The filler content in the coating adversely affects the adhesion strength of the coating with the substrate, favoring premature fracture of the joint. As proposed by Kahraman et al. [21], this behavior can be explained considering that high filler content favors high stress level at the adhesive-metal substrate interface.

Analyzing fracture surface a progressive transition from cohesive to adhesive fracture mechanism can be observed from SZ-70 to SZ-90 samples. Increasing the content of zeolite, the adhesive resistance of the composite layer decreases. For ZEO90 samples (Figure 1) inter-laminar crack starts and progressively evolves in the complete debonding areas at the layers interface. In this case, the energy necessary to start the crack within the coating is higher than at the layers interface, consequently the sample evidenced an adhesive failure mechanism.
Table 1: Pull-off strength and drop weight damage energy for SZ composite coatings at varying zeolite content. Comparison with literature composite coatings ([9], [20])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SZ Coating</th>
<th>Reference Composite coatings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pull-off strength [MPa]</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage energy [mJ]</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At lower content of zeolite the failure mechanism is related with the combination of crack formation and propagation within the coating bulk or at the polymer layer interface. Locally, the failure propagation occurs within the coating indicating that the strength of adhesion to the metal substrate surface is stronger than the strength in the coating bulk. The metal surface can promote both physical and chemical bond and consequently the necessary energy to induce a crack at the coating/adherent substrate is higher that the adhesive bulk; then the failure could occur by a cohesive mode.

![SZ-90](image)

**Figure 1:** Pull-off failure surface for SZ-90 coating

Further information can be argued analyzing drop-weight impact damage energy results. Concerning reference literature results good impact performances were observed for ZS2S3 samples. With regard to SZ coatings, further discussion is required in order to better interpret the results. Such coatings evidenced a significant impact performance improvement. The damaged area is always lower than other coating formulations. This behavior can be ascribed to the intrinsically elasto-plastic mechanical behavior of the polymer structure used as matrix. This implies that at low energy levels all impact energy is absorbed by surface deformation without giving fracture or indentation phenomena.

With the purpose to better clarify the impact behavior of the composite coatings, the damaged area at increasing impact energy for SZ-80 coating compared to literature reference was plotted in Figure 2. The damage diameter increased by increasing impact energy. For reference samples for impact energy under 40 mJ no damage effects on the coated surfaces were observed. For SZ-80 sample a threshold impact energy at about 150mJ can be identified. However, only above 200mJ impact energy there is a clear local surface damage due to the drop weight impact (damaged area about 0.85 mm²).
As the impact energy increases, however, there is a progressive increase in the damaged area dimension which anyway remains relatively low. This behavior is related to the improved mechanical properties under impulsive stress of the SZ composite coatings formulation, which involves a localized wrinkling phenomenon in the contact area between the coating and the drop-weight tool. This deformation state localizes the damage only in the impact region without causing the formation of delamination cracks, which are usually found in the thick coatings with brittle behavior.

**Adsorption properties**

Figure 3 shows the adsorption isobar at P_{H2O}=11 mbar in the temperature range 23-150°C for all coating formulations. For comparison purpose, the isobar measured for the pure SAPO-34 powder at the same water vapor pressure level was presented. The water pressure of 11 mbar was specifically selected as it corresponds to evaporation temperature T_{ev} of 7 °C, which represents the typical temperature level for adsorption chiller application, to provide cooling effect. Water uptake curves are characterized by the typical S-shape adsorption trend.
desorption mode (not reported here), increasing the temperature from room temperature up to 150°C, without evidence of significant hysteresis phenomenon. This aspect is relevant for adsorption cycles energy performances. Adsorption capacity of the zeolite coating is lower than pure SAPO-34 powder. The adsorption behavior is consistent with the consideration that the filled zeolite coatings are characterized by specific amount of adsorbent material (different quantities of SAPO-34 filler into the composite coating) and complementary content of inert polymer matrix, which acts as binder between zeolite grains. However, the maximum adsorption value for the composite coating was observed for SZ-90 batch, where a water uptake above 27.4 wt.% is reached. Considering that the SAPO-34 evidenced a maximum water adsorption of 31.7 wt.%, this confirms that almost all the zeolite filler loaded inside the composite coating has an active action on the adsorption performances of the coating. This is a further validation of the permeability of the composite coating structure towards the water vapor flux. The presence of polymer matrix does not influence the adsorption capacity of the SAPO-34 filler. Indeed, for instance, for all composite coating about 95% of the zeolite loaded in the coating is actively able to participate to sorption and desorption process. An important aspect that will be investigated in future activities is to evaluate the performance stability in operating conditions. Durability of the composite coatings is an important issue in order to evaluate its potential applicability in AHP applications. Although, these preliminary results indicate that these composite adsorbent coatings could have good prospects in the optimization process of adsorbent beds for heat pump system.

Summary/Conclusions

The advantages related to the use of coating technologies are:

- possibility of easily coat complex heat exchanger geometries with an adsorbent layer, maintaining a uniform thickness,

- tunable coating thickness changing the formulation parameters, typically between 0.1-0.5 mm,

- reduction of heat and mass transfer resistances, thanks to the good contact between adsorbent layer and heat exchanger surface and to the low adsorbent thickness

The new composite coating characteristic by hybrid polymer binder evidenced promising results concerning mechanical (especially when subjected to an impulsive stress) and adsorption performances thus indicating as potential alternative of conventional adsorbent materials and coatings.
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Abstract

Effects of storage duration, high-conductivity additives and non-condensable gases on the storage performance of salt composite sorption thermal energy storage are experimentally investigated. We observed that sorption hot storage is more suitable for short-term storage, since there is a 58% decrease in energy storage density (ESD) from 1.03 (no storage-time) to 0.43 MJ·kg⁻¹ (seasonal applications). The hot storage ESD is almost the same for silica gel-CaCl₂ and silica gel-CaCl₂-graphite flake (1.04 MJ·kg⁻¹), while the averaged specific discharge power of the composite with graphite flake is higher. A 25% decrease in the ESD of seasonal cold storage is observed, compared to the cyclic operation, when 1.7 kPa pressure build-up in condenser occurred. This indicates the importance of occasional degassing for long-term applications. For desorption temperature of 90 °C, proper heat insulation can increase the specific power up to 60 W·kg⁻¹.

Keywords: sorption thermal energy storage, residual gas, storage period, salt composites, heat loss

Introduction/Background

Thermal energy storage (TES) is essential for efficient use of intermittent renewables. Among TES systems, sorption thermal energy storage (sorp-TES) shows great potential for short- and long-term storage, because of high energy storage density (ESD) and negligible heat loss [1]. However, Schreiber et al. [2] showed that long-term storage dramatically decreased the ESD of a high-temperature (i.e. 250 °C) Zeolite-based hot storage sorp-TES. Composite sorbents, salts in porous matrix, provide the highest ESD [3], although salt composites are corrosive to most heat exchanger materials and corrosion reactions release non-condensable gasses, causing pressure build-up in the sorber bed and evaporator/condenser. Glaznev et al. [4] showed that presence of even small amount of residual gas can dramatically decrease the adsorption rate and the cooling power.

In this study, the effect of storage duration, from no storage to few minute-storage and seasonal application, is examined using a custom-built low-temperature driven sorp-TES with silica gel-CaCl₂ and silica gel-CaCl₂-graphite flake. Similar to the study which is performed by Osterman et al. [5] for a paraffin latent thermal energy storage, steady-state heat loss of the sorber bed is assessed. Moreover, effects of residual gas build-up inside the sorber bed on ESD, for both cold and hot storage, are investigated. Moreover, the effects of adding high-conductive additives, graphite flake, to the salt composite on the ESD and discharge power are studied.

Experimental study

Our custom-made closed sorption prototype is shown in Figure 1 and consists of: i) two sorber beds, fin-tube heat exchanger; ii) a condenser, shell-and-tube heat exchanger; and iii) an evaporator, custom-built capillary-assisted low-pressure evaporator. One of the sorber beds was filled with 1.302 kg silica gel-CaCl₂ (SG-CC: 55 wt% B150 silica gel, 30 wt% CaCl₂ and 15 wt% PVA), while the second one was filled with 1.513 kg silica gel-CaCl₂-graphite flake (SG-CC-G: 42 wt% B150 silica gel, 23 wt% CaCl₂, 20 wt% graphite flakes and 15 wt% PVA). Table 1 lists specifications of the sorbent composites with and without graphite flakes. Each bed was examined separately. Prior to the experiments, the entire sorption system was evacuated at 90 °C.
for several hours to remove the residual gas. During the charging process, each sorber bed was heated by an external water loop and the desorbed water vapour was transferred to the condenser through a one-way valve. Any non-condensable gas in the sorber bed also flowed to the condenser. During the storage process, the sorber bed was isolated from the evaporator and condenser. To study the effect of storage duration on the performance, the sorp-TES was discharged in a cyclic mode (no storage time), and afterwards, for various storage durations. In cyclic operation (considered as a baseline test), periodically a quick degassing (few seconds) was performed between the half-cycles, to maintain a constant condenser pressure. For other storage durations, the degassing was not performed, to study the effect of the presence of residual (non-condensable) gases on the storage performance. For seasonal application, the system was turned off and reached the ambient temperature, which took 1 day for this testbed. In the discharging process, the valve between the evaporator and the sorber bed was opened and water vapour went to the sorber bed, at a lower pressure than that of the evaporator. For cold storage, the cooling energy provided by evaporator and for hot storage the heat (adsorption and sensible) produced in sorber bed were used.

![Sorption thermal energy storage prototype](image)

**Figure 1.** Sorption thermal energy storage prototype, including: i) 2 sorber beds, ii) condenser, and iii) evaporator.

**Table 1.** Specification of the sorbent composite of the sorption samples: Silica gel + CaCl₂ + graphite flakes (20%) and Silica gel + CaCl₂.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Silica gel + CaCl₂ + graphite flakes (20%)</th>
<th>Silica gel + CaCl₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m_ads (kg)</td>
<td>1.513</td>
<td>1.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k_ads (W·m⁻¹·K⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.231 +/- 0.006</td>
<td>0.098 +/- 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c_p,ads (MJ·m⁻³·K⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.45 +/- 0.03</td>
<td>0.42 +/- 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion and Results**

Inlet and outlet temperatures of the sorber bed heat transfer fluid and inlet and outlet temperatures of the evaporator chilled water are shown in Figure a and Figure b. As depicted in Figure 2, after five cyclic charging-discharging, storage times of 35, 70 and 105 min are considered. Figure 3a shows the ESD and specific discharge power of the SG-CC and SG-CC-G sorber beds, for cold and hot storages. As shown in Figure 3a, ESD of cold storage of SG-CC bed is higher than SGCC-G bed (0.57 compared to 0.39 MJ·kg⁻¹), due to the more
active sorbent and more evaporation in the evaporator. ESD of hot storage for SG-CC-G (thermal conductivity of 0.231± 0.006 W·m⁻¹·K⁻¹) and SG-CC (thermal conductivity of 0.098±0.002 W·m⁻¹·K⁻¹) are almost the same (1.04 MJ·kg⁻¹). Similar to the cold storage ESD, the specific discharge power for cold storage is also higher for the SG-CC bed compared to SG-CC-G one. The discharge power for the first 10 min of discharge process for the hot storage is higher for the bed with graphite flake (1.30 kW·kg⁻¹) compared to the bed without graphite flake (1.25 kW·kg⁻¹), because of the higher thermal diffusivity of graphite flake, which expedites the discharging process and makes it more suitable for fast-heat delivery applications. However, the overall specific discharge power, similar to the ESD, is slightly higher for the SG-CC-G bed (487 W·kg⁻¹) compared to the SG-CC-G bed (476 W·kg⁻¹).

Figure 3b shows the effect of storage duration on the cold and hot storage ESD. Cold ESD slightly decreases from the cyclic mode to a few minutes of storage and seasonal application. Sorp-TES systems are known for having no cold energy loss [6] and this drop in the cold ESD is due to the pressure build-up inside the condenser, as a result of existence of non-condensable gases by the corrosion reactions in the salt composite sorber bed. The residual gases add to the mass transfer resistance inside the sorber bed and, other than using corrosion-resistant materials and corrosion-protection layer, as stated in ref. [7], occasional degassing is necessary for long-term use of a closed sorption system, due to the residual gases and leakage. As shown in Figure 3b, the pressure difference between the sorber bed and the condenser is decreased during the time, falling by 38 Pa from the cyclic mode to seasonal mode, which causes a 25% decrease in the cold ESD. A significant decrease is observed in the hot ESD from the cyclic operation mode (1.03 MJ·kg⁻¹) to seasonal application (0.43 MJ·kg⁻¹), due to the (non-condensable gases) pressure increase in the condenser and sensible heat loss in the sorber bed. The latter highlighted that, for hot storage, the sorp-TES systems are suitable for short-term storage rather than seasonal applications, where a part of the input sensible heat can be discharged as well.

Figure 2. (a) Temperature of heat transfer fluid of the sorber bed with Silica gel + CaCl₂ + graphite flake versus time and (b) temperature of evaporator chilled water versus time.
Moreover, the steady-state heat loss during the charging process is studied here. After the sorber bed is fully desorbed, it is isolated from the evaporator/condenser and vacuumed by a vacuum pump. Afterwards, the sorber bed is heated up in three steps to the desorption temperatures of 70, 80 and 90 °C. As shown in Figure 4a, for each step, the heating at constant heat source temperature is continued to achieve a steady-state condition (i.e. $\Delta T_{htf}$ is constant). Under steady-state condition, thermal losses can be determined from the steady-state constant temperature difference of the heat transfer fluid, using the following equation:

$$\frac{dQ}{dt} = \dot{m}_{htf} c_{p,htf} (T_{out,htf} - T_{in,htf}) + (UA)_{loss} (T_{casing} - T_{sorbent}) = 0$$

where $Q$, $\dot{m}_{htf}$, $c_{p,htf}$, $T_{in,htf}$, $T_{out,htf}$, $(UA)_{loss}$, $T_{casing}$ and $T_{sorbent}$ are the total heat transfer rate, mass flowrate, specific heat capacity, inlet and outlet temperatures of the heat transfer fluid, overall heat transfer coefficient of heat loss, outside temperature of casing and the sorbent temperature inside the sorber bed, respectively. Figure 4b shows the heat transfer coefficient of thermal loss between the sorber bed and the casing outside temperature. The averaged $(UA)_{loss}$ is 1.79 W·K$^{-1}$, which can, in part, as a result of not insulating the sorber casing. As shown in Figure 4c, the specific heat loss power shows a linear trend versus the desorption temperature. At desorption temperature of 90 °C, using proper thermal insulation, can add up to 60 W·kg$^{-1}$ to the specific power of the storage system. The obtained heat loss as a function of desorption temperature, should be fed to the sorp-TES models for more accurate of the storage system.

**Conclusions**

An experimental study was conducted to investigate the effects of storage time, noncondensable gases, high-conductivity additives and steady-state heat loss on the overall performance of a salt composite sorption thermal energy storage system (sorp-TES). For hot storage, the sorp-TES was preferable for short-term storage, due to a 58% decrease in ESD, from 1.03 (no storage-time) to 0.43 MJ·kg$^{-1}$ (seasonal applications). There was no significant difference between the hot storage ESD of the silica gel-CaCl$_2$ and silica gel-CaCl$_2$-graphite flakes. However, the averaged specific discharge power of the graphite flake composite, for the first 10 min of discharge process, was higher (1.30 kW·kg$^{-1}$ compared to 1.25 kW·kg$^{-1}$). The measured ESD of seasonal cold storage was 25% less than that of the cyclic operation when a 1.7 kPa pressure built-up in the condenser due to the corrosion reactions with the heat exchangers, which indicated the importance of using of corrosion-protective layers as well as occasional degassing for long-term applications. Study of steady-state heat loss between the
inside of the sorber bed and the outside of the casing in the charging process showed that the averaged heat loss coefficient was 1.79 W·K$^{-1}$. Specific power, at desorption temperature of 90 °C, could be increased up to 60 W·kg$^{-1}$ with using proper thermal insulation.

![Figure 4. (a) Temperature versus time for inlet and outlet of heat transfer fluid, inside the sorber bed, sorber casing and ambient, (b) heat loss coefficient $UA_{ads-casing}$ from the adsorber bed to the outside of the sorber bed casing versus desorption temperature and (c) specific heat loss power versus desorption temperature.](image)
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Abstract
As part of a systematic approach towards the search for alternative absorption heat pump (AHP) working pairs that could potentially provide comparable performance to conventional ones, a previous work performed a detailed theoretical cycle analysis and simulation that revealed concrete correlations between key working fluid thermophysical properties and AHP performance indicators [1]. Following this work, targeted combinations of two organic refrigerants, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) and 2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropanol (5FP) and two organic absorbents, 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMI) and 2-pyrrolidone (PYR) were tested in a prototype 5 kW AHP, based on the highly compact plate heat exchanger design, which has been introduced in [2]. The purpose of this effort was to validate the findings of the previous work, through correlations based on experimental measurements and at the same time to test the performance of the new AHP system design. The working pair combinations were also subjected to vapor liquid equilibrium (VLE) and viscosity measurements, in order to determine reliable activity coefficient and improve the accuracy of the simulations. The experimental performance results agree well with the simulations and show to be consistent with the conclusions derived from the previous theoretical work.

Keywords: absorption heat pump, coefficient of performance, organic working pairs, specific solution circulation

Introduction/Background
Commercially available absorption systems have traditionally been dominated by ammonia/water and water/lithium bromide (LiBr) working pairs. Although very efficient systems in terms of thermodynamic performance, significant disadvantages or flaws have slowed their adoption and commercialization. More specifically, ammonia/water heat pumps present considerable hazards due to ammonia’s toxicity, corrosiveness and high system pressure whereas water/LiBr systems are considered safer but also plagued by severe temperature limitations and even higher corrosion problems.

Alternative absorption heat pump working pairs have been extensively researched and reviewed by many researchers [3-12] with main focus on absorbent replacements, water in the case of ammonia, and LiBr in the case of water. They have worked on pinpointing the fundamental working pair criteria that influence thermodynamic efficiency in order to facilitate the identification of alternative working pairs. A smaller part of the studies concerns refrigerant replacement with organic substances like alcohols, amines and hydrocarbons. Nevertheless, despite all efforts there is still no recognized alternative working pair with the potential to exceed the impact of the two conventional pairs [13].
The lack of success of these partially qualitative screening processes signified the need for an alternative quantitative approach. Our previous work focused towards improving the quantitative understanding of the multitude of parameters that influence the performance of absorption heat pumps/chillers by developing correlations between the coefficient of performance (COP) and the specific solution circulation (SSC), and readily available basic substance properties, like molecular mass and critical point properties. The current work aims to validate those findings with experimental property and heat pump performance measurements amongst 4 candidate working pairs, as an initial comparison. More specifically, two refrigerants, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) and 2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropanol (5FP), were paired with two absorbents, 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMI) and 2-pyrrolidone (PYR), each with similar chemical structure but significant differences in key properties, like molecular weight, vaporization enthalpy and vapor pressure. As absorption heat pump working pair candidates, all are more or less well known to the scientific community [2, 14].

TFE and DMI are well-known and documented and were chosen as a basis for the development effort. All of them are organic compounds and can be considered to represent a middle ground between the traditional working pairs’ pitfalls. Maximum pressures are well within the vacuum region, the operational heat pump temperature lift is comparable to ammonia and corrosion reactions are negligible for stainless steel and copper. A few drawbacks are, TFE’s toxicity and flammability, TFE and DMI are classified as damaging fertility or the unborn child [15,16]. On the other hand, 5FP is significantly less toxic and PYR is classified only as an irritant [17,18].

5FP (>99 mass %) was supplied by Daikin Industries Ltd., TFE (>99.5 mass %) by Solvay GmbH, DMI (>99 mass %) by Mitsui Chemicals Inc. and PYR (>99.5 mass %) by BASF Corporation. The working pair VLE vapor pressures were measured using two high precision static method apparatuses, whereas the viscosity measurements were performed with a stress-controlled rheometer equipped with a cone-and-plate geometry, both at the University of
Using the available VLE data, the working pairs’ activity coefficients were regressed and modelled using the NRTL method and were applied within the simulation models developed in the previous work [1]. The simulation calculations were programmed and executed in Microsoft Excel’s® Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) environment.

The actual system performance was determined following the VDI 4650-2 standard [21] on a single-effect AHP-prototype having a rated heating power of 5kW and based on the highly compact plate heat exchanger design, which has been introduced in [2]. A simplified sketch can be seen in Fig.1. The system comprises six heat exchangers, the evaporator, absorber, solution heat exchanger, desorber, condenser, exhaust heat exchanger, one rectification column, four pumps (the two not shown are recirculation pumps, for the evaporator and absorber) and two expansion valves.

![Diagram of absorption heat pump prototype main components.](image)

The prototype was connected to a test stand able to satisfy variable heating and cooling loads, for the water and brine circuits respectively, and a broad temperature range.

**Results and discussion**

The coefficient of performance (COP) general equation has been analyzed in the previous paper for an ideal system:

\[
COP_{cool,ideal} = CR \left( \frac{1}{\xi_{1,3} c_{p1,gen} + \xi_{2,3} c_{p2,des}} \frac{H_{v,1,eva}}{H_{v,1,eva}} (T_{con} - T_{eva}) + \frac{\xi_{1,5} - \xi_{2,4}}{H_{v,1,eva}} + \frac{\xi_{2,5} - \xi_{2,4}}{H_{v,2,eva}} + \frac{\xi_{2,4}}{H_{v,2,eva}} \right)
\]

(1)
\[ \text{COP}_{HP} = 1 + \text{COP}_{cool} \quad (2) \]

\[ CR = \frac{\dot{m}_1}{\dot{m}_{10}} = \frac{1 - \xi_{14}}{\xi_{11} - \xi_{14}} = \frac{1 - X_{1,4}}{X_{1,1} - X_{1,4}} \left( \frac{X_{1,1} + X_{2,1}}{M_2} \right) \quad (3) \]

Where

\[ X_{1,1} \approx \frac{p_{1,eva}}{p_{1,abs} Y_{1,1}} \quad (4) \]

\[ X_{2,1} = 1 - X_{1,1} \quad (5) \]

are the refrigerant and the absorbent rich solution molar fractions, respectively.

\[ X_{1,4} \approx \frac{p_{1,con}}{p_{1,des} Y_{1,4}} \quad (6) \]

is the refrigerant poor solution molar fraction. Under equilibrium conditions, refrigerant concentrations are determined by the refrigerant vapor pressure ratios between the evaporator and absorber, for the rich solution, and between the desorber and condenser for the poor solution. This signifies that the CR is correlated to temperature differences between absorber-evaporator and desorber-condenser.

However, the prototype in question is a real system with components of finite size, rendering certain assumptions invalid. Eq. 7 below is a slightly modified relation, making accommodations for a realistic rectification column.

\[ \text{COP}_{cool,real} = \frac{1 - \frac{\xi_{2,9}}{\xi_{1,4} - \xi_{1,0} H_{v,1,eva}} (T_{con} - T_{eva})}{CR \left( \frac{\xi_{1,3} c_{p,1,gen} + \xi_{2,8} c_{p,2,des}}{H_{v,1,eva}} (T_{des} - T_{desin}) + \frac{\xi_{1,5} \xi_{2,6}}{\xi_{1,5} - \xi_{1,6}} H_{v,1,eva} + \frac{\xi_{2,5} \xi_{2,6}}{\xi_{1,5} - \xi_{1,6}} H_{v,2,eva} + \frac{\xi_{2,6}}{\xi_{1,5} - \xi_{1,6}} H_{xdes} \right)} \quad (7) \]

In both cases, a correlation between the COP\textsubscript{HP} and the heat pump temperature lift, \( T_{con} - T_{eva} \), can be established from the equations above. Heat pump temperature lift is hereby defined as the temperature difference between the condenser and the evaporator.

The specific solution circulation (SSC) has also been modeled in the same paper, correlating with the circulation ratio (CR).

\[ \text{SSC}_{ideal} = \frac{CR}{\rho_{sol,abs} \left( H_{v,1,eva} - c_{p,1,ce} (T_{con} - T_{eva}) \right)} \quad (8) \]
\[ SSC_{\text{real}} = \frac{CR}{\rho_{\text{sol,abs}} \left( \frac{\xi_{2.8}}{\xi_{1.7}} - \frac{\xi_{1.8}}{} c_{p1,ce}(T_{\text{con}} - T_{\text{eva}}) \right)} \] (9)

Figure 2: Comparison between measured 5FP COP data and calculation results from Eq.1 and Eq.7

Figure 3: Comparison between measured TFE COP data and calculation results from Eq.1 and Eq.7
As with the COP, Eq. 9 provides the SSC of a real machine. The SSC is also directly correlated to the heat pump temperature lift.

Figure 4: Comparison between measured 5FP SSC data and calculation results from Eq.8 and Eq.9

Figure 5: Comparison between measured TFE SSC data and calculation results from Eq.8 and Eq.9

Unfortunately, due to a volume flow sensor malfunction, the relevant data for the TFE-DMI measurements were not available.

Summary/Conclusions

The experimental AHP performance measurements show that 2-Pyrrolidone performs significantly better in terms of both COP and SSC. The data also support the direct
correlations with the temperature lift. The ideal system calculations, based on Eqs. 1 and 8, are tendentially correct but show significant deviations at higher temperature lifts, where rectification losses play a dominant role. The modified equations (7 & 9) however, accounting for the rectification losses, provide results much closer to the experimental measurements.

Even though 2-Pyrrolidone in general exhibits higher activity coefficients and viscosity with the two refrigerants than DMI, the combination of lower molecular weight and relative volatility overcompensates and results in higher COPs and lower SSCs. Trifluoroethanol, without surprise, shows superior performance compared to 5FP, mainly due to its higher vaporization enthalpy values.
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Abstract
Silica gel is one of the most used porous material in commercial water adsorption heat pumps and chillers for the inexpensive cost and large market availability. In most applications, silica gel is used as granules with limitation in heat transfer and material hydrothermal stability. In this work, preliminary results of a new hybrid material made of microfibres obtained by the electrospinning of silica gel/polymer solutions are presented. The microfibres coating shows high surface area, high permeability and thermal stability combined with mechanical stability. Measurements of water adsorption properties of silica gel microfibres show that the original porosity and water uptake capability of the adsorbing component is largely preserved.

Keywords: Water adsorption, Silica gel, Heat pumps, Microfibres.

Introduction
Silica gel is one of the most used porous material in adsorption heat pumps and chillers for its low cost and large availability on the market [1-4]. Competing as adsorbent with more performing materials like zeolites, silica gel is particularly appropriate in all adsorption applications where a low regeneration temperature is available. Compared to crystalline zeolites, silica gel has an amorphous structure and lower hydrothermal stability, lower adsorption enthalpy, lower maximum water capacity. Although the mentioned disadvantages, the availability of silica gel in large quantities at reduced costs compensates for the worst performances in adsorption cycles and it makes this material the preferred choice in commercial heat pumps and chillers [5]. Silica gel is offered on the market in a variety of granules and powders and is normally used in granular form in adsorption systems, added as filler among fins of the heat exchanger of the adsorber bed [6]. This configuration, however, shows important restrictions due to the high heat transfer resistance at the granules/metal interface and the intrinsic limited hydrothermal stability of silica gel. During the years, several solutions have been proposed for the realization of improved zeolite adsorbers, for example by synthesizing the material directly on the heat exchanger surfaces or by the realization of advanced zeolite coatings [7], while a similar development for silica gel has not been carried out. In this study, we propose an innovative material for adsorption applications made of hybrid microfibres of silica gel obtained by the electrospinning technique. The prepared electrospun fibres have been characterized by TGA/DSC, SEM-EDX and measurements of water adsorption properties in a vacuum microbalance.

Experimental
Silica gel microfibres synthesis
Two different commercial silica gel powders have been used for the synthesis of microfibres by electrospinning. A silica gel powder of size 70-230 mesh (high purity grade, Sigma-Aldrich), labeled from now SGA, and a silica gel in granules 1-3 mm (EMD Millipore, high
purity grade, Sigma-Aldrich), from now SGB. Both silica gels were pre-treated before electrospinning: part of the SGA was passed through a 140 mesh sieve (SGAs) and the remaining was ground in a planetary mill (Planetary Mono Mill Pulverisette 6 Fritsch) and successively sieved at 140 mesh (SGAms), all SGB was ground and sieved at 140 mesh (SGBms).

The typical precursor solution used in the electrospinning process was prepared as follow. A 4.5 \%wt solution of polyacrylonitrile precursor, PAN (mol wt 150,000 Sigma-Aldrich) in N,N-dimethylformamide solvent, DMF (99\%, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. The silica gel powder was then mixed (80 \%wt) with 20 \%wt of PAN/DMF solution and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. The prepared silica gel/PAN/DMF solution was loaded in 10 ml syringe fitted with 1 mm steel needle and electrospun at a flow rate of 1.1 mL/h with an applied voltage of 13.5 kV (kdScientific Model 100, Electro-spinner 2.0, Linari Engineering s.r.l.).

**Microfibres characterization**

The silica gel fibres have been morphologically characterized by electron microscopy SEM (Phenom ProX). The thermal stability of samples was analysed by TGA-DSC measurements (STA 409 PC Netzsch) from 25 to 300 °C in nitrogen flow with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The adsorption properties of microfibres were measured in a vacuum microbalance (Surface Measurements Systems DVS Vacuum) at P = 11 mbar and temperature range 30 – 120 °C.

**Discussion and Results**

The advantage to produce microfibres by electrospinning is the relative easy achievement of a woven fabric of silica microfibres that can be directly deposited on a metal surface or used as auto-supporting foil. In figure 1 is shown a schematic diagram of the electrospinning process, based on the application of a high-voltage electrical field between the syringe needle tip and a collector plate. The polymeric/silica gel solution is forced at a constant rate through the syringe needle by an infusion pump.

![Schematic of a typical electrospinning setup.](image)

The electrospinning process generated a fabric (figure 2) looking like a compact multilayer where silica gel particles are embedded in a polymeric network of microfibres that keeps the whole granules interconnected, as shown in figure 3 for the three silica gel powders used. Comparing the SEM images of samples, it is evident the effect of the particle size of the silica gel powder added. In the SGAs sample (figure 3-a), the sieving was able to remove granules bigger than 100 μm, however, the granulometric distribution was shifted mainly to large particles that appeared only partially embedded in a matrix of polymeric fibres. The deposited multilayer coating was rather brittle. Because of the preliminary milling, fibres deposition of sample SGAms was improved, as shown in figure 3-b. The SGAs size distribution appeared
uniform and made of granules of sizes between 10 and 80 μm with a consequent improved dispersion and better mechanical properties of the woven fabric. In sample SGBms, the preliminary grounding generated a powder with a wide size distribution and irregular shape particles so that the mixing with the polymeric precursor was more difficult and the final coating showed a low silica gel particles density (figure 3-c).

Figure 2. Fabric of silica gel microfibres deposited by electrospinning.

The SEM image of sample SGAm at higher magnification, in figure 4, shows that the polymeric microfibres form a network trapping the larger silica gel particles with the smaller granules that are directly embedded in the PAN fibres. In such a configuration, it is evident how the polymeric phase is not allowed to hinder the vapor permeation due to the high porosity of the multilayer structured coating or to obstruct the silica gel mesoporosity.

Figure 3. SEM images of SGAs (a), SGAm (b), SGBms (c) microfibre coatings.

The behaviour on heating of the hybrid coatings has been evaluated by TGA-DSC analysis for a maximum temperature of 300 °C, considering this value satisfactory for most of applications. Silica gel, indeed, is typically used in adsorption cycles when regeneration temperatures are in the range of 120 – 180 °C [1,3].
In Figure 5, a comparison between TGA curves of pure SGAms powder and SGAms microfibres is shown. For pure silica gel the mass decrease was 10% while the total mass loss of the electrospun fibres was ~ 8%. The polymeric component of the SGAms coating was stable even at 300 °C and the final mass loss due to water desorption, with a small difference compared to the pure adsorbent owing to PAN constituent weight.

The water adsorption properties of the electrospun fibres were measured at P = 11mbar, from room temperature to 120 °C. A comparison of the measured isobars for the most interesting sample, obtained with silica gel SGAms, is shown in figure 6. According to TGA results, the polymeric phase of the fibres coating did no avoid the silica gel to adsorb the water vapor by obstructing the material porosity and the lower final adsorption capacity (figure 6) of microfibres is actually due to PAN, which has no adsorbing properties.
Figure 6. Isobar curves of pure SGAmS (■) and SGAmS microfibres coating (●).

The electrospinning process allows to directly coat the metallic surfaces of the heat pump adsorber with silica gel hybrid microfibres or to preliminary obtain a woven fabric which can be wrapped up on the heat exchanger pipes surface later. Such a flexibility, from the material side, could open to a re-engineering of the whole adsorber.

Conclusions

A new silica gel coating made of a multilayer of hybrid microfibres obtained by electrospinning was proposed. As preliminary characterization, the thermal stability and the water adsorption capability of the polymeric/silica gel fibres were tested. Resulted showed that the electrospinning process had no negative impact on the water adsorption/desorption of silica gel and fibres were stable to 300 °C (in nitrogen). The hydrothermal stability at adsorption/desorption cycles will be tested soon. Having structured the silica gel in a microfibres multilayer coating has shown some advantages such as blocking the powder granules in a high porous and high surface area composite with intrinsic mechanical resistance. The electrospinning process, finally, is versatile and easily scalable.
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Abstract

A composite sorbent of CaCl₂ in mesoporous silica gel consolidated with poly (vinyl alcohol) binder was prepared and tested for humidity recovery for building ventilation in northern climates. The composite was molded into 14 cm diameter disks that were 1.5 cm thick and had seventeen 5 mm diameter air flow channel. Stacks of seven composite disks were tested. The pressure drop was 22 to 58.5 Pa for flow rates of 7.6 to 14.8 m³/h. For ambient air with 5 g/kg specific humidity (water content/mass of air) flowing at 7.6 m³/h, the composite disks absorbed up to 2.5 g water/kg air. When cyclically regenerating the desiccant with cool, dry air, up to 78% of the ambient air stream humidity was recovered. The performance is comparable with the values presented in literature for a similar system [1,2].

Keywords: Desiccant, heat and mass transfer, ventilation, humidity swing adsorption

Introduction

The residential sector is responsible from 23% of the annual energy use in USA and 50% of it is due to winter and summer air conditioning [3]. Infiltration and the costs associated with that is reduced by effective residential envelope air sealing, however it creates a need for mechanical ventilation to maintain indoor air quality. The minimum ventilation rate of a living space is determined by ASHRAE, e.g. 115 m³/h fresh air is required for a 110 m² typical two-bedroom apartment [4]. The annual total energy delivered for space conditioning in 13 developed countries, is estimated to 19 EJ and 48% of it is lost due to air change [5].

At low ambient temperatures, e.g. -15 to -30°C, the moisture content in the air is low, i.e. in the range of 1 to 2 g/kg. Therefore, the fresh air drawn into buildings must be heated and humidified. Aristov et al. developed a cyclic adsorption/desorption and heat storage system, called VENTIREG, driven by the humidity difference between indoor and outdoor air. Laboratory and field tests of the system demonstrated 70-90% moisture recovery and 60-96% heat recovery from outlet to inlet air streams [1,2]. Packed beds of sorbent (silica gel, Al₂O₃ and Al₂O₃/CaCl₂) and glass pellets were used for humidity and heat recovery, respectively, and the only operating cost was the fan electric power, reported to be 20-40 W for a prototype supplying 135 m³/h fresh air.

The degree of humidification:

\[ \beta = \frac{\int_0^{t_{cycle}} (\omega_{inflow} - \omega_{outdoor}) dt}{\int_0^{t_{halfcycle}} \omega_{inflow} dt} \tag{1} \]

is calculated by the ratio of water released from the sorbent to the total amount of water leaving the system during the inhale period as given in Eq. 1 where \( \omega \) is the specific humidity (g_water/kg_air), \( t_{halfcycle} \) is the sorption time. \( \beta \) was reported to range between 0.79 to 0.98, depending on the sorbent type and air flow rate [2]. The highest \( \beta \) was achieved with small pellet (1.88 mm in diameter, 6 mm in length) Al₂O₃/CaCl₂ (IK-011-1), i.e., \( \beta = 0.96 \) for an air flow of 14.6 m³/h,
however this had the highest pressure drop, ~90 Pa compared to other sorbents studied under the same operating conditions.

For moisture recovery ventilation systems latent effectiveness ($\varepsilon_L$) is a commonly used parameter as well. When the inhale and exhale air flow rates are equal $\varepsilon_L$ is calculated as following:

$$\varepsilon_L = \frac{\omega_{\text{inflow}} - \omega_{\text{outdoor}}}{\omega_{\text{indoor}} - \omega_{\text{outdoor}}}$$

Latent effectiveness is the ratio of actual moisture recovery to the maximum possible moisture recovery which is basically calculated by the indoor and outdoor specific humidity difference. The maximum value of $\varepsilon_L$ is 1 when the inflow specific humidity is equal to the indoor specific humidity.

The efficiency of the moisture recovery bed can be improved by increasing the amount of water released from air during the exhale period and accordingly increasing the amount of water released from the sorbent to the air during inhale period. Improvement in the moisture exchange was shown by using smaller size of adsorbent pellets and addition of CaCl$_2$ [2]. The only operating cost of the system is the fan power therefore, decreasing the pressure drop has an important effect on the efficiency as well.

To improve the efficiency of this system we are proposing a new consolidated silica gel-CaCl$_2$ composite design. The de/sorption performance is improved due to improved uptake properties of the silica gel-CaCl$_2$ due to the higher surface area of small size pellets and high uptake properties of the CaCl$_2$. An increase in the pressure drop is expected due to smaller pellet size and the binder which is keeping the composite sorbent together. Air channels are included in the design of the composite sorbent to alleviate the increase in the pressure drop. A similar composite with air channels was previously tested by Chen et al. [6] in a desiccant air conditioning system and operated with lower pressure drop compared to a silica gel packed bed.

**Experimental set-up**

A custom-designed test bed, shown in Fig. 1a, was loaded with seven consolidated sorbent pieces, ~1 kg in total. Each composite sample, shown in Fig. 2, was prepared with small size (0.25-0.5 mm) silica gel pellets, 27% CaCl$_2$ bound by PVA and had 5 mm diameter air channels formed by glass rods. The consolidated sorbents were placed in a duct with ~1 cm spacing in between. Room air (~22 °C, 24-32% RH) passed through the bed during sorption. The desorption process was performed by flowing dry air (22-24°C, 4-5% RH) with 7.6, 10.5 and 14.8 m$^3$/h flow rates from the opposite end of the test bed. Sorption and desorption processes were performed with 10 minute half cycles until cycle-to-cycle performance was consistent, typically after six cycles oscillatory steady-state condition was established.

The specific humidity at the indoor and outdoor ends of the test bed was determined from the temperature and RH measurements. The uncertainty for the specific humidity, which is a function of measured temperature and RH values, was calculated using the root sum square method [7] as follows.

$$S_{\omega} = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial T} \right)^2 (S_T)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial RH} \right)^2 (S_{RH})^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

The uncertainty of the specific humidity reaches up to 30% at the inlet of the bed due to very low RH condition. However, the actual value of the error is under 0.2 g/kg$_{\text{air}}$. 
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Table 1 shows the sensors’ type and accuracies. The response time of the two T-RH sensors was relatively slow (up to 10 s), therefore, additional thermocouples were used to measure the temperature at the inlet and outlet of the testbed.

Table 1 Specifications of sensors used in the present test set-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Instrument model, maker</th>
<th>Accuracy reported by supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>TH 210-R, capacitive sensor</td>
<td>±1.5%RH, 15°C ≤ T ≤ 25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kimo Instruments</td>
<td>±0.04(T − 20)%RH, T &lt; 15°C or T &gt; 25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>TH 210-R, Kimo Instruments</td>
<td>±0.3% of reading ± 0.25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T-type thermocouple, Omega</td>
<td>±0.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air velocity</td>
<td>Rotating vane anemometer,</td>
<td>±1% of reading ± 0.02 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VelociCalc®, TSI Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure difference</td>
<td>Very low differential pressure transducer,</td>
<td>±1% of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model 267, Setra Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion and Results

All the analyses were performed based on the data when cycle to cycle performance was consistent, i.e., when oscillatory steady-state conditions are established, typically after six cycles. Figure 2 shows an example of steady-state specific humidity data from the inlet and outlet of the testbed. Temperature and RH measurements at inlet and outlet of the testbed as dry air is humidified (inhale period) are reported in Table 2. The degree of humidification $\beta$, was calculated using the measurements.

Table 2 Inlet and outlet specific humidity, $\beta$ and $\varepsilon_L$ for inhale (humidification) period

| Air flow rate (m$^3$/h) | Inlet | | Outlet | | Performance |
|-------------------------|------|---|--------|---|------------|---|
| $T$ (°C) | %RH | $\omega$ (g/kg) | $T$ (°C) max, min | %RH max, min | $\omega$ (g/kg) max, min | $\beta$ | $\varepsilon_L$ |
| 7.6 | 22.7 | 4.2 | 0.7 | 23.2, 20.6 | 24, 19 | 4.2, 2.8 | 0.78 | 0.57 |
| 10.5 | 22.9 | 4.3 | 0.7 | 23.1, 20.7 | 28, 16 | 4.9, 2.4 | 0.76 | 0.49 |
| 14.8 | 23.4 | 4.7 | 0.8 | 23.1, 21.2 | 18, 15 | 3.1, 2.3 | 0.53 | 0.55 |

For dry air (specific humidity of 0.7 g/kg) flowed through the sorbent at 7.6 m$^3$/h, at the outlet the specific humidity was 4.8 g/kg initially and gradually decreased to 2.8 g/kg during the 10 min half cycle, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Degree of humidification $\beta$, was calculated by the ratio of the specific humidity difference between inlet and outlet to the specific humidity at the outlet. $\beta$ was lower at higher flow rates. For tests with higher air flow rates, degree of dehumidification decreases however performance can be recovered by adjusting the cycle time as shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2 a) Humidity of room air is capture as it flows through the stack of sorbent disks (red = inlet, black = outlet). b) Dry air is humidified as it flows through the stack of sorbent disks during the regeneration step of the cycle (red = inlet, black = outlet). Air flow rate = 7.6 m$^3$/h

Similar trends were observed in a study performed by Aristov et al. [2] for 3 kg (~5.5 L) samples of packed sorbents, including silica gel, Al$_2$O$_3$ and Al$_2$O$_3$/CaCl$_2$ with different pellet sizes. Inlet air condition was in the range of 1-3% RH, 15-20.5 °C for inhale period and 27-31%
RH, 19-23 °C for exhale period. Al₂O₃/CaCl₂(IK-011-1) with cylindrical pellets, 1.8 mm in diameter and 6 mm in length, had the highest β, between 0.98 to 0.91 for the air flow rate ranging from 5 m³/h to 31 m³/h.

Outlet air conditions and β are highly dependent on the inlet air conditions and the amount of sorption material. The performance of sorbents can also be evaluated based on the water uptake as a function of mass or volume of sorbent for the inlet air conditions of interest. The half cycle water uptake, \( W_{\text{half cycle}} \), is calculated as

\[
W_{\text{half cycle}} = \frac{\int_0^{t_{\text{half cycle}}} m_{\text{air}}(\omega_{\text{out}} - \omega_{\text{in}}) dt}{M_{\text{sor}}}
\]  

(1)

where \( m_{\text{air}} \) is air mass flow rate, \( \omega_{\text{out}}, \omega_{\text{in}} \) are specific humidity ratio of the air at the outlet (inflow) and inlet (outdoor) of the sorbent bed. To compare the composite sorbent to the published data for the IK-011-1 packed bed [2], the data for 10 min half cycles and 7.6 and 10.5 m³/h, and for two half cycles at 14.8 m³/h flow rate were used.

In Fig. 3, \( W_{\text{half cycle}} \) for the present study is plotted in comparison to the values calculated for IK-011-1 from the published β and specific humidities (inlet and outlet) for similar air flow rates [2]. Although the degree of dehumidification of the present composite sorbent was lower, its water uptake per kg of sorbent was higher at all tested air flow rates, with up to 30% difference.

![Fig. 3](image)

**Fig. 3** Comparison of the water uptake per kg of sorbent in 10 min half-cycle time calculated from the experimental data for ~1 kg of composite sorbent in the present study and for ~3 kg of IK-011-1[2]

For the half cycles shown in Fig. 3, the half cycle water uptake of the composite sorbent is 5.5 g/kg. The equilibrium uptake of the sorbent from TGA data is 400 g/kg at 35% RH, suggesting that there is significant potential for optimizing the sorbent geometry. The low uptake can be explained as the relatively wide air channels are providing a low-resistance path for the airflow. Thus air can only interact with a limited area of sorbent material within a specific diameter of area surrounding the channels. The sorbent material outside these areas are not fully utilized.
Decreasing the size sorbent pellets can enhance total water removal, however, it also increases the hydrodynamic resistance of the bed [2]. The amount of binder used to keep the sorbent together can also contribute to the pressure drop. Therefore, air channels were built through the sorbents to keep the pressure drop in a reasonable range. Establishing an optimal geometry to enable full potential of the sorbent requires a comprehensive modelling exercise that will be performed in our future work.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4** Comparison of total water uptake in 10 min half-cycle time calculated from the experimental data for ~1 kg of composite sorbent in the present study and for ~3 kg of IK-011-1[2]

As shown in Fig. 4, when the total water removal is considered, the 3 kg IK-011-1 sorbent bed removes 20-29% more vapour from the air flowing through it, resulting a higher β compared to 1 kg of present composite sorbent. If the amount of composite sorbent is increased, its de/humidification performance can be increased, however pressure drop is also an important parameter.

The pressure drop per volume of sorbent is plotted for present study and the packed bed of IK-011-1 sorbent is shown in Figure 5. Measured pressure drop values were divided in the volume of the sorbent bed to make the different designs comparable. Volume of the present bed was about 2.5 L, consisting of seven disks of composite sorbents (0.2 L each) and about 1 cm space in between the disks. The packed bed of IK-011-1 was 5.5 L [2].
The plot shows that the present composite sorbent bed causes 35% to 53% higher pressure drop per volume of sorbent compared to IK-011-1 packed bed. Also, it has a steeper increasing trend with the increasing air flow rate. It will be an issue for scaling up the system to perform at higher air flow rates with higher amount of sorbent. Therefore, reducing the pressure drop will be important in future optimization studies of the composite sorbent geometry.

Conclusions

Composite CaCl$_2$ in silica gel sorbent consolidated into disks with air flow channels using poly (vinyl alcohol) binder were prepared and tested for a humidity recovery ventilation system. A humidification degree of ranging between 0.68-0.78 was achieved for 7.6-14.8 m$^3$/h air flow rate, which is in a comparable range of performance and higher water uptake compared with other sorbents presented in literature for this application in this range of air flow rate [2]. In order to scale up the system, an optimization study for the sorbent/air channel geometry should be performed with the objective of low pressure drop, high $\beta$ and high water uptake.
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Abstract

In this publication two different levels of detail for a simulation model for fixed-bed adsorbers connected to an evaporator are introduced. Both approaches are compared to each other on basis of various design parameters. The considered adsorber is a cuboid chamber filled with spheres of silica gel to be used with water as refrigerant that is provided by an evaporator. The coupling of adsorber and evaporator induces increased computing time.

The first approach with the highest level of detail includes the thermal and fluidic bed dynamics by characterising every transport process: the heat transfer within the bed, the mass transfer inside the adsorbent, the mass transfer in the gaps of the fixed-bed and the momentum transfer of the adsorptive. The second approach does not include the fluid dynamics of the adsorptive in the gaps of the fixed-bed. The two approaches are compared concerning specific cooling power (SCP) and efficiency (COP). The mass and momentum transfer of the adsorptive influences the results most at the beginning of the adsorption process and its influence decreases with proceeded adsorption time. However, neglecting the fluid dynamics will lead to a noticeable offset on the specific cooling power.

Keywords: adsorber fluid dynamics, dynamic simulation, adsorption, air-cooled adsorber

Introduction and background

Until 2030 the world-wide demand of energy will increase by 60\% [1]. Adsorption cooling could be a promising alternative to conventional cooling methods by using waste heat, i.e. from district heating grids in summer [1]. According to cost-efficiency it is appropriate to use air-cooled fixed-bed adsorbers, thus expenses for an additional cooler and piping are saved. To achieve high energy efficiency, it is beneficial to describe the processes in an adsorber mathematically to improve design or operating parameters.

There are some publications considering fluid dynamics in an adsorber itself [2] [3], but without coupling it to an evaporator. The pressure drop of the adsorptive within the fixed-bed is a crucial effect influencing the specific cooling power (SCP) and efficiency (COP) of an air-cooled adsorber. To evaluate this effect, the mass and momentum transfer of the adsorptive must be considered. In this article an evaporator is connected to the adsorber mathematically by the boundary condition that the water evaporating in the evaporator must be adsorbed by the adsorber instantly. Due to this assumption the differential equations for the fluid dynamics of the adsorptive cannot be solved directly and therefore iteration is necessary. Thus, the evaporator can be simulated as a transient operating component.

The simulation models

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the coupled simulation model of the considered system with refrigeration room, evaporator and adsorber.
\[ \dot{\Gamma} \] is the specific adsorption mass flow of water vapor which is provided by the evaporator and instantly adsorbed in the adsorber.

To evaluate the influence of the momentum and mass transfer of the adsorptive within the fixed-bed two different levels of detail for a simulation model are examined. The high level of detail (model B) includes the fluid dynamics of the water vapor whereas the other approach (model A) is neglecting it. The objective is to find out when it is appropriate to skip considering the fluid dynamics of the adsorptive in a fixed-bed adsorber to reduce computing time significantly.

Figure 2 shows the symmetric physical model of the cuboid fixed-bed adsorber. The working pair is spheres of silica gel as adsorbent and water as refrigerant and adsorptive.

The height \( H_{fb} \), width \( W_{fb} \) and thickness \( T_{fb} \) of the adsorber are the setting parameters. At the inlet on top of the chamber prevails the pressure \( p_{evap} \), resulting from the boiling temperature \( T_{evap} \) in the evaporator. To extract the influence of flow length (x-direction) on the adsorber bed dynamics and to eliminate other effects, resulting from the coupling of the evaporator, the mass of adsorbent is always hold constant by changing the amount of identical operating fixed-beds shown in Figure 2. Otherwise a higher flow length would lead to a scaling effect so that an increasing mass of adsorbent would occur which means a higher potential of generated cooling power.

Subsequently, the governing mass, energy and momentum equations for both simulation models A and B are introduced. The major direction for heat transfer is along the y-axis and for mass and momentum transfer along the x-axis. Because there is no significant thermodynamic or fluid dynamic process in z-direction, the following differential equations for the adsorber only depend on the coordinates x or y. To solve the equations by the method of finite differences the adsorber is subdivided in discrete volumes \( \Delta V \) in which a specific adsorption mass flow \( \dot{\Gamma}_{ij,k} \) is induced (see fig. 2).

**Adsorber: mass transfer adsorbent model A and B**

The specific adsorption mass flow \( \dot{\Gamma} \) in every discrete volume \( \Delta V \) is described by a Linear-Driving-Force (LDF) equation [4]:

Figure 1: Coupled system of refrigeration room, evaporator and adsorber
\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial t} = \frac{15 D_{\text{eff}}}{r^2} \left( X_{\text{eq}} \left( p_{w,v}(x, y, t), T(x, y, t) \right) - X(x, y, t) \right)
\]

(1)

\[
\dot{r}(x, y, t) = \rho_{\text{Ad,S}} \frac{\partial X}{\partial t}
\]

(2)

\( \rho_{\text{Ad,S}} \) is the apparent density of the adsorbent, \( D_{\text{eff}} \) a summarized diffusion coefficient containing all mass transfer constraints [4], \( r \) the radius of the spheres and \( X \) is the current uptake of the adsorbent. The equilibrium uptake \( X_{\text{eq}} \) depends on the local pressure of the adsorptive \( p_{w,v} \) and temperature \( T \). A previous desorption phase at a constant desorption temperature \( T_{\text{des}} \) and condensing pressure \( p_{\text{cond}} \) provides the equilibrium uptake \( X_{\text{des}} \) of the adsorbent which is the initial condition for the chamber before starting adsorption phase. The used material data for \( X_{\text{eq}} \) of silica gel Grace 123 and water is taken from Schawe [5].

\[
X(t = 0) = X_{\text{des}} = f(T_{\text{des}}, p_{\text{cond}})
\]

(3)

Adsorber: heat transfer fixed-bed model A

For the heat transfer equation, the fixed-bed is summarized as one homogenous mass with a constant voids fraction \( \varepsilon \). Previous calculations provided that this assumption can be made due to the density of the adsorptive \( \rho_{w,v} \) being much less than that of the adsorbent \( \rho_{\text{Ad,S}} \) \( \rho_{w,v} \ll \rho_{\text{Ad,S}} \).

\[
\frac{\partial T_A}{\partial t} \left[ (1 - \varepsilon) \rho_{\text{Ad,S}} (c_{p,\text{Ad}} + c_{p,w,l} X) \right] = \lambda_{\text{eff}} \frac{\partial^2 T_A}{\partial y^2} + \dot{r} \Delta h_{\text{Ad}}(X)
\]

(4)

The governing heat transfer process, the heat conduction within the fixed-bed, occurs in \( y \)-direction with an effective thermal conductivity \( \lambda_{\text{eff}} \). The second term on the right side in equation (4), including the adsorption enthalpy \( \Delta h_{\text{Ad}} \) depending on the current uptake \( X \), describes the heat source due to adsorption. \( c_{p,\text{Ad}} \) and \( c_{p,w,l} \) are the specific heat capacities of the adsorbent and the adsorbate water. The initial adsorber temperature is set by the equilibrium material data of the adsorbent at the initial uptake \( X_{\text{des}} \) (eq. (3)) and the evaporator pressure \( p_{\text{evap}} \), assuming that the adsorption phase starts if a certain pressure difference \( \Delta p_i \) is needed between adsorption chamber and evaporator. \( p_{\text{evap}} \) is a direct function of \( T_{\text{evap}} \) because of the specification that there is only saturated vapor in the evaporator.

\[
T_A(y, t = 0) = f(X_{\text{des}}, p_{\text{evap}}(T_{\text{evap}}) - \Delta p_i)
\]

(5)

There is a symmetry condition in the middle of the fixed-bed (6). At the wall of the chamber \( y = T_{\text{fb}}/2 = y_{\text{wall}} \) a transient equation as boundary condition is defined (6b), considering the heat capacity of the wall (see Fig. 1).

\[
\left( \frac{\partial T_A}{\partial y} \right)_{y=0} = 0
\]

(6)

\[
C_{p,\text{wall}} \frac{dT_A(y = y_{\text{wall}})}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{\text{wall,in}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{wall,out}}
\]

(6b)

with \( \dot{Q}_{\text{wall,in}} = \lambda_{\text{eff}} W_{\text{fb}} H_{\text{fb}} \left( \frac{\partial T_A}{\partial y} \right)_{y=y_{\text{wall}}} \)

(6c)

and \( \dot{Q}_{\text{wall,out}} = \frac{1}{\alpha_{\text{fb,wall}}} + \frac{1}{\alpha_{\text{wall,amb}}} 

\[
\frac{\alpha_{\text{fb,wall}}}{s_{\text{wall}}} + \frac{1}{\alpha_{\text{wall,amb}}}
\]

(6d)
All required coefficients for equation (6c) and (6d) are tabulated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>symbol</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mass of adsorbent</td>
<td>$m_{ads}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness fixed-bed</td>
<td>$T_{fb}$</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width fixed-bed</td>
<td>$W_{fb}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height fixed-bed</td>
<td>$H_{fb}$</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrete local step size</td>
<td>$\Delta x$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrete local step size</td>
<td>$\Delta y$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrete local step size</td>
<td>$\Delta z$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discrete time step size</td>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radius of spheres of adsorbent</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voids fraction fixed-bed</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diffusion coefficient adsorbent</td>
<td>$D_{eff}$</td>
<td>$10^{-10}$</td>
<td>m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apparent density adsorbent</td>
<td>$\rho_{Ad,S}$</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific heat capacity adsorbent</td>
<td>$c_{p,Ad}$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific heat capacity water liquid</td>
<td>$c_{p,w,l}$</td>
<td>4218</td>
<td>J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific heat capacity water vapor</td>
<td>$c_{p,w,v}$</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat capacity wall of chamber</td>
<td>$c_{p,wall}$</td>
<td>5770</td>
<td>J K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat capacity evaporator</td>
<td>$c_{p,evap}$</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>J K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uptake adsorbent after desorption</td>
<td>$X_{des}$</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>g g$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desorption temperature</td>
<td>$T_{des}$</td>
<td>353.15</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial temperature evaporator</td>
<td>$T_{evap,initial}$</td>
<td>275.15</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condensing pressure while desorption</td>
<td>$p_{cond}$</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure difference adsorber-evaporator</td>
<td>$\Delta p_i$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effective heat conductivity fixed-bed</td>
<td>$\lambda_{eff}$</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ideal gas constant water vapor</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>461.4</td>
<td>J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat transfer coefficient fixed-bed-wall</td>
<td>$\alpha_{fb,wall}$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat transfer coefficient wall-ambience</td>
<td>$\alpha_{wall,amb}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat conductivity wall</td>
<td>$\lambda_{wall}$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness wall</td>
<td>$s_{wall}$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature refrigeration room</td>
<td>$T_{refr}$</td>
<td>279.15</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal resistance refrigeration room</td>
<td>$u_{refr}A_{refr}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>W K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adsorber: heat transfer fixed-bed model B
In comparison to the heat transfer equation of model A, an extra term in model B is added due to the consideration of the momentum transfer of the adsorptive.

\[ \frac{\partial T_B}{\partial t} \left[ (1 - \varepsilon) \rho_{Ad,S} (c_{p,Ad} + c_{p,\ell} X) \right] = \varepsilon c_{p,w,v} \rho_{w,v} \left( \frac{\partial (u T_B)}{\partial x} \right) + \lambda_{eff} \frac{\partial^2 T_B}{\partial y^2} + \dot{\Gamma} \Delta h_{Ad}(X) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Because of the major flow direction along the x-axis a convective heat transfer term is added with the flow velocity \( u \), the void fraction \( \varepsilon \) of the fixed-bed and the density \( \rho_{w,v} \) and heat capacity \( c_{p,w,v} \) of the adsorptive. The initial and boundary conditions are the same as in the fixed-bed heat transfer model A (eq. (5), (6) and (6b)) except of adding the x-direction. For model B an extra boundary condition must be added (eq. (9c)) because of the convective term.

\[ T_B(x, y, t = 0) = f \left( X_{des}, p_{evap}(T_{evap}) - \Delta p_i \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ \left( \frac{\partial T_B}{\partial y} \right)_{x,y=0} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (9a)

\[ d c_{p,wall} \frac{dT_B(x, y = y_{wall})}{dt} = d \dot{Q}_{wall,in}(x) - d \dot{Q}_{wall,out}(x) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9b)

\[ \left( \frac{\partial T_B}{\partial x} \right)_{x=0,y} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (9c)

Adsorber: mass transfer adsorptive model B
Along the major flow direction (x-axis) the mass transfer of the adsorptive is solved by equation (10).

\[ \varepsilon \frac{\partial (u p_{w,v})}{\partial x} = -\dot{\Gamma} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The mass transfer of the adsorptive can be simplified to a steady state equation which is solved every time step. This is done because the temporal change of the density of the adsorptive is much less than the convective term including the flow velocity \( u (\partial p_{w,v}/\partial t < \partial (u p_{w,v})/\partial x) \). The specific adsorption mass flow \( \dot{\Gamma} \) is a function of the time \( t \) (eq. (2)), thus the mass transfer equation (10) has a different solution for each time step. The initial condition results from the equilibrium material data of the adsorbent at the uptake \( X_{des} \) and the temperature of the sorbent \( T_B(x, y, t = 0) \). At the inlet of the adsorption chamber (x = 0) a dynamic boundary condition is defined including the law of ideal gases (eq. (12)).

\[ \rho_{w,v}(x, y, t = 0) = f \left( X_{des}, T_B(x, y, t = 0) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

\[ \rho_{w,v}(x = 0, y, t) = \frac{p_{w,v}(x = 0, y, t)}{R T_B(x = 0, y, t)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Adsorber: momentum transfer adsorptive model B
Because of the very low density of the water vapor \( \rho_{w,v} \), the momentum transfer model can be simplified to one pressure and one friction term [6]. A common equation to describe the pressure drop in a fixed-bed is the equation of Molerus [7] which is used for modelling the momentum transfer of the adsorptive in model B.

\[ \frac{\partial p_{w,v}}{\partial x} = \frac{3 E u \rho_{w,v} u^2 (1 - \varepsilon)}{8 r \varepsilon^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)
Eu is a parameter describing the flow in the fixed-bed by dint of the Reynolds number. The initial condition of the pressure (eq. (14)) results from the initial uptake $X_{des}$ (eq. (3)) and the initial temperature $T_B(x, y, t = 0)$. For the pressure two boundary conditions exist. At the inlet of the fixed-bed the pressure of the evaporator $p_{evap}$ (eq. (15)). Within the fixed-bed the pressure at every time $t$ must not be lower than a minimum pressure $p_{min}$ which depends on the local uptake $X$ and local temperature $T_B$ (eq. (15b)). For the flow velocity $u$ one direct and one iterative determinable boundary condition can be defined. At the end of the fixed-bed the flow velocity equals always zero (eq. (16)). At the inlet a boundary condition coupled with the mass transfer of the adsorbent (eq. (2)) has to be solved (eq. (16b)). Due to the fulfillment of equation (15b) and the high dependence on $p_{w,v}$ in equation (2) an iterative solving process of the momentum transfer equation is necessary.

\[
p_{w,v}(x, y, t = 0) = f(X_{des}, T_B(x, y, t = 0)) \quad (14)
\]

\[
p_{w,v}(x = 0, y, t) = p_{evap}(T_{evap}) \quad (15)
\]

\[
p_{w,v}(x, y, t) \leq p_{min} = f(X(x, y, t), T_B(x, y, t)) \quad (15b)
\]

\[
u(x = H_{fb}, y, t) = 0 \quad (16)
\]

\[
u(x = 0, y, t) = \frac{(\sum_{x=0}^{x=H_{fb}} f(x, y, t)) \varepsilon \Delta V}{p_{w,v}(x = 0, y, t) \varepsilon \Delta y \Delta z} \quad (16b)
\]

**Evaporator: energy equation model**

An integral energy equation for the evaporator is defined.

\[
C_{p, evap} \frac{dT_{evap}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{refr} - \dot{Q}_{evap}(\dot{r}) \quad (17)
\]

with \( \dot{Q}_{refr} = u_{refr}A_{refr}(T_{refr} - T_{evap}) \quad (17b) \)

and \( \dot{Q}_{evap} = \left( \sum \dot{r}(x, y, t) \right) (1 - \varepsilon) \Delta V \Delta h_v(T_{evap}) \quad (17c) \)

\( C_{p, evap} \) is a summarized heat capacity considering all thermal masses of the evaporator. The boundary condition of the evaporator model is that the water which is adsorbed in the adsorber \( \dot{r} \) is provided by the evaporator instantly. All required temperatures and coefficients in equation (17b) and (17c) are listed in table 1. $T_{evap, initial}$ is set for the initial condition.

\[
T_{evap}(t = 0) = T_{evap, initial} \quad (18)
\]

**Specific cooling power (SCP) and coefficient of performance (COP):**

The essential parameters to categorize an adsorption system is the specific cooling power (SCP) and the coefficient of performance (COP) which are calculated by equation (19) and (20).

\[
SCP(t_{ads}) = \frac{1}{t_{ads} m_{ads}} \int_{t=0}^{t=t_{ads}} \dot{Q}_{evap}(\dot{r}(t)) \, dt \quad (19)
\]
\[ \text{COP}(t_{\text{ads}}) = SCP \ t_{\text{ads}} \ m_{\text{ads}} \left[ \int_{t=0}^{t=t_{\text{ads}}} Q_{\text{ads}}(t) \ dt + F(T_{\text{des}} - T_{\text{ads}}(t_{\text{ads}})) \right]^{-1} \]

\[ \text{with } F = m_{\text{ads}} \left[ c_{p,\text{Ad}} + c_{p,\text{w},l}(X_{\text{ads}}(t_{\text{ads}}) - X_{\text{des}}) \right] \]

\(X_{\text{ads}}\) is the average uptake of the adsorbent and \(T_{\text{ads}}\) the average temperature of the adsorption chamber depending on the current adsorption time \(t_{\text{ads}}\).

**Discussion and Results**

Figure 3 shows the specific cooling power (SCP) depending on the flow length of the adsorptive at three different adsorption cycle times \(t_{\text{ads}}\) of simulation model A and B.

![Figure 3: SCP depending on the flow length of the adsorptive for model A and B at three different adsorption cycle times \(t_{\text{ads}}\)](image)

The dotted lines represent model A in which the mass and momentum transfer of the adsorptive water vapor is not considered. Because of this negligence the constant mass of adsorbent adsorbs at any place and time water with evaporator pressure \(p_{\text{evap}}\). This leads to a constant SCP for any flow length. The continuous lines belong to model B including mass and momentum transfer of the adsorptive. For each adsorption cycle time \(t_{\text{ads}}\) the trend begins to decrease progressively until reaching a turning point. Behind that the decrease of the SCP declines. This can be described by two effects. An increasing flow length leads to a non-proportional increasing pressure drop within the fixed-bed which has a negative effect on the SCP. The second phenomenon occurs inside the fixed-bed where the pressure of the surrounding water vapor converges to the minimum system pressure given by the silica gel properties. Thus, no further pressure drop can occur and the influence on the SCP decreases.

The specific cooling power SCP decreases with increasing adsorption cycle time \(t_{\text{ads}}\) for constant flow length because of the decreasing adsorptive capacity of the silica gel over time. The pressure drop within the fixed-bed decreases with proceeded time which leads to a shift of the turning point to higher flow length of the curves for simulation model B. Additionally, this fact flattens the progressive and declining decrease of the curves with longer adsorption cycle time \(t_{\text{ads}}\), being beneficial for long flow lengths and longer adsorption cycle times as can be seen for \(t_{\text{ads}} = 60 \text{ min}\) in figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the coefficient of performance (COP) depending on the flow length of the adsorptive at three different adsorption cycle times \(t_{\text{ads}}\) for simulation model A and B.
Figure 4: COP depending on the flow length of the adsorptive for model A and B at three different adsorption cycle times $t_{ads}$.

In opposition to the specific cooling power, the COP is increasing with longer adsorption cycle time. This fact is based on the increasing amount of water being adsorbed over time and thus, more of the adsorption capacity of the silica gel is used. Because of the constant SCP for model A (see fig. 3) also the coefficient of performance does not depend on flow length for simulation model A. For model B the curves of the COP have a similar but mirrored trend as to the curves of the SCP. The two effects explained for the SCP influence the coefficient of performance, too. The location of the turning points of the curves in figure 4 correspond with those in the SCP plot figure 3. The turning points of the COP become less apparent with increasing adsorption cycle time due to the decreasing of the pressure drop within in the fixed-bed.

Figure 3 and figure 4 shows the trends of the COP and SCP for a particle diameter of 0.001 m. With increasing particle diameter, the influence of the pressure drop decreases. Because of that the heat conductivity within the fixed-bed is an essential factor which limits the SCP, the adsorber bed design must be as thin as possible. Due to this design parameter $T_{pb}$ the considered particle diameter in this paper represents an optimal value for such adsorber designs.

The following figure 5 shows the percentage deviation of the SCP and COP between the model A and B in dependence of the flow length at three different adsorption cycle times $t_{ads}$. Generally, the percentage deviation decreases with longer adsorption cycle time $t_{ads}$ which is due to the decrease of the influence of the pressure drop within the fixed-bed. The locations of the turning points of each curve in figure 5 correspond with those in the SCP and COP. It is shown that for almost every flow length the percentage deviation of the SCP is higher than that of the COP. This fact means that the negligence of the mass and momentum transfer of the adsorptive has a higher influence on the results of the specific cooling power than on the efficiency.

Regarding to the results in figure 5 the percentage deviation of the specific cooling power and efficiency show a strong dependency on the adsorption cycle time $t_{ads}$. The COP and SCP are similarly imprecise (for simulation model B) only for short adsorption cycle times.

Summary and conclusions

SCP and COP are both decreasing with increasing flow length in the fixed-bed of an adsorber. Thus, a minimal flow length in the fixed-bed is beneficial. For practical reasons the flow length cannot be chosen arbitrary short, so that a significant deviation from reality can occur by using the simple simulation model A.
Figure 5: Percentage deviation of the SCP and COP between model A and B depending on the flow length of the adsorptive at three different adsorption cycle times $t_{ads}$

In order to reach a good efficiency (e.g. COP > 0.4, fig. 4) for adsorption chillers with air-cooled fixed-bed adsorbers, long cycle times $t_{ads} \geq 60$ min are necessary. In that case the deviation between simulation model A and B is reduced significantly in comparison to short cycle times. Nevertheless, there might remain a remarkable deviation from reality for realizable geometries while neglecting the fluid dynamics of the adsorptive.

Considering the fluid dynamics of the adsorptive (simulation model B) implicates an enormous increase in calculation time because of the necessary iterative approach and might be obstructive for wide range optimization. Here the simple simulation model A is applicable, but the user must be aware of the strong deviation from reality, especially for long flow length of the adsorptive within the fixed-bed.
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Abstract

An installation of a single stage LiBr/Water absorption chiller was modified to enable operation in heat pumping mode within a house connection station of a district heating system. In this special case, the desorber is fired by a split stream of the district heat supply line and the evaporator further cools down this split stream before the latter is fed into the district heat return line. The reject heat of the absorption unit is given as supply heat to the building distribution system. This absorption heat conversion system has the aim to lower the district heating return temperature, thus increasing local grid capacity, and, possibly, the efficiency of the supply cogeneration plant. Moreover, the district heat supply line temperature could be decreased and the consecutive reduction in capacity can be compensated by the absorption heat conversion system. The concept is explained using preliminary operational results, showing potential savings of up to 30% of primary district heat volumetric flow. Results of the first heating season are presented.

Keywords: Absorption heat conversion system, absorption chiller, district heating system, district heat return line temperature

Introduction

At Technische Universität Berlin, single stage LiBr/water absorption chillers with a nominal cooling capacity of 50 kW (Bee) and 160 kW (Bumble Bee) have been developed and are marketed by the company WBS. In 16 installations 25 absorption chillers are currently monitored within an extensive field test called “Absorption chillers for CHCP Systems” (Feldtest Absorptionskälteanlagen für KWKK Systeme, FAKS). Recent publications proof the energy efficiency of the new chillers [1, 2].

One of the systems, located in Berlin/Germany has been operated in cooling mode several years since. In September 2017 adaptions of the system to enable operation in heat pump mode started. Final changes were made in December 2017. This paper is dedicated to introduce the background and the concept of the installation, and to present first results.

Concept of the heat conversion system

*Figure* shows the flow scheme of the installation and table 1 gives an overview for different standard operation situations and operation regimes. The conventional house connection station (HCS) consists mainly of a plate heat exchanger.

The entire absorption heat conversion (AHCS) system consists of the absorption unit AU and two optional plate heat exchangers HE1 and HE2. The desorber of the AU is driven by the district heating supply line, SL. Unlike in conventional heat pumps, the heat input into the evaporator of the absorption unit (AU) is also taken from the district heating return line, RL. HE1 just separates the district heating grid from the external evaporator circuit because the pressures in the lines are different and the evaporator is used in cooling operation, also. In the measurements which are described below HE1 always in operation.
The reject heat from condenser and absorber is supplied to the building as useful supply heat. HE2 increases the temperature of the supply heat and the system efficiency as the district heating split stream at the desorber outlet is still at least 10K hotter than the heat transfer fluid at the condenser outlet. Assuming a coefficient of performance (COPAC, heat flow of evaporator divided by heat flow of desorber) of 70% for the AU and a heat exchanger effectiveness ε of 93% for HE2, Table shows the expected temperatures and local grid capacity increase. Operation of the full system including HE2 under full load will reduce the district heat volumetric flow rate by 35%, still covering the same heating load at the same temperatures.

State of the art of heat pumps and absorption heat pumping systems

Heat pumps are considered to be environmentally friendly, which has led to an annual growth rate of 8% for the number of heat pumps sold for European heating installation with water circuits in the years from 2006-2016 [3]. In this paper, however, the focus is on heat pumps for application in industry and district heating grids rather than in domestic use. Oluleye et al [4] have screened several heat pump options for reevaluating low grade waste heat including mechanical heat pumps, absorption heat pumps, and absorption heat transformers. They found market penetration for interconnected systems as they are common in industry to be slow. They argue that a system-oriented approach based on a primary fuel recovery ratio would provide more insight into the energy savings compared to using the COP of the heat revaluation process as a measure. Sayegh et al [5] performed a review of heat pump placement, connection options, and operational modes for European district heating and cooling grids, including options similar to the placement of the heat pump presented here. Both papers include a literature review regarding the development of thermally heat revaluation systems.

The concept discussed in this paper has first been presented by Petersen et al. (2014) [6]. As explained above, it is different from conventional heat pump systems in that reevaluating heat from low grade sources such as the district heating return line is only part of the use. The main achievement of this concept is the larger glide in the split stream of the water from the district heat supply line or, with other words, the lower return temperature in the district heat return line. This improves the energy efficiency of the local grid and potentially also the fuel use in the power plants, especially if back pressure steam turbines supply the heat to the network. In addition, since the driving temperature difference at the HCS is increased, the primary volumetric flow rate at the HCS is reduced, if the same heat flow is to be supplied to the building. Thus, the flow can be used elsewhere within the local grid, thus increasing the local capacity of the grid.

A similar concept has been installed and monitored in northern China [7, 8]. However, the latter concept includes one or more absorption heat pumps at the site of the power plant. Moreover, the integration of the absorption heat pump at the customer site as proposed in the referred paper is less sophisticated, since control valves for adjusting the volumetric flow rate distribution to the different heat exchangers are missing. However, the control of volumetric flow rate is important to take full advantage of the AHCS and to avoid mixing of streams at different temperatures. Another advantage of the system presented in the paper at hand is the possibility to be also used as an absorption chiller in the summer to supply the building with cooling (see Fig.1).

Operation in both modes of operation is controlled by an advanced control system, which allows for meeting more than one control objective, e.g., the chilled water temperature and load, and the district heating return line temperature below or at a fixed temperature, simultaneously [9]. However, the possibility of switching between heating and cooling mode
evokes some challenges for controlling the absorption process. These will be discussed briefly within the following section.

Table 1: Temperatures and grid capacity increase for different load conditions (COP AC = 0.7, ε=0.93)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building Supply Heat Supply Line (BSH-SL) [°C]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Supply Heat Return Line (BSH-RL) [°C]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Heat Supply Line (DH-SL) [°C]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: standard House Connection Station (HCS) only District Heat Return Line (DH-RL) [°C]</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Absorption Unit (AU) without HE 2 Desorber Outlet (Des-out) [°C]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Heat Return Line (DH-RL) [°C]</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: Absorption Heat Conversion System including HE 2 Desorber Outlet (Des-out) [°C]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Exchanger Hot Stream Outlet (HE2_out) [°C]</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>63.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Heat Return Line (DH-RL) [°C]</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Exchanger Cold Stream Inlet (HE2_in) [°C]</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase of local grid capacity Case 2: AU only [%]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3: AU + HE2 [%]</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Difference in process parameters between absorption heat pump and cooling mode

The external temperatures at the evaporator, absorber and condenser inlet of the absorption unit have to be significantly higher as compared to the operation as a chiller. This results in much higher pressures and especially pressure differences between the two vessels of the heat pump. Figure 2 shows a Dühring diagram containing pressures (dew points) and compositions of two typical process conditions for both modes of operation. When moving from chiller operation to heat pump mode as described, there are no critical limits due to process and operational fluid characteristics. Even when increasing the upper driving source temperature (see Figure 2) the process will shift to a lower salt mass fraction and increase the distance to both crystallization limit for the solution and freezing point for the refrigerant as the low temperature heat source is a lot higher than in cooling mode. However, pressure levels of both evaporator and condenser will increase. Due to the logarithmic relation between temperature and saturation pressure, the pressure difference between high pressure vessel and low pressure vessel will increase significantly with non-trivial consequences for the components. Throttles and pumps within the process need to be adjusted as the operation conditions in cooling mode are limited to a pressure difference below 100 mbar (condenser pressure minus evaporator pressure), while to provide temperatures up to 70°C for heating in heat pump mode the required static pressure difference reaches values above 200 mbar. Pressure probes etc. have to be adjusted to keep process control and monitoring in proper operation. Moreover, the variability in pressure difference in heat pump mode is greater than in cooling mode since the supply temperature to the heating system of the building is adjusted to the ambient temperature over a wider range than the chilled and reject heat water temperatures during cooling mode. The throttling devices have to accommodate this and may need to be controlled accordingly.
Moreover, changes in composition must be accounted for. As seen in Fig. 2 the process works with a significantly more diluted solution in heat pump mode. Consequently, with the salt content being constant, there will be more solution and the level of solution in the absorber sump (where the larger part of it is stored) will be higher in heat pump mode as compared to chiller mode. Conversely, the level of refrigerant in the evaporator sump (where refrigerant is stored) will be much lower - under some conditions even critically low. At low sump levels the pumps are prone to cavitate, which restricts the volumetric flow the pump is able to transfer. If, therefore, more water is introduced into the AU, raising filling levels, on the other hand, there is a larger chance of water spilling into the solution or vice versa, causing deterioration of performance of the system.

Moreover, the vacuum retention (purge) system is also affected. The units are equipped with a purge system, which is mainly driven by solution circulation. The functionality is strongly conditioned by the thermodynamic properties of the solution. These are, as mentioned above, affected by the higher evaporation pressure and more diluted solution. Operation has to be adjusted.

Discussion and Results of operation

Results for one week in November 2017 from initial operation of the AHC without HE2 are shown in figure 3. The temperatures of the district heating grid (DH, supply line index SL, in red, return line RL dark orange) and building supply heat temperatures (BSH, SL in purple, RL in pink). The ambient temperature (index Amb in black) included for reference.

The district heating return temperature was up to 15 K below the building return temperature from Nov.16 on. This proofs the concept and confirms the data from table 1. –During this time of operation, the heat exchanger HE1 was operated in parallel flow. A change of the installation of the heat exchanger to counter current operation and including heat exchanger HE2 should allow for even lower district heating return temperatures by about 10K.

In figure 4 the trends of district heating (DH, supply line index SL, in red, return line RL dark orange) and building supply heat temperatures (BSH, SL in purple, RL in pink) are shown for one week at the end of February/ beginning of March of 2018, when ambient temperatures were the lowest in this winter and caused a reasonable heating load of about 50 kW with peaks of up to 65 kW. Ambient temperature (index Amb in black) is also depicted.

The district heat return line temperature \(t_{DH,RL,th}\) was usually 2 to 5K below the building return line temperature, which would, of course, not be possible without the heat pump. For a comparison between operation with and without AHCS a theoretical district heating return line temperature (index DH,RL,th in orange) was calculated for heating directly from the grid by means of a heat exchanger at the same load and an efficiency of the heat exchangers (HE1, HE2...
of 0.93. The difference between the real return line temperature and this theoretical one was in the range of 4 to 15 K.

![Figure 3: Operation HCS without HE2](image)

Therefore, it can be concluded, that the absorption heat conversion system is generally working as intended. However, there are also four instances included in Figure during which the system was out of operation for about one hour. Reasons for system shut downs included an error of the external evaporator pump due to a defect of the circuit board, false triggering of a temperature limiter, and ill-adjusted control parameters. Other reasons for mal-functioning were low sump levels especially in the evaporator, as all refrigerant was absorbed by the solution as discussed above or was stored in the condenser sump. An adjustment of the throttle valve in the refrigeration circuit to avoid collection of refrigerant in the condenser has been required.

![Figure 4: Temperatures for one week in March 2018](image)

For further analysis figure 5 shows steady state values for the DH supply line temperature, the building return temperature and the temperature at the outlet of the HCS against the ambient temperature. Additionally, the theoretical value for the district heating return line temperature at the same load without AHCS and the difference between this theoretical value and the real, reduced return line temperature are plotted. All values for the temperature at the outlet of the AHCS are again lower than the building heating return line. When compared to the theoretical temperatures in the district heat return line the AHCS produces a decrease by 7K to 9K. This seems to be good, but especially at lower ambient temperatures and thus presumably higher loads, a greater advantage of the AHCS was expected (compare Table). There are two main reasons for not meeting the expectations. On the one hand, the minimum district heating volumetric flow in autonomous operation had to be adjusted manually as the control valve was designed for higher volumetric flows (for operation in cooling mode). Consequently, the
minimum volumetric flow during the monitoring period was set too high, causing a lower temperature glide between supply and return. On the other hand, the expected heat demand according to the heat demand line should be compared to the measured values as provided in figure 6. At higher ambient temperatures and correspondingly lower building heating loads, the expected and measured values agree fairly well. At low ambient temperatures, however, the building load was much lower than previously expected. Ambient temperatures in the reported period where lowest during the night and on weekends, while they were significantly higher during the working days. Since the building is mainly used for office spaces, the convectors for distributing the heat to the individual rooms receive a lower set temperature during the night and on the weekends, thus causing a reduced load compared to low ambient temperatures during business hours.

Figure 5: Temperatures in DH, heating of building and temperature difference for DH return line

Figure 6: Theoretical, steady state and average of 40 steady states for building heating load

Figure 7 displays the volumetric flow rate $V_{DH,HCS}$, which the AHCS draws from the district heating network. The figure also shows the theoretical value for conventional HCS use only ($V_{DH,th}$). The difference between the flow rate of the AHCS to the standard HCS- flowrate ranges from savings of 16% to 28% - confirming that a significant increase in local grid capacity is feasible.

Figure 7: Volumetric flow rate for HCS only, AHCS and reduction of volumetric flow rate by employing the AHCS
Conclusions

The results of the reported field test proofed the feasibility and usefulness of operating an absorption chiller in absorption heat pump mode, enabling a district heat return temperature 7-9K below the building return temperature while increasing local grid capacity up to 35% at full load. Since in the monitoring period very low ambient temperatures occurred only at times with low occupancy of buildings, performance at high heating loads could not be observed. At lower loads, however, the AHCS not only proved the concept but expectations were exceeded. Further monitoring of the system during the following years will be carried out in order to enlarge the data set.

For the future, the implementation of an automatically adjusting refrigerant valve is considered in order to choose the appropriate position depending on the load condition and associated pressure difference between condenser and evaporator. This has been observed to be of crucial importance for steady and efficient operation. Winter 2018/2019 is foreseen to reproduce the findings, and to overcome restrictions which have been encountered in the monitoring period so far, including full automatic control and operation.

TU Berlin is looking forward to accompany the installation within a follow up project, funding for which was applied for by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.
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Abstract

This work addresses the study of methanol ad-/desorption dynamics for two adsorptive cycles aimed at upgrading low temperature heat. The first one is the common heat amplification cycle driven by a temperature jump. The second one is a novel “Heat from Cold” (HeCol) cycle recently proposed for upgrading the ambient heat in cold countries [1]. In the latter cycle, the adsorbent is deemed to be regenerated by a drop of the adsorptive pressure, whereas the heat needed for desorption is supplied from a natural heat reservoir at a quite low temperature close to 0°C (non-freezing water basins, such as river, lake, sea, etc). The aim of this study is to compare the methanol sorption dynamics initiated by the pressure drop as well as by the temperature jump between the same isosters of the tested cycles. A commercial activated carbon ACM-35.4 was used as an adsorbent. It has been shown that the dynamics for these two, quite different, ways of the process initiation are almost identical. The release/uptake curves can be described by exponential function with the characteristic time 104 and 78 s, respectively. This corresponds to the specific power 0.9-1.2 kW/kg which is acceptable for practical realization of AHT cycles for upgrading low temperature heat.

Keywords: Adsorptive heat transformation, activated carbon, methanol, driving force, HeCol cycle

Introduction/Background

Adsorption heat transformation (AHT) is attracting increasing attention because of its ability of effective conversion/storage of waste and renewable heat [2,3]. At the moment, the AHT has made a significant progress and several adsorptive chillers/heat pumps have already appeared in the market [4]. These units are commonly driven by a temperature difference between the ambient (290–310 K) and an external heat source (330–400 K) which is used for adsorbent heating and regeneration. Recently, a novel AHT cycle “Heat from Cold” (or HeCol) has been suggested for amplification of the temperature potential of the ambient heat in cold countries [1].

The common HeCol cycle (1-2-3-4) suggested in [1] operates between three thermostats with constant temperatures $T_L$, $T_M$, and $T_H$, and consists of two isosters and two isotherms (Fig. 1a). The main feature of this cycle is that regeneration of adsorbent is performed at constant temperature $T_M$ by dropping the vapour pressure over the adsorbent (stage 4-1). This pressure drop is ensured exclusively by low ambient temperature. Therefore, the regeneration does not need any supply of heat that has commercial value. The initial adsorbent state (point 1 on Fig. 1a) corresponds to temperature $T_M$ and pressure of the adsorptive vapour $P_L = P_0(T_L)$, where $P_0(T_L)$ is the saturation vapour pressure at low temperature $T_L$ of the ambient air. Due to the low pressure $P_L$, the equilibrium adsorbate uptake $w_1 = w(T_M, P_L)$ is small. Then, the adsorbent is heated up to temperature $T_H$ (isoster 1-2). At point 2, the adsorbent is connected to an evaporator maintained at $T_M$ which generates the constant vapour pressure $P_M = P_0(T_M)$. This pressure jump causes the vapour adsorption that leads to an increase in the equilibrium uptake up to $w_2 = w(T_H, P_M)$ (point 3 on Fig. 1a). The evaporation heat $Q_{ev}$ is absorbed in the evaporator at $T_M$ and the useful adsorption heat $Q_{ads}$ is released at constant temperature $T_H$.
(isotherm 2-3) in the adsorber and supplied to the heating circuit of a Consumer. Then, the adsorber is disconnected from the evaporator and cooled down to temperature $T_M$ (isoster 3-4). At point 4, the adsorber is connected to the condenser maintained at the low temperature $T_L$ and pressure $P_L = P_0(T_L)$. This pressure drop results in the adsorbate removal to restore the initial uptake $w_1 = w(T_M, P_L)$ (point 1). The heat $Q_{\text{des}}$ needed for adsorbate desorption is supplied to the adsorbent from the water basin at temperature $T_M$ (isotherm 4-1). The desorbed vapour is collected in the condenser releasing the heat $Q_{\text{con}}$ to the ambient, and the cycle is closed.

Fig. 1. P-T diagram of pressure-driven (a) and temperature-driven (b) 3T adsorptive cycles.

The suggested HeCol cycle is pressure-initiated (PI) and significantly differs from a classical adsorptive cycle (Fig. 1b) in which the adsorbate is exchanged along isobars (4-1) and (2-3). The adsorbent is regenerated due to the temperature jump from $T_4$ to $T_1$ at constant pressure $P_M$, thus being temperature-initiated (TI). Adsorption is initiated by a temperature drop from $T_4$ to $T_1$ (Fig. 1b) and takes place at constant pressure $P_L$. The first law efficiency and the useful heat are close for both cycles.

Fig. 2. P-T diagram of the studied cycles with isothermal (4-1 and 2-3) and isobaric (4*-1 and 2*-3) transitions between rich (3-4) and weak (1-2) isosters.

To find out which type of the desorption initiation (adsorbent regeneration) is preferable from the dynamic point of view, appropriate comparison of the both cycles is needed. The aim of this work has been to compare the dynamics of desorption (4-1 and 4*-1) and adsorption (2-3 and 2*-3) stages for two AHT cycles driven by pressure and temperature variations (Fig. 2).
For both cycles, the heat for methanol desorption is taken at a quite low temperature $T_M = 2^\circ C$, so that they can be used for upgrading the ambient heat in cold countries. A commercial activated carbon ACM-35.4 was used as methanol adsorbent according to [5,6].

**Experimental**

Activated carbon ACM-35.4 (CECA Arkema group) has the average pore size $d = 2.3$ nm, the specific surface area $S = 1200 \text{ m}^2 \text{ g}^{-1}$, and the specific pore volume $V = 0.69 \text{ cm}^3 \text{ g}^{-1}$. The tested cycles were plotted on the isosteric chart of the working pair "ACM-35.4 – methanol" taken from [7]. The three temperatures which uniquely define the tested AHT cycles were fixed at $T_L = -30^\circ C$, $T_M = 2^\circ C$, and $T_H = 30^\circ C$ or $T_{H*} = 39^\circ C$ (Fig. 2) that are typical for HeCol cycles [1]. The specific mass $\Delta q_{eq}$ of methanol exchanged in this cycle was 0.08 g/(g-carbon). The boundary conditions for the regeneration were as follows: for the PI stage (4-1) - $T_M = 2^\circ C$, $P_4 = 8.2$ mbar and $P_L = 4.7$ mbar; for the TI stage (4*-1) - $P_L = 4.7$ mbar, $T_{M*} = -6^\circ C$ and $T_M = 2^\circ C$. The boundary conditions for the adsorption stages were: for the PI stage (2-3) – $T_H = 30^\circ C$, $P_2 = 26.2$ mbar and $P_M = 45.1$ mbar; for the TI stage (2*-3) - $P_L = 45.1$ mbar, $T_{H*} = 39^\circ C$ and $T_H = 30^\circ C$.

Dynamic comparison of pressure- and temperature-initiated adsorption at higher temperature is of great interest. For this purpose, additional dynamic experiments were carried out for adsorption transition between the same isosters but at higher methanol pressure and boundary temperatures (Fig. 3). The boundary conditions for isothermal adsorption (5 $\rightarrow$ 6) were $T = 60^\circ C$ and the pressure jump 125 $\rightarrow$ 204 mbar, and for isobaric adsorption (5* $\rightarrow$ 6) – $P = 204$ mbar, the temperature drop 71 $\rightarrow$ 60$^\circ$C. Such condition can be interesting, for example, for hot water production.

![Fig. 3. P-T diagram of the studied adsorption stages for low (2-3 and 2*-3) and high temperature heating (5-6 and 5*-6).](image)

The dynamics was studied in a custom-built kinetic set-up presented in [6] (Fig. 4). The experimental kinetic set-up consisted of the three main parts: a measuring cell with the studied adsorbent, a buffering vessel and a condenser/evaporator with liquid methanol. Loose grains of the carbon were placed on a metal support of the measuring cell as a monolayer. Diameter of the grains was 2.2-2.5 mm. The carbon mass was fixed at 500 ± 2 mg.
To measure the dynamics of pressure-initiated desorption the measuring cell was filled with methanol vapour from the evaporator to reach the initial desorption pressure $P_4 = 4.7$ mbar. The adsorbent was cooled down to the desorption temperature $T_M$ by thermostat $T_1$. After setting the adsorption equilibrium, the measuring cell was disconnected from the evaporator. The buffering vessel was filled with methanol vapour from the evaporator to reach the methanol pressure 3.6 mbar. To start the desorption run, the measuring cell was connected to the buffering vessel which led to a drop of the methanol pressure in the cell to 3.7 mbar. This initiated the methanol desorption from the sample which resulted in the gradual increase in the methanol pressure $P(t)$ to the final (equilibrium) pressure $P_1 = 4.7$ mbar. This pressure was recorded each 1 s by an absolute pressure transducer Barocel™ 600 with an accuracy of ±0.15%. The pressure evolution $P(t)$ was used for calculating the methanol uptake/release $q(t)$ as

$$q(t) = \Delta q_{eq} \cdot \frac{(P(t) - P(t = 0))}{(P(t \to \infty) - P(t = 0))}. \quad (1)$$

The accumulated error in the absolute methanol loading was ±10$^{-3}$ kg/kg that leads to the accuracy of the differential methanol loading $q(t)$ equal to ±3%.

For temperature-initiated desorption the measuring cell was filled with methanol vapour at the pressure $P_L = 4.7$ mbar and the adsorbent was cooled down to the initial desorption temperature $T_M^* = -6^\circ$C be thermostat $T_2$. To initiate methanol desorption, the adsorbent was heated up to the final desorption temperature $T_M = 2^\circ$C by switching from thermostat $T_2$ to $T_1$. Experiments for temperature- and pressure-driven adsorption were carried out in a similar way.

**Results and Discussion**

The main finding of this study is that the kinetic curves for both PI and TI desorption stages are identical (Fig. 5a). Hence, the regeneration dynamics does not depend on the regeneration path, either isothermal (4-1) or isobaric (4*-1). The release curves can be well approximated by the exponential function (Fig. 4a)

$$\Delta q = (0.08 \cdot g / g) \cdot (1 - e^{-t/\tau}) \quad (2)$$

with a single characteristic time $\tau = 104 \pm 6$ s regardless the way of the desorption initiation (Table 1). This time allows an upper limit of the specific rate of methanol desorption $R_0 = \Delta q/\tau = 0.8$ g/(kg·s) to be calculated as well as the maximum specific power $W_{max}$.
supplied to the adsorbent at short desorption time $W_{\text{max}} = \Delta H \cdot \Delta q / \tau = 0.95$ kW/kg, where $\Delta H$ is the heat of methanol desorption (1230 kJ/kg [6]).

The same trend is found for the adsorption dynamics which does not depend on whether the path is isobaric (2*-3) or isothermal (2-3) (Fig. 5b). Again, both uptake curves are exponential with $\tau = 78 \pm 4$ s (Table 1) that is shorter than for the desorption run. Accordingly, the initial adsorption rate $R_0 = 1.0$ g/(kg·s) and the maximum useful power $W_{\text{max}} = 1.3$ kW/kg are also larger. The specific useful power corresponding to the conversion degree 80% $W_{0.8} = 0.5$ kW/kg. It means that for generating 5 kW of heating power 10 kg of carbon is necessary that is reasonable and acceptable for practical realization of the HeCol cycle. More compact HeCol units can be expected if utilize smaller grains of the carbon or advanced adsorbents which exchange more methanol in the cycle [8,9].

For the TI desorption, the initial power can be used to evaluate the heat transfer coefficient $\alpha$ between the carbon grains and the metal support from the heat balance at $t = 0$:

$$\alpha \cdot S \cdot \Delta T = W_{\text{max}} \cdot m.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
Here $S$ is the heat transfer surface area ($S = 0.0006 \text{ m}^2$ in our case), and $\Delta T$ is the initial temperature difference ($\Delta T = T_M - T_M^* = 8$ K). The obtained $\alpha$-value is equal to $97 \pm 10 \text{ W/(m}^2 \text{ K)}$ that is close to the values found in [6]: $75 \pm 10 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{ K}^{-1}$ and $135 \pm 15 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{ K}^{-1}$ for adsorption and desorption, respectively.

A similar independence of dynamics from the type of ad-/desorption initiation was found for the reverse processes (Fig. 6) and processes at higher pressure/temperature (Fig. 7). For the same $T$- or $P$-variation, all the desorption runs are faster than the adsorption runs (about 15% in terms of the characteristic time, Table 1). This can be due to a convex shape of the methanol sorption isotherm for ACM-35.4 which is profitable for faster adsorption [10].

![Fig. 6](image6.png)

**Fig. 6.** Methanol uptake (a) and release (b) curves as a function of time for pressure- (1-4) and (3-2) (●) and temperature-initiated (1-4*) and (3-2*) (■) runs. Solid lines – exponential approximation.

![Fig. 7](image7.png)

**Fig. 7.** a - Methanol uptake curves for pressure- (5 $\rightarrow$ 6) (●) and temperature-initiated (5* $\rightarrow$ 6) (■) runs. b - Methanol release curves for pressure- (6 $\rightarrow$ 5) (●) and temperature-initiated (6 $\rightarrow$ 5*) (■) runs. Solid line – exponential approximation.

The revealed invariance of ad-/desorption dynamics is somewhat unexpected because isothermal and isobaric processes are initiated by quite different driving forces, namely, the fast pressure or temperature change, respectively. Indeed, for the PI desorption process, at $t = 0$, right after the pressure drop, the driving force for heat transfer equals zero because the system is isothermal and there is no temperature gradient. At the same time, the driving force for mass transfer is maximal. This is opposite to the TI desorption, for which at $t = 0$, right after the temperature...
jump, the driving force for heat transfer is maximal, whereas the driving force for mass transfer is zero. The invariance is likely to indicate that heat and mass transfer processes are strongly coupled so that after a short transient period a steady state regime is established in the adsorbent, which seems to be similar, regardless the initial driving force \((\Delta P \text{ or } \Delta T)\) applied. The formation of this steady-state regime for TI adsorption cycle was numerically studied in [11], and the time interval for setting the stationary mode was found to be ca. 5 s. At longer time, the heat and mass transfer processes are strongly coupled and can not be separately considered. No similar study has been done yet for PI adsorption cycles.

Mathematical modeling of PI \((4 \rightarrow 1)\) and TI \((4^* \rightarrow 1)\) desorption by utilizing the model presented in [13] confirms that the PI and TI dynamic curves are close to each other at the conditions of HeCol cycle. Analysis of the average grain temperature during the desorption process shows that after 5 s the temperature of the grains during the PI desorption becomes close those during TI desorption. This means that shortly after the start of the process driving force of both PI and TI desorption becomes equal which led to equal kinetic curves.

Since isosters \((1-2-5)\) and \((3-4-6)\) are lines with the constant uptakes \(w_1\) and \(w_2\), the independence of dynamics of the transitions between them on the transition path may indicate that the process rate can be written as \(A = -k(T) [w(t) - w(t = \infty)]\), where \(k(T) = k_o \exp[-E_a/(RT)]\) is the temperature dependent rate constant, \(E_a\) is the apparent activation energy, and \(R\) is the universal gas constant. If so, the temperature dependence of the characteristic time \(\tau(T) = 1/k(T) = \exp[E_a/(RT)]/k_o\) can be used to determine \(E_a\) (Fig. 8). The apparent activation energy is equal to 9 kJ/mol and 10 kJ/mol for adsorption and desorption runs.

![Fig. 8. The Arrenius plot ln(k) vs (-1/T) for the studied adsorption (■) and desorption (●) runs.](image)

**Summary/Conclusions**

Dynamics of the methanol ad-/desorption on/from the loose grains of activated carbon ACM35.4 was studied for flat configurations of adsorbent bed and two heat amplification cycles – pressure- and temperature-initiated (PI and TI). The most important findings are: 1) the sorption dynamics does not depend on the way of the process initiation, either PI or TI; 2) all the dynamic curves can be described by exponential function with a single characteristic time equal to 104 and 78 s for the desorption and adsorption, respectively; 3) the maximal specific power reaches 0.9 kW/kg for the desorption
runs and 1.2 kW/kg for the adsorption runs which can be considered acceptable for practical realization of the HeCol cycle.
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Abstract
Adsorption heat transformation (AHT) is an energy saving and environment friendly emerging technology for conversion of renewable and waste heat of low-temperature potential. For each specific AHT cycle, the adsorbent with particular (optimal) properties is required. They depend on the climatic zone in which the AHT cycle is realized, the specific application (cooling, heating, heat storage, or amplification of the temperature potential), and heat source used for regenerating the adsorbent. Therefore, for effective AHT, a working pair "adsorbent - adsorbate" should be intelligently selected in accordance with the mentioned factors. In this work, the applicability of the ATH technology in the Russian Federation (RF) was analyzed. Proper AHT applications were selected for selected RF zones on the base of their climatic conditions. Adsorption equilibrium data for various “adsorbent – adsorbate” pairs were collected from the literature and analyzed to select the most suitable pairs for the particular application/zone.

Keywords: Adsorption heat transformation, water, methanol, adsorption potential, database.

Introduction/Background
Significant progress has been achieved in AHT over the past decades [1,2]. This emerging technology can be used for various applications, such as heat storage, cooling, heating, amplification of the temperature potential, and their combinations. The choice of application is dictated, first of all, by the particular climatic zone where the AHT unit is used and the heat sources/sinks available. The efficiency of AHT cycles depends mainly on the agreement between the operating conditions of the AHT cycles and the adsorption equilibrium of the employed working pair.

Table 1. The types of climate in the RF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of climate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  arctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  subarctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  moderate climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A  moderately continental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B  continental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C  acutely continental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D  monsoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  subtropical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Climatic zones of the RF [3].

This work is aimed at the choice of the AHT applications optimal for typical RF climatic regions and selection of the suitable working pairs for them. First, the climatic conditions of various RF regions (Table 1, Fig. 1) are analyzed and the proper AHT applications are selected for each zone. Specific requirements to an adsorbent optimal for the selected zone and application are considered in term of the adsorption potential \( \Delta F = RT \ln[P_0(T)/P] \),
corresponding to the adsorption and regeneration stages of the analyzed cycle. Finally, the most suitable working pairs are selected for the specific application/zone by analysis literature data on adsorption equilibrium of numerous common and innovative materials with water and methanol. The latter analysis is based on the use of the adsorption potential as a universal measure of the “adsorptive – adsorbent” affinity that allows the amount of the working fluid exchanged in the cycle to be evaluated.

**Discussion and Results**

**Analysis of the AHT cycles demanded in the RF and appropriate working pairs**

The average day and night temperatures (Fig. 2), the average monthly temperatures are collected for each month of a year using Meteonorm library of climatic data [4] for 7 different locations in the RF. These data are used for further analysis of the relevant AHT applications for each zone.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Average day (a) and night (b) temperatures for 7 climatic RF regions [4].

The climate in the RF is quite cold, therefore the most demanded AHT applications are heating, seasonal heat storage, and amplification of the heat temperature potential, including the ambient heat [5, 6]. They can be realized during winter time only if a heat source at 2-20°C is available to drive evaporation process, e.g. underground water, heat wastes, etc. Another opportunity is to use highly efficient solar collectors that can provide heat at 10-20°C even at cold climate of zones 1-3 (Fig. 1). The heating/storage modes are more realistic in zone 3A during autumn and spring. For their realization, the adsorbents which ensure a large temperature lift (at least 20-30°C) are required. During summer time there is a certain need for air conditioning in the Southern Russia (zone 4 in Fig.1).

For seasonal heat storage and amplification of temperature potential, methanol and ammonia should be used as working fluids. In this communication, only methanol is considered. Water can be utilised as adsorptive for adsorption applications at above-zero temperature, e.g. air conditioning and warm water production in summer.

Requirements to the adsorbent optimal for specific AHT cycle are formulated in terms of the boundary adsorption potentials \( \Delta F_1 \) and \( \Delta F_2 \), corresponding to the regeneration and adsorption stages of the selected cycle, respectively:

\[
\Delta F_1 = -RT_{\text{reg}} \{ \ln[P(T_{\text{con}})/P(T_{\text{reg}})] \},
\]

\[
\Delta F_2 = -RT_{\text{ads}} \{ \ln[P(T_{\text{ev}})/P(T_{\text{ads}})] \},
\]
where $T_{reg}$, $T_{con}$, $T_{ads}$ and $T_{ev}$ are the regeneration, condenser, adsorption and evaporation temperatures, which are selected in accordance with the climatic data of Fig. 2, the temperature of the driving heat source and the required useful heat.

For the working pairs, whose adsorption equilibrium obeys the Polanyi principle of temperature invariance, the uptake $w$ is a function of the only parameter – the adsorption potential $\Delta F$, $w = f(\Delta F)$. The equilibrium data on water and methanol adsorption on common and innovative adsorbents (silica gels, zeolites, AlPOs, SAPOs, MOFs, Composites “Salt inside Porous Matrix” - CSPMs) are collected from the available literature [7-10]. These data are presented in the coordinates “$w – \Delta F$” (Figs. 3 and 4) and approximated by the function

$$w = \frac{A \cdot \Delta F + B}{1 + \exp[-k_1(\Delta F - C_1)]} + \frac{L}{1 + \exp[-k_2(\Delta F - C_2)]},$$

(1)

where $A$, $B$, $C_1$, $C_2$, $L$, $k_1$, $k_2$ are fitting parameters, estimated using non-linear least squares method. These parameters are presented in Table 2 for selected pairs.

![Figure 3.](image)

**Figure 3.** Experimental and calculated equilibrium uptakes for the working pair "AlPO-18 – water vapour".

**Table 2.** Approximation parameters for the selected working pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>$k_1$</th>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$k_2$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica Fuji RD</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>-0.534</td>
<td>2.594</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>-0.432</td>
<td>6.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPO -18</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>7.930</td>
<td>-0.213</td>
<td>-18.728</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>5.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UiO66</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>9.30E-02</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>3.177</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>-0.657</td>
<td>1.373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca(NO$_3$)$_2$/silica</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>2.18E-01</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>2.245</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-7.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM35</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>-0.682</td>
<td>8.374</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>-6.488</td>
<td>9.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL101Cr</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>-2.150</td>
<td>2.993</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.110</td>
<td>3.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxSorb</td>
<td>-0.216</td>
<td>3.67E-01</td>
<td>-1.236</td>
<td>7.975</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>-4.792</td>
<td>10.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiCl/silica</td>
<td>-0.196</td>
<td>1.521</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>4.770</td>
<td>-0.656</td>
<td>-2.623</td>
<td>-1.449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The most suitable working pairs for the AHT cycles demanded for the RF climatic zones were selected taking into account the amount of the working fluid $\Delta w$ exchanged between the boundary adsorption potential $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$, $\Delta w = w(\Delta F_2) - w(\Delta F_1)$ (Fig. 3).

**Cooling/Air conditioning**

Since the average daily temperature for the analyzed regions does not exceed 25°C, the air conditioning application is considered only for Astrakhan, a city located in the South of Russia. For all other regions, the adsorption cooling of food/drugs is considered. The boundary adsorption potentials $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$ are calculated (Table 3) according eqs. (2), and (3) taking into account the following operating temperatures: $T_{con}$ and $T_{ads}$ are equal to the maximum day time temperature of the hottest month of the year (July) for each location. $T_{ev}$ equals the required temperature $T_{req}$ of useful heat (3°C for cooling (Fig. 5) and 10°C for air-conditioning). The regeneration temperature was selected based on the climatic data and the amount of solar days in summer time.

**Figure 4.** The adsorption equilibrium data for tested adsorbents of water vapour [7-10]: a) silica gels, b) zeolites and MeAPOs, c) MOFs, d) CSPMs.
The operating conditions of the cooling cycles for different climatic regions for water as refrigerant are presented in Fig. 5 as the frames confined between adsorption potential $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$. LiCl/MWCNT, LiCl/vermiculite, CAU10, and MIL125-NH$_2$ appear to show the best properties for cooling in Omsk, Astrachan, Moscow, and Archangelsk regions, respectively (Table 3).

**Table 3.** The boundary conditions and the water adsorbents promising for cooling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>$T_{\text{reg}}, \degree\text{C}$</th>
<th>$\Delta F_2$</th>
<th>$\Delta F_1$</th>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>$\Delta w, \text{g/g}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astrakhan</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrakhan</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>LiCl/vermiculite</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omsk</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>LiCl/vermiculite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPO - 18</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>CAU10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>CAU10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omyakon</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>CAU10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladivostok</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>MIL125NH$_2$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkhangelsk</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>MIL125 NH$_2$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heating**

We consider production of the warm water with temperature ($T_{\text{req}} = 45\degree\text{C}$) for shower and dishwashing during warm season for countryside summer houses, which are very popular in Russia. At heating mode, $T_{\text{ev}}$ equals the average daily temperature and varies for different months (May – September). The condenser and adsorption temperatures equal the temperature of the useful heat necessary for a consumer ($T_{\text{con}} = T_{\text{ads}} = T_{\text{req}}$). The boundary adsorption potentials $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$ are calculated for water as the working fluid according to...
Composites LiCl/Verm and LiCl/MWCNT, several MOFs (NH$_2$-MIL125, CAU-10) and aluminophosphate FAM-Z01 are the most promising for heating mode with the amount of cycled water $\Delta w$ varied from 0.1 to 0.9 g/g for different locations and months (Table 4). For some regions, it is possible to obtain water of a given temperature from May to October, for others only in summer months (Table 4). The minimum temperature $T_{reg}$ required for realization of the heating cycle varies from 75°C for the hottest region (Astrakhan) to 90°C for the coldest regions (Oimyakon, Arkhangelsk).

**Table 4.** The boundary conditions and promising adsorbents for the heating cycles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>$T_{reg}$ °C</th>
<th>$\Delta F_2$, kJ/mol</th>
<th>$\Delta F_1$, kJ/mol</th>
<th>$\Delta w$, g/g</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astrakhan</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.5-3.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>May-Sept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.5-2.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>FAMZ01</td>
<td>Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.7-5.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>May-Sept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.7-4.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>CAU10</td>
<td>Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NH$_2$-MIL125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladivostok</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.5-5.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>May-Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omsk</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.4-5.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>May-Sept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.4-4.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>NH$_2$-MIL125</td>
<td>Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkhangelsk</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.1-4.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.5-4.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAU10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NH$_2$-MIL125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oimyakon</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.2-4.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>LiCl/Ver</td>
<td>Jun-Aug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heat storage**

We consider the seasonal heat storage, when the heat absorbed in summer can be used for heating during cold period. For the RF, the heating during winter months by the stored heat seems to be not realistic due to severe climate and huge demands for the heat. However, the heat storage cycle can be utilized for heating the country houses during moderate cold autumn and spring. Under heat release mode, the evaporator is at ambient temperature during the cold period, when heating is required, and $T_{ev}$ equals the average night temperature during autumn and spring time. The condenser is at ambient temperature in summer, when the heat is stored and $T_{con}$ is the average temperature during July. The adsorption temperature equals the temperature $T_{req}$ required by a consumer. We consider the temperature of useful heat $T_{req} = 35$°C, which can be used for warm flow system. The regeneration temperature was fixed at 90° C. The adsorption potentials $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$ are calculated according to eqs. (2) and (3) for methanol and presented in Table 5. For each location, the optimal adsorbent is proposed based on the amount of methanol cycled (Table 5, Fig. 6).
Table 5. The boundary conditions and the adsorbents promising for heat storage ($T_{reg} = \text{90}^\circ \text{C}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>$\Delta F_2$, kJ/mol</th>
<th>$\Delta F_1$, kJ/mol</th>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>$\Delta w$, g/g</th>
<th>Heating period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astrakhan</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Apr, May, Sept, Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>LiCl/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Apr, May, Sept, Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vladivostok</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>UiO67</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Apr, May, Sept, Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omsk</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>MaxSorbIII</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Apr, May, Sept, Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oimyakon</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>LiBr/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>May, Sept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oimyakon</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>LiBr/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Apr, Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkhangelsk</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>LiBr/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Apr, May, Sept, Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>LiBr/SiO$_2$, MaxSorbIII</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Apr, May, Sept, Oct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Boundary conditions for adsorption heat storage cycles and the universal adsorption curves for: 1- LiBr/SiO$_2$, 2 - MaxSorbIII, 3 – UiO67, 4 – LiCl/SiO$_2$, 5 – LiCl/MWCNT.

If the groundwater or household waste water at $10^\circ$ C can be used as the heat source for the evaporation during cold period, the heat can be produced during winter as well, and the best material for all locations is LiCl/MWCNT composite.

**Temperature amplification cycle “Heat from Cold” (HeCol).**

The cycle is based on using two natural heat reservoirs (the ambient air at low $T_L$ and non-freezing water basins or underground water at medium $T_M$) as the heat sink and heat source to get a useful heat at high temperature $T_H$ suitable for heating [4]. This process can be realized in regions with a cold climate, where the difference between $T_L$ and $T_M$ is 30-50$^\circ$C, therefore the calculations are made for Yakutsk and Oimyakon. The boundary adsorption potentials $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$ are determined as

\[
\Delta F_2 = -RT_H \ln \left( \frac{P(T_M)}{P(T_H)} \right) \tag{4}
\]

\[
\Delta F_1 = -RT_M \ln \left( \frac{P(T_L)}{P(T_M)} \right) \tag{5}
\]
For calculations, we consider \( T_L \) is the average temperature during winter, \( T_M = 3 \) and \( 10^\circ C \), and \( T_H \) varies from 30 to 50\(^\circ C\) (Table 6, Fig. 7).

**Table 6.** The boundary conditions and the adsorbents promising for the HeCol process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T_M, (^\circ C)</th>
<th>T_H, (^\circ C)</th>
<th>( \Delta F_2 ), kJ/mol</th>
<th>( \Delta F_1 ), kJ/mol</th>
<th>Adorbent</th>
<th>w, g/g</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yakutsk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.0-7.2</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Nov-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.0-7.2</td>
<td>LiCl/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Nov-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.4-7.2</td>
<td>MaxSorbIII</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>Dec-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.8-8.4</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>Nov-March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.8-8.4</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT, LiCl/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Nov-March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.4-8.4</td>
<td>MaxSorbIII</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>Dec-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oimyakon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.7-9.0</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Nov- March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.7-9.0</td>
<td>LiCl/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Nov- March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>8.4-9.0</td>
<td>MaxSorbIII</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>Dec-Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7.9-10.2</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>Nov- March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.9-10.2</td>
<td>LiCl/MWCNT, LiCl/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>Nov- March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>9.6-10.2</td>
<td>LiBr/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>Dec-Feb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** The HeCol process for Yakutsk: the boundary conditions and the universal adsorption curves for: 1 - LiCl/MWCNT 2 – MaxSorbIII, 3 - LiBr/SiO\(_2\), 4 - LiCl/SiO\(_2\)

The LiCl/MWCNT can be used for cycles with \( T_H = 30^\circ C\). The LiCl/ SiO\(_2\) and MaxSorbIII allow the heat at \( T_H = 35^\circ C\) to be produced. While the LiBr composite with the highest affinity to methanol vapor can be employed for HeCol cycle with \( T_H = 50^\circ C\) (Table 6).

**Summary/Conclusions**

The paper addresses the preliminary feasibility analysis of the AHT technology in the climatic conditions of the Russian Federation. For each of the selected climatic zones, the most demanded applications (cooling, heating, heat storage and amplification) are identified
based on the analysis of the climatic conditions. For a wide range of conventional and innovative adsorbents (activated carbons, silica gels, MeAPOs, MOFs, "salt in porous matrix" composites, etc) the literature data on adsorption equilibrium with water and methanol vapours are analysed. The characteristic sorption curves “uptake vs. adsorption potential” are plotted and approximated by proper analytic equations. That contributes to the equilibrium adsorption database, which can be used for the selection of the suitable working pairs for different AHT applications. Based on these data, the working pairs promising for the demanded cycles for each climatic RF zone are selected. The obtained results will promote the dissemination of the energy and environment saving AHT technology in the RF.
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Abstract

Ammonia – carbon adsorption heat pumps for domestic use have been a focus of research at the University of Warwick for many years. The continuing challenge is to devise a sorption generator which has excellent heat transfer to an inherently poor conducting medium, minimal thermal mass and low manufacturing cost. This paper presents the design and manufacturing of a novel carbon-ammonia adsorption generator heat pump for application to an air source domestic gas fired heat pump and also shows preliminary testing results of the complete heat pump system. This laminated generator has the characteristic of delivering high heating power at a high efficiency but having an inexpensive manufacturing cost. The machine has a predicted power output of 10 kW at an internal COP of 1.38 for low temperature radiators for domestic applications. Testing of the machine shows good repeatability of the results although the refrigerant cycled is lower than expected resulting in poor COP and heating power values delivered.

Keywords: Heat Pump, Carbon, Ammonia, Domestic Heating.

Introduction/Background

The University of Warwick is currently developing a very compact carbon-ammonia adsorption cycle gas fired heat pump so that it can be a box-for-box exchange for a conventional domestic gas boiler, with much reduced size and capital cost compared to alternative machines on the market (<4 times). Also for ease of retrofit, it is an air source machine.

It would have to provide at least 10 kW of heat output, which is the requirement for an average semi-detached UK household of three bedrooms. The working conditions of the machine are heating water to 50°C, for low temperature radiators, and typical ambient temperature range from -5 to 15°C.

The target internal COP should be higher than 1.38 so that the gas utilisation efficiency is higher than 1.25. With this predicted COP, the machine will reduce households’ gas consumption by 30% compared to a conventional condensing boiler.

The refrigerant used in the heat pump is ammonia as it has the ability to operate below 0°C evaporating temperature which makes it suitable for air source operation. Also, the high working pressures of the ammonia in the system enables a compact machine and the achievable power density is almost entirely heat transfer, not mass transfer limited. Ammonia is paired with active carbon, as adsorbent, which has been chosen as it is stable to high driving temperatures. It does have lower and more gradual concentration change than adsorbents with S-shaped curves or salts, but does not suffer from a sudden ‘switch off’.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the heat pump. On the left hand side there is the burner that provides heat to the heat transfer fluid. The heat transfer fluid, at a high and at a low temperature, is diverted with two water valves through two sorption generators, one being cooled, adsorbing ammonia, and the other being heated, desorbing ammonia. There are heat and mass recovery systems between the beds.

The ammonia that has been desorbed from Bed 1 first condenses in the condenser, releasing heat to the house heating system, then through the expansion valve, then through the evaporator, where it absorbs heat from the ambient air, and finally it is adsorbed in Bed 2. The cycle is then reversed.
Figure 1. Heat pump machine schematic shown with Bed 1 being heated and Bed 2 being cooled.

The sorption generator is effectively a thermally driven compressor and is the most critical part of the design. The challenge is to design and build a sorption generator that has excellent heat transfer, not just to reduce the size and cost of the machine but to allow effective transfer of heat between the beds in a high COP regenerative cycle. However, it must also have low thermal mass since it is repeatedly cycled in temperature and the sensible heat used, whilst partly recoverable is not multiplied by the heat pump COP. In addition the generator should be capable of reliable mass production at a cost of at most a few tens of pounds. Without this challenge being met it is unlikely that a domestic adsorption heat pump to replace a gas boiler will ever be viable.

Previous research at Warwick focussed on the development of micro-tube adsorption generators (Critoph, 2011). Whilst these achieved high power density and efficiency, they proved difficult and costly to manufacture. The work presented in this paper describes the design and construction of a carbon laminate adsorption generator machine, whose generators have both low thermal mass and high power density whilst being cost effective to manufacture.

Discussion and Results

Among the number of approaches available to intensify heat transfer in adsorbent beds, the researchers at Warwick have explored the use of conventional metal fins or extended surfaces to transfer heat into the bed material, an approach that has been used in the past by Meunier’s group (Zanife, 1988) and Sortech (Schossig, 2011). The disadvantages of this approach are firstly that the introduction of a large thermal mass of metal reduces the efficiency and secondly that the limit on heat transfer rapidly becomes the convective heat transfer between the fin and granular bed, rather than conduction through the fins and bed.

The characteristics of the new generator design, sorption material, simulation of the heat pump machine and machine assembly are presented below:

Sorption material:
The sorption material used in the generators is a carbon composite developed by researchers at the University of Warwick and is made with active carbon and a binder in order to obtain enhanced thermal properties compared to loose carbon grains or powder. The active carbon is type 208C, especially good for heat pumping applications, based on coconut shell precursor manufactured by Chemviron Carbon Ltd.
The carbon composites consist of blocks made of a mixture of carbon and a lignin based binder. The composite is made by mixing carbon (grains and/or powder), lignosulfonate and hot water (dissolves the binder and helps to create a homogenous mixture). The mixture needs to rest for at least an hour and then it is compressed to the desired shape and fired in an inert atmosphere in order to carbonise the organic binder.

The mass of refrigerant (ammonia) adsorbed and desorbed in the beds over a heat pump cycle depends on the temperature and pressure of the system. The ammonia concentration is calculated with the modified Dubinin-Astakhov equation presented by Critoph, 1999.

\[ x = x_0 e^{-K \left( \frac{T}{T_{sat}} \right)^n} \text{ kg/kg} \]  

(1)

where \( T \) is the refrigerant/adsorbent temperature (K), \( T_{sat} \) is the saturation temperature (K), \( x \) is the adsorbed refrigerant concentration (kg/kg), \( x_0 \) is the maximum (limiting) concentration (kg/kg) and \( K \) and \( n \) are constants.

Since the adsorption characteristics of the carbon composites might vary due to the addition of the binder, adsorption tests were carried out with a Rubotherm magnetic suspension balance. Table 1 shows the Dubinin-Astakhov adsorption coefficients of the different carbons tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbent</th>
<th>Density (kg m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Specific heat (J kg(^{-1}) K(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Conductivity (W m(^{-1}) K(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( x_0 )</th>
<th>( K )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granular carbon (208C)</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>175+2.245*T(K)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2849</td>
<td>4.792</td>
<td>1.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208C + binder</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>175+2.245*T(K)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2951</td>
<td>4.677</td>
<td>1.359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the sorption coefficients, Table 1 shows the density of the carbon composite used in the simulations and other thermal characteristics such as specific heat and thermal conductivity and it is compared to the properties of the raw granular carbon.

The thermal conductivity of the samples was obtained with the Quickline-10 Anter machine, using a steady state technique with flat plates. A 2-inch diameter carbon sample is placed in between the flat plates and a heat flux created by a heater and a heat sink travels through the sample. With the recorded heat flux, thickness of the sample and the calibration line of the machine it is possible to obtain the thermal conductivity of the sample.

The thermophysical properties and adsorption characteristics of the lignin-carbon composites were measured in order to model their performance in the simulations.

Figure 2a shows a sample of the carbon laminate used in the construction of the adsorption generators. The carbon is the monolithic type as described above. The laminate is made by compression in a die before pyrolysis in a furnace to bind the carbon composite into a monolithic layer between the fins.

An LTJ (transient technique) rig has been designed, manufactured and constructed at the University of Warwick in order to determine the combined thermal conductivity and wall contact resistance of the carbon composites. A sample laminate heat exchanger is located in the main vessel of the LTJ. This main vessel is connected to a reservoir vessel with ammonia and pressure and temperatures in different parts of the system are recorded throughout the experiment. Once the heat transfer fluid that flows through the tubes of the heat exchanger suddenly increases its temperature, the ammonia adsorbed in the carbon composite desorbs increasing the pressure of the system. This increase in pressure is recorded and matched to a simulation program that predicts the thermal properties of the sample.
The thermal performance of these laminate heat exchangers has been verified by performing a large temperature jump experiment on a test section and comparing it to a transient model developed in MATLAB. Figure 2b shows the comparison and the match between the large temperature jump experiment and the model.

![Graph showing comparison between experiment and model](image)

Figure 2. a) Carbon laminate adsorption generator, b) Comparison between large temperature jump experiment and computational model.

Computational modelling:
A two dimensional finite difference simulation model in MATLAB has been written to explore how varying the geometry of the generator, dimensions and control parameters affect the Coefficient of Performance (COP) and power output under specified conditions and sorption materials. The adsorbent thermal properties used in the simulation were the ones previously tested and presented.

The unit cell is a cylindrical section as shown in Figure 3. The lengthwise cell is split into \( n_l \) axial sections allowing the modelling of thermal waves if required and the carbon is split into \( n_r \) equal radial sections. The pressurised water used to heat or cool and steel has only one radial element, but the water can be subdivided into multiple numbers of axial elements if the mass flow rate specified is so high that an element of water could flow past more than one axial element of steel in one time step.

In order to keep the simulation stable whilst the heat transfer in the metallic segments was modelled and whilst keeping the total computation time reasonable, a time step of roughly 0.05 times that of the carbon was used for all the metallic elements.

The geometric variables that can be changed in this model are the inner and outer tube diameter and the tube pitch in addition to the fin thickness and the carbon thickness between fins.

![Diagram of finned tube unit cell](image)

Figure 3. Finned tube unit cell.

Simulation results:
In all the simulations run, in order to compare designs, the cooling phase assumes an inlet water temperature of 50°C, in the heating phase the water inlet is at 200°C, the evaporating
temperature is 5°C and the condensing temperature is 50°C. The heating/cooling cycle times and recovery times used in the simulations vary between 50 and 200s and between 0 and 200s respectively.

The following figures show how the performance of the machine is affected by various geometry variables such as the pitch between tubes (where the heat transfer fluid flows), fin thickness and laminar carbon thickness.

![Figure 4](image1.png)

**Figure 4.** a) Performance envelopes for different tube pitches, b) Performance envelopes for different carbon thicknesses.

![Figure 5](image2.png)

**Figure 5.** a) Performance envelopes for different heating and cooling times, b) Performance envelopes for different recovery times, being them 0, 1/6, 1/3, 2/3 and 1 times the heating and cooling times.

The performance of the machine also varies depending on the heating, cooling and heat recovery times, giving a trade-off between COP and heating power. This allows the machine to deliver a higher heating power at lower efficiencies if necessary at a certain point.

**Prototype assembly:**
The heat pump prototype is being constructed to test the performance of the generators and to validate the developed computational model of the machine.

The machine has been tested with a system of electrical heating and cooling baths that provide up to 170°C of pressurised water, heat transfer fluid, for high temperature heat input. It also allows 10 kW of heat rejection for the condenser and cooler and provides a glycol flow down to -10°C for the evaporator.
Flow control:
To control the flow of water (the heat transfer fluid) through system components, the current lab scale test rig contains 10 ball valves. The valves are configured in four pneumatically actuated sub-assemblies, two sub-assemblies contain four connected valves each (Figure 7), while the other two sub-assemblies contain one valve each.

The aim of an auxiliary project is to replace the 10 ball valves with 4 custom designed valves, hence reducing final machine cost and package size. The concept being explored is the use of cam operated sealing plungers with the sealing force provided by a single spring per plunger. The cams will be actuated by a linear solenoid through a ratchet mechanism. The spring sealed plunger concept was tested successfully at 3 bar using the single branch assembly in Figure 8.
Conventional solenoid valves are constructed with a spring return that allows them to be normally open or normally closed. A continuous current supply is required to hold the valve at the required position. The concept valve will employ a pull solenoid with a spring return to switch the water flow via a ratcheting mechanism. This will enable the use of a short DC pulse, rather than a continuous supply, reducing electrical power consumption and hence reducing running cost.

Two configurations of the concept valve are being explored, circular and linear. With the linear configuration being close to testing.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** a) CAD representation of the two investigated configurations, b) Assembled and exploded view of the linear configuration.

**Testing:**

The machine has been tested with a cooling phase inlet water temperature of 40°C, a heating phase the water inlet temperature of 170°C, the evaporating temperature is 10°C and the condensing temperature is 40°C. Figure 10 shows both the temperature profile of the water flowing through the generators and the pressure profile of the ammonia in the generators during testing. The cycle and recovery times during testing were varied in order to obtain different combinations of COP’s and heating powers.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** a) Temperature profile of the heat transfer fluid circulating through the generators, b) Pressure profile of the refrigerant in the generators

Although the temperature and pressure profiles of the machine seem correct and very repeatable, the COP and powers delivered were lower than the ones predicted by the simulation model. This was due to an unexpected low amount of refrigerant cycled during the testing, approximately a third lower than the adsorption characteristics of the sorption material predicted.
The adsorption characteristics of the material were tested in the Rubotherm, where after a long set point time equilibrium is reached. But in the machine adsorption and desorption happen in a shorter period of time and it is believed that some of the binder used in the carbon composite is causing blockage of the pores. This pore obstruction is not observed during the desorption phase but during the adsorption phase, affecting the overall refrigerant cycling quantities. Further work will be done to revaluate the composite material and the design of the generator in order to avoid the pore blockage.

**Summary/Conclusions**
The design of a novel carbon composite laminate adsorption generator is presented for application to a 2-bed domestic gas fired heat pump. The chosen cycle uses isothermal beds with heat and mass recovery. The machine is air source and it is intended to be very compact so that it can be used as a drop-in replacement for a conventional gas boiler, perfect for retrofitting. The complete prototype machine, which is currently under construction, has a predicted power output of 10 kW at an internal COP of 1.38, according to simulations. The machine has been tested and shows good repeatability of the heat transfer fluid temperatures and refrigerant pressure profiles but the amount of refrigerant cycled seems very low which produces low COP’s and low heating power outputs. The sorption material and the generator’s geometry will be reassessed in order to solve this problem.
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Abstract
The advantages of reinjecting steam from the heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) in the preceding gas turbine are increased power and electrical efficiency at low specific cost and a high operating flexibility. The discharge of the injected steam to the ambient has however two major drawbacks: (1) a relevant water consumption and (2) a large thermal loss related to the latent heat of steam. An open absorption heat pump cycle (HT-CBT) downstream of the HRSG can solve both problems, as it allows to recover the steam from the flue gas and use its condensation heat at elevated temperature. This paper presents a concept to efficiently integrate both technologies and assesses the potential of the absorption system for a steam injected gas turbine (STIG). Over a wide range of steam injection rates, the power output of the plant can be varied without the associated energetic penalty achieving improvements in the fuel efficiency of up to 26%.
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Introduction
In steam injected steam turbines (STIG), steam generated in the HRSG can be either used for district/process heating or injected in the gas turbine to increase its power output. This allows to vary the power-to-heat ratio over a wide range, allowing the plant to respond rapidly to fluctuations in the heat or electricity demand. Economic advantages of the STIG result from (1) the larger number of operating hours, as the plant can run with high steam injection rates when heat demand is low and (2) a reduction of the peak power taken from the grid and the associated cost when electricity demand is high. The discharge of the injected steam into the ambient has two major drawbacks: (1) a high water consumption and (2) a low fuel efficiency [1, 2]. Heat recovery through flue gas condensation addresses both disadvantages. Condensing the water vapour and using its latent heat increases the fuel efficiency, whereas reinjecting the condensate into the power cycle significantly reduces the cycle’s water consumption. Due to the low dew point temperatures of the flue gas, ranging between 45 and 70°C, a flue gas condensing heat exchanger can only be used if a low temperature heat sink is available. This is seldom the case in district heating and industrial applications. Open absorption heat pump cycles, as proposed by Bergmann et al. (e.g. in [3]), allow to exploit the condensation energy contained in the flue gas at significantly higher temperature levels. This “High temperature Condensation Boiler Technology” (HT-CBT) has been realized in several pilot plants e.g. a diesel engine cogeneration [4] and gas-fired heating plant [3] resulting in a fuel efficiency increase of about 10%. The high humidity of the flue gas in a STIG motivates to integrate the HT-CBT. Up till now, however, no analysis on how to integrate both technologies has been made, nor have the achievable heat and power augmentation and water recovery been assessed. This analysis is performed in the current paper, based on detailed process simulations validated with data from the Cheng cycle.
installed at the Technical University in Munich [5] as well design data from the HT-CBT plant in Berlin Buch [6].

**Integration Concept**
The Cheng Cycle at the Technical University in Munich (TUM) consists of a single-shaft aeroderivative gas turbine Allison 501-KH 5 and a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). The HRSG has a single pressure water-steam cycle with a natural convection evaporator. From the evaporator drum, the generated steam (12.5 bar - 190°C) either passes through the superheater and is then injected in the gas turbine (11.5 bar - 530°C) or it is sent to the heating condenser, transferring its heat to the heating network.

The injection steam mass flow rate controls the electricity production and allows to vary the power-to-heat ratio from 0.5 for the minimum steam injection rate (\(\dot{m}_{\text{inj}}\)) to a value of 8.8 for the maximum steam injection. Table 1 shows the performance of the plant for these extreme operating points. The 2 MW higher electricity output comes at the expense of a strong reduction in the thermal output and hence strongly reduced fuel efficiency.

As the Cheng Cycle plant at the TUM is ca. 20 years old, the efficiencies reached are rather moderate and not fully representative of the performance achieved with a state-of-the-art Cheng Cycle. However, because of the excellent availability of time resolved performance data, this plant is very suited to illustrate the potential and limitations of the integration of the HT-CBT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\dot{m}_{\text{inj}}) (kg)</th>
<th>thermal power (MW)</th>
<th>Electrical power (MW)</th>
<th>(\dot{m}_{\text{fuel}}) (kg)</th>
<th>(\eta_{\text{el}})</th>
<th>(\eta_{\text{th}})</th>
<th>(\eta_{\text{fuel}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the steam injection, the steam content in the flue gas varies from 10 Vol% to almost 30 Vol%, resulting in a strong variation of the dew point temperature from ca. 45 to 70°C. To recover the energy contained in this humid flue gas, a HT-CBT is integrated downstream of the HRSG, as illustrated in Figure 1. The HT-CBT can process part (using the bypass) or all of the flue gas leaving the HRSG.

A schematic of the HT-CBT unit itself is given in Figure 2. In the adiabatic absorber – the centerpiece of the HT-CBT unit – the flue gas dehumidifies and cools down through direct contact with a hygroscopic water/calcium nitrate (Ca(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)) solution [3]. In this adiabatic absorption process, the solution recovers not only the sensible energy contained in the flue gas but also the latent heat contained in the absorbed water vapor at temperatures well above the dew point temperature – the main advantage of the HT-CBT. The heat absorbed by the solution is transferred to the heating network in the solution cooler.

To regenerate the solution, part of the solution is diverted to a desorber, where the entire humidity absorbed from the flue gas in the absorber is vaporized again. The desorber heat required to drive the desorption process is recuperated completely during condensation of the released vapor and can be used to further increase the temperature of the heating network to the condensation temperature of about 100°C.
The HT-CBT rejects its heat to the heating network in the solution cooler and the condenser downstream of the desorber, which are integrated in series with the water preheater and heating condenser of the Cheng Cycle’s water-steam cycle. The desorber is heated with saturated steam at 3.5 bar extracted from the HRSG before the heating condenser. Desorber heating using steam has the advantage that: (1) no modification to the existing HRSG is required, (2) the high heat transfer coefficients during condensation allows for a compact desorber design and (3) most importantly, even if the HT-CBT Module is switched off, the Cheng cycle is able to operate in its current mode, condensing all non-injected steam in the heating condenser.

Figure 1: Simplified layout of the Cheng Cycle with integrated HT-CBT Module (Flue gas (brown), Heat streams (red))

Figure 2: Process flow diagram of the open absorption cycle [3] based on [4]
As illustrated in Figure 1, with the HT-CBT integrated, the flue gas heat recovered in the HRSG ($Q_{\text{HRSG}}$) is hence partly used for the generation of the injection steam controlling the electricity generation ($Q_{\text{Pel}}$), partly for the desorber heating ($Q_{\text{des}}$) and the remaining energy is used for direct heating via the heating condenser ($Q_{\text{direct}}$). The flexible distribution of the recovered heat over these 3 processes defines the operating range extension of the Cheng cycle obtained through the integration of the HT-CBT technology.

**Methodology**

Modelling of the Cheng Cycle power plant and the HT-CBT is done using EBSILON Professional, a commercial process simulation software [5]. EBSILON Professional is a stationary simulation tool with a number of pre-implemented power plant components. The Cheng Cycle is modelled using these components and validated based on operational data from the Cheng Cycle Plant at the TUM.

For the HT-CBT, a programmable (Fortran) component was implemented. The HT-CBT model bases on energy and mass balances for each of the components. Apart from the process simulation, the model also includes a preliminary process design for the absorber column and the heat exchangers (using the LMTD method). Details can be found in [3], key assumptions are given in the following.

The core component is the adiabatic absorber column in which the flue gas flows in counter flow with the hygroscopic solution. The achievable dehumidification of the flue gas is determined by the temperature and concentration of the solution entering the absorber at the head ($w_{\text{work}}$). The solution temperature on its turn depends on the lowest temperature in the heating network ($T_{\text{return}}$) – which herein varies from 40°C to 60°C – and the minimal temperature difference in the solution heat exchanger. The lower the temperature and higher the concentration are, the higher is the gain of recovered heat due to the stronger dehumidification of the flue gas.

In practice, perfect equilibrium is never reached. The model therefore assumes quasi-equilibrium at the absorber head, for both thermal and phase equilibrium:

- Thermal, meaning that the flue gas cools down to the solution temperature plus a minimum temperature difference, herein set equal to 2 K.
- Phase quasi-equilibrium, meaning that the water partial pressure of the exiting flue gas stream approaches the equilibrium partial pressure corresponding to the concentration of the hygroscopic solution ($w_{\text{work}}$) and the flue gas temperature at the head with a predefined offset. In this work, this deviation from equilibrium is 10%.

As the absorber operates adiabatically, the maximum use temperature of the absorbed heat is defined by the temperature of the diluted solution at the absorber sump. This maximum temperature on its turn is defined by the equilibrium between the water partial pressure of the inflowing flue gas and the concentration of the diluted solution ($W_{\text{dil}}$). The solution flow should be high enough to absorb both the recovered sensible and latent heat without exceeding this maximum temperature (thermodynamic minimum solution flow). At the same time, the solution flow must be large enough to ensure good gas/liquid contact such that the quasi-equilibrium at the absorber head is effectively achieved (technical minimum flow) [6].

To fulfill both requirements, the model computes the required solution mass flow rate through the absorber as the maximum of the above two solution flows. The thermodynamic limit follows from the energy balance and the assumption that phase quasi-equilibrium is reached in the sump, again with a 10% offset between the vapor pressure of the flue gas and the solution’s equilibrium pressure. The technical limit follows from the absorber design based on the gas load factor $F_{\text{abs}}$ defining the column diameter and the irrigation density $U_{\text{irr}}$ defining the corresponding design solution mass flow rate (See Table 2).
To reduce the sensible energy required in the desorber to heat the fluid to the desorption temperature: only part of the solution is concentrated to $W_{\text{conc}}$ and then mixed with the absorber outlet solution to yield the working concentration $w_{\text{work}}$. The design concentrations, chosen to avoid crystallization at high concentration and low solution temperatures are given in Table 2. The solution flow rate to the desorber follows from the constraint that all humidity absorbed in the absorber should be desorbed. The desorber solution outlet temperature follows from the equilibrium of the concentrated solution with the desorbed water vapor at the desorber pressure (atmospheric). As result of the boiling point elevation caused by the nitrate salt, the water vapour released in the desorber enters the condenser superheated. Its temperature is modelled as the average between the temperatures at which desorption starts and ends. After desuperheating, the steam is condensed and the resulting saturated condensate is reintegrated in the water-steam cycle of the Cheng Cycle plant. Similarly, also the condensed desorber heating steam is fed back into the water-steam cycle substituting hot 25°C make-up water. The overall model has been successfully validated with design data of the HT-CBT module in Berlin Buch [7, 8].

### Discussion and Results

Figure 3 shows the maximum achievable extension of the Cheng Cycle’s operating range through the integration of the HT-CBT for a heating network return temperature of 60°C. This has been assessed using design computations for each operating point. The grey line corresponds to full load operation of the Cheng Cycle without the HT-CBT. The thick black solid line depicts the maximum achievable operating range through the HT-CBT integration. The fuel efficiency or first law efficiency is defined as the ratio of useful output energy (electric and thermal) to the energy input within the gas feed based on its lower heating value. For a heating network return temperature of 60°C, a maximum increase in fuel efficiency of 26% can be achieved for an intermediate steam injection rate of 1.36 kg/s. For higher steam injection rates, the energy recovered in the HRSG does not suffice to drive both the injection steam generation ($Q_{\text{pel}}$) and the desorber heating ($Q_{\text{des}}$). The HT-CBT can therefore process only part of the flue gas, proportional to the energy available for desorption, the rest leaves through the bypass. As a result, the benefit of the HT-CBT and hence the fuel efficiency drop significantly for steam injection rates above 1.36 kg/s. For lower steam injection rates, the higher humidity of the flue gas and the correspondingly higher heat recovery in the HT-CBT compensates the higher heat demand for steam generation, allowing an increase in power output with nearly constant heat output. The fuel efficiency therefore remains nearly constant at 95%, allowing to vary power output without the associated energetic penalty. Except for steam injection rates above 2.16 kg/s full water recovery further eliminates the high water usage of the Cheng Cycle, making it a suited technology for cogeneration also in dry areas.

In contrast to previous applications, the HT-CBT can in a Cheng Cycle not only be used to increase the heat output for a given power output but also to increase the power output for a given heat demand with a maximum of 33% (from 1 to 3) with only limited impact on fuel efficiency. Increasing electricity prices and higher subsidies due to the higher electricity.
rating improve the economic viability of this use case compared to heat recovery only applications.

Figure 3: Performance of the Cheng Cycle with and without the HT-CBT for steam injection rates varying from zero (1) till 2.6 kg/s (4) and a network return temperature of 60° C

Summary/Conclusions
The potential and limitations of the integration of the “high temperature condensation boiling technology” (HT-CBT) in a Cheng Cycle are discussed. In particular, for high steam injection rates, the limited availability of desorber heating in the HRSG was found to restrict the achievable heat recovery. Nevertheless, over a wide range of steam injection rates, the power output of the steam injected gas turbine plant can be varied without the associated energetic penalty achieving improvements in the fuel efficiency of up to 26%. Except for steam injection rates above 2.16 kg/s, full water recovery further eliminates the high water usage of the Cheng Cycle, making it a suited technology for cogeneration also in dry areas.
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Abstract

Methanol is a relatively under-investigated process fluid within sorption systems. The purpose of this work is to review research utilising methanol and to consider its application within sorption technologies. This covers various previous works as well as new innovations such as the use of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as adsorbents. The literature is then discussed considering several possible applications, offering an understanding as to those which best suit adsorption and absorption systems; and coinciding chemical and physical sorbents. The conclusions drawn, suggest the most promising steps in research using methanol to forward the development technologies alternative to ammonia and water based systems.
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Introduction

Sorption cycles have maintained their attention in recent years with many recent incisive experiments considering new sorbents. Refrigeration and heating cycles that harness primary energy still hold great appeal, particularly with potential efficiency gains in industrial applications with in-situ generation. The ability to harness low grade thermal energy from solar or waste heat offers renewable potential without the added demand on electricity grids. Refrigerants can be selected with zero global warming potential or ozone depletion potential and can be utilised in noiseless cycles.

The various components and working pairs within sorption systems will be outlined within this research; the aim of which is to highlight the most cost-effective approaches and applications that can be developed. There is much value in comparing the new innovations in sorption against work carried out before the turn of the century. This research focuses on the use of methanol in sorption refrigeration systems, a relatively unexplored but attractive working fluid. This is to highlight it as an alternative to existing refrigerants such as ammonia and water. The main incentives are the inherent safety of methanol compared to ammonia (no more dangerous than a domestic boiler), and methanol’s efficacy in ice production, unlike water systems.

Methanol

In sorption, the energy transformed is equivalent to the latent heat of evaporation of the sorbed fluid and the heat of breaking electrostatic attractions or chemical bonds formed. To maximise this energy, a sorbate must bond frequently and readily; by maximising surface area of a solid (and/or porosity) or by increasing polarity within the molecule. It must also have a high latent heat per volume, indicating its energy density per unit volume for heat transformation between its phases. Further considerations for application are the toxicity and harmfulness to the environment of the proposed sorbent [1].

The freezing point of methanol is at 175.59K and it can evaporate at temperatures below 0°C [2]; therefore within cooling systems operating as a vacuum refrigerant, methanol can be used in ice production. The drawback in methanol compared to water is its latent heat. Critoph
reports the latent heats of a number of refrigerants; highlighting water with the greatest latent heat of 2258 (kJ/kg), Ammonia at 1368 (kJ/kg) and methanol with a latent heat of 1102 (kJ/kg). This decrease in energy density seems an issue; but Critoph also highlights how Methanol should achieve coefficients of performance (COPs) that exceed ammonia within refrigeration systems[3]. Methanol is also a highly polar molecule, making it readily reactive with ionic compounds as well as forming physical hydrogen bonds with porous materials. The small size of the molecule also enhances bonding within pores.

Water seems the best process fluid due to its high latent heat and harmlessness, but Boer, Saravanan & Maiya, and Wang & Vineyard allude to the limited working range of water within systems due to the freezing point; and the susceptibility in adsorption systems utilising water as a refrigerant for crystallisation to occur [4-6]. Boer and Saravanan & Maiya, propose methods to enhance methanol systems to utilise its working range. But most interestingly Wang & Vineyard conclude that for systems utilising low grade heat, the optimum working pairs are silica gel-water or activated carbon-methanol. Gordeeva, et al. discuss the use of composite inorganic salt sorbents to enhance the quantity of methanol that can be adsorbed. This produces theoretical COPs that are analogous to those from the best working pairs utilising water[7]. It is clear that methanol has an important role in future sorption systems.

**Adsorption**

Adsorption cycles utilise the sorption of a vapour in a solid; these can operate with minimal control, low circulation expenditure and minimal noise and vibration when compared to traditional vapour compression cycles [8]. The systems utilise physical or chemical sorption to produce a phase change. Physical adsorption often enables systems to utilise lower grade heat as an energy source enabling solar thermal applications, whereas systems utilising chemisorption increase the heat of sorption and the concentration change enabling greater energy transformations and higher COPs. Adsorption systems which utilise solid sorbents suffer less from corrosion than absorption systems and avoid the volatile absorbents used in liquid-vapour systems [9] such as ammonia. A simple design can utilise one bed with operation in different phases; but for continuous cooling operations, two beds working in semi-batches are required within a system.

**Physisorption**

The most common pairing of methanol utilising physisorption, physical bonding with the sorbent, is with activated carbon (AC). More recent research into activated carbon-methanol includes work by Ammar et al., highlighting the potential for this working pair to be driven by a solar collector, exploring a number of types of AC. Ammar was able to find an optimal COP of 0.73 for a simple solar collector system [10]. This is a remarkable result and should be followed up, especially as some of the independent variables seem contradictory; the evaporation temperature used is not the same as within the idealised results at -3°C, but in runs changing other variables is seen to be at -1°C. Chekirou explores the enhancement of heat recovery on such a system, this work shows a COP can be achieved of 0.682 with the heat recovery and two beds over a single bed system with 0.483 [11]. Dinesh et al., produced a two drum refrigerator which reportedly obtained a COP of 0.34. Some older work, still utilising the pairing with AC by Leite, focuses on a single bed ice maker as well as producing a prototype with an average net solar COP of 0.13 [12].

**Chemisorption and Composite Adsorption**

Chemisorption utilises chemical bonds forming with the sorbent medium during the adsorption/desorption process. The aim of utilising salts or complex ionic compounds is to enhance the sorption capacities and swing increasing the energy density of the system. The hindrance of using salts are issues with swelling and agglomeration. Agglomeration can affect the heat and mass transfer within the system [1]. Gordeeva et al., explain that during
the adsorption process crystalline solvates form, this leads to an extensive reorganisation within the crystalline structure [7]; this accounts for the swelling of the salt during the reaction. Work by Korhammer illustrates the effect of multiple cycles on the sorption rate, on a system using calcium chloride and methanol [13]. Gordeeva et al., then continue explaining how the swelling can lead to mechanical destruction and dust formation, but can be overcome by embedding the salt within a porous matrix [7].

The nature of the composite sorbents show improved sorption qualities for some applications [14], they behave similarly to both physical and chemical sorbents and can utilise the optimum properties of both [15, 16]. Gordeeva et al., showed that theoretical COPs of cooling in a system utilising lithium chloride within silica gel reach 0.72. In a lab scale experiment a COP of 0.4 was achieved, as well as an Specific Cooling Power (SCP) of 290W/kg [17]. This work is continued in a subsequent paper by Gordeeva & Aristov in which, through dynamic optimisation, it is shown that the maximal SCP for defined metrics of layers of grains within a system can reach 3100W/kg for a single layer, reducing to 1100W/kg with 4 layers, the suggested reason being that a saturated surface layer may likely limit the sorption quantity [18]. The use of salts in adsorption have clear premise in improving systems, particularly in composite sorbents, but there is still a notable gap between theoretical efficiencies and practically achieved ones.

![Figure 1 Adsorption Cycle, Mass Recovery](image-url)

**Improved Cycles and Systems**

Much work has been done to enhance the heat and mass transfer and to recover heat and mass in cycles, an example of a system design utilising mass recovery can be seen in Figure 1. This can enable the realisation of systems able to utilise lower grade thermal heat and to enhance the COPs and efficiencies. A prime example of this is the work done by Akahira et al., utilising a silica gel-water adsorption refrigeration system. When utilising a heat source temperature of 50°C, they found mass recovery enhanced their cooling capacity by 40% [19], this obtains a COP of 0.36 and 0.46 without additional heating and cooling to the adsorbing and desorbing beds. Furthermore, an SCP of 134 and 123W/kg without heating and cooling. This works by utilising the pressure difference in a system with two generator beds; when one bed is in desorption phase and the other adsorption, the higher-pressure desorption bed and low-pressure adsorption bed creates a driving force, increasing mass transfer. This was furthered by Alam et al. showing with a four-bed cycle that with a heat source temperature of 70°C the system has a lower COP than a two bed cycle. However, with a generating temperature of 60°C the system out performs with a greater COP and cooling effect [20].
Hu, et al. also considers the process intensification with mass recovery, but in the system based on a composite of Zeolite and foam aluminium with water to enhance thermal conductivity compared to zeolite alone. They note the importance of both temperature and uniform temperature within a system. It was observed an SCP of 500W/kg can be achieved with a generator temperature of 775.15K but with a temperature of 525.15K, this falls to somewhere around 150 W/kg depending on cycle time [21].

In addition it can be useful to utilise heat recovery within a system. One of the methods is to circulate a heat transfer fluid between two adsorbing beds, the flow of the fluid between the beds induces a thermal wave as a temperature profile forms down the bed. A good example is the work by Shelton et al., in which for an ammonia-AC heat pump they observe a COP of 1.87, illustrating that with the fuel ratios the solid-gas heat pump is akin to a heat pump using electricity [22]; utilising zeolite-ammonia. The thermal wave approach, had seen less interest in recent years but may still hold potential within methanol systems. Liu et al. propose a design in which the adsorber, evaporator and condenser are all within a chamber, this utilises mass and heat recovery processes. Much work has occurred since developing this approach. Their approach achieves SCPs of 38-138W/kg, and COPs ranging from 0.2-0.4 [23]. This work has been furthered more recently by Pan & Wang, optimising cycle time for such a system [24]. Lu and Wang pilot a chamber design with lithium chloride in silica gel with methanol, they draw some important observations; such as cycle time having the greatest effect on the COP than SCP and in this system mass recovery had significant effect on COP and cooling.

Work by Hu, et al. considered mass recovery within a system utilising a composite adsorbent. It was seen to shorten the time of pressurisation within the cycle, but one can observe that the enhancement of COP and SCP are moderate apart from at shortest cycle times [21]. Therefore, employing such a system may be unnecessary. Another interesting form of enhancement is a new class of adsorbents called metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). These have been explored by Jeremias et al. and show potential in new sorbents with very high uptake and potential work for bespoke sorbents dependant on the refrigerant [25].

**Absorption**

Absorptive systems are the alternative to solid vapour systems utilising liquid vapour interactions. In absorption the vapour is distributed throughout the volume of the sorbent rather than upon the surface or within pores. A single effect absorption cycle contains generator, condenser, evaporator, absorber, pump, throttling valve and heat exchanger. Depending on the working pair a rectifier may also be required. A schematic is shown in Figure 2 In a double effect system there is another generator operating at a different pressure plus another heat exchanger dependant on the generation temperatures. Another absorber may be required, or another pump and further equipment. Thermal energy desorbs the refrigerant (working fluid) in the high-pressure generator, which flows to the condenser through the lower pressure generator supplying its latent heat, this is the energy supplied to the lower pressure generator. The refrigerant then condenses in the condenser and is then evaporated and expanded through the evaporator. It is then sorbed by the absorbent within the absorber before being fed via heat exchangers to the generator [26-28].
Iedema offers judicious observation when considering an absorption heat pump; in that the heat ratio is unaffected in an ideal system by a decrease in the environmental temperature. Whereas in a compression heat pump the generator temperature must be increased; but as they discuss, practically this doesn’t occur as within a real absorption heat pump solvent fractions in operation decrease, and the mixture can approach a region of crystallisation. Higher heat production will also be required, and therefore great pump work. This will lead to greater exergy losses in the heat exchanger as more heat is transferred across the same surfaces [28]. From tabulated data within Iedema’s work it can be seen that a double effect heat pump will be unlikely to use methanol as a working medium due to such systems often requiring temperatures that would decompose methanol. Based on the findings and discussions of hypothetical working fluids and absorbents, Iedema presents a heat pump using the mixture of lithium bromide/zinc bromide at a ratio of 2:1 which appears the most promising.

**Ionic Liquids/ Working fluids and results Complex Organic Solvents**

The most common pairings in absorptive systems are water-ammonia or water-lithium bromide, with products existing in abundance utilising water and ammonia. The downside ammonia-water is the requirement of a well-designed rectifying column [29].

The primary focus of research into methanol based absorption systems has been in the pairing of lithium bromide with methanol. Safarov highlights its benefit in that it has a lower viscosity than water-lithium bromide solutions and therefore in systems it can utilise air cooling condensers operating over a wider temperature range [30]. Kaushik et al. demonstrates theoretically how a methanol- lithium bromide • ZnBr₂ can produce results exceeding that of water-lithium bromide (within refrigeration). With a single effect cycle producing a COP of 0.8, double effect is capable of a COP of 1.6, generally though water-lithium bromide outperforms for the same fixed operating temperatures. The benefit of a methanol based system is the potential for lower evaporation temperatures therefore increasing the number of applications [26]. They further conclude that double effect cycles offer great potential, but at a cost of a reduction in collector efficiency. They notably also discuss that by adding the zinc bromide the problems of crystallisation are reduced. Iyoki et al. highlight the variety of ionic salts applicable, lithium bromide; zinc bromide; lithium bromide/zinc chloride; lithium iodide/zinc bromide; lithium bromide/zinc bromide; and lithium bromide/ethylene glycol. The work models the systems in double effect refrigeration systems and ultimately concluded the superiority of a system using methanol-lithium
bromide. Methanol-lithium bromide producing COPs of 1.15, and second to that being methanol- lithium iodide/zinc bromide also producing COPs exceeding 1 [27]. Unfortunately, they didn’t explore methanol-lithium bromide/zinc bromide. When modelling a single stage heat pump, they showed COPs of up to 1.8 with methanol-lithium bromide/zinc bromide performing the best and lithium iodide/zinc bromide producing similar results. Double effect systems also produced COPs of up to 2.4, again lithium bromide/zinc bromide appear the best with lithium iodide/zinc bromide also similar.

Organic solvents offer an alternative to ionic liquids, without disadvantages of corrosion and crystallisation [31]. Absorbents used include tetraethyleneglycol dimethylether (TEGDME), a polar aprotic solvent; but Boer et al. shows this operates well but particularly with compression within the absorption system [4]. 1-methyl-3-methylimidazolium dimethylphosphate ([mmim]DMP) is another alternative which can be paired with methanol, Chen et al. show it has potential but often performs less well than water-ammonia and water lithium bromide with a high circulation ratio [32]. More recent work by Boman et al. illustrates the performance of a number of refrigerants with various absorbents, organic liquids and organic ionic fluids. Over a number of working pairs, methanol performed better than all except water [33]. Boman et al. also illustrate and explain how the maximum COPs for a heat pump are gained at a generating temperature notably higher than that for a cooling system. Boman et al go on to discuss a system that can work in cooling and heating mode and compare the performances in a heat pump; identifying that the best working pair thermodynamically appears to be Methanol- 1,3-diethylimidazolium/diethyl phosphate ([emim]DEP), which produces a cooling COP of 0.79 and a heating COP of 1.63 under their defined conditions. The downside of this pair is the required size of some of the process equipment compared to other systems; particularly ammonia-water, often up to 5 times larger [33]. This paper offers a very useful modus operandi when evaluating existing working pairs and new working pairs with empirical thermodynamic data.

Discussion
Much of the noted research focuses on methanol as a refrigerant in cooling systems, rather than as the process fluid within a heat pump, although there is much evidence for application within both. This may be due to the operating limits of methanol as discussed by Hu et al [34]; in which experiments show that methanol cannot operate at temperatures above 120˚C, as it decomposes to dimethyl ether and water. Another reason to support interest in the use of methanol as a refrigerant is its ability to produce ice.

As explained by Boman et al. and discussed earlier, different operating conditions produce the best COP when comparing a system for heat pump and refrigeration applications. But one could draw the conclusion that the most sensible industrial designs would focus on process intensification; utilising heating and cooling within a system. Such a system would likely focus on refrigeration but could utilise simultaneous heating produced. Such a system could be employed within a supermarket, or a food factory. The aim of this is to make a fired refrigeration system more economic. The reason for firing would be for optimal temperature control to ensure the most efficient system, as discussed when talking about the work by Hu et al [21] the importance of system temperature regulation. The system could be powered by renewable sources, including self-generated waste.

There is significance in development of heat for domestic heating applications, particularly when considering the UK government estimates there to be nearly four million homes not on the gas network in 2016. An effective and cheap heating system, which could compete with vapour compression heat pumps powered by renewable fuels would be commercially attractive. These homes often have oil fired boilers; thus they have large oil tanks in the properties, this enables some freedom in the size of system design, which would be valuable when considering methanol systems and trying to gain high efficiencies. Solar thermal systems are losing their appeal due to
the cheapness and efficiencies of vapour compression coolers, but there is potential in some applications for methanol-activated carbon systems, with potential markets not currently existing. Hypothetically the possibilities of harnessing the heat generated in a compost heap to power greenhouse heating in winter could be considered; such an idea would be very specific and require rigorous design but if the concept is proven this could be feasible within certain less industrial applications and may appeal to organisations such as the National Trust. When considering system specifics, absorption systems appear to perform better than adsorption with heat pump systems getting COPs of 1.56 [28], and 1.8 in single lift and double lift of up to 2.4 [27]. Though an innovative system utilising thermal wave produced COPs of 1.87 [22], which shows opportunity but yet to be implemented with methanol and with system complexity similar to an absorptive system. Refrigeration systems utilising methanol as a refrigerant display the difference even more with absorptive systems producing COPs of 0.79 [33] and 0.8, double effect producing results up to 1.6 [26]. Adsorption systems producing values for COP of 0.5 [35], and 0.4 [23]. The disparity between adsorptive and absorptive cooling is clear but research considering MOFs could make adsorption more appealing. More recent work has been done showing improved uptakes and potential but no developed systems and thus no COPs recorded [36, 37]. It is also worth noting that COP is but one metric that explores thermal efficiency, which shows adsorption as slightly superior, future work should define and compare other metrics of practical results.

Some practical examples of working systems that could be developed also include refrigeration utilising waste heat; this may be something appropriate with haulage, but exhaust temperatures may fluctuate. Therefore, an absorption system, which is slightly more flexible as well as proven to have better COPs may be the best, this could also enable frozen transportation. The most appropriate use would be within ships and fishing vessels, where the exhausts will be at constant temperature outputs. The scale of operation is also much larger. Cruise ships, ferries and similar could also utilise heat pumps for space heating or cycles utilising both heating and cooling. One thing that should be explored further, is the potential within resorption cycles. This would be limited by operating temperatures but could improve thermal process efficiencies. As well as the consideration of half effect systems utilising lower generation temperatures; which could utilise alternative renewable energy sources and offer other new technologies.

**Summary/Conclusions**

Sorption cycles have much promise still in the future of heat powered cycles, but as society weans itself from fossil fuel combustion technologies it is important that future sorption cycles consider the source of thermal generation. This is pertinent when considering the applications of methanol as a working fluid for such cycles, due to its promise in cooling systems. This paper aims to present future applications of methanol as a refrigerant and process fluid. A series of potential sorption technologies were discussed as well as some conclusions on the literature. Methanol is second as a refrigerant only to water in sorption cycles, but holds merit due to its ability to produce ice. It has been proven advantageous within heat pumps but with an upper temperature limit that could limit it to domestic use. Absorptive systems appear to produce better COPs when utilising methanol rather than adsorptive systems. The future of methanol absorption appears to be in application with complex organic solvents which offer enhanced performance, whilst the adsorptive work appears to utilise adsorption with MOFs as the adsorbent. Recent research can highlight its application within solar powered chillers, but this requires follow up and would have to pursue future markets. There are a number of commercially attractive applications for the use of methanol within sorption and its merit over other systems is clear.
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Abstract
In this work, we propose a two-step methodology for the design and off-design optimization of a low-temperature (130°C) geothermally-fed combined heat-and-power (CHP) plant. We investigate electricity production via Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and heat delivery to a small high-temperature district heating (DH) system (~90°C/60°C) in Mol (Belgium) in 2016. In the first step, we optimize the design of the heat exchangers and air-cooled condenser, assuming fixed values for the temperature of the environment, heat demand and supply and return temperatures of the DH system – for all of them, the average values are used. When comparing the parallel CHP with a pure electrical power plant for the same conditions, the CHP plant is economically feasible (NPV$_{CHP}$ = 1.72 MEUR$_{2016}$) whereas the pure power plant is not (NPV$_{power\ plant}$ = -4.60 MEUR$_{2016}$). However, we found that an off-design analysis is of utmost importance. Therefore, we use hourly data for the heat demand, supply and return temperatures and for the weather data. The off-design optimization results show that the CHP plant cannot satisfy the entire heat demand of the DH system and back-up boilers are needed. This also means that the CHP is not optimally designed – the design for the average DH system heat demand is not justified – and this results in a negative NPV$_{CHP}$ = -3.67 MEUR$_{2016}$ for actual operation. Taking into account the off-design performance, we might improve the design of the CHP plant. This will be investigated in future work.

Keywords: CHP, Design optimization, District heating, Low-grade geothermal energy, Off-design optimization, ORC, Thermoeconomics

Introduction/Background
Many studies have been performed regarding the optimal design and the economic feasibility of a geothermal (power or CHP) plant, e.g., [1]–[7]. Walraven et al. [1] have optimized the design of a binary geothermal power plant towards maximal Net Present Value (NPV). Budisulistyo et al. [2] have proposed a lifetime design strategy for binary geothermal power plants which takes into account heat resource degradation. They have shown that the best design (with highest NPV) is the design for the partly-degraded heat source in year 6. Usman et al. [3] have compared the off-design performance of low-temperature geothermal power plants, located at four different geographical locations. They have used the maximum power output to the grid as the optimization objective and calculated capital investment/kW and the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of the system in a post-processing step. All three studies [1]–[3] are based on fixed economic parameter values and monthly-averaged or constant environment conditions. Martelli and Capra et al. [4], [5] have proposed a procedure for simultaneously determining the optimal design and part-load operation of a biomass CHP, where the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) condenser heat is fed to a district heating (DH) system. They have shown that a 22% higher annual profit can be obtained, taking into account the part-load operation. Calise et al. [6] have performed a design optimization and part-load performance study of a solar-fueled recuperated ORC and studied varying source
conditions. Marty et al. [7] have investigated a geothermally-fed (185°C, 350m³/h) CHP plant with an ORC and a DH system (95°C/65°C) in parallel. Whether the parallel CHP plant or a pure electrical power plant is the most economic depends on the selling price of heat.

In this work, we propose a two-step methodology for the design and off-design optimization during operation of a low-temperature (130°C) geothermally-fed combined heat-and-power (CHP) plant. We investigate electricity production via Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and heat delivery to a high-temperature district heating (DH) system (~90°C/60°C). From previous thermodynamic comparison of low-T fueled CHP plants [8], we know that the parallel type is the most suitable for heat delivery at higher temperatures. The results are based on hourly data for the heat demand, supply and return temperatures of a small district heating system in Mol (Belgium) and hourly weather data for the year 2016.

Discussion and Results

Set-up and parameters in the case study

Figure 1 shows the parallel set-up of an ORC and heat delivery to a DH system. All heat exchangers are TEMA E Shell&Tube heat exchangers with the brine flowing through the tubes. The geometry of the heat exchangers will be optimized in the design optimization step of the optimization framework (see further). The economizer, evaporator and superheater have the same design and are called “EES” in Figure 1. The condenser is an A-framed air-cooled condenser (ACC) with corrugated fins. The friction and pressure drop correlations are the same as in our previous work [9]. Also, parameter values for the efficiency of the pump, ACC fan, motor and generator and the bare equipment cost functions are the same as in [9]. We use Isobutane as the ORC working fluid because of its low environmental impact and the high electrical power output.

Parameter values which are different our previous work [9] are the brine conditions, the economic parameters and the turbine isentropic efficiency. The brine conditions are based on the Balmatt geothermal project (Mol, Belgium), which is currently under construction [10]. The production temperature, pressure and flow rate are \( T_b=130°C, p_b=40\text{bar} \) and \( m_b=150\text{kg/s} \). There is no constraint on the brine injection temperature \( T_{b,\text{inj}} \).

The well pumps power is \( P_{\text{wells}}=500\text{kWe} \). The economic parameter values we assume are: well investment costs \( I_{\text{wells}}=15\text{MEUR} \), electricity price \( p_{\text{elec}}=60\text{EUR/MWh} \), electricity price increase \( \Delta p_{\text{elec}}=1.25\%/\text{year} \), eur-to-dollar conversion factor of 1.2, discount rate \( d_r=5\% \), heat price \( p_{\text{heat}}=25\text{EUR/MWh} \), plant lifetime \( L=30\text{ years} \) and availability factor \( N=90\% \). Whereas we assumed a fixed value of 85% for the turbine isentropic efficiency in our previous work [9], we use the correlation of Macchi and Perdichizzi [11] in this work. Furthermore, the models have been extended for use in off-design: the turbine operating conditions have to satisfy Stodola’s law [12] and the turbine efficiency in off-design is calculated via the Keeley correlation [13].
The results are based on hourly data for the heat demand and temperature profiles of a district heating system in Mol. Figure 2 shows the DH system heat demand and the temperature of the environment on the left-hand side. We use a (simplified) control strategy for the supply and return temperatures of the DH system as a function of the environment temperature, which is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 2.

Figure 2: Left: Heat demand (red) and temperature of the environment (black dash-dotted) for the DH system in Mol (Belgium), 2016. Right: control strategy for the DH system supply (red) and return (blue, dashed) temperatures as a function of the environment temperature.

**Optimization methodology**

We have implemented our detailed thermodynamic and economic models in Python [14], using the CasADi [15] optimization framework with the IpOpt non-linear solver [16]. Fluid properties are called from the REFPROP database [17].

In the *design* optimization step, we calculate the optimal design of the heat exchangers and of the air-cooled condenser. The design variables are the shell and tube diameters, the tube pitch, baffle cut and the length between baffles for the heat exchangers and the fin height and spacing, and the number of tubes for the air-cooled condenser. Furthermore, the turbine inlet temperature, the evaporator and condenser temperatures, the brine mass flow rates in the DH system branch, the ORC fluid flow rate, DH system water mass flow rates and the air flow rate in the ACC are operating variables which are optimized together with the design variables. Constraints are set for the heat exchangers to satisfy the TEMA standards and for the ACC variables to comply with the validity of the heat transfer and friction factor correlations. In our case, the heat demand must always be satisfied by the geothermal CHP plant, so the DH system heat demand is an additional constraint. The Net Present Value (NPV) is used as the objective function.

In the second step, we optimize the electrical power output of the ORC during CHP plant *operation* – while satisfying the heat demand at every moment in time. We use hourly data for the weather conditions, the heat demand and corresponding supply and return temperatures. Since the design is fixed during operation, only the operating variables are optimized. The objective is maximal net electrical power output.

**Step 1: Design optimization**

In the first step, we have designed the parallel CHP plant for the average DH system heat demand of $Q_{\text{DH}}^{\text{average}} = 2760$ kWth and for the average environment temperature in Mol in 2016: $T_{\text{env}}^{\text{average}} = 12.15^\circ$C. If the parallel CHP would always work in the design point, the net present value would be NPV = 1.72 MEUR. Other performance indicators are shown in Table 1. The exergetic plant efficiency is based on the exergy content of the brine at the production state. The energetic cycle efficiency is defined as the ratio of the net electrical power output
and the heat added to the ORC cycle.

Table 1: Performance indicators of the pure electrical power plant and the CHP at design conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pure electrical power plant</th>
<th>Parallel CHP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net present value, NPV</td>
<td>-4.60MEUR$_{2016}$</td>
<td>1.72MEUR$_{2016}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net electrical power output, $\hat{P}_{\text{net}}$</td>
<td>2974kWe</td>
<td>2455kWe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energetic ORC cycle efficiency, $\eta_{\text{en,cycle}}$</td>
<td>8.53%</td>
<td>8.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exergetic plant efficiency, $\eta_{\text{ex,plant}}$</td>
<td>24.57%</td>
<td>27.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brine injection temperature, $T_{\text{b,inj}}$</td>
<td>74.87°C</td>
<td>78.61°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 also shows the performance indicator if we had used the same geothermal source for producing electrical power only – in a pure electrical power plant. The NPV-value of the pure electrical power plant is negative which means that a power plant is not economically feasible for the considered brine and environment conditions. By selling some (useful) heat, the project becomes realistic. In this case, the NPV value of the designed CHP plant is about 6.3MEUR higher than for the pure power plant and the CHP plant is economically feasible. Furthermore, the ORC cycle efficiency in the CHP is lower, the electrical power output is lower and the brine injection temperature is higher compared to the pure electrical power plant. For the CHP plant, the ORC is smaller since part of the brine energy is used for heat delivery, so a cheaper ORC is installed which is less efficient. The exergetic plant efficiency is 3.28%-pts higher than for the pure electrical power plant. The exergy content of the heat more than compensates the lower electrical power output.

**Step 2: Off-design optimization**

The designed CHP plant would however often work in off-design conditions due to the fluctuating heat demand and environment conditions (see Figure 2). In the second step, we optimize the net electrical power output for given heat demand and environment conditions at a certain moment in time (and for a given design of the facility).

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3: Left: Load duration curve of the heat demand (red: real, blue dotted: reduced) and the environment temperature (cyan: real, black dash-dotted: reduced). Right: Supply (red) and return (blue dashed) temperature corresponding to the data points on the heat load duration curve. Instead of performing the optimization for 8784 data points (8784 hours in 2016), we reduce the number of actual data points to 244 “reduced” data points (244=8784/36), very closely
approximating the real heat load duration curve. On the left-hand side of Figure 3, the full load duration curve for the DH system heat demand is shown in red color (corresponding to the real hourly heat demand of Figure 2) for each actual data point. The blue dotted line is a reduced load duration curve, on which the heat demand for each reduced data point is the average for 36 consecutive points on the load duration curve (so this has no time series relation/information). The cyan line presents the environment temperature corresponding to the heat demand on the load duration curve. The black dashed-dotted line presents the reduced environment temperature. In the right-hand side panel of Figure 3, we present the corresponding reduced supply and return temperatures of the DH system for all reduced data points. From now on, we use the reduced profiles, so we reduce the number of data points to 244 and the calculation time by a factor 36.

Figure 4 presents the off-design optimization results for the reduced profiles. As can be expected, we see that the maximal net electrical power output is delivered at the average heat demand of 2760kWth, for which the CHP plant was designed. For lower or higher heat demands, the ORC operates in off-design which results in a lower electrical power output.

For the first ~70 (reduced) data points in Figure 4, the CHP plant is not able to satisfy the entire DH system heat demand. From Figure 4 it follows that the heat demand is high and also the required DH system temperatures are high. The CHP provides as much heat as possible but, in this case, the remaining heat should be delivered by back-up boilers (in combination with a thermal storage tank – this is not further elaborated in this work). The corresponding electrical power output of the ORC is almost constant (~1500kWe, slightly decreasing). This can be explained as follows. The mass flow rate of the brine to the ORC branch is almost constant (slightly increasing due to slightly decreasing DH system temperatures – see Figure 3) and the brine temperature at the ORC outlet is optimized to achieve maximal electrical power output. Additionally, the environment temperature increases with the data points and causes a slightly decreasing electrical power output.

On the other hand, for the last data points there is no heat demand and only electricity is produced via the ORC. The fluctuations in the electrical power production are a direct consequence of the changing environment temperature. If we calculate the real NPV based on the operational results of Figure 4, we find that $NPV = -3.67\text{MEUR}$. The actual project turns out to be uneconomic, whereas in the design stage we got a positive $NPV_{\text{design}} = 1.72\text{MEUR}$. This can be explained as follows: the design was made for the average yearly heat demand of 2760kWth. However, since the higher thermal power values cannot be satisfied by the CHP and the actual average heat delivered by the CHP is only $\dot{Q}_{\text{average}} = 2267\text{kWth}$. In addition, the net electrical power output of 2455kWe which was
predicted in the design stage is almost never reached. The actual average electrical power output is only 2021kWe. So both incomes from selling heat and electricity are lower than we expected in the design step. Therefore, very likely, it is better to design the CHP plant not for the average heat demand of the district heating system but for a higher heat demand. This is subject for future research. Besides, the real NPV depends strongly on the economic parameter values and a thorough sensitivity study on the economics is a second topic for future research.

**Note on the accuracy of the data reduction**

To get an indication on the error we have made by using the reduced optimization methodology, we take a closer look at the reduced data points 116, 117 and 118 (hours 4177 to 4284) – which are around the design point of the CHP plant. For these three data points we have made the hourly optimization for the corresponding 108 operating hours (being 3 times 36) and have compared the results with the reduced optimization results of using 3 reduced instead of 108 real data points.

![Figure 5: Left: Real hourly data for the heat demand (red) and temperature of the environment (cyan), compared to the reduced profiles (black). Right: The real heat demand (blue) and net electrical power (green) compared to the reduced values (black).](image)

In the reduced methodology, we use the average heat demand in a certain interval of 36 hours (black dashed line in Figure 5) and the average temperature of the environment in the same time interval (black dotted line). The corresponding electrical power output is given by the black dotted lines in the right-hand side panel of Figure 5. If we calculate the hourly electrical power output which corresponds to the real heat demand (red line) and environment temperature (cyan line) at every hour, we get the electrical power output presented by the green line in the right-hand panel of Figure 5. There is a clear (expected) difference with the reduced value of the electrical power output. The maximal deviation is 8.66% (200kWe). In this example the average of the electrical power output for the green line is 2551.54kWe, 2546.62kWe and 2507.42kWe for each interval whereas the values of the black dotted line (power output for the average environment temperature in that interval) are 2553.27kWe, 2549.03kWe and 2509.73kWe. The real average value of the electrical power output is slightly lower than the one used in the reduced calculations. The difference in income from selling the electricity is smaller than 0.1%; so the use of reduced profiles is justified. Remember that the average value of the real hourly heat demand is the same as the reduced value, since that was how the reduced values were defined.

During the last 21 (reduced) data points on the load duration curve (Figure 4), there is no heat demand and only electrical power is produced in the ORC. The electricity only mode mostly happens during summer when environment temperatures are high. Figure 6 shows the actual electrical power output (green) for the last 756 hours (being 21 reduced data points) of the load duration curve. The electrical power output is not constant due to the changing
environment conditions (cyan, dashed) – both are negatively correlated. The black dotted lines indicate the results for the reduced data points. We observe that the real electrical power output (green) deviates from the reduced one (black, dotted). The minimal, maximal and average difference between the real and the reduced electrical power output are 0.01%, 33.34% and 0.28%. The values are positive, so the average real hourly power output is higher than the reduced one. Converted to cost, the income over the last 21 data points (approximately 1 month) is in reality 262.67EUR (or 0.28%) higher than the predicted income by the reduced profiles. So, also here, the use of the reduced profiles is justified.

![Figure 6: Real temperature of the environment (cyan, dashed) and net electrical power (green) compared to the reduced values (black, dotted).](image)

**Summary/Conclusions**
In this work, we have proposed a two-step optimization framework for the design and off-design performance of a parallel CHP plant. In the first step, we optimized the design of the heat exchangers and the air-cooled condenser of the parallel CHP plant. In the second step, we optimize the electrical power output for each moment in time – and satisfying the varying heat demand of the DH system. Rather than performing the optimization for every hour, we have considered only 244 data points (reducing the calculation time by a factor 36) and we found an acceptable accuracy for the electrical power output and cost calculations.

We have shown the results for a small district heating system in Mol (Belgium) and used hourly weather and DH system data for 2016. For the investigated case, the geothermally-fed CHP is not able to satisfy the DH system heat demand at peak moments, so that additional gas boilers (and thermal storage) are required.

A high-level study on the role of the geothermal CHP, gas boilers and heat storage tanks is considered for future work. Additionally, in future work it would be interesting to investigate the effect of real hourly electricity prices on the results. A final subject for future work is the feedback between the off-design step and the design step (step 2 and 1 of the proposed optimization framework). Based on the off-design results, we might come up with a better CHP plant design.
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Abstract
In order to study on how the evaporation temperature, discharge pressure and compressor performance will influence the transcritical CO$_2$ heat pump cycle, an experimental system for a transcritical CO$_2$ air source heat pump with internal heat exchanger was established. Under the ambient temperature of 15℃ and 30℃, we made the discharge pressure varied from 70bar to 120bar, and changed the compressor frequency from 20Hz to 40Hz. The test results show that under different ambient temperatures and compressor frequencies, the variation trend of the COP of the system, heating capacity and outlet water temperature are almost same. However, as the ambient temperature increases, the COP decreases, the heating capacity does not change, and the outlet water temperature increases. With the increase of compressor frequency, the COP of the system decreases, the heating capacity and outlet water temperatures increase. Finally, two non-generalized correlations are obtained by combining the experimental data. One is the highest outlet temperature under different ambient temperatures and compressor frequencies, the other is the optimum outlet pressure under different ambient temperatures and compressor frequencies. The error range is within ± 5%.

Keywords: Transcritical cycle, Carbon dioxide, Compressor frequency.

Introduction
As a natural refrigerant, CO$_2$ has been widely used in ships, theaters and other refrigeration systems since the end of the 19th century. However, due to the appearance of artificial refrigerants, CO$_2$ gradually fades out of the refrigeration system. Nowadays, with the destruction of artificial refrigerants to our environment, the natural refrigerants once again return to the stage. Compared with traditional refrigerants, CO$_2$ has many advantages, such as non-flammable, non-toxic, and cost-friendly. At the end of the 20th century, Lorentzen proposed the transcritical CO$_2$ circulation systems for automotive air conditioning and other applications [1]. The critical temperature of CO$_2$ is only 31.1℃, which is similar to the ambient temperature, so it is beneficial to the direct conversion of CO$_2$ at both subcritical and supercritical levels [2] And there is no phase change in the exothermic process of CO$_2$, the temperature slip of the refrigerant and the increase of the water temperature can better match and produce hot water with higher temperature. Compared to the evaporator in the traditional system, it is called gas cooler [3].

In recent years, many scholars have conducted theoretical and practical studies on the discharge pressure corresponding to the highest system COP in a transcritical CO$_2$ cycle system under different ambient temperatures. Kauf et al. [4] simulated the change in COP of a transcritical CO$_2$ refrigeration cycle under ambient temperature of 35℃ to 50℃, and summarized the correlation of optimal discharge pressure. Ge et al. [5] conducted a numerical simulation of a medium-temperature food retailing refrigeration system and concluded that the optimal discharge pressure is mainly determined by the ambient temperature. Aprea et al. [6] studied the optimal operating conditions of a two-stage compressed transcritical CO$_2$ air conditioning system under different ambient temperatures and discharge pressures through simulations and experiments, and made a relevance optimization to the optimal discharge pressure.
pressure of Liao et al. In addition, the above have obtained a similar result that by increasing the ambient temperature, the COP of the refrigeration system will decrease, and the optimal discharge pressure will increase.

Wang et al. [7] studied the COP of the transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} heat pump system, the CO\textsubscript{2} outlet temperature of the gas cooler and the evaporation temperature of the air source under different ambient temperatures, and obtained the correlation of the optimal discharge pressure of the heat pump system. Qi et al. [8] studied the transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} heat pump system by changing the ambient temperature and the CO\textsubscript{2} outlet temperature of the gas cooler, and obtained the correlation of the optimal discharge pressure through the CO\textsubscript{2} outlet temperature of the gas cooler. Liu et al. [9] established a transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} heat pump system for water. And they found out that increasing the water source temperature can improve the system's heating capacity, water outlet temperature, and COP.

Most of above studies focused on revealing the evaporation temperature and the gas cooler outlet CO\textsubscript{2} temperature influence the transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} heat pump cycle. Further studies are still needed to the influence of the compressor performance. In this work, we will select the compressor performance as the main research object, and study the transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} heat pump system by changing the compressor frequency.

**Experimental equipment and processes**

Experimental Equipment
The main equipment of this laboratory bench includes transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} compressors, gas coolers, internal heat exchanger, expansion device and evaporators. In order to meet the frequency conversion requirements of the compressor, a high-performance open-loop vector converter from Invt was used. The specific parameters of the equipments are shown in Table 1. The flow chart of the experimental station is shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressor</td>
<td>GEA, Semi-hermetic transcritical CO\textsubscript{2} compressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas cooler</td>
<td>HZSS, Tube-in-tube heat exchanger, Outside/Inside diameter: Φ33 mm/Φ28 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal heat exchanger</td>
<td>HZSS, Tube-in-tube heat exchanger, Outside/Inside diameter: Φ33 mm/Φ25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion device</td>
<td>Subel-lok, Manual operating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator</td>
<td>Fin-and-tube, Tube diameter: Φ9.52 mm, transfer area: 74m\textsuperscript{2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction of actual operating conditions
There are three variable parameters which influence the actual operating conditions: compressor frequency, discharge pressure, and ambient temperature. The compressor frequency is controlled by frequency converter. The experimental adjustment range of it is 20Hz~40Hz; The discharge pressure is controlled by two parallel expansion devices, each expansion device have 6 kind of openings, and the adjustment range of discharge pressure in the test is 70bar~120bar, 73.1bar meet the CO\textsubscript{2} supercritical demand, and 120bar meet the system safety requirements; The evaporator is an outdoor equipment, which can better simulate the actual working conditions. In other to meet the needs of the ambient temperature, we choose to do the experiment in different time period. The ambient temperature of 15°C
will be completed from October to November, while the ambient temperature of 30℃ will be completed in September. In this experiment, the inlet temperature is 15℃ and the flow rate is 0.5m³/h. When the ambient temperature is 15℃, the range of the outlet water temperature is 45℃~90℃. When the ambient temperature is 30℃, the range of the outlet water temperature is 55℃~105℃.

**Results and discussion**

**COP and the Maximum COP**

It can be seen from Fig. 2 to Fig. 6 that under the same ambient temperature and different compressor frequencies, the trend of COP is almost the same, it first rises rapidly, and then decreases after reaching the peak value. With the increase of the frequency of the compressor, the curve of the later decline of COP gradually flattened. As the ambient temperature increases, the peak value of the COP shifts in the direction of where the discharge pressure increased. It is worth noting that, the peak value of the COP under ambient temperature of 15℃ is greater than the ambient temperature of 30℃ except for 20Hz and 35Hz.

![Schematics of a transcritical CO2 heat pump](image1)

![COP at a compressor frequency of 20Hz](image2)

![COP at a compressor frequency of 25Hz](image3)

![COP at a compressor frequency of 30Hz](image4)

![COP at a compressor frequency of 35Hz](image5)

![COP at a compressor frequency of 40Hz](image6)

**Fig. 1.** Schematics of a transcritical CO2 heat pump

**Fig. 2.** COP at a compressor frequency of 20Hz.

**Fig. 3.** COP at a compressor frequency of 25Hz.

**Fig. 4.** COP at a compressor frequency of 30Hz

**Fig. 5.** COP at a compressor frequency of 35Hz

**Fig. 6.** COP at a compressor frequency of 40Hz.

General system COP is defined as, see Eq. (1):

\[
\text{COP} = \frac{Q_{gc}}{W_{com}} = \frac{m \cdot \Delta h_{gc}}{m \cdot \Delta h_{com}}
\]  

(1)

It would also be defined as:

\[
\text{COP} = \frac{h_2 - h_3}{h_2 - h_1}
\]

(2)

From above we can study the reasons for the changes of COP through the analysis of gas cooler and compressor enthalpy difference.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that there is a small increase of compressor enthalpy difference, and it has a substantial increase at the beginning. When the COP reaches the maximum value, the speed slows down. When the ambient temperature is 15°C, with the cutoff point of 79.2bar, the rising slope of the enthalpy difference in the first half of the gas cooler is 20.6, and the latter half is 3.6. And with the cut-off point of 86.8bar, when the ambient temperature is 30°C, the rising slope of the enthalpy difference in the first half of the gas cooler is 10.1, while the latter half is 2.9. Therefore, the enthalpy difference of the gas cooler is the main cause of the large COP.

Fig. 8 shows the changes of inlet and outlet enthalpy values of the gas cooler. As you can see from the figure, the inlet enthalpy of the gas cooler has not changed much, but the outlet enthalpy has decreased significantly even before the demarcation point. This apparent decline is the reason for the rapid increase in COP of the system. Drag the value of outlet enthalpy into the pressure-enthalpy diagram. We found that the change trend of the outlet enthalpy value of the gas cooler at the second half matches the change trend of the isothermal line of the pressure enthalpy map.

As you can see from Fig. 9, as the discharge pressure increases, the outlet temperature of the gas cooler begins to decrease. Due to the influence of convective heat transfer and the inlet water temperature, the outlet temperature of the gas cooler maintained near 15°C (the inlet water temperature), so the change in the second half of the gas cooler's outlet temperature matches the 15°C isothermal. Choose 79.2bar and 86.8bar to be the demarcation point. Since the isotherm above the critical point is almost horizontal and the temperature of the CO₂ outlet of the gas cooler falls slowly, it is almost same as the isotherm trend, which leads to a rapid drop of the CO₂ gas cooler outlet enthalpy. After the demarcation point, the temperature of the gas cooler outlet rapidly decreased, the discharge pressure increased, and the enthalpy value of the gas cooler outlet rapidly increased. The change in enthalpy slows down. This trend is the main reason for the large COP.
Heating and outlet water temperatures
Another expression of heating is the heat absorbed by the water, see Eq. (3). The change of the volumetric flow rate, density, and specific heat of water is very small, the amount of heat generated directly affects the water temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of the gas cooler. The water inlet temperature of the gas cooler remains 15°C, so the larger the heating capacity, the higher the water outlet temperature of the gas cooler will be. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 also show the same phenomenon.

\[
Q_{gc} = V_w \cdot \rho_w \cdot C_{p,w} \cdot \Delta T_w
\]  

(3)

![Fig. 10. The corresponding heating capacity and water outlet temperature under different discharge pressure when the temperature is 15°C.](image1)

![Fig. 11. The corresponding heating capacity and water outlet temperature under different discharge pressure when the temperature is 30°C.](image2)

As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the trend of the water outlet temperature is almost the same as the change trend of the heating capacity. Under different ambient temperatures, both 20Hz and 35Hz show the trend of rising to peak and then downward. Among them, when the ambient temperature is 15°C, the heating capacity rise ratios were 34.9%, 41.2%, 38.0%, and 47.2%, respectively, and the water outlet temperature rise ratios were 15.4%, 19.6%, 28.4%, and 34.9%, respectively. At the ambient temperature of 30°C, the heating capacity ratios were 47.6%, 58.8%, 49.2%, and 50.1%, respectively, and the water outlet temperature rise ratios were 39.2%, 38.0%, 35.3%, and 50.6%, respectively. And under the discharge pressure of 40Hz, no matter how much the ambient temperature is, the heating capacity kept rising. So, we concluded that the water outlet temperature is mainly affected by heating capacity.

We can obtain the maximum water outlet temperature under different compressor frequency. The lower the compressor frequency, the higher the COP will be. Therefore, by studying the temperature demand of hot water and selecting the appropriate compressor frequency, we can save energy. The non-generalized correlation of the highest water outlet temperature corresponding to the compressor frequency at different ambient temperatures was fitted by experimental data. The correlation is shown in Eq. (4). The correlation was further verified and the experimental results were compared with the fitting results in Fig. 12. The correlation error was analyzed by Eq.5. The ambient temperature was 15°C, the error range was 0.1% ≤ δ% ≤ 0.7%, the ambient temperature was 30°C, and the error range was 0 ≤ δ% ≤ 4.7%.

Optimal discharge pressure
COP changes under different compressor frequencies and ambient temperatures. But under different working conditions, the peak value of COP is different, and the compressor discharge pressure corresponding to the COP peak value is regarded as the optimal discharge pressure. The discharge pressure can be controlled to maintain the optimal operation of the system. Fig. 13 shows the maximum COP and the corresponding discharge pressure under different compressor frequencies and ambient temperatures.
Fig. 12. The experimental value and fitting curve for the maximum water outlet temperature

\[ T_{w,corr} = 16.51 + 0.737T_{amb} + 1.549f_{com} \]  \tag{4}

\[ \delta_\% = \left| \frac{T_{w,corr} - T_{w,max}}{T_{w,max}} \right| \times 100 \]  \tag{5}

From the figure, we can see that under the compressor frequency of 20 Hz, when the ambient temperature is 15°C the maximum COP is 6.6. And when the ambient temperature is 30°C, the maximum COP is 6.8. As the compressor frequency increases, the system COP rapidly decreases. Under the compressor frequency of 40 Hz, when the ambient temperature is 15°C the maximum COP is 3.8. And when the ambient temperature is 30°C, the maximum COP is 3.7. Compared with other refrigeration cycles, transcritical CO₂ heat pumps perform better under high ambient temperatures and low compressor frequencies.

We take the changes of compressor frequency and ambient temperature into consideration, and fit it into a non-generalized correlation of optimal discharge pressure, see Eq. (6). its relevance applies of ambient temperatures is from 15°C to 30°C while the compressor frequencies is from 20Hz to 50Hz.

Fig. 14 shows a comparison of test results and fitting correlations. We use Eq. (7) for the error analysis. The analysis shows that when the ambient temperature is 15°C, the error range is 0.1% ≤ δ% ≤ 1.3%. When the ambient temperature is 30°C, the error range is 0.1% ≤ δ% ≤ 4.3%.

Fig. 13. The corresponding COP and Discharge pressure under different compressor frequencies when the temperature is 30°C and 15°C.

\[ P_{opt,corr} = (0.034 + 0.00013T_{amb})f_{com}^2 - 1.493f_{com} + 0.473T_{amb} + 87.18 \]  \tag{6}

\[ (0°C < T_{amb} \leq 30°C, 20Hz \leq f_{com} \leq 50Hz) \]  \tag{7}

\[ \delta_\% = \left| \frac{P_{opt,corr} - P_{opt}}{P_{opt}} \right| \times 100 \]  \tag{8}
Uncertainty analysis
In this paper, one method of estimating uncertainty in experimental results has been presented by Kline and McClintock (1953). The method sums the square of errors:

$$\delta_R = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\partial R}{\partial x_i} \delta x_i \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

Combining Eq. 1 and 9 give:

$$\delta_{COP} = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial COP}{\partial Q_{gc,w}} \delta Q_{gc,w} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial COP}{\partial W_{com}} \delta W_{com} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

Based on the accuracies of the measurement devices and the experimental data, the uncertainty of COP can be obtained and the maximum value is 5.3487%.

Conclusion
In this paper, we study on how the evaporation temperature, discharge pressure and compressor performance will influence the transcritical CO$_2$ heat pump cycle. Based on the experimental results, the conclusion is as follows:
Under different ambient temperatures and compressor frequencies, there will be peaks in the system COP as the discharge pressure rises. Analytical experimental results show that the cause of the peak is the rapid drop in the enthalpy of the outlet gas cooler. The temperature of the CO$_2$ outlet of the gas cooler decreased slowly at first, then it decreased rapidly, finally it maintained a constant trend. Since the isotherm above the critical point is almost horizontal and the temperature of the CO$_2$ outlet of the gas cooler falls slowly, it is almost same as the isotherm trend, which leads to a rapid drop of the of the CO$_2$ gas cooler enthalpy. This rapid decline makes COP reaches its peak. After that, the temperature of the CO$_2$ outlet of the gas cooler decreased rapidly, and change of the enthalpy of the CO$_2$ gas cooler outlet slowed down. Finally, because the inlet water temperature is fixed, the CO$_2$ outlet temperature of the gas cooler will be the same as the water inlet temperature. This result in the stable enthalpy of the CO$_2$ gas cooler outlet. This is also the main reason for the higher COP in this experiment. According to the change of the compressor frequency and the ambient temperature, we obtained a correlation about the highest outlet temperature, which can provide guidance for the selection of compressor frequency under different water temperature requirements.
We also obtained a correlation about the optimal discharge pressure. We selected the discharge pressure corresponding to the maximum COP as the optimal discharge pressure, and obtained a correlation about the optimal discharge pressure based on the changes of the ambient temperature and the compressor frequency.
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Abstract
Thermochemical energy storage (TCES) using calcium oxide/calcium hydroxide/water (Ca(OH)2/CaO/H2O) reaction system is a promising technology for thermal energy storage. Practical storage reactor requires high responsivity for heat storage process and heat output process. Enhancement of transport properties of reaction bed can be a solution to improve responsivity as well as optimisation of reactor design. The aim of this study is to investigate effects of thermal conductivity on TCES performances of a reaction bed. Firstly, validation of a numerical model was conducted using experimental data of a packed bed reactor. Secondly, effects of thermal conductivity on hydration conversion, bed temperature, heat output rate and heat output density were examined. It was estimated that heat output rate on the condition that thermal conductivity is 5.0 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ becomes 4.6 times higher than that in case of 0.18 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹. Thus, it was shown numerically that enhancement of thermal conductivity improves heat output rate of the reaction bed.

Keywords: Thermochemical energy storage, Calcium hydroxide pellets, Hydration, Numerical analysis.

Introduction
Thermochemical energy storage (TCES) is a promising technology for thermal energy storage (TES) that can be applied to concentrated solar power and surplus heat recovery system. TES is essential for surplus heat recovery that contributes to improve efficiency of energy utilization where more than 50% of global primary energy is estimated to be released as waste heat [1]. TCES uses reversible gas-solid reactions and converts thermal energy to chemical energy. In general, TCES can store thermal energy with higher energy density and for longer storage period than latent heat storage and sensible heat storage. This study focuses on the TCES using calcium oxide/calcium hydroxide/water (CaO/Ca(OH)2/H2O) reaction system. The TCES uses the following reaction [2]:

\[ \text{Ca(OH)}_2 (s) \rightleftharpoons \text{CaO} (s) + \text{H}_2\text{O} (g); \quad \Delta H = 104 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \]  \( (1) \)

A forward reaction is dehydration of calcium hydroxide and a backward reaction is hydration of calcium oxide. Dehydration is an endothermic reaction and hydration is an exothermic reaction. Thermal storage process and thermal output process use dehydration and hydration, respectively. The storage materials i.e. calcium hydroxide and calcium oxide have advantages of low material cost, high reactivity and less toxicity.
To enhance response speed of a storage reactor, development of storage material of which bed has high transport properties \cite{3,4} is important as well as optimization of reactor design \cite{5}. The aim of this study is to investigate effects of thermal conductivity of storage material on heat output properties of reaction bed numerically. Firstly, this paper evaluates validity of a numerical model of hydration using experimental data of a packed bed reactor. Secondly, present paper reports effects of thermal conductivity on hydration conversion, bed temperature, heat output rate and heat output density.

**Experimental**

Packed bed reactor experiment was performed to evaluate a numerical model. Cylindrical pellets of calcium hydroxide (diameter: 1.9 mm, length: 2 -10 mm) was used as Ca(OH)$_2$ sample. Total mass of the sample was 59.6 g. **Fig. 1** shows a sectional view of the cylindrical packed bed reactor. To obtain pure atmosphere of water, the reaction chamber that encases the reactor was vacuumed after charging the material.

![Computational domain](image)

**Fig. 1** The cylindrical packed bed reactor and computational domain.

Initial temperature of the reactor wall ($T_{wall}$) was set 350°C. Hydration experiments was performed after dehydration and initiated by introducing water vapour of 57.9 kPa. Bed temperatures and mass change of the reaction chamber were measured and the mass change was used to calculate hydration conversion, $x_h$ [-] described by the following equation:

$$x_h = \frac{\Delta m / M_{H_2O}}{m_{Ca(OH)_2} / M_{Ca(OH)_2}}$$

(2)

where, $\Delta m$ [g], $m_{Ca(OH)_2}$ [g], $M_{H_2O}$ [g mol$^{-1}$], $M_{Ca(OH)_2}$ [g mol$^{-1}$] indicate mass change, initial mass of calcium hydroxide pellets, molar mass of water and calcium hydroxide, respectively.

**Numerical analysis method**

Computational domain shown in **Fig. 1** was assumed to be continuum and the volume of the domain is constant. Hydration pressure of the domain was assumed to be uniform and constant (57.9 kPa). Heat conduction equation expressed as Eq. (3) and rate equations of hydration derived by Schaubé et al. \cite{6} were used as governing equations.
\[ \rho c_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T) + \Delta_t H n_{\text{ini}} \frac{\partial \chi_{\text{h,local}}}{\partial t} \]  

(3)

where, \( \rho \) [kg m\(^{-3}\)], \( c_p \) [J K\(^{-1}\) kg\(^{-1}\)], \( T \) [K], \( t \) [s], \( \lambda \) [W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)], \( \Delta_t H \) [J mol\(^{-1}\)], \( n_{\text{ini}} \) [mol m\(^{-3}\)], \( \chi_{\text{h,local}} \) [-] indicate density, specific heat, temperature, time, thermal conductivity, reaction enthalpy, initial mole per unit volume of the bed, local conversion of hydration, respectively.

The density of the bed was obtained by the packed bed reactor experiment and specific heat of the materials were calculated from literature values \cite{7}. Thermal conductivity of the bed of Ca(OH)\(_2\) pellets was measured by a thermal conductivity meter (QTM-500, Kyoto Electronics, Japan) and the value was 0.18 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\).

Initial temperature distribution was predetermined by a heat transfer analysis and boundary conditions described by Eqs. (4)-(7):

\[ r < R; z = H_2 : \quad -\lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = h_{\text{top}} (T_s - T_{c,\text{top}}) \]  

(4)

\[ r = R; 0 \leq z \leq H_1 / 2 : \quad T = \frac{T_{\text{wall,ini}} - T_{6,\text{ini}}}{H_1 / 2} z + T_{6,\text{ini}} \]  

(5)

\[ r = R; H_1 / 2 < z < H_2 : \quad T = T_{\text{wall,ini}} \]  

(6)

\[ r < R; z = 0 : \quad -\lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = h_{\text{bottom}} (T_s - T_{c,\text{bottom}}) \]  

(7)

where, \( R \) [m], \( H_1 \) [m], \( H_2 \) [m] indicate radius of the bed, the height of thermocouples (\( T_{\text{center}} \), \( T_{\text{wall}} \)) and height of the bed, respectively. The Dirichlet boundary condition was applied to the wall using experimental data of temperatures. The Robin boundary condition was applied to the top and bottom surface of the reaction bed. Heat transfer coefficients, \( h \), and external temperatures, \( T_{\infty} \), are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Parameters of boundary conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( h ) [W m(^{-2}) K(^{-1})]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simplified boundary conditions expressed by Eqs. (8), (9) were used for the surfaces of the bed in parameter analysis that was performed to examine effects of thermal conductivity on TCES performances of the bed. The temperature of the wall was assumed to be constant during hydration and adiabatic condition was applied to the top and bottom surface of the bed.

\[ r = R; 0 < z < H_2 : \quad T = 623 \text{ K} \]  

(8)

\[ r < R; z = 0, H_2 : \quad \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = 0 \]  

(9)

The governing equations imposed the initial conditions and boundary conditions were solved by OpenFOAM (-2.3.x).
Results and Discussion

Numerical validation

Fig. 2 shows numerical results and experimental data of the temperature at the center of the bed and conversion during hydration. Calculated maximum temperature at the center of the bed agreed with experimental data. Conversion curve also was agreement with experimental data.

![Fig. 2 Comparison of numerical results and experimental data.](image)

Fig. 3 shows calculated distribution of temperature during hydration. Temperature around the center was higher than temperature nearby the boundary of the bed and was close to the equilibrium temperature (480°C [6]) corresponding to the pressure of 57.9 kPa. Consequently, reaction rate around the center of the bed is smaller than that of outer region and the reaction front proceeded toward the center of the bed (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 3 Distribution of temperature, T, on the cross section of the reaction bed during hydration: (a) t = 0 min; (b) t = 30 min; (c) t =60 min; (d) t = 90 min.](image)

Fig. 4 Distribution of conversion, \(x_{h\text{,local}}\), on the cross section of the reaction bed during hydration: (a) \(t = 0\) min; (b) \(t = 30\) min; (c) \(t =60\) min; (d) \(t = 90\) min.

Effects of thermal conductivity on hydration conversion and bed temperature

Fig. 5 shows the temperature at the center of the bed and conversion at different thermal conductivities (\(\lambda = 0.18, 1.0, 5.0\) W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) during hydration. Conversion rate becomes higher with the larger thermal conductivity. It was demonstrated numerically that the duration
time of temperature plateau was shortened and maximum temperature decreased with higher thermal conductivity of the bed; the maximum temperature was 474, 457, 439°C when thermal conductivity was 0.18, 1.0, 5.0 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\), respectively.

Fig. 5 Hydration conversion and temperature at the center of the bed at different thermal conductivities.

**Effects of thermal conductivity on heat output rate and heat output density**

Heat output density, \(q_h\), [J/L-bed] was defined by Eq. (10), where \(V_{\text{bed}}\) [L-bed] indicates the volume of the reaction bed. Heat output rate, \(w_h\), [W/L-bed] was calculated by numerical differentiation of heat output density.

\[
q_h = \Delta_H \frac{m_{\text{mi}}}{M_{\text{Ca(OH)}_2}} \frac{1}{V_{\text{bed}}} x_h
\]

(10)

Fig. 6 shows heat storage rate and heat output density at different thermal conductivities. The peak of heat output rate at about 1.8 min with thermal conductivity of 5.0 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) was 4.6 times higher than that with thermal conductivity of 0.18 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\).

Fig. 6 Heat storage rate, \(w_h\), and heat output density, \(q_h\), at different thermal conductivities.

In this study, to focus on effects of thermal conductivity on thermochemical performances, vapour flow in the bed was neglected. However, a numerical model for practical reactors
requires the effects of the flow of water vapour. Therefore, mass transfer equations will be taken into account in future work.

**Conclusions**

This study investigated effects of thermal conductivity on hydration conversion, bed temperature, heat output rate and heat output density numerically. It was estimated that in case thermal conductivity is 5.0 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, heat output rate becomes 4.6 times higher than that in case thermal conductivity is 0.18 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$. It was shown numerically that enhancement of thermal conductivity of the reaction bed improves heat output rate.
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Abstract
This article describes a novel design and construction of a helical tube flash boiler that uses a 2kW nominal methylated spirit burner to heat an approximately 2.5m long coil of copper pipe fed by a nominal 8 bar electrically operated solenoid water pump. The final embodiment is for superheated steam to be converted to electricity and the waste exit heat from the generator used either for cooking or for ethanol production for low-income families in developing countries. The performance of the flash boiler has been evaluated experimentally based on the well-known “Direct-Method”; by carefully measuring both the flow of the fuel and the steam. It found that the pressure inside the pipe can reach up to 7.4 bar and the temperature of the steam released by the flashing process can reach 255 °C utilising a low-cost water pump. The research results presented in this paper demonstrate that flash boiler stove has a great potential for generating high-temperature steam for developing a low-cost cooking stove.

Keywords: Flash boiler, spirit burner, copper coil, expander, electrical generator

Background
The development of sustainable and clean energy technologies is of ever-growing worldwide interest due to global warming and environmental disorder resulted from fossil fuel sources [1-3]. In the conventional fossil fuel technologies, only 30% of the fuel energy is converted into useful electricity and the rest is wasted and dumped on earth [4]. Recent forecasts predict that a third of new electricity generation added globally by year 2035 will be generated by renewable energy sources. Despite the dramatic evolution of such technologies, the majority of rural communities in the developing countries face problems in the electricity supply and healthy cooking [5]. The Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves (GACC), hosted by the UN Foundation aims to reduce the estimated 4 million premature deaths per year by introducing 100 million improved stoves by 2020 [6] to improve health standards for women and children. Other work explores the feasibility of generating electricity whilst cooking [7], how it can be afforded [8] and various technologies to achieve this goal [9]. Besides generating electricity, improved cooking stoves reduced fuel demand as well as greenhouse gases and therefore, increase the sustainability of the natural resources. During the last decades, numerous advanced thermodynamic cycles and variations/ combinations of technologies have been developed for waste heat recovery such as Rankine cycle, Stirling Cycle, Organic Rankine Cycle, Kalina Cycle. Recently, Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) has been developed to recover heat from medium grade combined heat power systems [10-13]. ORC solves the problem of the high fluid flow rate associated with the conventional steam Rankine Cycle. However, this technology is costly and has some operational and maintenance drawbacks. The highest temperature the working fluid can reach is below the source temperature due to the existence of a phase change during heating and superheating of the fluid which implies that inefficient heat transfer between the heat source and the fluid. Also, the lowest temperature of the cycle is normally much lower than the lowest temperature reached by the heat source [14]. Many researchers studied and demonstrated small-scale Steam Rankine Cycles (RCs) and several scientists investigated the feasibility of this technology in relation to the additional costs that such systems can involve [15, 16]. The traditional Rankine cycle is
efficient for waste heat recovery from exhaust streams with temperatures above about 340-370°C. The Rankine cycle becomes less cost-effective at low temperatures where bulkier equipment are required at the low-pressure steam. Furthermore, at low waste temperatures, the energy required to superheat the steam is not sufficient to prevent the steam condensation and to avoid erosion of, or example, turbine blades [17]. The major problems related to using turbines as an expander in small-scale water Rankine cycle are the poor efficiency as well as the high production cost, particularly when having multistage turbines.

A flash boiler is one that is widely used to generate steam from combustion gasses to produce electricity through driving steam turbines. In a flash boiler, the heating surface is a single or a series of tubes into which the feed water pumped against the developed pressure. The heat source is usually a petrol, oil or gas flame directed against the tube. The tube is often coiled and housed in a thin lightweight case of metal, frequently stainless steel and the flame is directed through the center of the coil. The development of high-pressure steam is very rapid, hence the term flash steam [18]. The difference between the flash boiler and the mono-tube steam generator is that the mono-tube is permanently filled with water, while the flash boiler is exposed to heat stream (fire is underneath) to keep it hot so that the water feed is quickly flashed into steam and superheated. Flash boilers have many advantages, the most important one is that they take less time to raise steam from a cold start. Also, they are lighter and less bulky than the other types. Problems are that they are more prone to overheat because there is no large reservoir to cool the tubes if the water flow is inadequate or interrupted. Liquid and gaseous fuel are used to fire the boiler in most of the applications. However, some experiments have been run utilizing solid fuel to fire the boiler. The design method of the flash boiler is similar to the evaluation of the heat exchangers, but since a common practice is to recover heat from exhaust gas typical properties for flue gas are required. The aim of this study is to investigate the potential of a flash boiler stove to boil the water to steam and also to identify general design principles of the boiler.

**Boiler evaluation**

As revealed in the heat balance diagram Figure 1, only part of the heat content of the fuel is converted into useful heat, while the rest of the heat is lost through exhaust gases and radiation losses from the boiler. The efficiency of the boiler is usually rated based on combustion efficiency, thermal efficiency, and overall efficiency.

![Figure 1. Typical heat flow diagram of a boiler](image)

The typical combustion process in a boiler comprises burning of fuels that contain carbon (oil, gas, and coal) with oxygen to produce heat. Oxygen required for combustion is usually taken from air supplied to the fuel burner of the boiler. Proper heat removal from the flash boiler relies on proper internal distribution and flow of water, proper heat transfer rate in all areas, and proper heat input from the fuel burning.

To evaluate the flash boiler, the well-known “input-output method” is adopted which is based on measuring the mass flow of the burning fuel and the steam generator fluid side conditions
necessary to estimate the output. To obtain reliable results from the boiler, the fuel flow, fuel analysis and the steam output must be determined accurately as they are directly proportional to the uncertainty of the boiler efficiency [19].

\[ \dot{Q}_f = m_f^0 \times GCV \]  
(5)

The available heat from burning of the fuel, \( \dot{Q}_f \) can be expressed as:

Here: \( m_f^0 \) is the average mass rate of the fuel used to bring the water to boiling state (kg/sec),

\[ m_f^0 = \frac{m_{f,i} - m_{f,e}}{t} \]  
(6)

\( GCV \) is the gross calorific value of the fuel (kJ/kg)
Where \( m_{f,i} \) is the pre-weighed mass of alcohol and \( m_{f,e} \) is the mass of alcohol remaining at the end of the test, \( t \) is the time to reach the boiling condition.

The heat required to raise the boil the water, \( \dot{Q}_w \):

\[ \dot{Q}_w = m_w^0 c_{p,w} (T_b - T_w) \]  
(7)

Where: \( m_w^0 \) is the mass rate of the boiled water (kg/sec), \( c_{p,w} \) is the specific heat of water (kJ/kg.K), \( T_b \) is the boiling temperature of the water (K), \( T_w \) is the ambient temperature of water (K) and \( m_w^0 \) is the is the mass rate of the boiled water (kg/sec):

Here \( m_{w,i} \) is the pre-weighed mass of the water inside the pot and \( m_{w,e} \) is the final mass of the water remaining at the end of the test, \( t \) is the time to boil the water in the pot

The energy required to evaporate water, \( \dot{Q}_{evap} \):

\[ \dot{Q}_{evap} = m_w^0 h_f \beta \]  
(9)

Where: \( h_f \beta \) is the specific evaporation enthalpy for water (kJ/kg).

The heat needed to dry the steam (to be superheated), \( \dot{Q}_s \):

\[ \dot{Q}_s = m_w^0 c_{p,s} (T_s - T_b) \]  
(10)

Where: \( c_{p,s} \) is the specific heat of steam (kJ/kg.K) and \( T_s \) is the superheated steam temperature (K)
The boiler efficiency, \( \eta_{boiler} \) is the ratio of the net amount of heat being absorbed by the produced steam to the net amount of heat supplied to the boiler by burning of the fuel [20]. It can be evaluated using the following formula:

\[ \eta_{boiler} = \frac{\dot{Q}_w + \dot{Q}_{evap} + \dot{Q}_s}{\dot{Q}_f} \% \]  
(11)

**Design Concept & Experimental Apparatus**

Our analyses show that a low flow rate steam generating flash boiler is able to extract much more heat from combustion than a pot over the flame stoves, even in case of the stoves with improved efficiency modifications such as pot skirts and increasing the speed of the hot gases that scrape against the pot which increase the cooking efficiency by 20%, by forcing hot gases to heat the bottom and the sides of the pot [21].
In this study, the designed flash boiler uses a 2kW nominal methylated spirit burner, to heat an approximately 2.5m long coil of copper pipe fed by a nominal 8 bar water pump. The intent is for superheated steam to be ejected at sonic steam velocity from a small orifice at the end of the pipe to control mass flow. In its final embodiment, the steam will power an electrical generator and the waste exit heat from the generator used either for efficient cooking by or for ethanol production as displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. Heating in the pipe is achieved in three phases. At the first phase, exit combustion gases heat the water inlet from ambient temperature to the boiling temperature. Then, the water is boiled within the horizontal section of the pipe where two-phase flow occurs. At the last phase of the heating process, steam is superheated in the last section of the pipe by the hot combustion gasses from the ethanol burner. It is predicted that heat is transferred by conduction inside and outside the pipe in phase one, while in phase two heat is transferred by a combination of conduction/convection within the pipe and is by radiation/conduction external to the pipe. Phase three heating is by convection within the pipe and mainly by radiation external to the pipe.

Figure 2. Process of using the flash boiler for cooking purposes

Figure 3. Process of using the flash boiler for fuel production

As shown in Figure 4, the system consists mainly of a 10 mm single copper tube in a multi-layer spiral horizontal configuration with the ethanol burner underneath. The feed water flows inside the tubes after being pumped from a 10L water tank through a 10 mm diameter plastic
pipe utilizing a high-pressure diaphragm pump working intermittently to reduce electrical power consumption. (Model HeroNeo® 12V DC 5L/min 60W) The hot gases from combustion flow around the outside of the pipe. The steam is taken out from the system near the roof via steam take-off pipe of 8.2 cm length before is being directed (in the experimental case) to a cooking pot. For insulation purpose, three aluminium foil layers are introduced between the spiral coil and the wooden cover. In the final embodiment, a generator would convert the superheated steam to electricity and the exhaust heat used for cooking. The fuel used to fire is a clean-burning fuel, contains no sulphur and can be produced from renewable feedstocks. Emissions and nitrogen oxides from burning of alcohol are very low.

The copper pipe has a pressure gauge (Model STAUFF 0-10 bar pressure gauge) at water inlet record pressure, a number of small thermocouples, insulated from gas flow of type-K (RS Components) to capture various temperatures as shown on Figure 5. The LabVIEW platform was used to control the test bench and for Data Acquisition with one thermocouple module (NI 9211) and one bridge module (NI 9237). A scale (OHAUS-Explorer® precision) is used to measure the weight of the fuel and the water before and after the experiment.

**Results and discussion**

The thermal performance of a flash boiler stove was investigated and measured in terms of combustion input power, thermal output power, specific fuel consumption, fuel ratio and efficiency. At the beginning of the test, 1.3 kg of alcohol was introduced to fire the boiler and water was pumped through from the clean water tank. Combustion gasses heat the coil and are directed from the super-heated region towards the cold end to create a contra-flow heat exchanger arrangement. A standard efficiency test named the “water boiling test” [22]
was carried after 16 minutes of operation using 1.3 Kg of ambient water filled inside a cooking pot. The aim was to measure how efficiently the boiler uses steam (from the steam take-off pipe) to heat the cooking water.

The calculated energy output is 0.64kW and the fuel energy input is 1.36kW which gives an efficiency of 47% for the flash boiler stove. Although this is an early non-optimized design, it can bring significant benefits compared to the three stone stove which has a very low thermal efficiency of about 7% and to the other clean-burning stoves of 16 – 42% [7, 23]. The measured pressure in the copper pipe was 740 kPa while the maximum temperature of the steam near the nozzle reached 255°C which can be used to drive a Rankine turbine [24]. The important parameters measured during the test are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Measured parameters during the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum water temperature (°C)</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum combustion temperature (°C)</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of alcohol at the beginning (kg)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of alcohol at the end (kg)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of the water in the tank at the beginning (kg)</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of the water in the tank at the end (kg)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass of the water in the pot (kg)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum pressure in the pipe (bar)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The thermal efficiency is much higher than conventional cookstoves and may be increased further by better insulation of the top of the wooden cover, which became quite hot, and more gas to pipe surface area. Researchers have noted that the improved insulation can save up to 6–26% [25]. Secondly, there were many leaks from the feed water pipe. Further numerical studies and experiments are required to understand the heat transfer characteristics of the boiler and to quantify the different losses such as: convection and radiation heat loss from the stove, the energy loss from the combustion gases as well as the energy stored in the stove.

Summary
This paper describes the design and development of a copper-pipe flash boiler stove aiming to generate steam at a high pressure to be expanded through a Rankine cycle turbine, and therefore to deliver electrical power to be utilized by the rural communities of the developing countries all around the world and uses alcohol as the fuel. Boiler performance, was evaluated using the well-known “direct- method. The heat supplied to the boiler from the fuel and the heat absorbed by the water in the boiler at a given period of time were calculated. Interestingly, the experimental results show that the generated steam at the exit of the boiler could reach up to 255°C with 7.4 bar pressure inside the copper pipe and 949ºC flame temperature. The efficiency of the boiler was an excellent 47% using 2kW and could be improved with further research. For example, a tesla turbine to expand the steam to generate electrical power.
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Abstract
Experimentally determined efficiency characteristics of two micro turbines are discussed in this paper. One turbine (15 kW) is working with cyclopentane, the other turbine (12 kW) expands hexamethyldisiloxane (MM). The two turbines are designed and built in accordance to the concept of a micro-turbine-generator-construction-kit (MTG-c-kit) for small scale Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) waste heat recovery. The motivation for this MTG-c-kit and its architecture will be briefly introduced. Both single stage impulse turbines show a high design point total-to-static isentropic efficiency: the 15 kW cyclopentane turbine achieves 65.0 %, the 12 kW hexamethyldisiloxane turbine achieves even 73.4 %. Furthermore, the discussed off-design characteristics of the turbines prove that their operating behavior is very advantageous for small waste heat recovery plants: the turbine efficiency keeps a high level over a wide range of pressure ratio and rotational speed.

Keywords: Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC), turbine, experimental, waste heat recovery.

Introduction/Background
Organic Rankine Cycle is widely discussed for waste heat recovery. Although the potential for industrial waste heat recovery is high [1,2], only a few solutions in the electric power range of less than 100 kW are on the market [3,4]. The main reason is the huge variety of temperature, pressure and heat transfer medium, which occur in different industrial sectors. Hence, flexible and modular ORC systems are necessary. Manufacturer of such ORC plants must be able to adapt their plant design quickly and cost-efficiently to the requirements of their potential customers to reach economically feasible investment costs of less than 3000 €/kW [5]. Therefore, we focus on affordable, small-scale and customizable turbines, which seems to be the most crucial aspect for efficiency and economics.

Most publications postulate that for small power output and/or small mass flow rate, piston, screw, scroll and rotating vane expanders are advantageous regarding efficiency, rotational speed, size and costs [6,7]. Branchine et al. [8] showed that volumetric expanders dominate the power range below 10 kW electric power and below a volume flow ratio of 10. Latter is due to the built-in volume ratio of volumetric expanders, which is generally < 10 for piston expanders [7] and even < 5 for scroll or screw types. However, to address exhaust heat recovery of internal combustion engines with high temperature differences, volume flow ratios of up to 100 are necessary [9,10]. Compared to volumetric expanders, a turbine can handle this ratio even in one stage. But still, providers for small turbines have been rather seldom [11]. In contrast, small scroll, vane or screw expanders were cheaply available in the
past from refrigeration or compressed air technology where they acted as compressors. In one of our previous works [12], we discussed differences between turbines and volumetric expanders in detail and concluded that small turbines can be superior to volumetric expanders. Turbines allow for high volume flow ratios, small installed size is needed, wear is absent, lubrication may not be necessary and turbines can be customized to a high degree. However, also disadvantages occur, e.g. the demand for a high rotational speed ($10^4 – 10^5$ rpm), which requires a non-standard high-speed generator. Concerning the turbine type, we already published that an impulse turbine is generally less efficient than a reaction turbine (e.g. a radial-inflow turbine) [12]. The positive effect of the reaction within the impeller on the efficiency, however, limits the volume flow ratio, as we have to avoid a choking rotor flow [13,14]. Furthermore, significant reaction forbids partial admission and, therefore, limits the implementable minimum power size. This is why we decided to rely on a simple stage axial impulse turbine as core component of our “micro-turbine-generator-construction-kit (MTG-c-kit)”. As already mentioned, waste heat recovery business is characterized by a variety of possible applications in terms of different heat sources, heat flow rates, temperature levels, pressure levels and heat carriers. Hence, it is not appropriate to design and build standard machines to stock. In fact, it is necessary to develop a very flexible “micro-turbine-generator-construction-kit” that allows to quickly design and build a customized turbine generator for any required power output, working fluid and a wide range of boundary conditions.

**Micro-turbine-generator-construction-kit (MTG-c-kit)**

The tested micro turbines are built in accordance to the design principles of the addressed “micro-turbine-generator-construction-kit (MTG-c-kit)”. The simple impulse turbine shows some features which are very valuable for our MGT-c-kit [12]. Compared to a (radial-inflow) reaction turbine, the axial single stage impulse turbine requires lower rotational speed, it does not produce axial thrust and it can be designed with partial admission, thus allowing the implementation of smaller turbines. Furthermore, it is theoretically able to process unlimited pressure ratios (200:1 have already been tested [15]). Figure 1 displays the principal architecture. The characteristic features are:

- Hermetically sealed turbine-generator with an electric power of 3 to 175 kW, implemented with 5 different sizes
- Rotational speed ranges from 10,000 – 70,000 rpm
- Integrally manufactured turbine wheel with a diameter from 50 to 350 mm
- Permanent magnet high-speed generator
- Turbine wheel directly mounted on generator shaft: just one set of bearings required, no gear, no coupling
- Compact design, low material usage

The required mass flow rate or volume flow rate, respectively, determine the size i.e. the wheel diameter of the turbine. The enthalpy drop leads to the necessary circumferential speed and combined with the chosen diameter to an optimal rotational speed. To avoid too high rotational speed or too small blade height, partial admission can be introduced and serves as additional degree of freedom. Volume flow rate and volume flow ratio is taken into account by adjusting overall throat area and area ratio of the supersonic nozzles. An in-house 1D-design tool allows quick design and semi-automatic optimization of the turbine geometry. Thermodynamic properties are taken from the REFPROP database [16].
The main objective of this paper is to prove that efficient and cost effective micro turbo-generators can be reasonably implemented and provided for small scale waste heat recovery. For this purpose, the experimentally determined efficiency characteristics of two representatives of the MTG-c-kit are presented and discussed. The main design data of both turbines are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>working fluid</th>
<th>cyclopentane</th>
<th>hexamethydisiloxane (MM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inlet pressure ( p_{in} )</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outlet pressure ( p_{out} )</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inlet temperature ( T_{in} )</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass flow rate ( \dot{m} )</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheel diameter ( D )</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotational speed ( n )</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific speed ( n_s )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree of admission ( e )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure ratio ( PR )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volume flow ratio ( V_r )</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree of reaction ( r )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nozzle exit Mach number ( M_1 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotor relative inlet Mach number ( M_{rel} )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected shaft power ( kW )</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predicted total-to-static isentropic efficiency (1D loss model) ( \eta_{ts} )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) the specific speed is defined as: \( n_s = \frac{2 \cdot \pi \cdot \dot{V}^{0.5} \cdot \Delta h_{ts,ls}}{60 \cdot \Delta h_{ts,ls} \cdot \pi \cdot \pi} \)

The turbines were tested in two different ORC research plants. The first plant was designed to recover waste heat at 300 °Celsius and worked with cyclopentane. The second plant used hexamethyldisiloxane (MM) as working fluid because it was optimized for 500 °Celsius heat source temperature. A gas burner substituted the piston engine as heat source in both cases. An air-cooler outside the building cooled the ORC plant with an intermediate water/glycol circuit. The ORCs consisted of an evaporator (type plate and shell heat exchanger), an internal recuperator and a condenser (both type plate heat exchanger), a pump and a tank. The
mass flow rate was measured by a Coriolis device. Pressures and temperatures were measured upstream and downstream of each component. The generated electrical power was logged via the 25 kW-feed-in unit. A more detailed description of the ORC plant can be found in one of our previous publications [17].

The total-to-static isentropic turbine efficiency as a function of pressure ratio and rotational speed is our main evaluation criterion. In the following, the total-to-static isentropic turbine efficiencies (Eq. 1) use the actual enthalpy drop determined by ratio of measured turbine power and mass flow rate \((P_{\text{T}ur}/m)\) divided by the ideal total-to-static isentropic enthalpy drop \((h_{t0} - h_{s2,is})\).

\[
\eta_{\text{is,ts}} = \frac{P_{\text{T}ur}/m}{h_{t0} - h_{s2,is}} = \frac{P_{\text{el}}/(\eta_{\text{el}}*m)}{h_{t0} - h_{s2,is}} \tag{1}
\]

The term \((h_{t0} - h_{s2,is})\) is calculated with REFPROP [16] based on the measured inlet temperature and pressure and the outlet pressure. The actual turbine power is calculated using the electric power \(P_{\text{el}}\) determined by the feed-in unit and the overall electrical efficiency \((\eta_{\text{el}})\) of the entire electrical conversion chain (details can be found elsewhere [17]). The mass flow rate is measured by the Coriolis device. Note that the pressure and temperatures sensors are installed upstream and downstream of the turbine casing flange. Hence, total-to-static turbine efficiencies (Eq. (1)) include flow losses occurring in the inlet and outlet casing.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 depicts the total-to-static isentropic efficiency of the cyclopentane turbine depending on rotational speed for different total-to-static pressure ratios \((PR)\). Pressure ratio was only changed by inlet pressure (i.e. \(m_{\text{dot}} = \text{mass flow rate}\) while outlet pressure was almost constant.

![Figure 2: Cyclopentane turbine characteristics, total-to-static isentropic efficiency as function of rotational speed](image)

The maximum measured efficiency is 65.0 % for 94 % mass flow rate and 30,000 rpm. As the gas burner was limited in its thermal power, a mass flow rate of 100 % could not be achieved. Unfortunately, maximum rotational speed was limited to 30,000 rpm with respect to the generator. Most likely, turbine efficiency would be even slightly higher at higher rotational speed. All characteristics are rather flat i.e. they show a weak dependency on rotational speed. Interestingly, measured efficiency is even higher than the predicted one (61.7 %, see Table 1).

Figure 3 depicts the total-to-static isentropic efficiency of the MM turbine depending on rotational speed for different total-to-static pressure ratios \((PR)\). Here again, pressure ratio
was only changed by inlet pressure (i.e. $m_{\text{dot}} = \text{mass flow rate}$) while outlet pressure remained almost constant.

Figure 3: Hexamethyldisiloxane turbine characteristics, total-to-static isentropic efficiency as function of rotational speed

The characteristics at design point (24,000 rpm, $PR = 18.8$) show a flat maximum (73.4 %; solid black line). All curves ($PR = 15.3$, $PR = 17.4$ and $PR = 18.8$) show similar shapes whereas the rotational speed for maximum efficiency varies slightly between 23,000 rpm and 24,000 rpm. The turbine efficiency reacts rather insensitively on changes of rotational speed or mass flow rate. The MM turbine achieves significantly higher efficiencies compared to the cyclopentane turbine although it has to process higher pressure ratios or volume flow ratios, respectively. Again, measured efficiency (68.0 %, see Table 1) is higher than predicted efficiency. Hence, the 1D loss model in our design tool seems to be too pessimistic.

Figure 4 displays the same data as Fig. 2 und 3 but now the total-to-static isentropic efficiency is plotted as function of total-to-static pressure ratio. The corrected rotational speed $n_{\text{corr}}$ normalized by its design point value serves as parameter. The design pressure ratio of $PR = 13.6$ could not be achieved for the cyclopentane turbine as mentioned above. The power of the propane gas burner which heated the ORC research plant was not sufficient to evaporate the required mass flow rate. The highest measured efficiency of 65.0 % occurs at design speed and the highest measured pressure ratio ($PR = 12.8$).

Figure 4: Total-to-static isentropic efficiency as function of pressure ratio; dashed lines: 15kW cyclopentane turbine, solid lines 12 kW MM turbine
Due to the problems with the propane burner in the first ORC plant, the design power output of the MM turbine in the second plant was reduced to 12 kW. Maximum efficiency of 73.4% occurs at design rotational speed and design pressure ratio ($PR = 18.8$) in the case of the MM turbine. It is significantly higher because the MM turbine works with full admission, the cyclopentane turbine only with about 55% partial admission. In particular, the characteristics are very flat especially for the MM turbine i.e. the turbines react rather insensitively on deviation from design pressure ratio. This quality is very valuable for micro-turbine-generators applied in small waste heat recovery plants, which are mostly characterized by fluctuating heat fluxes and, therefore, varying mass flow rates.

**Summary/Conclusions**

The idea and concept of our micro-turbine-generator-construction-kit (MTG-c-kit) has been introduced and discussed. The presented experimentally determined turbine characteristics of two representatives of the MTG-c-kit confirm the practicality of its approach. Furthermore, the achieved high expansion efficiencies prove that micro turbines are competitive as expander in small ORC plants below 100 kW$_{el}$. Their operating behavior is very advantageous for those small waste heat recovery plants: the turbine efficiency keeps a high level over a wide range of pressure ratio and rotational speed.

Many micro turbine generators out of the MTG-c-kit have been designed and built for various working fluids and different applications within the last five years. They are successfully working in field operation on customer sites. Thus, a micro-turbine-generator is a reasonable solution not only technically but also economically.
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Abstract

Performance of polygeneration systems connected to district heating and cooling networks are highly dependent on the operational strategy. The development of advanced control algorithms for real-time operations of CCHP systems must deal with several issues, such as uncertainties in energy demand and weather forecast, non-linear part-load performances, multiple time-varying loads. In this paper, an operational optimization method for a complex DHC plant is proposed. The method is based on the moving average of real-time measurements of energy load demands and ambient conditions, overcoming the need for weather forecasts and a model for the estimation of future load demands. The proposed algorithm is tested with real energy demand data from a DHC close to Barcelona. A complex polygeneration system is considered, including an internal combustion engine, a double-effect absorption chiller, an electric chiller, a boiler and a cooling tower. Part-load behaviour of the components and ambient condition effects are considered to provide a detailed modelling of the system. Results of the real-time optimal control are presented and compared to those of traditional operational strategies.

Keywords: Combined Cooling Heat and Power, District Heating and Cooling, Real-time operational optimization, Partial load.

Introduction/Background

District Heating and Cooling (DHC) networks served by Combined Cooling, Heating and Power (CCHP) plants can be essential to improve efficiency in thermal energy production and are proven to be a reliable and competitive alternative to traditional systems. Nevertheless, the performances of polygeneration systems are very dependent on their synthesis, capacity and operational strategy.

In the last few years, several works have focused on the optimal design of polygeneration systems (to name a few [1-4]), adopting different optimization techniques and trying to strike a balance between accurate modelling and mathematical and computational requirements. Moreover, great effort has been also put on the investigation of management of existing plants, as in the case of [5-9], to identify the optimal operating schedule of CCHP systems with a given design.

Such works are usually based on the hypothesis that the load demand profiles are perfectly known, but this is not the case of practical applications [10,11]. In fact, forecast of weather conditions and energy demands are needed to implement optimal operational strategies in actual CCHP systems. To this end, several Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithms and methodologies have been proposed, based on forecast information and models of buildings energy demand, such as [11-14].

Nevertheless, several limitations and drawbacks affect these approaches. On the one hand, accurate local weather predictions may be difficult to obtain, and, on the other hand, calibration of building models is an additional obstacle to real implementation of optimal control algorithms [14].
In this paper, we define an operational optimization method based on real-time measurements of energy demands and ambient conditions. The proposed method needs neither weather forecast nor a model for the estimation of future energy load demands, but only a monitoring system of the polygeneration plant. Results of the real-time optimal control are compared to those of traditional operational strategies.

Real energy demand data from a polygeneration plant connected to a DHC close to Barcelona (Spain) [15] are used to test the method. A dense network of sensors that measure temperature, flow and power allows the supervision of the entire plant. These energy load data consist of hot water demand and chilled water demand and are available on a minute-by-minute basis for the period going from May 1, 2013, to October 13, 2013. Data are described in summary in Table 1 and Fig. 1.

| Table 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy demand summary</td>
<td>Chilled water demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average [kW]</td>
<td>3009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak [kW]</td>
<td>6401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The energy system under investigation consists of an internal combustion engine (ICE), a double-effect absorption chiller, an electric chiller, a boiler and a cooling tower. The power plant feeds electricity to the grid, and heating and cooling to the DHC network. The energy system configuration is shown in Fig. 2.

The ICE is fueled by natural gas and its nominal electric power capacity is equal to 2800 kW. The heat recovery system of the ICE is characterized by a low-temperature level (heat from engine jacket and lube oil) and a high-temperature level (exhaust gases). Part-load efficiencies are considered for each energy output.

Both the absorption chiller (nominal cooling capacity: 3300 kW) and the electric chiller (6300 kW) are modelled with the so-called locally constant exergetic efficiency and part-load correction factors. Therefore, the effect of both temperature of heat sources and part-load operations on the chillers COP are considered.

The natural gas boiler has a capacity of 1000 kW and it has been modelled considering part-load efficiency.
The cooling tower must dissipate the heat from the condenser/absorber of the absorption chiller, from the condenser of the compression chiller and from the low-temperature circuit of the ICE. The so-called “fixed approach method” has been considered for its control.

The optimization problem consists in the determination of the scheduling that meets the energy demand with the lowest possible cost. The minimization problem of the total energy cost for the considered period (n timesteps) is defined as follows:

$$\min\{EC\} = \min\left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{F,bot}^i F_{bot}^i + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{F,ICE}^i F_{ICE}^i + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{PEG}^i E_P^i - \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{SEG}^i E_S^i \right\}$$

where $c_F$ is the fuel (F) cost for the boiler and the ICE, and $c_{PEG}$ and $c_{SEG}$ are the prices for purchasing and selling electricity ($E$), respectively.

Eight decision variables are defined for each $i$-th timestep: electric energy ($E_{ICE}^i$), low-temperature heat ($Q_{LT,ICE}^i$) and high-temperature heat ($Q_{HT,ICE}^i$) produced by the ICE, heat produced by the boiler ($Q_{LT,boi}^i$), sold ($E_S^i$) and bought electricity ($E_P^i$), cooling power from the electric ($C_{EC}^i$) and the absorption chillers ($C_{AC}^i$). These eight decision variables are bound to each other and there is only one actual degree of freedom for the minimization of the objective function, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the problem is reduced to find the optimal load factor ($L_{ICE}^i$) of the ICE, for each timestep. Moreover, as already shown in [16], for the energy system under consideration the overall optimum coincides with the sum of optimums of every single timestep and the overall problem can be split into $n$ subproblems. Consequently, the optimal load factor for each timestep can be independently calculated and implemented.

---

**Fig. 2.** Schematic representation of the Combined Cooling Heat and Power system
As already mentioned, previous measurements of energy demands are used to estimate future loads by means of a sliding window of moving average. The width of the window is also optimized. Moreover, current ambient conditions are considered since they can significantly affect chillers performance.

In summary, energy demands for each timestep are estimated by means of a moving average of recent measures and current ambient conditions, then the optimal load factor for the cogeneration unit is found and the resulting power flows inside the system are determined and implemented in the following timestep (whose length is set to 15 minutes).

**Discussion and Results**

The results of all the simulated operational strategies are hereinafter presented and discussed. Table 2 shows the overall energy and economic results for the accounted period. In addition to the proposed real-time operational optimization (RTOO), other traditional operational strategies have been simulated. The electric energy price based operational strategy considers a value of the ratio between the import and export prices of electricity (which vary considerably) for the on-off switch of the ICE; this strategy is very similar to the one implemented in the real plant. The following the thermal load mode means that the ICE is run to have sufficient recovered heat to supply both the cooling and heating requirements. In the ICE continuous full-load operation the cogeneration unit is always at its maximum capacity.
The *separate production* simulates the case without ICE, where the hot water demand is met by the boiler and the chilled water load is provided by the electric chiller. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is proven by comparing it with these conventional strategies, which all entail a significant rise in the overall energy cost (from 13% to 58% increase in the cost).

Table 2. Summary of the energy and economic results for all the simulated operational strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Real-time operational optimization</th>
<th>Electric energy priced based operational strategy</th>
<th>Following the thermal load</th>
<th>ICE continuous full-load operation</th>
<th>Separate production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exported electricity [MWh]</td>
<td>4027</td>
<td>6675</td>
<td>8012</td>
<td>10330</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imported electricity [MWh]</td>
<td>577.5</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas consumption [MWh]</td>
<td>13720</td>
<td>19990</td>
<td>23840</td>
<td>29750</td>
<td>1189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sold electricity [k€]</td>
<td>242.3</td>
<td>404.6</td>
<td>414.7</td>
<td>509.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bought electricity [k€]</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>354.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bought natural gas [k€]</td>
<td>411.6</td>
<td>599.6</td>
<td>715.1</td>
<td>892.4</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy cost [k€]</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>278.5</td>
<td>300.4</td>
<td>382.5</td>
<td>390.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A wide range of detailed information is available from the performed simulations. Fig. 4 shows an example of the results under the real-time operational optimization: the cooling load demand and production in each timestep of a typical week are shown. Furthermore, Fig. 5 summarizes how the overall cooling demand is met under the RTOO strategy; the optimal management of the plant under investigation requires an almost even distribution of the cooling load between the absorption and the electric chillers.
Fig. 4. Cooling load demand and production under the RTOO strategy for a typical week

Fig. 5. Cooling energy shares under RTOO strategy

Fig. 6 shows, for each simulated operational strategy, the total energy cost saving percentage with respect to the total energy cost for the separate production case. This chart highlights how the operations of a CCHP plant can importantly affect its performances. Moreover, to further analyse the different performance of the RTOO strategy with respect to the separate production mode, Fig. 7 shows how the energy costs vary in each timestep in a typical week. During the nights and the weekend, the difference is slight, while during the working days, when the energy demand is higher, the separate production entails a significant increase in the energy cost.
Summary/Conclusions

In this paper, an operational optimization method based on the moving average of real-time measurements of energy demand and ambient conditions has been presented. A complex CCHP system has been considered and each involved energy sub-system has been modelled in detail. Part-load behaviours and ambient condition effects have been considered. The effectiveness of the method has been demonstrated by using real energy demand data from a district heating and cooling network close to Barcelona.

The proposed real-time optimization algorithm has been simulated, as well as other traditional operational strategies. A summary of the results has been presented, which shows how the proposed control strategy performs significantly better than the traditional operational strategies.

Future research may focus on: optimization in case of integration with renewable energy sources and thermal storages; use of combined real-time data and forecast approaches.
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Abstract

A new S-CO$_2$(supercritical carbon dioxide) Brayton cycle is analysed in this paper. Coal-fired boiler is used as a heat-source in the cycle. Comparison between S-H$_2$O cycle and S-CO$_2$ cycle was carried out. Optimization of maximum temperature, minimum temperature, intercooling pressure to maximum thermal efficiency is implemented. Comparison of intercooling and non-intercooling is also carried out. Convective heat transfer and radiative heat transfer is distinguished in boiler. Results show that S-CO$_2$ cycle shows a great advantage than S-H$_2$O cycle. For S-CO$_2$ cycle, there exists a best intercooling pressure, and it’s closed to the inlet pressure of LP(low pressure) compressor. The pinch point shifts to inside of the LTR(low temperature recuperator) compares to the non-intercooling case. Invite intercooling can improve thermal efficiency almost 2%, but the exergy efficiency nearly stay the same. However, minimum temperature has a different influence on thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency.

Keywords: S-CO$_2$ cycle, thermodynamic, parameter optimization, coal-fired

Introduction/Background

Steam Rankine cycle is widely used in various types of power plants. The efficiency of existing ultra-supercritical units of coal-fired power plants using steam Rankine cycle has reached 47%. However, vapors and metals react at high temperature, the phenomenon such as high temperature corrosion and stress cracking appear which limits the increase of the inlet temperature of turbine. Thus, to further improve the efficiency encountered the bottlenecks, such as materials. In order to improve the efficiency of the power plant, we can explore a new material to replace the old one, alternatively to find a new working fluid. Compare to water, carbon dioxide is easy to obtain, inexpensive, and its corrosion rate with metal at high temperature is only one third of that of water. Low corrosion rate can reduce the requirements for material under high parameters. In addition, recycling of CO$_2$ can also alleviate the greenhouse effect to some extent. Therefore, the CO$_2$ cycle has received great attention from researchers.

The concept of supercritical CO$_2$ power generation was first proposed in 1950s. By the 1970s, researchers gradually began to study the S-CO$_2$ cycle. Feher[1] analysed the performance of a simple regenerative Brayton cycle and pointed out that the system has high cycle efficiency and small turbine volume. Earlier scholars have made a certain degree of research on the S-CO$_2$ cycle model. Angelino[2] proposed a regenerative and recompression process to further improve the cycle efficiency. For various CO$_2$Brayton cycle modes, the recompression cycle is considered as the most promising cycle mode[3]. But due to the lack of suitable heat exchangers and turbo-machinery, the S-CO$_2$ cycle was not recognized by the general public. Therefore, the research on the S-CO$_2$ cycle must have been interrupted. However, over the past two decades, the manufacturing process of heat exchangers and turbo-machinery has progressed rapidly. The research on the S-CO$_2$ cycle has been carried out once again in recent years. Dostal[3] proposed that the S-CO$_2$ Brayton cycle can be applied to nuclear reactors in 2004, explored the feasibility and economics of S-CO$_2$ cycle applied to sodium-cooled fast reactors, and analyzed the performance of the system under different cycle modes. It is
considered that the recompression cycle has a high development potential. This study set off a wave of research on the CO$_2$ cycle. S-CO$_2$ cycle has conducted in-depth research in the nuclear and solar energy fields. In the field of nuclear energy, Ahn[4] studied the performance of various Brayton cycles for small reactors, including S-CO$_2$ Brayton cycle, Helium Brayton cycle and Nitrogen Brayton cycle. As a result, it has been found that the S-CO$_2$ cycle has relatively high thermal efficiency under various circulation modes, and the heat exchanger has a small volume for S-CO$_2$ cycle. Fahad[5] studied small nuclear reactors of 20 MWth and compared the performance between S-CO$_2$ cycle (regeneration, simple intercooling, double intercooling) and Helium Brayton cycle, the results show that S-CO$_2$ cycle will be a good replacement cycle for nuclear reactors. For solar energy, there are two types of CO$_2$ cycle: supercritical CO$_2$ Rankine cycle and supercritical CO$_2$ Brayton cycle. The research focused on the S-CO$_2$ Rankine cycle in early stage. However, due to the low critical temperature of CO$_2$, which makes big difficulty to condense CO$_2$ in the cooler. Researchers have gradually shifted their study emphasis to S-CO$_2$ Brayton cycle. Padilla[6] performed thermodynamic and exergy analysis of a S-CO$_2$ recompression Brayton cycle. The results show that adding reheat to the S-CO$_2$ recompression Brayton cycle improves the first law and second law efficiencies. However, S-CO$_2$ cycle integrates with coal-fired plant is only a few researches reported[7-9]. Moullec[7] studied the S-CO$_2$ recompression Brayton cycle for power generation systems using coal-fired power plants and CO$_2$ capture technology. It is pointed out that the efficiency of the system is 50.3% at 620°C, while the efficiency can reach 54.1% at 700°C. The preliminary conceptual design of the boiler heating surface of the S-CO$_2$ cycle coal-fired power generation system was further proposed[8]. Based on the S-CO$_2$ recompression Brayton cycle, Mecheri[9] proposed several ways for the working medium to absorb the heat of the flue gas from the tail of the boiler, in view of the high temperature flue gas at the end of the boiler. The researches of S-CO$_2$ cycle applied to the coal-fired power plant is immature and still requires further research. This paper is aimed at combining S-CO$_2$ cycle with boiler and analysing the performance of the cycle. Using a simplified method to analyse the heat transfer process between boiler and CO$_2$. The parameter optimization was also carried out.

Discussion and Results

1. Mathematical model

The S-CO$_2$ recompression Brayton cycle is most widely adopted in various layout of S-CO$_2$ cycle. The different characteristics of the heat source have a great influence on the arrangement of the thermal system. For coal-fired thermal power generation system, the temperature of flue gas is relatively high. Firstly, the reheat must be used to fully utilize the temperature of flue gas and heat the working fluid. Due to the high temperature of CO$_2$ entering the boiler, the temperature of flue gas in the tail of boiler cannot be cooled down to the required value. Excessively high temperature of flue gas will greatly reduce the efficiency of the boiler. Therefore, in order to ensure boiler efficiency, we use the part flow model to absorb the residual heat of flue gas. This paper further considers the introduction of intercooling to optimize the cycle performance.

The layout of S-CO$_2$ cycle is shown in Figure 1. The boiler model still uses the layout of traditional steam boilers, including economizers, water-cooled walls, superheaters and reheaters. One-stage reheating, one-stage cooling, corresponding to two turbines and three compressors, respectively. The system contains three regenerators, one of which is a low temperature regenerator (LTR) and two high temperature regenerators (HTR). The flow from LTR is split into two streams (point 7); one stream is cooled in cooler 1 (7–8), then compressed by low temperature compressor 1 (LTC1) (8-9), followed by cooling in the cooler 2 (9-10), then
compressed by low temperature compressor 2(LTC2) (10–11) and then absorb the heat in LTR, the others is compressed by high temperature compressor (HTC) and mixed with the flow in the outlet of LTR (point 12), then the total flow exchange heat with turbine outlet flow in HTR (12–13). At the outlet of HTR high-pressure side (point 13), the CO₂ flow into boiler to absorb heat, then flow into the turbine to generate work.

Fig.1 The diagram of S-CO₂ cycle integrates with boiler

2. Calculation methods
2.1 Calculation assumptions
1) The pressure drop in the heat exchanger can be neglected, so the pressure drop in the heat exchanger is not considered here.
2) Only one heat exchange mode is considered in each heat exchange process in the boiler. For example, the water wall of the furnace is a radiative heat exchanger, and the reheater, superheater, and economizer are convection heat exchangers, regardless of the mutual influence of the two.

2.2 Solution model
The maximum temperature, maximum pressure, minimum temperature, and minimum pressure are given. The cycle introduces reheat, the determination of reheat intermediate pressure is based on the empirical formula in [10], that is

\[ P_{i,\text{opt}} = \sqrt{P_{\text{min}} P_{\text{max}}} \left( \frac{T_{\text{max}}}{T_{\text{min}}} \right)^{0.15} \]  

For LTR, energy balance equation is

\[ (h_b - h_1) = (1 - x)(h_{12} - h_{11}) \]  

For HTR2, energy balance equation is

\[ h_3 - h_b = h_{13} - h_2 \]  

For HTR1, energy balance equation is

\[ h_4 - h_3 = (1 - x_1)(h_{14} - h_{13}) \]  

The equation of radiation heat transfer in furnace is
$$Q_f = m_{\text{CO}_2} (h_{15} - h_{14})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The equation of convection heat transfer in superheater is

$$Q_{\text{sh}} = m_{\text{CO}_2} (h_{1} - h_{15})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The equation of convection heat transfer in reheater is

$$Q_{\text{r}} = m_{\text{CO}_2} (h_{3} - h_{3})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The equation of convection heat transfer in economizer is

$$Q_{\text{ec}} = m_{\text{CO}_2} \cdot x \cdot (h_{4_1} - h_{3_2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Table 1. Calculation case of S-CO$_2$ cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>turbine inlet temperature ($T_1$)</td>
<td>650 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbine inlet pressure ($P_1$)</td>
<td>20-50 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbine isentropic efficiency ($\eta_{\text{st}}$)</td>
<td>93 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressor LTC2 inlet temperature ($T_{10}$)</td>
<td>35 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressor LTC2 inlet pressure ($P_{10}$)</td>
<td>8 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressors isentropic efficiency ($\eta_{\text{sc}}$)</td>
<td>89 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reheater outlet temperature ($T_3$)</td>
<td>650 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pinch temperature difference of regenerator and cooler ($\Delta T_p$)</td>
<td>10 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heater inlet temperature of flue gas ($T_{g1}$)</td>
<td>1300 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass flow rate of flue gas ($m_g$)</td>
<td>1800 kg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat load of radiation heat transfer in furnace ($Q_f$)</td>
<td>1000 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>economizer outlet temperature of flue gas ($T_{g4}$)</td>
<td>540 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inlet temperature of water ($T_{c1}$)</td>
<td>20 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outlet temperature of water ($T_{c2}$)</td>
<td>27 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the cycle calculation table. It is known that $P_1=30$ MPa, $T_1=650$ °C, $T_3=650$°C, $P_4=8$ MPa, and the corresponding state point parameters can be determined. According to equation(1), the pressure and parameters of reheat can be determined. According to $T_8=T_{10}=35$°C, $P_8=8$ MPa, $P_{11}=30$ MPa, the parameter of point 8 can be determined first. Intermediate pressure of intercooling is a variable, which is calculated in the range of 8-12 MPa. At a fixed intermediate pressure, parameters of point 10 can be determined, and parameters of point 9, 11 can be determined according to isentropic efficiency formulas. Pinch temperature difference of LTR is 10°C. By assuming $T_7$, an appropriate $T_7$ is found through iterative calculation so that the pinch temperature difference of LTR meets 10°C. Parameters of point 12 are then derived from isentropic efficiency formulas. Since the pinch temperature difference of HTR1 is also 10°C, an appropriate $T_6$ is found by the same iterative algorithm as LTR, so that the parameter of point 6 is determined. Again according to equation (2) the recompression split ratio $x$ can be determined. According to the simplified assumption of boiler and the equation of energy conservation, the parameters of both flue gas and state point of cycle can be determined.
3. Optimization Analysis

3.1 Comparison with S-H₂O cycle

For the selection of materials, ultra-supercritical boilers often use austenitic steels today. Due to the chemical corrosion with water vapor, the main steam temperature of S-H₂O cycle is limited by 650 °C, and the cycle efficiency of the power plant cannot be further improved. However, the reactivity of CO₂ with metals is weak, so the inlet temperature of turbine can be further increased, thereby improving the cycle efficiency.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the new S-CO₂ cycle and S-H₂O cycle. The results of S-H₂O cycle can be found in ref.[11]. We can clearly see that the efficiency of S-CO₂ cycle is higher than S-H₂O cycle, even in relatively low turbine inlet temperature. From the perspective of circulation, thermal efficiency of S-CO₂ cycle is higher. From the perspective of physical property, CO₂ is less corrosive. So we believe that S-CO₂ cycle is expected to replace S-H₂O cycle for coal-fired power plants.

3.2 Comparison of intercooling and non-intercooling

Introduce intercooling can improve the cycle performance[4]. This part compares the cycle in Fig. 1 with intercooling (IC) and without intercooling (recompression cycle, RC) under different maximum temperature($T_1$).
Fig. 3 shows the parameters of IC and RC changed with maximum temperature. As can be seen from Fig. 3(a), the introduction of intercooling can greatly increase the cycle thermal efficiency and increase the efficiency to nearly 2%. And from the research of section 3.3 we can found that when the minimum temperature of cycle is higher, introducing intercooling can increase thermal efficiency more significantly. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the parameters of maximum temperature and intercooling are relatively independent. The introduction of intercooling increases the thermal efficiency while it has little effect on exergy efficiency which remains almost constant. Increasing maximum temperature can greatly increase the thermal efficiency as well as the exergy efficiency.

The change of thermal efficiency can be explained in Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d). The introduction of intercooling can greatly reduce the power consumption of the compressor, but it also reduces the output power of turbine to a certain extent, finally gets a higher net work ($W_{\text{net}}$). And the heat absorbs from the boiler ($Q_a$) is a fixed value. Therefore, the cycle thermal efficiency increases. Introducing intercooling also reduces the heat released to cooler ($Q_c$), thereby increasing the cycle thermal efficiency. Increasing the maximum temperature of the cycle not only increases the output power of the turbine, but also reduces the power consumption of the compressor, which greatly improves the net output work. At the same time, it also increases regenerator power ($Q_R$), thus improves the cycle thermal efficiency.

Introduce intercooling have a large influence on LTR. The pinch point of LTR will shift to inside of the LTR compare to the non-intercooling case, thus to influence the performance of LTR dramatically.

### 3.3 Effect of minimum temperature

The minimum temperature of cycle plays an importance role in the analysis of cycle performance. That’s because it is close to critical temperature of CO$_2$, and the properties near critical point is changed dramatically.

![Figure 4. Parameters of S-CO$_2$ cycle changed with $T_{\text{min}}$.](image-url)

Fig. 4 shows the effect of $T_{\text{min}}$ on several parameters of cycle. The thermal efficiency sharply decreased with $T_{\text{min}}$ increasing, while the exergy efficiency shows a parabolic trend under the change of $T_{\text{min}}$, see in Fig. 4(a). With the increase of $T_{\text{min}}$, $Q_c$ increases while $Q_a$ remains constant. Thus it leads to a decreasing $W_{\text{net}}$. At the same time, the heat exchanged through regenerator decrease, the cycle performance becomes worse. When $T_{\text{min}}$ close to critical point of CO$_2$, that is,
the lower the minimum temperature, the lower power consumption of compressor. However, increasing $T_{\text{min}}$ will increase the temperature difference inside the cooler, thus to get a higher exergy destruction, while reduce the exergy destruction of the boiler. The trend of exergy efficiency depends on the balance of exergy destruction of each components. From the perspective of thermal efficiency, we’d better chose the lowest $T_{\text{min}}$ to reach the maximum thermal efficiency. However, while considering exergy efficiency, we might choose the $T_{\text{min}}$ deviates from critical point slightly. Fig. 4 also compared RC and IC, we can see while the $T_{\text{min}}$ is high, introducing intercooling is more beneficial to the performance of S-CO$_2$ cycle.

3.4 Effect of intercooling pressure

Introduce intercooling can improve cycle efficiency of S-CO$_2$ coal-fired power generation system, and how to select intercooling pressure is very important. It has an effect on the performance of each component.

Fig. 5 shows the parameters changed with intercooling pressure. From Fig. 5(a), it can be seen that there is an optimal intercooling pressure of 8.7 MPa, making the thermal efficiency reach a maximum value of 54.29%. The pressure value only slightly deviates from the cycle minimum pressure of 8 MPa, and is far from the maximum pressure of cycle of 30 MPa. It can be seen that the pressure ratio of LTC2 is much lower than that of LTC1.

The change of thermal efficiency can be explained from Fig. 5(b), (c) and (d). As can be seen from Fig. 5(b), the introduction of intercooling has a greater impact on cooling side heat transfer. Since $Q_a$ is a fixed value, the thermal efficiency is negatively correlated with the trend of $Q_c$. Under the optimal intercooling pressure, $Q_c$ is the lowest and the cycle efficiency is the highest. Fig 5(c) and (d) explained the work load in cycle. With intercooling pressure increasing, $W_t$ and $W_c$ both decrease. due to the different change rate, the $W_{\text{net}}$ can reach a maximum value.

Summary/Conclusions

This paper discusses a new S-CO$_2$ Brayton cycle integrated with boiler and used a simplified method to analyse the performance of the cycle. Comparison between the new S-CO$_2$ Brayton cycle and S-H$_2$O cycle was carried out, the results show a great advantage of S-CO$_2$ cycle. Parameters analysis of S-CO$_2$ cycle are carried out. Increase the maximum temperature will enhance the thermal efficiency dramatically, due to the low corrosion rate of CO$_2$ with metals, using CO$_2$ as working fluid is beneficial to power generation. Introduce intercooling can
improve the cycle performance, especially at a high $T_{\text{min}}$. And introduce intercooling will make the pinch point shifts to inside of the LTR. There exists a optimum intermediate pressure of intercooling, and the pressure value only slightly deviates from the cycle minimum pressure. Minimum temperature has a different influence on thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency. When the minimum temperature approaches to critical temperature of CO$_2$, the thermal efficiency is higher, but exergy efficiency shows a parabolic trend with the change of minimum temperature, thus we should choose the appropriate value according to the purpose.
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Abstract

Pumped thermal energy storage is considered as a promising concept for large scale storage of electricity. In contrast to other concepts like pumped hydro or compressed air energy storage, pumped thermal energy storage does not demand specific geological requirements. CHEST (Compressed Heat Energy Storage) is a pumped thermal energy storage variant based on Rankine cycles using either water or organic media as the working fluid in a combination of steam processes. The presentation will give an overview of the different options for the implementation of pumped thermal energy storage systems based on the CHEST concept. For these CHEST variants, characteristic values like operating parameters and power ratio will be given and the required components will be described. The focus will be on the technological possibility of using pumped thermal energy storage as a sector-coupling technology for heat and electricity through low temperature heat integration. In addition, new findings of an in-depth numerical simulation of a fully heat-integrated, subcritical PTES using butene as the working fluid are presented.

Keywords: thermo-mechanical energy storage, bulk energy storage, pumped thermal energy storage, CHEST.

Introduction/Background

Pumped thermal energy storage is a thermo-mechanical storage concept which combines a left running thermal cycle with a thermal storage system and a right running thermal cycle. As shown in Fig.1, the low temperature reservoir used during the charging process needs not to be identical to the low temperature reservoir used during the discharge. This allows additional options for pumped thermal energy storage, both thermal and electric energy can be used during charging, both heat and electricity may be delivered during discharge. If thermal energy is available during the charging process, the electric energy required for operating the heat pump can be reduced accordingly. If the minimal temperature of the
thermal cycle used during discharge is below the temperature of the heat reservoir used during charging, the electric energy delivered during discharge might exceed the electric energy required for charging the system. Alternatively, process heat might be delivered during discharge. This makes pumped thermal energy storage a versatile concept for sector coupling in future scenarios with high penetrations of heat and electricity delivered by renewable energy sources. Key characteristics of pumped thermal energy storage are the absence of geographic restrictions and life expectancies in the range of 20-30 years.

While pumped thermal energy storage has already been suggested in the 1920s the development of this concept has only recently gained momentum. Besides the growing need to integrate an increasing share of energy delivered by renewable sources the progress made in thermal storage technology has fostered the interest in pumped thermal energy storage. For the technical implementation of this concept different variants have been suggested [1]. Concepts based on gas turbine technology use packed bed [2,3] or molten salt thermal storage [4], other authors have suggested CO₂ as working fluid combined with pressurized water storage systems [5].

The CHEST (compressed heat energy storage) foresees the application of subcritical Rankine cycles using either water or organic fluids (Fig.2)[6]. Mandatory for an efficient pumped thermal energy storage system is the minimization of the entropy generation during charging and discharging. Consequently, latent heat storage systems are used to limit the temperature difference in isothermal process sections like the charging with condensing steam or evaporation of water during discharging.

![Fig.2 T-s-Diagram and schematic of the CHEST-concept](image-url)

The choice of the working fluid for the CHEST-concept depends on the type of storage system. For the storage of electric energy water will be the preferred working fluid. The thermal storage unit will be charged with steam at temperatures between 350-400 °C at about 100 bar. The expected roundtrip efficiency is in the range of 70%, the typical nominal power is in the multi-MW range. In order to reach this roundtrip-efficiency with alternative pumped thermal energy storage systems based on gas turbine technology, higher maximum temperatures are required. Alternative pumped thermal energy storage concepts which are operated at lower maximum temperatures are not expected to reach similar roundtrip efficiencies. While many components required for the implementation of a CHEST concept using water as a working fluid are already available or are in an advanced stage of
development other components like the steam compressor require the adaption of existing technology to the specifications of the CHEST-system. CHEST systems using organic working fluids are intended primarily as energy management tools for balancing heat and electricity sources to meet the demands of heat and power consumers [7]. Compared to CHEST systems operated with water, the maximum temperature of system using organic working fluids is lower, the requirements for the efficiency of turbines and compressors are less stringent, the nominal electric power ranges from several kW to a few MW. CHEST based on organic working fluids is considered as a technology which can be introduced in the medium term and which can also serve as an intermediate step towards the more challenging systems based on water which are mainly intended for the storage of electricity.

Fig. 3 shows the exemplary combination of a CHEST system with a geothermal energy source. During charging, geothermal heat is stored after its temperature has been increased by a heat pump operated by electric energy delivered by a wind park. During discharge, the heat stored before is used to drive an orc turbine, additionally thermal energy for district heating is delivered.

Another option is the integration of CHEST into a smart district heating system. Smart district heating system use, amongst other energy sources, solar thermal energy to provide heat for domestic applications. The temporal mismatch between availability and demand is balanced by short term water tanks of 1,000 to 10,000 m³ and by seasonal thermal energy storage in pit thermal energy storage of 10,000 to 200,000 m³ capacities. Several of these systems are currently in operation, especially in Denmark. Others are in planning, the largest for the district heating of Graz, Austria (with 1,800,000 m³ of seasonal thermal energy storage). Smart district heating systems were established in Denmark in the past ten years, among other reasons, due to the possibility of taking combined heat and power plants offline during times of high availability of wind power while closing the resulting gap in the heat supply of district heating systems by using other technologies. Because of the high availability of wind power, Power-to-Heat technologies like electrical boilers to support the local district heating are already in use for heat production, and further steps towards 100% renewable energy will be flexible use of electricity for transportation and for hydrogen production (power to gas and liquid fuels). Produced gas and liquid fuels will be needed in the transport sector and maybe for industrial processes, so the dispatchable recovery of used electrical energy in periods without electricity from wind and solar would be another important step on the way to an integrated, sustainable and cross-sectoral energy concept, but
is not yet implemented due to unavailable technologies. Fig.4+5 show the integration of CHEST into a smart district heating system. the CHEST-concept uses the seasonal TES as low-temperature heat source for the heat pump. In addition, the waste heat of the heat engine is fed back to the seasonal TES. In the power range up to about 10 MWel a high technological potential is ascribed to simple ORC engines and corresponding temperature levels between ca. 130°C and 180°C in the high-temperature storage: The integration of an ORC-CHEST concept into an application with two different temperature levels in the low-temperature heat source or sink (here: approx. 90 °C and 40 °C) theoretically compensates for any irreversibility within the energy conversion.

For the evaluation of the concept the gross power ratio $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}}$ has been applied:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{gross}}[\%] = \frac{P_{\text{el, out}}}{P_{\text{el, in}}} = \frac{P_{\text{el, generator}}}{P_{\text{el, compressor}}}$$

The value of $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}}$ might exceed 100 % if heat from a source which is above the temperature of the heat rejected by the system is available.

Fig.4: Charging of Chest unit integrated into smart district heating system

Fig.5: Discharging of Chest unit integrated into smart district heating system

One of the key features of the CHEST concept is the high flexibility that it offers which allows to efficiently respond under different boundary conditions and needs. The CHEST concept integrated into smart district heating system offers a variety of operation modes that can be actively chosen. Depending on the current state of boundary conditions, it offers the possibility to convert more heat into power, or more power into heat (Fig. 6-11).

Fig.6: Mode 1: regular mode: the CHEST system consumes 1 MW$_{\text{el}}$ during charging; during discharging 0.66 MW$_{\text{el}}$ is delivered

Fig.7: If a $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}}$ of 100% is needed, it can be achieved by reducing the temperature of the ORC heat dissipation to 10°C
Fig. 8: Mode 3: $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}} = 100\%$ can be achieved with other boundary conditions also, for example, using higher temperature RES sources.

Fig. 9: Mode 4: combination of mode 2 and 3; $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}} > 100\%$. For each MWh$_{\text{el}}$ that the system consumes, it is able to deliver 1.5 MWh$_{\text{el}}$ when needed.

Fig. 10: Mode 5: low $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}}$ of 30% but heating of seasonal TES. For each MWh$_{\text{el}}$ that the system consumes, 0.7 MWh$_{\text{th}}$ will be converted into heat.

Fig. 11: Mode 6: heat pump mode; suitable for weekend / wintertime. Similar to operation mode 5, but stronger heating of upper layer of the seasonal TES at lower $\varepsilon_{\text{gross}}$.

If a weekend in winter is assumed as exemplary situation, the demand of the industry for electric energy is low but a lot of wind energy is available and heat demand of the district heating is high, mode 5 or 6 can be chosen. In summer on working days with high demand of electric energy, little demand of district heating and a lot of solar thermal energy, mode 3 or 4 can be chosen. Unlike combined heat and power plants, the use of electricity and heat is independent. The resulting concept will maximize the utilization of renewable energy flows from various sources while ensuring the security of supply. Fig. 12 shows how this flexibility can be used along the year to cover the needs depending on energy availability and demand requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Available energy (typical structure)</th>
<th>Demand (typical structure)</th>
<th>Operation strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>PV Solar heat Wind</td>
<td>Domestic heat</td>
<td>Storage mainly used for storage of electric energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charging, seasonal storage</td>
<td>Storage delivers both heat and electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electric energy</td>
<td>Heat pump may be used to provide domestic heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Storage delivers both heat and electricity, depending on demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heat pump may be used to (re) charge seasonal storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12: Operation strategy of the CHEST concept dependent on seasonal boundary conditions. For the CHEST smart district application a detailed numerical analysis has been done using the Ebsilon professional software [7]. Fig. 13 shows the schematic used in the simulation, the corresponding T-s diagram is shown in Fig. 14.
During charging the working fluid is evaporated by adding low temperature thermal energy in a heat exchanger (1→2). Excess electrical energy is used to compress the working fluid (2→3). After condensation in a latent heat storage (3→4), the saturated liquid is aftercooled, whereby the sensible heat is transferred to a pressurized water thermocline storage (4→5). Before entering the evaporator, the fluid is throttled to evaporation pressure (5→1). In case the ORC-CHEST system shall be operated with varying source and sink temperatures, an additional heat exchanger between (5) and the throttle is necessary to keep the ratio between energy stored in the latent heat storage and in the sensible heat storage constant.

After compression to evaporation pressure (6→7), the working fluid is preheated to saturation state using the thermal energy from the sensible heat storage (7→8). The evaporation takes place in the latent heat storage (8→9) and the thermal energy is converted back to electrical energy by an expander, driving a generator (9→10). The working fluid is liquefied in a water-cooled condenser (10→6). Due to the temperature difference between working fluid and latent heat storage, the working fluid pressure at (9) is lower than the pressure at (3).
Butene was chosen as the working fluid, a eutectic mixture of KNO₃ and LiNO₃ was selected as phase change material.

The dependence of the net power ratio $\varepsilon_{\text{net}}$ on the temperature of the heat source $T_{\text{source}}$ and on the temperature of the heat sink $T_{\text{sink}}$ is shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Assuming a temperature difference of 5 K in the storage system the maximum net power ratio is 1.25 for a source temperature of 100 °C and a sink temperature of 15 °C. A heat source temperature of 90 °C is required for a sink temperature of 15 °C if the irreversibilities in the process should be compensated ($\varepsilon_{\text{net}} = 1.0$). Fig. 14 shows the results for a temperature difference of 10 K in the storage system. The maximum value achieved for the net power ratio is 0.89 at a heat source temperature of 100 °C and a heat sink temperature of 15 °C.

![Graph 15](image15.png)  
**Fig.15:** Calculated net power ratio dependent on the temperature of the heat source for various temperatures of the heat sink assuming a temperature difference of 5K in the storage system

![Graph 16](image16.png)  
**Fig.16:** Calculated net power ratio dependent on the temperature of the heat source for various temperatures of the heat sink assuming a temperature difference of 10K in the storage system

The development of CHEST for smart district heating applications is in the focus of the EC Horizon 2020 project CHESTER which has been started in April 2018. In the framework of this project the main components of the CHEST system will be developed for the specific requirements of this application. A complete CHEST system will be demonstrated in pilot scale.

**Discussion and Results**

CHEST is considered as a promising option for the implementation of pumped thermal energy storage since many components are already available. Besides using the concept primarily for the delivery of electrical energy, there is also the possibility for providing both electrical energy and heat during discharge. Additionally, low temperature heat from external sources can be integrated during the charging process. These options make CHEST a versatile energy management tool for balancing supply and demand of heat, cold and electricity. Water is the preferred working fluid for systems in the multi-MW range, mainly intended for the delivery of electrical energy. Organic working fluids are intended for systems with a lower capacity, which deliver both heat and electricity during discharging. An in-depth numerical simulation of a fully heat-integrated, subcritical pumped thermal energy storage using butene as the working fluid shows that such systems are additionally able to convert low-temperature heat, e.g. waste heat below 100°C, efficiently into electricity.

**Summary/Conclusions**

Pumped thermal energy storage systems could be a key element for a successful implementation of the energy system transformation to renewable energies. Especially systems based on Rankine cycles might play an important future role, as they allow for an
efficient sector coupling of heat and electricity in both directions, leading to a very smart technology for renewable energy management, storage and dispatchable supply.
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Abstract

The nowadays used working fluids for vapour compression refrigeration systems and heat pumps partly have a high global warming potential and will have to be replaced. This holds for systems in operation but also to a large number of existing cycle designs. Therefore, it would be very helpful if alternative working fluids for a given plant could be found which do not require a redesign of the system and which, in best case, also are more efficient. Although it seems possible to achieve this goal with modern process simulation tools, it remains unclear how detailed a concrete plant design must be modelled to obtain a reliable ranking of working fluids, useful for selection. In order to investigate this question a vapour compression heat pump test rig is simulated by thermodynamic models with different levels of complexity. The model results are compared among each other and to measured values for various fluids. It turns out that simple cycle calculations lead to incorrect results regarding the efficiency and thus are not sufficient to find replacement fluids for existing plants. The implementation of a compressor model significantly improves the simulation and leads finally to reliable fluid rankings. However, the information whether the heat exchangers are of sufficient size and whether the fluid is suited at all for a given task can only be obtained, as it turns out, by means of the most complex model which includes extensive models for the heat exchangers.

Keywords: refrigerants, retrofit, process simulation, replacement fluids.

Introduction

As a result of the Montreal Protocol [1], the CFCs such as R12 or R22, which had previously been used in the field of compression refrigeration and heat pumps, were replaced by compounds without an ozone depletion potential. Besides other fluids, from the group of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), the fluids R134a, R404A and R410A turned out to be good alternatives. They are still widely used today in a wide range of systems. HFCs do not have an ozone depletion potential but some of them however possess an extremely high GWP (global warming potential) and, thus, contribute significantly to the climate change. Therefore, the United Nations (UN) decided the gradual reduction of the use of these refrigerants. Within the European Union the resolution of the UN is implemented by the F-Gas-Regulation [2], which includes several different instruments. In addition to a direct ban on use, which, however, in a timely manner (2020 or 2022) only concerns refrigerants with a GWP greater than 2500 (e.g. R404A), the regulation also contains a phase-down scenario of the generally available quantities of refrigerants with a global warming potential. Thus, it may already be necessary for manufacturers to retrofit, at least, some of their products to refrigerants with a lower GWP in order to be able to maintain or increase sales volumes. In addition to new plants, it may also be necessary or useful for plant operators to replace the working fluids also of systems, which are already in operation. Addressing this issue, industry and science started to push the research of alternative refrigerants several years ago. Generally, the selection process of alternative refrigerants is subjected to many criteria, such
as environmental aspects or material compatibility, however, thermodynamic criteria are often at the beginning of the selection procedure, as is the focus of the present work. In general, the search for alternative fluids can be divided into two approaches. The industry often focuses on synthesizing pure substances or fluid mixtures that have very similar thermodynamic properties to the fluids to be substituted. In this context, compounds from the group of hydro-fluoro olefins (HFOs) in particular have come into focus. Although this method offers the user the advantage that the selection of a substitute, independent of the concrete plant, is solely based on the refrigerant which was used up to now, but it blocks the possibility of identifying more efficient working fluids with differing thermodynamic properties. In this context, fluid selection methods, which are based on the plants, and not on the fluids that were used up to now, are much more promising. Numerous publications were published in recent years which deal with such an approach and often try to identify potential alternative fluids on a theoretical basis [3–6]. These studies always focus on future plants and are usually based on very simple theoretical models. Heat exchangers often are not modeled, and/or it is assumed that the compressor efficiencies are not fluid dependent. Such studies may be beneficial for new plants, where the fluid selection is part of the design process, but are not very helpful if a replacement fluid for a given existing system is to be found. The same applies to experimental work which investigate individual fluids in a laboratory scale test rig regarding general suitability and efficiency [7–9]. Although these works often lead to interesting heuristics, they are not very helpful to find replacement fluids for concrete plants, since it is not possible to estimate to which COP (coefficient of performance), heat flow rates and compressor power a fluid will have in another concrete system. However, these are important criteria; they determine if a potential replacement fluid is suitable at all or if system components possibly have to be replaced. Due to the large number of individual plants or plant designs, modern process simulation tools seems to be the most promising method to find individual replacement fluids, but it remains unclear how detailed a concrete plant design must be modelled to obtain a reliable ranking of working fluids, useful for selection.

In order to investigate this question a vapour compression heat pump test rig is simulated by thermodynamic models with three different levels of complexity. The simulation results are compared on the one hand along the different model levels and on the other hand with measured values from a heat pump test rig. Here, the fluids R134a, R152a, propane, propene, isobutane and dimethyl ether are investigated under the same operating conditions of the heat pump, while the operating point with R134a is determined to be the reference point. Although the test rig was not specifically designed for this fluid, this referencing, nevertheless, seems reasonable due to the wide use of R134a.

**Experimental setup and boundary conditions**

The test rig is a simple water / water vapor compression heat pump cycle as shown in Fig 1. The main components are a semi-hermetic reciprocating compressor (GEA Bock: HG12P5.4; $P_{\text{max}} = 2.2$ kW), an expansion valve, a condenser and an expander. Both heat exchangers are designed as counter flow double pipe heat exchangers. The system is equipped with extensive measuring technology. Pressure and temperature are measured in front of and behind each component, the refrigerant mass flow is determined by a Coriolis flowmeter, and a frequency converter measures the electrical compressor power input. The secondary mass flow rates in the heat exchangers are also adjustable and are measured gravimetrically. The exact specifications of the system components and installed instrumentation can be found in [8]. The recording and processing of the measured values is carried out by the program LabVIEW [10], while enthalpies, entropies and further thermodynamic properties are calculated with REFPROP [11]. The operating conditions of the heat pump are based on the application for the supply of underfloor heating. The secondary fluid water enters the condenser at 25 °C.
The water mass flow is adjusted such that its outlet temperature is always 35 °C (index: w, c, o). Water with a constant mass flow rate of 7.5 kg·min$^{-1}$ flows through the evaporator; the inlet temperature is constant at 17 °C, while the water outlet temperature depends on the refrigerant and the evaporation temperature. The compressor rotation speed is always fixed at 1500 min$^{-1}$. The water mass flow rate in the condenser and the opening of the expansion valve, which is directly connected to the evaporation temperature, are the two adjusting parameters of the heat pump. Within the experiments, these parameters are always adjusted with the target of maximum COP. The evaporation temperature is subjected to further technical restrictions: The resulting system pressures must be between 1 and 20 bar, the fluid must be superheated by at least 3 K at the compressor inlet and the water temperature at the evaporator outlet must be above 2 °C in order to avoid freezing. The experimental results of the reference fluid R134a are given in Table 1.

![Diagram of heat pump schema](image)

**Fig. 1: Heat pump schema of the simulation models and the experiments**

**Modelling**

All simulation programs are written in the programming language Python [12] and the required fluid properties are taken from REFPROP [11]. At simulation level 2, a numerical optimizer NLP (non-linear problem) is used, taken from the OpenOpt network [13]. The simulations are based on the process scheme given in Fig. 1 and the state designations are in the following always referenced to those given in Fig. 1. For all simulation steps isenthalpic expansion in the throttle and adiabatic condition of the heat exchangers against the environment are generally assumed.

**Simulation level 1**

The simulation level 1 includes only a simple thermodynamic cycle calculation with specific values and largely ideal conditions, such as constant isentropic efficiencies of the compressor or neglecting of pressure losses in the heat exchangers. This type of model is frequently used for fluid selection by other authors [3,14]. Since no physical models are implemented for the different components, numerous cycle states must be specified. These include the evaporation temperature $T_e$, the condensation temperature $T_c$, the superheating at the compressor inlet $\Delta T_{\text{superheating}}$, the sub-cooling $\Delta T_{\text{subcooling}}$ or the steam quality $x_3$ at the condenser outlet, and the isentropic compressor efficiency $\eta_{\text{com}}$. For new plants, where the fluid selection is part of the design process, such parameters may be seen as design variables, but this is not true for existing systems. However, the simulation level 1 does not allow to estimate which operating conditions will follow in the case of a concrete system with another fluid. Here, the simplest and obvious assumption is that all components, such as heat exchangers and compressors,
operate similarly with different fluids. Thus, the required process variables are here set to the measured values with the reference fluid R134a (Table 1).

Table 1: Measured data of the reference fluid R134a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COP</th>
<th>$Q_H$ (kW)</th>
<th>$m_f$ (kg·s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\eta_v$</th>
<th>$T_e$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{supheating}$</th>
<th>$T_c$ (°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{subcooling}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>34.51</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulation level 2

Based on the simulation level 1, the second level is significantly expanded by implementing a compressor model. The used compressor model is a semi-physical model, which predicts volumetric and isentropic efficiencies as a function of the inlet state, the outlet pressure and the working fluid; it can be fitted quickly to a concrete reciprocating compressor. It is already described in detail in [15] and will be summarized here only briefly. Apart from the state change of the gas in the cylinder, also, friction of the piston, heat transfer, a clearance volume and the valve flows are modeled. For the fluid dependent characterization of the valve flows, empirical correlations were derived on the basis of extensive measurement data for different fluids, which determine the flow losses as a function of the fluid and the operating conditions. Finally, the model is based on four geometry parameters that commonly are known from the manufacturer, as well as only two further parameters which have to be fitted to compressor dependent measured data. These fitting parameters can be estimated for a concrete compressor only based on the measurement of the volumetric and isentropic efficiencies at one operating point with one fluid. A validation study with different fluids showed mean deviations of 3.0% for the isentropic and 2.3% for the volumetric efficiencies, while the maximum errors are still less than 6.0%. The heat exchangers at this simulation level are modeled by pinch-models, which means for the respective heat exchangers that the lowest temperature difference over the entire length may not fall below a minimum value of $\Delta T_{p,i}$. These minimum values are directly related to the transfer capability or the quality of the heat exchangers, but normally depend on the fluid and the flow conditions. However, the implemented models do not allow the exact estimation of the pinch temperatures for different fluids and thus, it is again assumed that the pinch temperatures are equal to the measured values of the reference fluid (evaporator: $\Delta T_{p, R134a} = 1.43$ K, condenser: $\Delta T_{p, R134a} = 0.71$ K). Despite the implemented pinch models, there are no closed mathematical solutions for the heat exchangers. In the evaporator, the outlet states of the water and of the refrigerant are unknown and in the condenser the unknown values are the outlet state of the refrigerant and the flow rate of the water. In each case, one of these process variables must therefore be fixed, in order to get a mathematical solution. For the sub-cooling at the condenser outlet, it is analogous to level 1, again assumed that the values correspond to the measured values of R134a (Table 1). The values of the superheating of the refrigerant at the evaporator outlet, as well as of the evaporation and condensation temperatures, which are also still degrees of freedom of the simulation, are not taken from the reference fluid, but they are numerically optimized with the goal of a maximal COP, as in the experiment. This optimizations are subjected to the minimum pinch-temperatures as well as to all boundary conditions of the experiment.

Simulation level 3

In addition to the compressor model, at simulation level 3 detailed models of the heat exchangers (counter flow, double pipe) are also included in order to calculate the heat transfer rates and the pressure drops (only for the refrigerant). These models are based on the cell
method [16, S. 34f]. The heat transfer between the refrigerant and the secondary fluid is a series of two convective heat transfers and the heat conduction through the inner pipe wall. According to the different sections, where evaporation, condensation or superheating take place, several different correlations for heat transfer and pressure drop are implemented, as given in Table 2. These correlations were, in a pre-selection study, found to be particularly suitable. The heat exchanger models indeed significantly expand the entire model, but the evaporation and the condensation temperatures are still degrees of freedom of the simulation. The evaporation temperature is, as at the test rig, directly controlled by the orifice opening of the expansion valve, and thus, a degree of freedom, but the resulting condensation temperature depends on the mass flow rate of the secondary fluid and on the interaction between the expansion valve and the compressor. The expansion valve used here is a simple needle valve, which is difficult to model, especially due to the two-phase flow. As a result, at simulation level 3, as well as at level 2, the evaporation and condensation temperatures are again numerically optimized with the aim of achieving maximum COP. These optimizations are subjected to the same boundary conditions as in the second level or in the experiments. In case of a commercial plant equipped with an expansion device with a fixed control characteristic, this can also be implemented in the model and the optimization will no longer be necessary.

Table 2: Implemented correlations for heat transfer and pressure drop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concentric annular(^1)</td>
<td>Martin / Stephan / Gnielinski VDI-Heat Atlas [16, S. 701-705]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipe flow(^2) (evaporation)</td>
<td>Shah [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipe flow(^2) (condensation)</td>
<td>Shah [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure drop(^1)</td>
<td>VDI-Heat Atlas [16, S. 1057-1063]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pressure drop(^2)</td>
<td>VDI-Heat Atlas [16, S. 1125-1129]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)single phase flow, \(^2\)two phase flow

**Discussion and Results**

Fig. 2 shows the results of all fluids for the different simulation levels and for the measurements. The results are divided into the coefficient of performance (a), the rejected heat flow rate (b) and the compressor power input (c). In addition to absolute values, the relative comparison to the fluid to be replaced (reference fluid) is of great interest in the search for a direct substitution fluid; thus, the values of the COP (a) are, here, normalized to the corresponding value achieved by the reference fluid R134a in the individual case (simulation levels and measurements). Therefore, R134a is depicted as horizontal line with the value 1.0. It gets clear that the calculations of the simulation level 1 lead to almost identical values of the COP for all fluids, while significant differences are present in the measurements; as an example the COP of propane is 13 % higher than the one of R134a. Of even higher importance is the different order of the fluid dependent COPs. Thus, the results of simple cycle calculations at level 1 will not help to select a good replacement fluid. Another issue of level 1 is that values of the rejected heat flow rate or the compressor power input cannot be calculated, although these are important parameters for the selection of replacement fluids. For example, if a potential replacement fluid would lead to a compressor power above the maximum power input of the used compressor, either the fluid is generally not suitable or the compressor has also to be replaced.

The implementation of a compressor model and a pinch model for the heat exchangers (simulation level 2) also make it possible to estimate the expected heat flow rate and the compressor power. With regard to the COPs (Fig. 2a), the results are now significantly more
meaningful and the comparison with the measured values shows that an adequate statement can already be made whether a fluid will have a higher or lower COP compared to the fluid to be substituted (R134a). However, there are also some deviations. Compared to R134a, it is generally predicted correctly that propane has a higher COP and propene has a lower COP; but the advantage of propane is estimated as too low and the disadvantage of propene is calculated as too large. For isobutane and R152a, the model results in a nearly identical COP, while the measurement for R152a shows a slightly better value. Slightly larger deviations from the measurements can be seen in the rejected heat flow rates (Fig. 2b). This applies especially to the fluids R134a, R152a and dimethyl ether. In all cases, the heat flow rates with respect to the measurements are predicted to be too large, but the relative comparison of the calculated heat flow rates with that of R134a, which is even more important, shows the correct tendency. It becomes clear that, based on the results, it can be predicted which of the considered fluids achieves at least the same heat flow rate as the fluid to be replaced. This

![COPs normalized to R134a (a), rejected heat flow rates (b) and compressor power (c) for different fluids and for three simulation levels and the measurements.](image-url)
information can already be used to exclude inappropriate fluids from further investigations. The comparison of the calculated compressor power (Fig. 2c) with the measured values shows first that they are well reproduced by simulations at level 2. For isobutane, propane and R152a, there are only marginal deviations from the measured values, but the calculated values are slightly too high for R134a and propene. In general, based on the calculated values, it is possible to estimate with good accuracy whether the compressor installed in the concrete plant is compatible with the respective fluid in terms of its maximum power. A big advantage of the simulation level 2 is the low computation time. The calculation of one fluid running on a standard computer (CPU: Intel Core i7-4790, RAM: 24 GB) only takes a few minutes, so that even large fluid databases can be searched for suitable fluids in a relatively short time. In addition to the compressor model, the simulation level 3 also includes detailed models for the calculation of heat transfer and pressure drop in the heat exchangers. This leads to further improved results of the estimated relative COPs with respect to level 2 and to the measurements, as obvious from Fig. 2a. Simulations at level 3 reproduce the measured order of fluids with respect to their COPs; thus, level 3 gives a reliable estimation of which fluids will have a higher and which a lower COP than the reference fluid. Propane is now correctly predicted to have a higher relative COP than isobutane and R152a. Also, the advantage of propane relative to R134a is now predicted to be significantly larger and the deviation from the measurement is only marginal. Furthermore, level 3 now predicts a difference between isobutane and R152a, which corresponds almost to the measured values. The results of the rejected heat flow rates (Fig. 2b) are also further improved in level 3; the resulting values only show slight deviations from the measurements. Especially, the estimation for R152a is here significantly improved; also, the result for R134a is improved but still shows a deviation to the measurements. The calculations of simulation level 3 give, for the investigated fluids, a reliable statement whether a fluid will achieve at least the rejected heat flow rate of the fluid to be substituted, being an important criterion for replacement fluid selection.

In general, the analysis shows that the results are improved the less values are taken from the fluid to be substituted (reference fluids) and the more physical models are implemented. However, a disadvantage of further implementations of physical models is the increasing computational time. The optimization of the process temperatures in level 3 currently takes up to 6 hours on a standard computer for one fluid. Although it is assumed that the required computational time can be significantly reduced in future, it will always be a multiple of the computational time of level 2.

Summary/Conclusions
In this work, theoretical methods for identifying optimal replacement refrigerants for existing vapour compression refrigeration systems and heat pumps were investigated. The focus was on the so far unclear question of how detailed a concrete plant must be modelled in a simulation to achieve a reliable fluid ranking, useful for fluid selection. In order to investigate this question a vapour compression heat pump test rig was simulated by thermodynamic models with different levels of complexity. The results of the modelling were compared with measurements for different fluids, while R134a was defined as the refrigerant to be substituted. It turned out that simple cycle calculations with the assumption of constant process conditions and constant isentropic compressor efficiencies (level 1) are not suitable for identifying potential substitution fluids for existing concrete plants. The implementation of a compressor model for a fluid-dependent and process-dependent determination of isentropic and volumetric efficiencies in combination with pinch-models for the heat exchangers (level 2) significantly improves the results. The calculated values showed a good agreement with the measured values leading to reliable estimation whether a fluid is more efficient than the fluid to be replaced and whether the rejected heat flow rate and the compressor power will be larger or smaller. The implementation of detailed models for the heat transfer and the pressure drop in the
heat exchangers (level 3) further improved the results. However, due to the high computational effort of level 3 compared to level 2, it currently does not seem useful to scan large refrigerant databases with the model of highest complexity. Rather, it is recommended to carry out a preliminary study with the level 2 and then to consider some of the identified fluids in detail with a detailed model at level 3. Although the simulations do not replace a final experimental test, it is very helpful to reduce the number of potential substitution fluids and the required experiments.
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Abstract

Heat transformation based on reversible chemical reactions has gained significant interest due to the high achievable output temperatures. These chemical heat pumps use a reversible gas-solid reaction in which the back and forward reaction take place at different temperatures: by running the discharge reaction at a higher temperature than the loading reaction, the released heat is thermally upgraded. In this work, we report on the experimental investigation of a salt hydrate with regard to its use for heat transformation in the temperature range from 180 °C to 300 °C on a 1 kW scale. The reaction temperature is set by adjusting the pressure of the gaseous reactant, water vapor, in a range from 1 kPa up to 0.6 MPa. In our prior experimental studies, we found the properties of the solid bulk phase to be subject to considerable changes due to the chemical reaction: amongst others, the particle size distribution shifts, resulting in agglomeration and altered bulk permeability. In order to better understand how this affects the thermal performance of a thermochemical reactor, we combine our experimental work with a modelling approach. Our current work includes the development of a reactor concept that allows handling gas-solid reactions at high specific thermal powers as well as an easy scale-up for industrial applications.

Keywords: Heat Transformation, Thermochemical Reaction, Chemical Heat Pump, Thermal Upgrade, Gas-Solid Reaction

Introduction

Heat transformation processes are discussed in the context of industrial waste heat utilization. The basic concept of heat transformation requires three temperature levels and two pressure stages (see Fig. 1a). In our work, we developed a different approach to achieve thermal upgrade at a higher temperature range. As depicted in Fig. 1b, it requires four temperature stages: the two upper ones are related to the later application process; the two lower ones are used for thermal compression of the gaseous reactant. The lowest temperature level is needed for vapor removal from the reaction chamber (condensation at ambient temperature) in order for the reaction to reach complete turnover. Hence, the endothermic loading process takes place at a low pressure and temperature, respectively. This way, low value process heat is sufficient to charge the thermochemical reactor. During the exothermic discharging process, evaporation is driven by low temperature waste heat. Its temperature defines the vapor pressure and thus the maximum thermal upgrade of the released high value process heat.

With this approach, we are able to re-use low temperature waste heat from industrial processes as driving source for a high temperature heat pump. Depending on the chosen gas-solid working pair, the operating temperature of the heat pump process can be adapted to a specific application.
Fig. 1: Van’t Hoff diagrams of generic gas-solid reactions combined with the vapor-liquid equilibrium of the gaseous reactant. Depending on the chosen gas-solid working pair, two modes of operation are possible: (a) thermal upgrade of low temperature waste heat, and (b) thermal upgrade of high temperature process heat driven by low temperature waste heat (operation concept of this work).

In a previous study, we identified strontium bromide (SrBr₂) as a suitable candidate for thermochemical heat transformation [1]. This inorganic salt is non-toxic and forms an anhydrous, monohydrate, and hexahydrate phase. Prior to our study, the reaction system SrBr₂/H₂O has been discussed in literature exclusively in the context of low temperature energy storage for seasonal storage applications [2], [3]. This is achieved by using the reaction from the monohydrate phase to the hexahydrate phase, which happens at a temperature of 50 °C to 80 °C. In contrast, our work is focused on the reaction from the anhydrous salt to its monohydrate, which takes place at temperatures above 150 °C:

\[
\text{SrBr}_2 \cdot \text{H}_2\text{O} (s) + \text{H}_2\text{O} (g) \rightleftharpoons \text{SrBr}_2 (s) + \text{H}_2\text{O} (g)
\]

Based on standard enthalpy and entropy of formation given in the NBS Tables, reaction enthalpy and entropy is calculated to 71.98 kJ/mol and 143.93 J/(mol·K), respectively [6]. The reaction is reversible, however, a thermal reaction hysteresis was observed in thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments: we found a difference of 22 K between hydration and dehydration temperature at a partial vapor pressure of 5 kPa. Cycling stability was experimentally demonstrated in TGA measurements for 10 dehydration/re-hydration cycles [1]. In a subsequent study, we developed a method to obtain data on the pressure-temperature correlation from experiments under technically relevant operation conditions on a 1 kg scale [4]. In our experimental study we observed that the exothermic reaction from the anhydrous phase to the monohydrate takes place at around 229 °C when water vapor is supplied at a pressure of 70 kPa. During the dehydration process at a vapor pressure of 6.5 kPa, a minimum temperature of 190 °C was measured. When opening the reaction chamber after having conducted 11 dehydration/re-hydration cycles, we found agglomeration effects in the bulk. This was observed consistently during the series of experiments.

Our current work is focused on the investigation of experimental operation conditions that allow for heat transformation in a temperature range of 200 °C to 300 °C at high thermal powers. This includes the development of a reactor concept which is capable of handling a gas-solid reaction at high thermal throughputs and is easily scalable for larger applications.
Modelling and Experimental Procedure

To charge the storage system, thermal energy is introduced into the solid bulk material via a heat transfer fluid. In the course of the endothermic chemical reaction, the gaseous reactant escapes from the solid bulk and must be separated from the solid phase: the emerging vapor is condensed in a separate heat exchanger in order to keep the pressure at a low value and thus to reach complete reaction turnover. In this work, we focus on the thermal discharge process, which starts when water vapor is introduced into the reaction chamber at a high pressure. The thermal energy released by the subsequent chemical reaction is transferred from the solid bulk to the heat transfer fluid. For vapor generation, we use a tube bundle heat exchanger which is equipped with a level indicator to measure the amount of water being consumed by the chemical reaction.

In simple terms, there are three categories of processes that affect the thermal performance of a thermochemical reactor: vapor mass transfer into the solid bulk phase, heat transfer from the solid bulk phase to the heat transfer fluid, and the reaction rate at the given operation conditions. To qualify how the physical and chemical properties of the reactive material affect the thermal performance of a thermochemical reactor and to quantify these local effects in order to identify possible bottlenecks, we included the relevant physical processes during the chemical reaction in a model based on FEM (finite element method). For numerical calculations, we used solvers from the Comsol Multiphysics® simulation software. The validity of the simulation studies was verified by comparison with experimental data from distinct measurement points of a packed bed thermochemical reactor.

The packed bed reaction chamber consists of two pillow plates which are mounted back to back and are equally flowed through by heat transfer fluid (HTF). The heat exchanger plates form a 290 mm x 225 mm x 20 mm space filled with 1,050 g of SrBr₂·H₂O. Metal filters with a mesh size of 5 μm keep the packed bed in position and minimize undesired release of powder into the vapor supply pipework. A schematic drawing of the setup is depicted in Fig. 2. As model domain, we chose a cross-section of the rectangular reactor geometry.

![Schematic reactor geometry](image_url)

**Fig. 2:** Schematic reactor geometry used for both modelling as well as experimental studies. The thermochemical reactor is equipped with a pressure sensor and several temperature probes which monitor the solid bulk’s temperature at different positions within the fixed bed. During the experiment, the temperature of the heat transfer fluid was kept at a constant value.
A 2D-study was performed for a cross section through the powder bulk. For model implementation, the solid phase is assumed to be a homogenous porous medium. Movement of the solid is neglected, and the porosity remains constant during the reaction. Furthermore, a change in bulk volume or bulk permeability is not yet considered. The gas phase, which consists of pure water vapor with ideal gas properties, penetrates the porous media according to Darcy’s law. We assume local thermal equilibrium between the gas and the solid phase. As the temperature differences that occur within the observed volume are very small, heat radiation does not play a significant role and can therefore be neglected. Boundary conditions concerning heat and mass transfer for the relevant model domain are depicted in Fig. 3. Material properties were assessed by the means of literature data or own measurements and calculations. A summary is given in Table 1.

![Fig. 3: Model domain boundary conditions for heat and mass transfer](image)

Table 1: Chemical and physical properties of the SrBr₂/H₂O reaction system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>solid properties</td>
<td>density SrBr₂</td>
<td>4216 kg/m³</td>
<td>literature data, see [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>density SrBr₂·H₂O</td>
<td>3911 kg/m³</td>
<td>linear interpolation between SrBr₂ and SrBr₂·6H₂O densities given in [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>heat capacity SrBr₂</td>
<td>75.35 J/(mol·K)</td>
<td>literature data, see [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>heat capacity SrBr₂·H₂O</td>
<td>120.9 J/(mol·K)</td>
<td>literature data, see [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulk properties</td>
<td>bulk porosity (SrBr₂·H₂O)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>experimental data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>permeability</td>
<td>1·10⁻¹⁰ m²</td>
<td>literature data, see [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>thermal conductivity λ_eff</td>
<td>0.15 W/(m²·K)</td>
<td>conservative assumption based on data given in [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>solid to HTF heat transfer coefficient k_{solid-HTF}</td>
<td>274 W/(m²·K)</td>
<td>own calculation for given reactor geometry and experimental conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydration reaction</td>
<td>reaction enthalpy ΔHₚ</td>
<td>71.98 kJ/mol</td>
<td>literature data, see [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SrBr₂ to SrBr₂·H₂O)</td>
<td>reaction entropy ΔSₚ</td>
<td>143.93 J/(mol·K)</td>
<td>literature data, see [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pre-exponential factor A₀</td>
<td>8.1·10⁻¹⁰ 1/s</td>
<td>own calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>activation energy Eₐ</td>
<td>67.6 kJ/mol</td>
<td>own calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reaction model f(X)</td>
<td>2·(1-X)·[-ln(1-X)]¹/²</td>
<td>own calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pressure term exponent n</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>own calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chemical reaction is implemented as a heat source with a reaction rate which depends on the vapor pressure \( p \), Temperature \( T \) and reaction conversion \( X \):

\[
\frac{dX}{dt} = A_0 \exp\left(-\frac{E_a}{RT}\right) \cdot f(X) \cdot \left(\frac{p}{p_{eq}} - 1\right)^n.
\]

The equilibrium pressure \( p_{eq} \) of the hydration reaction is a temperature-dependent function which can be obtained from the thermodynamic data on reaction enthalpy and reaction entropy (Van’t Hoff line). The kinetic parameters (pre-exponential factor \( A_0 \), activation energy \( E_a \), conversion-depending function for reaction model \( f(X) \), and pressure term exponent \( n \)) are calculated from our TGA measurements. Please note that the values given in Tab. 1 are preliminary results, and are subject to change as part of our current work.
Results and Discussion

We conducted several sets of experiments. Within the series, the vapor pressure and, accordingly, the temperature of the heat transfer fluid were varied: as strontium bromide forms a hexahydrate phase (SrBr$_2$·6H$_2$O) at high vapor pressures or low temperatures, respectively, the preheat temperature of the anhydrous solid must be raised for high vapor pressures in order to ensure the exclusive formation of SrBr$_2$·H$_2$O. Up to 15 dehydration/re-hydration cycles were performed in a row with one batch of reactive material. Afterwards, the reactor was refilled with a fresh batch of SrBr$_2$·H$_2$O. The vapor pressure was varied from roughly 20 kPa up to 150 kPa, and the preheat temperature of the solid bed was set in a range of 150 °C to 210 °C. The maximum temperature measured at the central position in the packed bed during the hydration reaction is plotted against the set vapor pressure in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Van’t Hoff plot for the hydration reaction with experimental and thermodynamic data.

The results given in Fig. 4 reveal that the measured values clearly exceed the temperatures derived from thermodynamic data, especially for high pressures. For this reason, a linear regression was calculated for the temperature-dependency of the equilibrium pressure $p_{eq}$ in the hydration reaction based on the experimental data points. This correlation was also used for the reaction rate mode described in Eq. (2):

$$\log(p_{eq} / \text{hPa}) = 8.84 - 3.02 \cdot \frac{10^3}{T/\text{K}}. \quad (3)$$

The results of the simulation study are compared with the results of the prior described experiments, with the measured pressure curve being defined as input variable for the simulation. In Fig. 5a, the temperature progression at different positions within the solid bulk is shown for a preheat temperature of 209 °C and a vapor pressure of 70 kPa. The increase in temperature indicates that the exothermic reaction is in progress. As the reaction approaches complete conversion to the monohydrate, the temperature in the solid bulk begins to decrease. Evidently, temperature progression is not homogenous within the bulk phase: at the lowest temperature measuring point ($T_{\text{bottom}}$), lower maximum temperature is observed. We assume that this effect occurs due to macroscopic inhomogeneities within the porous medium such as cracks that serve as gas channels. In the simulation study, the temperatures trends at the three positions proceeded identically, which is why only the temperature curve $T_{\text{center}}$ is depicted in Fig. 5a. Maximum temperatures in the experiment were about 4 K higher than in the simulation. In addition, the temperature in the simulation drops steeply to its initial value after just 2.5 hours, whereas in the experiment it was not possible to measure a complete temperature drop even after 4 hours.
Fig. 5: (a) temperature profile, and (b) reaction conversion during discharge at \( p = 70 \) kPa.

In Fig. 5b, the reaction conversion is depicted for both the simulated study as well as the turnover experimentally measured in the evaporator using a fluid level indicator. Up to the time of a turnover of roughly 75%, the experimental yield is higher than the simulation result. But due to the fact that the progress of the experimental turnover decelerates for high reaction yields, full turnover is achieved significantly faster in the simulation study than in the corresponding experiment.

We assume that the following modifications of the first model can improve the fit between simulation and experiment: Firstly, the mathematical model of the reaction rate over-estimates the rate at higher yields. Therefore, the development of an advanced reaction rate model is a subject of our ongoing work. Secondly, the solid bulk is not a homogenous porous medium, therefore slower reaction progress can occur locally, which is not considered in the model. Moreover, in further experimental work, we found that the macroscopic and the microscopic properties of the solid bulk material change considerably due to the chemical reaction: the primary particles agglomerated, which was already observed in the experiments described above, and the overall volume of the porous bulk increased after several dehydration/re-hydration cycles. Consequently, bulk permeability changes, and thus the vapor mass transfer within the bulk is affected. Additionally, the observed structural changes could lead to a reduced bulk thermal conductivity and thus have a negative effect on the thermal performance of a storage reactor. The influence of low bulk thermal conductivities on the reaction turnover curve and, hence, the reactor’s overall performance was numerically studied, and it turned out to be a potential bottleneck for high-power applications.

Based on our experimental experience and the results of our simulation studies, we developed a reactor setup which allows for high specific thermal powers, and is easily scalable for industrial applications. Further design considerations include a minimum pressure loss on the vapor side and a reaction chamber design which is robust with respect to changes of the bulk’s thermal conductivity. First experimental results of the 1 kW heat transformation demonstrator will be presented at the conference.
Summary
In a previous study, we identified strontium bromide (SrBr₂) as a suitable candidate for thermochemical heat transformation. Our current work is focused on the investigation of experimental operation conditions that allow for heat transformation in a temperature range of 200 °C to 300 °C at high thermal powers.

In order to quantify how the physical and chemical properties of the reactive material affect the thermal performance of a thermochemical reactor, and to identify possible bottlenecks, we included the relevant physical processes during the chemical reaction into a model based on FEM (finite element method). The validity of the simulation studies was verified by comparison with experimental test data. For this purpose, a reactor geometry and initial and boundary conditions corresponding to those of the experiment were selected for the simulation study.

Based on our experimental experience and the results of our simulation studies, we developed a lab-scale reactor setup which provides high specific thermal powers and is easily scalable to larger applications. In the conference talk, we will present first experimental results from our new test facility that allows for heat transformation with thermal powers of roughly 1 kW per kg of reactive material and output temperatures up to 300 °C, which is far beyond the working range of conventional heat pumps.
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Abstract

Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is proved to be reliable technology which is able to efficiently convert low and medium-grade heat sources into useful power [1-3]. But, different working fluids show distinct performances for various low grade heat recovery. This paper conducts research of the optimum working conditions by the 12 different working fluids. Among the group of pure working fluids in this study for different low grade heat recovery, at the temperature of 100°C, 120°C, 140°C, 160°C, the ORC makes the maximum net power respectively by R-115, R-227ea, R-236fa, R-236ea, R-114, R-245fa and R-601a. The maximum thermal and energetic efficiency are R246ca, R-600, R-236fa, R-114, respectively. The optimum evaporation temperature is about 0.8 to 0.85 times the heat source temperature, and the optimum evaporation temperature is 0.65 times the heat source temperature for the working medium with a critical temperature greater than the heat source.

Keywords: organic Rankine cycle, working fluids, performance optimization, net power, thermal/energetic efficiency.

Introduction

About 50% of the world’s energy consumption is wasted as the format of heat due to the limitations of energy conversion processes. Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is a closed Rankine cycle with low boiling organic fluids instead of water as a circulating medium [4,5]. Due to environmental problems and the consequences of oil crisis, the ORC research has achieved rapid development on all aspects such as alternative organic fluids including zeotropic mixtures, new equipment like cascaded cycle, and innovative applications like the use of ORC in vehicles [6-8]. In the ORC system, the choice of working fluid is a crucial factor. The thermal physical properties of the working fluid exert a great effect for system efficiency, economic feasibility, size of components, system stability, safety and environment problems [9,10]. However, there is no single optimal organic fluid which satisfies all the working conditions.

Saleh et al. [11] studied 31 pure working fluids including dry, isentropic and wet fluids under both simple and recuperated ORC and both subcritical and supercritical configurations. They found that the n-pentane shows the highest thermal efficiency of 13% and the dry fluids always achieve the higher thermal efficiencies in recuperated ORC. He et al. [12] investigated 22 pure working fluids in subcritical region, and point out that the working fluids with the critical temperatures close to the heat source temperature tend to make more net power than those with higher or lower critical temperatures. The optimum critical temperature from Ayachi et al was 0.7-0.8 times the heat source temperatures, but Andreasen JG et al. thought it was 0.5 times, and Vetter C et al. was about 0.8 times [13-15]. Markus P et al. studied three natural and five synthetic refrigerants within a sub- and supercritical ORC, they found supercritical ORC can make 15% more net power ORC than standard subcritical processes.
There are few studies on the effect of the mass flow on the performance of ORC system in different temperatures. In this paper, 12 pure working fluids (Table 1) are adopted as the refrigerant to study the influence of the change of the mass flow on the net output power, the thermal and energetic efficiency, as well as the heat exchange capacity of the ORC under the waste water with different temperatures. It provides reference for system design, performance optimization and working fluid selection.

Table 1. Physical properties of selected pure working fluids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
<th>$P_c$ (Mpa)</th>
<th>$T_c$ (°C)</th>
<th>MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R-227ea</td>
<td>CF₂CHFCF₃</td>
<td>2.925</td>
<td>101.75</td>
<td>170.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>R-C318</td>
<td>Cyclo-C₂F₅</td>
<td>2.778</td>
<td>115.23</td>
<td>200.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>R-236fa</td>
<td>CF₂CH₂CF₃</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>124.92</td>
<td>152.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>R-236ea</td>
<td>CF₃CHFCHF₂</td>
<td>3.502</td>
<td>139.29</td>
<td>152.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>R-114</td>
<td>CF₂CCIF₂</td>
<td>3.257</td>
<td>145.68</td>
<td>170.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>R-600</td>
<td>CH₂-(CH₂)CH₃</td>
<td>3.796</td>
<td>151.98</td>
<td>58.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>R-245fa</td>
<td>CF₃CH₂CHF₂</td>
<td>3.651</td>
<td>154.01</td>
<td>134.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>R-245ca</td>
<td>CHF₂CF₂CH₂F</td>
<td>3.925</td>
<td>174.42</td>
<td>134.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>R-123</td>
<td>CHCl₂CF₃</td>
<td>3.662</td>
<td>183.68</td>
<td>152.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>R-601a</td>
<td>(CH₃)₂CHCH₂CH₃</td>
<td>3.378</td>
<td>187.2</td>
<td>72.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>R-601</td>
<td>CH₃-3(CH₂)-CH₃</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>196.55</td>
<td>72.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>R-113</td>
<td>CCIF₂CCIF₂</td>
<td>3.3922</td>
<td>214.06</td>
<td>187.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methodology

Figure 1 shows a scheme of a standard ORC for waste water applications. The thermodynamic properties of working fluids at any particular point in an ORC were calculated by REFPROP model in Aspen Plus V9 software.

Figure 1. A scheme of a standard ORC for heat recovery.

All ORC optimizations are executed following a set of assumptions, specifications and constraints as shown in Table 2. The objective considered function in this work is to maximize the net power output. The variable is the mass flow of the working fluid. With the change of working fluid mass flow, the mass flow of cooling water, condensing pressure and evaporation pressure will change accordingly. Due to the non-linear nature of this optimization problem, we apply the SQP optimization method in ASPEN to solve this problem.
Table 2. Assumptions, specifications, and constraints in a conventional ORC model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Assumptions, specifications, and constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The conditions of the heat source are assumed to be at 100°C, 120°C, 140°C, 160°C and 12 bar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The hot water flow rate is 50,000 kg/h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>The minimum temperature approaches in heat exchangers are specified at 5 K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Set the vapor fraction of working fluid at the turbine exit to 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>The cooling water is set 20°C to 30°C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The isentropic efficiencies of pump and turbine are 85% and 80% respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>The heat loss in all heat exchangers and pipelines, pressure drop in the evaporator and condenser are neglected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>There is no chemical loss from the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thermal efficiency is defined as net power output divided by heat capacity of heater

\[ \eta_m = \frac{W_T - W_P}{Q_E} = \frac{(h_4 - h_3) - (h_2 - h_1)}{h_4 - h_2} \]  

(1)

Exergy efficiency is calculated as net power output divided by total exergy flow rate of the fluid [16].

\[ \eta_{ex} = \frac{W_{net}}{E_{HS}} = \frac{q_m \left[ (h_4 - h_3) - (h_2 - h_1) \right]}{E_{Hin} - E_{Hout}} \]  

(2)

\[ W_T \] and \( W_P \) are the power of the turbine and the pump, respectively. \( E_{Hin}, E_{Hout} \) are the exergy of heat source of evaporator. The \( h_1, h_2, h_4, h_5 \) represent enthalpy which corresponded to the points in the figure 1. \( Q_E \) is the heat exchanger capacity of evaporator.

Results and Discussion.

Figure 2. The net power variation with flow rate at different temperature.
Figure 2 shows that the variation of the net power with the mass flow changes at different temperature. For all the refrigerants, the net power increases first and decreases with the mass flow rate going up. Two groups can be identified: (1) Group 1 fluids show a perfect cubic equation curve. The $T_c$ of refrigerant is greater than the heat source temperature, which belongs to the group 1. With the increase of working fluid mass flow, the net power peaks and declines afterwards. (2) Group 2 fluids represent a fault type curve. The $T_c$ of refrigerant is less than the heat source temperature, which belongs to the group 2. Due to the limitation of the pinch points and the subcritical, with the increase of working fluid mass flow, firstly it increases as the group 1, but when reaching the highest peak, it rapidly declines in fault type, as shown in the blue line in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** The net power variation with flow rate at 140°C to 160°C.

Figure 4 illustrates the trend of the net power with the critical temperature of the working fluid at different heat source temperature. From figure 3, the refrigerants can be divided into 3 groups: (1) Group 1: The critical temperature of refrigerants is greater than the heat source. With the increase of critical temperature, the net power decreases, but the change is not significant, and the R-601a always does better than the R-123. (2) Group 2: The critical temperature of refrigerants is far less than the heat source temperature. With the increase of critical temperature, the net power increases rapidly until the critical temperature of refrigerants approaches the heat source temperature. (3) Group 3: The critical temperature of refrigerants is close to and less than the heat source temperature. At this section, as the critical temperature of refrigerants goes up, the net power goes down rapidly.

![Figure 4](image_url)
Figure 5. The influence of ratio of latent heat and sensible heat for ORC performance at 100℃.

At the same evaporation temperature, the latent heat of evaporation is small and the sensible heat is great, and the circulating flow is large. The heat transfer of working fluids increases because of the increase of circulating flow, and reduce the end temperature of heat source. Therefore, the change regulation of ratio (latent heat/sensible heat) and the end temperature of heat source get out a basic agreement, as shown in the figure 5a. The order of the radio is: R123>R601>R601a>R245ca>R236ea≈R113≈R600>R114>R245fa>R236fa>R227ea. The order of net power is: R227ea>R236fa>R236ea≈R114>R600≈R245ca>R601a>R601>R113≈R123>R245fa. By comparison, the order of net output power is exactly opposite to that of the ratio of latent heat and sensible heat, as shown in the figure 5b.

Table 3. Optimization results of ORCs operating with pure working fluids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HT(℃)</th>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>W(kW)</th>
<th>ηt (%)</th>
<th>ηex (%)</th>
<th>Qe(kW)</th>
<th>Pe(MPa)</th>
<th>Pc(MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>R-227ea</td>
<td>255.926</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>3281.06</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>R-227ea</td>
<td>532.13</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>29.62</td>
<td>5087.93</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>R-C318</td>
<td>733.73</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>33.09</td>
<td>6278.69</td>
<td>2.777</td>
<td>0.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>R-236ea</td>
<td>1076.07</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>41.09</td>
<td>7415.46</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. The variation trend of net power with critical temperature of working fluids.
Table 3 shows the optimization results with the method in this paper. The maximum net power at 100°C, 120 °C, 140 °C, 160 °C is 225.93 kW (R-227ea), 532.13 kW (R-227ea), 737.73 kW (R-C318), 1076.07 kW (R-236ea). The maximum thermal and exergy efficiency are always the same fluid, but different from the refrigerants with maximum power. It is R-245ca ( $\eta_t$=8.59 $\eta_{ex}$=24.34), R-600 ( $\eta_t$=10.52 $\eta_{ex}$=29.81), R-236fa ( $\eta_t$=12.89 $\eta_{ex}$=36.53), R-114 ( $\eta_t$=14.7 $\eta_{ex}$=41.71), respectively.

Through the study, we can predict the curves of net power with critical temperature of working fluids, such as the diagram in figure 6. The working fluid which critical temperature is 80%~85% of the heat source temperature always makes the maximum net power. Then we hope to study the thermodynamic properties of the fluid and get the equation between the parameters and the evaporation temperature.

In addition, the optimal evaporation temperature is not very different, when the critical temperature of working fluids are greater than that of the heat source. From table 4, we can get the average evaporation temperature (AET) of maximum net power and the times with the heat source temperature. So the optimum evaporation temperature (working fluids with a critical temperature greater than the heat source) is about 0.65 times the critical temperature. This is not mentioned in the past research.

**Table 4.** The average evaporation temperature (AET) and the optimum evaporation temperature times with critical temperature ($T_c$ greater than the Heat source)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>100°C</th>
<th>120°C</th>
<th>140°C</th>
<th>160°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-227ea</td>
<td>68.547</td>
<td>68.059</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-C318</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.589</td>
<td>85.784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-236fa</td>
<td>68.353</td>
<td>83.478</td>
<td>92.362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-114</td>
<td>66.413</td>
<td>78.898</td>
<td>94.687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-600</td>
<td>65.043</td>
<td>76.934</td>
<td>92.889</td>
<td>109.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-245fa</td>
<td>67.190</td>
<td>80.642</td>
<td>93.730</td>
<td>110.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-245ca</td>
<td>68.522</td>
<td>74.498</td>
<td>89.883</td>
<td>109.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-123</td>
<td>66.129</td>
<td>73.629</td>
<td>87.059</td>
<td>102.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-601a</td>
<td>65.763</td>
<td>72.949</td>
<td>90.214</td>
<td>101.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-601</td>
<td>66.970</td>
<td>77.616</td>
<td>93.630</td>
<td>102.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-113</td>
<td>66.744</td>
<td>76.102</td>
<td>89.646</td>
<td>101.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AET</td>
<td>67.071</td>
<td>78.053</td>
<td>91.567</td>
<td>105.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AET/HS</td>
<td>67.07%</td>
<td>65.04%</td>
<td>65.41%</td>
<td>65.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion.**

Although the optimizations of ORC using numerous pure fluids have been conducted extensively in the past, the assumptions in previous studies were different from those in this work. We have more variables and different conditions and results in our work. Through our work, we can get the following conclusions.

1. Among the 12 kinds of working fluids we have chosen, the maximum net power at 100°C, 120 °C, 140 °C, 160 °C respectively is 225.93 (R-227ea), 532.13 (R-227ea), 737.73 (R-C318), 1076.07 (R-236ea).
2. The working fluid which critical temperature is 80%~85% of the heat source temperature always makes the maximum net power.
3. The maximum net power first increases and decreases afterwards with the mass-flow increasing. When critical temperature is close and greater than that of the heat source, the curve of maximum net power changed with mass-flow can be perfectly fitted to the cubic equation, the $R^2$ is greater than 0.99, which is very close to 1. When critical temperature
is much lower than that of the heat source, the maximum net power increases to a peak value as the mass-flow increases under the evaporation of critical temperature, and then sharp decline. It's like two linear equations crossing.

4. When critical temperature of working fluid is greater than that of the heat source, the evaporation temperature of the maximum net power is about 65% of the temperature heat source.

5. The order of net output power is exactly opposite to that of the ratio of latent heat and sensible heat, but the change regulation of ratio and the end temperature of heat source get out a basic agreement.
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Abstract

This paper analyses a gas fuelled heat pump system that integrates an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) power generator with an air-sourced heat pump (ASHP). The heat produced by the gas burner is used to drive an ORC power system to produce mechanical power that is then directly used to drive a vapour compression cycle heat pump. The heat rejected by the ORC power system and contained in the flue gases is recovered for heating. Software ASPEN plus is used to model and analyse the proposed heat pump system. Steady state evaluation and the control strategies in response to changes in ambient air temperature have been conducted to analyse the integrated system.

Keywords: Heat pump cycle, Organic Rankine cycle, Combined thermodynamic cycles.

Introduction

In the UK, approximately 50% of its energy consumption is consumed for heating applications, which accounts for nearly one third of the carbon emissions [1]. Gas boilers are the most common appliances for providing domestic hot water and space heating. There are some alternative heating technologies, including heat pumps (HPs), electrical resistive heaters, and micro-CHP (combined heat and power) systems, etc. [2]

Recently, researchers also focused on technologies for heating and/or cooling applications with waste heat recovery, such as gas-powered heat pump cycle (GPHP) which uses a gas fuelled internal combustion engine to drive a conventional vapour compression cycle. The waste heat from the gas engine (exhaust gases and engine cooling jacket) is recovered by the HP cycle to improve the overall system efficiency. An experimental and theoretical study has been carried out by Yang et al [3] to investigate the performance of a GPHP as a water heater. Hu et al. [4] conducted a theoretical and experimental research on a GPHP system for heating applications. In their study, the exhaust gases with ambient fresh air is utilized as a heat source for the HP evaporator, while the rejected heat from the engine cooling jacket is used to superheat the refrigerant of the HP in the suction line. Liu et al. [5] built and tested an experimental prototype to study the stability, and reliability of integrating a gas engine with a HP system for domestic hot water application, Liu et al. [6] also conducted an experimental study on the combined system for providing both hot and cold water.

Collings et al. [2] proposed and studied a gas fuelled water heater that integrates an ORC cycle and HP cycle. Later on, a more detailed investigation by Liang et al. [9] showed that the ambient air temperature has strong effect on the system efficiency.

In this paper, the control strategies have been developed to obtain high thermal efficiency while maintaining the HP’s evaporator free of frost. The configuration of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a typical ORC cycle and a vapour compression heat pump cycle, more details can be found elsewhere [2, 9].
Thermodynamic model

The proposed system is simulated and analysed using ASPEN plus software based on REFPROP as a property method. By adapting the same database, an in-house MATLAB code is used to obtain the Temperature – Entropy diagrams for the HP and ORC cycles, as shown in Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively.

The operating conditions and assumptions used for modelling are listed below.

- Air has a mixing ratio of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen.
- R134a and R245fa are selected as refrigerant for HP and ORC cycles, respectively.
- HP compressor and ORC expander are assumed to have an isentropic efficiency of 70%, while the liquid pump of the ORC system has an efficiency of 90%.
- Power produced by ORC cycle directly drive the HP compressor, and mechanical losses are neglected.
- No heat loss and pressure drop in connecting pipes.
- ORC evaporator temperature is set to a value near the critical temperature of the working fluid to maximize the thermal efficiency.
- Pinch point temperature difference is between 3-5 °C in all heat exchangers.
- The output heating capacity of the system is set as around 20 kW to rise the tap water temperature from 10 to 65 °C.

The energy conservation equation for complete combustion of methane in the burner is:

$$\frac{\dot{Q}_f}{\bar{n}_f} = \sum_p n_p (\bar{h}_f^0 - \Delta \bar{h})_g - \sum_R n_R (\bar{h}_f^0 - \Delta \bar{h})_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

For HP cycle, heat extracted by the evaporator from the mixture of ambient air and the exhaust gases from the burner can be calculated using Equation (2):

$$\dot{m}_A \times C_{pA} \times (T_{A,\text{in}} - T_{\text{mix,OUT}}) + \dot{m}_{exh} \times C_{p,exh} \times (T_{exh} - T_{\text{mix,OUT}}) = \dot{m}_{R134a} \times (h_{HP1} - h_{HP4})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The total heat transferred to water by the HP condenser is calculated as:

$$\dot{m}_w \times C_{pw} \times (T_{W,\text{OUT,HP}} - T_{W,\text{IN,HP}}) = \dot{m}_{R134a} \times (h_{HP2} - h_{HP3})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

As shown in Figure 2 (b), the ORC evaporator absorbs large proportion of the heat energy produced by the burner to evaporate the working fluid.

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{ORC,ev}} = \dot{m}_f \times (h_{exh} - h_{comb}) = \dot{m}_H \times (h_{ORC1} - h_{ORC4}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The net power produced by the ORC is the difference between the expander work output and the pump work. The heat rejected by the power cycle at the condenser is calculated as

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{ORC,co}} = \dot{m}_H \times (h_{ORC2} - h_{ORC3}) = \dot{m}_w \times C_{pw} \times (T_{W,\text{exit}} - T_{W,\text{OUT,HP}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The heat pump coefficient of performance (COP_h) is defined as the ratio of HP condenser heating capacity to HP compressor work. The thermal efficiency of the ORC power generator is defined as ratio of the net power output (i.e., power generated by the expander minus the pump power) over the heat input rate at the evaporator. The overall fuel-to-heat efficiency of the combined system is then defined as

$$\eta_{\text{fuel-to-heat}} = \frac{\dot{Q}_w}{\dot{Q}_g} = \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{HP,co}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{ORC,co}}}{\dot{Q}_g}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The total heat released from the gas burner $\dot{Q}_g$ is calculated as

$$\dot{Q}_g = \dot{m}_{\text{fuel}} \times \dot{Q}_{HV} \times \eta_{\text{com}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The heating value of Methane is assumed as 55.5 kJ/kg, with combustion efficiency of 100%.

The required evaporator area

$$\text{Area}_{\text{evap}} = \frac{\dot{Q}_{\text{HP-evap}}}{U \times F \times \Delta T_1 - \Delta T_2 \times \frac{\Delta T_1 - \Delta T_2}{\ln \left( \frac{\Delta T_1}{\Delta T_2} \right)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Assuming a constant average overall heat transfer coefficient $U = 0.85$ kW/m².°C, and correction factor $F=1$. $\Delta T_1$ and $\Delta T_2$ are the temperature difference between the hot and cold streams on the evaporator exit and inlet respectively.
Steady state simulation results of the optimised model

The steady state simulation results for the proposed system are presented in Table 1. The ambient temperature for this evaluation is assumed to be 7 °C, which is the average temperature for winter months in the UK. The methane mass flow rate can be calculated from the energy conservation equation for Stoichiometric combustion (Eq. (1)) and the result is 0.0002649 kg/s. The results also show that the COP\textsubscript{h} and ORC thermal efficiency are 5.8 and 9.7%, respectively, leading to an overall fuel-to-heat efficiency of around 136%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat pump cycle</th>
<th>ORC cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condenser heat duty, kW</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water temperature leaving the cycle, °C</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator heat duty, kW</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensation temperature, °C</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensation pressure, bar</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation temperature, °C</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation pressure, bar</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas mixture temperature exiting the evaporator, °C</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power produced by the expander of ORC, kW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power input to the compressor of HP, kW</td>
<td>1.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The work of liquid pump, kW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Gas burner

Methane combusts with oxygen contained in air inside the gas burner to produce the required thermal energy to vapourise the R245fa in the ORC evaporator. To identify the optimum air to fuel ratio to maximise the heat production in the burner, air mass flow rate is increased gradually when the methane mass flow rate is kept constant. Figure 3(a) represents the mass fraction of O\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4} in exhaust gases when methane combusts at flow rate of 0.00026406 kg/s and the ambient temperature is 15 °C. With initial rise in air mass flow rate, mass fraction of CH\textsubscript{4} decreases while that of O\textsubscript{2} maintains zero. When air mass flow rate is 0.005 kg/s or higher, O\textsubscript{2} starts to appear in the flue gases with a residual of CH\textsubscript{4}, indicating incomplete combustion. After that, CH\textsubscript{4} mass fraction drops to zero when the air mass flow rate of air is above 0.00503 kg/s, showing an optimal combustion. At this point, the burner heating production reaches the maximum value of 12.9 kW and the air to fuel ratio is approximately 19, indicating that it is a lean combustion (see Figure 3(b)).

Control strategies when the ambient air temperature varies

The ambient air temperature varies considerably throughout the day as well as over the year. In the UK, the average temperature of the ambient air is between 5 to 15 °C. However, sub-zero temperatures can occur in the winter months. To investigate the effect of ambient temperature variation on the performance of the combined system, two different temperature
ranges were identified. Accordingly, the control strategies in response to the ambient temperatures were studied.

**Ambient air temperature in the range of 6-15 °C**

Generally, with the drop in the ambient air temperature, the extractable thermal energy decreases. However, for the temperature range of 6-15 °C, an increase in the air mass flow rate is the only adjustment required to compensate such a decrease of heat extraction. The increment in the air mass flow rate ensures the required heat supply to the evaporator of HP, which maintains the designed heating capacity and performance as shown in Table 1. For this temperature range, the gas burner exhaust gas temperature is assumed to be 60 °C.

Figure 4(a) shows that the air mass flow rate and the evaporator heat transfer area increase gradually when the ambient temperature decreases from 15 to 7 °C. However, when the temperature further drops to below 7 °C, the mass flow rate of air increases dramatically to 11 kg/s. In addition, the evaporator area also increases in the same manner, reaching a maximum value of approximately 2.5 m².

This is due to that the temperature difference (ΔT) across the evaporator, from the hot side, decreases dramatically when the ambient air temperature approaches the assumed evaporator...
outlet temperature of 5.5 °C. Hence, the maximum evaporator area of 2.5 m² will be required. As the ambient air is also used in the combustion process, the heat of combustion is expected to decrease when the ambient temperature drops. Thus, methane mass flow rate increases slightly to compensate the reduction in the heat production in the burner as shown in Fig. 4 (b).

Figure 5(a) shows that the evaporator thermal duty of the heat pump drops gradually from 7.29 to 6.8 kW when the ambient air mass flow rate increases from 0.7 to 11 kg/s. Such a decrease in the evaporator capacity is acceptable as this procedure aims to maintain the minimum pinch point temperature difference between the hot and cold streams across the evaporator. The reduction in the evaporator capacity led to similar reduction in the HP condenser heating duty. This is due to the constant compressor power consumption of 1.438 kW. In addition, the superheating degree of the working fluid at the exit of the evaporator of the heat pump decreases gradually as shown in Figure 5(b).

Figure 5 Effects of increasing ambient air mass flow when its temperature drops between (7-15 °C) on the evaporator and condenser thermal duties.

Figure 6 shows that the proposed increment in air mass flow rate have maintained a constant pinch point temperature difference of 3 °C between the heat source stream (a mixture of ambient air and the burner’s flue gases) and the refrigerant R134a flow through the evaporator of the HP. In addition, the exit temperature of the mixture is maintained at around 5.5 °C to avoid frost formation on the evaporator [10]. As the compressor power is fixed, the heat pump COP decreases as the heating capacity of the condenser decreases. In addition, as the thermal capacities of both heat exchangers of the heat pump drops, less power is required from the compressor than supplied. This surplus power will lead to a slight increase in the discharged pressure.

Figure 6. Temperature difference between hot and cold streams across the HP evaporator.
Figure 7(a) shows that, as the ambient air temperature drops, the condenser pressure steadily increases from 8.8 to 9.2 bar while the COP$_h$ decreases from 6 to 5.7. The decrease of the COP$_h$ is due to the decrease in the thermal duties of the heat pump heat exchangers when compressor power consumption is kept constant. The fuel-to-heat efficiency decreases from 139.3% to 135.5 % due to the increase in the methane mass flow rate as shown in Figure 4(b). Similarly, the outlet water temperature drops slightly, reaching a minimum value of 64.7 °C when the ambient air temperature is at 6 °C, as shown in Figure 7 (b).

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7** Effects of decreasing ambient air temperature on system design parameters.

**Ambient air temperature below 6 °C**

For ambient temperature below 6 °C, another control procedure is adopted, which only utilizes the thermal energy available in the burner’s flue gases as heat source for the HP evaporator. Thus, the ambient air stream for the HP evaporator is suspended. However, the ambient air is still used within the burner for combustion process. Further increase in the fuel mass flow rate is then required to supply the evaporator with the required thermal energy. As a result, lower fuel-to-heat efficiency (i.e., slightly below 100%) is expected.

Figure 8 shows the changes in the fuel mass flow rate and the temperature of the flue gas when the ambient air temperature decreases from 6 to -5 °C. The mass flow rate of fuel increases significantly to produce the required heat when the ambient temperature drops from 6 to 5 °C. Thereafter, the fuel mass flow rate is maintained around 0.000355 kg/s.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8** Changes in system design parameters due to air temperature gradient for the temperature below 6 °C.
Similarly, the temperature of the flue gases sharply increased from 60 to 585 °C in order to supply the required thermal energy to the evaporator. There is also a slight decrease in the temperature of the flue gases from 585 to 583 °C, due to the decrease in the air temperature entering the gas burner since the heat production at the burner is fixed at 12.9 kW. As a result, the fuel-to-heat efficiency drops accordingly. However, this approach has the advantage of preventing frost formation in the evaporator of the heat pump at low ambient temperatures.

Conclusion

This paper presents the control strategies needed to operate the integrated system when the ambient temperature changes. The results show that when ambient air temperature ranges from 6 to 15 °C, the air mass flow rate entering the mixer is the only parameter that needs to be adjusted. Within this range, the system has achieved significantly higher fuel-to-heat efficiency in the range 135.5 % to 139.4%. When ambient air temperature further drops, the ambient air stream in the mixer is suspended and the burner exhaust stream is the only heat source for the HP evaporator. Therefore, the system’s thermal efficiency drops accordingly. In addition, the evaporator of the heat pump can be kept frost-free by maintaining the temperature at the evaporator exit at 5.5 °C throughout the entire temperature range under investigation.
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Abstract

With increasing use of renewable energy sources storage systems are required for an efficient and consistent use of these energies. The main objective is to provide a time shift, allowing for uncoupling of energy production and consumption. Besides battery storages linked to electrical heat pumps, thermal storages have huge potential to provide energy for heating and cooling purposes. In combination with air/air-based air-conditioning systems in particular latent heat storages (LHS) possess several advantages. In this paper theoretical and experimental investigations on latent heat storages using paraffin as the phase change material with direct heat exchange with an evaporating or condensing refrigerant flow are presented. The focus is laid on the use of the LHS operated as a cold storage serving as a “subcooler” for the refrigerant flow leaving the condenser of a vapour compression cycle. The results of the calculation model underline the feasibility and predict an increase of the cycle’s refrigeration capacity by about 29\% during unloading of the LHS, resulting from a sub-cooling of the refrigerant by about 25 K. To prove the concept and to characterize the thermal behavior of the LHS during loading and unloading laboratory experiments are carried out. With the experimental results the theoretical predictions shall be verified, allowing for an improvement of the calculation models.

Keywords: Latent heat storage, Phase change material, Air-Conditioning, VRF-System

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Area (m\textsuperscript{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Diameter (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Specific enthalpy (kJ/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\Delta h</td>
<td>Enthalpy of the phase change (kJ/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Length (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\dot m</td>
<td>Mass flow (kg/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Energy (J)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\dot Q</td>
<td>Thermal power (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Thermal resistance (K/W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>State of charge (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| \alpha | Heat transfer coefficient (W/(m\textsuperscript{2}K)) |
| \lambda | Thermal conductivity (W/(m K)) |

Indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Condensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Evaporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>Outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM</td>
<td>Phase Change Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref</td>
<td>Refrigerant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

The increased use of renewable energy sources leads to a growing demand for storage systems facilitating an efficient and consistent use of these energies. In the field of heating and cooling applications huge potential is seen in latent heat storages (LHS). The new approach which is presented in this paper comprises loading and unloading of the LHS by means of direct heat exchange with the refrigerant. The concept shall be applied for a Variable-Refrigerant-Flow heating and cooling system (VRF-System) which is driven by the electricity output of a PV generator. In VRF systems which directly act on the supply air flow
no secondary heat carrier is available for integration of a heat or cold storage. Thus, a thermal storage in direct contact to the refrigerant cycle offers a straightforward solution with minimal technical complexity. In addition, the LHS meets the characteristic of the air-conditioning system as it can serve as heat source or heat sink at an almost constant temperature level. This is seen as the stand out characteristic of the LHS that results from the utilization of the phase change of the material selected. Phase change materials (PCM) with melting temperatures in a wide temperature range are available. Thus a good match with regard to the targeted application can be found. In addition to that PCMs have a high energy density. As a consequence a very compact design is possible [1], [2]. Several studies deal with investigations on LHS using water as heat transfer medium applying different types of heat exchangers [3], [4], [5]. Furthermore measures are taken in order to increase the heat conductivity of the pure PCM representing the decisive limitation of the performance of the LHS during loading and unloading. To meet this challenge, several approaches are taken into account that can be realized with different storage designs. Mehling et al. [1] and Hauer et al. [2] give an overview of different design concepts. For example, the application of nanostructures, encapsulation of the PCM and the development of a direct contact storage are described. A known approach is the implementation of graphite in form of graphite structures or graphite powder which leads to a PCM-graphite composite. By changing the mixture ratio the storage properties can be adjusted to the specific application [6], [7], [8], [9]. In addition, embedded aluminum structures also provide an increase of the heat conduction across the storage volume [10]. This concept can be implemented by means of conventional finned heat exchanger, commonly used as air-cooled condensers or coolers [11], [12].

To study the storage interacting with a refrigerant cycle under real conditions a pilot plant in form of a VRF-System will be built. As preparation, laboratory experiments shall bring profound knowledge about the thermal performance and dynamic behavior of the thermal storage. Apart from other options, in the current development the heat storage serves as subcooler for the condensed refrigerant leaving the condenser of the refrigerant cycle. Aiming at efficient operation of the heat storage, heat conduction across the phase change material in the storage is increased by addition of graphite powder. Especially, the temporal development of the thermal duty and the underlying heat transfer mechanism in dependence on the propagating solidification of the phase change material are investigated.

**Methodology**

**The subcooler concept**

A latent heat storage is integrated in the refrigerant cycle between condenser and evaporator. By heat extraction from the refrigerant, the enthalpy of the liquid entering the expansion valve is reduced. Thus, the vapor content of the two phase mixture entering the evaporator is reduced, resulting in an increase of refrigeration capacity at unchanged refrigerant flow. Consequently, refrigeration capacity is boosted during constant operation of the compressor. The integration of the latent heat storage acting as subcooler in the refrigerant cycle is shown in Figure 1 (left) together with the resulting enhancement of the evaporator capacity which can be read from the log(p)h-diagram for the refrigerant R410a (right). In loading mode the storage is connected in parallel to the evaporator and the cycle (Figure 1, solid line) operates with regular subcooling of the refrigerant at the condenser outlet (state points 1 to 6). During this loading phase the refrigerant evaporates in the LHS and heat is extracted from the storage. It is to be noted that the internal operation parameters of the system do not have to be changed when the storage is activated. In particular, the pressure level of evaporation remains constant during loading of the storage. The dotted line marks the unloading process with
subcooling of the liquid refrigerant by heat transfer to the LHS at the condenser outlet (state point 1’ to 6’).

To quantify the effect of subcooling the refrigerant Figure 2 shows the relative increase of the cooling capacity $Q_0$ as the ratio of $\frac{Q_{0,\text{subcooling}}}{Q_{0,\text{nominal}}}$ in dependence on the degree of subcooling $\Delta T_{\text{subcooling}}$ with respect to different condensing temperatures ($T_C$) that are varying from 30 °C to 50 °C. For example with $\Delta T_{\text{subcooling}}=25$ °C at $T_C = 45$ °C a capacity gain of 29 % compared to nominal cooling capacity can be reached. For $T_C = 50$ °C and extreme subcooling the cycle modeling even predicts a capacity gain up to 40 %.

Thermal model of the latent heat storage
For the description of the dynamic behavior of the storage a simplified one-dimensional model introduced by Loistl (2016) is used [11]. The calculation model incorporates both; growth of the crystallized zone within the PCM volume coupled with direct evaporation of refrigerant inside the heat exchanger tubes passing through the storage.

The heat transfer model for the storage has been implemented, using the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) Software. For the crystallization of the PCM material an ideal radial propagation of the phase front is assumed, starting from the refrigerant tubes passing through the volume of the LHS. As result a time dependent heat resistance $R_{\text{PCM(t)}}$ for thermal conduction across the storage material is obtained.
Finally, the time-dependent overall thermal resistance $R_{\text{total,St}}(t)$ for the heat transfer between the LHS and the refrigerant inside the tubes is calculated by equation 1, taking into account the evaporation of the refrigerant in the tube ($R_{\text{ref}}$), and thermal conduction across the tube wall ($R_{\text{tube}}$) and in the PCM ($R_{\text{PCM}}(t)$). By equation 2, a relation between the time-dependent diameter of crystallized cylindrical PCM zone $d_{\text{PCM}}(t)$ and the current state of charge is given. When the storage volume is completely liquid (SOC=0), the phase front coincides with the outer surface of the tube ($d_{\text{PCM}}(t)=d_{\text{tube, o}}$); when the storage is fully solidified (SOC=1) the maximum diameter of the crystallized PCM volume is attained ($d_{\text{PCM}}(t)=d_{\text{PCM,max}}$).

$$R_{\text{total,St}}(t) = R_{\text{ref}} + R_{\text{tube}} + R_{\text{PCM}}(t) = \frac{1}{\alpha_{\text{ref}} \cdot A_{\text{tube,l}}} + \frac{\ln \left( \frac{d_{\text{tube,o}}}{d_{\text{tube,l}}} \right)}{\pi \cdot L_{\text{tube}} \cdot 2 \cdot \lambda_{\text{tube}}} + \frac{\ln \left( \frac{d_{\text{PCM}}(t)}{d_{\text{tube,o}}} \right)}{\pi \cdot L \cdot 2 \cdot \lambda_{\text{PCM,eff}}}$$ (1)

$$d_{\text{PCM}}(t) = \left( (d_{\text{PCM,max}}^2 - d_{\text{tube,o}}^2) \cdot \text{SOC}(t) + d_{\text{tube,o}}^2 \right)^{0.5}$$ (2)

Results of the theoretical simulation are presented and discussed in context of the experimental results below. For this purpose, the heat transfer characteristic of the storage will be described by an overall UA-value together with the driving temperature difference between the phase change and the evaporation of the refrigerant.

**Experimental investigations**

**Design of the test cycle and the latent heat storage**

To verify the theoretical results concerning the capacity gain of the subcooling effect and the dynamic behavior of the LHS a laboratory test rig is used which has been designed to investigate different modes of operation of latent heat storages in a refrigerant cycle with R410a as working fluid. A detailed description of the laboratory test rig is given by Loistl (2016) [11]. For temperature measurements Pt100 resistance thermometers (1/10 DIN, class B) are used, pressure gauges with accuracy class <0.1% are applied. A coriolis mass flow meter measures the refrigerant flow through the storage. All measurement data are gathered digitally and saved for detailed analysis [11].

![Figure 3: Latent heat storage before filling (left), profile of the serpentine tube duct (middle) and preparation of the paraffin/graphite composite material (right).](image)

The storage itself consists of a two-pass serpentine tube heat exchanger which is inserted in a paraffin-filled cubic tank with transparent walls and a stable framework. The two stainless steel serpentine tubes have a total length of 24 m each with a tube diameter of 0.010 m and a tube spacing of 0.05 m. Following the concept that the integration of the storage should not influence the evaporation and condensing pressure of the system a phase change temperature of 18°C is chosen. Thus, in loading mode the system can be run with the nominal evaporation level which varies between 7°C and 11°C in typical commercial multi-split air conditioning
systems, so called VRF or VRV systems. The chosen paraffin is Parafol 16-97 (Sasol) with a melting temperature of 18°C and a latent heat of 220 kJ/kg. According to the active PCM volume, the storage has a thermal capacity of about 6 kWh. The heat conductivity of the pure material is 0.2 W/(m · K). To reduce the thermal resistance of the PCM graphite powder with a mass ratio of 1:5 has been added. The storage is equipped with 6 temperature sensors in the paraffin and 10 sensors in direct contact to the tubes along the heat exchanger.

Experimental investigation: Gain of refrigerant capacity during unloading of the LHS in subcooler mode

The thermodynamic calculation predicts a significant influence of the degree of subcooling on the cooling capacity (Figure 2). Experiments have been carried out in order to verify, whether the designed LHS provides the expected boost of the evaporator capacity in a real system. Figure 4 (left) shows the thermal capacities of the condenser $Q_C$, the LHS $Q_{St}$ acting as subcooler, and the evaporator $Q_E$. The storage inlet temperature $T_{St,in}$ which is equal to the condensing temperature, the storage outlet temperature $T_{St,out}$ and the evaporation temperature $T_E$ in dependence on time can be read from Figure 4 (right). Furthermore, the refrigerant mass flow is depicted in Figure 4 (right) referring to the secondary ordinate. It can be seen that the evaporator capacity immediately increases by about 1.2 kW when the storage is activated. This increase of capacity results from the uptake of heat by the LHS which equally amounts to about 1.2 kW at the beginning of the storage cycle. During the course of the experiment the storage capacity yields a decreasing trend with a thermal duty slightly below 1 kW after 5 hours of operation. After 5 ½ to 6 hours the phase change of the entire storage volume is accomplished, thus further cooling of the refrigerant originates from sensible heating of the storage with reduced thermal duty in comparison to the latent heat effect. The capacity gain experienced after activation of the LHS clearly results from the subcooling of the condensed refrigerant approaching the expansion valve of the refrigeration cycle. At the beginning of the test a temperature change of about 19 K is accomplished, resulting in a refrigerant temperature $T_{St,out}$ of 16 °C at the inlet port of the expansion valve. During the preceding loading phase the LHS had been solidified and cooled by evaporation at about 10 °C. Thus, for a short period of about half an hour the refrigerant is cooled even below the phase change temperature of 18 °C, while the storage takes up sensible heat and approaches the melting point. Over the course of the experiment the subcooling of the refrigerant gradually reduces, reaching a value of about 10 K after 5 ½ hours.

When analyzing the quantitative impact of the subcooling, the interaction of all cycle components has to be taken into account: Assuming a constant pressure level for the evaporation of the refrigerant and constant operation of the compressor, an increase of the evaporator capacity is to be expected upon activation of the subcooler, due to the lower inlet enthalpy of the refrigerant entering the evaporator. This effect is reflected by the theoretical prediction in the section above. Operation of a real system deviates from this scenario due to the following aspects. With constant chilled water inlet temperature at the evaporator and constant UA-value for the heat transfer to the refrigerant, an increase of the evaporator capacity is accompanied by a reduction of the evaporation pressure level. Figure 4 (right) clarifies this aspect as the evaporation temperature $T_{Evap}$ descends from 3.5 °C to 2 °C when the LHS is activated. Consequently, due to the reduced refrigerant density at lower pressure the refrigerant mass flow delivered by the compressor at constant speed is reduced which is confirmed by the recorded data of the refrigerant mass flow plotted in Figure 4 (right) that follows the increasing trend of the evaporation pressure. This finding associates with a decrease of the condenser capacity, as can be found in Figure 4 (left). Thus, finally a reduced refrigerant mass flow is returned to the evaporator, providing a negative feedback to the expected increase of the evaporator capacity.
Figure 4: Thermal capacities of condenser, storage and evaporator referring to the duration of the experiment (left) and temperature inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger together with the evaporation temperature (right, primary ordinate) and the refrigerant mass flow (right, secondary ordinate).

Taken as a whole, the increase of evaporator capacity induced by application of the LHS is partly compensated by the decrease of the refrigerant mass flow. Simultaneously, a decrease of the power consumption of the compressor is accomplished, operating with constant volume flow and reduced pressure rise. The positive effect of the LHS could be fully exploited by readjusting the refrigerant mass flow at the expense of a slightly increased compressor power. Results of the experiments showing the effect of refrigerant subcooling by the LHS during operation with condensing temperatures of \(T_C = 35^\circ\text{C}\) and \(37^\circ\text{C}\) are visualized in Figure 5. It shows the increase of the cooling capacity \(\dot{Q}_0\) given by the ratio \(\dot{Q}_{0,\text{subcooling}} / \dot{Q}_{0,\text{nominal}}\) in dependence on the degree of subcooling \(\Delta T_{\text{subcooling}}\). A capacity increase between 8 % and 15 % is reached with a \(\Delta T_{\text{subcooling}}\) from 8 to 18 K.

Figure 5: Enhancement of cooling capacity during unloading of the storage, measured vs. calculated data.

**Experimental investigation: Thermal behavior of the latent heat storage**

In order to obtain characteristic data for the thermal behavior of the LHS independently of the absolute size, the UA value is used. As discussed earlier, this quantity varies during the
operational cycle of the heat storage depending on the propagation of the phase front. Apart from the time-dependent variation during operation, its absolute value can be influenced by using a PCM-graphite composite with improved heat conductivity in comparison to the pure PCM. The measured experimental data are used to validate and to calibrate the theoretical model. Figure 6 illustrates the UA characteristic of the LHS during both half-cycles, i.e. loading and unloading. Figure 6 (left) depicts the UA-value during the melting process. The graph shows the latent effect only, excluding the initial heating of the storage until the melting temperature is reached. For the shown operation with uptake of latent heat, the phase change temperature and the inlet and outlet temperature of the liquid refrigerant can be used to define the actual logarithmic temperature difference which is relevant for the characterization of the heat transfer. The UA-value starts with its maximum value of about 490 W/K, following a decreasing trend. After 5 ½ hours a value of 60 W/K is reached. In comparison the UA-value found for the crystallization process starts at about 600 W/K and decreases until a value of 180 W/K is reached after 2.2 hours (Figure 6, right). Due to the more intense heat transfer during loading, i.e. solidification, the duration of this half-cycle is substantially shorter than the unloading phase. In Figure 6 (right) validation and calibration of the theoretical model is shown. The theoretical prediction for three options of the thermal conductivity of the PCM-graphite mixture is shown in order to quantify the impact of the graphite share on the heat transfer characteristic. Best match is found for \( \lambda_{\text{PCM,eff}} = \frac{2 \text{ W}}{\text{m} \cdot \text{K}} \), confirming that a 10-fold increase of the thermal conductivity relative to pure PCM is accomplished by addition of 1/5 graphite per mass. In general higher UA-values are found for the crystallization process compared to melting. This difference is to be attributed to the different states of the refrigerant passing through the heat exchanger tubes and the associated heat transfer mechanisms. During unloading of the storage, i.e. in subcooler mode, convective heat transfer occurs. Whereas loading of the storage depends on evaporation of refrigerant with substantially higher local heat transfer coefficient for the tube-side heat transfer. For improved representation of the melting process in the next step the model will be refined with particular attention to the convective heat transfer within the liquid PCM phase.

![Graph showing melting and crystallization](image)

Figure 6: UA characteristic of the LHS during the phase change of the PCM extracted from measured data (left) and comparison of measured data vs. calculated data with different thermal conductivities in W/(m·K) (right).

**Conclusions**

A LHS can be implemented in an air-conditioning system in order to subcool the refrigerant at the condenser outlet, allowing for a boost of the refrigeration capacity or a reduction of the power consumption at constant supply of cooling. The characteristic of the latent heat storage allows for a compact design and avoids a negative influence on the performance of the refrigeration cycle due to the constant temperature level of the heat storage. A gain of
refrigeration capacity of about 1% per Kelvin subcooling of the refrigerant R410a is obtained. Thus, maximum gain of capacity of about 40% is predicted by theory for operation with high condensing temperature up to 50 °C. By experiments a gain of 15 % has been proven with condensing temperature up to 37°C. In the next step further investigations with higher condensing temperature will be conducted. Furthermore, the analysis of the UA characteristic of the storage based on a theoretic model and leads to the conclusion that the addition of 1/5 graphite powder per mass to the PCM filling results in an increase of the heat conductivity by factor 10. The gained data is used for further development of the theoretic model.
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Abstract

Thermal energy storage systems (TESS) can reduce or overcome the issues that appear when an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is adopted to a fluctuating heat source. However, detailed exergetic studies about the optimisation potential and the influence of the TESS on the overall system are still missing for this application and TESS in systems in general. Therefore, in this work a detailed exergetic evaluation is numerically performed for a packed bed TESS in combination with an ORC. For the chosen boundary conditions, the overall pressure drop and the heat resistance from the heat transfer fluid (HTF) to the particle have the most influence on the overall exergetic efficiency. By optimizing the parameters of the storage unit, the overall exergetic efficiency can be increased from 36 % to 43 %.
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Introduction

In the future energy supply, thermal energy storage systems (TESS) can play a key role. One promising application for TESS is the combination with an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) for the utilization of fluctuating waste heat. Here, the TESS allows to downsize the ORC and to run it less in off-design. During the last years, some groups have started to investigate the integration of TESS in fluctuating waste heat flows for electricity production with an ORC [1–3]. For the evaluation and optimization of such systems, exergetic analyses are well suited. However, in most previous exergetic studies of the combination of TESS and ORC, the TESS were strongly simplified like in Manfrida et al. [4] and hence neither a detailed analysis of the TESS nor the overall system was possible. The detailed second law based analysis of TESS in systems is in general rather a new field that has attracted attention recently due to e.g. pumped thermal electricity storage [5]. A so called advanced exergetic analysis of a TESS in combination with an air conditioning system was performed by Mosaffa et al. [6]. The authors [7] applied an exergetic evaluation method that accounts for the influence on the remaining system to sensible and latent TESS in combination with an ORC.

Within this work, a detailed numerical model is adopted for a packed bed thermal storage unit to study the combination of TESS and ORC. The model is set up in MATLAB Simulink and the ORC is implemented based on characteristics deduced from literature [2]. A comprehensive exergetic analysis is performed which takes into account the optimisation limits of the TESS and its influence on the overall system and several components. Later on, a mathematical optimization is applied to optimize the TESS system. Finally, the results of the exergetic analysis and the mathematical optimization are analysed together.

Method

The exergetic evaluation method applied in this work investigates the influence of physical aspects to strengthen the understanding of the process, shows optimization potentials and helps to check the results of mathematical optimizations for plausibility. For this purpose the
components are once studied as they are – called real – and also idealized – called ideal. The real exergetic efficiency of one component $\varepsilon_k^{\text{real}}$ is given by

$$\varepsilon_k^{\text{real}} = \frac{E_{k,p}}{E_{k,F}}$$  \hfill (1)

and the idealized efficiency of a component $\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal}}$ is generally defined as

$$\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal}} = \frac{E_k^{\text{ideal}}}{E_{k,F}}$$  \hfill (2)

In equation (1) and (2) the fuel exergy of a component is $E_{k,F}$ and the product exergy of a real component is $E_{k,p}$ and that of an ideal component $E_k^{\text{ideal}}$. The influence of the studied physical aspect in the regarding component $y_k^{\text{ideal}}$ is determined by

$$y_k^{\text{ideal}} = \frac{\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal}}}{\varepsilon_k^{\text{real}}}$$  \hfill (3)

This work shows a special interest in the influence of physical aspects of one component on other components or the overall system. The firstly mentioned is calculated with

$$y_k^{\text{ideal},k} = \frac{\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal},k}}{\varepsilon_k^{\text{real}}}$$  \hfill (4)

where the efficiency of the influenced component is for the idealized case $\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal},k}$. The influence of a physical aspect of one component on the overall system $y_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal}}$ is described by

$$y_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal}} = \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{real}}}$$  \hfill (5)

where the efficiency of the total system is in the real case $\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{real}}$ and in the idealized case it is $\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal}}$. If a physical aspect is idealized in several components the influence on one component $y_k^{\text{ideal},k-k}$ is written as

$$y_k^{\text{ideal},k-k} = \frac{\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal},k-k}}{\varepsilon_k^{\text{real}}}$$  \hfill (6)

and the influence on the overall system $y_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal},k-k}$ is calculated by

$$y_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal},k-k} = \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal},k-k}}{\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{real}}}$$  \hfill (7)

Here, the efficiency of the component or the system is in the idealized case $\varepsilon_k^{\text{ideal},k-k}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ideal},k-k}$ respectively. In this work the exergetic efficiency of the storage unit $\varepsilon_{\text{st}}$ is calculated by

$$\varepsilon_{\text{st}} = \frac{E_{\text{P, st}} - \int P_{\text{fan, st}} dt}{E_{P,\text{st}}},$$  \hfill (8)

that of the storage unit with periphery $\varepsilon_{\text{st+per}}$ by

$$\varepsilon_{\text{st+per}} = \frac{E_{P,\text{SP+per}} - \int P_{\text{fan, st+per}} dt}{E_{P,\text{st+per}}},$$  \hfill (9)

and that of the total system $\varepsilon_{\text{tot}}$ by
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Here, the product exergy of the storage unit, the storage unit with periphery and the total system are \( E_{P, st} \), \( E_{P, st+per} \) and \( E_{P, tot} \) respectively. The regarding fuel exergies are in the same order \( E_{F, st} \), \( E_{F, st+per} \) and \( E_{F, tot} \). The proportional fan power of the storage unit is \( P_{fan, st} \), that of the storage unit with periphery is \( P_{fan, st+per} \) and the total fan power is \( P_{fan, tot} \). Beside the exergetic efficiency also the thermal efficiency is of interest. The thermal efficiency of the storage unit \( \eta_{sp} \) is defined by

\[
\eta_{st} = \frac{H_{P, st}}{H_{F, st}}, \tag{11}
\]

that of the storage unit with periphery \( \eta_{sp+per} \) is written as

\[
\eta_{st+per} = \frac{H_{P, st+per}}{H_{F, st+per}}, \tag{12}
\]

and that of the overall system \( \eta_{tot} \) is

\[
\eta_{tot} = \frac{E_{P, tot} - \int P_{fan, tot} dt}{E_{F, tot}}. \tag{13}
\]

The fuel enthalpy of the storage unit, the storage unit with periphery and the overall system are \( H_{F, st} \), \( H_{F, st+per} \) and \( H_{F, tot} \). The product enthalpy of the storage unit and the storage unit with periphery are \( H_{P, st} \) and \( H_{P, st+per} \) respectively. The physical aspects studied in this work are listed in Table 1.

### Table 1: Idealized physical aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idealized physical aspect</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat loss to the surrounding</td>
<td>Storage / periphery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat resistance from the heat transfer fluid (HTF) to the</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>particles and inside the particles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective thermal conduction in flow direction</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure drop</td>
<td>Storage / periphery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Numerical Model**

The numerical model consists of the TESS, its periphery and the ORC. Except for the ORC, which is implemented by means of results of Preißinger and Brüggemann [8], all components are modelled physically. The energy equation for the storage and the pipes of the periphery generally reads

\[
\frac{\partial (\rho h)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho h \mathbf{v}) = \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T) + q, \tag{14}
\]

with the density \( \rho \), the enthalpy \( h \), the time \( t \), the velocity vector \( \mathbf{v} \), the heat conductivity \( \lambda \), the temperature \( T \) and a source term \( q \). The model of the TESS is primarily based on the Schumann model [9]. The sand and the heat transfer fluid (HTF) are both modelled one dimensionally and are coupled by source terms that account for the heat transfer between both
phases. By substituting \( h \) by the heat capacity \( c_p \) or \( c \) and \( T \), assuming a constant density for the energy equation and introducing the porosity \( \psi \) equation (14) becomes

\[
\psi c_p \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \psi u c_p \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} = \psi \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \Lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + q_{HTF}
\]

(15) for the HTF and

\[
(1 - \psi) c \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = (1 - \psi) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \Lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + q_{Par}
\]

(16) for the particles. The assumption of a constant density leads to a constant mass flow in the energy equation over the storage length. For comparison a model with a complete variable density was set up. For the case studied in this work the maximum difference in the HTF temperature inside the storage of the two models is less than 0.25 K, but the model with the complete variable density needs more numerical effort. In equation (15) and (16) \( \Lambda \) is an effective thermal conductivity that is calculated by [10]

\[
\Lambda = \lambda_{eff} + \frac{Pe_0}{2} \lambda_{HTF}
\]

(17) where the second term on the right hand side with the Peclet number of the superficial velocity \( Pe_0 \) and the heat conductivity of the HTF \( \lambda_{HTF} \) accounts for disperse effects. The effective heat conductivity of the packed bed without through flow \( \lambda_{eff} \) is calculated with the detailed model of Bauer/Zehner/Schlünder [11–13]. This model accounts for the heat conduction in the particles and the HTF as well as for radiation. For the HTF the free length of path of the molecules is considered and for the particles factors are included to account for e.g. the contact surfaces. The source term in equation (15) of the HTF is calculated by

\[
q_{HTF} = \alpha_{HTF} \cdot (T_{Par} - T_{HTF}) + k_{ht} \cdot (T_{amb} - T_{HTF}).
\]

(18) Here, the particle temperature is \( T_{Par} \), the HTF temperature is \( T_{HTF} \), the ambient temperature is \( T_{amb} \), the effective heat transfer coefficient between particles and HTF is \( \alpha_{HTF} \) and the heat loss coefficient is \( k_{ht} \). The source term in equation (16) of the particles is defined as

\[
q_{Par} = \alpha_{WTF} \cdot (T_{WTF} - T_{Par}).
\]

(19) The heat resistance in the particle is considered in the definition of \( \alpha_{WTF}\):

\[
\alpha_{WTF} = \left( \frac{1}{\alpha_{WTF-Par}} + \frac{d_{par}}{2 \cdot 5 \cdot \lambda_{par}} \right)^{-1}.
\]

(20) In equation (20) the particle diameter is \( d_{par} \), the heat conductivity of the particles is \( \lambda_{par} \) and the heat transfer coefficient between particles and HTF \( \alpha_{WTF-Par} \) is calculated by means of the model of Gnielinski [14,15] based on the flow around a single sphere. For small Pe this model is extended with the correlation found in Kunii and Suzuki [16]. In order to determine the pressure drop in the packed bed, the model of Molerus [17] is used as it shows better agreements with experiments [10] than the Ergun equation [18]. The pressure drop is calculated by

\[
\Delta p = \left[ \frac{4}{3 \rho u^2} \frac{\psi^2}{2} \frac{1}{1 - \psi \text{Eu}(\Phi_D)} \right]^{-1}
\]

(21) with the Sauter mean diameter \( d_{par} \), the length \( \Delta l \) and the Euler number Eu(\( \Phi_D \)) defined in e.g. the VDI Heat Atlas [10]. For the pipes of the periphery equation (14) is

\[
c_p \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + u c_p \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + q_{pipe-HTF}
\]

(22) for the HTF and

\[
c \rho \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \lambda \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) + q_{pipe-wall}
\]

(23) for the pipe walls. Where \( q_{pipe-HTF} \) is defined as
and \( q_{\text{pipe-HTF}} \) is defined as
\[
q_{\text{pipe-HTF}}(T_W - T_{HTF})
\]

Here, the temperature of the pipe wall is \( T_W \), the heat transfer coefficient between wall and HTF is \( \alpha_{\text{WTF-W}} \) and the heat transfer coefficient of the heat loss is \( k_{\text{pipe-ht}} \). A correlation of Gnielinski [19] is used to calculate \( \alpha_{\text{WTF-W}} \) and the pressure drops of the pipes, valves, bends and branches are calculated according to the VDI Heat Atlas [10].

The numerical model is implemented in MATLAB Simulink. To discretize equation (15), (16), (22) and (23) the method of lines is applied. Therefore only the spatial discretization is done by hand, resulting in a system of time-dependent ordinary differential equations that can be efficiently treated by solvers provided by MATLAB Simulink. So called C-mex Level 2 s-functions are used to describe the discretization. The query of the temperature dependent material properties is compiled in C-code, too. For the sand the heat capacity and the heat conductivity are implemented temperature dependently, the same is true for the heat conductivity of the insulation of the storage unit and that of the pipes of the periphery. The heat capacity, the heat conductivity, the viscosity and the density – except the density in the energy equation – of the air are implemented temperature dependently with data from REFPROP [20].

**Conditions**

A TESS with 4.7 t of sand (this corresponds to one module of the storage system developed by enolcon GmbH and set up at the University of Bayreuth, see Figure 1) with a diameter of about 2 mm is considered in combination with an ORC working with toluene [8]. Air is used as HTF for the vertical flow TESS with six parallel sections. Each section has a size of about 1.1 m x 1.1 m x 0.4 m in depth, height and length, respectively. The inlet and outlet stainless steel pipes length is 5 m each, with an inner diameter of 0.2 m. The insulation of the storage and the pipes is 0.2 m thick and consists of different types of mineral wool and plates. A charging temperature of 600 °C, a discharging temperature of 20 °C and a standard volume flow of 0.667 m³ are applied for the exergetic analysis. Here, the TESS is studied in the swung-in state, which is already achieved at the fifth charging and discharging cycle. The time for charging and discharging is identical and about 5660 s each. No storage time between the two modes is considered. A mesh of the storage unit consists of 150 nodes for each phase (HTF and storage material) in flow direction. The mathematical optimization including the TESS dimensions and ratios, the sand porosity and diameter as well as the pipe diameter is performed with a downhill simplex method [21] combined with a branch and bound approach.

![Figure 1: Storage modules of the combined TESS and ORC facility at the University of Bayreuth](image-url)
Results

The numerical model of the storage unit is validated with results of the demonstration plant. Here, the inlet temperature and standard volume flow differ from that for the exergetic analysis. They are not constant over time and are imported from the experiments into the numerical simulation. As depicted in Figure 2, the numerical results agree well with the experimental ones for the charging mode. The minor deviations are caused by e.g. the uncertainties in the measurement of the volume flow, the position of the thermocouples and the material properties as well as slightly untight valves and possibly small by-pass flows in the storage unit.

For the studied case an electrical power of about 78 kW is achieved resulting in an overall thermal efficiency of 16.1 % and a thermal efficiency of the TESS alone of 86.1 %. The exergetic efficiency of the overall system, the TESS with periphery and the TESS alone are 36.1 %, 78.8 % and 81.7 % respectively. Figure 3 depicts the influence of all studied physical aspects on the exergetic efficiency of the overall system and that of components. The heat transfer resistance, the overall pressure drop and the heat conduction in flow direction have the largest influence on the overall exergetic efficiency. For the exergetic efficiency of the storage the physical aspect with the highest influence is the heat transfer resistance followed by the heat conduction in flow direction. After the mathematical optimization, the influences are much more even as seen in Figure 4. Now the overall heat loss and the heat transfer resistance have the highest impact on the overall exergetic efficiency which increased to 43.4 %. The exergetic efficiency of the TESS is 91.3 % after the optimization.
Figure 3: Influence of physical aspects on the exergetic efficiencies of different components and the overall system before optimization

Figure 4: Influence of physical aspects on the exergetic efficiencies of different components and the overall system after optimization

**Summary/Conclusions**

A detailed exergetic analysis of a TESS in combination with an ORC is performed. Within this scope validated numerical models are applied and the influence of several physical aspects on the exergetic efficiencies of the TESS and the complete system are analysed. The entire pressure drop and the heat resistance from the HTF to the particles have the highest influence on the overall exergetic efficiency. By means of a mathematical optimization this efficiency increased from 36 % to 43 %.
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Abstract
Cycle analysis has been applied to simple versions of supercritical steam plant with novel steam transfer pipes. We have proposed that Advanced Ultra Super Critical (A-USC) power plant might incorporate internally coated and externally cooled sections of transfer pipe. This would keep the temperatures of pipe walls below an acceptable limit enabling more readily available steel alloys to replace the some of the 32% nickel comprising the metal content of some very high temperature designs (a throttle temperature of 700°C). As a preliminary modelling step, our throttle temperature has been restricted to 594°C. For co-current cooling, pipe wall resistance and coolant flow rate were adjusted so that pipe wall temperatures were below a limit (mostly 550°C) at all axial locations; ambitious reductions in temperature limits had some small effects on the cycle efficiency. Co-current cooling produced a slightly higher efficiency than counter-current cooling. The reduced cycle efficiencies do not appear justified when current material and electricity prices are considered but there is a strategic argument that the currently envisaged content of nickel in A-USC, if applied globally and to all future power plant, would be unsustainable. In the near future we intend to publish papers showing models of more representative plant.

Keywords: A-USC cycles, cycle analysis, thermal coatings

Introduction
Advanced ultrasupercritical cycles (A-USC) offer cycle efficiencies as high as 55% and hence 15% higher than typical conventional plant [1]. The generation of supercritical steam at 350 bar and 720°C normally necessitates the use of expensive nickel-based alloys (for superheater and reheater tubing and turbine parts), comprising 32% of all metals used. The use of expensive alloys in the superheater is unavoidable, but it might be possible to use cheaper alloys in the transport pipes – possibly ~200-m-long and located between the superheater and the turbines. A proposed modification entails coating with thermal insulation the inner surfaces of pipes transporting steam between plant items. The ensuing reduction in pipe wall temperatures would facilitate the use of cheaper types of steel in these pipes. The aim of the current study is to investigate whether or not the required cooling of such thermally coated zones would result in an unacceptable loss in cycle efficiency.

For the current paper we consider a simple regenerative cycle with no reheat and moderate temperature of operation (<600°C in our current simulations and below the metallurgical limit of interest). (This is a first step in our work. We shall extend later calculations to higher temperatures nearer the region of 700°C, and increase the complexity of plant.) Our aim is to set up a cycle simulation incorporating a thermally cooled zone of pipe, and to probe the impact of pipe cooling on cycle efficiency. Specific objectives are: (1) to model a simple plant in steady-state, exhibiting the cycle efficiencies expected of sub-critical and supercritical operation; (2) to inspect the impact of the coating method on cycle efficiency and pipe
wall temperature; (3) to make a tentative cost/benefit analysis. Future papers will cover more representative, regenerative cycles with reheat.

Experience of A-USC cycles includes the EPRI project [2] and the Turk project [3]. Marion et al. [1] list industrial, operational plant with reheat temperatures as high as 623 °C where only ferritic and austenitic steels are needed for fabrication, before discussing operation at very high reheat temperatures up to 720 °C and even 760°C. We know of no previous attempts to thermally coat steam pipes, but the use of thermal coatings in turbines and diesel engines is well known [4].

In this document a simple hypothetical plant is postulated. The thermodynamic model allows for thermally coated zones (TCZ) of pipework and the associated heat transfers, and employs steady-state balances of heat and material at all plant items to derive cycle efficiency.

Thermodynamic modelling of plant

A plant diagram is shown on Figure 1. The coated zone is located between the superheater and turbine set and draws coolant from the feedwater. The cycle is regenerative: some steam is bled from the midpoint of the turbine set (stream #3) and mixed into feedwater at intermediate pressure. The temperature-entropy diagram demonstrates the supercritical operation, regenerative heating, and a (small) reduction in temperature after the TCZ (see circle).

Figure 1 - Simple regenerative cycle with thermally coated zone - coolant drawn from feedwater (a) plant (b) Ts diagram.
For a system boundary around any plant item (heater, boiler, turbine, reheater) the Steady Flow Energy Equation is written thus

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{l} m_{\text{out},i} h_{\text{out},i} - \sum_{j=1}^{j} m_{\text{in},j} h_{\text{in},j} = \begin{cases} W \text{ (if turbine)} \\ Q_{\text{tcz}} \text{ (if cooling jacket)} \\ 0 \text{ (if throttle)} \\ Q \text{ (if boiler)} \end{cases} \]

where \( h \) is specific enthalpy, \( m \) is rate of mass flow \( Q \) is heating power, and \( W \) is mechanical power. The corresponding equation for mass conservation is

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{l} m_{\text{out},i} = \sum_{j=1}^{j} m_{\text{in},i} \]

A tentative estimate of reversible turbine power \( W' \) was found for isentropic expansion \( (h'_{\text{out}} = f(p, s_{\text{out}}) \text{ and } s_{\text{out}} = s_{\text{in}}) \). To obtain true power \( W' \) was corrected with an isentropic efficiency according to \( W = \eta_{\text{isen}} W' \). Regeneration was idealised by a mixer (e.g. streams 3, 6, 7 on Figure 1) - in practice a train of feedwater heaters would be used so as to reduce the number of installed feedwater pumps [2].

The cycle efficiency is the ratio of net power output to heat input.

\[ \eta_{\text{cycle}} = \frac{\sum W_i}{\sum \max(0, \sum Q_i)} \]

The length of the TCZ follows from

\[ L = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{k} R_{k,k+1} \theta_{k+1} - \theta_{k}}{h(\theta_{\text{in}} - \theta_{\text{out}})} Q_{\text{tcz}} \]
where $\theta = T_{wf} - T_{co}$ is the temperature difference between the (supercritical) working fluid and the coolant and the subscript (in, out) refers to the inlet and outlet of the TCZ, and the denominator group is the logarithmic mean temperature difference. Also, $R_{k,k+1}$ is a set of thermal resistances (each between point $k$ and $k+1$) that will be defined in due course. The temperature $T_{wf,out}$ was guessed to allow estimation of all four temperatures (Equation 1) and two temperature differences and length $L$ (Equation 4). Thereafter $T_{wf,out}$ was adjusted until $L = 200m$.

With regard to $R_{1,2}$ and in particular the heat transfer coefficient of the (supercritical) working fluid, $\alpha_{wf}$, the correlation of Yamagata et al [3a] yielded $\alpha_{wf}$ within 20% of experimental data.

With regard to $R_{2,3}$ Stoever and Funke [4] review the composition and stability of thermal barrier coatings. They identify as well-established yttrium stabilized zirconia ($Y_2O_3$) with thermal conductivity [1.1, 1.5] W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ in the range [900, 1320]$^o$C. With regard to $R_{3,4}$ thermal conductivities for 9Cr-1MoVNb steel from reference [5] were taken as appropriate for P91 steels. With regard to $R_{4,5}$ and heat transfer coefficient of coolant, $\alpha_{co}$, the value of $\alpha_{co}$ was computed with Nunner’s correlation [6]. At any axial location $z$ within the TCZ, the three surfaces/ interfaces were: $n=2$ (coating surface facing working fluid); $n=3$ (coating-pipe interface); $n = 4$ (pipe surface facing coolant). The corresponding temperature was:

$$T_n = T_{wf} + \left( T_{co} - T_{wf} \right) \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n-1} R_{k,k+1}}{\sum_{k=1}^{n+1} R_{k,k+1}}$$

(5)

$T_3$ is the most vulnerable temperature at the interface between coating and pipe, $R_{2,3}$ being the coating resistance.

Three cases were investigated

- The TCZ was cooled with boiler feedwater in a co-current configuration (Figure 1). The estimates of $R_{3,4}$ and $R_{4,5}$ were disregarded, ($R_{3,4} + R_{4,5}$) was found by rearrangement of Equation 5 so that $T_3 = T_{limit}$ (normally 550$^o$C). The heat capacity ratio (coolant to working fluid), implying the coolant mass flow rate ($m_{12}$), was chosen so that $T_3 = constant$ at all positions in the TCZ. Analytical solution of coupled Equations 1 and 4, obviated the need to iterate. Co-current cooling minimised $Q_{tcz}$ and the concomitant loss of cycle efficiency.

- The above was repeated, but with counter-current flow. The flow was set to give $T_3 = T_{limit}$ at the base of the TCZ but $T_3$ decreased below the limit above this point.

- Coolant was by means of a steam bleed from the mid-point of the turbine (Figure 3). This meant that the estimated exit temperature ($T_{12}$) had to be iterated to give the required $L = 200m$. All four thermal resistances were computed from constitutive data as described above.
Fig 3 - Simple regenerative cycle with thermally coated zone - coolant extracted from turbine mid-point

Results

Table 1 concerns co-current cooling with feedwater as coolant. In principle, on row #3 the reduction in cycle efficiency was small; from bypass (no cooling used, so the wall temperature achieved 593.8°C) to $T_{\text{limit}} = 550°C$ the loss in efficiency was 0.08% only. A corresponding loss of 5.19°C in temperature of working fluid was tolerable only because heat was recovered through the cooling jacket and passed to the feedwater, thereby reducing the load on the boiler. A reduction in the limiting temperature to $T_{\text{limit}} = 450°C$ reduced cycle efficiency by 0.26% only.

On Table 2, switching to counter-current flow and row #2 ($T_{\text{limit}}= 550°C$ limit and coating thickness $w = 0.005$ m) the cycle efficiency was reduced by a further 0.08% (ie from 44.83% (bypass) to 44.75% (co-current) to 44.67% (counter-current). Table 2 also probes the effect of coating thickness – clearly thicker coatings are superior: they demand lower rates of coolant flow and minimise efficiency loss. There may well be issues with the mechanical stability of thicker coatings. Also note that the cooling jacket would have to withstand the very high feedwater pressure (100 bar).

The use of turbine steam (Table 3) brings about slightly lower cycle efficiencies (there were problems with our iterative procedure for $w<2$mm). However, the practical considerations of plant layout may well militate towards this option - in addition the coolant pressure is more tolerable. At $w = 2$mm the efficiency loss (0.59%) is worthy of economic analysis.
Table 1 Impact of limiting temperature on cycle efficiency with co-current flow (feedwater as coolant). Throttle pressure = 310 bar. TCZ length = 200 m. Pipe diameters are \(d_i = 0.24\) m and \(d_o = 0.36\) m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(T_{\text{limit}}, \degree C)</th>
<th>Cycle efficiency, %</th>
<th>Coolant flow as fraction of (m_1), %</th>
<th>(T_2, \degree C)</th>
<th>(w_{\text{tcz}}, \text{ m})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bypass</td>
<td>44.83</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>593.80</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>44.82</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>593.31</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>44.75</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>588.11</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>44.66</td>
<td>26.32</td>
<td>581.62</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>44.57</td>
<td>54.91</td>
<td>575.12</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>44.52</td>
<td>78.64</td>
<td>571.87</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Impact of coating thickness on cycle efficiency with counter-current flow (feedwater as coolant). Different coating thickness, \(T_{\text{limit}} = 550\degree C\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating thickness, m</th>
<th>Cycle efficiency, %</th>
<th>Coolant flow as fraction of (m_1), %</th>
<th>(T_2, \degree C)</th>
<th>(T_{14}, \degree C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bypass</td>
<td>44.83</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>593.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>44.67</td>
<td>3.088</td>
<td>582.2</td>
<td>509.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>44.60</td>
<td>5.012</td>
<td>577.6</td>
<td>482.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>44.39</td>
<td>43.93</td>
<td>562.9</td>
<td>338.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The key finding is the apparently small reduction in cycle efficiency. Far more work remains to be done, but this first calculation reassures us that the impact of a TCZ is comparatively small and worthy of further investigation.

There are several areas in which the model is to be improved. No allowance was made for pressure losses in pipes. The use of additional channels in the form of cooling jackets will increase such losses and might well impact cycle efficiency.
Table 3. Impact of coating thickness on cycle efficiency with counter-current flow (mid-turbine steam used as coolant, coolant is exhausted to the feedwater heater (modelled by a mixer). $T_{\text{limit}} = 550 ^\circ \text{C}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coating thickness, m</th>
<th>Cycle efficiency, %</th>
<th>Coolant flow as fraction $m_1$, %</th>
<th>$T_2$, °C</th>
<th>$T_{14}$, °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bypass</td>
<td>44.83</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>593.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>44.50</td>
<td>9.197</td>
<td>584.7</td>
<td>509.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>44.36</td>
<td>16.749</td>
<td>580.7</td>
<td>482.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>34.05</td>
<td>567.7</td>
<td>449.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practical cycles use a train of nine feedwater heaters (rather than mixers) and use at least single reheat and possibly double reheat. Use of steam properties at higher temperatures (up to $720 ^\circ \text{C}$) is desirable; this requires care in implementation to deal with heat transfer coefficients and steam properties (particularly the supercritical heat transfer coefficients). Real world plant uses single-reheat at least and quite possibly double reheat. This doubles (or triples) the length of pipe requiring cooling while at the same time causing a commensurate efficiency loss. Engineering considerations include joining (nickel-based steels to austenitic steels), mechanical stresses, and stability of coatings.

A further issue is that steam temperatures will overshoot their set-point at start up. A dynamic simulation is desirable, although for economic analysis it is probably sufficient to apply a correction to the applied temperature limit.

The justification for implementing a TCZ is more strategic than economic. High temperature super-alloys (e.g. inconel-600) contain typically 72% by mass nickel and substantially more than steels such as P91 (8% by mass). Thereupon a future global movement towards A-USC risks making newly built power plant the principal user of nickel and unsustainable depletion of natural deposits. An approximate cost analysis hints that changing from P91 to inconel-600 increases costs at todays valuations. Approximately, the net additional cost per unit energy (in $/\text{GWh}$) is

$$c_{\text{net}} = -\frac{\Delta \eta}{\eta} p_{\text{elec}} + \left( \Delta c_{\text{tp}} + c_{\text{jacket}} + c_{\text{tcz}} \right) A M G$$

where $p_{\text{elec}} = $0.12/ kW hr was taken as a typical price of electricity in the United States, paid by industrial consumers in the year 2017-2018. We considered a 0.5% change to a cycle efficiency of 50%. Also $\Delta c_{\text{tp}} = 5.65-0.77 = $4.88 kg$^{-1}$ is change in cost of the transport pipe, estimated form the change in the composition of raw materials and using mid-range prices in the year 2017-2018, $c_{\text{jacket}}$ is the cost of a jacket, estimated as four times the material cost of the transport pipe ($=4 \times $0.77 kg$^{-1}$), $c_{\text{tcz}}$ is the cost of ceramic ($$54 kg^{-1}$), allowing for a 5-mm-thick layer of yttrium oxide. G is the electrical energy produced throughout a 30-year plant lifetime (typically in GW hr), M is the mass of transport pipe and A is an amortization factor (=1 if there is no net rate of interest). The net additional cost of $1202 per GW hr is dominated by the loss of revenue from electricity ($1200). Further costs are the construction of a cooling jacket ($8.61) and the cost of the coating ($6.97) versus a saving of $13.64 by replacing Inconel-600 with P91. These savings are uncertain because little modelling of the
long-run price of base metals is available [7]. Ahn [7] suggests that long-run prices have declined very slightly since 1900 (with sharp peaks from time to time, e.g. during global conflict) and that depletion of natural resources is compensated for by improvements in the productivity of extraction and processing.

Conclusions

A simple supercritical plant with regenerative heating has been modelled. This first step in our work applies to supercritical pressures and temperatures although the temperatures are restricted to <600°C. (Future modelling will address very high temperatures > 700 °C.) It is demonstrated that the TCZ can reduce cycle efficiency in the range from 0.08% to 0.6%; the bigger efficiency losses are (not surprisingly) associated with thinner coatings. Two configurations have been tested. The use of boiler feedwater as coolant appears slightly more favourable but there may well be practical difficulties - e.g. manufacturing a cooling jacket to operate at ~100 bar. The loss of revenue from electricity far outweighs any savings in capital cost although future material prices are uncertain.
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Abstract

Flexible power generation is an everyday diffused challenge that increasingly affects the German power grid due to rising shares of renewable resources. Enhancing renewable and flexible power generation is one of the most important topics in the so-called Energiewende agenda. The geothermal power plant in Oberhaching is taken as case study since it represents the typical Bavarian geothermal reservoir, with a gross power output equal to 4.3 MWel. The task is to investigate the possibility to design a binary hybrid geothermal power plant and to integrate it into the German energy market, taking as secondary available resource exhaust gases coming from a biogas engine with an available thermal power equal to 1365 kWth.

Three main concepts are defined for the hybrid power plant: increasing the geothermal fluid temperature, superheating the working fluid and assuming an additional evaporator where the working fluid is heated only by exhaust gases. Stationary and quasi-stationary simulations have been performed with Aspen Plus 8.8. The results demonstrate how the hybridization allows an increase of electric power of approximately 250 kWel, depending on the followed layout. Off-design conditions are investigated regarding both the unavailability of exhaust gases and the yearly ambient temperature variations. Since the available extra thermal power is not sufficient to comply with the minute reserve market requirements, other possible solutions are investigated. A storage system is firstly applied and, furthermore, the extra thermal power is increased, redefining thus the secondary resource as exhaust gases from a solid biomass power plant. The two proposed solutions allowed separately reaching the two main requirements asked by the minute reserve market: a nominal power equal to 5 MWel and 1 MWel as power granularity.

Keywords: Geothermal, Biomass, Flexible power generation, Minute reserve market

Introduction/Background

Nowadays, ORC geothermal applications allow exploiting even low-enthalpy geothermal fluids (Ennio Macchi, 2015). These applications result interesting since they run on renewable resources and have a very high capacity factor (Ennio Macchi, 2015). In order to increase the nominal power, hybrid geothermal concepts have been proposed, especially considering solar as second available source. The Stillwater triple hybrid power plant, built by Enel Green Power, exploits a geothermal reservoir with additional power provided by a CSP and PV field [2]. Heberle et al. [3] also investigated the possibility to use solar thermal power to superheat the organic working fluid. In addition, also biomass has been considered as possible second available source. Enel Green Power [4] hybridized the existing geothermal power plant Cornia 2 with a biomass combustor, providing an overall power increase of 5 MWel. In this case, the second available source is used to superheat the geothermal steam. The development of geothermal and biomass hybrid systems was also investigated in Japan according to Yoshinobu et al. [5]: the additional resource allows
exploiting a geothermal reservoir even if its fluid temperature is generally too low to be economically interesting. DiPippo et al. [6] investigated three different hybrid layouts at Rotokawa I power plant in New Zealand: the most promising is a biomass power plant which takes advantages of geothermal energy to enhance its performance. Several geothermal and biomass hybrid concepts were also investigated according to economic aspects by Srinivas et al. [7]. The increasing shares of renewables in today’s energy market leads to the need of flexibility. The German energy market is divided into: primary reserve, secondary reserve and minute reserve, as shown by Just et al. [8]. Actually, the last one requires the energy producer to provide at least a nominal power of 5 MW_{el} and a power granularity of 1 MW_{el} [8]. According to this background, hybrid geothermal and biomass systems can represent a key-factor in order to reach both environment-friendly and flexible power generation.

**Boundary Conditions**

The evaluated power plant models are created assuming the geothermal reservoir in Oberhaching as primary resource. In fact, it can be considered as a typical Bavarian geothermal reservoir with liquid fluid. The biogas exhaust gases represent the second available resource and a GE Jenbacher JMS 620 GS-B.L is considered as engine model. The main boundary conditions of the two sources are resumed in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geothermal Fluid</th>
<th>Biogas Exhaust Gases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure (bar)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Flow (kg/s)</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three different power plant layouts (Concepts A, B and C) are proposed and investigated.

**Figure 1:** Concept A layout: the geothermal fluid is superheated through exhaust gases.

In Figure 1 the layout of concept A is shown. Starting from the typical binary configuration, an additional heat exchanger (EXC) is introduced, in order to increase the geothermal fluid temperature while exploiting the exhaust gases. In Figure 2, concept B relies on exploiting exhaust gases to superheat the organic fluid (SH).
The third case, concept C, is presented in Figure 3: two different evaporators (E-GW and E-G) are designed to separately exploit the two available sources.

**On-Design Model**

The on-design model requires several assumptions which are reasonably defined according to Astolfi et al. [9] and resumed in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator $\Delta T_p$(K)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ACC inlet T ($^\circ$C)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser $\Delta T_p$(K)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ACC outlet T($^\circ$C)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recuperator $\Delta T_p$(K)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Turbine efficiency (%)</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Generator efficiency (%)</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thermal efficiency of the power plant is calculated according to the following equation:
The models presented in this work are simulated according to a constant pressure at the pump. In addition, pump efficiency variations are neglected. On the other hand, turbine efficiency variations are considered through the set of equations provided by Ghasemi et al. (Ghasemi, Sheu, Tizzanini, Paci, & Mitsos, 2014). Many cases are calculated considering only the off-design condition of the turbine. Extended off-design evaluations are further considered according to the procedure provided by Toffolo et al. [11]. The following parameters are used to compare on- and off-design:

\[ \eta = \frac{W_{\text{turb - on-des}}}{Q_{\text{th}}} \]  

\[ \text{Flexibility Coefficient} = \frac{W_{\text{turb - on-des}}}{W_{\text{turb - off-des}}} \]  

\[ \Delta W = W_{\text{turb - on-des}} - W_{\text{turb - off-des}} \]

**Discussion and Results**

**Fluid Comparison**

Two potential ORC working fluids are considered for the ORC module. In respect to existing power plants, in the simulations R245fa and R600a are investigated. All the aforementioned power plant layouts are performed with both working fluids, defining the on-design for each example. In concept A, R600a reaches a turbine power of 4594 kW at 14.8 bar with 10.24 % as thermal power plant efficiency. On the other hand, R245fa provides only 4292 kW at 8.3 bar, but with a slightly higher thermal power plant efficiency equal to 10.34 %. Very similar trends are found both in Concept B and C. According to these results, the further cases are performed with R600a as selected working fluid.

**Defining the On-Design**

In all the three concepts, a sensitivity analysis is performed while varying the pressure at the pump. Therefore, the on-design is chosen as the point with the maximum turbine power output. The reinjection temperature is considered as a variable. According to the assumed boundary conditions and to the chosen layout, concept A and C provide the same results. In Table 3, a comparison between concept A and B shows that increasing the geothermal fluid temperature maximizes the turbine power output. In concept B, a superheating degree of 5.7 °C is assumed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Turbine Power as On-Design (kW&lt;sub&gt;el&lt;/sub&gt;)</th>
<th>Evaporating Pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Power Plant Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Reinjection Temperature(°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4594</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Off-Design Behaviour of the Turbine**

Regarding the hybrid concept and its flexibility, it is reasonable to investigate a decoupling of the exhaust gases. This off-design case is performed for the different considered layouts. Since turbine efficiency is variable in off-design, a suitable set of equations is adopted for these examples (Ghasemi, Sheu, Tizzanini, Paci, & Mitsos, 2014). As first step, this procedure is applied maintaining constant pinch point temperatures in the heat exchangers and with the same on-design evaporating pressure. This approach seems valuable, since exhaust gases only represent about 3 % of the total thermal available power. The main results are shown in the following Table 4.
Table 4: Turbine off-design main results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Turbine Power Off-Design (kW\textsubscript{el})</th>
<th>Turbine Off-Design Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Flexibility Coefficient</th>
<th>Power Variation (kW\textsubscript{el})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4349</td>
<td>83.76</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4212</td>
<td>81.06</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turbine efficiency in concept A decreases only 0.24 % while 2.94 % is found in concept B. This is a direct consequence of the followed power plant flow sheet. Moreover, concept B provides a higher power flexibility relying on the higher drop in turbine efficiency. In Figure 4, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to show the different flexibility coefficient trends in the two considered cases. As it could be noticed, the two trends are completely different. In Concept B the off-design case provides a higher flexibility at low pressures (generally up to 15 bar). On the other hand, concept A is more flexible than concept B at high pressures. The two curves cross over at approximately 15 bar. Since the on-design points are found before this value, B results more flexible than A. Moreover, it clearly appears how these examples can provide a negative reserve while switching at off-design.

Figure 4: Flexibility coefficient in concept A and B as a function of the evaporating pressure. The two points represent the on-designs

Complete Off-Design
A complete off-design is here investigated, according to the procedure proposed by Toffolo et al. [11] and results are summarized in Table 5. Turbine efficiency in concept A becomes slightly higher than in the previous evaluated off-design. Since both pinch point temperatures in evaporator and condenser decrease, the current off-design point of the turbine gets closer to the on-design one. No particular variations affect concept B and its flexibility.

Table 5: Off-design results in concept A and B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Turbine Power (kW\textsubscript{el})</th>
<th>Turbine Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Flexibility Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Off-Design</td>
<td>4410</td>
<td>83.85</td>
<td>1.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Off-Design</td>
<td>4202</td>
<td>81.05</td>
<td>1.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turbine Off-Design due to seasonality
During the year, since an air-cooled condenser is assumed, ambient temperature changes affect the power plant outputs. The on-design ambient temperature is set equal to 10 °C, according to the average yearly temperature in Southern Germany. At very low temperatures,
the condensing pressure is limited to prevent further losses in turbine efficiency. While varying the ambient temperature, the off-design is firstly applied only at the turbine. Moreover, both availability and unavailability of exhaust gases are investigated while varying the ambient temperature in both concepts A and B. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 the difference in turbine power output is shown for both concepts: in A the highest flexibility is reached at 10 °C (on-design) with 250 kW power difference while in B major flexibility is available at lower temperatures with almost 500 kW.

These results allow to consider that a certain model flexibility can vary during the year as a function of the ambient temperature with not negligible consequences over the entire results.

Integration of a Storage System

Nowadays market flexibility requirements are ruled according to different reserves, such as the secondary reserve and the minute reserve [8]. The minute reserve (MRL), for example, requires a power granularity equal to 1 MWel for at least 4 hours. In the previous calculations, due to the assumed thermal power, it is not actually possible to reach a power granularity of 1 MWel. Without entering in merit, it is assumed that the considered power plant fits the dynamical requirements of the MRL [12]. Consequently, applying a storage system could appear as an interesting solution to fulfill the requirements of the MRL. The thermal storage system is assumed as virtual, avoiding any thermal losses. It is worthwhile to consider that this different design could be a “key-pathway” to create an even more flexible power plant, entering another market reserve. The daily evaluation is divided into two different parts: the storing phase (20 h) and the extra power phase (which lasts 4 h according to MRL). Since the storing phase is way longer than the extra-power one, the former is assumed as the on-design one. Concept C is chosen as the most promising design to be evaluated according to this application. For a wider evaluation, also an off-design analysis is investigated. The evaporating pressure is assumed constant at 14.8 bar. In Table 6 the main results are summarized. It could be noticed how switching to a complete off-design with the same evaporating pressure, the turbine power decreases. In order to match the required UA at the condenser, the condensing pressure raises lowering the turbine power output. Consequently, an additional case was evaluated optimizing the evaporating pressure: an increase of 1 bar leads to the required power granularity.
Table 6: Main results in concept C evaluated with a storage system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Turbine Power (kW\textsubscript{el})</th>
<th>Volume Split (%)</th>
<th>Turbine Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Exhaust Gases (kW\textsubscript{th})</th>
<th>Evaporating Pressure (bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-Design</td>
<td>4360</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine Off-Design</td>
<td>5360</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>82.73</td>
<td>6380</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-Design</td>
<td>5237</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>83.17</td>
<td>6380</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-Design-optimized</td>
<td>5370</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>83.28</td>
<td>6380</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since MRL requires 1 MW\textsubscript{el} for at least 4 hours, it means that the total storage capability needs to be about 25520 kWh\textsubscript{th}, which is approximately 78% of the entire daily thermal power provided by the exhaust gases.

**Solid Biomass Example**

In order to enter the minute reserve market, each power plant is required to provide a minimum nominal power of 5 MW\textsubscript{el}. Up to now, simulations have always been performed according to 1365 kW\textsubscript{th} as thermal input in form of biogas exhaust gases, complying with the chosen biogas engine (JMS 620 GS-B.L). Supposing now to increase the thermal input throughout a sensitivity analysis, further simulations are performed: the intent is to reach the required nominal power equal to 5 MW\textsubscript{el}. A new case is now simulated assuming a thermal available power equal to 3780 kW\textsubscript{th}; it could be assumed as the usual amount provided by the typical biomass power plant size (Ennio Macchi, 2015). The main results provided by the simulations are resumed in Table 7:

Table 7: Main results in concept A considering solid biomass as the second available source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Turbine Power (kW\textsubscript{el})</th>
<th>Turbine Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Evaporating Pressure (bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-Design</td>
<td>5015</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbine Off-Design</td>
<td>4280</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-Design</td>
<td>4455</td>
<td>83.35</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete off-design provides higher power output since pinch point temperatures both at the condenser and evaporator decrease. The nominal power is now barely higher than 5 MW\textsubscript{el}. The flexibility coefficient results 1.17 while delta power is equal to 735 kW\textsubscript{el}. Of course, a higher flexibility is now obtained than in previous examples due to the higher amount of thermal power. Turbine efficiency decrease is now more affected than in concept A.

**Summary/Conclusion**

This work aims to provide a valuable and extended overview regarding the possibility to realize a binary hybrid power plant which exploits geothermal energy and exhaust gases coming from a biogas engine. Three different power plant layouts are investigated, showing how not only the major turbine power output is important, but also the capability to provide flexible power appears valuable to get into the minute reserve market. The considered boundary conditions, assumed as typical from the Southern German background, do not allow reaching the main minute market reserve requirements (5 MW\textsubscript{el} as nominal power and 1 MW\textsubscript{el} as power granularity). Consequently, two different ways are followed to at least separately reach these two targets. The former consists into a storage system which is assumed to demonstrate that 1 MW\textsubscript{el} as power granularity can be reached, exploiting about 78
of the daily extra thermal power. The latter relies on adopting solid biomass as secondary source, with a thermal power equal to 3780 kW\textsubscript{th}. In conclusion, the proposed hybrid systems can represent valuable solutions to exploit rural renewable sources in Germany, providing also additional flexibility to the national grid.
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Abstract

The Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) has been identified as the most promising technology for exploiting heat sources at temperatures lower than 200°C. There is a lack of published literature on experimental analysis of ORCs, and most of this focuses on pure working fluids and non-regenerative cycles. The motivation for this paper is to address the gap in the literature by constructing a small-scale regenerative ORC test rig capable of being charged with a mixture of the working fluids R245fa and R134a, and comparing the obtained results with numerical predictions. The key findings were that the cycle efficiency increased with the implementation of the regenerative cycle, and that adding a secondary component to the working fluid with a higher vapour pressure increased the temperature glide, however, it only caused an increase in efficiency for the lower heat source temperatures. The maximum net efficiency of the cycle was 8.61% with a heat source temperature of 95°C and a working fluid composed of pure R245fa.

Keywords: Organic Rankine Cycle, Zeotropic, Regenerative, Experimental

Introduction/Background

A large amount of thermal energy is contained in low-temperature sources such as industrial process streams [1] [2], solar thermal [3] [4], geothermal [5] [6] (Astolfi M. , Romano, Bombarda, & Macchi, 2014), bottoming cycles for heat engines [8] [1] and biomass [9] [10] [11]. The majority of these heat sources exist at temperatures lower than 130°C [12]. The Organic Rankine Cycle is currently considered to be the most economic means of extracting useful power from these low temperature heat sources [1], however, it does face certain challenges. Chief among these are low efficiency, generally lower than 10% [13] [14] although this varies with the heat source temperature, high capital cost [15] and a lack of suitable working fluids [16].

Table 1: Representative comparison of experimental Organic Rankine Cycles reported in the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Working Fluid</th>
<th>Regen</th>
<th>Heat Source</th>
<th>Expander</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peris et al [17]</td>
<td>R245fa</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>165°C</td>
<td>Scroll</td>
<td>7.5 kW</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [18]</td>
<td>R245fa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>115°C</td>
<td>Piston</td>
<td>1.73kW</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu et al [19]</td>
<td>Pure R245fa/Pure HFE7100</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100°C</td>
<td>Turbine</td>
<td>1.98kW</td>
<td>4.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quoilin et al [20]</td>
<td>R123</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>165°C</td>
<td>Scroll</td>
<td>1.8kW</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro-Esbrí et al [21]</td>
<td>HFO-1336mzz-Z</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>160°C</td>
<td>Scroll</td>
<td>1.1kW</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jung et al [22]</td>
<td>R245fa/365mfc</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>160°C</td>
<td>Scroll</td>
<td>0.47kW</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abadi et al [23]</td>
<td>R245fa/R134a</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>120°C</td>
<td>Scroll</td>
<td>1.4kW</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 presents a brief comparison of pre-existing experimental research on the Organic Rankine Cycle. From this information it can be seen that previous research has focused mainly on non-regenerative cycles and pure working fluids. There does not appear to be any
previous experimental research comparing the effects of regenerative and non-regenerative cycles in the same system, zeotropic working fluids have been investigated there were no studies investigating the effect of progressively changing the working fluid composition on a single system. A MATLAB model was developed using REFPROP 9.1 [24], and was used to design a system capable of investigating the effects of these two key parameters. Using the data from this model a 1kW experimental rig, as shown in Figure 1 was built and tested in both regenerative and non-regenerative configurations across a range of working fluid compositions, heat source temperatures and pressure ratios to provide an experimental characterisation of how a real system reacts to variation in these parameters, compared to theoretical predictions.

![Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of the Organic Rankine Cycle Rig used in this research.](image)

**Discussion and Results**

In this section the results of the experimental analysis are presented. Of particular interest are the response of the cycle to being put into a regenerative configuration, and to the introduction of a secondary working fluid component to create a zeotropic mixture.

Figure 2 shows how the efficiency of the cycle varies with changing heat source temperature for both the regenerative and non-regenerative configurations. It can be seen that for lower heat source temperatures the difference in efficiency between the two cycles is slight, with the non-regenerative cycle having an efficiency of 0.4%, and the regenerative cycle having an efficiency of -0.7%, meaning that the pump consumed more power for this case than the generator produced. However, the efficiencies for the two cycles increase and diverge as the heat source temperature increases. The possible reasons for this will be investigated over the following few figures.

![Figure 2: Comparison of maximum cycle efficiency with varying heat source temperature between regenerative and non-regenerative cycles.](image)
As the measured efficiency is obtained by simply dividing the net power output of the cycle by the heat input in the evaporator, the change in the efficiency must be caused by a variation in one of these parameters. Figure 3 shows the variation in power output from the generator for the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles. It can be seen that the output power from both cycles increases with increasing temperature, and that the output power of the regenerative cycle increases more quickly than that of the non-regenerative cycle, resulting in a higher net output power for the regenerative cycle at the highest heat source temperatures. It is clear from this that the increasing net power output could be at least partially responsible for the trend observed in Figure 2. Two potential causes for this were considered. Firstly, a greater drop in specific enthalpy across the expander caused by a higher pressure drop, secondly, a greater mass flow rate in the cycle.

Figure 3: Comparison of cycle output power with varying heat source temperature between regenerative and non-regenerative cycles.

Figure 4(a) shows the variation in the expander inlet pressure for the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles. It can be seen that the pressure is generally higher for the non-regenerative case, which is consistent with there being a loss in pressure as the working fluid passes through the heat exchanger. Figure 4(b) shows the variation in the mass flow rate for the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles with changing heat source temperature. It can be seen that the working fluid mass flow rate increases with increasing heat source temperature in both cases, therefore the working fluid flow rate can be discounted as the cause of the trend observed in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Comparison of evaporator pressure with varying heat source temperature between regenerative and non-regenerative cycles, and Comparison in working fluid mass flow rate with changing heat source temperature between the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles.
A further theory was that the heat exchangers were undersized, resulting in the non-regenerative case not being able to reach as high a temperature at the expander inlet. Figure 5 shows the variation in the expander inlet temperature with varying heat source temperature for the regenerative and non-regenerative cases. It can be seen that the trends are very similar for both cases, which means that it is most likely not the cause of the trend seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 5: Comparison of expander inlet temperature with changing heat source temperature between the regenerative and on-regenerative cycles](image)

Figure 5: Comparison of expander inlet temperature with changing heat source temperature between the regenerative and on-regenerative cycles

Figure 6 shows the variation in the evaporator heat loading with changing heat source temperature for the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles. The non-regenerative cycle has a higher heat input for all of the heat source temperatures considered, and the two cycles diverge with increasing heat source temperature, with the non-regenerative cycle requiring an even greater heat input relative to that of the regenerative cycle.

![Figure 6: Comparison of Evaporator Heat Transfer ($Q_{in}$) with varying heat source temperature between the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles](image)

Figure 6: Comparison of Evaporator Heat Transfer ($Q_{in}$) with varying heat source temperature between the regenerative and non-regenerative cycles

Figure 7 shows the variation in the enthalpy transfer in the regenerator with varying heat source temperature. A steady increase in the enthalpy transfer can be seen, as the greater expander inlet temperature results in a higher expander outlet temperature, meaning more heat can be scavenged from the expander exhaust to preheat the working fluid.

![Figure 7: Variation in regenerator enthalpy transfer with changing heat source temperature](image)

Figure 7: Variation in regenerator enthalpy transfer with changing heat source temperature
One outlying point can be seen in the efficiency plot in Figure 2, with the heat source temperature of 65°C having a higher efficiency than would be expected from observing the trend of the other point. From Figure 4 and Figure 7 it can be seen that the root cause of this is a decrease in the mass flow rate of the cycle, without a corresponding drop in the output power. The reasons for this are unclear from the collected data, and merit further investigation.

The next section examines the effect on the cycle of changing the working fluid composition. R134a was progressively added to the cycle to change its composition up to a mass fraction of 30%, and the data recorded. Figure 8 shows how the cycle efficiency varies with changing working fluid composition. It can be seen that there is a slight increase in efficiency with increasing R134a proportion for the lower heat source temperatures, whereas there is a slight decrease for the highest heat source temperatures. To investigate the causes of these trends, the output power and the evaporator heat demand must be considered, as for the case previously examined for pure R245fa.

![Figure 8: Variation in cycle efficiency for three different heat source temperature with changing working fluid composition](image)

Figure 8 shows how the cycle’s output power varies with increasing proportion of R134a in the working fluid. For the heat source temperature of 60°C there is a steady increase in the output power of the cycle with increasing R134a, for the heat source temperature of 75°C there is no overall trend, and for the heat source temperature of 90°C there is an overall downward trend in cycle power with increasing R134a.

![Figure 9: Variation in net cycle power output for three different heat source temperature with changing working fluid composition](image)
Figure 10 shows how the cycle pressure ratio varies with changing working fluid composition. It can be seen that although the pressure ratio decreases with increasing proportion of R134a in the working fluid due to its higher vapour pressure, the effect is more pronounced for the higher heat source temperatures. The plot for a heat source temperature of 75°C begins above 3.5, and finished below 3.5. It is thought that this transition through the built-in volume ratio of the expander is responsible for the power output peaking at 15% R134a, as the cycle changes from under-expansion to over-expansion.

Figure 10: Variation in cycle pressure ratio for three different heat source temperatures with changing working fluid composition.

Figure 11 shows the variation in the evaporator enthalpy change with changing working fluid composition. While there is no obvious trend in the plots for the heat source temperatures of 90°C and 75°C, the plot for 60°C shows an obvious decrease in the specific enthalpy change as the working fluid composition shifts towards R134a.

Figure 11: Variation in evaporator enthalpy change for three different heat source temperatures with a changing working fluid composition.

Summary/Conclusions

This paper used a 1kW experimental rig to investigate the effects on an Organic Rankine Cycle of adding a regenerative heat exchanger and varying the working fluid composition. It was found that the addition of a regenerator caused a significant increase in the efficiency of the cycle, and that this increase was more significant at higher heat source temperatures. It also found that this increase in efficiency was primarily due to a reduction in the heat demand in the evaporator.
Changing the working fluid composition had differing effects depending on the heat source temperature. For all heat source temperatures the power output of the cycle decreased due to decreasing pressure ratio. However, for lower heat source temperatures this was counteracted by a decrease in the evaporator heat demand, resulting in a net increase in efficiency, perhaps due to the working fluid’s critical point being shifted closer to the heat source temperature.

Further research highlighted by these results include investigation of the heat transfer processes in the evaporator, regenerator and condenser, and also the expansion process, in order to determine with certainty the reasons for the observed trends.
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Abstract

This paper presents new experimental results from the DIEF prototype ejector chiller, which is operating since 2011 and has undergone several refinements, as discussed elsewhere. The prototype features a modified CRMC design of the ejector and a cooling power of a 40 kWf. The working fluid, R245fa, has favourable thermodynamic properties (e.g. dry expansion and moderate pressure at generator) and allows sub-zero temperatures at evaporator. Therefore, even if the prototype was designed for 5°C evaporation temperature, a set of low temperature tests has been carried on. The results show that the CRMC ejector chiller is rather flexible with respect to off-design conditions and, once specifically optimized, could be a candidate for sub-zero applications, unfeasible for water-lithium bromide absorption chillers.
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Introduction

Ejector chillers are often claimed [1,2] as promising competitors for absorption chillers in the heat-powered refrigeration market, but their energy efficiency normally turns out to be lower. Nonetheless, they could be competitive in those applications where the input energy is basically costless (waste heat, solar). In these cases, ejector chillers may offer a low investment cost and a robust operation. From this point of view, steam would be the obvious choice as a working fluid, being costless, safe for operators and environment and available everywhere. In any industrial environment where steam is produced for other purposes, steam ejectors are unrivalled as simple and relatively effective means for refrigeration [3]. However, synthetic fluids may have some peculiar advantages. A first point is undoubtedly the volumetric cooling capacity. Water, notwithstanding its unrivalled latent heat, has a very low vapour density at low temperature (Table 1), while common refrigerants have much higher values. The influence of volumetric cooling capacity on the size of an ejector chiller is not as straightforward as in vapour compression cycles featuring volumetric compressors. However, the values in Table 1 suggest that a steam ejector chiller is likely to be much more bulky for a given cooling capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>Latent heat [kJ/kg]</th>
<th>Vapour density [kg/m³]</th>
<th>Volumetric cooling capacity [kJ/m³]</th>
<th>Saturation pressure [bar] @ 0°C</th>
<th>Saturation pressure [bar] @ 100°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2501</td>
<td>0.00485</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>0.00612</td>
<td>1.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R134a</td>
<td>198.6</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>2866</td>
<td>2.929</td>
<td>39.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R245fa</td>
<td>204.5</td>
<td>3.231</td>
<td>660.7</td>
<td>0.5295</td>
<td>12.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1233zd(E)</td>
<td>204.9</td>
<td>2.820</td>
<td>577.7</td>
<td>0.4788</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fluid properties calculated via NIST REFPROP [4]
A second point is the operating pressures within the various parts of the chiller. Water has very low saturation pressure at all temperature levels encountered along an ejector cycle. The generator, if operated e.g. at 100°C, is at ambient pressure, but the evaporator typically works below 1 kPa. This requires very accurate sealing of the circuit. On the other hand, R134a has a rather high pressure at typical generator temperatures (Table 1), which makes the operation and the energy consumption of the generator feed-pump more troublesome. R245fa is a good compromise, as it goes slightly below ambient pressure at evaporator but remains within a moderate 12.6 bar at 100°C.

A third point is the slope of the upper limit curve on the temperature–entropy diagram. R245fa and R1233zd have an inward slope of the limit curve. This means that the primary nozzle and the whole ejector are free from liquid condensation even if the expansion starts on the limit curve with no superheating. R134a and water, on the other hand, have a “wet expansion” and therefore they need a substantial superheating at generator exit.

A last point that favours synthetic fluids is the absence of icing, which may represent a serious problem for steam ejector chillers and limits their operation to above zero.

On the other hand, F-gas regulations limit the use of fluids with GWP>150 in Europe and other countries have similar limitations. Therefore R245fa (GWP = 950) could prove unusable in most applications. HFOs (Hydro-Fluoro-Olefins) are currently proposed as “drop-in” replacement of HFCs [5]. Among them, R1233zd has similar thermodynamic properties (see Table 1) and hence experimental results gathered with R245fa may be an indication for the performance of an equivalent system using the low-GWP alternative fluid.

Everything considered, we decided to continue our experimental activity on the existing prototype and to substitute R245fa with R1233zd in the near future.

R245fa was tested as a working fluid for an ejector chiller in 2006 by Eames et al. [6]. The ejector was a CRMC design, i.e. the flow sections were calculated by imposing a constant rate of deceleration along the mixer/diffuser. The experimental results showed that, for saturation temperatures of 110°C at generator and 10°C at evaporator, the COP could be as high as 0.47, with a critical condenser temperature of 32.5°C. Raising generator temperature to 120°C decreased the COP to 0.31, but the critical condenser temperature increased to 37.5°C. Superior performance of CRMC design has been recently confirmed in [7]. Here we present further experimental results from a modified version of the CRMC ejector, which has been tested on a wide range of operating conditions.

**Experimental set up**

Our ejector was designed starting from a scaled-up version of Eames’ design, introducing a bell-shaped end on the suction side and a conical outlet on the discharge side. The manufacturing problems due to the small inner diameter and substantial length forced to build the ejector in three pieces, carefully aligned by flanged connections. In this way, a roughness of the internal surface from 4 to 6 microns was obtained.

The present arrangement is the result of a long refinement work, as described in previous publications [8, 9]. Main geometrical data of the ejector in the present configuration are reported in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Diffuser</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throat diameter [mm]</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit diameter [mm]</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>108.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length [mm]</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>Aluminium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Main geometrical parameters of the ejector
Nine ports have been drilled perpendicularly to the ejector inner surface in order to measure the local static pressure. The holes are placed at 100 mm intervals, starting at 50 mm from the inlet flange of the ejector, as shown in Fig. 1.
The primary nozzle can be moved forward and backward from a reference position having the nozzle exit plane coincident with the inlet plane of the bell-shaped inlet of the suction chamber.

![Fig. 1](image1.png)

**Fig. 1 – CRMC ejector with static pressure ports and movable primary nozzle.**

The ejector is part of a heat-powered refrigeration system (Fig. 2) designed to give 40 kW of refrigeration to a chilled water stream entering at 12 and exiting at 7°C. In the original set-up the heat source was hot water at 90 – 100°C. Now a thermal oil electric heater is used as heat source, in order to explore a wider temperature range. An evaporative cooling tower discharges the system power into the ambient air outside the laboratory. The cooling tower receives the warm water directly from the condenser and feeds a buffer tank, in order to have
a stable water source at near ambient temperature. The tank water is used to give the heat load to the evaporator and to cool the condenser. By-pass branches are used to regulate the temperature at evaporator and condenser inlets. Mass flow meters and temperature sensors are mounted on the condenser and evaporator water circuits, in order to have the instantaneous energy balance of the system. Temperature and pressure sensors are mounted in all the significant points along the refrigerant circuit, while 9 pressure probes are mounted along the ejector as above mentioned. The specifications of the main sensors are reported in Table 3.

Table 3 – Specifications of the sensors and data acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Model/type</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>ADC Module</th>
<th>Total uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piezo-resistive pressure transducer</td>
<td>PA25HTT 0-30 bar</td>
<td>Diffuser</td>
<td>NI9208</td>
<td>±(0.1% + 0.22% FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PR23R 0.5-5 bar</td>
<td>Evaporator</td>
<td>NI9208</td>
<td>±(0.1% + 0.22% FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA21Y 0-30 bar</td>
<td>Generator, Condenser</td>
<td>NI9208</td>
<td>±(0.08% + 1.0% FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance temperature detector</td>
<td>Pt100</td>
<td>Whole Plant</td>
<td>NI9216, NI9217</td>
<td>±0.25°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermocouple</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Cooling Tower, Tank</td>
<td>NI9213</td>
<td>±1.0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic water flowmeters</td>
<td>Endress Hauser Promog 50P</td>
<td>Condenser</td>
<td>NI9219</td>
<td>±(0.5% + 0.04% FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact Rotamass mass flowmeter</td>
<td>YOKOGAWA RCCT28</td>
<td>Evaporator</td>
<td>NI9219</td>
<td>±(0.05% + 0.1% FS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vortex flowmeter</td>
<td>YOKOGAWA YF105</td>
<td>Generator</td>
<td>NI9219</td>
<td>±(0.8% + 0.1% FS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the experimental points have been measured after at least 15 minutes of stable operation and are averaged over 5 minutes. The generator feed pump has a variable frequency control, but has been always operated at 100% rotation speed.

Results and discussion

All saturation temperatures reported below are calculated from the pressure measured on top of each plate heat exchanger via NIST REFPROP functions. The experiments presented herein are all referred to a saturation temperature of 95°C at generator, corresponding to the maximum power of the thermal oil electric heater.

The expansion valve is manually operated in order to fix the saturation temperature at the evaporator.

For each evaporator condition, the water temperature at condenser inlet is raised by 0.3°C intervals until the cooling power vanishes. The results are reported in terms of COP v/s saturation temperature at condenser.

The higher generator temperature used in these new tests produces lower COP values with respect to those reported in [3]. Furthermore, entrainment ratio and COP have been negatively influenced by the decision to keep chilled water temperature constant (12°C at inlet and 7°C at outlet) throughout the test campaign. This causes a high superheating at evaporator exit, especially at low evaporation temperature, and hence a low vapour density at secondary inlet. On the other hand, the relatively high water temperature avoids any risk of icing.
a) Effect of evaporator saturation temperature

The system behaviour at reference working condition ($T_{E\text{-sat}} = 5^\circ\text{C}, P_E = 0.662 \text{ bar}$) is shown in Fig. 3. The COP (Fig. 3a) shows a fairly constant value until point 5 and a sudden decrease at a condenser saturation temperature $T_{C\text{-sat}}$ around 31$^\circ\text{C}$, before point 6. Correspondingly, the static pressure at the wall measured by the 9 pressure transducers shows two easily distinguishable shapes (Fig. 3b). Note that the lines connecting the points are drawn only as a visual aid and do not give any indication about the pressure between the sensors. The curves from 1 to 5 all show a common pressure value at transducers 1 - 3, i.e. until 250 mm from the ejector inlet. The transition between supersonic and subsonic flow is apparently located between 250 and 350 mm, all sensors downstream being sensitive to the condenser pressure. Note that the diffuser throat is located around 300 mm.

The two further points 6 and 7 show a completely different behaviour, featuring a sharp pressure increase before 250 mm and then a slower increase before 550 mm. In any case the pressure recovery after 550 mm is null or even negative, which raises some concern about the design of the final part of the ejector.

Fig. 3 – COP and static pressure at wall along the ejector @ $T_{E\text{-sat}} = 5^\circ\text{C}$ and NXP = 0 mm

Points 6 and 7 show that, once the critical pressure has been surpassed, a small secondary flow can still survive to a further small increase in condenser pressure. This part of the curve is usually truncated and is obviously not significant as a practical working condition. However, it is a quite general feature and represents a safety margin before a dangerous backflow.

Fig. 4 – COP @ $T_{E\text{-sat}} = 0^\circ\text{C}$ and NXP = 0 mm
When the evaporation temperature is lowered to 0°C \((P_E = 0.529\) bar\), the behaviour changes as shown in Fig. 4. Note the lower values of COP and critical pressure. Again, the operation continues beyond the critical condenser temperature even if at very low efficiency. Further reduction of the evaporation temperature to -5°C \((P_E = 0.419\) bar\) obviously gives an even lower COP and a very low range in terms of condenser temperature (Fig. 5a). However, the ejector proves to be able to reach such a low value of suction pressure (Fig. 5b), even if designed for a quite different working condition. The transition between on-design and off-design operation is abrupt as in Fig. 3b.

![Graphs](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**a)** COP vs. \(T_{E-sat}\) [°C]

**b)** Effect of nozzle position

According to the widely accepted model presented by Huang et al. [10] for the supersonic ejector operation, the entrainment ratio should be influenced by the area available for the secondary flow in the section where this latter reaches its sonic velocity. According to this view, an increase in the distance between the nozzle exit and the minimum area of the diffuser should cause an increase in the area occupied by the primary flow and hence a decrease in the secondary flow rate. A more realistic view sees the ejector as a momentum exchanger between the supersonic primary flow and the slow secondary flow [11]. Accordingly, an increased mixing length between the motive and entrained flow should actually increase the entrainment.

In the case of present measurements, the situation is complicated by the absence of a cylindrical mixing zone within the diffuser. The available flow section changes continuously from the inlet to the throat of the CRMC diffuser. This makes the effect of the nozzle exit position quite unpredictable.

The experimental results (Fig. 6) show that the COP measured at on-design conditions is actually reduced by a very modest amount, if any. The critical condenser temperature, on the other hand, is significantly decreased. This may be explained considering that a withdrawal of the nozzle causes a corresponding retraction along the diffuser of the section where the flow is fully supersonic. Hence, the working condition that causes this section to overcome the diffuser throat is anticipated.

Another interesting point is the completely different shape of the decreasing part of the COP line. In this case, the transition seems to take place in a rather gradual way, in lieu of a sharp decrease as shown in Figs. 3-5. Correspondingly, the pressure lines in Fig. 6b are equally spaced between the lowest one, surely representing an on-design condition, to the highest. As explained in [11], the primary flow undergoes a sequence of oblique shocks starting from the interface between super and subsonic flow and featuring multiple reflections on the axis and on the interface. The sequence of sharp descents and less inclined parts visible in Fig. 6b could be a trace of the interaction between the oblique shocks and the ejector profile.
Obviously a more detailed analysis would be necessary before drawing a conclusive description of this phenomenon. Quite surprisingly, the behaviour experimented when the nozzle is moved inward by 5 mm is not so different (Fig. 7). Again, we have a basically unchanged on-design COP and a decreased critical condenser temperature. The decrease after point 3 is less steep and operation at point 4 would still be acceptable. Point 6, which still has a COP > 0.1, is now above 31°C. As a whole, the off-design behaviour in this condition seems a bit less deteriorated than at NXP = 5 mm, but the difference is rather subtle when compared to the on-design condition.

Conclusions

The CRMC ejector chiller working with R245fa has proved to be effective even at relatively low evaporation temperatures. The continuous profile offers higher efficiency and increased tolerance with respect to variations in operating conditions. For example, the bell-shaped inlet that smoothly connects the suction inlet to the CRMC profile allows an acceptable operation even when the primary nozzle is moved from the optimal position by significant amounts. On the other hand, an improved design should be sought for the ejector on the discharge side, where the straight cone does not give any contribution in terms of pressure recovery. If specifically designed, an ejector featuring an optimized, continuous profile could give an acceptable performance and superior flexibility when compared to other heat powered cycles. The experimental activity will continue on the same prototype using R1233zd that has a low GWP replacement fluid and requires minor modifications to the chiller. Meanwhile, alternative design options will be explored by CFD analysis. Hopefully this activity will contribute to establish the feasibility of a robust and low-cost refrigeration system, powered by a moderate temperature heat source, using an environmentally safe refrigerant and operating below 0°C.
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Abstract

In this work, the MgO-CO$_2$ working pair was adapted for thermochemical energy storage (TCES) at medium temperatures by the MgO modification with various salts. A brief survey of several salts showed that lithium acetate (LiOAc) and mixed lithium-potassium nitrate (Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$) additives considerably promote the MgO carbonation which is unfeasible for pure MgO at P(CO$_2$) ≤ 10 bar and T = 300°C. Here, we report de- and re-carbonation kinetics as well as cycling stability of the doped MgO/MgCO$_3$ to outline its possible TCES operating conditions (T = 280°C-380°C, P(CO$_2$) = 0-1 bar). The maximal heat storage capacity evaluated under these conditions reaches 1200 J/g. The MgO-CO$_2$ working pair promoted with the salts was concluded to be promising for TCES.

Keywords: Thermochemical energy storage, Magnesium oxide, Magnesium Carbonate, Salt modification.

Introduction/Background

Nowadays, around two thirds of the whole energy produced in the USA is wasted in the form of thermal energy [1]. Storage of thermal energy is a powerful tool for thermal management which can be used to increase the efficiency of energy consumption and thus to save primary energy resources. Thermochemical energy storage (TCES) is an emerging, yet underexploited, technology which provides a high storage density and long storage duration due to the use of chemical reactions with large heat effect. New advanced materials for TCES at middle temperatures are desirable to make this promising technology viable and useful for utilization of waste heat from industrial processes and cogeneration systems.

To this day, reactions and processes proposed and studied for TCES at medium temperatures (200-500°C) are not numerous. They include dehydrogenation of ammonia [2], cyclohexane [3], MgH$_2$ [4], dehydration of Mg(OH)$_2$ [5] and Ca(OH)$_2$ [6], and several other reactions [7]. Metal carbonates can be used as a heat storage media due to endothermic decomposition accompanied by release of CO$_2$, or de-carbonation:

$$\text{MCO}_3 = \text{MO} + \text{CO}_2.$$

The metal oxide MO (solid) and CO$_2$ (gas) are separated from each other and heat is stored in a chemical form for theoretically infinite time. In order to release the stored heat one has to supply CO$_2$ to the metal oxide and carry out the reverse exothermic reaction of carbonation.

TCES by metal carbonates was proposed in several works, starting with the work of Wentworth in 1976 [8]. In further works, only CaCO$_3$ and PbCO$_3$ were considered for TCES [9–12]. Magnesium carbonate, MgCO$_3$, is only mentioned in the reviews dedicated to TCES due to lack of the data on its application. This carbonate shows the high reaction enthalpy ΔH$_{298}$ = 101 kJ/mol [13] and the turning temperature T$_{\text{turn}}$ = 398°C at P(CO$_2$) = 1 bar which could be interesting for heat storage at medium temperatures (Fig. 1).
However, the reaction $\text{MgCO}_3 = \text{MgO} + \text{CO}_2$ demonstrates poor reversibility, i.e. the interaction of $\text{MgO(s)}$ with $\text{CO}_2(g)$ is kinetically hindered. This makes release of the stored heat a challenging task.

A promising approach which could enhance the reactivity is its doping with a salt. Previously, this approach was shown to be fruitful for $\text{Mg(OH)}_2$ and $\text{Ca(OH)}_2$ as TCES materials [7]. For instance, in the case of the working pair $\text{CaO-H}_2\text{O}$, the dehydration temperature was decreased and the rehydration rate was increased. Doping with salts has already been shown to promote carbonation of MgO [15,16]. However, no assessment of the salt-promoted MgO-CO$_2$ system for TCES was reported. In this work, we made a brief survey of salt additives to pure MgO aiming at finding salts that increase the oxide reactivity towards carbonation. Cycling stability of these materials, decarbonation and carbonation kinetics in open and closed systems were studied in order to outline the set of conditions (T, P(CO$_2$)) under which the MgO-CO$_2$ working pair can be efficiently used for TCES. The heat storage capacity is evaluated.

**Results and Discussion**

The new materials Salt/MgO (salt content 10 mol. %) were prepared by dehydration of Salt/Mg(OH)$_2$. They were synthesized by mixing of salt and magnesium hydroxide as described in [7]. In order to distribute salt uniformly some water was added to the mixture. The slurry was subsequently dried under vigorous stirring and decreased pressure. The salts chosen were carbonates, nitrates and acetates of alkali metals. The nitrates and acetates of lithium and potassium were earlier shown to have a considerable effect on dehydration of Mg(OH)$_2$ [7].

The carbonation and decarbonation experiments were carried out by using two TG setups, namely, a Rubotherm thermobalance used for studying de-/carbonation in a closed system and an Advance RIKO TGD-9600 thermobalance used for experiments under conditions imitating open TCES system.

The pure MgO as a reference material cannot be carbonated in a closed system at T = 300°C and P(CO$_2$) = 10 bar due to kinetic impediments. Indeed, the conversion $\alpha_{60}$ after 60 min of carbonation does not exceed 0.01 for pure MgO (Fig. 2). Even lowering the temperature does not make the carbonation to proceed despite bringing the reaction conditions further from the equilibrium. The same is true for MgO with additives of $\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3$ and $\text{KNO}_3$. The mixtures with $\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3$, $\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3$, and KOAc (Ac = $\text{CH}_3\text{CO}$) can be carbonated, however, the parameter $\alpha_{60}$ does not exceed 0.1 and the total heat released during 60 min of carbonation, $Q_{60}$, is less than 200
J/g-MgO which is comparable to the latent heat of phase-change materials [17] but quite low for TCES. Additives of LiOAc, Li0.42K0.58NO3 (further referred to as (LiK)NO3), and NaNO3 considerably increase the conversion α60 and the released heat which may exceed 1400 J/g-MgO in the case of lithium acetate (Fig. 2). For further study, we have chosen (LiK)NO3 and LiOAc since they exhibit the highest carbonation conversion.

**Figure 2.** Illustration of the effect of salt additives on the MgO carbonation conversion after 60 min (α60). Closed system.

Stability of the salt in the cycle operating conditions is of high importance for TCES materials as they must be stable in consecutive heat storage/release cycles. In order to find the stability of the candidate salts – LiOAc·2H2O and (LiK)NO3 – a heating in Ar atmosphere was carried out. Lithium acetate lost hydrate water at 100°C and then, apparently, decomposed upon heating at 310-330°C (most likely, yielding Li2CO3 and acetone [18]) since the weight loss was significant (Fig. 3a). On the contrary, (LiK)NO3 showed no indication of decomposition and the weight loss was only 3.0% at 500°C (Fig. 3b). Thus, for the further study we selected the material (LiK)NO3/MgO.

**Figure 3.** Thermogravimetric tests of thermal stability for lithium acetate LiOAc (a) and mixed lithium-potassium nitrate (LiK)NO3 (b). Open system.

In order to determine suitable conditions of carbonation and decarbonation, the (LiK)NO3/MgO composite was heated up to 500°C with a constant rate of 3 K/min at P(CO2) = 1 and 2 bar. The material exhibited the onset of weight gaining at 266±1°C (Fig. 4). The weight gain accelerated upon further heating and ended at 395°C at P(CO2) = 1 bar and 420°C at 2 bar in
accordance with the equilibrium displayed in Fig. 1. At higher temperature the decomposition of (LiK)NO₃/MgCO₃ is observed.

Figure 4. Heating of (LiK)NO₃/MgO in the CO₂ atmosphere.

The stability in consecutive carbonation/decarbonation cycles is the important property of TCES materials. Thirteen consecutive cycles were carried out for (LiK)NO₃/MgO in the open system at T = 330°C and P = 1 bar by switching the purge gas from Ar to CO₂ (Fig. 5). It was found that the decarbonation conversion slightly decreased after two first cycles and remained almost constant while the carbonation conversion increased for 5 cycles and reached 0.43-0.45. The latter increase may be attributed to a more uniform salt distribution throughout the sample after several first cycles.

Figure 5. Cycling stability of (LiK)NO₃/MgO in 13 carbonation/decarbonation cycles.

Initial, decomposed and cycled materials were characterized by HRTEM (Fig. 6). The initial sample consists of hexagonal platelets of Mg(OH)₂ covered with salt in accordance with the literature [19]. After decomposition, the form of the crystals is not retained as observed in the case of pure Mg(OH)₂-MgO transition. Instead, the decomposed material consists of intergrown cubic crystallites of MgO forming agglomerates of irregular shape (Fig. 6b). After
cycling these agglomerates grown into irregular hexagonal crystals of magnesium carbonate (Fig. 6c).

**Figure 6.** HRTEM images of initial (a), dehydrated (b) and cycled (c) (LiK)NO$_3$/MgO.

The carbonation kinetics of (LiK)NO$_3$/MgO was studied in an open system. The process was initiated by abrupt supply of CO$_2$ to react with fully decarbonated material ((LiK)NO$_3$/MgO) by switching from pure Ar to pure CO$_2$.

**Figure 7.** Carbonation kinetics of (LiK)NO$_3$/MgO in open system at P(CO$_2$) = 1 bar.
At 290-320°C, an induction period of 20-25 min was observed, and the initial rates were almost the same, however, the final carbonation conversion gradually increased at higher temperature from 0.30 to 0.45 (Fig. 7). At 360°C, both the induction period and the final carbonation conversion further increased. At 365°C, the final conversion is slightly lower than for 360°C. No carbonation was observed at 370°C. Thus, the final conversion reached a maximum of 0.54 at 360°C. This conversion corresponded to the amount of heat released per 1 g of the (LiK)NO$_3$/MgO material $Q_{dis} = \Delta H^0 \cdot \alpha = 1,200$ J/g which is of high interest for TCES (Fig. 7).

The complex dependence of the carbonation kinetics on temperature is a manifestation of the complex carbonation mechanism. The whole process consists of several consecutive stages [15,20,21]:

- Melting of the salt ($T_{\text{melting}} = 125^\circ\text{C}$) forming a thin liquid film on the surface of MgO.
- Dissolution of CO$_2$ and MgO in the film (MgO dissociates into Mg$^{2+}$ and O$^{2-}$).
- Reaction $\text{O}^{2-} + \text{CO}_2 = \text{CO}_3^{2-}$ in the liquid phase.
- Crystallization of MgCO$_3$ from the melt due to oversaturation of the solution. This is a complex process that includes stages of nucleation and growth.

In view of this mechanism, the induction period may be attributed to the low solubility of CO$_2$ in the liquid film [22]. This explains longer induction periods at higher temperature since more time is required to reach the stationary concentration of CO$_2$ in the film. The final conversion increases with the temperature, perhaps, due to a larger mobility of ions in the liquid at the higher temperature until a threshold is reached. After this, approaching the equilibrium temperature ($398^\circ\text{C}$) decreases the final conversion.

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8.** Decarbonation kinetics of (LiK)NO$_3$/MgCO$_3$ in vacuum in the closed system.

The decarbonation kinetics was studied in the closed system and initiated by a CO$_2$ pressure drop from 1 bar to 0.001 bar which lasted less than 1 min. After this, the fully carbonated material (LiK)NO$_3$/MgCO$_3$ started to decompose. The decomposition rate and the final conversion decreased at the lower temperatures (Fig. 8). The amount of heat $Q_{st} = \Delta H^0 \cdot \alpha$ stored at 380°C is 660 J/g which can be promising for TCES.

**Summary**

In this work, the MgO-CO$_2$ working pair was adapted for thermochemical energy storage by using salt modification approach. A brief survey of salt additives (Fig. 2) showed that CH$_3$COOLi and Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$ considerably promote the MgO carbonation. The additive Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$ was chosen for further study as the most thermally stable.
The carbonation kinetics of Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$/MgO, decarbonation kinetics of Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$/MgCO$_3$ and the cycling stability of this composite were studied under tentative conditions of TCES cycles. The material Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$/MgO showed stable decarbonation conversions over 13 cycles with carbonation conversion increasing in the first several cycles and then stabilizing as well. The kinetics of carbonation was studied at 280-360°C in the open system. The heat released reached 1200 J/(g Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$/MgO) at 360°C and P(CO$_2$) = 1 bar. The decarbonation process may be carried out at 380°C to store around 660 J/(g Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$/MgCO$_3$) after 20 min. Thus, the results showed that the Li$_{0.42}$K$_{0.58}$NO$_3$/MgO composite may be promising for TCES.
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Abstract
In this paper, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was developed to investigate the effect of different apex gap sizes on the performance of a small-scale (50-300W) Wankel Expander without apex seals. This expander offers the advantages of ease of manufacturing, lower cost and reduced friction and wear. However, without the seals, leakage increases across the apexes leading to reduction in power output. Therefore, this study investigated the effect of apex gap size on the performance of such a Wankel expander. Results show the expander without apex seals experiences significantly less leakage at high rotational speeds, however suffers from flow throttling at the inlet ports at these speeds. The problem with throttling can be somewhat mitigated with double-sided ports.

Keywords: Wankel expander, computational fluid dynamics, Liquid air energy storage

Introduction/Background
Liquid air energy storage (LAES) is a method of storing energy in which air is liquefied using work and later reheated and expanded to retrieve the work. Two key components in LAES cycles are compressors and expanders. The Wankel engine was first developed in 1951 by Felix Wankel. It’s commercial availability and development has primarily been as an internal combustion engine, benefiting from high power to weight ratios, a small number of moving parts and less vibrations during operation. The following equations describe the shape of the Wankel housing (Equations 1 and 2) and the motion of the rotor (Equations 3, 4 and 5).

\[ x_h = e \cdot \cos(3\theta) + r \cdot \cos(\theta) \]  
\[ y_h = e \cdot \sin(3\theta) + r \cdot \sin(\theta) \]

For the interval \([0 < \theta < 360]\), where \(e\) and \(r\) are the generating eccentricity and radius respectively.

The rotor shape was created using the generating radius \(r\) from the housing equation to create the apexes minus the clearance, \(c\) which corresponds to the gap size. The apexes are then joined with arcs of radius \(R\), as seen in Figure 1.

The motion of the rotor was defined by equations 3, 4 and 5. The rotor rotates at a constant rate \((\theta)\) around its own centre of gravity.

\[ \varphi = 3\theta \]  

Where \(\varphi\) is the crankshaft rotational speed, and \(\theta\) is the rotor rotational speed.

Simultaneously the rotor’s centre of gravity translates with the following Cartesian velocities:

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = -\varphi \cdot e \cdot \sin(\varphi t) \]  
\[ \frac{dy}{dt} = \varphi \cdot e \cdot \cos(\varphi t) \]
The Wankel geometry was developed as a compressor by Ogura [1] in 1982. The same advantages over piston compressors were noted here with the added benefit that no oil was burned during operation, unlike the internal combustion variant. In 1991 a series of articles by Badr et al. [2-4] outlined the potential of the Wankel device as an expander, once again pointing out the advantages of high reliability, durability, few moving parts and quietness of operation. They went on to discuss the design considerations including material selection, lubrication, geometry, port location and the use of valves. Antonelli et al. [5-9] have been developing a Wankel expander for use in an organic rankine cycle, having first tested it with air and then moving onto steam. This expander has valves on the inlet and outlet ports to allow specific charge and discharge timings. These are necessary to achieve higher efficiencies with the Wankel expander.

In 2017, a new compressor design was presented by Garside [10] which relied on a tight tolerance (0.05mm gap) with oil saturated air, instead of apex seals. It is further stated that an isentropic efficiency of 75% should be achievable with the described set-up. Zhang and Wang [11] researched into the contributions of friction a Wankel compressor. The conclusion was that the apex seals contribute the 2nd largest friction losses (17.75% of total friction) in the Wankel device. In the Wankel compressor design by Heppner et al. [12] a compression ratio of 3.3 could be achieved without the side seals, with a 6µm design tolerance.

This study looked at the concept of removing the Wankel expander’s apex seals. The hypothesis being that if a tight fit can be achieved at the apex gaps, the leakage may be reduced to an acceptable amount. If this is the case the expander would additionally benefit from the removal of lubrication system that would use power and add complexity. Furthermore, the removal of the three apex seals and springs reduces the expander’s part count by six and removes their associated friction loss contributions. All these would result in less manufacturing, assembly and maintenance costs.

**Methodology**

In this study CFD is used utilising the ANSYS Fluent 18.2 software to simulate the operation of different Wankel expander setups. The base simulation model is described in detail within previous work [13], in which two user defined functions (UDFs) were utilised to solve problems with the transient simulation mesh motion. The simulation process is summed up briefly as follows:
1. Create the Wankel housing and rotor geometries in excel as a locus of points using equations 1 and 2.
2. Use CAD software (in this case Autodesk Inventor) to create the 3D geometry using the above locus of points.
3. Import the 3D geometry into Ansys to create a mesh.
4. Import the created mesh to Ansys Fluent and set up relevant boundary conditions and solver settings.
5. ‘Hook’ the UDFs needed for the transient motion of the mesh, the functions use equations [3-5] and [1,2] to define the motion of the rotor and housing respectively.
6. From the results a Pressure-Volume diagram is created and the enclosed area is the estimated work output. Using the averaged inlet flow rate specific work can be calculated and compared to the specific work of isentropic expansion to find the isentropic efficiency. This is presented in equations 6-8.

Figure 2 - (A) Mesh from 0.1mm gap case (B) Mesh at the apex gap (C) Face meshing apex gap wall

A third new UDF has been created for this study to allow for more accurate simulation around the apex areas of the Wankel expander. This new UDF allows a fine mesh to be created around the apex areas whilst allowing the three chambers and three apex areas to all be different ‘zones’ in Fluent. The advantage of separate zones is that pressures, temperatures and flow rates can be specified when collecting results for exactly the zone required. This is
important for the method of calculation that is employed which utilises a Pressure-Volume diagram for each separate ‘chamber’. The mesh used is shown in Figure 2. The different chambers plus the separate gap zones can be seen in different colours.

\[ W = \text{area enclosed by PV diagram} \]

\[ \text{Specific work output, } W_{\text{actual}} = 2 \cdot W \cdot \dot{m}_{\text{inlets}} \]

\[ \eta = \frac{W_{\text{actual}}}{W_{\text{isentropic}}} \]

The new Gap UDF works by keeping the lines splitting the zones straight and evenly spaced. This both prevents the overlap of zone interfaces and skewed cells in that area, both of which can lead to errors.

For the Gap UDF to function, the following meshing and Fluent set up are required:

1. The gap faces must be divided into exactly N number of nodes between the housing and the rotor edge.
2. Face meshing must be used to ensure structured layout of the gap face.
3. Housing and rotor UDFs must be executed chronologically before the gap UDF. To achieve this they must be hooked first and then the case must be saved and re-read. This needs to be done as the Gap UDF relies on the fact that the housing and Rotor UDFs move the outer nodes on the Gap face first.

The new Gap UDF is described by the pseudocode below in conjunction with Figure 3.

1. First, loop through all the nodes on Gap face, matching all with equal (X,Y) locations and assign each unique (X,Y) location to an array with N locations. (Z location disregarded and calculations simplified to 2D for the time being)
2. Next, find which node in the array is shared by the rotor wall and which is shared by the housing wall (dark green and dark red in Figure 3). This is done by calculating the gradients between all of the nodes in the array. After this the number of equal gradients for each node is compared. As can be seen in Figure , the housing and rotor
shared nodes will have been moved, therefore they will no longer be aligned and have different gradients to all other nodes. Whereas the intermediate nodes (blue in Figure 3) will have multiple of the same gradients as they are still aligned.

3. The rotor and housing node positions from the previous time step are then calculated (light red and light green in diagram). This is done by adding a spacing equal to the spacing between other nodes onto either end of the line created by the unmoved gap nodes (blue).

4. The unmoved gap nodes (blue) are then each given a percentage of distance along the line formed by joining the previous time step housing and rotor nodes (light red and green).

5. This percentage is then used to move each node to the same percentage between the current time step housing and rotor nodes (dark red and green).

At current the simulations of cases with apex gaps takes between 120 to 312 hours using Intel Core i7-4820k 3.7GHz CPU and 48GB RAM, dependent on gap size.

![Figure 4 - Isentropic efficiency of expanders with different apex gap sizes and 2 bar inlet pressure](image)

**Discussion and Results**

For the results obtained from the CFD simulations in this section the following assumptions were made.

1. The radius and eccentricity used for the housing in the simulations were 30mm and 4.125mm respectively.
2. The rotor sides were considered fully sealed as just the apex gaps were being studied.
3. The inlets and outlets were considered to be constant pressure.

Figure 4 shows how the gap size affects the isentropic efficiency at three different speeds. Although the 1200RPM simulation gives the highest efficiency at the fully sealed case, it suffers most from an increase in apex gap size. The higher RPM cases drop less efficiency when increasing apex gap size. This is because as the expander runs faster, there is less time
in each cycle for the leakage between ‘chambers’ to occur. The 6000rpm 2 bar case gives the lowest efficiency drop from a fully sealed case (only 6% drop compared to 30% drop for 1200RPM) of all the gap cases currently. This being said the 6000RPM simulation has very poor isentropic efficiency at the fully sealed case. This is believed to be due to the heavy throttling of the flow through the inlet port. The higher speed cases could therefore be improved by providing a larger flow area for the inlet. Creating wider ports however, would change the opening and closing times of the inlets which could negatively affect efficiency.

Figure 5 – Leakage of expanders with different apex gap size at different speeds and inlet pressures

The results shown in Figure 5 give leakage as a percentage of inlet mass flow rate. This leakage percentage is calculated as:

\[
\text{Leakage percentage} = \frac{\text{Averaged mass flow through all apex gaps in one revolution}}{\text{averaged mass flow at inlets in one revolution}}
\] #(9)
Interestingly the results show that the leakage percentage through the apex gaps is independent of inlet pressure. This would suggest that the speed the expander runs at is the most important factor when considering leakage amount. Therefore, if the expander ports can be altered to significantly reduce the throttling of the flow at higher speeds, a higher efficiency should be able to be achieved with the seal less design.

Figure 7 – Comparison of single and double sided ports for sealed apex setups

To attempt to reduce inlet throttling of the high speed cases, a model was setup with inlet and outlet ports on both sides as demonstrated in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the comparison of double-sided with single sided port setups, results were simulated at 2 bar inlet pressure for a range of speeds. The double-sided setup suffers much less from a speed increase than the single-sided, therefore the double-sided port setup offers potential to improve the cases without seals.

Conclusions and future work

A CFD model was adapted from previous work to allow for accurate simulations of the apex gaps of a Wankel expander. To achieve this a new user defined function was written for boundaries of the gap zones. Using the new CFD model, different gap sizes were simulated at different operating pressures and speeds. The inlet pressure was found to have no noticeable effect on the leakage through the apex seals. This is very useful information, as the expander can use the optimum inlet pressure for efficiency, without any worry on negative effects on leakage.

It was further noted that the leakage was always reduced at higher operating speeds as a result of reduced time for leakage to occur. However, with the current port configurations the inlet flow is throttled greatly at higher speeds, significantly reducing the efficiency. Therefore to improve this, inlet and outlet ports were placed on both sides of the expander to increase flow area. Results show that with single sided ports the efficiency drops by 25% when speed is increased from 1200RPM to 6000 RPM, whilst with double sided the efficiency only drops 5% for the same speed increase.

Future work will include analysing the different gap sizes for the double sided port configurations, further optimising the inlet ports and analysing the benefit of valves on the inlet ports.
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Abstract

This work deals with the adoption in ORC plants of a mixture composed by water (acting as solvent) plus an alcohol or a cyclic ether (acting as solute) as working fluid. Initially an evaluation of the thermodynamic properties of the mixture is performed, in order to assess the mixture general properties, and, as it is desired that the mixture behave as a near-azeotropic mixture, to point out the molar fractions which entail a near-azeotropic behaviour. Three different mixtures are considered: two mixtures of water and alcohols (n-butanol and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol) and a mixture of water plus a cyclic ether (tetrahydrofuran). Simultaneously, the thermal stability of the pure substances considered as possible solute for the mixtures is experimentally investigated in order to estimate the temperature applicability range. The ORC plant performance adopting the selected mixtures as working fluid is finally evaluated, and the analysis includes a discussion on the turbine design; results are compared with respect to the reference case of a hypothetical plant adopting water as working fluid. Results are given for two different case studies: a heat recovery application form a Diesel Engine and a geothermal plant.

Keywords: ORC cycles, water mixtures, near-azeotropic mixtures, thermal stability.

Introduction

It is well known that the choice of the right working fluid in an ORC is a crucial issue. An astonishing number of papers in the open literature deals with this issue: the question is still open because, on one side better performance is desired, and, on the other side, the working fluid must comply with the evolving environmental regulations. Though most of the papers related to this subject deal just with the cycle efficiency, it is essential to investigate also other aspects like the component sizing (mainly the turbine design) and the safety and environmental compliance. Usually pure working fluids are selected as working fluid in ORC plants, mainly refrigerants, hydrocarbons, poly-siloxanes [1]. As it is also well known, water is not a suitable working fluid in Rankine cycles of (relatively) small power size or low temperature, but water is relatively inexpensive and safe. For this last reason, in the present paper, the adoption of a water based mixture is suggested, in order to investigate whether, by the addiction of a proper substance, water can become an eligible working fluid in ORC plants.

The adoption of zeotropic mixtures as working fluid has been proposed and discussed, aiming at minimizing the heat introduction irreversibility in the frame of heat recovery applications; however, it should be also considered that, depending on the cold source, the gain at the primary heat exchanger could vanish considering the heat rejection irreversibility at the condenser. Because of this last point, the aim is to investigate a mixture which behaves as a near-azeotropic mixture. Specifically, we will investigate several thermodynamic characteristics of two-component, near-azeotropic mixtures, composed by water plus a substance completely soluble in water. The mixing with water (considered here as the solvent) basically reduces the flammability and the possible toxicity of the solute and substantially modifies the thermodynamic properties of the solvent itself. Mixtures of water
for possible application in ORCs were already investigated in the past [2–4] and recently considered again [5]. There are many fluids totally miscible in water and forming near-azeotropes, for example, alcohols, acids, esters, etc. Here we will discuss mixtures of water and alcohols (n-butanol and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol) and a mixture of water plus tetrahydrofuran (a cyclic ether).

Two different case studies will be discussed: power production from heat recovery of a Diesel engine and from a geothermal plant. The thermodynamic properties of the different working fluid mixtures and the plant performance were evaluated by means of Aspen Plus v9.0 [6]. Experimental test for the thermal stability of the selected fluids were conducted in order to check the applicability range. The final aim is to find a mixture composition so that it allows a satisfying conversion efficiency together with a convenient turbine sizing and an almost dry expansion (vapour quality at the end of the expansion close to one).

Discussion and Result

The following issues are relevant for the cycle performance evaluation: the phase diagrams, which are important during the heat introduction and heat rejection process; the shape of the saturation curve in the T-s plane, which has relevance for the turbine expansion process; the flammability of the mixture and the thermal stability of the mixture, which define the applicability range.

Mixture thermodynamic properties

The influence of the mixture composition on the thermodynamic properties is investigated. The main thermodynamic properties of the pure substances (critical temperature $T_{cr}$, critical pressure $p_{cr}$, molecular mass MM, parameter of molecular complexity $\sigma$, normal boiling temperature $T_b$), reported in Table 1, are evaluated from Aspen Properties v9.0 using specific methods for each substance (UNIFAC and PRWS). It can be seen that water is mixed with fluids with a lower critical point (lower critical temperature and pressure) and a higher molecular mass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>$T_{cr}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$p_{cr}$ (bar)</th>
<th>MM (kg/kmol)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (-)</th>
<th>$T_b$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>373.95</td>
<td>220.64</td>
<td>18.02</td>
<td>-10.38</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,2,2-trifluoroethanol</td>
<td>225.42</td>
<td>48.09</td>
<td>100.04</td>
<td>-2.76</td>
<td>73.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetrahydrofuran</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>51.90</td>
<td>72.11</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>65.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-butanol</td>
<td>289.95</td>
<td>44.14</td>
<td>74.12</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>118.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phase diagrams, obtained by means of theoretical calculations performed with Aspen Plus and presented in Figure 1, show the behaviour of the mixtures at different pressures. It can be seen from the picture that, in case of water/n–butanol mixture, the near–azeotropic behaviour occurs, depending on pressure, in the range 0.7–0.8 of the molar fraction. The other two mixtures, water/2,2,2-trifluoroethanol and water/tetrahydrofuran, show a different behaviour: in the first case, an extended near-azeotropic behaviour is obtained in a wide range of low molar fractions; in the last case, near-azeotropic behaviour is again at low molar fractions, but the effect of pressure is also relevant.

---

1The parameter $\sigma$ is defined as the dimensionless slope of the vapour saturation curve in the T-s plane $\sigma = \frac{\gamma_v}{R} \left( \frac{dT}{dS} \right)_{T=0.7}$.
The amplitude of the saturation curve is relevant for the turbine expansion: the shape of the saturation curve is therefore analysed in the following pictures. This figure shows the saturation curve (or dew and bubble line for a mixture) in T-s plane, which depends on the \( \sigma \) parameter. Pure component curves are also reported in the figure: the curve of water (\( \sigma = -10.38 \)) exhibits a wide “bell” shape, while the curve of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (\( \sigma = -2.76 \)) exhibits a narrow shape; the curves corresponding to mixtures of two different compositions show an intermediate behaviour. An unexpected behaviour of the mixture water/tetrahydrofuran in two-phase area in T-s plane at low pressure with \( z_1=0.5 \) is found; further investigation could be advisable.

![Saturation curves in T-s plane of the three mixtures with different water content.](image)

Figure 1 Left: Phase diagram (T-xy) of the investigated mixtures at different pressures where 1 refers to water and 2 refers to 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (top), n–butanol (center), tetrahydrofuran (bottom). Right: Saturation curves in T-s plane of the three mixtures with different water content.

Regarding the flammability of the mixture, the flash point is the main physical properties used to determine the fire and explosion hazards of liquids. It indicates the lowest temperature at which a volatile fuel ignites or flashes when it contacts a spark or flame. So
the mixing with water, that is an inert, can increase the flash point temperature, decreasing the flammability risk. The most commonly used flash point prediction model for aqueous-organic binary mixtures [7,8] was adopted: the author verified that the model can predict the flash points of binary and ternary aqueous mixtures by considering only the flammable component in the mixtures [9]. The flash point of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, for example, is 29°C while considering the mixture with water it increases to 59°C at \( z_1 \) equal to 0.25 and 91°C at \( z_1 \) 0.5.

**Thermal stability**

The thermal stability test method, as discussed in [10,11], compares the vapour pressure of the fluid before and after the thermal stress test. Figure 2 shows the test bench and detailed scheme of the test circuit placed in the Fluid Lab Test of University of Brescia. The test circuit, in stainless steel AISI 316, consists of a sample cylinder, one thermocouple (type K), two pressure transmitter to cover a wide range of pressure from 1 to 100 bar and some block valves to charge and isolate the investigated fluid. More details on the experimental apparatus are discussed in [10]. The vapour pressure deviations, or the fluid decomposition, from the virgin fluid behaviour are evaluated both at high temperatures, during the thermal stress tests, and at temperature close to ambient conditions. After the preparation of the fluid sample, the experimental procedure consists of a thermal stress in an electric oven at high temperatures for a time span of 80 h, followed by the measure of the vapour pressure profile of the investigated fluid between 10 °C and 180 °C. Experimental test conditions of the fluids are summarized in Table . As shown in Figure , results are so compared with the values of the \( P-T \) curve obtained for the fluid sample before the start of the series/sequence of thermal stresses for the three fluids. The measured values of the vapour pressure \( P_v \) for the virgin fluid were fitted by the equation \( lnP_v = A + B/T \) whose coefficients \( A \) and \( B \) are reported in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol and tetrahydrofuran are stable up to 250°C while \( \text{n-butanol} \) profiles reveal first pressure deviations at 220°C. After the thermal stress test at 250°C, pressure deviations of the first two fluids from the reference saturation curve at 20°C are 28 and 58 mbar respectively while \( \text{n-butanol} \) after stress test at 240°C at 50°C has a pressure increase of 183 mbar. This behaviour can be highlighted by the evaluation of the fluids decomposition rate, as discussed in [11].
Table 2 Thermal stress tests conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>Fluid charge (g)</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>ΔTstep (°C)</th>
<th>Time step (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,2,2-trifluoroethanol</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>200÷320</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80 (60 at 310 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetrahydrofuran</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>150÷250</td>
<td>20 for T≤ 190°C 10 for T&gt; 190°C</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-butanol</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>150÷300</td>
<td>20 for T≤ 190°C 10 for T&gt; 190°C</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 Vapour pressure profile of the three fluids after each thermal stress tests.

Figure 4 reports the quasi-constant of the velocity reaction as a function of the reciprocal of the stress temperature for the fluids 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, n-butanol. Toluene is added as reference stable fluid for ORC cycle [12].

For a fixed decomposition rate $k^* = 1 \cdot 10^{-9}$ s$^{-1}$, the corresponding temperature are about 300 °C and 250 °C for the first and the second fluid respectively. From the temperature point of view, the value of the parameter $k^*$ at 300 °C for the n-butanol is about ten times respect to the 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol: in fact, the fluorine content makes the latter more stable.

**Cycle performance evaluation with the selected mixtures as working fluid**

Afterwards, the performance of different cycles adopting the considered mixtures is evaluated. In all cases the following assumptions are made: non-isothermal hot source, constant condensing temperature, constant minimum temperature difference in the primary heat exchanger and negligible pressure losses; the evaluation is performed for different molar fractions of the mixture. Note that, following the adoption of a non-isothermal hot source, the evaporation pressure becomes the main operating parameter to be selected.
Figure 4 Quasi-constant of the velocity reaction as a function of the reciprocal of the stress temperature for n-butanol, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol and toluene.

Firstly a high temperature, heat recovery application is evaluated. The heat source is assumed as constituted by exhaust flue gases at 330 °C, from a Diesel engine. After the results of the thermal stability test, a mixture of water plus 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol is selected as working fluid.

Figure 5 shows the obtainable specific net power: basically, the net power decreases with the increasing of the water molar fraction. For example, for a mixture with $x_1^0 = 0.5$, assuming an evaporation pressure of about 13 bar, which is rather close to the optimized value, though allowing a limited isentropic enthalpy drop of about 200 kJ/kg (reasonable for a single stage axial turbine), $W$ results 48 kW per unit mass flow of hot gases, and the isentropic discharge vapour quality turns out to be about 0.9. On the other hand, with $x_1^0 = 1.0$ (pure water), even at the optimized evaporation pressure $P_E = 9$ bar, the maximum power results 44 kW, with an isentropic discharge vapour quality of 0.8 and a turbine isentropic enthalpy drop of 716 kJ/kg (which could not be accomplished in a single stage turbine).
As a second case study, the exploitation of heat source at 200°C (possibly a geothermal source) is considered, and three different water based mixtures are considered as working fluid.

In all cases it is confirmed that water, if adopted as a pure component, would be a poor working fluid for this application, since the curve corresponding to pure water attains power values lower than those of corresponding curves for the other fluids; moreover, all the three fluids allow roughly the same performance, though with different evaporation pressures. If a mixture is adopted as working fluid, intermediate values are found, and a molar fraction (with respect to water) lower than 0.5 must be selected in order to have an effective gain with respect to water.

The results presented in the previous figures need to be integrated with the results concerning the turbine design, provided in Table 3.

| Fluid           | $z_1$ | $p_e$ (bar) | $p_r$ (bar) | $x_{OUT,at}$ (%) | $V_{OUT}$ (m³/s/MW) | Turbine ** | $n_{at}$ | $M$ | $U/U_{max}$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>35.20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water/n-butanol</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>27.70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>29.38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>88.63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water/2,2,2-trifluoroethanol</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water/tetrahydrofuran</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a repeating ideal stages: (i) maximum efficiency, (ii) reaction degree 0.5, (iii) nozzle exhaust angle 20° (absolute velocity)

\( b \) Mach number at nozzle discharge (absolute velocity)

\( c \) ratio between the mean blade speed and the assumed maximum allowed blade speed \( U_{\text{max}} = 350 \) m/s

After the values regarding the turbine sizing, the most promising component for a water-based mixture seems to be the 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. With a 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol mixture and a water molar fraction comprised in the range 0.5-0.25, a similar or higher power with respect to the base case (100% water) can be obtained, but with a smaller turbine (lower number of turbine stages, 3 instead of 4, and less than the half the volumetric flow rate); moreover the turbine is still subsonic and the quality at the end of the expansion acceptable. A performance gain with an even smaller turbine can be obtained by means of a mixture with a relevant fraction of tetrahydrofuran (in the order of 75%); however in this case the turbine would be supersonic. The adoption of a mixture with n-butanol is questionable, since it would involve performance similar to that of the base water case.

Conclusions

The analysis shows that the adoption in ORC plants of a mixture composed by water (acting as solvent) plus an alcohol or a cyclic ether (acting as solute) as working fluid may be convenient. Among the mixtures investigated, the 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol mixture appear as the most promising: it allows a satisfying cooling of the heat source, which results in an adequate plant performance, and involves the advantage of a convenient sizing of the turbine; moreover, the presence of water in the mixture reduces the inherent flammability of the alcohol. The analysis may be extended in future work to mixtures with different solutes.
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Abstract
In energy intensive industries, organic Rankine cycle (ORC) systems can significantly increase energy efficiency and reduce carbon emissions by converting low- and medium-temperature waste heat to electricity. However, fluctuations in waste heat availability can negatively affect the operation of an ORC unit. By integrating intermediate thermal energy storage these fluctuations can be mitigated and part-load operation of the ORC unit can be avoided. This paper describes the design of a test rig to investigate combined LHS ORC systems and the set-up of future experiments. The test rig consists of a 110 kWh latent heat storage (LHS) system, connected to a 250 kW\textsubscript{e} heater and a 11 kW\textsubscript{e} ORC unit. For optimal integration and operation of LHS systems, effective operating strategies and methods to monitor the state of charge (SOC) need to be composed.

Keywords: waste heat recovery, organic Rankine cycle, thermal energy storage, latent heat storage.

Introduction
In 2013, 25% of the total energy consumption of the European Union could be allocated to the industry sector. In 2014, 20% of the greenhouse emissions originated from manufacturing processes [1]. A considerable amount of the industrial primary energy (20 – 50%) is lost in forms of low grade waste heat in large scale thermal systems [2]. However, by exchanging this waste heat between thermal processes or converting it to electricity, fossil fuel consumption and related emissions can be decreased. The recovered energy can be either reused directly in the same industrial site where it is produced, or it can be fed in a distribution network. Waste heat to power (WHP) systems such as ORC create opportunities to increase the energy efficiency in energy intensive industries and reduce emissions [3].

Typically, in WHP applications, two phase power cycles are frequently used to recuperate waste heat. Waste heat is recuperated and transferred to a working fluid of which the properties are adapted to the waste heat source temperature. Subsequently mechanical energy is generated in an expander coupled to an electric generator. Common and well developed power cycles include steam Rankine cycle, ORC and Kalina cycle. The ORC is considered as a viable technology for converting low- and medium-temperature heat to electricity for which it is difficult to apply the normal steam Rankine cycle [4, 5]. The working fluid is an organic fluid with a low boiling temperature, lower latent heat and a small specific volume compared
to water, so the overall power generation system can be designed to be much smaller. Because of this advantage the ORC has been researched extensively since the 1960s. The availability of the waste heat can significantly fluctuate (Figure 1). While fluctuations are inherent to industrial processes, they negatively affect the operation of ORC systems [6]. However, WHP systems and ORC systems in particular are commonly designed for a single operating point (nominal load) disregarding the waste heat fluctuations. Moreover, system components and working fluids are mostly optimized to increase the cycle efficiency at a certain nominal load [7]. This nominal load is either defined by the upper boundary or by the average values of the operation range. As a result, WHP systems subjected to thermal power fluctuations often operate at part load conditions (off-design) with reduced efficiency [8]. When large thermal power fluctuations occur, a complete bypass of the WHR system might be necessary. Overall, this leads to lower heat recovery which negatively affects the economic feasibility for the implementation of WHP systems. A steady heat load close to the nominal load is thus preferable to operate an ORC.

To keep the WHP system running at constant load under fluctuating waste heat availability, either the mass flows through the system can be manipulated, or thermal storage can be integrated [6, 9]. By integration of a thermal energy storage (TES) system, the fluctuations in heat availability for the WHP system can be flattened. In periods with high waste heat availability, the heat in excess of the nominal load of the WHP is stored in the TES, while in periods with low waste heat availability, the TES complements the heat deficit. As a result, the size of the WHP can be reduced, the duration and depth of part-load operation can be decreased.[9]. Moreover, the mismatch between waste heat availability and electricity demand can be bridged. Also the supply of heat to the WHP system can be extended [10].

![Figure 1. Fluctuation in waste heat sources relevant for power production (a) Steel billet reheating furnace: mass flow fluctuations, (b) Clinker cooling: temperature fluctuations, (c) EAF (after water cooling system): fluctuations of both mass flow and temperature, (d) IC engine exhaust: fast fluctuations. Derived from [6].](image)

TES systems can be classified as sensible, latent or thermochemical [11]. Thermochemical storage systems are still in the research phase, but it can potentially store more energy than sensible or LHS systems due to the heat of reaction [12]. In sensible heat systems (water
buffers, concrete blocks, molten salts, etc.) heat is stored by raising the temperature of a storage medium. Consequently, the amount of heat that can be stored depends on the specific heat capacity of the storage medium and is a strong function of the available temperature difference. Latent heat storage (LHS), using phase change materials (PCMs), allows to store more heat than sensible storage due to its higher energy density. Moreover, during charging or discharging the mean temperature of a latent heat storage system stays on a nearly constant level, as long as part of the storage medium is still in the transition phase, which is not the case for sensible heat storage. As a consequence, LHS can act as a heat sink (to cool down a waste heat stream) or heat source (to evaporate the ORC fluid) at nearly constant temperature.

Various studies on TES systems for smoothing fluctuations of waste heat have been conducted. Integration of PCM technology has been investigated by Nardin et al. and Dal Magro et al. [7, 13, 14]. In [13] PCMs are used to reduce the variability of off-gas temperatures and thermal powers from the electric arc furnace (EAF) process, while in [14] they inserted in the off-gas line of a continuous charge EAF process a temperature smoothing device based on PCMs. The integration of this device enhances the downstream energy recovery system where the reduced fluctuations increased the steam turbine load factor. Dal Magro et al. also investigated the impact of retrofitting a PCM based technology in a billet reheating furnace on the existing ORC. Results showed that the introduction of the PCM based technology allows the capacity factor to increase from 38% to 52% with an average thermal efficiency increase from 15.5% to 16.4% [7]. Other TES systems are investigated in Sung et al. and Ramirez et al.[10, 15]. In [15] a 200 kW ORC is installed in a steel processing plant to recover the energy from flue gases. A water thermal storage tank with 1-ton capacity was installed after a flue gas heat exchanger to suppress variation of the heat source and prevent abrupt temperature increases at the inlet of the ORC evaporator. Results show that the fluctuations are successfully suppressed by the thermal storage. In [10] a 1.8MW ORC is installed along with a waste heat recovery unit in a steel mill to recover waste heat from the fumes of an EAF. A steam accumulator of 150m³ was implemented between the heat recovery unit and the ORC to reduce fast transients in the waste heat and extend the supply over longer periods. From the accumulator steam is sent to the ORC unit and its flow is controlled to maintain pressure and flow as constant as possible. The relatively steady discharge allows the ORC to provide a power output with only minor oscillations. Pili et al. [9] performed a techno-economic analysis of waste heat recovery with ORC from fluctuating industrial sources, with and without thermal storage. Different configurations for three applications are compared in terms of levelized cost of electricity and CO₂-savings. There is no best solution which serves all applications, but thermal storage seems to be economically and environmentally beneficial when the heat source is affected by large fluctuations in temperature.

**Results and discussion**

A fast method to check the economic benefits of a storage system applied for the reduction of the primary energy demand is by means of the payback time which can be estimated by:

\[
\tau_{\text{payback}} = \frac{1}{n_{\text{daily}} n_{\text{days}} \cdot \frac{c_{\text{storage}}}{c_{\text{thermal}}}}
\]

With \(\tau_{\text{payback}}\) the payback time [years], \(c_{\text{storage}}\) the capacity specific costs of the storage system [€/kWh], \(c_{\text{thermal}}\) the specific costs for thermal energy [€/kWh], \(n_{\text{daily}}\) the number of cycles per day and \(n_{\text{days}}\) the number of days per year with \(n_{\text{daily}}\) cycles.
An example calculation for a LHS based on the parameters in Table 1 results in a payback time of 10.4 years, which is insufficient compared to the currently demanded payback times in industry of 3-5 years. The major cost component is the expensive equipment rather than the storage material. According to literature [16] the costs for LHS systems are ranging between 10 – 50 €/kWh but in practice costs for industrial scale systems can be higher. This leads to LHS systems only being economically viable for applications with a high number of cycles. In order for LHS to enter the market as a viable solution the costs of the equipment should be lowered.

Table 1. Parameters and values used in Equation 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter – Meaning – [unit]</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_{\text{storage}}$ - the capacity specific costs of the storage system [€/kWh]</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{\text{thermal}}$ - the specific costs for thermal energy [€/kWh]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{daily}}$ - the number of cycles per day [-]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{days}}$ - the number of days per year with $n_{\text{daily}}$ cycles [-]</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LHS could be a viable solution in situations where the size of WHP system components can be reduced with the integration of LHS. The required nominal load of the WHP system decreases and at this reduced nominal load, the LHS causes the depth and duration of part-load operation to decrease, which results in a more efficient conversion to electricity. The decrease of capital cost is expected to have a greater effect on the economic feasibility than the increase in revenues from electricity production [9]. This saved investment cost can then be used for a LHS.

As an example, the conversion of waste heat from a cement plant is considered. At the Heidelberger Zement AG Plant a 1.5 MW ORC recovers the heat available from the grate cooler and generates heat on a continuous basis without interfering with the clinker production process. Heat is transferred to the ORC by means of a thermal oil flow circulating in a closed loop system (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Clinker cooler heat recovery system at the Heidelberger Zement factory in Lengfurt. Adapted from [17].](image)

However, this waste heat is continuously varying between temperatures ranging from 180°C to 340°C, causing the thermal oil to fluctuate between 120°C to 230°C (Figure 3). Coping with such fluctuations, the ORC generates between 400 kW and 1500 kW [17]. Instead of installing a 1.5 MW ORC and dealing with part load operation a smaller unit could be
installed and thermal power fluctuations can be reduced with the integration of a PCM storage. As such it could be possible to install a 980 kW ORC at an estimated cost of 3M € while a 1.5 MW ORC is 0.6-1M € more expensive. With the combination of a PCM storage and a smaller ORC the efficiency is improved by avoiding part load operation. With the cost savings by reducing the size of the ORC it is possible to integrate a 1500kWh PCM storage at 1100€/kWh which is needed to keep the temperature of the waste gases after the PCM storage constant.

![Figure 3. Temperature variations of the exhaust gases at the Heidelberger Zement factory in Lengfurt. Due to this variations ORC power varies between 400-1500kW. Adapted from [17].](image)

**Test rig – Simulation and control**

To evaluate the behaviour and performance of a combined LHS ORC system a pilot scale system is installed at Ghent University Campus Kortrijk within the frame of the European CORNET ShortStore project. The system consists of: a 110 kWh LHS (Figure 6), a 250 kW electric heater which can simulate a fluctuating waste heat source and a 11 kW ORC, interconnected via a thermal oil circuit (Figure 5). The characteristics of the LHS and ORC are listed in Table 2. A performant control strategy will be developed enabling stable ORC operation under fluctuating waste heat conditions. For optimal operation of these systems effective operating strategies and methods to monitor the state of charge (SOC) are required. However, SOC estimation for LHTS systems during operation is the bottleneck for its application in industry [18]. A heat exchanger with the environment will act as a heat sink to extract heat during LHS discharging and the electric heater as a heat source for charging the LHS. The SOC will be estimated based on continuous monitoring of PCM temperatures orthogonally placed at different axial positions in the LHS based on the method described in Barz et al. [18].

Mathematical simulations of the finned shell and tube LHS are performed with a dynamic 2D model in Python based on the apparent heat capacity method. For all tubes of the LHS unit, equal flow of the HTF and equal temperature distribution on both the shell and tube side is assumed. Thus, in the model only one tube is considered and boundary effects near to the limit of the storage device, for example, energy losses to the surrounding, are ignored. The fins are considered only indirectly by an increased heat conduction in the PCM. As a first step, the (dis)charging behaviour of the LHS is analysed at variable mass flow rates and inlet oil temperatures. The results for discharging the LHS are presented in Figure 4. The initial PCM temperature is set at 230°C and is in a completely molten state. Full lines represent the outlet oil temperature and the dotted lines the extracted thermal power. On the upper graph the inlet oil temperature is kept constant while the oil mass flow varies from 1.5 kg/s to 3 kg/s. With increasing mass flow rate the initial extracted thermal power increases but rapidly decreases over time. The outlet oil temperature decreases with increasing mass flow rate. The
sharp decrease of both extracted thermal power and outlet oil temperature after 2000s with a mass flow rate of 3 kg/s is due to the complete PCM solidification and only sensible heat is available after 2000s. On the lower graph the mass flow is constant while the inlet oil temperature varies from 100°C to 210°C. With increasing temperature difference between inlet oil temperature and PCM temperatures the less constant the outlet oil temperature is. Moreover, initial extracted powers increase but rapidly decreases due to faster PCM solidification rates.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.** Simulation results of the LHS system. The PCM is in an initial completely molten state at 230°C. Upper: Outlet oil temperature and extracted power are plotted for different mass flow rates at constant inlet oil temperature. Lower: Outlet oil temperature and extracted power are plotted for different inlet oil temperatures at constant mass flow rate.

Note, that the oil flow direction in the LHS is different for charging and discharging due to the inherent characteristics of the PCM. During charging the PCM melts and its volume increases. To prevent damage to the storage equipment due to changing PCM volumes, during charging the HTF inlet is at the top of the LHS, while during discharging the HTF inlet is at the bottom.

In a second step the capability of the LHS in reducing fluctuations in waste heat availability due to variations in mass flow rate or temperature are investigated. In a third step, the main aim of this research, a control procedure will be developed to enable stable ORC operation under fluctuating waste heat conditions by charging the LHS when there is an excess of waste heat and discharging the LHS when there is not enough waste heat.

A schematic overview the test set-up is presented in Figure 5. The target operating conditions of the ORC are an incoming oil temperature ($T_{ORC\_in}$) of 130-140°C at a mass flow rate of 2 to 3 kg/s. Because the LHS will be used near the PCM melting temperature (223°C) and $T_{ORC\_in}$ is limited to 140°C to prevent damage to the evaporator and expander a basic
control mechanism is implemented. The return of the ORC ($T_{ORC\_out}$) is partly mixed at valve ‘TV2’ with the oil coming from the heater and storage to reach a mixing temperature ($T_{mix}$) equal to the target operating temperature. Changing the amount of mixing will result in changing mass flow rates in the LHS and/or heater and accordingly oil temperatures after the heater and LHS will change. Depending on the temperature changes the control system is needed to adjust the position of the three way valves in order to control $T_{mix}$ as close as possible to the target operation temperature.

Figure 5. Schematic of the test set-up. Flow directions in the system are indicated by arrows. (Motorised) Globe valves are indicated with ‘(X)V’, three way valves with ‘TV’, flowmeters with ‘F’ and temperature measurements with ‘T’.

Figure 6. Picture of the LHS installed at UGhent Campus Kortrijk.

Summary/Conclusions
ORC systems are commonly designed for a single nominal load disregarding the waste heat fluctuations. LHS systems are able to decrease this nominal load and increase the conversion efficiency. The described pilot scale set-up is installed at UGent Campus Kortrijk and serves as a demonstration for the characterization, integration and operation of a combined LHS-ORC system. Heat is generated by an electrical heater and is controlled to simulate a fluctuating waste heat profile. A control strategy will be developed to operate the ORC at constant heat load. The test set-up will be used to characterize the behaviour of a large scale
LHS system with SOC estimations based on the method described in [18]. Therefore, this research contributes to the further development of waste heat recovery technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORC characteristics</th>
<th>LHS characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working fluid</td>
<td>R245fa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM material</td>
<td>Eutectic mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNO₃/NaNO₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum evaporator pressure</td>
<td>14 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM melting temperature</td>
<td>223°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max generator power</td>
<td>11 kWₜ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCM volume</td>
<td>2 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHS thermal capacity</td>
<td>112 kWh (latent heat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220 kWh in temperature range 180-250°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

A wide range of industrial refrigeration systems are good candidates to benefit from the cooling and refrigeration potential of supersonic ejectors. These are thermally activated and can use waste heat from industrial processes, or low cost heat from biomass or solar. Ejector performance is however typically modest and needs to be maximized in order to take full advantage of the simplicity and low cost of the technology. Several works highlighted the importance of different geometrical parameters of ejectors on the performances; however, few of these studies are related to the ejector primary nozzle exit diameter which have shown contradictory finding regarding the optimal value of this parameter. This question was addressed in current study using CFD simulations on a 2-D model of a typical ejector. The results show that optimum ejector performance for a certain working condition is when the pressure at the nozzle exit is close to the suction pressure. In other word, an over-expansion of the motive flow should be avoided.

Keywords: Ejector, Ejector Performance, Nozzle, Numerical Simulation, Refrigeration System.

Introduction

A gas/gas supersonic ejector system may be heat activated to produce a cooling system. Compared to a conventional mechanical compression cycle, in an ejector cycle, the compressor is replaced by the trio pump-generator-ejector. Integrating the ejector in a conventional refrigeration system in order to boost its performance or in other cases, simply replacing to a compressor with a circulation pump and a generator offers the opportunity to reduce the overall system electricity consumption. Ejector operation consists of using a high primary energy stream mass flow rate ($m_1$) and expanding it in a supersonic nozzle to entrain and exchange energy with a secondary stream mass flow rate ($m_2$). This procedure acts like a compressor and can be implemented in a cooling system. Numerous experimental and numerical studies have been conducted to provide a better understanding of mixing and compression processes in ejectors. Among these studies, many have tried to improve the performance of ejectors by modifying the dimensions and/or the configuration of the internal components. One of the items that has a significant impact on the efficiency of an ejector is the shape of the primary nozzle. The importance of employing an optimized nozzle inside the ejector is both discussed on the basis of simulations and experimental studies. Matsuo et al. [1] did a study on nozzle shape and reported that the nozzle shape and the mixing area, between the nozzle exit and mixing chamber, has a significant effect on ejector performance. A similar study was also conducted by Fu et al. [2] who with the use of numerical simulations showed that a good design of nozzle geometry can optimize the performance of an ejector. The experiments of Sag and Ersoy [3] also proved that an optimal nozzle can enhance the performance of an ejector by 8 13%. In all these studies the behavior of the motive flow is identified as one of the most important parameters that should be taken into account in an ejector design. Zhu and Jiang [4] studied the Mach wave lengths using Schlieren system and reported that ejector performance can be improved by reducing the first Mach wave length. A study on flow boundaries was also carried out by Addy [5]. Most recently, Chen et al. [6]
investigated the Mach wave profile of the motive flow under off-design working conditions by both numerical and experimental methods. In their report, they have presented an extensive study of the flow regime inside an ejector using the method of characteristics. The primary nozzle exit ratio defined as $\phi = d_{exit}/d_{throat}$ was reported to affect ejector performance.

Table 1: Working Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_1$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$T_1$ (°C)</th>
<th>$P_2$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$T_2$ (°C)</th>
<th>$P_{out}$ (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2748</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For fixed operating conditions and overall geometry, a variation of this ratio influences the primary stream expansion. Eames et al. [7] tested two such nozzles having the same throat diameter and divergent angle for which they represented the ejector entrainment ratio ($\omega$) as a function of the nozzle expansion ratio, $P_1 = P_{exit}$. The results indicated that for selected $\omega$, a corresponding optimal $\omega$ value exists. On the other hand when $\phi$ increased, $\omega$ decreased, which the authors attributed to the increase in the degree of over-expansion occurring in the nozzle flow. A theoretical assessment, using CFD was performed by Ruangtrakoon et al. [8] in which they compared three nozzles differing only by their exit diameter and submitted to the same operating conditions ensuring the same primary mass flow rate. It was found that all nozzles resulted in the same entrainment ratio ($\omega$) and the back pressure ($P_{out}$) increased with outlet Mach number $M_x$. Lin et al. [9] numerically performed similar work with a natural gas ejector by varying the nozzle divergent angle $\gamma$. They presented the results in terms of nozzle divergent angle for a fixed secondary mass flow rate and for a range of primary throat openings (100% to 50%) by means of a spindle. For full open throat (100%), back-pressure increased monotonically with $\alpha$. As the throat was increasingly restricted, an optimal angle value corresponding to maximum back-pressure was identified. This implies that for full throat operation, $\omega$ remains constant while the back-pressure improves, similarly to Ruangtrakoon et al, [8] findings. With increasing throat restriction, optimal $\omega$ steadily increased with a lower rate of increase in the back-pressure. The authors attributed the displacement of the optimal angle to the change of the flow inside the nozzle and the critical throat area. This may have as well impacted the importance of the back-pressure. In a recent paper, Thongtip et al. [10] continued this work experimentally. They fixed the primary mass flow rate and varied the Mach number $M_x$ at the nozzle outlet by changing the nozzle exit area, all the other conditions maintained constant. The result was that $\omega$ moderately improved but the back-pressure increased with higher $M_x$. According to the authors, this may be due to better suction created by higher stream velocity, in such a way that the ejector had a stronger drawing potential of the secondary stream and the expansion wave angle being potentially reduced by the lower nozzle exit pressure, thus resulting in an increase of the effective area for the secondary fluid. These works highlighted the importance of the nozzle exit Mach number, but showed contradictory finding regarding its optimal value. This paper addressed the question by studying the effect of the nozzle exit diameter, and consequently the nozzle exit Mach number, on the ejector performances. To this end, CFD simulations using a 2-D model of an ejector were performed for similar operating conditions and ejector geometry except for different nozzle exit diameters.

Methodology

In this study, the chosen geometry is based on an in-house ejector design and workbench experimental setup. Figure 1 shows the dimensions of the ejector. In this figure, the investigated parameter (the nozzle exit diameter) is shown as $D_{pnx}$ which is changed from 8.70mm to 13.70mm with an increment of 1.0mm. For the different $D_{pnx}$, the length between
the throat and the nozzle exit is fixed and the divergent angle ($\gamma$) is increased from 4 for $D_{pnx} = 8.70$ mm to 16 for $D_{pnx} = 13.70$ mm. The change of nozzle exit can be defined based on the diameter $D_{pnx}$ or the angle of the divergent part ($\gamma$) of the nozzle. However, for the sake of clarity and analysis purposes, the geometry and the results are reported based on $D_{pnx}$. The distance between the nozzle exit and the mixing chamber inlet, NXP, was also changed between two different positions (NXP = 32mm and 22mm) in order to investigate whether this change has any effect on the pressure and velocity profiles of the motive flow exiting from the nozzle. CFD simulation is used to determine the effect of the nozzle exit diameter on the performance of a common ejector and consequently to find the optimum value for this parameter.

![Figure 1: A scheme of the ejector including dimensions (All dimensions are in millimeter. The drawing is not scaled).](image)

The performance of the ejector is qualified by the entrainment ratio of the secondary to the primary streams ($\omega = m_2/m_1$) and the compression ratio of the outlet pressure to secondary pressure ($P_r = P_{out}/P_2$).

**Result and Discussion**

Generally, in an ejector the motive flow leaving the exit nozzle can be in three different states; (1) over-expanded, where the motive pressure at the nozzle exit is lower than the secondary pressure and flow could not expand more in the mixing area and consequently shocks happen; (2) under-expanded where the motive flow pressure at the nozzle exit is higher than the secondary flow pressure, the motive flow could expand more in the mixing area; and (3) finally in a condition where both nozzle exit pressure and secondary flow...
pressures are almost equal which is the ideal condition for the motive flow exiting the nozzle [6].

![Pressure contours at different nozzle exit diameters (NXP=32mm)](image)

Figure 2: Pressure contours at different nozzle exit diameters (NXP=32mm)

This three states have been demonstrated in Fig. 2 where all three under-expanded, ideally-expanded and over-expanded situations are shown for ejectors with $D_{pnx} = 8.7$mm, $D_{pnx}=9.7$mm and $D_{pnx}=11.7$mm respectively. This also has been shown in Fig. 3(a) where the pressure profile at the exit of primary nozzle is shown. It can be implied from this figure that with increasing the nozzle exit diameter the exit pressure is decreasing. Figure 3(b) presents the entrainment ratio versus the nozzle exit diameter for two different NXPs. As shown in this figure, there is an optimum range for $D_{pnx}$ to get the best entrainment ratio. In general, from Fig. 2, Fig. 3(b) and Table 1, it can be concluded that the best diameter for the nozzle exit is where the flow pressure is equal to the secondary pressure. According to Fig.2 for the specified working condition and geometry, the best dimension for $D_{pnx}$ should be between $D_{pnx} = 8.7$mm and $D_{pnx} = 9.7$mm. This is the state where the flow is ideally expanded at the
nozzle exit. In order to investigate the relation between the nozzle exit diameter and the diameter of mixing chamber \((D_{mix})\), mixing chamber diameter was changed to two different sizes (one smaller and one bigger than the original size) and simulations were repeated for different nozzle exit sizes. The results show that as long as the drawn sonic line is attached to the wall of mixing chamber and the flow is double chocked (Fig.4), there is no significant relation between mixing chamber and nozzle exit diameters. Simulations were also carried out for a different NXP (the distance between the nozzle exit and the mixing chamber). Although based on Fig. 3(b) entrainment ratio is changed with NXP, however, this impact is independent of \(D_{pxn}\) [15]. This can also be observed from Fig.5 where the velocity contours are shown for two different NXPs and for different nozzle exits \((D_{pxn})\). According to this figure, although the flow structure is different for two NXPs, there is no significant changes for the flow structure right after the nozzle exit area. Figure 6 shows the pressure profile along the X-axis of the ejector. As shown in this figure, for nozzle exit diameter equal to 9.70mm, the amplitude of the pressure fluctuation are the lowest. This diagram along with Fig.2 imply that high pressure differences between the motive and suction flows at the nozzle exit will amplify the chance of sudden driving flow expansion which is not necessarily useful for the functionality of an ejector as shocks cause a sudden increase of the pressure, temperature and entropy and consequently increase irreversibility.

(a) Pressure profiles at the nozzle exit for different diameters  
(b) Entrainment ratio versus nozzle exit diameter

Figure 3: Numerical Results

Figure 4: Mach contour from CFD results for the listed working conditions in Table1

Conclusion

This study investigated numerical results on driving flow inside an ejector designed for a refrigeration cycle. CFD simulations were conducted in order to study the impact of nozzle shape changes on the performance of the ejector. The results imply that appropriate expansion of the driving flow benefits the ejector functionality from entrainment ratio point
Figure 5: Velocity distribution inside different ejectors for the working conditions listed in Table 1 (Left: NXP=32mm, Right: NXP=22mm)
(b) Entrainment ratio versus nozzle exit diameter

Figure 6: Static pressure profile along the ejector X-axis for different nozzle exit throats (NXP=32mm) of view. In other words, there is an optimum range of nozzle exit diameter, where ejector is on highest state of its performance. CFD simulation also showed that it is the situation leading to the lowest fluctuation of pressure inside the ejector. These results imply that important over-expansion of the motive flow at the nozzle exit undermines the ejector functionality from the entrainment ratio point of view. In other words, there is an optimum range of nozzle exit diameter for which the ejector performances are the highest. Finally, the simulations also indicated that for ejector having different NXP, the velocity distribution inside the ejector is the same upstream of the nozzle exit, but is different downstream. These finding will allow to design of better ejectors.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>[kPa]</td>
<td>pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>[kg/s]</td>
<td>mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
<td>velocity in x direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$NXP$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>nozzle exit position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>[degree]</td>
<td>nozzle divergent angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>[°C]</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pr$</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>compression ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>[m/s]</td>
<td>velocity in y direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PNX$</td>
<td>[mm]</td>
<td>nozzle exit diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>entrainment ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>[kg/m$^3$]</td>
<td>density (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>[degree]</td>
<td>ejector diffuser angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special characters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>entrainment ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>primary, motive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>secondary, suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out</td>
<td>ejector outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evap</td>
<td>evaporator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen</td>
<td>generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sat</td>
<td>saturation state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

The present paper deals with the preliminary study carried out on innovative polymeric foams based on silicone and MgSO₄·7H₂O. Composites with variable quantity of embedded salt, from 40 wt.% up to 70 wt.%, were prepared, according to an established foaming procedure. A preliminarily physico-mechanical characterization was carried out to investigate the main properties of the composite foams. Thermo-gravimetric dehydration tests, under real operating conditions, demonstrated that the tested samples are able to efficiently exchange water. Static compression tests evidenced high compression stability indicating high flexibility of the cellular silicone structure. Furthermore, the morphological characterization showed that the foam pores were homogenously distributed and well interconnected to each other. The high silicone matrix flexibility and interconnected cellular structure of the composite foam were identified as potentially key factor in order to guarantee good durability and water vapour kinetic diffusion of these composite structures for heat storage applications.

Keywords: thermal energy storage (TES), polymeric foam, salt hydrate, composite

Introduction

The use of renewable energy sources (RES), e.g. solar energy, as well as heat losses from engines and industrial waste heat represents an essential opportunity to reduce the impact of the traditional fossil sources. RES are clean, worldwide available and inexhaustible. However, the full exploitation of RES potential requires the presence of a thermal energy storage (TES) system, in order to decouple the availability of the heat source from the user’s demands [1]. Different technologies for TES exist, and, among them, thermochemical storage (TCS) represents a promising alternative [2]. Nowadays, thermochemical storage materials (TCMs) are deeply investigated. Several classes of materials are currently being evaluated, such as zeolites [3], zeotypes [4], and salt hydrates [5,6].

Reversible reactions involving salts, such as hy/dehydration reactions, can be used for storing heat using thermochemical technology. Indeed, the salts present outstanding properties, in terms of theoretical storage capacity in the range of temperatures under 100°C, which can reach 3 GJ/m³. Nonetheless, their practical application still needs research efforts, because different problems arise when these materials are used in a storage system. Among them, agglomeration and swelling phenomena, that limit the vapour diffusion and induce degradation after cycling [7] are the most critical. At the same time, low thermal conductivity of the materials also represents a serious drawback in the use of salt hydrates in a storage system.
In order to prevent such an issue, dispersion of the salt in a matrix has been proposed in literature. Among the available matrices, expanded graphite and porous adsorbent materials (zeolite, silica gels and activated carbons) have been proposed and studied [8]. Whiting et al. [9] and Hongois et al. [10] used the wet impregnation method for the realisation of a MgSO$_4$ into different types of zeolites. Posern et al. [11] used wet impregnation technique on a mixture of MgSO$_4$ and MgCl$_2$ in attapulgite matrices. Jabbari-Hichri et al. [12] studied CaCl$_2$ with three different matrices: silica gel, alumina and bentonite showing that the best performance in terms of stored/released heat and water sorption capacity was obtained with the silica gel impregnated composite.

A new approach has been proposed by Calabrese et al. [13] that have realised composites based on zeolites and polymeric foams for adsorption heat pump applications. In these composites, the silicone foam was holding zeolite powders, in order to obtain a sorbent composite with high porosity and adsorption capacity. In such a context, the present work presents the development of composite materials for thermochemical storage based on magnesium sulphate heptahydrate (MgSO$_4$·7H$_2$O) embedded in a silicone foam, acting as a matrix. The employed matrix is permeable to water vapour, which guarantees a proper hydration/dehydration reaction of the hosted salt. At the same time, the foam structure improves the cycling and mechanical stability of the composite, allowing for an expansion of the salt hydrate volume during the hydration process. The physico-chemical features of the foam composites and the study of water vapour diffusion processes inside the pores under real boundary conditions were measured in order to evaluate its performance for TCS applications.

**Result and discussion**

A mixture of poly(methylhydrosiloxane) (code: PDMS) and a silanol terminated polydimethylsiloxane (code: PMHS) with proper catalyst was employed to form the polymeric foam. During the raw components mixing, the MgSO$_4$·7H$_2$O was dispersed in different percentages; afterwards the foaming process under controlled temperature was performed. The flow chart of preparation phases of the salt-silicone foams is represented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Flow chart of preparation phases of the salt-silicone foams](image)

The composite foams are identified in the paper with the code “Mg_” followed by a number indicating the salt percentage added to the silicone matrix; e.g. the code “Mg_40” is referred to a foam constituted by 40 wt.% of salt hydrate. Foam morphology was evaluated by optical 3D digital microscope (Hirox HK-8700), capturing the images at 50x magnification.
It was experimentally demonstrated that the porous structure of the foam is quite independent from the amount of the hydrate salt added as filler. As reference, a stereo-microscope image of cross-section along foaming direction of Mg_50 foam is reported in Figure 2. The sample, characterized by spheroidal shaped cells, presents a mixed open/closed cell structure, as evidenced by the inserted magnification. The bubbles appear homogeneously distributed along the cross section and they are well interconnected each other, so that the water vapour can easily diffuse inside the porous structure.

In order to assess the ability of the synthetized composites foam-salt to properly react with water vapour, under typical working conditions, thermo-gravimetric dehydration tests were performed by means of modified Labsys Evo SETARAM apparatus [14]. The tests were performed as follows: the sample was weighted in an external microbalance and then loaded inside the TG apparatus. Evacuation was performed at room temperature, down to 10^{-3} mbar. Afterwards, water vapour generated by an evaporator at 20°C was admitted in the testing chamber creating a pure water vapour atmosphere at 23.4 mbar. Subsequently, a heating ramp from 30°C up to 150°C was performed to evaluate the amount of water exchanged under these conditions. For each sample, three different specimens were extracted and tested, in order to take into account also possible inhomogeneity of the prepared samples. The results of the performed thermo-gravimetric dehydration tests are reported in Figure 3. Particularly, the pure salt MgSO_4 \cdot 7H_2O was tested as reference, showing a mass loss of about 45% at 150°C, corresponding to about six water molecules released. This reported result is in close agreement with the data reported by van Essen [15]. Calabrese et al. [13], in a previous paper, verified that a negligible weight loss in the range of investigated temperatures occurs in the pure polymeric foam.

Starting from the water mass loss, measured for each tested sample, it was possible to calculate the actual salt content in each foam. None of the tested samples reaches the expected mass loss quantity of the pure salt, demonstrating that the actual salt content for each composite is lower than expected. Table 1 reports the evaluated data.
Figure 3: Thermo-gravimetric dehydration measurements in presence of water vapour at 23.4 mbar

Table 1: Water mass loss measured during the TGA measurement and actual salt content calculated for each tested samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Nominal salt content [wt.%]</th>
<th>Water mass loss [wt.%]</th>
<th>Actual salt content [wt.%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure MgSO₄·7H₂O</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>43.90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAM40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41.29</td>
<td>37.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAM50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>41.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAM60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42.02</td>
<td>56.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAM70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>37.05</td>
<td>58.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is reasonable to argue that the spread between the actual salt content and the theoretical one is due to the some experimental issues that involve:
- a partial dissolution of the salt inside the solvent during the foam preparation phase,
- loss of salt during the handling of the samples, and
- an incomplete incorporation of the salt inside the foam during the foaming process, due to the incomplete foaming process induced by the excessive amount of salt employed (Mg_70).

A scheme of a possible water vapour diffusion mechanism that could take place in the composite foams was proposed according to the experimental characterisation outcomes. Indeed, the knowledge of this aspect is extremely important in order to predict the behaviour of a real thermochemical storage system, considering that the water vapour diffusion inside the matrix affects also its stability.

Figure 4 depicts the vapour diffusion schema inside the foam. The polymers of the matrix (PDMS and PHMS) were chosen for their high permeability to water vapour, in order not to affect the water vapour diffusion during the real operating conditions. In the foam, as evidenced in the schema, the diffusion is ensured by the macro-porous structure of the cell foam. The cellular structure of the foam is mainly characterised by large bubbles interconnection (point A in Figure 4 left) that represents a privileged vapour flow way. Moreover, in consideration of the low thickness of the cell walls, also neighbouring bubbles can effectively contribute to a rapid vapour flow (point B Figure 4, left). In this area, the salt
hydrate embedded in the silicon matrix can easily interact with the vapour phase, undergoing hydration/dehydration phases. Not all of the salt hydrate is able to provide a rapid hydration/dehydration process. The crystals of salt, shielded by thick matrix layer, could be inactive (point C in Figure 4, left). The salt hydration/dehydration can be also allowed by secondary flow lines (point D in Figure 4 left) induced by salt hydrate domains just in proximity of bubble border.

Therefore, based on Figure 4 right, the scheme of possible vapour flow pathways can be summed up in the following manner: the salt hydrated can be considered as a vapour sink and red arrows are the vapour flow paths. The vapour flow takes place mainly by bubbles interconnected paths in the foam and partially by diffusion through PDMS cell walls to obtain hydration/dehydration capabilities of the active salt filler.

![Figure 4: Water vapour diffusion schema inside the foam (left and right)](image)

The choice of the PDMS matrix also plays an important role for assuring the storage energy and mechanical efficiency of the composite foam at high number of hydration/dehydration cycles.

Indeed, when the salt dehydrates, a volume reduction proportional to the number of the lost water molecules occurs. Consequently, as shown in Figure 5, at the matrix/filler interface, tensile or compression radial stresses take place, depending on dehydration or hydration phenomenon, respectively. A flexible matrix, if compared to a brittle one, allows greater local deformation, favoring an easier relaxation of internal forces and thus reducing the risk of damage and the loss of energy storage efficiency of the composite structure. In order to evaluate large deformation capabilities of foamed structure some static compression tests were carried out by using a universal testing machine (UTM – Zwicky 5KN by Swick, Germany).

![Figure 5: Scheme of internal stresses induced by volume reduction of salt dehydration compression test for unfilled silicone foam b](image)
The results (as reference Figure 6 reports a compression test for an unfilled foam) evidenced very large plateau, bubbles collapse regime, at low stress level (about 20 Pa) indicating a soft mechanical behavior of the foam. Furthermore, a very significant deformation in correspondence of the wall bubbles densification regime is evident (collapse densification regime transition can be identified at about 75% of strain) confirming the high flexibility of the silicone porous structure which supports reversibly high localized deformations. Fifty cyclic compression tests were carried out on same sample without evidence damaging effect of mechanical performance loss.

Figure 6: Stress-strain compression curve for unfilled silicone foam

Conclusions

An innovative composite polymeric foam-salt hydrate (i.e. MgSO₄·7H₂O) was proposed in order to overcome most of the common material problems related to thermochemical TES applications. The morphological characterization demonstrated that the samples are characterized by a homogenous porosity of the foam. The thermo-gravimetric analysis showed the capacity of the composite samples to efficiently exchange water, under real operating conditions. Mechanical characterization, by static compression test, indicated good stability of the silicone cellular structure also at large deformations. These properties were identified as potentially key factor able to give effective hygro-thermal stability and good water vapour kinetic diffusion of these composite structures for TES applications. Future ageing test of the composite foams will be performed to validate the obtained results.
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Model based assessment of working pairs for gas driven thermochemical heat pumps

E. Laurenz, G. Füldner, J. Doell, C. Blackman, Lena Schnabel

Abstract

The choice of a working pair for gas driven thermochemical heat pumps requires fast computation of estimates for efficiency (coefficient of performance, COP) and power (specific heating power, SHP) under different boundary conditions. A quasi-stationary cycle description with lumped parameters and linear driving force model with constant effective heat transfer coefficients is used. Further properties of the heating system are included as boundary conditions. This approach intrinsically takes into account the thermodynamic equilibrium data for different working pairs. In this paper two working pairs CaBr$_2$.xNH$_3$ – NH$_3$ (sorption) and MnCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ – PbCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ (resorption) are compared. The overall performance is assessed with the seasonal gas utilization efficiency (SGUE) according to EN 12309-6 as weighted averages for different boundary conditions. As a result the MnCl$_2$ – PbCl$_2$ resorption cycle shows significantly better performance (SGUE = 1.29–1.38) compared to the CaBr$_2$ sorption cycle (1.09–1.16). Performance increases with ambient temperature (climate) and decreases with the design temperature level of the heating system.

Keywords: thermochemical material, gas heat pump, performance indicators, modelling.

Introduction/Background

Gas driven thermochemical heat pumps are a promising option to reduce CO$_2$ emissions from the heating sector. For this technology a wide range of working pairs are under consideration. Examples of sorption cycles are salt hydrates – water, salt ammoniates – ammonia, and for resorption cycles combinations of two different salt ammoniates (or hydrates). These working pairs have been subject to different screenings and assessments mainly focused on energy storage density [1, 2]. Newer studies include the temperature levels resulting from thermodynamic equilibrium data [3, 4] although neglecting any dynamic effects.

The aim of the present study is to provide sufficiently good estimates for efficiency (coefficient of performance, COP) and power (specific heating power, SHP) at realistic boundary conditions of building heating system. These estimates are required for the choice of working pairs and other basic design considerations and are to our knowledge not available from literature. As an example, results are compared for the two working pairs CaBr$_2$.xNH$_3$ – NH$_3$ (sorption) and MnCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ – PbCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ (resorption) which, in contrast to water based systems, are not prone to freezing of the working fluid at sub-zero temperatures. The two working pairs where chosen as they allow for operation of a gas driven heat pump. Under typical high, middle and low temperature boundaries of a domestic heating application their equilibrium temperatures are suitable to run a sorption and resorption processes respectively.

The method used is based on simulations of a fast and efficient quasi-stationary model of simple thermochemical heat pump cycle. The lumped parameter model is based on the energy and mass balances for each component. The simple thermochemical heat pump consists of a first reactor with a strongly binding salt (MnCl$_2$ or CaBr$_2$ here) and a combined evaporator/condenser with pure NH$_3$ or, for the resorption system, a second reactor with a weakly binding salt (PbCl$_2$).

The cycle for the case of the working pair MnCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ – PbCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ is shown in Figure 1. The simplified cycle consists of several isosteric heating or cooling phases (dashed lines) and reaction phases that are both, isothermal and isobaric, for one salt reaction (solid lines). As PbCl$_2$ exhibits three stable ammoniation states in the temperature and pressure region of interest the ammoniation of MnCl$_2$ (points 2a, 2b in Figure 1) happens at two different pressures: First determined by the deammoniation of PbCl$_2$.8NH$_3$ to PbCl$_2$.3.25NH$_3$ (1a) and the second by the subsequent deammoniation to PbCl$_2$.2NH$_3$ (1b). For the case of CaBr$_2$.xNH$_3$ – NH$_3$ the cycle is less complex with
one pressure level for ammoniation and one for deammoniation, as only the reaction CaBr$_2$·(2-6)NH$_3$ is used against the vapor pressure of pure NH$_3$.

Temperature boundary conditions are modelled as infinite heat reservoirs at low (ambient heat source), middle (useful heat delivered to a building heating system) and high (heat input from a gas burner) temperatures. In order to allow for driving differences for heat and mass transfer the salt equilibrium temperature is higher than the corresponding source temperature (or lower than the corresponding sink temperature). A linear driving force (LDF) model with one effective lumped effective transfer coefficient per heat exchanger is used to conveniently approximate both, heat and mass transfer, processes [5]. This effective coefficient is expressed in the form of an overall heat transfer coefficient $U_A$. It directly relates the heat exchanger heat flow (positive direction: to the salt) to the overall temperature difference between the source/sink temperature and the saturation temperature at the respective operation pressure $T_{sat}(p)$ (white circles in Figure):

$$\dot{Q}_{HX} = U_A \left( T_{snk,src} - T_{sat}(p) \right).$$

The saturation temperature is taken from pure working fluid properties for the evaporator/condenser [6] and the salt’s reaction equilibrium for the reactor. The latter is computed with a modified Van’t Hoff equation

$$\ln \left( \frac{p}{p^*} \right) = \frac{\Delta S_x}{R} - \frac{\Delta H_x}{RT}$$

with data given in Table 1.

For the mass balance void volumes are assumed sufficiently small to be negligible. The energy balance for each component including heat capacities for all parts that undergo temperature changes during isosteric phases (heat exchanger, housing, working fluid and salt). The specific heat capacities of the salt ammoniates are not available from literature and are approximated using Kopps rule [7] (c.f. Table 1). Dynamic effects of isosteric phases on the power delivered are not taken into account. Heat losses are assumed to be negligible. For model parameters like UA-values, masses for heat exchangers and active material realistic values where chosen in consultation with an industry partner.
The control algorithm used for the simulation allows modulation of the middle temperature heat flow $Q_{MT}$ delivered to the building heating system as required. During the deammoniation of reactor 1 (high pressure reactions) $Q_{MT}$ is controlled by modulation of the gas burner power. This is modelled by a change of the level of which represents the coldest temperature to which the hot gas stream is cooled down. The effect of this on the gas utilization and thus overall efficiency is taken into account.

During re-ammoniation of reactor 1 (low pressure reactions) the average heat flow is controlled through a variation of the half cycle time as illustrated in Figure 2. At any time, the current heat flow $Q_{MT}$ is determined by the given $T_H$ and $T_M$, the salt equilibria and the heat exchanger’s UA-values. Hence, the middle temperature heat flow is fully determined for each ammoniation step. The required heat flow $\bar{Q}_{MT,set}$ is achieved on average over the whole re-ammoniation phase by appropriate interruption or extension of the resolvation phase. In the model the cycle is stopped on one of the following conditions:

- The average heat flow $\bar{Q}_{MT}$ would become smaller than set middle temperature heat flow $Q_{MT,set}$ (Figure).
- Re-ammoniation is complete.

The heat pump cycle is driven by heat from a gas burner. For the gas burner we assume an efficiency of 90% (higher heating value). The heat pump module is designed to a nominal capacity of 60% of the total design heat flow. Based on the application scenarios from EN 12309-6 (see below), it can be expected that with a nominal capacity of 60% over 90% of the energy demand can be covered by the sorption module. Up to this heat flow the module is used to cover the complete heat demand. If a fraction of the application’s heat demand is not met by the heat pump cycle or if its COP is below 1 (e.g. because of unfavorable temperature conditions) the heat flow deficit is directly supplied by the burner.

An overall performance indicator is created using the bin method according to EN 12309-6 [9]. For the operation of any real appliance the boundary conditions would not be constant, but changing throughout the year. Furthermore, they depend on the climate and the building/heating system under consideration.

Table 1: Properties of the different salt ammoniation reaction used in the model (sources: [8] for $\Delta H^*_S$ & $\Delta S^*_S$; [7] for $c_p$ estimated with Kopp’s rule)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>$\Delta H^*<em>S$ (J/mol$</em>{NH_3}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S^*<em>S$ (J/mol$</em>{NH_3}$ K)</th>
<th>$\bar{c}_p$ (mol/mol K)</th>
<th>$\bar{c}<em>p$ (J/mol$</em>{salt}$ K)</th>
<th>$M_{salt}$ (kg/mol$_{salt}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PbCl$_2$·(2-3.25)NH$_3$</td>
<td>39 339</td>
<td>134.4</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbCl$_2$·(3.25-8)NH$_3$</td>
<td>34 317</td>
<td>127.9</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaBr$_2$·(2-6)NH$_3$</td>
<td>48 965</td>
<td>134.7</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnCl$_2$·(2-6)NH$_3$</td>
<td>47 416</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2](image-url): Ideal heat flow over time during re-ammoniation (of reactor 1) to illustrate control approach. Depending on the current step the current heat flow (solid line) changes discontinuously as the driving temperature differences change (thermal masses neglected). The average heat flow (dashed) has a continuous shape. The cycle is stopped when the average heat flow reaches the set point.
To account for the seasonal variations, the model is simulated at different operating points defined by the actual ambient temperature. For any given climate and heating system temperature level, the actual ambient temperature (i.e. the source temperature $T_L$) determines the demanded heat flow $\dot{Q}_{\text{dem}}$ (Figure 5) and the demanded feed temperature to the heating system $T_{\text{MT}}$ according to the standard heating curve (Figure 6). From each simulation result, indicators like the gas utilization efficiency (GUE) are calculated and aggregated with a weighted average (Figure 7) to the seasonal gas utilization efficiency (SGUE).

This is done for different climates (design ambient temperature) and heating systems (design application feed and return temperatures) as given in Table 2. As a conservative approximation in the simulations, the feed temperature is chosen as middle temperature $T_M$.

**Discussion and Results**

The model was implemented in R [10] and verified for overall energy and mass balance throughout a full cycle under different boundary conditions. For the CaBr$_2$.xNH$_3$ – NH$_3$ (sorption) configuration small errors in the order of 2-6% of the total heat or mass exchanged prevails. This is due to simplifying assumptions on the properties of NH$_3$ (constant $c_p$ in liquid and vapor phase). For the MnCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ – PbCl$_2$.xNH$_3$ (resorption) configuration the balance errors are only numerical (relative errors < 0.01%).

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3: Detailed results for climate "Average" and application temperature "High" as a function ambient temperature from different operational points according to EN 12309-6. A) Temperature levels $T_M$ (input to simulations) and $T_H$ (calculated by controller to ensure module heat flow), missing points: no operation of sorption module (direct gas burner heating only), SGUE for this point is CaBr$_2$: 1.11; MnCl$_2$-PbCl$_2$: 1.33
Main cycle parameters and performance results vary considerably with ambient temperature as shown exemplarily in Figure for “average” climate and a “high temperature” heating system. For lower ambient temperatures higher driving temperatures are required as higher heat flows have to be provided at higher temperature levels. The GUEs decrease with lower ambient temperature. This is due to the higher driving temperatures and a second effect: a reduced loading spread. The loading spread is reduced, as the controller stops the re-ammoniation in order to ensure the middle temperature heat flow. For the MnCl$_2$-PbCl$_2$ system this even leads to complete stop of the heat pump cycle at $-10 \, ^\circ C$ where the total heat demand is supplied directly from the gas burner. It should be noted, that the driving temperature level might be limited (e.g. for stability or safety reasons) which is not represented in this model. This limitation would further reduce the module’s efficiency and/or operability at low ambient temperatures.

However, operation points with low efficiency due to harsh conditions do not happen often throughout the year (c.f. Figure 7). The seasonal gas utilization efficiency (CaBr$_2$: 1.11; MnCl$_2$-PbCl$_2$: 1.33) is dominated by operation points with moderate conditions. The results show that with a relative design capacity of 60% the sorption module covers most of the annual heat demand. A higher capacity would increase SGUE only marginally.

The SGUEs mainly depend on application temperature level and – to a lesser extend – on the climate zone (Figure 4). High heating system temperature levels and cold climates lead to lower SGUEs. Throughout all scenarios the simulations predict higher efficiency for the MnCl$_2$-PbCl$_2$ resorption cycle (1.29–1.38) than for the CaBr$_2$ sorption cycle (1.09–1.16). The continuous decline observed for CaBr$_2$ can be explained with the rising temperature spreads $T_H - T_M$ and $T_M - T_L$ that determine the heat required for the sensible heating and cooling of the reactor and the condenser/evaporator respectively.

The results are comparable to values found by Nienborg et al. [11] for adsorption gas heat pumps. With similar assumptions they reported SGUEs for average climate and medium temperature in the order of 1.08-1.38 depending on working pairs (SAPO34–H$_2$O, NaY-H$_2$O, CuBTC-MeOH) and heat exchanger mass ratio. The present model gives a SGUE for this point of 1.13 (CaBr$_2$) and 1.37 (MnCl$_2$-PbCl$_2$). However Nienborg et al. imposed a maximum desorption temperature of 230 $^\circ$C for stability and safety reasons, which was not the case in the present study. However, such a restriction would especially come into play at very low ambient temperature which has little impact on the overall performance.

**Summary/Conclusions**

The model presented in this study is a first step assessment of salt based thermochemical processes at realistic boundary conditions. It shows how the working pair’s thermodynamic equilibrium properties match the required temperature level from applications. The results are reasonable and show comparable performance compared to adsorbent based cycles. For MnCl$_2$-PbCl$_2$ (SGUE = 1.29–1.38) the results are promising and might be further improved by a heat recovery, which has been out of scope of the present study. The potential of CaBr$_2$ (1.09–1.16) for the scenarios evaluated is low.
A more detailed performance analysis requires at least a simple model including heat capacities, evaporator/condenser dynamics and sorption dynamics. This includes a better understanding of the sorption kinetics and underlying heat and mass transfer processes in the salt and possibly reaction dynamics. These questions will be addressed in further studies.
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![Figure 5: Actual heat demand relative to nominal capacity (design heat demand) over ambient temperature for different climate zones](image-url)
Figure 6: Application feed temperature (middle temperature level $T_M$ in the simulations) as a function of relative heat demand for different application temperature levels (A) and as a function of ambient temperature for different climates and application temperature levels (B).

Figure 7: hours per year (normalized) over ambient temperature for different climate zones used as weights for the calculation of seasonal gas utilization efficiencies (GUES) from gas utilization efficiencies (GUE).
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Abstract

Under the assumption that the performance map of an ejector’s cooling system is a basic tool for its optimal operation, a methodology is proposed for its finding. It consists in keeping constant \( P_{GE} \) and \( P_{CO} \) while the secondary mass flow rate is varied. For the resulting \( P_{GE} \), \( P_{CO} \) and \( P_{EV} \) values, a series of dimensionless plots are obtained in order to define the ejector’s performance map, \( U-T_{CO} \) plot, corresponding to the ejector critical back pressure and should direct the optimal ejector cooling system operation at design and off design conditions.

Keywords: ejector cooling system; refrigeration; thermal cooling systems; ejector.

Introduction

The present development of the ejector cooling system has energy and ecological benefits. It was introduced by Leblanc in 1910 and was a cycle having vapour as its working fluid, a supply of low-grade thermal energy as inlet and producing cooling as outlet. Since then, this system has been studied in order to improve the ejector and system performance, attending to the understanding of ejector’s internal processes; optimization of ejector geometry; study of different working fluids; introduction of additional heat exchangers; combination with other refrigeration systems including another ejector system; study of different thermal energy sources considering direct and indirect thermal energy supply to the generator, as Elbel and Hrnjak, as well as, Besagni et al. have mentioned [1, 2]. All this research has proved the reliance on the system’s experimental operation. Unfortunately, the efforts directed to operate the system at the critical behaviour have been limited and insufficient. Among others, Hernandez et al. [3, 4] have presented different graphical representations of the ejector’s critical behaviour considering data from the literature. Trying to continue with this contribution, the study of the representation of the optimal ejector behaviour in different plots with own experimental data is presented and analysed.

The Ejector System

For its compression capacity, the ejector is used in a refrigeration system where phase change takes place at different temperature. So, the ejector cooling system’s configuration and thermodynamic cycle are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b). The first one shows the system elements arrangement according to a couple of sub-cycles, the upper is a of power represented by the states 1-3-4-5-1 and the lower is of refrigeration given by states 2-3-4-6-2. Fig. 1 (b) shows the 3P system thermodynamic cycle according of being a 3T system.

On the other hand, the ejector is a device without moving parts that is internally crossed by fluids in motion. It can be considered as a mixer, when its discharge port has this resulting effect considering that it’s both inlets have different fluid condition; or as a compressor or
pump, considering the effect of boosting fluid from its low pressure inlet to its medium pressure discharge port. For this reason, the ejector has a variety of applications in the chemical, hydraulic, pneumatic and thermal industries. However, its efficiency is low and its sensibility to changes in its operation condition could easily take it to have a low performance. So, keeping its operation efficiently becomes an engineering challenge.

Fig. 1. The ejector’s cooling system configuration and its thermodynamic cycle, [5].

In regard to the ejector cooling system’s efficiency, the parameter employed for such end is its coefficient of performance, COP, given by

\[
\text{COP} = U \frac{(h_2 - h_6)}{(h_1 - h_4)}
\]

where \((h_2 - h_6)\) is the evaporator specific enthalpy difference in kJ/kg producing the system cooling effect; \((h_1 - h_4)\) is the system specific enthalpy difference required to produce the cooling effect; and \(U\) is the ejector entrainment ratio, defined as

\[
U = \frac{\dot{m}_2}{\dot{m}_1}
\]

being \(\dot{m}_1\) and \(\dot{m}_2\) the mass flow rates in kg/s for the ejector primary and secondary fluids. This parameter is also of relevance for the ejector performance.

Thermodynamically, the ejector cooling system is 3T and has the \(T_{GE}\), \(T_{CO}\) and \(T_{EV}\) at saturation as its independent variables. Also, these temperatures define the system working pressures, which are also used as independent variables, and are the starting values when superheating and subcooling processes exist.

On the other hand, the expansion and compression processes are commonly defined by pressure ratios. In this regard, the driving pressure ratio \(\Gamma\) is defined as

\[
\Gamma = \frac{P_{GE}}{P_{EV}}
\]

where \(P_{GE}\) and \(P_{EV}\) in MPa are the generator and evaporator pressures. The compression ratio \(r\) is given as

\[
r = \frac{P_{CO}}{P_{EV}}
\]

being \(P_{CO}\) the condenser pressure. Finally, the expansion pressure ratio \(\xi\) is defined as
\[ \xi = \frac{P_{GE}}{P_{CO}} \]  

So, plots of U and COP should be obtained against the generation, condensation and evaporation pressure as well as against \( r \), \( \xi \) and \( \Gamma \).

**Description of the Experimental Rig**

The employed experimental rig is built up by a generator, a condenser, an evaporator, an ejector, a pump, an expansion valve, a preheater, a precooler and a condenser tank, as shown in Fig. 2. The generator, condenser and evaporator are plate heat exchangers; the pump is of the piston type; the expansion valve is manual and the ejector is commercial and made by Schutte and Koerting. The measurement of temperature, pressure and mass flow rates are carried out by PT1000 sensors, membrane pressure sensors and Coriolis mass flow rate sensors, respectively. The working fluid is R134a.

![Fig. 2 Experimental rig configuration.](image)

**Obtention of Results**

It is well known that the ejector efficiency is low and its highest values are reached at the condenser critical back pressure, for what it is really important to find it in the simplest way. Therefore, some important amount of experimental data will be obtained and transformed in dimensionless parameters to determine a dimensionless and unique condenser critical back pressure curve. With this curve, a critical plot of \( U - T_{CO} \) will be obtained for different generator and evaporator isothermal lines. This plot indicates any triplet of generator, condenser and evaporator temperatures that belong to the ejector critical condition. This procedure will indicate the conditions where the ejector cooling system can operate at its higher efficiency.

Considering that the ejector cooling system is 3T, the ejector performance is defined at the corresponding saturation pressure for each one of these temperatures. So, and during the experimentation, \( P_{GE} \) and \( P_{CO} \) could be controlled and kept constant allowing the main nozzle be choked while the secondary fluid mass flow rate could be varied to achieve different U
and $P_{EV}$ values. When enough $U$ values could be obtained, they could belong to the one choking, critical condition and two choking regions.

In order to follow the above mentioned experimental methodology, some couples of $P_{GE}$ and $P_{CO}$ values were defined and reached, allowing the generator and condenser work at their higher capacity, in regard to the higher thermal fluid mass flow rates. Once the choked condition is reached for the primary fluid at the main nozzle, without secondary fluid mass flow rate, the initial experimental condition is reached. From this condition, the secondary fluid mass flow rate is continuously increased after its corresponding steady state is reached with superheated vapour at the ejector’s inlets and outlet. For the obtained primary and secondary flow mass flow rates, their corresponding $U$ value is obtained. In Fig. 3(a) there is a plot of $U$ against $P_{CO}$ for different starting $P_{CO}$ and $P_{GE}$ values. Each experimental series is represented by a colour and it is observed that $U$ and $P_{CO}$ have a growing tendency. This results from the increase in the secondary fluid mass flow rate while the heating and cooling in the generator and condenser is kept constant.

![Fig. 3](a)  (b)

Fig. 3  Plots of the entrainment ratio against the condenser and generator pressure.

The behaviour for $U$ against $P_{GE}$ is shown in Fig. 3(b), where this pressure decreases as $U$ increases as a result of keeping constant the generator and condenser heating and cooling capacity, while the secondary fluid mass flow rate increases and the condenser pressure also increases and the generator pressure decreases.

**Analysis of Results**

With the above mentioned data, the dimensionless parameters corresponding to $\Gamma$, $\xi$ and $r$ were obtained. In Fig. 4 is shown a 3D view of the dimensionless parameters $U$, $\Gamma$ and $r$, where the critical back pressure line is the limit for the one and two choking zone. Focussing on the $U$-$r$ plot shown in Fig. 5, it is observed that the highest $U$ values fix an upper limit that according to Lu corresponds to the ejector critical back pressure condition, Hernandez et al. [3, 4]. Selecting these highest $U$ and their corresponding $\Gamma$ values, its correlation with $r$ is found and shown in Fig. 6, where $\Gamma$ goes through the coordinate axis origin. Finally, a plot of $U$-$r$ for $\Gamma$ values is shown in Fig. 7, where the similarity to the $U$-$P_{CO}$ plot with $P_{GE}$ and $P_{EV}$ constant is a result of being equivalent both representations, as Hernandez et al. mentioned [3, 4]. As observed, the constant $\Gamma$ values are higher for critical higher $r$ values, and the zones of
one and two chokings correspond to the inclined and horizontal lines respectively which are delimited by the critical back pressure line.

Fig. 4  3D plot of the entrainment ratio against the driving and compression ratios.

Once the critical back pressure line is determined, the performance map given by the U-T\textsubscript{CO} plot can be obtained for generator and evaporator isotherm lines, as Fig. 8 shows, in which the temperatures correspond to the saturation. With this plot and in accordance to the required evaporator temperature, for any U value its generator and condenser temperature are defined. At this point, it is important to mention that this plot corresponds to the ejector critical condition in dimensional parameters. Therefore, in this plot any generator, condenser and evaporator temperature triplet define U at the ejector critical condition, and any combination of this 4 parameters corresponds to high ejector and system efficiencies.

Fig. 5  Plot of the entrainment ratio against the compression ratio.
Fig. 6 Plot of the critical entrainment ratio and the driving expansion ratio against the compression ratio.

Fig. 7 Plot of the entrainment ratio against the compression ratio.

Fig. 8 Plot of the entrainment ratio against the condenser temperature for the ejector critical condition.
The validity of the U-T\textsubscript{CO} plot was proved selecting two points and obtained in practice later. They corresponded to the prediction and their differences were very low. These experimental points were also represented in a U-r plot and felt along the ejector critical condition line.

**Conclusions**

As a contribution to find in practice the optimal ejector cooling system operation, a methodology to obtain the performance map of an ejector cooling system was found and consists in:

- Obtain experimental data in which P\textsubscript{GE} and P\textsubscript{CO} were kept constant and the secondary mass flow rate was varied
- Transform these data in U, \( \Gamma \), \( \xi \) and r parameters
- Obtain U-r plot
- Define critical U-\( \Gamma \)-r data
- Obtain the correlation of U, \( \Gamma \) and r for the critical data
- Obtain U-T\textsubscript{CO} critical plot

Such plot should direct the optimal ejector cooling system operation at design and off design conditions.
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Abstract

The thermodynamic and economic performance of a solar combined heat and power (S-CHP) system based on an array of hybrid photovoltaic-thermal (PVT) collectors and an organic Rankine cycle (ORC) engine is considered for the provision of heating and power to swimming pool facilities. Priority is given to meeting the thermal demand of the swimming pool, in order to ensure a comfortable condition for swimmers in colder weather conditions, while excess thermal output from the collectors at higher temperatures is converted to electricity by the ORC engine in warmer weather conditions. The thermodynamic performance of this system and its dynamic characteristics are analysed on the basis of a transient thermodynamic model. Various heat losses and gains are considered in accordance to environmental and user-related factors for both indoor and outdoor swimming pools. A case study is then performed for the swimming pool at the University Sport Centre (USC) of Bari, Italy. The results show that employing a zeotropic mixture of R245fa/R227ea (30/70%) as the ORC working fluid allows such an ORC system to generate ~50% more power than when using pure R236ea due to the better temperature match of the cycle to the low-temperature hot-water heat source from the output of the PVT collectors. Apart from generating electricity, the ORC engine also alleviates PVT collector overheating, and reduces the required size of the hot-water storage tank. With an installation of 2000 m² of PVT collectors, energetic analyses indicate that the proposed S-CHP system can cover 84-96% of the thermal demand of the swimming pool during the warm summer months and 61% of its annually integrated total thermal demand. In addition, the system produces a combined (from the collectors and ORC engine) of 328 MWh of electricity per year, corresponding to 36% of the total electricity demand of the USC, with ~4% coming from the ORC engine. The analysis suggests a minimum payback time of 12.7 years with an optimized tank volume of 125 m³.

Keywords: organic Rankine cycle, ORC, PV-thermal, PVT, solar energy, swimming pool.

Introduction

Hybrid PV-thermal (PVT) collectors have attracted interest recently due to their potentially improved electrical efficiency over single PV panels if operated suitably, their ability to provide an additional thermal energy output and the flexibility they allow for further integration with other technologies, including thermal energy storage options. Many different hybrid PVT-based systems have been investigated for various purposes, such as PVT-water systems for domestic heating (hot water, space heating) and power provision [1-3]; here, we extend the capabilities of these systems by including a low-temperature heat-driven thermodynamic cycle [4,5].

Considering the potential of hybrid PVT systems for combined heating and power (CHP), the aim of this work is to assess the energetic and economic feasibility of hybrid PVT technology when applied to swimming pool applications. The majority of previous studies found on solar swimming pool heating focus on solar-thermal collector heating systems [6,7] or solar-assisted heat-pump heating systems with conventional solar-thermal collectors [8,9]; far less effort has been devoted to the employment of hybrid PVT collectors in solar-CHP (S-CHP) systems for
meeting the heating and power demands of swimming pools. To the authors’ knowledge, only one study has considered a heating system based on PVT technology for a swimming pool, located in Naples, Italy [10]. Results from transient simulations and sensitivity analyses performed with TRNSYS software showed that the system considered in this study was not profitable without public funding policies and became viable only after introducing thermal feed-in tariffs due to the high collector costs. However, solar irradiation and thermohygrometric conditions are highly geographically dependent, so the energetic/economic performance of such PVT-based S-CHP systems will differ significantly at different locations, and depends strongly on system configuration and operational strategies, which merits further investigation.

This paper presents a solar-driven PVT-ORC S-CHP system for swimming pool facilities. An ORC engine converts the excess thermal output of the PVT collector array into (secondary) electrical power when the heating demand for the swimming pool is low, which helps to improve the overall system efficiency and prevent overheating of the collectors. The potential of the system for a swimming pool application at the University Sport Centre (USC) of Bari, Italy, is assessed in terms of both thermodynamic and thermoeconomic performance metrics.

**System configuration and modelling methodology**

Swimming pool facilities have a heavy thermal demand, and gas boilers are typically used for heating. Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of the proposed PVT-ORC S-CHP system for the swimming pool application. A hot water storage tank stores thermal energy produced from the PVT-water collectors. The system is designed to prioritise meeting the heat demand of the swimming pool, while the excess thermal output from the collectors is recovered and converted by the ORC engine for generating additional electricity. Due to fluctuations of solar radiation, an auxiliary heating, i.e. gas boiler, is always necessary as the backup heating source.

![Schematic of PVT-ORC S-CHP system for swimming pool application](image)

**Figure 1. Simplified schematic of PVT-ORC S-CHP system for swimming pool application.**

Both indoor and outdoor swimming pools are considered in the present study. A swimming pool model is built by considering various energy transfer mechanisms. Thermal demand ($\dot{Q}_{sp}$) of the swimming pools is calculated from the thermal balance between heat gains and losses, including solar heat absorption ($\dot{Q}_{sol}$), heat generation from swimmers ($\dot{Q}_{occ}$), convection heat loss to air ($\dot{Q}_{conv}$), conduction heat loss to soil ($\dot{Q}_{cond}$), water evaporation heat loss ($\dot{Q}_{evap}$), radiation loss to surroundings ($\dot{Q}_{rad}$), and heat loss from refilling water ($\dot{Q}_{fill}$). The equations for the above energy transfer mechanisms are summarized below:

$$\dot{Q}_{sol} = \alpha GA_{sp} \quad (1)$$

$$\dot{Q}_{occ} = N_{occ} \dot{q}_{occ} \quad (2)$$

$$\dot{Q}_{conv} = hA_{sp}(T_{sp} - T_{a}) \quad (3)$$

$$\dot{Q}_{cond} = q_{ss}^* k_{soil} hA_{sp}(T_{sp} - T_{soil})/L_c \quad (4)$$

$$\dot{Q}_{evap} = \dot{m}_{evap} L_w A_{sp} \quad (5)$$
Solar radiation \( \dot{q}_{\text{rad}} \) is only necessary in the outdoor swimming pool, and the absorption coefficient \( \alpha \) is chosen as 0.85 \[10\]. For the heat generation \( \dot{q}_{\text{occ}} \) from swimmers, a constant rate \( \dot{q}_{\text{occ}} = 200 \text{ W per user} \) is assumed. Heat transfer coefficient \( h \) for the convection loss \( \dot{q}_{\text{conv}} \) of the indoor swimming pool is calculated from the natural convection equation across a horizontal plate \[11\], while forced convection due to wind effect is considered for the outdoor pool \[7\]. The thermal conduction to ground \( \dot{q}_{\text{cond}} \) is evaluated by taking into account the shape effect of swimming pools via a dimensionless conduction rate \( q_{55}^* \) and a characteristic length \( L_c \) \[11\]. A constant soil temperature \( T_{\text{soil}} \) of 12 °C is assumed here. Water evaporation causes the main heat loss in swimming pools. The evaporation rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{evap}} \) is mainly affected by the vapour partial pressure, number of users and wind speed. An empirical model presented by Shah \[12,13\], which was validated against experimental data, is adopted. Radiation occurs due to the temperature differences between the swimming pools \( T_{\text{sp}} \) and its surroundings \( T_{\text{sur}} \). The surrounding temperature is the sky temperature for outdoor swimming pool, while it is a weighted value between room and outdoor temperatures for indoor swimming pool. In both swimming pools, an emissivity \( \varepsilon \) of 0.9 is assumed \[10\]. The evaporation and presence of users cause a reduction of the pool water volume. A refilling water flow is necessary to maintain the water level and ensure the water quality. A constant refilling water flow rate \( \dot{m}_{\text{fill}} \), which enables a daily refreshment of 5% of the total pool volume, is assumed in the model.

When the thermal demand of the swimming pool is low and the water temperature exceeds the predefined deadband temperature, excess heat is delivered to the ORC engine to generate electricity. The ORC engine is sized according to the difference between the thermal energy gained at the PVT-water collectors and the swimming pool demand. A subcritical non-regenerative ORC is considered. The temperature difference between the hot water inlet and the ORC working fluid outlet (expander inlet) is taken as 5 °C \[14\], and a fixed pinch temperature difference of 5 °C is assumed. The evaporation and condensation pressures are then determined to ensure that the pinch temperature condition is met under the constraints of the deadband operating temperature (70 °C) and mains water temperature. The isentropic efficiencies of the pump and the expander are both set to 0.8. The electrical conversion efficiencies of the pump and the expander are assumed as 0.9. Selection of an appropriate working fluid is important for the cycle efficiency. A range of pure working fluids, including R123, R227ea, R236ea, R245ca, R245fa and butane, are screened and R236ea is finally chosen due to its superior performance. As shown in Figure 2, the cycle performance with pure working fluid is limited due to the small temperature difference available from the heat source and sink. Zeotropic mixtures have a temperature slip phenomenon in evaporation and condensation processes, which enables a better matching with the temperature profiles of the heat source and sink, and helps to improve the output performance. Binary zeotropic mixtures including R245fa/R227ea, R245fa/RC318, R245fa/butane, R245fa/R152a and R245fa/R123, which have been studied for low-temperature ORCs \[15\], are considered for the proposed system. The R245fa/R227ea pair with a mass fraction of 0.3/0.7 is finally selected based on the comparisons of the cycle performance.

The swimming pool and ORC engine models are both implemented in MATLAB, and integrated with the component models of the PVT collector, water tank and other auxiliary facilities to form a dynamic system model in TRNSYS software environment. The PVT collector and water tank are modelled using Type 560 and Type 534 in TRNSYS. If water temperature at the top of the water tank is higher than 45 °C and there is a thermal demand of the swimming pool, the heat transfer fluid is pumped out of the tank to the swimming pool heat exchanger. If the water
temperature exceeds 70 °C and the thermal output of PVT collectors exceeds the thermal demand of the swimming pool (i.e. the auxiliary heating is not required), the ORC engine is utilized. In this way, excess heat at relatively high temperatures is recovered, thus reducing the risk of overheating the collectors and simultaneously generating a useful (secondary) electrical output.

A commercial flat-plate PVT collector [16] with a nominal electric power of 240 W and PV module efficiency of 14.1% is used for the simulation. The temperature coefficient of PV module is assumed to be –0.45%/K. The collector has the following thermal performance,

\[ \eta_{th} = 0.69 - 2.59T_r - 0.012GT_r^2 \]  
(9)

where \( \eta_{th} \) is the thermal efficiency, \( T_r \) the reduced temperature and \( G \) the incident irradiance.

The investment costs (\( C_0 \)) of the system are mainly associated with the PVT collectors, storage tank, ORC engine, pumps, fluids and installation costs. The storage tank cost is estimated using a correlation based on market prices of existing tanks across a range of storage volumes [17] and the other costs are estimated from the cost models described in Refs. [18,19]. The costs for the auxiliary heater and the water pump at swimming pool side are not considered as they are already installed in an existing swimming pool system. Thermoeconomic analyses are performed in terms of payback time (\( PBT \)), which is defined as the period of time required to recover the investment of the PVT-ORC S-CHP system. The payback time is calculated by,

\[ PBT = \frac{\ln\left[\frac{C_0(i_f-d)+1}{FS}\right]}{\ln\left[\frac{1+i_f}{1+d}\right]} \]  
(10)

where \( d \) is the discount rate (taken as 5% [20]), and \( i_f \) refers to the inflation rate considered for the annual fuel savings (taken as 1.23%) [21]. To estimate the annual fuel savings, \( FS \), the total utility (electricity and natural gas) cost not incurred due to the electricity and thermal energy demand covered by the system is estimated, as follows,

\[ FS = E_{cov} \cdot c_e + \frac{Q}{\eta_{b}} \cdot c_{ng} - C_{O&M} \]  
(11)

where \( E_{cov} \) and \( Q_{cov} \) are the electrical and thermal demands covered by the system, \( c_e \) is the electricity (0.145 €/kWh) and \( c_{ng} \) the natural gas (0.057 €/kWh) price, and \( \eta_{b} \) is the efficiency of the boiler. The utility price values correspond to the current tariffs for the USC of Bari.

Results and discussion

A PVT-ORC combined heating and power system case study is performed for the swimming pool application at the USC of Bari, Italy. The USC has an Olympic indoor swimming pool (50 m) and an outdoor swimming pool (25 m). The outdoor pool is only operated from July to September, and the indoor one is operated in the remaining months during which the thermal demand is met by a natural gas boiler with an efficiency of 85%. The swimming pool has about 95000 users per year. The hourly weather and user data of the university swimming pools over
a whole year are given as the inputs to the model. Based on preliminary estimations of the solar radiation in Bari and the thermal demand for the swimming pools, a total installation area of 2000 m² is considered for the PVT collectors in the modelling, which covers about half of the roof area of the nearby buildings at the USC. A large water tank is needed due to the large continuous thermal demand, thus a volume from 50 m³ to 175 m³ is considered [10].

The comparisons of the energetic and economic performance of the PVT-ORC S-CHP system with the pure and zeotropic mixture working fluids, when the water tank volume is 100 m³, are shown in Table 1. The electricity generated by the ORC engine increases by 50.6%, from 7.9 MWh to 11.9 MWh, when the R245fa/R227ea mixture is used instead of R236ea as the ORC working fluid. The efficiency of the ORC engine increases from 2.79% to 4.21%. This generated electricity corresponds to 3.60% and 2.42% of the total electricity output, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the payback time is smaller when the zeotropic working fluid is used, thus the results analysed below are all based on this fluid.

Table 1. Energetic and economic performance with pure (R236ea) and zeotropic mixture working fluid (0.3R245fa/0.7R227ea).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R236ea</th>
<th>0.3R245fa/0.7R227ea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{orc}$ [MWh/yr]</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{pvt}$ [MWh/yr]</td>
<td>318.8</td>
<td>318.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{orc}/(E_{pvt}+E_{orc})$</td>
<td>2.42%</td>
<td>3.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{orc}$</td>
<td>2.79%</td>
<td>4.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PBT$ [yr]</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The water tank is sized based on the energetic and economic performance. As shown in Figure 3, the thermal demand covered by the S-CHP system increases and the auxiliary thermal energy decreases, although progressively less so, at larger tank sizes. The generated electricity is almost independent of the tank volume. The $PBT$ reaches a minimum at a tank volume of 125 m³, with which a payback time of 12.7 years is estimated. It should be noted that incentives available for renewable energy generation have not been included in this analysis, but are expected to reduce significantly the system’s payback time. Since the payback times with the tank volumes of 100m³ and 125 m³ are almost the same, the size of the water tank is selected as 100 m³.

Figure 3. Effect of water tank volume on energetic and economic performance.

Hourly transient simulations are performed over a whole year. The evolutions of the thermal powers of different heat transfer mechanisms for the indoor and outdoor swimming pools are shown in Figure 4. Due to the differences in the surrounded environmental conditions, including wind speed, solar radiation and air temperature, the thermal demand of the indoor swimming pool is much more stable than that of the outdoor pool. The thermal demand of the outdoor pool drops to nearly zero when the solar irradiation is high. In any case, the evaporation loss is always the main contribution of the thermal demand, and it is highly dependent on the number of users.
Figure 4. Transient thermal power evolutions for swimming pool: (a) indoor swimming pool, and (b) outdoor swimming pool.

The temperature variations and the pump control signals are shown in Figure 5. When the outlet water temperature of the PVT collectors is higher than the temperature in the water tank, the fluid circulating pump for the PVT collectors starts up to heat the water in the tank. The pump for the swimming pool operates when there is a thermal demand and the water temperature at the top of the tank is higher than the deadband temperature, i.e. 45 °C. Once the top tank water temperature drops below 45 °C, the swimming pool pump stops and the auxiliary heater works to meet the thermal demand. The pump for the ORC engine starts to deliver hot water to the evaporator to generate electricity when the water temperature at the top of the tank exceeds 70 °C. As shown in Figure 5(a), the ORC engine does not work at cold weathers when the water temperature is low. It works occasionally at summer time when water temperature is sufficiently high, as shown in Figure 5(b).

Figure 5. Temperatures and pump on/off control signals: (a) indoor, and (b) outdoor swimming pools.

Figure 6 shows the monthly thermal energy and electricity of the PVT-ORC S-CHP system. The PVT collectors cover most of the thermal demand at warm seasons, while the rest is met by the auxiliary gas boiler. The coverage percentage from the solar heating is at the range of 84%-96% from May to August. The relatively high-temperature thermal energy at summer times is partially delivered to the ORC engine for electricity generation, which reduces the coverage percentage. As shown in Figure 6(b), the PVT collectors produce the majority of the electricity due to the instinct low-efficiency of the ORC engine operated at hot water temperatures. A further comparison study on a PVT-only system without the ORC engine shows that the water temperature easily exceeds 100 °C in summertime, and a significantly larger tank (more than 3 times the current 100 m³) is required to prevent the overheating. Therefore, although the presence of the ORC engine reduces the coverage percentage of the thermal demand at summer times, it also acts as an effective measure to prevent PVT collectors from overheating, with the extra benefit of generating electricity. Besides, a considerably smaller tank can be used, which is more feasible for a practical application due to space limitations and commercial products available on the market. With the proposed PVT-ORC S-CHP system, the solar heat covers 61% of the total thermal demand for the swimming pool within the whole year, with an electricity supply of 328 MWh, which covers 36% of the total electricity demand of the entire USC.
Figure 6. (a) Monthly thermal energy production and consumption, (b) monthly electricity production, and (c) their ratios.

Conclusions
A S-CHP system for a swimming pool facility based on the integration of a hybrid PVT collector array and an ORC engine has been studied. The thermal energy (i.e. hot water) output of the PVT-water collectors was used primarily to meet the thermal demand of the swimming pool, while excess heat at relatively high temperatures (> 70 °C) was recovered by the ORC engine to generate secondary electricity in addition to the electrical energy output of the PVT collectors. A transient model was defined in the TRNSYS modelling environment. The thermal demands of both indoor and outdoor swimming pools were simulated by considering various heat transfer mechanisms in accordance to relevant environmental and user-related factors. In order to maximize the performance of the ORC engine in this low-temperature application, pure R236ea and the zeotropic mixture R245fa/R227ea (30/70%) were selected for further consideration, following a screening exercise of a range of working fluids. A case study was then performed for the swimming pool at the University Sports Centre (USC) in Bari, Italy. The results show that the ORC system with the zeotropic mixture outperforms the one with the pure fluid in terms of both energetic (by 50%) and economic indicators. With a total installation area of 2000 m², the system covers 61% of the annual thermal demands of the swimming pools, and generates a total of 328 MWh of electricity. The coverage percentage ranges from 84% to 96% in summer months. The electricity generated by the ORC engine corresponds to ~4% of the total electricity output of the system. An optimized water tank volume of 125 m³ showed that a minimum payback time of 12.7 years can be expected for the proposed PVT-ORC S-CHP system in this case.
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Abstract
In this study, we consider two medium- to large-scale electricity storage systems currently under development, namely ‘Liquid-Air Energy Storage’ (LAES) and ‘Pumped-Thermal Electricity Storage’ (PTES). Consistent thermodynamic models and costing methodologies for the two systems are presented, with the objective of integrating the characteristics of these technologies into a whole-electricity system assessment model, and assessing their system-level value in different scenarios for power system decarbonisation. It is found that the value of storage varies greatly depending on the cumulative installed capacity of storage in the electrical system, with the storage technologies providing greater marginal benefits at low penetrations. Two carbon target scenarios showed similar results, with a limited effect of the carbon target on the system value of storage (although it is noted that this may change for even more ambitious carbon targets). On the other hand, the location and installed capacity of storage plants is found to have a significant impact on the system value and acceptable cost of these technologies. The whole-system value of PTES was found to be slightly higher than that of LAES, driven by a higher storage duration and efficiency, however, due to the higher power capital cost of PTES, this becomes less attractive for implementation at lower volumes than LAES.

Keywords: liquid-air energy storage, pumped-thermal electricity storage, power system economics, whole-system assessment.

Introduction
The competitiveness of any energy storage technology is strongly affected by its technical and economic characteristics. A storage system that is both efficient and economically competitive has the potential to support a flexible and efficient low-carbon electricity system. It can support cost-efficient integration of intermittent renewable generation and take advantage of differences between peak and off-peak electricity prices as well as provide local and national services to network and system operators. The application potential of any technology in a power system will depend on its characteristics in combination with the requirements of the whole system. Electricity storage systems can provide flexibility required for cost-effective integration of variable renewables into future power systems [1]. Energy storage technologies have different characteristics, such as power capacity, energy capacity, charge and discharge durations, and can therefore have different purposes in the electricity grid. Although it is important to determine and analyse both their technical and economic properties, it is also vital to assess their realistic value in an electricity system. This assessment can be challenging for newly proposed technologies with limited data, but on the other hand it can provide a first indication of the attractiveness of such technologies at a system level. This paper focuses on the potential deployment of two newly proposed technologies, namely Liquid-Air Energy Storage (LAES) and Pumped Thermal Electricity Storage (PTES), in low-carbon electricity systems.

Methodology
A whole-system assessment approach is adopted here in order to determine the whole-system value of contribution of energy storage in low-carbon electricity systems. A full description of the modelling approach is included in Ref. [2]. The whole-system model, WeSIM, determines
optimal decisions for investing into generation, network and/or storage capacity, in order to satisfy the real-time supply-demand balance in a least-cost sense, while at the same time ensuring security of supply. An application of WeSIM was presented in Ref. [3] that quantified the value of energy storage in supporting cost-efficient decarbonisation of the electricity system i.e. delivering the carbon reductions at lower total cost. A similar approach was used in Ref. [4] to assess the role and value of pumped hydro electricity storage in the European power system.

**Electricity storage technologies**

LAES is a technology being developed by Highview Power Storage [5]. The LAES system involves four main processes: a) air liquefaction, b) liquid air storage, c) waste cold storage, and d) power generation; see simplified schematic in Figure a. During charging, the system uses inexpensive electricity to liquefy air and gets charged by storing energy in the form of liquid air, and during peak demand periods, when it becomes economically attractive to discharge, the system uses liquid air in the power generation unit where this is pressurised, evaporated, superheated to the temperature of the utilised waste-heat stream (if available) and expanded through a turbine to generate electricity [6]. Although optional, an additional process which was found to be a contributing factor for the enhancement of the system’s performance is the storage of waste cold from the power generation unit during the discharging periods and the utilisation of that cold in the air liquefaction process during the charging periods. More details on the workings of a LAES system are given in Refs. [6-10].

**Figure 1.** Schematics of: (a) LAES system (adapted from Ref. [9]) and (b) PTES system (adapted from Ref. [11])

PTES is also a newly proposed electricity storage system, but at a lower Technology Readiness Level (TRL) than LAES due to the lack of an operational pilot plant (although one is currently under construction). PTES stores energy in the form of sensible heat in insulated storage tanks containing a storage medium [11]. It operates based on a reverse/forward Joule-Brayton cycle for charging/discharging, respectively [11,12]. The system consists of two thermal reservoirs at different temperatures and pressures when charged, two reversible expansion/compression devices [13,14] and two heat exchangers (see Figure 1b). In the charging mode heat is extracted from the cold reservoir and pumped into the hot reservoir, thus resulting in increased temperature difference. During discharging, the flow of the working fluid is reversed to take advantage of the temperature difference, and a heat engine is used to generate electricity.

The thermodynamic (first law) performance of energy storage systems is typically expressed in terms of a roundtrip efficiency ($\eta$), defined as the net work output ($W_{\text{out}}$) during discharge divided by the net work input ($W_{\text{in}}$) during charge (Eq. 1):
Here, $W_{\text{out}}$ and $W_{\text{in}}$ for the two systems can be estimated using the charge and discharge thermodynamic cycles associated with each system. For LAES, $W_{\text{out}}$ is the power generated during the discharge cycle, whereas $W_{\text{in}}$ is the work input into the liquefaction unit during the charge cycle (see Figure 1a). Several operational and loss parameters can have an impact on the estimation of $\eta$ of LAES, for example the amount of waste cold and heat utilization as well as the components’ efficiencies. For PTES, $W_{\text{out}}$ and $W_{\text{in}}$ are estimated by considering forward and reverse Joule-Brayton cycles for discharging and charging, respectively. Similar to LAES, the performance is also significantly affected by a number of operational and component performance variables. The main losses to be considered in such a system include pressure losses, compression and expansion losses, and thermal losses in reservoirs [11-16].

Both LAES and PTES are relatively new technologies and consequently information on their costs is limited in the available literature. Therefore, and in order to obtain consistent estimates of the capital costs of both systems, a costing methodology was developed based on simple thermo-economic models and a costing exercise was performed [7,8]. The overriding aim of this exercise was to perform a preliminary economic feasibility assessment of the two technologies that would allow their assessment from a whole-system perspective.

In the costing model used specifically for the estimation of capital expenditure, the systems were broken down into their fundamental components for costing and then summed to obtain an estimation of the overall system costs. Where possible, installation costs were considered. The model uses various methods for costing the different components. In summary, for expanders/turbines, compressors, pumps and storage vessels the costing correlations based on [17] are used along with their associated factors and parameters to estimate the capital cost. For heat exchangers, the model obtains an approximation of capital costs based on the C-value method [18] which allows for simple costing without the necessity of calculating the heat exchanger area requirement. For the storage material in the storage vessels a specific cost of £100/t is used in the model while assuming magnetite as storage material [15,16]. Finally, for the cost estimation of generators, the model uses a capacity exponent factor approach given that alternative correlations such as the ones presented in Ref. [17] were not found in literature. This approach is based on the following relation in which the exponent factor ($e$) used is 0.94 [19]:

$$\eta = \frac{W_{\text{out}}}{W_{\text{in}}}$$

$$C = 1.85 \times 10^6 \left(\frac{W}{1.18 \times 10^6}\right)^e$$

where $C$ is the capital cost in € and $W$ is the power output capacity of the generator in kW.

Whole-systems assessment model

Analysing future electricity systems at sufficient temporal and spatial granularity is essential for adequately assessing the cost-effectiveness of decarbonisation pathways and enabling technologies. In order to accurately quantify system operation and investment cost as well as its carbon performance, quantitative models need to simultaneously consider second-by-second supply-demand balancing issues as well as multi-year investment decisions. Furthermore, it is also critical to adequately consider the synergies and conflicts between local and national (or trans-national) level infrastructure requirements.

To that end, the Whole-electricity System Investment Model (WeSIM) described in Ref. [2] is used in this paper to determine the value energy storage technologies in supporting efficient investment and operation of future electricity systems. The model minimises total system cost, which consists of: a) investment cost of new generation and storage capacity and the reinforcement cost of transmission and distribution networks, and b) operating cost of generators in the system, taking into account the cost of fuel and carbon. A detailed model
formulation is included in Ref. [2]. Key features and constraints include: a) power balance, b) reserve and response, c) generator operating limits, d) demand-side response; e) distribution network investment, f) carbon emissions, and g) security constraints.

Assessing the value of energy storage in future electricity systems

A gross value approach is adopted in this paper to assess the benefits of energy storage. In the first step, this approach consists of minimising the total system cost for an appropriately constructed counterfactual scenario, in which there is no energy storage. In the second step, a series of model runs is carried out with gradually increasing energy storage capacity, and the resulting reduction in total system cost is interpreted as whole-system benefit of energy storage. Scenarios with energy storage do not assume any cost of storage, hence providing gross (rather than net) system benefits. Gross system benefit can be a useful benchmark to compare against the projected cost of a given energy storage technology.

In this paper the gross whole-system value of storage is quantified in two ways:

1. **Average** whole-system value, obtained by establishing the cost reduction between a given energy storage scenario and the corresponding counterfactual scenario, and then dividing cost savings with the total assumed capacity of energy storage (in kW or kWh). For instance, if the scenario with 10 GW of energy storage results in total system cost savings of £1bn per year, the average gross system value or energy storage is £100/kW per year.

2. **Marginal** whole-system value, obtained by establishing the cost reduction between a given energy storage scenario and the previous scenario with lower storage capacity, and then dividing it with the incremental capacity of energy storage. For example, if in the scenario with 10 GW of energy storage the total system cost savings are £1bn per year, and the one with 5 GW of energy storage resulted in £0.6bn of annual cost savings, the marginal gross system value or energy storage is £0.4bn divided by 5 GW, or £80/kW per year.

Marginal value of storage is particularly suitable for comparison with estimated costs of storage technologies. It decreases with the installed capacity of storage, as the benefits of first MWs added will be higher than those of subsequently added storage capacity due to diminishing returns and reduced cost savings opportunities. Marginal value provides an indication of the cost-efficient level of deployment, given the basic economic principle that energy storage should be deployed up to the level where its gross marginal value equals its cost.

Description of scenarios used in the analysis

Scenarios used to assess the system value of energy storage technologies in this paper are constructed to capture the key drivers for the value of flexibility provided by energy storage. In all scenarios the power system is designed and operated to meet one of the two levels of carbon emission intensity: 100 g/kWh or 50 g/kWh. These carbon targets broadly correspond to the targets for the UK power system in the 2030-2040 horizon.

All scenarios are constructed by optimising the portfolio of generation technologies to meet the carbon target, while meeting electricity demand with adequate level of security of supply. Technologies available for adding to the system included: wind, solar PV, nuclear and CCS, as well as conventional generation technologies such as CCGT and peaking gas generation (OCGT). In order to represent typical variations in renewable output and demand across different geographies, the scenarios were developed to represent either North or South of Europe, with utilisation factors in the North higher for wind and lower for PV than in the South, and peak demand occurring during winter in the North and during summer in the South.

The electricity system is assumed to be represented by a single node. System demand has been sized to broadly correspond to the GB system demand at 347 TWh annually, of which 8.4% and 7.8% was associated with electrified transport and heat demand, respectively. The central assumption in all scenarios was that the uptake of demand-side response (DSR) was
25% of its theoretical potential, allowing a proportion of demand to be shifted in time. DSR in the model is provided by flexible electric vehicles, heat pumps, residential appliances and industrial and commercial demand. Sensitivity studies were also carried out for DSR uptake levels of 0% and 50% to study the competition between DSR and energy storage.

The counterfactual scenarios were assumed not to contain any energy storage. The capacity of each of the two energy storage technologies studied in this paper, LAES and PTES, was varied between 0 and 25 GW in 5 GW increments. The respective assumed durations (ratios between energy and power) for LAES and PTES were 4 hours and 5.75 hours, while the assumed cycle efficiencies were 55% and 70%. It was assumed that both technologies were connected to the high-voltage electricity distribution grid.

The costs of generation technologies were assumed based on the authors’ own projections. The levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) for wind was taken to be £40.85/MWh in the North of Europe and £48.27/MWh in the South, and for solar PV it was taken to be £68.72/MWh in the North and £42.00/MWh in the South. The LCOEs of nuclear and CCS (assuming 90% annual load factor) were £133.67/MWh and £93.38/MWh, respectively. Investment costs for CCGT and OCGT generators were assumed at £687/kW and £568/kW, respectively. The assumed cost of gas was £22.62/kWh, while the carbon price was £29.09/t.

Results and Discussion

Electricity storage technologies costs

In the case studies considered in this paper, the LAES and PTES systems were analysed within their expected operating parameters: for LAES, a power output capacity of 12 MW and energy capacity of 50 MWh were used, and for PTES a power output capacity of 2 MW and energy capacity of 11.5 MWh were used. Thermodynamic and costing models of LAES and PTES were used to estimate their power capital cost (total capital expenditure divided by the power capacity), and energy capital cost (total capital expenditure divided by the energy capacity). The estimated power capital cost of PTES and LAES was found to be around £2,700/kW and £1,600/kW, respectively. The equivalent values in terms of the energy capital costs for PTES and LAES were estimated at about £500/kWh and £400/kWh, respectively. It is recognized that at different capacities and power to energy ratios the power and/or capital costs might change and this represents an area for future work. For the cases considered here, these cost estimations indicate a slight competitive advantage of LAES in terms of both power and energy capital cost. However, the capital cost estimates do not reflect the system value of each technology in a given electricity system. Therefore, a combination of both cost and value estimates is adopted to assess the attractiveness of these systems in low-carbon electricity systems.

System value of energy storage technologies

Generation portfolios in counterfactual scenarios (without any energy storage) are shown in Figure 2 for North and South of Europe scenarios and 100 and 50 g/kWh carbon targets. In the North the carbon target is achieved mostly by installing around 80 GW of wind generation, and CCS capacity (more so at 50 g/kWh). The remainder of the portfolio consists of CCGT and OCGT generation to ensure sufficient capacity margin. South scenarios contain a mix of wind and PV capacity, as well as CCS capacity that is higher than in comparable North scenarios.

System values of LAES and PTES were then quantified as described earlier. Given that the system optimisation provided annual cost savings, these annualised values were converted to capitalised values assuming the same system value would be generated over the lifetime of the storage asset, assuming the lifetime of 20 years and cost of capital of 7%. Figure 3 shows the average and marginal values of the two energy storage technologies expressed in £/kW across a range of scenarios and uptake levels.
Several key observations can be made:

a) system value of storage decreases with higher uptake levels, as expected, and marginal value decreases faster than the average value; b) the value of PTES is in most cases higher than for LAES due to the positive effect of higher duration and higher efficiency; c) system value is considerably higher in the South than in the North, driven by higher variability of PV generation compared to wind; and d) values in 50 g/kWh scenarios are consistently higher than for 100 g/kWh, although not significantly. The value of storage was found to vary across scenarios between about £800/kW and £2,500/kW. Note that had these values been expressed in £/kWh, i.e. divided by the durations of the two technologies, the value of PTES would reduce relatively to LAES due to the higher assumed duration.

The whole-system modelling approach allows for specifying the breakdown of marginal values of LAES and PTES into components: investment cost (CAPEX) and operating cost (OPEX) of low-carbon generation, CAPEX and OPEX of conventional generation and CAPEX of distribution networks. This is illustrated in Figure 4 for 50 g/kWh scenarios.

Key components of system value of energy storage can be identified as: a) avoided CAPEX and OPEX of low-carbon generation (largely CCS), resulting from higher operational efficiency and lower renewable curtailment; b) avoided CAPEX of conventional generation, given that storage can displace conventional generation in contributing to the capacity margin; and c) for lower levels of storage penetration in the North there is avoided distribution CAPEX driven by energy storage reducing peaks in the distribution grid. In most cases deploying energy storage results in a slight increase in the OPEX of conventional generation given that a part of CCS generation is replaced by less expensive but more carbon-intensive CCGT output.

It is clear that the value of storage can materialise in different segments of the electricity system. In reality this would mean that to maximise its economic value an energy storage operator would need to simultaneously deliver multiple services to the system [3].
Finally, to quantify the impact of competing flexible providers on the whole-system value of energy storage, two sets of sensitivity studies were run where the uptake level of DSR was set either at a low (0%) or high (50%) level. The effect on the marginal system value of LAES and PTES is shown in Figure 5. As expected, a higher DSR uptake would result in a lower value of storage and vice versa. This occurs because the cost saving opportunities that are accessible to storage are also accessible to DSR, hence there is direct competition between the two flexible options. The effect of higher DSR uptake is moderate, with the average reduction in value across all scenarios around 10%. On the other hand, a low DSR uptake would increase the system value of energy storage by 25% on average.

![Figure 4. Breakdown of marginal system value of LAES and PTES technologies (50 g/kWh)](image)

![Figure 5. Impact of DSR uptake on marginal system value of LAES and PTES technologies](image)

**Conclusions**

Consistent thermodynamic and economic models were developed and applied to determine the characteristics of LAES and PTES systems. Differences in key system characteristics in earlier work [7,8] indicated these should be tested in a network-scale model to identify the conditions in which each technology is more valuable. Therefore, their application in a whole-system model was investigated to determine the system value of storage under different scenarios. The whole-system value of electricity storage was found to greatly vary depending on the cumulative installed capacity of storage in the system. Considering that the marginal system value of storage can be considered equivalent to the maximum acceptable cost of the storage system at a given penetration, we can use the cost estimates of LAES and PTES to say if the systems are attractive for implementation under different system scenarios, and at what level
of installed capacity. Storage technologies provide greater marginal benefits at low penetrations and can therefore be viable in these conditions at a higher capital cost. The two carbon target scenarios showed similar results, with limited effect of carbon target on the system value of storage (although this may change for even more ambitious carbon targets). On the other hand, the location and installed capacity were found to have a greater impact on the system value and acceptable cost of the technologies. Whole-system value of PTES was observed to be slightly higher than for LAES, driven by higher duration and efficiency; however, due to the higher power capital cost of PTES, it becomes unattractive for implementation at lower volumes than LAES. The cost of PTES was found to be higher than its whole-system value at the minimum capacity considered, except in cases with low DSR uptake. LAES, on the other hand, is found to be attractive for implementation at installed capacities between 5 and 10 GW in the North of Europe and between 10 and 15 GW in the South. The cost-efficient volume of LAES increases even further in scenarios with low DSR uptake. Future research in this area will include exploring other costing methods/correlations for these technologies that might result in lower costs. Also, if learning curves are considered as a result of incremental installed capacity which can contribute to the reduction in cost estimates, it is possible that the systems will be economically attractive at even higher installed capacities. Also, investigating LAES and PTES at different capacities and power to energy ratios can be an interesting avenue for future work. Finally, it will be of interest to investigate in more detail the competition between LAES, PTES and other energy storage technologies if they are all simultaneously considered in the system.
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Abstract

The rising share of renewable energy sources in power generation leads to the need of energy storage capacities. In this context, also some interest in thermal energy storages, especially in a concept called pumped heat electricity storage (PHES), arises. One possible design of such a PHES system at intermediate temperatures (300–500 K) consists of a compression heat pump, a thermal storage and an Organic Rankine cycle (ORC). The present work analyses the general thermodynamic potential and limits of such a system by means of realistic simple Rankine cycles. The potential analysis starts with the optimal case of combining two reversible Rankine cycles with reversible heat transfer. Afterwards the cycles are transferred to Rankine cycles with irreversible heat transfer and the relation between power output of the discharging cycle and efficiency of the entire process is analysed. The considered working fluid is always a hypothetical one, which is optimized by an inverse engineering approach. It is shown that the total or roundtrip efficiencies are between 55 and 37% for a power output of 80% of the maximal value and decrease with increasing storage temperatures, in contrast to a Carnot cycle analysis. A further expansion of the investigation considers the influence of the isentropic efficiencies of the ORC expander and the HP compressor on the process efficiency. Here, a stronger sensitivity of the isentropic efficiency of the ORC expander on the roundtrip efficiency was found.

Keywords: pumped heat electricity storage, thermodynamic limits, inverse engineering, fluid optimization.

Introduction/Background

Most of the renewable energy sources like wind or solar radiation are not available continuously. This leads to fluctuations of the supplied power to the electricity grid, creating a need of large storage capacities within the grid. Several different technologies are discussed [1] or already applied addressing this issue, which can be divided into two groups, chemical storages like common batteries or power to gas systems and non-chemical storages like pumped hydro storages or compressed air energy storages. A further storage technology recently discussed is the pumped heat electricity storage (PHES). The basic principle of such a PHES system is simple; in case of oversupply of energy to the grid, a thermodynamic cycle transfers heat from a low temperature heat source (e.g. the surrounding) to high temperature thermal energy by using electrical energy $W_{\text{net,p}}$ and charges the storage. If later, less electrical energy is generated than needed, a further thermodynamic cycle discharges the storage and converts thermal energy back to electrical energy $W_{\text{net,o}}$ again. There are a few possibilities in the design of a PHES system, one is combining a heat pump with an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) [2–4]. The thermodynamic limits with respect to the efficiency, as well as important variables of PHES systems, are nearly unknown so far and is addressed here systematically. The limiting case was in part investigated with reversible Carnot cycles with irreversible heat transfer from or to the environment and a thermal energy storage [5–7], this may be analysed for a maximum of power output or for reduced power output leading to increased roundtrip efficiencies. In the present work, the combination of an ORC and a heat
pump (HP) or a resistive heater (RH) is analysed with respect to the influence of a hypothetical optimal fluid, as obtained from reverse engineering [8][9] and also with respect to further process parameters.

**Discussion and Results**

The present work focusses on the PHES designs with vapour compression heat pumps and ORCs and alternatively on combinations of electrical heaters and ORCs. It is analysed, which roundtrip efficiencies are to be expected if real or nearly real cycles are considered and whether the results from Carnot cycles are transferable to real processes, at all. The advantage of analysing reversible comparison cycles is usually, that findings about important process parameters and influencing factors of the real process can be obtained by means of simple equations or correlations. For example, most of the innovations in power plant technology can be traced back to the Carnot cycle. However, it is not clear so far, if it is also true for PHES systems. Addressing this question, the step from reversible Carnot cycles to more realistic Rankine cycles considering typical boundary conditions is taken here. The roundtrip efficiency and the power output are analysed as a function of the storage temperature for different cases. The working fluid is defined by characteristic fluid parameters like e.g. the critical temperature and pressure; these are taken as continuous variables and optimized for every regarded storage temperature by an inverse engineering approach [8]. This procedure ensures the calculation of the highest possible roundtrip efficiencies with respect to the boundary conditions, since the fluid is optimally adapted to the process. Components like pumps, expanders or compressors are initially assumed to be ideal, but subsequently, the influence of the isentropic efficiencies of the ORC expander and the HP compressor on the roundtrip efficiencies is investigated for a constant storage temperature. The Rankine cycle and heat pump parameters were fixed, as it is usually selected in such a way that the condensation in the isobaric heat exchanger always ends at a quality of \( x = 0 \) and the evaporation in the evaporator at a quality of \( x = 1 \). The total thermal resistances in each heat exchanger was fixed to \( R = 2.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ K/W} \), each component is adiabatic towards the surrounding, and the throttle of the heat pump is assumed to be isenthalpic or with a turbine to be isentropic. Further constraints and the parameter regime for the process and the fluid are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1: Variable range for fluid optimization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Variable range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical temperature, K</td>
<td>( T_c \leq 700 ), but subcritical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical pressure, MPa</td>
<td>( 3 \leq p_c \leq 12 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acentric factor</td>
<td>( 0.1 \leq \omega \leq 0.7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isobaric heat capacity (ideal gas) at 350 K, J mol(^{-1}) K(^{-1})</td>
<td>( 35 \leq c_{p,350} \leq 150 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope of isobaric heat capacity at 350 K, J mol(^{-1}) K(^{-2})</td>
<td>( 0.09 \leq (dc_p/dT)_{350} \leq 0.45 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System pressures, MPa</td>
<td>( 0.1 \leq p \leq 5.0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The roundtrip efficiency is defined as:

\[
\varphi = \frac{|W_{\text{net}, o}|}{W_{\text{net}, p}} = \frac{|P_{\text{net}, o}|}{P_{\text{net}, p}} \tag{1}
\]

First, the thermodynamic limit in process temperatures is analysed. Based on the Carnot cycles, the condensation and evaporation temperatures of the Rankine cycles are here always set to the storage temperature or the surrounding temperature, respectively (indicated as reversible Rankine cycle case).
Indeed, this leads, based on the infinitely small temperature differences in the heat exchangers, to heat flow rates and power outputs close to zero, but usually promises the highest efficiencies.

![Diagram](image)
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**Fig. 1:** Roundtrip efficiency as a function of storage temperature for the combination of two Carnot cycles and two reversible Rankine cycles.

Figure 1 shows the resulting roundtrip efficiencies for different process configurations as a function of the storage temperature; the solid line represents an isentropic expansion and the dotted line an isenthalpic expansion using a throttle in the heat pump. In addition, the results of combining two full Carnot cycles (dotted line), that always leads to \( \psi = 1 \), and the results of Thess [5] (dotted dashed line) are also included, who combined two reversible Carnot cycles with irreversible heat transfer from/to the surrounding and the thermal storage in such a way that the power output is maximal at each temperature. Regarding the results of [5], for the maximum power cycle, it gets clear that the roundtrip efficiency increases with increasing storage temperature. Thus, the system becomes more efficient if the absolute spreading between the storage temperature and the surrounding temperature rises. However, the achieved roundtrip efficiencies are rather low for ideal cycles, At \( T_{st} = T_{sur} \), the function is not defined, but a slightly higher storage temperature already leads to a roundtrip efficiency of 33.4 %, but, the power output is expected to be close to zero, then. The roundtrip efficiency for the highest considered storage temperature of \( T_{str} = 450 \text{ K} \) is 42.1 % for the maximum power cycle.

The results of the combination of two Rankine cycles lead to completely different results. For both cases (isentropic and isenthalpic expansion), the reached roundtrip efficiencies are significantly higher, but it is much more crucial that the lines, starting at \( \psi \approx 1 \) for \( T_{st} = 300 \text{ K} \), now decrease with increasing storage temperature. The decrease of the Rankine cycle roundtrip efficiency with increasing storage temperature is strongly related to the implementation of fluid properties. The fluid optimizations for the different storage temperatures, leads to high critical temperatures; this is a typical result from fluid optimizations for processes with isothermal heat sources. If the storage temperature is low, the spreading between the condensation and evaporation temperatures is also very small for both processes, in combination with a high \( T_c \), this leads to a nearly rectangular form of each
process in a $T$-$s$ diagram and thus, to roundtrip efficiencies similar to the ones of Carnot cycles. In contrast, at increased spreading between the two temperature levels, a relatively high amount of heat is needed to reach the saturation temperature in the ORC. This leads to a decreased thermodynamic mean temperature of the ORC compared to a Carnot cycle at the same saturation temperature, mainly due to the part until the fluid is saturated, and thus to lower efficiencies compared to the ideal cycles. Indeed, the thermal efficiency of the ORC is still increasing with the storage temperatures but now, the improvement is not enough to compensate the decrease of the heat pump $COP$. Another aspect is the difference between isenthalpic and isentropic expansion step of the HP. An isentropic expansion step leads to a delivery of work, and thus, to a better $COP$. However, based on technical and economic aspects the expansion is commonly achieved by a simple nearly isenthalpic expansion valve. An isenthalpic expansion step also leads to a deviation from the shape of a Carnot process and thus, to smaller roundtrip efficiencies. This effect becomes more important for higher storages temperatures, leading to the stronger decrease of $\Psi$ for increasing $T_{st}$.

The process temperatures considered so far lead to high roundtrip efficiencies, but due to the infinitely small temperature differences in the heat exchangers the power output of the ORC is also infinitely small for usual heat exchanger sizes. To achieve a sufficient power output with an adequate plant size, the temperature differences, especially in the storage heat exchanger, has to be increased. Regarding a single power cycle, the decrease of the evaporation temperature at constant heat source temperature leads to an increased heat flow rate to the process. Nevertheless, the spreading between the high and the low thermodynamic mean temperatures is also decreased then, leading to reduced efficiencies. This leads for a single power cycle typically to a Pareto frontier between power output and efficiency and the selection of an optimal operating point is finally based on other, probably economic, aspects. Similar findings are observed for PHES systems.

Analogous to Thess [5], the restriction to maximum power output $P_{max}$ is one possibility, here. This restriction was also used for the Rankine cycles with an isenthalpic expansion step in the HP. Now, not only the fluid parameters were numerically optimized, but also the evaporation temperature of the ORC $T_{evap,o}$. The resulting roundtrip efficiencies are shown in Figure 2 (circles) and the power output is depicted in Figure 3, both as a function of the storage temperature. The slight fluctuations of the points are of numerical origin, induced by the convergence criterion of the optimization routine. The drawn lines are polynomial fits. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that analogues to the pre study (Fig. 1) the roundtrip efficiencies again decrease for increasing storage temperatures, but the absolute values are significantly reduced. Compared to the results of Thess [5] the line starts for a storage temperature of 300 K at a similar value ($\Psi = 0.31$) but then decreases to $\Psi = 0.22$ for a storage temperature of 430 K. Therefore, small storage temperatures close to the surrounding temperature are superior with respect to the roundtrip efficiency, but Fig. 3, shows that the values of the power output are poor for low storage temperatures and thus, very large heat exchangers would be required in order to get an acceptable power output. Although components like expander, compressor etc. are still assumed to be isentropic, the resulting roundtrip efficiencies are in case of prescribing maximum power output rather poor and thus, lead to a moderate evaluation of this technology. However, Chen et al. [6] have already analysed a single power cycle in terms of endo-reversible thermodynamics and emphasized that prescribing maximum power output is not a reasonable upper bound of the efficiencies of heat engines due to the Pareto frontier which always leads to a compromise between thermal efficiency and power output. Thus, it is worth investigating this topic with respect to PHES systems, too. The fluid parameters and $T_{evap,o}$ were optimized again, but now with $\Psi_{max}$ as target value and the additional condition that the power output must be 80 % ($P_{0.8}$) of the maximum power output (as calculated before). The results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
It gets clear, that although the prescribed power output is only reduced by 20 %, the resulting roundtrip efficiencies are on average increased by 66 %, leading to a much better evaluation of PHES system. Both cases were also compared to the simpler process combining an electrical resistive heater (RH) with an ORC. The resulting roundtrip efficiencies are also given in Fig. , the values of the power output are kept constant. Analogues to the Carnot efficiency for a single power cycle, the values start at nearly zero for storage temperatures close to the surrounding temperature and then increase with the storage temperature. If the results for HP and RH charging are compared, it gets clear that at least for the considered storage temperatures the process with HP charging has an advantage. For higher storage temperature, there should be a break-even point, where the lines converge. However, from an economic point of view, the use of a RH instead of a HP will probably be appropriate at even lower storage temperatures, due to the simplicity and low cost of resistive heaters.

![Fig. 2: Roundtrip efficiency as a function of storage temperature for the configurations HP / ORC and RH / ORC and for different prescribed values of power output. Line ‘Thess’ according to [5].](image1)

![Fig. 3: Power output (ORC) as a function of storage temperature for both configurations: HP / ORC and RH / ORC](image2)

The optimal fluid parameters found are listed in Table 2. Regarding optimal fluid parameters resulting from the reduced power case it was seen that the optimizations lead always to the highest possible critical temperatures for a given pressure limit, to critical pressures at the higher limit and especially for higher storage temperatures to small values of the acentric factor. The isobaric ideal gas (IG) heat capacity has no impact on saturation pressures but influences the slopes of the saturated-liquid and saturated-vapour lines in a T-s diagram. The isobaric ideal gas (IG) heat capacity specifies whether a fluid is dry (high \( c_p \)) or wet, and thus, is the adjusting parameter to prevent wet vapour in the expander and the compressor. Here, the optimizer adjusts the values of \( c_p \) in such a way that no wet vapour is formed, but it also avoids fluid superheating at the expander outlet and the compressor outlet.
Table 2: Optimal fluid parameters for different storage temperatures, reversible Rankine cycles with isenthalpic expansion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{st}$, K</th>
<th>$T_c$, K</th>
<th>$p_c$, MPa</th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>$c_1$, J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$c_2$, J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-2}$</th>
<th>$c_{p,350}$, J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>93.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previously it was assumed that all components such as expander, compressor or pump are isentropic, however the isentropic efficiency of real components usually differ strongly from 1. Crucial for the efficiency of the entire process are especially the efficiencies of the expander of the ORC and of the compressor of the HP [10, 11]. As an example, the influence of these parameters on the roundtrip efficiency was investigated for a storage temperature of 400 K. Here, the case was considered in which the evaporation and condensation temperatures of the Rankine cycles (HP with isenthalpic expansion step) are equal to the storage or the surrounding temperature; this case was previously indicated as reversible Rankine cycles. Fig. 4 shows the resulting contour plot with lines of constant $\Psi$ as a function of the isentropic compressor efficiency (HP) and the isentropic expander efficiency (ORC). It is obvious, that the roundtrip efficiency strongly depends on the isentropic efficiencies of these components. If usual values for a compressor and an expander, such as $\eta_{s,c_{ex}} = 0.6$, are considered the roundtrip efficiency is approximately halved from 0.66 to 0.32. Furthermore, due to the slope of the lines of constant $\Psi$, it is seen from Fig. 4 that the sensitivity of $\Psi$ on the isentropic efficiency of the ORC expander is slightly higher than on the HP compressor. Therefore, efforts to improve this storage concept should focus on the improvement of the ORC expander.

![Fig. 4: Roundtrip efficiency as a function isentropic expander (ORC) and compressor (HP) efficiencies for the reversible Rankine cycle case.](image-url)

Summary/Conclusions

It is concluded that Carnot cycles are of limited use to analyse PHES system. In this context two process steps were identified which lead to the difference. An analysis of the relation between power output and roundtrip efficiency, which was made as an example for a storage temperature of 400 K, emphasized that roundtrip efficiency and power output lead also for PHES systems to a Pareto frontier where values for the power output near to the maximum result in a strong
decrease of the roundtrip efficiency. It was shown that the roundtrip efficiency can be improved by in average 66 % while the power output is only decreased by 20 % based on the maximum power output. The reached roundtrip efficiencies are only between 56 % (T_{st} = 300 K) and 37 % (T_{st} = 430 K), although components like expander, compressor and pump were still assumed to be isentropic in this case. In this context, it was emphasized that the reached roundtrip efficiencies are even further reduced, if typical values for the isentropic efficiencies of HP compressor and ORC expander are assumed.
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Abstract

Because of its low temperature (around -162°C) the regasification of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) has been proposed extensively for its use as heat sink in many power cycles. However, its application for the simultaneous production of power, refrigeration and cooling has remained relatively unexplored. In this paper it is presented a polygeneration plant to recover cooling from the regasification process of LNG in order to provide mechanical power and cooling at several temperatures using a District Cooling Network. In this way the low temperatures of LNG regasification can be used in the nearby industrial plants demanding refrigeration at low temperatures and also air conditioning. The performance of the plant is analyzed from the thermodynamic and environmental point of view. The polygeneration plant produces an Equivalent Energy Saving of 82.6 kWh/ton-LNG with an exergetic efficiency of 35.5%. Furthermore, the seawater consumption of the typical LNG regasification process is reduced by a 66.8%.

Keywords: LNG, cold recovery, polygeneration of energy.

Introduction/Background

Natural Gas (NG) is one of the cleanest fuels of fossil origin because of its low carbon footprint and clean combustion [1]. Thus, NG will keep play an important role in the next future and it will be an essential primary energy source in the transition from the fossil fuel based energetic model to a decarbonized energetic model based on renewable energy sources [2]. Although, NG is usually transported by pipelines, it is supplied as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) by ship when the NG has to be transported over long distances.

LNG is the cryogenic form of NG and it is obtained in liquefaction plants at a temperature of around -162°C approximately which makes it a valuable exergy source. Its composition is mainly methane (around 90%), ethane and propane and it has a volume that is around six hundred times lower than that of NG, which makes feasible its maritime transport. However, LNG must be regasified before supplying it to the end-users. By now this process is usually done using seawater as heat source, so the cold is rejected to the ambient without any useful application. This not only means a waste of energy, but also it has a negative impact on marine sea life.

The recovery of waste heat and cold is one of the priorities mentioned in the Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan published in Nov. 2017 for Energy efficiency in industry [3]. The cold recovery of the LNG regasification process has been reviewed in the literature extensively [4], mainly for power production using the regasification heat as heat sink of a power generation cycle [5, 6]. However, it could be even more interesting to study the combined production of power and refrigeration [7] to replace refrigeration systems with its corresponding benefits in energy costs and environmental impact because it will be no longer necessary the use of GWP refrigerants for the users connected to this system.

Despite that LNG cold has many industrial applications, it is only exploited in a few regasification plants worldwide. Most of these plants with LNG cold recovery are in Japan,
which is the top country in LNG regasification capacity and number of LNG plants. For instance, in the LNG terminal of Semboku II (Osaka, Japan) operated by Osaka Gas Co. [8] exploits LNG cold as heat sink in a power cycle with propane as working fluid and in an LNG direct expansion unit [9]. Other example is the terminal of Negishi (Tokyo, Japan) operated by the Tokyo Gas Co. [10] where LNG cold is used in a refrigerated warehouse where tuna fishes are stored at around -50°C [11]. Nevertheless, some barriers have blocked so far the development of LNG cold recovery systems. For example, the limited interest of companies that manages LNG plants in providing energy services other than NG to third parties or also the distance between LNG plants and the potential cold consumers [7].

The objective of this paper is to analyze the performance of a polygeneration plant with cold recovery from LNG-regasification to produce mechanical power and cold at different temperature levels using a District Cooling Network. Furthermore, the influence of installing a reheating stage or a recuperator heat exchanger is analyzed by means of some defined performance indicators.

A polygeneration plant with LNG cold recovery

Figure 1 shows a scheme of a polygeneration plant with cold recovery from LNG-regasification [7]. This plant is engineered to operate in the vicinity of users with refrigeration demand. The selected LNG regasification capacity is 150,000 Nm³ h⁻¹ which is the equivalent of one open rack vaporizer installed in the LNG plant of Barcelona (Spain). The plant exploits LNG cold in cascade and it is divided into the following operating blocks:

- **Power cycle RC-1**: This power cycle uses seawater as heat source and LNG as heat sink. The working fluid selected is argon, due to its low freezing point and its zero-environmental impact.

- **District Cooling network and power cycle RC-2**: This subsystem of the plant not only provides refrigeration service, but also it uses low-grade waste heat as heat source to produce electrical power. The District Cooling Network supply cold at three different temperature levels, depending on the type of users. The lowest temperature level (LT) is -25°C (cold chambers); the middle temperature level (MT) is -10°C (hypermarkets, shopping centers, etc.); and the high temperature level (HT) is 6°C (residential and office buildings, hotels, etc.). The working fluid and heat transfer fluid selected for this subsystem is carbon dioxide.

- **Power cycle RC-3**: This power cycle is driven by the heat from a biomass combustion system. After using LNG cold in the District Cooling network, LNG is still at a temperature low enough to be used again as heat sink of the power cycle RC-3. Carbon dioxide is selected as working fluid for this thermal power cycle.

- **LNG direct expansion unit**: Since the LNG plant operates at a pressure higher than that of the natural gas (city gas) distribution pipeline, an expander is used to take advantage of this pressure drop and produce extra electric power.

The polygeneration plant with LNG cold recovery is modelled with the software Engineering Equation Solver [12] and applying the following assumptions:

- Steady state operation.
- Pressure drop and thermals losses are neglected.
- Natural gas is assumed as pure methane.
- The fluids at the exit of condensers C-1, C-2 and C-3 are at saturated liquid state.
- The carbon dioxide streams leaving the heat exchangers C-4, C-5 and C-6 are at saturated vapor state.
• Isentropic efficiencies of turbines and pumps are 85% and 75%, respectively.
• Effectiveness of recuperators R-1 and R-2 of power cycles RC-1 and RC-3 is 80%.

The main operation parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1. Scheme of the proposed polygeneration plant based on LNG cold recovery.

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LNG mass flow rate</td>
<td>29.9 kg s⁻¹</td>
<td>DC share of refrigeration demand</td>
<td>LT/MT/HT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG Pressure</td>
<td>8 MPa</td>
<td>Inlet temperature of turbine T2</td>
<td>30 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of regasified NG</td>
<td>5 °C</td>
<td>Waste heat (water) stream inlet/outlet temperature</td>
<td>40/35 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure of city NG</td>
<td>7 MPa</td>
<td>Heat output of biomass boiler</td>
<td>10 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW inlet/outlet temperature</td>
<td>20/15 °C</td>
<td>Inlet temperature of turbine T4</td>
<td>400 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(HP and LP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet temperature of turbine T1</td>
<td>10 °C</td>
<td>Combustion temperature of biomass boiler (T_{lb})</td>
<td>850 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC supply temperature</td>
<td>-50 °C</td>
<td>Condensing temperature RC-3</td>
<td>5 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The total net power of the plant is calculated as follows:
\[ W_{net} = \sum W_T - \sum W_P \] (1)

The total refrigeration service provided is calculated as:
\[ DCS = \dot{Q}_{DC,LT} + \dot{Q}_{DC,MT} + \dot{Q}_{DC,HT} \] (2)

Where the heat transferred in heat exchangers is calculated from energy balance equations:
\[ \dot{Q} = \dot{m}_{\text{fluid,hot}} (h_{\text{hot,in}} - h_{\text{hot,out}}) = \dot{m}_{\text{fluid,cold}} (h_{\text{cold,out}} - h_{\text{cold,in}}) \] (3)

On the other hand, the exergy of each point of the plant is calculated as:
\[ \dot{E}x_i = \dot{m}_i [(h_i - h_0) - T_0 (s_i - s_0)] \] (4)

The dead state temperature \( T_0 \) and pressure \( p_0 \) are set to 298K (25ºC) and 101.3 kPa, respectively.

Besides, to evaluate the performance of the whole plant, we define the following specific performance indicators:

- **Equivalent Energy Saving (EES)**, that considers both the electric energy produced and the refrigeration demand covered by the District Cooling network:
\[ EES = \dot{m}_{\text{LNG}} ^{-1} \left( W_{net} + \dot{Q}_{DC,LT} \frac{\text{EER}_{ref,LT}}{\text{EER}_{ref,LT}} + \dot{Q}_{DC,MT} \frac{\text{EER}_{ref,MT}}{\text{EER}_{ref,MT}} + \dot{Q}_{DC,HT} \frac{\text{EER}_{ref,HT}}{\text{EER}_{ref,HT}} \right) \] (5)

To estimate the electric energy saving by the district cooling network we transform the thermal energy to electrical energy by using a reference Energy Efficiency Ratio \( (\text{EER}_{ref}) \) for each temperature level. The \( \text{EER}_{ref} \) for the low-, medium- and high-temperature district cooling temperatures are set to 1.3, 2.5 and 4.0, respectively.

- **Primary Energy Saving (PES)**:
\[ PES = \eta_{ref}^{-1} \left( W_{net} + \dot{Q}_{DC,LT} \frac{\text{EER}_{ref,LT}}{\text{EER}_{ref,LT}} + \dot{Q}_{DC,MT} \frac{\text{EER}_{ref,MT}}{\text{EER}_{ref,MT}} + \dot{Q}_{DC,HT} \frac{\text{EER}_{ref,HT}}{\text{EER}_{ref,HT}} \right) \] (6)

Where the thermal efficiency taken as a reference \( (\eta_{ref}) \) is the typical thermal efficiency of a combined power plant, i.e., 52%.

- **Seawater Saving (SWS)**:
\[ SWS = \left[ 1 - \left( \sum \dot{m}_{SW} / \dot{m}_{SW,ref} \right) \right] \times 100\% \] (7)

Where \( \dot{m}_{SW,ref} \) is the seawater mass flow rate required by the typical LNG regasification in which LNG cold is wasted to the ambient.

- **Exergetic efficiency**:
\[ \eta_{ex} = \frac{\sum W_T + \sum W_{EXP} + \sum \dot{E}x_{\text{us,DC}}}{\dot{E}x_{\text{in,LNG}} + \dot{E}x_{\text{in,WH}} + \dot{Q}_{H-\lambda} (1 - T_0 / T_{bb}) + \sum W_P} \times 100\% \] (8)
Discussion and Results

Table 2 shows the performance results obtained by the common LNG regasification plant and the results obtained by the proposed polygeneration plant under possible different configurations for the power cycles RC-1 and RC-3. According to these results, the configuration with the best performance indicators is that where both power cycles RC-1 and RC-3 have a reheating stage and recuperator. In this case, the performance of the plant is slightly better than the case without reheating stage [7]. On the other hand, the effect of the recuperator on the performance of the plant is higher than that of the reheating stages.

The polygeneration plant with LNG cold recovery analyzed in this paper produces an Equivalent Energy Saving of 82.6 kWh/ton-LNG, an annual Primary Energy Saving of 165.1 GWh an exergetic efficiency of 35.5%. Furthermore, it achieves a seawater saving of 66.8% with respect to the conventional LNG regasification process without cold recovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$W_{net}$, MW</th>
<th>DCS, MW</th>
<th>EES, kWh/ton-LNG</th>
<th>PES, GWh/y</th>
<th>SWS, %</th>
<th>$\eta_{ex}$, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>143.6</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>144.4</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>165.1</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0 – Typical LNG regasification process without LNG cold recovery.
1 – RC-1 and RC-3 without reheating and without recuperator.
2 – RC-1 and RC-3 with reheating but without recuperator.
3 – RC-1 and RC-3 without reheating but with recuperator.
4 – RC-1 with recuperator but without reheating; RC-3 with recuperator and reheating [7].
5 – RC-1 and RC-3 with both reheating and recuperator.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a polygeneration plant based on the cold recovery from the LNG-regasification process for the production of power and cold. The results show that the polygeneration plant can recover an important part of the energy that is wasted in the common LNG regasification process. Thus, to use LNG cold in cascade in a polygeneration system is a promising way to save energy and reduce the environmental impact of the LNG supply chain. Furthermore, the exergetic efficiency of the system that operates with reheating and recuperator power plants is 35.5%. However, there is still room for improvement and further modifications could be introduced to increase the efficiency of the plant.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>District Cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EER</td>
<td>Energy Efficiency Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{E}_{x}$</td>
<td>Exergy (kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Enthalpy (kJ kg$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG</td>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Pressure (MPa) or pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{Q}$</td>
<td>Heat flux (kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Entropy (kJ kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Temperature (K) or turbine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LNG  Liquefied Natural Gas  \( W \)  Net work (kW)
\( \dot{m} \)  Mass flow rate (kg s\(^{-1}\))  \( \text{WH} \)  Waste heat
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Abstract
Decentralised rural electrification by means of renewable energy poses a challenge to electricity storage devices. Currently used lead-acid batteries have low lifetime and are a threat to human health and environment. Using environmentally friendly and long-lasting materials, Pumped Heat Energy Storage could offer a valuable alternative to these batteries. In this paper, a Pumped Heat Energy Storage is analysed with respect to its potential as a combined heat and power storage for the autarkic cogeneration of heat and power from renewable energy. The charging and discharging operation are modelled in Matlab for a kW-scale configuration using a two-stage heat pump for charging and pressurized water as the thermal energy storage. During discharge, the stored heat can either be reconverted to electricity using a subcritical organic Rankine cycle or immediately be used in various household applications. Finally, the economic feasibility of the Pumped Heat Energy Storage is compared to that of a lead-acid battery system using cost function optimization for different scenarios.

Keywords: Pumped heat energy storage, rural electrification, water storage

Introduction
More than 1.6 billion people worldwide do not have access to electricity and most of these people live in rural areas of the developing world [1]. Renewable energies provide not only the most environmentally friendly but also the most cost-effective means of rural electrification [2]. Besides economical and institutional obstacles, storing inherently intermittent renewable energy sources is a technical challenge, which in practice is solved by the use of cheap and easily available lead-acid accumulators. Their limited cycling capability however leads to replacement every 3-5 years [3] and a lack of infrastructure complicates recycling, thus increasing human exposure to lead and causing severe health problems [4]. In addition, improper disposal causes hydrofluoric acid leakage, which heavily pollutes the environment. Pumped Heat Electricity Storage (PHES) could be a valuable alternative, providing electricity storage while using environmentally harmless materials and having a much longer lifetime.

Several types of PHES have been discussed [5,6,7,8]. The working principle is the same for all proposed schemes: In times of excess electricity generation, a heat pump (HP) is used to extract heat from a low temperature heat reservoir, upgrade it to a higher temperature level and store said heat in a second reservoir till later use. When demand exceeds electricity generation, a heat engine converts the stored thermal energy back to electrical energy.

also known as: Pumped Thermal Electricity Storage (PTES), Electrothermal Energy Storage (ETES), Thermo-electrical Energy Storage (TEES), Transformed Heat Energy Storage (THES) or Compressed Heat Energy STorage (CHEST)
All PHES concepts currently found in literature are intended for bulk scale electricity storage and cannot be applied for a decentralised application in the order of only a few kW, as required for rural electrification. There are first attempts to implement reversible heat pumping on a household level [9,10], focussing however on increased utilisation of the already existing heat pump instead of providing a system to store intermittent electrical energy. Objective of this paper is to assess the pumped heat storage concept for use in a rural low cost environment as a small scale combined heat and power system for autarkic cogeneration of power and heat from photovoltaic (PV) and wind.

**PHES concept for decentralised heat and power generation**

Besides robust operation and a minimisation of environmental and health hazards, low cost is the main criteria for a design that is applicable for rural areas. To assure cost effective system design, the PHES concept has been reduced to its simplest form, fixing several design criteria beforehand.

- No cold storage is installed, instead the environment is used as the low temperature heat reservoir
- Water is used as the storage medium for the high temperature heat reservoir, a two-tank system with vacuum insulated tanks at 80 and 115 °C.
- Working fluids that would require sub-ambient or supercritical pressure levels to work under given operating conditions are not considered
- Only of the shelve components are considered in the design

![Fig. 1. Set-up of the PHES system: two stage HP, heat storage, single-stage ORC](image)

Direct utilization of power generated by PV and wind is always prioritized and charging/discharging of the PHES storage system only takes place, when there is a mismatch between power generated and electricity demand. During charging, a two stage air heat pump raises the water temperature from 80°C to 115°C (Fig.1). During discharge, the high temperature water is used to drive an ORC and generate electricity. Heat demand is covered from the tank at 95°C or when the latter is not sufficient at 115°C.

As discussed in [11], for the given design constraints a single stage ORC using R245fa and a 2-stage heat pump cycle with a flash intercooled configuration using R142b as working fluid
gave the highest COP. As off-the-shelf scroll compressors are designed for refrigerant condensation temperatures of 85°C at most, the HP herein employs two reciprocating compressors. The resulting HP and ORC efficiencies vary – for the fixed maximum storage temperature of 115°C and for ambient temperatures between 10 and 30°C – between 1.98 and 2.32 for the HP coefficient of performance and 7.28% and 4.71% for the ORC first law efficiency. The HP minimum power uptake is fixed at $P_{HP,\text{min}} = P_{HP,\text{max}} / 3$ and for the ORC a minimum power output $P_{ORC,\text{min}} = P_{ORC,\text{max}} / 2$ is assumed.\(^3\)

![Figure 2: Efficiency of a) HP and b) ORC with respect to ambient temperature and temperature spread between hot tanks of the high temperature storage (upper T fixed at 115°C)](image)

From Figure 2, it is obvious that the heat pump operation benefits from an increasing temperature spread between the two hot tanks whilst it simultaneously downgrades ORC efficiency. To maximize the efficiency of the ORC, while the heat pump is still profiting from the large temperature spread, the heat source (high temperature water) is only partially exploited and the remainder is stored at a temperature of 95°C to be used later to cover heat demand. To absorb excess electricity with insufficient power to drive the heat pump ($P_{\text{excess}} < P_{HP,\text{min}}$) or to benefit from excessive power generation ($P_{\text{excess}} = P_{\text{in}} - P_{HP,\text{min}}$), the heat pump is assisted by an electrical heater with a maximum capacity that matches $P_{HP,\text{min}}$.

**Methodology**

The economic feasibility of the PHES is compared to that of a lead-acid battery systems using cost function optimization for different scenarios. Different storage technologies may show opposing trends for power and capacity related costs and the efficiency of the storage unit has direct consequences for the amount of electricity needed to cover a given demand. The power generation (in this case from PV and wind) and its associated costs should therefore be included into the comparison to obtain meaningful results [12]. To this end, the Matlab built-in genetic algorithm combined with a process model of the PHES, is used to size the PHES system, PV and wind turbine park, minimizing the invest costs of the entire energy

\(^3\)Reciprocating compressors with at least four pistons have the capability to run any even number of pistons idle, whereas scroll devices can only be controlled by a variable-frequency drive.
supply and storage system for given electricity and heat demand profiles (time series). Details of the model and optimisation strategy can be found in [11]. The same GA-routine is used to size a reference system consisting of PV and wind power generation combined with lead-acid batteries as the only means of electricity storage. Heat demand in this case is supplied by an electrical boiler (max. 10 kW) for simplicity. The GA decision variables are:

- the PV installed nominal power $P_{PV}$ (kW) and PV inclination angle ($^\circ$)
- the installed wind turbine power $P_{Wind}$ (kW) and installation height $H_{Wind}$ (m).
- the storage capacity, which is either the size of the thermal energy storage $V_{St}$ (m³) for the PHES or the size of batteries $E_{bat}$ (kWh)
- in selected cases, the installed power of the heat pump (kW) and ORC (kW)

As is typical for rural electrification design, electricity and heat requirements need to be met within certain bounds over the entire considered period ($T$) only. This is modelled by a maximum allowable loss of power and loss of heat probability of 2% [11]. To account for seasonal variations, optimisation is performed for a yearly simulation with one-hour time steps, matching the resolution of available data sets for solar irradiance, wind speed and ambient temperature.

Finally, to assess the influence of location and consequently weather conditions as well as the composition of the demand side on the profitability of the PHES, the analysis has been repeated for multiple locations and demand scenarios. The chosen locations were San Salvador, the capital of El Salvador, Norderney, one the East Frisian Islands off the North Sea coast of Germany and Munich, a city in Germany. San Salvador represents the global South characterised by a strong solar insolation but rather weak wind velocities. Norderney represents the other extreme, with strong winds but little sun. Munich is a typical central European location with rather low solar and wind potential.

In the absence of reliable data for rural areas, load curves for electricity and thermal energy demand are modelled following [13], as detailed in [11]. This approach yields heat and electricity profiles representative of a typical 4-person western household, slightly shifted towards the evening hours to be more representative of rural demand. Yearly electricity demand is 3602 kWh/a with a maximum electrical power consumption of 4.3 kW. Yearly heat demand is 9554 kWh/a, with a peak of 7.3 kW. Additionally, a sensitivity study with double heat demand and double electricity demand was performed.

**Discussion and Results**

Key optimisation results for different system configurations assessed for Munich weather conditions are given in table 1, together with the corresponding specific costs per kWh energy demand. The latter are computed based on the equivalent annual costs divided by the total yearly energy demand, being the sum of the yearly heat and electricity demand. What stands out when looking at all PHES results is the presence of a small battery of 2.4 kWh, installed in parallel to the PHES. This may seem contrary, given that the aim of the PHES is to replace batteries. It is however not economically viable to run the ORC at its minimum load $P_{ORC,min}$ of 1.5 kW resp. 0.5kW for every power demand smaller than $P_{ORC,min}$. Low power demand is therefore met using the battery as long as it is charged, when the battery is empty, the ORC is operated and the excess electricity generation is used to charge the battery.

In our previous work [11], the power rating of the ORC ($P_{ORC,max}$) was fixed at 3kW based on an assessment of the demand profile. The battery size was fixed at 2.4 kWh, which was found to offer a good balance between minimizing unnecessary electricity production from the ORC while not playing a dominant role as electricity storage (Table 1, row 1). Despite the
battery, ca. 24% of the electrical energy produced by the ORC cannot be used, not even to charge the battery, mainly due to the battery’s maximum charge rate. For most of the year (more than 760 hours) the ORC was found running when the residual power demand was actually smaller than the minimum power output of the ORC (1.5 kW) but could not be supplied by the small battery.

Optimisation of the ORC power rating in addition to the other variables results in a smaller ORC size of 1 kW, which corresponds to the smallest available off-the-shelf scroll turbine and hence the lower limit of the ORC rating (Table 1, row 3). Compared to the case with a 3 kW ORC, the increased utilization of the ORC and the corresponding reduction of the excess electricity generation allows for a reduction in the overall system size and reduced costs.

The design decision to use only off-the-shelves components significantly affects the system’s performance. Despite the 16% cost reduction due to the additional ORC size optimisation, the standard PHES design is not capable of competing with currently used lead-acid batteries. As discussed in [11], significant improvements of all PHES components at little extra cost is required for the PHES to be cost competitive with the battery only system. Although such improvement is technically possible, the development of e.g. scroll compressors for 115°C as required here is currently hindered by a lack of demand. A roundtrip efficiency of 26% would suffice to create a competitive storage system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHES Standard (ORC fixed)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>75.91</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>1006</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHES Improved (ORC fixed)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>41.88</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>1333</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHES Standard (ORC small)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>63.30</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-specific costs based on total energy demand (heat + power)

The performed variation of the weather (location) and demand profiles (shown in Table 2 and 3), suggests that high wind generation and in particular, high heat-to-power ratios are beneficial for cost competitiveness of the PHES compared to the battery based system. Comparable system cost could for example be achieved for Norderney with a doubled heat demand, even without the above discussed improvement of the system components. In this case, the PHES acts primarily as a high temperature heat pump with decoupling of heat generation and heat demand due to the thermal storage tank. Electricity demand is primarily met through direct usage of the generated electricity and the contribution of the ORC reduces from 20% to 8%.

**Conclusions**

For the system model designed based on off-the-shelf system components, the power-to-power roundtrip efficiency reaches an annual averaged value of only 5 to 12% and the system is not capable of competing with currently used lead-acid batteries. Possible improvements of compressor and expander isentropic efficiency as well as larger heat exchange areas could, however, enhance HP and ORC performance. For the Munich case, a roundtrip efficiency of 26% would suffice to create a competitive storage system. Alternatively, more beneficial use
cases can be sought for. The higher the heat-to-power ratio and the more wind based the generation becomes, the more beneficially the PHES becomes compared to the battery alternative.

In addition to low performance of off-the-shelf components in the kW-range, the minimum power output of the ORC was found to restrict the efficient operation of the PHES and impose the use of a small battery. The latter is needed to supply electricity when demand is lower than the minimum power output of the ORC. A further challenge hence is to reduce the minimum load operation of all equipment, allowing eliminating this small battery.

### Table 2. Key Results from GA optimisation for different demand scenarios in Norderney

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard demand</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity demand x 2</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat demand x 2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard demand</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity demand x 2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat demand x 2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1]: specific costs based on total energy demand (heat + power)

### Table 3. Key Results from GA optimisation for different demand scenarios in San Salvador

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard demand</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity demand x 2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat demand x 2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Demand</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity demand x 2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat demand x 2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1]: specific costs based on total energy demand (heat + power)
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Abstract
This paper reports an experimental study of using an aqueous lithium bromide solution based nanofluid to enhance the vapour absorption process. The experimental results show that the vapour absorption rate increase with use of the nanofluid. By applying an external magnetic field to influence the movement of the nanofluid, a further increase of the absorption rate was observed. The enhancement seems to associate with the frequency of the nanoparticles movement induced by the magnetic field. Our limited experimental results suggest that the high frequency of the nanoparticles’ movement benefits the vapour absorption process.

Keywords: Nanofluid, heat and mass transfer, vapour absorption refrigeration, magnetic field

Introduction
The effectiveness of vapour absorption relies on heat and mass transfer in the process. Due to low mass diffusivity in liquid, an efficient vapour absorption process requires a large ratio of surface area to volume to reduce the resistance of heat/mass transfer in the liquid phase. Creating very thin film on a vertical plate or very fine liquid droplets are the conventional approach to increase heat/mass transfer in the process. Use of surfactant agent to increase instability at the vapour-liquid interface is another way to boost the mass transfer in vapour absorption systems. These technologies have been extensively investigated and widely employed in modern vapour absorption refrigeration/heat pump systems to improve mass transfer. Potential for further improvement with these technologies appears to be limited. New approaches to further improve the process are needed.

Kim et al reported their works on bubble absorber with binary nanofluid [1, 2]. With the addition of nanoparticles: Cu, CuO or Al₂O₃, to an NH₃-H₂O solution, they found that the NH₃-H₂O binary nanofluids demonstrated excellent absorption ability. The effective absorption ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the absorption rate by the nanofluid to the base fluid (without addition of nanoparticles), was increased in all cases with the maximum effective absorption ratio of 3.21 when the nanofluid contained 18.7% ammonia and 0.10% of Cu nanoparticles [1]. More encouragingly, their work also found that the absorbers with nanofluids performed better than those without nanofluid as the absorption potential of the solution decreases. Kang et al [3] observed that carbon nanotubes at concentrations of 0.01 and 0.1% have a higher rate of mass transfer increase compared with Fe nanoparticles, concluding that CNT is the most optimal nanoparticles to be used in absorption systems. They measured the absorption rate in a H₂O/LiBr solution for a falling film absorber. The maximum mass transfer for CNT nanoparticles was 2.48 at 0.01 wt% while the maximum enhancement for Fe was 1.90 for 0.1 wt%.

Using magnetic field to enhance the thermal conductivity of nanofluid has been investigated. One of these is the conduction through linear agglomerates of nanoparticles in the working fluid. Philip et. al [4] observed a 300% enhancement from the nanofluids with 2–10nm surfactant-coated Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles. Angayarkanni & Philip [5] reported an increase in the thermal conductivity in a certain magnetic field range for ferro-oxidizer...
nanoparticles. A thermal conductivity increment of 300% was observed with the 6.3vol% particle loading. This intensification in thermal conductivity is accredited to the effective conduction of heat through the chainlike structure formed under a magnetic field when the dipolar interaction energy becomes greater than the thermal energy. Suresh and Bhalerao [6] used a magnetic field of 50Hz to analyse the mass transfer effect using ferromagnetic nanofluids. They found numerically a 40% enhancement in the mass transfer with the oscillating magnetic field on but non-effect with the magnetic field off. However, Komati and Suresh [7] found no further enhancement using a periodic oscillating magnetic field in their experiment using nano ferrofluid/ MDEA for a CO₂ absorption in a wetted wall column. They attributed the difference to the nature of the particles that the 15nm particles lost the single-domain making it difficult to follow the external magnetic field. Komati and Suresh [8] also experimentally investigated the effect of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles on the gases absorbed where a mixture of carbon dioxide and oxygen is absorbed by liquid nanofluid in a capillary tube and a wetted wall column. They found a considerable increase in mass transfer coefficient at the presence of both the magnetic field and the nanoparticles and the enhancement depends on the size and volume of the particles. They also observed a relation between the increases in Sherwood Number.

The past researches show that nanofluids can enhance vapour absorption process and the enhancement can be further achieved under influence of magnetic field. This work, through experimental tests, investigated the effectiveness of this approach aiming for LiBr-H₂O vapour absorption refrigeration applications to further explore this technology.

**Experimental setup and testing procedures**

The experimental investigation was carried out on a rig as shown in Figures 1. It consists of a generator-condenser assembly at the top and an evaporator-absorber assembly below the generator-condenser assembly. Heating is supplied to the generator and evaporator vessels with a 2.4kW and an 800W, respectively. The generating and evaporating temperatures are separately controlled by two temperature controllers to the set points. Tap water is used to remove the heat from the absorber and the condenser. In the absorber, the solution is sprayed in a hollow cone shape before it contacts the wall and then flows down along the in liquid film.

The absorption test started with releasing a fixed amount of the solution from the generator firstly into the absorber. The solution was then circulated in the absorber during the absorption test. The absorption continued until the water level in the evaporator reached a pre-set point. After the absorption test, the solution was pumped back to the generator where it was concentrated while the water from the concentration process was fed back to the evaporator. All relevant temperature were set and adjusted within the same ranges and so does the solution circulation flow rate in the absorber during the absorption test to maintain a consistent test condition.

![Figure 1 Schematic diagram and Photo of the rig](image)
The absorption rate is calculated from:

\[ \dot{m} = \frac{(\text{initial water level} - \text{end water level}) \times \text{mass}}{\text{duration time} \ (\text{sec})} \]  

(1)

where the mass in the equation represents the mass for every centimetre water level change in the evaporator vessel. Its value is 0.02kg/mm for this particular setup.

**The experimental conditions and results**

The vapour absorption in the absorber vessel is an adiabatic process if neglecting the heat transfer through glass wall of the vessel. The solution in the absorber vessel is circulated at a constant flow rate with a spray nozzle to distribute the solution onto the wall of the absorber vessel. The experiment was carried out with two circulation flow rates either in 3L/min or 3.5L/min. The temperature of the solution was 25°C before spraying, which was achieved by adjusting the cooling water flow rate through the heat exchanger. The amount and mass concentration of the solution released to the absorber vessel for each vapour absorption test were 5.92kg and 54.7%, respectively. The solution concentration decreased to 53.9% and the quantity increased to 6.01kg before recording the data. The test ended when a fixed amount of 0.3kg water at 5°C was absorbed by the solution. Magnetic strip was used to apply the magnetic field to the nanofluid in different configurations for different distribution of magnetic fields in the absorber vessel. Table 1 is a summary of the tests carried out with different combinations of the solutions, the circulating flow rates and the configurations of magnetic strip on the absorption vessel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 the tests completed in the investigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Magnetic strip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic strip with no gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic strip with 2cm gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic strip with 3.5cm gap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Base vapour absorption rate**

Figure 3 shows the vapour absorption rates of LiBr+H₂O solution for the solution circulation at 3.0L min⁻¹ and 3.5L min⁻¹. The vapour absorption rate at 3.5L min⁻¹ is higher than that at 3L min⁻¹. This is because the higher circulation flow rate created a larger contacting surface area for the absorption.

**Vapour absorption rate of the nanofluid**

In the nanofluid tests, the absorbent solution is a mixture of LiBr+H₂O+Fe₂O₃. The nanoparticles was Aldrich Iron(III) oxide nanopowder, <50nm. The 25 grams of the nanoparticles was mixed with 15kg LiBr+H₂O solution of 53% concentration. The nanoparticles were dispersed in the solution with ultrasonic generator for half an hour before being fed into the rig. It was noted the deposition of nanoparticles in the vessel after several
hours; however, the nanoparticles were uniformly suspended in the solution from naked eyes observation after the circulation.

Figure 4 shows the vapour absorption rates from four experimental tests with the circulation flow rates of 3L min\(^{-1}\) and 3.5L min\(^{-1}\), respectively. It can be found that the vapour absorption rates continuously decline over the period of the absorption process. One can find in Figure 5 that the vapour absorption rate for the 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) circulation flow rate is always larger than that for 3.0L min\(^{-1}\). The trend lines indicate that the difference of the vapour absorption rates between the two solution flow rates remains almost constant. The difference between them is due to the solution coverage areas and flow characteristics at the different circulation flow rates.

Figure 4 The vapour absorption rates with the solution circulation flow rates 3L min\(^{-1}\) (left) and 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) (right)

Figure 5 comparison of average absorption rates between the circulating flow rates 3L min\(^{-1}\) and 3.5L min\(^{-1}\)

**Vapour absorption rate under influence of the external magnetic field**

The external magnetic field was applied to the nanofluid by spirally winding a continue piece of magnetic strip onto the outside of the absorber vessel with different gap “a” and the width of the section covered by magnetic strip (b) as shown in Figure 6 (a). Three configurations were constructed for investigation: a) no gap (a = 0cm, b = 15.4cm), small gap (a = 2cm, b = 38.4cm) and large gap (a = 3.5cm, b = 41cm). Figure 6 (b) is a photo of the vessel wound with magnetic strip.

A handheld Gauss meter GM 08 was used to measure the magnetic flux density. The measured magnetic flux density was 52.2 mT (milliTesla) without the glass vessel. When measured inside the glass vessel, i.e., a 14mm thickness of glass wall is in between the probe and the magnetic strip, the magnetic flux density decreased to 44 mT. The measurement was taken without the solution.

The results from the tests are shown in Figure 7. One can find that the difference of the vapour absorption process responds to the three configurations. In average, the test with 2cm gap (a = 2cm) gave the highest vapour absorption rate, then 3.5cm gap (a = 3.5cm) and followed by the no gap (a = 0cm) in the both 3L min\(^{-1}\) and 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) circulation flow rates.
One can find from Figure 8 that the absorption rates increase in the cases of using nanoparticles and the magnetic strip on the absorber vessel on the same operating conditions. Compared with the base fluid at 3L min\(^{-1}\) circulation flow rate, the vapour absorption rates for the nanofluid is 1.32 higher. With the external magnetic field applied, the vapour absorption rate is 1.53 times higher than that of the base fluid. It is also observed that a significant increase of the absorption rate with 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) circulation flow rate and 2cm gap windings. The vapour absorption rate in this case is 1.67 times higher than the base fluid.}

The effectiveness of applying magnetic field to Ferro-nanofluid for vapour absorption process

One can find from Figure 9 that at all sampling points but one the absorption rates in the case with the magnetic field were higher than that without it. The larger difference between the two linear trend lines may suggest that the influence of the magnetic field is more significant at the early stage. This is, perhaps, because the movement of the nanoparticles in the liquid phase accelerates the heat/mass transport there when a large concentration gradient exists in the liquid phase and so enhances the overall vapour absorption process. As the absorption continues, the concentration gradient in the liquid phase becomes smaller at the late stage. So, the movement of nanoparticles becomes less effect on the overall vapour absorption process. A further observation on Figure 8 could find that the influence of the external magnetic field on the vapour absorption rate is stronger in 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) circulation flow rate than 3.0L min\(^{-1}\). The ratios of the vapour absorption rates delivered by magnetically assisted process to non-magnetically assisted process are 1.46 for 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) and 1.32 for 3.0L min\(^{-1}\). The high ratio of 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) demonstrates that the magnetically assisted is more effective on the thick film flow according to Table 2.
The thermal images in Figure 10 show the temperature increases on the absorber vessel wall in relation to the influence of magnetic field. The higher temperature increment at 3.5L min\(^{-1}\) than 3L/min is consistent with the higher increment of the vapour absorption rate at 3.5L min\(^{-1}\), which confirms the results shown in Figure 5.

**The frequency of the nanoparticle movement and the vapour absorption rate**

The sectional profile of the magnetic strip used for creating the magnetic fields is 10mm by 4mm in width and thickness. The magnetic intensity profile of such a magneto is schematically shown in Figure 11 (a). When the magnetic strip were helically wound on to the absorber vessel as shown in Figure 11 (b), it asserts a variable magnetic field in the absorber vessel, which forces the nanoparticles moving towards the wall of the absorber vessel. However, the force of diffusiophoresis due to concentration gradient in the base fluid does oppositely. Under the influence of these forces, the nanoparticles could slip in the base fluid. Figure 11 (b) graphically illustrates a possible travel route for a single nanoparticle in the film flow under the influence of these forces. The characteristic of the nanoparticles’ movement in the film flow may be described by the frequency of the movement. In this case, the number of the magnetos to the time that required for a nanoparticle to pass over these magnetos. Obviously, the frequency is determined by the gap distance “a” and the velocity of the film flow.

The variation of the intensity of the magnetic field makes the nanoparticles to travel between the surface of the film flow and the wall. The movement of nanoparticles can cause local micro flows in the film flow. These micro flows accelerate the heat and mass transfer in the liquid phase; therefore, increase the vapour absorption rate. The experimental results reveal the correlation between the vapour absorption rate and the frequency of the nanoparticles’ movement in the film flow.
Of all three cases, the gap distance 2cm gives the highest absorption rate. The vapour absorption rate decreases as the gap distance increases to 3.5cm. The lowest vapour absorption rate takes place in the case of zero gap distance. This phenomenon could be linked to the frequency of nanoparticles’ movement caused by the magnetic field. Table 2 lists the frequencies of the nanoparticles’ movement for three configurations, which are calculated from the film flow’s velocities. A zero frequency is given to the zero gap configuration for the understanding that no variation of the magnetic field in this case. With the gap distance increasing from 2.0cm to 3.5cm, the frequency decreases by 43.2% and 42.9% for 3.0L min\(^{-1}\) and 3.5L min\(^{-1}\), respectively. The less frequent movement of the nanoparticles inevitably reduces the heat and mass transfer in the flow layer and so the vapour absorption rate. The results from this investigation suggest that the vapour absorption process benefits from a high frequency movement of nanoparticles. However, the current data are not sufficient to conclude that the vapour absorption rate increases with the frequency of the nanoparticles movement defined in this paper.

Table 2 The frequencies of nanoparticle movement in different gap distance and flow rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gap distance “a” between the magnetos, cm</th>
<th>Nanoparticle movement frequency, Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flow rate 3.0 L min(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that the frequency of the nanoparticles’ movement is a function of the flow velocity, we can see that the strength and distribution of the magnetic field have to be determined with reference of the flow velocity. Therefore, in order to maximise the vapour absorption rate in a
magnetically assisted vapour absorption process, the film flow velocity, the strength and
distribution of the magnetic field have to be arranged to maximise heat and mass transfer in
the liquid film flow.

Conclusions
This investigation experimentally tested the vapour absorption rate using the nanofluid of the
aqueous lithium bromide solution + ferric oxide nanoparticles as the absorbent and the
nanofluid subject to the influence of magnetic fields. The test results show a significant
increase in the vapour absorption rate by using this nanofluid and a further increase when
applying external magnetic field to the absorption process.
The results show that the nanofluid can enhance the vapour absorption process, particularly,
when the heat and mass transfer of the liquid phase dominates the whole process. This is
evident by the high absorption rate coming with the high circulation flow rate. While the
vapour absorption rate can be further increased by applying external magnetic field, the
arrangement of the external magnetic field is appeared to be an influential factor. This
investigation reveals the correlation between the vapour absorption rate and the frequency of
the nanoparticles’ movement in the film flow. It shows that the vapour absorption rate
increases with the frequency of the nanoparticles’ movement between the wall and the
surface of the liquid phase. However, with the limited tests of three cases, the data may not
sufficient to confirm the existence of such relationship generally.
This investigation provided some useful information to understand the rolls of nanoparticles’
movement in enhancing the vapour absorption process. However, the movement of the
nanoparticles in the fluid is influenced by not only the magnetic field but also the flow’s
characteristics. The combination effect of these factors is complicated to the nanoparticles’
movement in the flow. It needs further study in order to understand it.
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Abstract
The subject of this article is related to the development of a thermal management solution for a surveillance equipment, which needs to dissipate high levels of heat loads using both active and passive thermal control devices. Therefore, a thermal management system was designed to use both a single-phase forced circulation loop and heat pipes using copper oxide (CuO)-water nanofluid, designed to promote the thermal management of up to 50 kW of heat generated by several arrays of electronic components, being dissipated to the environment by a fan cooling system. The heat pipes collect the heat from electronic components that are far from the main single-phase forced circulation loop, rejecting the heat directly in its cold plates. Results show that with an addition of 20% by mass of CuO nanoparticles to the base fluid in the single-phase system, enhancements of 12% in the heat transfer coefficients were achieved but the increase in the pressure drop was around 32%. The use of nanofluid in the heat pipes resulted in a substantial decrease in the heat source temperature. When applying nanofluids in heat pipes, the maturity of this technology has reached TRL=8 for surveillance systems.
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Introduction
The need for thermal management has increased over the last decade and the prediction is that a steeper increase is yet to come for the next years. Such an increase is related to more powerful electronics used for data processing in high-tech equipments used for satellites and defense/military purposes. More powerful and compact electronics result in higher heat densities that can significantly contribute to concentrate the heat in certain areas that will result in parasitic heat being transferred to other components, as well as make difficult to promote the heat dissipation using conventional methods. Investigations in this subject have been already reported, bringing the attention to new approaches for current and future applications [1-3], where technologies developed for aerospace thermal control problems have been transferred to ground systems when needed. Hybrid solutions, using single- and two-phase thermal control systems together have presented to be a promising approach to solve the high heat dissipation problem in ground systems. Whilst single-phase systems rely in a pump to drive the working fluid throughout the loop, and a correct hydraulic project ensures the adequate flow velocity in their several branches, two-phase systems apply heat pipe technology as a high performance thermal control device. Both single- and two-phase systems are known to dissipate high levels of heat, but some projects require much higher capacities that lead designers and researchers to seek for new technologies, especially when considering the working fluid responsible for transporting the heat. In this case, nanofluids have been considered and applied with promising results to solve future thermal management limitations [4,5], which has contributed to bring this technology to a level of maturity that enables it to be used commercially.

Several investigations related to nanofluids applications have been conducted with important contributions to many areas [6,7]. Considering current and future thermal management needs, the use of nanofluids is becoming inevitable. Nanofluids present to be an important approach
to enhance the heat transfer capability of heat pipes and loop heat pipes systems, which has already been proven [8,9]. Other applications are related to the use of nanofluids in regular heat exchanger devices already installed in industries [10]. Evaluation of nanofluids have been performed by many researchers in order to better understand the effects of nanoparticles in the transport properties, which are important for the prediction of the pumping requirements [11,12]. Applications related to PCB thermal management using nanofluids have also been reported [13]. However, important issues require attention, especially when considering the verification of a nanofluid regarding its own design, since many authors have reported different results for the same combination of base fluids and nanoparticles [14]. Another issue that requires attention is the operational condition at which the nanofluid will be facing, being at atmospheric or saturation conditions. Differences in the thermal capacity of nanofluids have been reported when a given nanofluid had its thermophysical properties obtained in atmospheric conditions and its behavior was completely different when operating in saturation conditions [14].

Heat pipes and thermosyphons [15-17] have been investigated with different nanofluids as working fluids, and the gains in their overall performances have been reported. Important improvements have been achieved when applying nanofluids in micro channels heat sinks [18], which can potentially be used in more reliable thermal management projects, especially those related to surveillance systems. However, investigations related to the effects of solid nanoparticles added to a given base fluid to form the nanofluid are required, especially to verify the direct impact of nanoparticles sizes and shapes, purity and chemical compatibility with thermophysical properties like thermal conductivity, viscosity, density, surface tension and, most importantly, wettability angle [19-22]. Technological issues still require full attention from researchers and developers, as well as designers, in order to overcome resistances from applying this promising technology and guarantee that systems will operate according to their requirements.

Another aspect that required attention is the technology development of new solutions that result in a maturity for application in the real world, being proved to operate in levels above laboratory conditions and beyond numerical simulations. In this case, systems that present TRL (Technology Readiness Level) equal or above 7 are desirable. Many researches have shown the potentiality in applying nanofluids in laboratory controlled environments, but their operation in the real world are needed to prove their full capability in the long term, which also should consider chemical compatibility and performance variation along time.

Evaluating the technological baseline that are considered for designing a reliable and effective high heat dissipation thermal management systems that need to operate in hostile environments, with potential use of nanofluid, this article presents a solution applied to promote the dissipation of 50 kW of rejected heat. Considerations were given to a hybrid thermal management system, which uses both single- and two-phase thermal control devices operating with nanofluids to enhance the heat dissipation's capabilities, in order to prove the nanofluid application for real systems.

**Thermal Management System Design**

The design of the thermal management system is a complex task that involves the consideration of several variables related to the conjugate heat transfer process (conduction, convection and radiation), along with materials used, working fluid, operation orientation, temperature, humidity, etc. The approach given for any thermal design should consider both the overall heat dissipation system analysis and the detailed thermal control design. The overall heat dissipation system analysis considers the total amount of heat to be dissipated and the available areas for the heat rejection, along with other overall aspects important for solving the problem. Usually, this is a first approach and it is used to verify the overall capacity of the thermal management system and will point the direction that should be
followed to conceive a reliable and efficient system. The detailed thermal control design considers each and every component of the thermal management system operating separately (as a sub-system) and then together with all other parts (as a system) including all thermal couplings to evaluate, with high degree of details, how the thermal management system will behave during its operation and identify any potential issue. Both approaches have to deal with well-known thermal solutions in order to verify issues and limitations related to the heat dissipation process, therefore using already known systems like liquid pumped loops with dry coolers and heat pipes, which already present TRL=9. However, upon applying a nanofluid in such systems, the real capabilities of both systems must be extensively verified not only for the thermal management process, but also for reliability over time, chemical stability during long term operation, NCG generation, among other parameters.

**Thermal Control Design**

The detailed thermal control design was done to evaluate the thermal behavior of each electronic component and its integrated operation in the PCB. Considering that electronic components have their sizes reduced substantially as technology evolves while keeping their heat dissipation, higher heat densities are found and must be carefully considered. Such level of information is extremely important to be shared between those responsible for designing the PCB and those responsible for the thermal control system, as smaller components will present very reduced areas to dissipate the heat, which can result in concentrated heat and high levels of temperature that can damage the electronic component. For example, if an electronic component dissipates 0.5 W and has a surface area of 2.5 mm by 2.5 mm, the total heat flux that needs to be dissipated from it will be 80 kW/m$^2$, which is substantially high.

As a methodology for a detailed thermal control design, the PCB is simulated for conjugated heat transfer (when applied) to verify the heat and temperature concentrations. The parameters involved in this analysis are directly related to the project's requirements and will vary from one to another. Figure 1 presents a mathematical simulation analysis made for this project, considering the PCB architecture based on the electronic components positioning and heat dissipation levels, using as examples the values shown in Table 1. The results from the mathematical simulation presented by Fig. 2 were obtained using a computer code based on a nodal network [26] for the PCB, which considers the conjugated heat transfer with the project's parameters while operating in ambient conditions. It is possible to observe that the PCB presents concentration of temperatures that must be properly addressed in order to avoid any component to shut down due to overheating, which is always referred to the components' manufacturer cold junction temperature levels. Such information is also important for the design of the mechanical interface that will be used to transfer the heat generated to the dedicated heat sink. In many cases, a rugged design of the mechanical interface is not enough to guarantee the adequate heat transfer from the source to the sink, therefore new solutions must be applied.

Once considering each PCB as a sub-system that integrates an entire system composed of several PCBs with their respective thermal control device, interface materials, thermal couplings etc, all interconnected with the main thermal control system (single-phase liquid cooling), the complexity of this design is evident. Therefore, proper consideration of all details must be done which relies in the designer's experience. For this specific project, a surveillance system design dissipating high levels of heat has been conceived to operate in hostile environments where the ambient temperatures can range from +5 to +50 °C and humidity levels up to 95%.
In this case, a single-phase thermal control loop has been designed to use a nanofluid, presenting a forced circulation using a pump to drive the working fluid throughout the circuit to remove heat from the electronic components through dedicated cold plates, rejecting this heat to the environment by a fan cooling system. For this thermal management system, a hybrid design has been applied where the heat generated by some PCBs (located far from the cold plates) was removed by heat pipes configured as pulsating open loops, delivering the heat to the heat sinks allocated thorough the surveillance equipment (cold plates). The heat sinks were then connected to the single-phase thermal control loop that collected all the heat and dissipated it to the environment. The schematics of such arrangement is presented by Fig. 3a and the surveillance equipment where the system was installed is shown by Fig. 3b, whilst Fig. 3c presents the liquid cooling schematics.

The heat pipe architecture is presented by Fig. 4, where its configuration as an open loop pulsating heat pipe (OLPHP) is shown integrated to the mechanics for a given PCB. It is important to mention that each mechanics is mechanically and thermally connected to their PCB to ensure a fast heat removal and control of the electronic components' temperatures, thus configuring a low thermal inertia thermal control approach. Figures 4b presents the OLPHP used for this analysis.

2.2. Nanofluid Selection and Application

As one of the most important component of the thermal management system, the nanofluid selection required careful consideration regarding the selected solid nanoparticles and the base fluid. For the sake of chemical compatibility for both single- and two-phase thermal control systems (liquid cooling and heat pipes, respectively), the most appropriated selection was the use of copper nanoparticles and water as the base fluid. Purity levels for both substances had to be as high as possible to avoid the interaction of other substances with the nanofluid, which could potentially lead to the generation of non-condensable gases (NCGs) that can negatively impact the thermal operation of the system, especially the heat pipes. The assessment to this issue is based on the chemical reaction analysis for both base fluid, solid nanoparticles and the heat pipe and liquid cooling system's tubing, as the constant heat cycling along with high temperatures will accelerate the reaction and generate NCGs.
Therefore, an analysis based on the Arrhenius Model can be performed to evaluate the amount of NCG that will be generated based on the interaction between the base fluid and the solid nanoparticles and, upon performing a so-called aging process, the NCG generation can be accelerated and flushed out of the system thus avoiding the negative influence of it during the system's lifetime. Better explanation of this methodology can be found in Ref. [23]. Several solid nanoparticles have been tested during the last years in order to verify their thermal behavior when applied to single- and two-phase systems, like liquid cooling and heat pipes, respectively. The selection range from commercial available and custom made solid nanoparticle, which present high purity and quality in guaranteeing the particles’ sizes and distribution and can be used when some preparation methodologies are applied to obtain the nanofluid, which is usually done with a 2-step method [14].

It is important to mention that commercial nanoparticles usually present an acceptable quality related to their purity, geometry and size's distribution. As those parameters increase in
reliability, the costs for those nanoparticles will increase significantly. Such parameters are important to be considered as several publications have shown dispersed results from many authors, related to the nanofluid thermophysical properties, even though the same nanoparticle and base fluid, in the same concentration, have been reported to be used [14]. If discrepancies in results related to the same solid nanoparticle, base fluid and concentration are obtained, one should consider that other parameters are important to guarantee that the same results will be obtained, such as particle shape, its distribution among a sample, etc. Such information is considerably important to be taken into account and should be the object of future investigations in order to obtain a model with a statistical approach to design a nanofluid [14,24].

The augmentation on the thermal conductivity of a given working fluid will directly be dependent on the solid nanoparticle size and geometry, as well as the amount of particles with those characteristics. For better results, the solid nanoparticles must present their size and geometry in at least 95% of the sample to ensure that the nanoparticles have a homogeneous characteristics. This is an important information to be considered, otherwise the nanofluid with the same size of nanoparticles and base fluid will present different results, due to the fact that it is not homogeneous. This can represent a very wide range of results and consequently may impact the thermal management system performance. As seen in Fig. 5, two solid nanoparticles were used for this analysis, which are identified as follows:

1. High purity CuO: purity > 98% and particle sizes (spherical) \( d_p = 29 \) nm
2. High purity Cu: purity > 99.98% and particle sizes (spherical) \( d_p = 2 \) nm

Even though both samples clearly present different characteristics, the most important one is that sample 1 presents up to 80% of the particles within those characteristics, while sample 2 has up to 95% of the particles within those characteristics. Guaranteeing that the sample has a high purity and homogeneous size distribution with such certainty will directly impact in the final price.

There is a clear difference between the solubility of sample 1 compared to sample 2. Both nanofluids were prepared without surfactants using the 2-step method, but to reach a homogeneous nanofluid without precipitation of the solid nanoparticles, sample 1 needed 2 hours in an ultrasonic bath whilst sample 2 required only 15 min. This difference was attributed to the fact that sample 2 used the pure Cu with homogeneous particle sizes and distribution, which contributes to a high quality nanofluid.

The homogeneous distribution represents a high impact in the nanofluid's performance while operating in the thermal management system, and will cause an important impact in other transport properties as well, such as the surface tension and wettability angle. This last one is a very important variable for a high efficient heat transfer system, since a high wettability angle will ensure that the nanofluid will be wetting the heat transfer surface more efficiently for values close to 180°. Table 2 presents a laboratory investigation performed for heat pipes application with various wick structures, housing materials and working fluids, where the
observed wettability and chemical compatibility characteristics were compiled. The indication of "Good" wettability means that the working fluid was able to spread on the surface and be absorbed by the wick material (typical of contact angles between 90° and 180° [24]); the indication "Poor" wettability means that the working fluid remained as a bubble without spreading on the surface and without being absorbed by the wick material (typical of contact angles lower than 90° [24]).

Table 2. Wettability characteristics for various working fluids and materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wick Material</th>
<th>Base Fluid</th>
<th>Acetone</th>
<th>Methanol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>CuO</td>
<td>NiO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyethylene</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Al₂O₃ - Water are incompatible substances - NCGs are generated with long term operation during power cycling.

** Al₂O₃ - Methanol have presented chemical incompatibilities and unstable solubility with long term operation.

One of the most investigated nanofluid is composed with water as base fluid and Al₂O₃ solid nanoparticles. However, when operating in thermal cycles for a long period of time, this combination will generate hydrogen as a NCG that will cause a negative impact in the thermal management system in the long term. Several reports have described the NCG generation when water and Al₂O₃ were used, especially in heat pipes applications, which resulted in severe recommendations to avoid this combination for thermal control devices used [3,8]. Also, the use of surfactants to improve the solubility of the solid nanoparticles in the base fluid shall not be used as it will also generate NCGs during the thermal management system's operation in the long term.

The most important operational requirements imposed by this application are as follows:

- Liquid cooling system: \( T_{op} = 55 \degree C \) maximum
  - Operating with de-ionized water and CuO (sample 1) selected as the nanofluid combination at atmospheric condition
    - Over 400 m of lines with ID=11 mm
    - No use of surfactants due to chemical issues
- Passive system: \( T_{op} = 90 \degree C \) maximum – due to cold junction temperature limitation for the electronic components
  - Connects the PCBs that are far from the cold plates
  - Operating with de-ionized water and CuO (sample 1) selected as the nanofluid combination at saturation condition
    - Total of 240 pulsating heat pipes divided in 4 arrays
    - Pulsating heat pipes characteristics:
      - 3.0 mm OD; 1.6 mm ID; \( L_{eff}=225 \) mm
      - No use of surfactants due to chemical issues

Given the complexity of the presented thermal management system, the use of a nanofluid represents a significant gain in its thermal performance. Considering all important variables for this application based on in-house research and development, evaluating also the project's requirements, de-ionized water has been selected as the base fluid. The performance verification was done using CuO (sample 1) for the liquid cooling system as well as for the heat pipes. The nanoparticles concentration \( f \) shall vary from 3.5% to 20% (by mass of the
base fluid) for the liquid cooling system and up to 3.5% for the heat pipes, in order to verify their effect on the overall thermal performance of the system. Tests were limited to sample 1 due to the high costs involved when using sample 2 in both systems.

**Results and Discussion**

The presented results were well correlated to the thermal tests applied to this equipment, and further analysis will be disclosed in future reports. For the sake of presenting the most important results obtained so far, the following data were selected among several hours of operation. However, due to the sensitive technology that used this thermal management systems solution, additional information related to the electronic arrays and their architecture cannot be disclosed.

Figures 6a and 6b present results for the pressure drop and heat transfer coefficients observed during the operation of the liquid cooling system, respectively, on a comparison between the use of pure water and the addition of CuO nanoparticles at different concentrations by mass percentage of the base fluid in the system. The results are related to each individual electronic module (composed of 3 PCBs), which dissipate a maximum of 50 W of heat, thus, based on the module’s footprint and heat dissipation, the calculation for the heat transfer coefficient was performed. Regarding solid nanoparticles deposition in the single-phase cooling system’s liquid reservoir, this showed to be a minor issue to be consider only for \( f = 20\% \). However, during the long term operation of the single-phase liquid cooling system, the deviation on the results were negligible, showing that the solid nanoparticles were constantly mixed and incorporated with the base fluid.

Upon individually analyzing the heat pipes used to transport the heat from the electronic components to the heat sink connected to the liquid cooling system, the direct impact in their performance caused by the use of a nanofluid is very clear. Figure 8 presents the operational results for the Unit 1 heat pipe while transferring the heat from the electronic components (their respective PCB) and dissipating in the heat sink. The heat loads at which the heat pipes were operating were obtained from the heat dissipation of their PCB upon measuring their electronic operation. For this measurement, the software responsible for controlling the PCB was responsible for reading and acquiring this information, which was a feature promoted by its manufacturer.

![Figure 6: Results for (a) pressure drop and (b) heat transfer coefficient.](image)

Figure 7a presents the results for the OLPHP heat source temperatures according to the heat load given by the PCB. At a higher heat load, the operation with nanofluid presented its reliability as the heat source temperature was lower than the operation with pure water. Since the electronic components used in military applications are very sensitive, it should operate far from their cold junction temperature limitation, which is related to their qualification purpose and set by the manufacturer. For this case, the highest cold junction temperature...
allowed was 90 °C, thus while operating at a temperature below 70 °C (for the heat pipe using nanofluid), the electronic components could reach their highest performance. Figure 8b shows the thermal conductances observed during the operation, which are calculated as

\[ G = \frac{Q}{(T_e - T_c)} \]  

(4)

with maximum uncertainties of ±8.8%. The results show that higher values were obtained for the heat pipe operating with the nanofluid, which is highly dependent on the augmentation of the working fluid's thermal conductivity by adding the solid nanoparticles.

Better performances were observed for the OLPHP, which impacts in the final heat source temperature as shown in Fig. 7a. Figure 7b shows the results for the thermal conductances during the OLPHP operation. Operating the heat pipe with de-ionized water as working fluid showed to be a real concern as the final equilibrium temperature was higher than the limit (118 °C), which certainly caused the components in the PCB to switch off due to the temperature protection. Operating the OLPHP in this condition is really harmful for the PCBs as well as for the mission requirements imposed by the surveillance equipment. Upon operating with the nanofluid, the final equilibrium temperature of the heat source was substantially decreased (83 °C), which shows the potentially in using the nanofluid in this application. At the highest heat load, the observed temperature of the heat source while the OLPHP was operating with nanofluid was 35 °C lower than the operation with de-ionized water, which is was significant impact in the passive system's operation. The beneficial impact while using the nanofluid in the heat pipe can also be observed in the results related to the thermal conductances (Fig. 7b), with a increase of 55% when compared to the operation with de-ionized water.

Conclusions

In general, the main conclusions that can be derived from this investigation are:

1. Higher heat transfer coefficients can be reached with the increase of the solid nanoparticles concentration, representing an enhancement of up to 12% for \( f=20\% \) at 55 °C when compared with the operation with water;

2. The pressure drop also increases as the concentration of nanoparticles increases, which could compromise the pump operation;

3. Pulsating heat pipes can keep the heat source temperatures below 90 °C;

4. The overall analysis indicates that the application of the nanofluid with higher concentrations can be used, as the major parameter for this analysis is the heat transfer coefficient, which is reducing the size of the thermal management system applied to control the temperature of the electronics components.
When considering that the thermal management system is operating at higher capacities, while keeping the working fluid’s temperature within the project's parameters, the use of a nanofluid presents to be an important innovative approach for this project. This is directly resulting in more gains than loses for the overall thermal system analysis and should remain as the most indicated solution for this application. Another important conclusion that can be taken from this investigation it that while operating the surveillance equipment in real conditions, the thermal management system (single-phase liquid cooling and two-phase heat pipes) has achieved a maturity related to TRL=7. Since other systems have been already equipped with heat pipes operating with nanofluids and have already being used as final products, this technology is mature enough to be related as TRL=8.

**Nomenclature and Acronyms**

- \(d_p\) Particle Diameter [nm]
- \(f\) Nanoparticle Mass Fraction
- ID Inner Diameter [m]
- G Thermal Conductance [W/°C]
- \(k_n\) Effective Thermal Conductivity of a Homogeneous Nanofluid [W/m.K]
- \(k_p\) Particle Thermal Conductivity [W/m.K]
- \(k_l\) Base Fluid Thermal Conductivity [W/m.K]
- \(L_{eff}\) Heat Pipe Effective Length [m]
- NCG Non-Condensable Gases
- OD Outer Diameter [m]
- OLPHP Open Loop Pulsating Heat Pipe
- PCB Printed Circuit Board
- \(Q\) Applied Heat Load to the Evaporator [W]
- \(T_e\) Average Evaporator Temperature [°C]
- \(T_c\) Average Condenser Temperature [°C]
- \(T_{op}\) Operation Temperature [°C]
- TRL Technology Readiness Level
- \(\rho_n\) Nanofluid Density [kg/m³]
- \(\rho_f\) Nanoparticle Density [kg/m³]
- \(\rho_l\) Base Fluid Density [kg/m³]
- \(\mu_n\) Nanofluid Dynamic Viscosity [Pa.s]
- \(\mu_l\) Base Fluid Dynamic Viscosity [Pa.s]
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Abstract
This paper presents the experimental results on two-phase pressure drop related to microchannel flows during convective condensation. Two pumping systems, one being on a capillary pumped loop (CPL) mode and the other being with a magnetic driven pump with variable flow rate, were used in the experimental apparatus to test microchannel condensers with methanol as the working fluid. Tests were conducted for two different saturation temperatures, for a range of heat dissipation rate from 20 to 350 W, four microchannel condensers and mass flow rates of up to 600 kg/m².s. The results showed that the microchannel condensers presented high pressure drop (up to 63 kPa) for the mass flow rate applied, which is mainly related to the microchannels reduced geometry. The levels of pressure drop observed were also considered high, as only laminar flow was verified during the tests.
A correlation for the two-phase multiplier was obtained to correlate the experimental data, which showed to predict 85% of the experimental results within an error range of less than 35% for both saturation temperatures tested. The obtained correlation presented very high sensibility when calculating the pressure drop along the microchannels, considering the geometric factors and heat transfer capabilities of such equipment, which was able to present a good correlation with the experimental data.

Keywords: convective condensation, microchannels, thermal control, pressure drop.

Introduction
The continuing miniaturization of electronic devices and systems has made area restrictions for the heat to be dissipated a significant problem. This issue becomes more important when considering that the device performance and reliability are known to increase when operating temperatures are kept below 80 °C. For applications in space, capillary pumped loops (CPL) and loop heat pipes (LHP) have been used as thermal management devices for electronics and structures, being able to transport high levels of heat from a high temperature source to a low temperature sink with minimal temperature difference. Due to restricted areas on satellites, new designs of condensers have to be conceived.

Considering the challenge of the new design concepts, many investigations were performed during the last two decades towards electronics device cooling. Investigations and applications using forced-air convection and pool boiling for electronics cooling have been performed, proving to be efficient on the thermal management, but limited heat dissipation rates and system integration are still a concern. Tuckermann and Pease [1] first proposed a cooling system for electronic devices using microchannel flows for forced single-phase liquid. This technology demonstrated to be promise for more compact arrangements of electronic devices and cooling systems in future electronic packaging. Based upon initial findings, a compact heat-sink microchannel was found to offer new degrees of freedom for system designs with considerable higher heat dissipation rates, but very significant high-pressure drop penalty.

As microchannel flows are still a field to be explored, few studies in two-phase pressure drop were performed in the past. After Tuckermann and Pease [1], Lazarek and Black [2] performed one of the first investigations on two-phase pressure drop in microchannels on vertical orientation and using R-113 as working fluid. They verified that the pressure drop for saturated vapor was mainly friction dominated, since the contributions as the result of elevation and momentum change of accelerating vapor were small. Lin et al. [3] performed investigations in capillary tubes during evaporation and established a two-phase multiplier correlation, considering the channels roughness. Mishima et al. [4] also investigated the two-phase pressure drop in narrow channels. It was concluded that the two-phase flow characteristics in such narrow channel differ from those in other geometries because of the significant restriction applied to the flow. Bowers and Mudawar [5-7] used the Homogeneous Model...
to correlate their experimental data, which showed to accurately predict the pressure drop in miniature heat sinks at low flow rates. Yang and Webb[8] performed an experimental investigation on pressure drop in microchannel geometries, using the Lockhart-Martinelli’s equation to correlate their data. Thus Ravigururajan et al. [9] concluded that the flow rate strongly influences the pressure drop in microchannels, when high heat fluxes were achieved for small wall superheat. Han et al. [10] described the development of microchannel heat exchanger used in air conditioning systems, which greatly contributed to the enhancement in their thermal performances. Such enhancements were also verified by other authors [11,12], where it was observed that the two-phase pressure drop in such channels is caused by friction at the wall surface and the acceleration due to the increase of specific volume. Studies presented in the past showed that there is a wide dispersion in information regarding data correlation. Some concluded that the Homogeneous Flow Model could be used to predict the pressure drop in small geometry channels, while others correlated their data using the Separated Flow Model. Such dispersion motivated the presented work to study the two-phase pressure drop in microchannel heat exchangers.

Focusing on such a problem, this paper presents an investigation to contribute to the understanding in two-phase pressure drop in microchannel flows. Four different microchannel heat exchangers were experimentally tested for condensing two-phase flow, in order to determine the mean pressure drop and to further develop a correlation. This procedure has the objective of helping future microchannel heat exchangers designs, to improve electronics and capillary pumping systems cooling.

**Experimental Apparatus**

To test the microchannel condensers, two pumping methods were used: the first was a capillary evaporator and the second was a magnetic driven pump in conjunction with a flow through evaporator. The capillary evaporator was used for testing at low flow rates along the condensation section, while the mechanic pump promoted higher flow rates. The condensers were designed considering that, as the channel size decreased the number of parallel channels increased. This design was important in tests using the capillary evaporator (CPL mode), since this system presents limitations regarding the maximum allowed pressure drop. Such systems present some limitations regarding its pumping capacity, as capillary forces drive the entire flow. The capillary evaporator presented several other advantages as a pumping device, such as the flowrate is controlled by the heat load applied on the evaporator.

For the tests when higher flow rates had to be reached, a leak-free magnetic driven pump with speed control was used. This pump allowed controlling the flow rate up to a maximum of 3 l/min for a maximum pressure drop of 275 kPa. The details on the design for the loop used for testing the microchannel condensers are presented by Riehl [13].

**Experimental Apparatus with a Capillary Pumped Loop (CPL) Evaporator**

The use of a CPL presented several advantages for testing the microchannel condensers. Stenger [14] at the NASA Lewis Research Center first proposed the capillary pumped loop (CPL), which is a two-phase thermal management system. Basically, the CPL uses capillary forces to pump a working fluid from a heat source to a heat sink. This system is able to transfer heat efficiently with a small temperature differential and no external power requirements [15]. Heat is acquired in a capillary evaporator and rejected using a condenser. The system is passively pumped by means of surface tension forces developed in a porous structure (called wick) located in the evaporator [16]. Major advantages of a CPL include no moving parts and high heat transport capabilities. Disadvantages include that a CPL requires subcooling and the maximum pressure is limited. In the proposed CPL apparatus, a by-pass condenser was used to better control the vapor volume in the microchannel condenser. Both by-pass condenser and sub-cooler were tube-in-tube heat exchangers. In the test section, heat was removed from the microchannel condenser by a cold plate, placed at the condenser base, which used a mixture 50% ethylene glycol and 50% water as working fluid and a rotameter was used to measure the flowrate. Figure 1a presents the experimental apparatus used for testing the microchannel condensers on the CPL mode and the instrumentation used. This apparatus was built with stainless steel tubes with outer diameter of 6.35 mm for both liquid and vapor lines, the vapor line had a length of 1.0 m and the liquid line 1.8 m.
Experimental Apparatus with a Magnetic Driven Pump

The objective of using a magnetic driven pump was to reach higher flow rates and, consequently, higher pressure drops along the condensation section to better analyze the heat transfer capability the condensers. Figure 1b shows the experimental apparatus with the magnetic driven pump. The magnetic driven pump was equipped with a DC motor and a variable speed control. A flowmeter was added to the apparatus to measure the liquid flow rate, which was displayed on a LCD and the signal was also taken by the data acquisition system.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

Twenty-one type-T thermocouples were used, along with two pressure transducers (one absolute and one differential). Thermocouples 20 and 21 were placed at each side of the condenser, in order to obtain the wall temperature. Thermocouples 01 and 02 measured the inlet and outlet temperatures of the ethylene glycol, respectively.

An absolute pressure transducer was used to measure the working fluid operation pressure, which was set using a two-phase reservoir. A differential pressure transducer was used to measure the pressure drop along the condensation section. The pressure transducers were manufactured and calibrated by Sensotec Inc. For the absolute and differential pressure transducers, the output signal was 2 mV/V for a maximum excitation of 10 VDC. A description of the instruments used and accuracy is presented on Table 1. All listed instruments were connected to a data acquisition system, composed of a data acquisition card type AT-MIO-16XE-50, a chassis type SCXI-1000, a module type SCXI-1100 and a terminal block type SCXI-1303, being controlled by a computer using LabVIEW. The signals from the instruments were taken under a gain of 100, at a rate of 1 reading per second and filtered at 0.5 Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Type/Model</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Reading Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermocouple</td>
<td>Type-T</td>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>± 0.3 °C</td>
<td>-100 to 300 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotameter</td>
<td>C7646</td>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>± 2.0 %</td>
<td>0 to 100 ml/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Pressure</td>
<td>THE/0713 –</td>
<td>Sensotec</td>
<td>± 0.5 %</td>
<td>0 to 344.5 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer</td>
<td>04TJA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential</td>
<td>A5/882 – 22A5 –</td>
<td>Sensotec</td>
<td>± 0.25 %</td>
<td>0 to 172.25 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Transducer</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Multimeter</td>
<td>34401A</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard</td>
<td>± 0.0045 %</td>
<td>0 to 100 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowmeter</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>McMillian</td>
<td>± 1%</td>
<td>0 to 5 l/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental Procedure

Tests were performed over a total condensation length of 150 mm and were conducted with the same procedure for all condensers when either the capillary evaporator or the magnetic pump was...
used. The tests for the condensers were performed following the procedure as shown on Table 2. Independent of the pump used to perform the tests, each condenser was tested under two different saturation temperatures and different levels of heat load applied to the evaporator. For the tests with the capillary evaporator, the range of flow rate was dependent on the heat load applied to the evaporator. For the tests where a mechanic pump was used, the range of flow rate varied for each condenser, which was dependent on the presence of two-phase flow in the channels.

After the installation of each microchannel condenser, several steps were followed to ensure reliability of the results. First, the loop had to hold and be under vacuum of $10^{-3}$ mTorr $(1.33 \times 10^{-7} \text{ kPa})$ for 24 hours. This procedure had to be taken to ensure the absence of non-condensable gases (NCG) in the loop. Then, an amount of methanol was used to charge the loop. The absence of NCG was verified by comparing the absolute pressure (taken from the direct reading of the absolute pressure transducer) with the vapor pressure at the reservoir temperature. After charging, the reservoir temperature was raised to the desired operational temperature, using a silicon heater attached to its wall, where a thermostat was used to control the temperature range. After reaching the operating temperature, the system was ready to start operating.

### Table 2. Test procedure for the condensers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apparatus</th>
<th>Working Fluid</th>
<th>Operation Temperatures</th>
<th>Heat Input to the Evaporator</th>
<th>Acquisition Time During Steady State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capillary</td>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>45 and 55 °C</td>
<td>20 to 120 W</td>
<td>1000 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Pump</td>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>45 and 55 °C</td>
<td>175 to 350 W</td>
<td>1000 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the characteristics of all condensers, which have square shape channels.

### Table 3. Characteristic of the microchannel condensers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condenser</th>
<th>Channel Dimensions (mm)</th>
<th>Aspect Ratio</th>
<th>Number of Channels</th>
<th>Total Heat Transfer Area (m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.00180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.00135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.00105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the tests where the capillary evaporator was used, heat was applied to the system through the capillary evaporator over a range of 20 to 120 W. For this range, just laminar flow for both liquid and vapor phases was verified. Heat was applied to the capillary evaporator by a silicon heater placed at the evaporator’s vapor container wall. The applied heat was controlled by a Variac, connected to a digital multimeter. The tests were performed until steady state was reached for the given heat load applied to the capillary evaporator. The by-pass condenser was designed to be used if more condensation capability was required, when starting the capillary evaporator. However, the by-pass condenser was not needed during the tests. For the tests where the magnetic pump was used, heat was applied to the evaporator through the silicon heater attached to its upper surface while the pump was started at a low flow rate of working fluid. When steady state was reached for a given flow rate and applied power, the flow rate was then increased to the next level. If, for a certain flow rate, no more two-phase flow was verified, higher power was applied to the evaporator and the tests were started again for a low flow rate of working fluid.

The objective of the tests was to acquire temperature and pressure (differential) readings throughout the loop. The temperature readings were used to obtain the heat transfer coefficient, converted later to the Nusselt number. The differential pressure readings were used to verify the pressure drop across the condensation section during the tests.

### Data Reduction

A data reduction program was performed using the software MathCAD. The input data were the temperatures, absolute and differential pressures, the working fluid flow rate (when using the capillary
evaporator, the input was the heat applied to it), the cooling fluid flow rate verified during the experimental tests and the geometric parameters of the transport lines and condenser.

A two-phase pressure drop model was used for this data reduction program, based on the Separated Flow Model [17]. The pressure drop model then calculated the two-phase length in the condenser, and an interactive method was used to perform all the calculations, where the final results were the Nusselt number and pressure drop, with the respective uncertainties.

Experimental Results

The experimental results obtained with both pumps (CPL and magnetic pump) were separately analyzed. This procedure had to be performed in order to evaluate the pressure drop levels of all microchannel condensers at different working conditions, i.e., according to the vapor quality at the condensation section inlet and saturation temperatures.

Due to the CPL working conditions, only vapor with a slight superheat leaves the capillary evaporator. Thus, at the microchannel condenser inlet, essentially saturated vapor was present. In the case of a magnetic pump driving the fluid throughout the loop, the vapor quality at the microchannel condenser inlet varied for each condition. As the heat load to the evaporator and liquid flow rate varied, the vapor quality at the condenser inlet also varied within a range from 10 to 55%.

Results for Tests Using the Capillary Evaporator

The total pressure drop per channel that was verified on the microchannel condensers played an important factor. As the condensers presented very small channel or, in other words, capillary channels, high values of pressure drop were expected. The flow was affected by geometric parameters that, in some cases, may result on blocking the flow due to high vapor velocity. As the channel size decreased, the effect of the shear stress on the flow became more important.

Figure 2 presents the average pressure drop observed during the experimental tests versus the mass flow rate per channel for both operation temperatures. It can be observed that the pressure drop increases with the mass flow rate, as expected. The pressure drop for $T_{\text{sat}}=45 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$ is greater than for $T_{\text{sat}}=55 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$ because for lower temperatures, the working fluid viscosity is greater, which results in a greater flow resistance. A clear influence of the channel size was not verified. In fact, it would be expected that the pressure drop would increase dramatically with decreasing channel size. The highest value of pressure drop observed for $T_{\text{sat}}=45 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$ was 221.45 Pa for the microchannel condenser of 0.75 mm and, for $T_{\text{sat}}=55 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$ was 169.65 Pa for the same condenser.
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Figure 2 – Pressure drop versus mass flow rate.

In some cases, the pressure drop per channel for the condenser of 1.5 mm (at $G=4.92 \, \text{kg/m}^2 \, \text{s}$ and $T_{\text{sat}}=45 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$: $\Delta P=202.37 \, \text{Pa}$) was greater than for 0.5 mm (at $G=25.28 \, \text{kg/m}^2 \, \text{s}$ and $T_{\text{sat}}=45 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}$: $\Delta P=154.87 \, \text{Pa}$). This behavior can be explained by the fact that, for smaller channel size, the number of parallel channels increased. With increasing number of parallel channels, the flow rate was divided decreasing the flow rate per channel, which directly affected the pressure drop. Consequently, the
pressure drop per channel was not expected to increase too much. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that, in some cases, the pressure drop for a lower mass flow rate was greater than for a higher mass flow rate.

Upon obtaining higher pressure drops for higher flow rates, the vapor velocity caused higher friction against the channel wall, with greater effect on the interface liquid/vapor. This represented that the shear stress between the phases was the major parameter that causes higher flow resistance, as observed also by Begg et al. [18].

**Results for Tests Using the Magnetic Pump**

For tests using the magnetic pump, higher pressure drops were achieved for higher flow rates. Although, the pressure drop results did not present extremely high values due to the flow division in to the various parallel channels present in the condensers tested. Figure 3 presents the pressure drop results for tests performed at 45 and 55 °C.

As presented by Fig. 3, higher pressure drops were reached upon reducing the channels’ size, as well as increasing the power applied to the evaporator, which increased the vapor flow rate in the condensers. Higher pressure drops were obtained for T_{sat}=45 °C due to its direct effect on the viscosity of the methanol. For the tests performed at high flow rates, the lowest pressure drop was 350 Pa for the condenser with channel size of 1.5 mm at T_{sat}=55 °C and the highest pressure drop was 62.8 kPa for the condenser with channel size of 0.5 mm at T_{sat}=45 °C. Although higher levels of Nusselt number could be achieved at higher flow rates, the cost is extremely high as well, when considering the obtained results for the pressure drop. The microchannels heat exchangers, in this case represented by condensers, present high heat transfer capability as reported by Tuckermann and Pease [1], but it must be considered if the cost of higher levels of pressure drop is worth for certain applications.
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**Figure 3** – Pressure drop for test using a magnetic pump.

As seen on Fig. 3, it was observed different levels of pressure drop for the same flow rate. As explained in the experimental procedure section, the tests with the magnetic pump were performed varying the liquid flow rate for a fixed power applied to the evaporator. When no more two-phase flow was observed, then higher power was applied to the evaporator and the tests were started again for low flow rate, increasing it until no more two-phase flow was observed again. In other words, the vapor flow rate was constant and the liquid flow rate was varying. Then, the vapor flow rate was increased and the tests were started again. As a result, for the same liquid flow rate, the two-phase length presented different, depending on the power applied to the evaporator, resulting in different levels of pressure drop.

**Pressure Drop Correlation**

From the obtained results, it became necessary the definition of an equation able to predict the pressure drop in microchannels. As mentioned in item 1, there are many correlations to calculate the
pressure drop available in the literature. However, there is a wide dispersion regarding the calculation presented by the correlations, when applied for microchannels flow conditions.

A first attempt was performed to correlate the experimental data using the correlation presented by Chisholm [19]. The obtained results did not present good correlation and the relative error verified was around 300%. Another attempt to correlate the experimental results was performed, using the Homogeneous Flow Model as suggested by Bowers and Mudawar [5-7]. Such comparison also presented unrealistic results, with relative error around 200%.

As a consequence of unsuccessful attempts in correlating the experimental results with available models, an equation to calculate the pressure drop had to be defined. The equation was defined in terms of the two-phase multiplier, which it is used on the Separated Flow Model [17] to calculate the pressure drop (ΔP in Pa) as [20]:

$$\Delta P = \frac{2fLG^2 v_l}{D} \left[ 1 + x \frac{v_l}{v_f} \right] + G^2 v_l \left( \frac{v_l}{v_f} \right) x + g \sin \theta L \ln \left[ 1 + x \left( \frac{v_l}{v_f} \right) \right],$$  

(1)

where \( f \) is the friction factor, \( L \) is the channel length (m), \( G \) is the mass flow rate (kg/m\(^2\) s), \( v_l \) and \( v_{lv} \) are the specific volume (m\(^3\)/kg) of the liquid and liquid-vapor respectively, \( D \) is the hydraulics diameter (m), \( x \) is the vapor quality, \( g \) is the gravity acceleration and \( \theta \) is the channel inclination angle (°). Such equation had to be able to predict the pressure drop in microchannels, according to what was observed during the experiments.

Upon obtaining a correlation for the experimental results, the relation that states the two-phase multiplier (\( \phi^2 \)), as defined by Hahne et al. [21],

$$\phi^2 = \frac{(\Delta P/\Delta z)_l}{(\Delta P/\Delta z)_p},$$  

(2)

presents that such parameter is a relation between the two phase [(\( \Delta P/\Delta z \))\(_l\)] and single phase [(\( \Delta P/\Delta z \))\(_p\)] pressure drops. In case of evaluating the single-phase pressure drop for the liquid, the two-phase multiplier would be represented as \( \phi^2_l \) and, for the vapor, \( \phi^2_v \). From the experimental results, an empirical relation for the two-phase multiplier for the liquid that showed better correlation is presented as:

$$\phi^2_l = \left( 1 + 10X^{0.188} + X^{2.0} \right)^{0.5},$$  

(3)

where \( X \) is the Martinelli Parameter defined as:

$$X^2 = \frac{1}{x} \left( \frac{\rho_l}{\rho_v} \right) \left( \frac{\mu_l}{\mu_v} \right)^n,$$  

(4)

where \( \rho_l \) and \( \rho_v \) are the liquid and vapor densities respectively (kg/m\(^3\)), \( \mu_l \) and \( \mu_v \) are the liquid and vapor dynamic viscosities (Pa.s) and \( n \) is related to the flow regime in the channels (\( n=1 \) for laminar and \( n=0.25 \) for turbulent flow).

Equation (3) was compared against the experimental results for the pressure drop for both saturation temperatures and condensers. Figure 4 presents the comparisons for \( T_{sat}=45 \) and 55 °C.
Equation (3) presented, for both saturation temperatures and condensers tested, that 85% of the overall results were within a relative error of 35%. Such results showed that Eq. (3) presented a good correlation capability, which also showed to be an important tool in determining the pressure drop for microchannel condenser and that it would be used for new designs. Equation (3) presented a very high sensibility upon calculating the pressure drop along the microchannels, considering the geometric factors and heat transfer capabilities of such equipment, which was able to present a good correlation with the experimental data.

Conclusions
An experimental investigation regarding the pressure drop during the convective condensation in microchannels flow was presented. The objective of this study was the investigation of the geometric parameters that influence the pressure drop during condensation in microchannels heat exchangers. The identification of such parameters would be used for microchannel heat exchangers design, applied for micro heat exchangers in order to improve their capabilities on heat dissipation. Such experimental investigation was performed to contribute for the knowledge improvement of several variables present in microchannels flow. Tests were performed for low and high flow rates. For low flow rates, a capillary pumped loop (CPL) was designed and used to test the microchannel condensers where the heat load applied to the capillary evaporator controlled the flow rate. This system presented to be easy to operate and control for all range of heat loads applied to the evaporator and saturation temperatures. For high flow rates, the capillary evaporator of the CPL was replaced by a magnetic driven pump with flow control, which allowed reaching flow rates that the CPL could not. Tests were performed for four microchannel condensers with different size and number of parallel channels. From the obtained results, it was possible to conclude that the microchannel condensers present high pressure drop, which presents higher as the hydraulics diameter decreases. The use of parallel channels contributed in managing the pressure drop verified per channel and proved to be important for keeping it on a range that could be handled by the pumping system, i.e., either the capillary evaporator or the magnetic pump. The pressure drop verified was considerable dependent on the geometric factors, but is showed to be influenced by the saturation temperature as well.

A correlation to predict the pressure drop, using the two-phase multiplier from the Separated Flow Model, was derived. The two-phase multiplier correlation, represented by Eq. (3), provided good agreement with all experimental results for both saturation temperatures used, which correlated 85% of the experimental data within an error of +/- 35%.

The information obtained in this investigation can be widely used for new designs of microchannel heat exchangers applied for miniature thermal control equipments such as capillary pumped loops (CPL) and loop heat pipes (LHP). Further investigations on microchannel heat

Figure 4 – Comparison of the experimental results for pressure drop and Eq. (3).
exchangers are still necessary in order to investigate the influence of different channels cross-sections and working fluids on the Nusselt number and pressure drop behavior.
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Abstract
Adsorption cooling systems have major challenges in terms of the large size and capital cost due to use of conventional heat exchangers for adsorber beds and the poor performance of the currently used adsorbent materials. This work numerically investigates the performance of micro tube heat exchanger packed with Metal-Organic adsorbent material CPO-27(Ni). The investigation involves the effects of micro tube diameter and the layer thickness of the packed MOF on water uptake and the ratio of metal to adsorbent material ratio. Results showed that increasing the adsorbent material thickness reduces the uptake while using a layer thickness of 1mm produces the highest water vapor uptake of 0.456kg_{ads}/kg_{ref.} and adsorbent material to the tube metal mass ratio of 1.156. Also, changing the tube diameter results in little change in the uptake for the thicknesses of 1mm while for the thickness of 5mm, an improvement of 25% can be achieved by increasing the diameter from 1mm to 5mm.

Keywords: COMSOL Multiphysics, adsorption cooling, CFD model, CPO-27(Ni)/Water, low-temperature refrigeration, micro-channel adsorber bed.

Introduction/Background
Adsorption refrigeration system has the advantages of being powered by solar and waste heat sources, using working fluids with no ozone depletion and low global warming potential compared to conventional vapor compression refrigeration systems [1]. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) is a new class of adsorbent material with the high surface area, volume and adsorption uptake which were investigated for many applications such as catalysis, gas storage and gas separation [2-4]. The water uptake of many MOFs adsorbent materials is higher than that of silica gel at the same partial pressure [5]. The adsorber bed is the most important part of adsorption cooling system and tends to be the largest and the most expensive component of the system.

Various adsorber bed configurations were investigated for cooling applications. Riffel et al. [6] carried out experimental and simulation work for a finned tube heat exchanger and measured the performance of the system that used silica gel and zeolite as adsorbent materials. Their results showed that the average coefficient of performance of 0.33-0.58 and SCP 125-298, respectively with different operating conditions and the error between simulation model and experimental work was 20%. Sharafian et al. [7] investigated and compared nine adsorber beds such as shell and tube, spiral plate, annulus tube, hairpin, plate fin, finned tube, plate-tube, plate and simple tube to select the best one for use as adsorber bed. Their results indicated that the best bed configuration is the finned tube one for vehicle air conditioning and refrigeration in terms of adsorber bed to adsorbent mass ratio of 3.45, SCP of 80W/kg and COP of 0.25. Zhu et al. [8] compared two configurations of vehicle radiators for use as adsorber beds and the size of bigger one (410× 365× 30mm) and for smaller one (240× 170× 30mm) and the distances between the fins of two types was 1.5mm. The results indicated that the smaller size radiator achieved the highest coefficient of performance of 0.30 and specific cooling power of 198.4W/kg. Sharafian et al. [9] carried out
experimental work of two configurations of adsorber bed and measured the vapor water uptake for them. The first design consists of finned tube heat exchanger while the second design used engine oil cooler. The results indicated that the vapor water uptake for the second design is higher than that of the first design. The results indicated that when the time cycle of 10 min, the COP and SCP were 0.34 and 112.9 W/kg, respectively for the second design. A number of researchers have used CFD to simulate the performance of mass and heat transfer for adsorbent materials in various bed designs. Füldner et al. [10] developed one dimensional model for the adsorbent layer on metal using COMSOL software and investigated the effect of the adsorbent layer thickness. The results indicated that the adsorbent surface temperature reached during the adsorption process is actually higher than the measured temperature due to the dynamic behavior of the sensor. COMSOL software has been used by Freni et al. [11] to simulate various numbers of loose adsorbent grains of silica gel RD, namely one, two and four grains. Their results indicated that the maximum water uptake for one grain at time 20s faster (0.116 kg/kg) than that of two grains (0.108 kg/kg) and four grains (0.102kg/kg) as well as for adsorbent bed temperature were 303.76, 305.84 and 309.014K, respectively. Shi et al. [12] used the lumped parameter and CFD modeling using COMSOL software to model the mass and heat transfer and simulate the adsorption process in the adsorber bed (finned tube). Their results showed that the water uptake increases by 8% as the fin pitch decreases. Also, results showed that decreasing the fin height from 35mm to 20mm results in increasing the water uptake by up to 19%. Experimental and simulation works have been implemented by Elsayed et al. [13] on the effect of diameter and length of adsorbent pellets of activated carbon on bed design of adsorption refrigeration system performance. Their results indicated that the water uptake increases as the pellet diameter of adsorbent material decreases and as well as when the pellet length increases. Although various configurations of adsorption beds were investigated, these bed configurations have the disadvantages of being large, expensive and their manufacturing is labor intensive. Therefore, this work investigates the performance of micro-tube adsorber bed using CPO-27(Ni) MOF material in terms of the effect of micro-tube diameter and the adsorbent material thickness on the water uptake and the ratio of metal to adsorbent material ratio.

**Adsorber Bed Description**

The adsorber bed consisting of a micro-channel tube that is covered by a layer of CPO-27(Ni) as adsorbent material that is adsorbed the water vapor refrigerant coming from the evaporator. The cooling water is flowed through the internal tube to be cooled down the adsorber bed until it is adsorbed the water refrigerant. The measurement of adsorber bed is a 30mm x 30mm cross-section area of tube diameter 1mm and the length of tube 100 mm as shown in Figure 1.

**CFD Model Set up**

Figure 2 illustrates the model set up consisting of a micro-channel tube covered by a layer of CPO-27(Ni) and cooled by water flow. The description equations from 1 to 10 have been solved by COMSOL Multiphysics software for simulating the adsorption process. Equations 1 and 2 [14] describe the conservation of the mass and energy while equations 3, 4 and 5 [14] define the various terms used in equations 1 and 2.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the micro-channel tube adsorber bed.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram for the domain of the micro-channel tube.

\[
\frac{\partial (\varepsilon_s \rho_w)}{\partial t} + \nabla (\rho_w u_w) = \frac{\partial (\rho_s w)}{\partial t} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\rho C_p \frac{\partial T_{\text{bed}}}{\partial t} + C_p_w \nabla \left(T_{\text{bed}} \rho_w u_w\right) = \nabla \left(k_s \nabla T_{\text{bed}}\right) + \rho_s \Delta H_s \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} \tag{2}
\]

Where \(\varepsilon_s\) is the adsorbent porosity that is taken as 0.868 for CPO-27(Ni). \(\rho_s\) and \(\rho_w\) are the water vapor density and CPO-27(Ni) powder. \(u_w\) is the velocity of water vapor and can be determined by the following equation:

\[
u_w = -\frac{\varepsilon_s}{\mu} \nabla P_s \tag{3}\]

Where \(\nabla P_s\) is pressure gradient of water vapor. \(\rho C_p\) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\rho C_p = (\varepsilon_s \rho_w + \rho_s w) C_p_w + \rho_s C_p_s \tag{4}
\]
\( k_s \) is the bed thermal conductivity, that is 0.15575 W/(m.K). \( \alpha \) is permeability which is defined as [15]

\[
\alpha = \frac{4\varepsilon_2 R_p^2}{150(1-\varepsilon_3)^2}
\]

The adsorption kinetics was used to calculate the refrigerant vapor uptake for CPO-27(Ni) using the linear driving force as follows in equations (6-8) [16].

\[
\frac{\partial w}{\partial t} = K (w_{\text{max}} - w)
\]

\[
K = \frac{15 D_S}{R_p^2}
\]

\[
D_S = D_{so} \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{RT_{\text{bed}}} \right)
\]

Where the values of \( D_{so} \) and \( E_a \) are listed in Table 1. \( w_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum water uptake of CPO-27(Ni) powder can be determined using the adsorption isotherm equations (9 and 10).

\[
w_{\text{max}} = w_0 \exp \left( -\frac{A}{E} \right)^n
\]

\[
A = -R T_{\text{bed}} \ln \left( \frac{P_{\text{ref}}}{P_{\text{bed}}} \right)
\]

Where \( w_0, n \) and \( E \) are listed in Table 2.

Table 1 shows the parameters of the adsorption kinetics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partial pressure &lt; 0.2</th>
<th>Partial pressure &gt;0.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( D_{so} )=7.8299e10(^{-8}) m(^2)/s</td>
<td>( D_{so} )=7.4677e10(^{-10}) m(^2)/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_a )=3.2006e10(^{4}) J/mol</td>
<td>( E_a )=1.4806e10(^{4}) J/mol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the parameters of the isotherm equation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CPO-27(Ni)/water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( w_0 )</td>
<td>0.46826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>5.6476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E )</td>
<td>10088.7J/mol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model validation

Model validation was carried out using published experimental data for CPO-27(Ni)/water [17]. Figure 3 compares the predicted average bed temperature with the experimental data. The model predictions of the bed temperature during adsorption process are in good agreement with experimental data for CPO-27(Ni)/water with a maximum deviation of 7.49%.
Discussion and Results

The simulation work investigates the effect of different tubes diameters and adsorbent material thickness on the water uptake of CPO-27(Ni). The operating conditions used in this study are evaporator temperature of 15°C, inlet cooling water temperature of 30°C and an initial bed temperature of 90°C with a cycle time of 1800s and the flow rate of cooling water of 0.21 L/min. The CFD model was used to investigate the impact of packing thickness ranging from 1 to 5 mm on the water uptake rate and the average of bed temperature during the adsorption process with microchannel tube diameter ranging from 1mm to 5mm. Figure 4 reveals that the water uptake variation with time using different packing thicknesses ranging from 1mm to 5 mm with a tube diameter of 1mm. It can be seen that when the packing thickness increases, the water uptake decreases. The variation of average bed temperature with the time for various packing thicknesses is presented in Figure 5. It is clear that at the first 100 sec the adsorbent temperature decreases significantly and then decreases at a lower rate. However, as the thickness of the adsorbent decreases, the temperature reached decreases with the lowest value achieved by the 1mm packing thickness.
Figure 5. Variation of the adsorbent temperature with time at different packing thicknesses.

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of adsorbent material to tube metal mass ratio with different tube diameter for different adsorbent thickness ranging from 1 to 5mm. It can be seen that as the inner tube diameter increases, the ratio of adsorbent material to tube metal mass decreases. It is clear that for the tube diameter of 1mm and adsorbent packing of 5mm, the ratio of adsorbent material to the tube metal is the highest. Figure 7 shows the variation of maximum water vapor uptake with inner tube diameter for different adsorbent material layer ranging from 1 to 5mm. It can be seen that the maximum water uptake with an adsorbent thickness of 3mm and 5mm increases as the tube diameter increases from 1 to 5mm. However, for the adsorbent thickness of 1mm, the maximum water vapor uptake remains constant as the diameter increases from 1mm to 5mm.

Figure 6. Variation of the adsorbent material to tube metal mass ratio with tube diameter.
Figure 7. Variation of tube diameter with the maximum water vapor uptake.

Conclusions

- The developed model predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data for CPO-27(Ni)/water
- Comparison of the adsorbent mass and tube metal mass for various tube diameters showed that the tube diameter of 1mm and adsorbent packing of 5mm, the ratio of adsorbent material to the tube metal is the highest.
- Increasing the adsorbent material thickness results in reducing the water uptake due to the increase in adsorbent material temperature with increasing the thickness.
- The maximum water uptake with an adsorbent thickness of 3mm and 5mm increases as the tube diameter increases from 1 to 5mm.
- The maximum water uptake for the adsorbent thickness of 1mm is not affected by the increase in the tube diameter.
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Abstract

Natural graphite sheets are promising candidates for the material of heat exchangers used in waste heat recovery systems harvesting heat from wet flue gasses, due to their low density, low price, high thermal conductivity, and great corrosion resistance properties. To show the feasibility of using graphite as the material of heat exchangers working in corrosive environments, the performance of graphite as a condensation surface is investigated and compared to similar aluminium surface under different temperature and humidity conditions. It is observed that the condensation rate on a graphite surface is the same as an untreated aluminium surface, although the graphite surface is more hydrophilic than the aluminium one.

Keywords: Graphite, Waste heat recovery, Condensation rate, Contact angle, Wet flue gas, Corrosion.

Introduction

Owing to the low thermal efficiency of industrial processes, a significant portion of the total energy input into the energy conversion systems is released to the environment in form of low-grade thermal energy or waste heat [1]. Waste heat recovery from low-temperature flue gas streams is not only beneficial for compensating the low energy efficiency of industrial units, but also helpful for decreasing fossil fuels consumption, controlling release of harmful chemicals into the ambient, as well as addressing climate change and our environmental footprint. The annual growth rate of the global waste heat recovery market is expected to be 6.8% during 2016 – 2022 [2]. Using phase change heat exchangers, in which recovery of both sensible and latent heat of wet flue gas streams condensation occurs, results in much more efficient heat recovery systems [3,4]. However, since the main source of wet flue gasses is burning fossil fuels such as natural gas and coal, it raises the issue of corrosion in heat exchangers because of water condensation on the heat exchanger surfaces and formation of high-concentration sulfuric acid and some other chemicals [5]. Hwang et al [6] studied the performance of heat exchangers with in-line and staggered arrangements of crushed titanium tubes for latent heat recovery from flue gas. Titanium tubes didn’t show any sign of corrosion after one year, which made the titanium a good candidate for the material of heat exchangers working in corrosive environment [6]. Moreover, staggered arrangement of tubes was reported to have a better thermal performance than in-line arrangement for both sensible and latent heat recovery [6]. Xiong et al. [7] investigated the performance of a fluorine plastic heat exchanger for latent heat recovery from flue gas, motivated by the material’s corrosion resistance. They showed that 80% and 20% of the recovered heat came from recovering the latent heat and sensible heat, respectively [7].

In addition to corrosion resistance, other factors including cost, fabrication, weight, and thermal properties should be considered to select a material for heat exchangers recovering latent heat from flue gas. Graphite is one of the best potential candidates for such applications due to its great corrosion resistance properties, high thermal conductivity, and light-weight.
Levy et al. [5] performed long-term corrosion tests on some materials, including graphite, under different temperatures and sulfuric acid concentrations. The results of this study showed that graphite had a good corrosion resistance, although it absorbed sulfuric acid at high concentration of the acid. Moreover, no degradation was observed for graphite samples [5]. This study aims to compare condensation on graphite compared to aluminium surfaces. Wettability of a natural graphite sheet surface is compared to a conventional aluminium foil surface. Moreover, the condensation regime on the graphite surface is investigated using some images taken during condensation. Finally, condensation rates on aluminium and graphite surfaces are compared for two different humid air conditions.

2. Material and Methods

Sample natural graphite sheets, purchased from Graphtech, were prepared and compared to sample aluminium foil sheets, purchased from McMaster-Carr. Static contact angles of the aluminium and graphite samples were measured using an OCA 15 Contact Angle Goniometer (DataPhysics Instruments, Germany) at least at five different locations on each sample. Further, some images were captured from the samples during condensation, using a digital microscope (AM7915MZTL, Dino-Lite).

Condensation tests on the graphite and aluminium samples were performed inside a standard environmental chamber (ESX-4CA Platinous, ESPEC). All the samples were cut in a rectangular shape with the surface area of $140 \text{ cm}^2$ ($14 \text{ cm} \times 10 \text{ cm}$). As schematically shown in Fig. 1, the samples were mounted on the cold plate using four screws on the corners. A thermally conductive paste (OMEGATHERM™) was applied at the interface between the cold plate and the samples to enhance the heat transfer between the sample and cold plate by reducing the thermal contact resistance (TCR). A Thermal bath (RK-12122, Cole-Parmer) was used to circulate chilled water as the liquid coolant through the cold plate. Two T-type thermocouples (OMEGA) were attached to the surface of the samples to monitor temperature during the tests. Two different ambient conditions, labelled as: i) A ($27 \degree \text{ C}$ and $43 \% \text{ RH}$); and ii) B ($25 \degree \text{ C}$ and $60 \% \text{ RH}$), were arbitrarily selected to perform the condensation tests. As shown in Fig. 2, the average surface temperature of the samples (the average of the two thermocouple readings) remained nearly constant during the tests; considering the uncertainty of the readings, all the tests were conducted at the same average surface temperature. For the condition A, no temperature difference was observed between two thermocouples attached to the surface of aluminium and graphite samples. However, the difference between the readings of two thermocouples for the condition B were $1.69 \pm 0.10 \degree \text{ C}$ and $2.06 \pm 0.22 \degree \text{ C}$ on the graphite and aluminium surfaces, respectively. The reason for the effect of ambient conditions on the surface temperature of samples should be studied in more depth in our future studies.

A relative humidity sensor (HMP110 Humidity and Temperature Probe) was installed near the surfaces to accurately measure the ambient conditions near the condensing surfaces. The temperature and relative humidity of the ambient air near the samples were measured as $25 \pm$
0.2°C and 47 ± 0.71 %RH for condition A and 23 ± 0.2°C and 64 ± 0.96 %RH for condition B. The corresponding dew points for the conditions A and B were 13 ± 1°C and 15 ± 2°C, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, mass of the condensate was measured using a scale (MXX-612, Denver Instrument) with readability of 0.01 gram, placed inside the environmental chamber. When the condensation surface reached steady-state and constant condensation rate, recording the mass of the condensed water was started.

![Graph of average surface temperature](image1)

**Fig. 2** Average surface temperature of the samples during the condensation tests

### 3. Results and Discussion

The surface wettability plays a central role in condensation efficiency, as it determines the condensation regime on the heat exchanger surface [8]. As shown in Fig. 3, The static contact angle of our aluminium and graphite surfaces were measured as 89.2 ± 4.0° and 74.8 ± 2.5°, respectively. Therefore, graphite is more hydrophilic than aluminium, although both are categorized as hydrophilic materials. Figure 4 also shows that surface energy of graphite is higher than aluminium, as the shape of the droplets on the graphite surface is less spherical than the ones on the aluminium surface.

![Contact angles of graphite and aluminium surfaces](image2)

**Fig. 3** Contact angles of graphite and aluminium surfaces

![Shape of droplets](image3)

**Fig. 4** Shape of droplets formed on: a) a natural graphite sheet and b) an aluminium surface during condensation

To visualize the condensation regime on the graphite surface, some images were captured from the condensation of humid air (Condition A) on the graphite surface. As shown in Fig.
5, water droplets were nucleated on the graphite surface (Fig. 5 a), and they started to grow by condensation of water vapor on the surface of droplets and coalescence of adjacent droplets (Fig. 5 a-c). As marked by yellow dashed ovals in Fig. 5, smaller droplets (Fig. 5 d) coalesced into new bigger droplets on the surface (Fig. 5 e). The droplets were finally removed from the surface by gravity when they became big enough to overcome the surface tension and slide down the surface (Fig. 5 f). The blue dotted ovals in Fig 5 f-i indicated that after removal of the big droplets from the surface, the surface became available for nucleation of new droplets and the cycle repeated. The green circles in Fig. 5 g and i indicated that small portions of big sliding droplets stuck on the surface due to the high surface energy of the graphite surface, which is not usually observed for hydrophobic surfaces.

![Fig. 5](image1)

**Fig. 5** (a-c) Images of growth of droplets on a graphite surface in the first 25 minutes of a test; (d-f) Images of coalescence of droplets and droplet removal from the surface (at steady state); (g-i) Growth of new droplets on the surface.

Although film-wise condensation, in which a liquid film is formed on the surface, is the dominant condensation regime for hydrophilic surfaces, non-spherical droplets were observed on a natural graphite surface rather than a liquid film. Moreover, the shape of the droplets on the graphite surface

![Fig. 6](image2)

**Fig. 6** Schematic figure demonstrating the shape of condensate formed on surfaces based on the surface wettability. Gravity is the mechanism for condensate removal from the surface for hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. For super hydrophobic surfaces, jumping of micro droplets is the dominant mechanism for condensate removal from the surface.
was not spherical due to high surface free energy and hydrophilicity of the surface (Fig. 5). Based on the well-documented studies in the literature, there are two main mechanisms for condensate removal from the surface [9]. Gravity is the main mechanism for water removal from hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces (Fig. 6 a-c). Moreover, droplets leave hydrophobic surfaces (Fig. 6 c) at much smaller sizes than hydrophilic surfaces (Fig. 6 a and b) [10]. Jumping of droplets is the second mechanism which occur on super hydrophobic surfaces whose contact angles higher than 150 degrees (Fig. 6 d). As a result of releasing the excess of surface energy, micro droplets jump from the surface after coalescence, which significantly increases the condensation efficiency [9]. On the other hand, not only the condensate removal from the surface but also the nucleation of droplets plays a crucial role in the condensation efficiency. Using molecular dynamics simulations, Sheng et al. [11] studied the effects of surface wettability and surface energy on nucleation of condensate on a surface. The results of this study revealed that on hydrophilic surfaces with contact angles smaller than ~ 40˚, a liquid film of condensate was formed. However, when the contact angle of the surface was larger than ~ 40˚ and smaller than ~ 135˚, droplets formed on the surface instead of a film, and the shape of the droplets depended on the contact angle of the surface. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6 b, according to literature, the condensation regime on our graphite surface sample can be categorized as dropwise condensation due to the formation of droplets on the surface. However, gravity is the dominant mechanism for droplet removal from the surface, and the condensation rate on the graphite surface is not as efficient as dropwise condensation on hydrophobic surfaces due to the high surface energy of the graphite, resulting in removal of droplets at larger sizes. Moreover, it should be noted that, in this study, the condensation of humid air was investigated, having high concentrations of non-condensable gases, which significantly reduces the condensation rate compared to condensation of water vapor. Therefore, the condensation regime of water vapor on graphite may be a film-wise condensation (see Fig. 6 a), which should be studied in more depth in our future studies.

Figure 7 compares the steady-state condensation rate on the graphite and aluminium surfaces at two different ambient conditions. The results of the condensation tests at the two conditions (A and B) reveals that although the graphite is more hydrophilic than aluminium, the trade-off between nucleation and removal of droplets leads to almost same condensation rate on both graphite and aluminium surfaces.

![Fig. 7 Mass of collected water on graphite and aluminium surfaces at two different ambient conditions](image-url)
It can be concluded that in case of dropwise condensation, as shown in Fig. 6 b and c, increasing the contact angle of the surface does not necessarily increase the condensation performance of the surface. Increasing the contact angle of the surface enhances the water removal from the surface by gravity due to lower surface tension, but it decreases the chance of nucleation and formation of stable droplets on the surface. However, when the contact angle of the surface becomes larger than a threshold, the effect of hydrophobicity of the surface on the condensate removal becomes more significant than the negative effect of hydrophobicity on the nucleation of droplets on the surface.

Conclusions

Impressive corrosion resistance properties, high thermal conductivity, and low density of natural graphite surfaces make them an excellent candidate for the material of heat exchangers working in corrosive environment like the flue gas latent heat recovery systems. In this work, condensation on a natural graphite surface was compared to a conventional aluminium surface. It was found that the condensation regime of humid air (having non-condensable gasses) on the graphite surface was dropwise, similar to an untreated aluminium surface. Although the graphite surface was more hydrophilic than the aluminium surface, the performance of the graphite as a condensing surface was similar to aluminium.
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Abstract

A biomass fired micro-scale CHP unit based on a 1 kW Stirling engine has been developed with a focus on overcoming the well known fouling and corrosion problems that occur at the heat exchanger of the Stirling engine. The objective is met by combining the principles of an updraft gasifier that comprises a fixed biomass fuel bed with a large height to diameter ratio and a low-emission combustion chamber using a swirl burner for the produced combustible gas. A low producer gas temperature of 60 to 80 C at the outlet of the gasifier is the most significant parameter for the stability of the process. The working hypothesis of the project is: The lower the outlet temperature of the producer gas, the more of the chemical compounds produced in the hot oxidizing zone of the gasifier (e.g. oxides and salts of potassium, magnesium, calcium, sodium etc.) remain in the fuel bed and can be removed from the process via the ash. The feasibility of the concept was proven with wood chips made out of beech and spruce. The dust emissions in the flue gas were below the limits set by 1. BImSchV. However, pelletized biomass seemed to be unsuitable for the process due to its tendency to swell in contact with tar and water condensate produced in the upper cold region of the gasifier. The overcome these problems, a new gasifier, accounting for the volume increase of pelletized biomass caused by condensates, was designed.

Keywords: Gasification, Biomass, Stirling engine, Micro-CHP

Introduction/Background

For micro-CHP units using woody biomass and ranging from 1 to 10 kW electrical output, thermo-dynamic processes with external input of heat seem to be more suitable than internal combustion engines. The main advantages are the omission of a gas cleaning system and a continuous combustion process resulting in lower emissions. Conventional biomass combustion approaches that utilize flue gas in the heat exchanger of a Stirling engine lead to unsolvable problems with regards to fouling and corrosion on the heat exchanger surfaces. Fouling decreases the heat transfer rate dramatically and on longer terms corrosion caused by chemical compounds containing sulfur and chlorine can severely damage the engines. Therefore, the main goal of the newly developed process is to overcome these problems by using a two stage gasification/combustion unit instead of a conventional combustion unit. Updraft gasifiers for wood chips are well known for producing combustible gases with a high content of tar. If the gas is used in a combustion chamber designed according to the requirements for clean combustion, tar can be combusted completely. If the fuel bed in the gasifier is rather high in comparison to the diameter of the gasifier, the produced gas can be cooled and filtered in the fixed bed. Chemical compounds (e.g. oxides and salts of potassium etc.) will condensate in the fixed bed and will be transferred to the ash. Due to swelling problems of pelletized biomass in contact with the condensates of moisture and tar, a conventional updraft gasifier with cylindrical geometry tends to be clogged. [1]–[5] To
overcome this problem, a new updraft gasifier geometry was designed to allow for a certain increase of the volume of the pellets without clogging.

**Experimental Setup**

The main element of the test facility is an updraft gasifier that is supplied with fuel by an overhead pellet storage and a gasification medium (air) from bottom to top. See Fig. 1 for a cross section of the gasification reactor and Fig. 2 for a process flow chart. The producer gas is drawn off from the top end of the reaction chamber and is swirled before entering the burning chamber by tangentially supplying primary air. In order to improve burnout and temperature control, secondary air is supplied to the burning chamber through a spiraled double shell. The residual oxygen content is also controlled by secondary air supply (lambda control). A Microgen [6] Stirling generator with 1 kW electrical maximum output is arranged in the flue gas channel of the burning chamber. A carbon heat exchanger, capable of using condensation energy of water vapor in the flue gas (condensing technology), is arranged downstream. The entire system is operated at slight negative pressure by an extraction fan. The Microgen Stirling generator is a 23 bars helium filled Stirling engine with linear generator.

The output was modulated for different operation points and characteristics according to Table 1 and Table 2 were received. Beechwood chips have been used as testing fuel. They are characterized in a highly homogeneous particle distribution, nearly no needle-shaped parts and running properties similar to wood pellets. The amount of potassium was analyzed in the wood chips and at different heights of the gasifier bed, in the dust of the flue gas, in the tar condensate and in the ash. During the test runs, the flue gas emissions (CO, NOx, dust, VOC) were measured downstream the combustion chamber. Besides measurements with a Testo 380, thorough parallel measurements with TSI scanning mobility particle sizers and measurements according to VDI 2066 were carried out. Attention should be paid to the fact that only batch experiments with limited duration could be carried out due to a limited fuel storage volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Gasification Reactor Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{air}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{conversion}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Burning Chamber Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{adm,t}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{exit}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1: Cross Section of Cylindrical Reactor Design

Discussion and Results

See Fig. 3 for the measured producer gas composition at a typical test run. By means of a long reaction chamber and the counterflow of fuel and gasification medium, the bulk material (wood chips/pellets) acts as a filter, thus the producer gas contains a low amount of particles. Furthermore, the thermo-chemical conversion takes place in the lower part of the reaction chamber, resulting in a low producer gas temperature of about 65°C at the exit.

A result of the low producer gas temperature is that the salts and oxides that form in the oxidation zone already condense in the bulk material and remain in the gasification residues. Tar condensates in the producer gas are burned in the burning chamber. By swirling the producer gas with air, a thorough mixing and thus a high quality of the lean combustion can be achieved, resulting in low carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxide emissions. Upstream the carbon heat exchanger, the VDI 2066 measurements showed dust emissions from 0.26 to 3.95 mg/m³norm, dry for operation points from 28 to 48 kW. An additional analysis showed that there was no measurable ash content in the tar condensate contained in the producer gas. Considering that condensing tar vapor is strongly attracted by particles by heterogeneous nucleation, this is another indication of the low particle count in the producer gas. Fig. 4 shows the results for the Testo 360 emission measurements for a typical test run. Potassium contents of the original fuel, the ash and filter dust of the measurement according to VDI 2066 were compared and it was verified that potassium salts and oxides nearly completely remained in the bulk material and concentrated in the ash. After about 20 test runs and ca. 100 hours of operation, the Stirling head has not shown measurable signs of corrosion or fouling.

Fig. 3: Producer Gas Composition of Cylindrical Reactor in Volume Fractions
Already at an early stage of testing pellets proved unsuitable for gasification in a cylindrical reaction chamber. They expand up to 2.5 times of the original volume when being exposed to water, resulting in clogging of the reaction tube and cavitation in the reaction zone. To account for the volume increase of pelletized biomass caused by condensates, a gasifier with variable reaction chamber volume was designed. See Fig. 5 for a cross section of the design. The volume increase was addressed by three measures: 1) A funnel that provides extra volume by moving up when swelling pellets exert a force and a 60° angle and smooth surface to enhance slipping of the pellets. 2) A spring mechanism to push back the funnel to its initial position and to apply a certain force to the pellets to avoid clogging. 3) An inner tube with its length being adjusted to control the height of the bulk pellet volume. The idea was to find a trade-off between the reduction of swelling problems and particle emissions (hypothesis: the lower the height, the lower the probability of clogging, however, the lower the bulk volume, the lower the filter effect and the higher the particle emissions).

Test runs with pellets and different lengths of the inner tube showed that the negative effects of swelling could be prevented with a reaction zone height of 450 mm (see also Fig. 5) and that a steady operation could be achieved. Similar to the test with beechwood chips, low exhaust gas emissions could be observed. Further analyses revealed a carbon fraction of 91% in the ash and that, quite contrary to the beechwood tests, only 3.6% of the potassium contained in the dry pellets (5000 mg/kg) remained in the ash. About 4.1% remained in the bulk volume. Thus, in terms of figures, 92.3% of the potassium is distributed in the producer gas. This is likely caused by the increased producer gas temperature of 140°C, the lowered bulk volume height (1600 mm in the first reactor design) and the significantly higher dust content in the exhaust gas downstream the burning chamber.
Conclusion/Summary

A biomass fired micro-scale CHP unit based on a 1 kW Stirling engine has been developed with a focus on overcoming the well known fouling and corrosion problems that occur at the heat exchanger of the Stirling engine. The objective was met by combining the principles of an updraft gasifier that comprises a fixed biomass fuel bed with a large height to diameter ratio and a low-emission combustion chamber using a swirl burner for the produced combustible gas. A low producer gas temperature at the outlet of the gasifier was achieved and the chemical compounds produced in the hot oxidizing zone of the gasifier were shown to remain in the fuel bed and ash. The feasibility of the concept was proven with beechwood chips. The resulting emissions clearly satisfied the limit values set by the 1. BImSchV [7]. For the utilization of pellets, a new reactor was designed. The prevention of negative impacts of pellet swelling and a steady operation with pellets could be accomplished. However, the potassium contained in the pellets no longer remained in the fuel and ash. A reliable operation of a Stirling engine, as shown with beechwood chips, cannot be expected.
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